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MAKING SENSE OF DYNAMIC, NON-SEGMENTAL
PHONETICS
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ABSTRACT
This paper considers some aspects of the
interpretation of dynamic appmaChCS ‘0
phonetic representation. I argue that the
most pressing challenge is that of relating
a motivated dynamic, non-segmental
phonetics to a phonetics-free phon-
ological analysis.

INTRODUCTION
It may seem somewhat odd that to-

wards the end of the twentieth century
phoneticians should, at their international
conference. devote a special symposium
to dynamic non»segmental phonetics
(DNSP). By doing so we might be seen
treating the topic as contentious. How
could this be? Are we suggesting that it
might be possible to talk of a non-
dynamrc. segmental phonetics? Surely it
is the case that from the earliest writings
we trnd references to the continuous, co
ordinated nature of, for instance.
articulatory activity in speech production
and a concem with how best to represent
this complex activity. Moreover, is there
not a substantial literature that reportsrnsuumental data and analysis of speechthat shows that it is clearly dynamic andnon-segmenutl'.’

It is certainly the cm that linguists andphoneucrans have for a long periodrmognrsed the inherent multidimensionalnature of speech production and that in-suumcntal phonetic investigations in\anous physical domains have attemptedto proud-e precise details of the dmamicsand mter-rglateness of components in thisssstem. (Seeeg Ohala's \ignettes fromthe history or the phonetic sciences [l] )There rs also a general, if tacit..Lxxumption that attenuon to such details iscrucial it we are to gain a full and accurateunderstanding of the organisation ofspeech. The here is that Ihat they willaccount tor things that currentlv presenturemx‘lves as problematic [2. 3].
Notwithstanding this. I do not think itodd at all to b: haxing a such svmpo—

sium. It seems to me that there are sub-
stantive issues to discuss here. There is a
good deal of lip-service is paid to the
importance and benefits which accrue
from a phonetics which might be de—
scribed as dynamic and non—segmental.
However, at least part of the
contemporary phonetics world behaves as
if the best way to talk about speech is in
terms of static segmented chunks of some
kind that get glued together in production.
Much of the rest of the phonetics world
behaves as if it wished that speech were
segmentally organised and that the dy.
namrc aspect is at best an uncomfortable
tnconvemence.

Consider, for instance, the following
quotatrons from a recent important book
on the pnnciples of phonetics [4]:
[Speech] ts the most highly skilled mus-

cular activity that human beings can ever
achieve, requiring the precise and rapid
co—ordtnatron of more than eighty differ—
ent muscles’ and ‘The stream of speech
within a single utterance is a con-
trnuum.... the view that segmentation
is mostly an imposed analysis, and not
the outcome of discovering natural time~
boundaries in the speech—continuum, is a
vrew that deserves the strongest
insrstence.’ (1, 101)

Now compare them with the following
from the same book: ‘Chapter 12 looks at
how the articulation of adjacent segments
18 co-ordtnated. and ‘Utterances will be
treated as being made up of a linear
sequence of segments, which will be
phonetic events of normally very shortduration, manifesting the phonological
11131383 of consonants and vowels.‘ (6,

This illustrates what is a long-standing, common approach to phonetic
analysrs. The researcher recognises, even
smdcntly assens, the inherentlycontinuous, non—segmental nature 0fproduction. That done the categories ofInterpretation employed to make sense 0f
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this data immediately seek to impose what
is acknowledged as an arbitrary,
convenient serial segmentation. The
motivation for this segmentation is rarely,

if ever, dealt with explicitly or at any
length (though in [4] it gets considerably
more argued attention than is usual).

It is this approach to the organisation
of speech that continues to provide the
structure for the interpretation of data in
many phonetic investigations. The word
segment may be replaced by another
locution but the underlying linear, seg-
mental assumptions are pervasive.

DOES DNSP EXIST?
Up to this point I have been talking as

if a distinct and readily identifiable thing
called DNSP actually existed, However,
a noviciate earnestly seeking a definition
would not find any general recognition of
the concept ‘DNSP' in the received
literature. They would find reference to
‘non-segmental features’ such as word-
accent or intonation and their ‘pbysical
correlates'. They would also locate a se—
rious and ever-growing body of work
that investigates the fine time-varying
detail of speech production. To this extent
they might conclude that, at least, an
embryonic DNSP exists. However, the
‘dynamic, non-segmental’ part here
seems to focus on the manner of data-
collection and the nature of its represen—
tation, rather than on any distinctive theo-
retical premises. (Indeed the noviciate
might well conclude that while such
studies may be elaborating a dynamic
phonetics there is not much in the way —
over and above the unanalysed meas-
urement data — which could be considered
non-segmental.)

Perhaps this is all there is to DNSP.
Perhaps the dichotomy between dynamic
and non-segmental on one hand and non-
dynamic and segmental on the other re-
duces to nothing more than a distinction
between modes of practising phonetic
science. By this I mean that it could be
thought that experimental, instrumental
phoneticians are necessarily doing DNSP
simply by virtue of the kinds of tech-
niques they employ in capturing physio-
logical or acoustic data. Conversely,
phoneticians who employ ‘traditional’
transcription techniques might seem to be
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necessarily doing linear, non-dynamic,
segmental phonetics.

Both of these views are, of course,
suspect. The most common kind of
analysis of instrumental results, including
those that focus on the spatio—temporal
dynamics of articulation, is one in which
the continuous complexes are related to a
linearised segmental-type phonology. It is
not uncommon to find comments such as:
‘a model must account for observed
differences in the relative magnitude and
timing of the articulatory gestures for
successive segments’ [5] or
‘...unstressed [b] has a lower frequency
[displacement of lower lip] before [a]
than before [11‘ [6]. Some of this might
simply be terminological imprecision of
the kind Repp [7] considers. However, it
is often not clear at what level the
interpretative discourse is meant to be
located. All too often one suspects that
the underlying interpretative framework is
one of cross-parametric, linear segmented
phonetics derived from a linear segmental
phonology. The patterns and inter‘
relationships in the continuous data
representations are acknowledged but
then they are made sense of by reference
to sequences of segmental phonological
objects.

To take a simple example, electro-
palatographic (EPG) data would seem to
cry out for a dynamic modelling. They
do, after all, provide a (partial) repre-
sentation of tongue dynamics. There have
been attempts to explore some aspects of
the dynamics of EPG data [8]. However,
to the best of my knowledge, the
interpretative categories which are
employed in making sense of such data
are typically the traditional cross
parametric segmental phonetic ones found
in the IPA. (See for instance the recent
tutorial on EPG in JIPA [9]; cf. however,
[10] for a non-segmental interpretation of
such data.)

On the other hand there is no neces—
sary reason why the use of a segmental
notation system should inexorably com-
mit a phonetician to a segmental view of
speech. The work of Finhian Prosodic
analysts [11, 12] is instructive in this
respect. Although they employ traditional
segmental representations their interpret-
ation of them is in terms of non-
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segmental phonological categories and

structures. This is reflected, to some

extent, in the phonetic tennmolOgy they
use. Typically it is parametric rather than

cross parametric. Thus a Prosodic

Analyst is more likely. to talk of a

phonological category being exponed by

‘labiablity, voice and plosron' than by a

‘voiced bilabial stop', Wth suggests

[b], which in tum suggests one segmental

unit.
Recently Kelly and Local [13], fol-

lowing the tradition of Firthian analysis,

have demonstrated ways of enhancing a

segmentaltype notation system to facili-

tate a thorough—going non-segmental

view of speech. They show that even

with symbol segmentation of the IPA

kind it is possible to ‘get a sense of the

ways in which concurrent articulatory

components of utterances are

synchronised’. Their point is not that one

can or should attempt a precise
reconstruction of the dynamic com-
ponents from segmental-type records.
Rather K&L show that is the nature of the
interpretation undertaken which matters

not. the form of the notation per se. (In
taking up this issue in what follows my
emphasrs will be on ‘non-segmental',
rather than ‘dynamic’ aspects in the

expectation that other participants in this

Symposrum will have more insightful
things to say on this topic than I have.)

THE INTERPRETATIVE
CHALLENGE

K&L‘s claim concerning interpretation
can be. generalised to include all kinds of
phonetic data representation. From this
perspective ‘dynamic' and ‘non-
segmental‘ are seen not simply as
properties of the data representation itself
but'pnmanly as issues of interpretation.
So mstead of talking of DNSP as a kind
of phonetic investigation it is more up
propnate. to talk about DNSP interpreta-
tions. It IS a reasonably tractable task to
provrde a dynamic parametric description
in some phonetic domain; it is more dif—ficultto make linguistic sense of such
descriptions. It is here that the real chal-
lenge for a'Dl‘ISP lies: not in developing
more sophisticated techniques for ob-taarnrng or more sophisticated

ynarnrc models of observed behaviour
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but rather in finding ways of relating mg

observed material to linguistically

meaningful (phonological) organisation
so that the detail in the dynamic phonetic
description maximally preserved. The
problem to be resolved is not what form

the observed data representations take but

what interpretative sense is made of them

(see also [14]).
Scully provides a clear version of the

standard formulation of ‘the problem’:

‘Links are needed to bridge the gap be-

tween the analysis if speech as a set of

discrete, ordered but durationlcss lin-

guistic units and analyses of the continu-
ously changing acoustic signals, defined

along a time axis.’[15] Saltzman and

Munhall [16] offer an equivalent formu-

lation in the articulatory domain in which

they ‘attempt to reconcile the linguistic

hypothesis that speech involves an un-

derlying sequencing of abstract, discrete,
context-independent units, with the em-

pirical observation of continuous, con-
text-dependent interleaving of articulatory
movements.’ 1 will attempt to show that a
solution to this problem can be developed
by formulating a structured non-
segmental phonology and elaborating a
compositional phonetic interpretation
function.

PHONETICS-PHONOLOGY
RELATIONSHIP

I have, in a rather unsubtle manner,
reformulated the challenge for a robust
DNSP as being concerned with the
problem of the relationship between
phonetics and phonology. There would
appearto be three main ‘solutions' to this
problem: (a) maintain a segmental analy-
srs and propose intermediate levels of
representation with sophisticated mapping
functions [14]; (b) eliminate the
drsttnctron between phonetics and phon-
ology and employ the same categories in
both [17. cf also 18] (c) develop a non-
:elimzntal phonology with an interpreta-

ynamrc non-se I“9&2” grnental phonetics

. participants in this s osium
Will be addressing issues arisinznfr‘hm (I)
and .(b). _1 will restrict myself to I
consideration of (c). In doing so I will
“88551 that ‘the problem’ identified in
[15] and [16] above which seems to arise
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when DNSP confronts a ‘discrete phon-

ology’ is spurious. It arises from a view

which, in espousing an intrinsic phonetic

interpretation (1P1) hypothesis, mis-

construes the timeless, relational nature of

phonological representation.

Non-segmental phonology and the

IPI hypothesis
Building on the work of Firthian pro-

sodic analysts, colleagues and myself at

York have been developing a radical non-

segrnental model of phonological

structure. This model is implemented in

the natural—sounding York'l‘alk spwch

generation system [19, 21]. The archi-

tecture of this approach is derived from

that of Firthian Prosodic Analysis [11,

'12]. Phonological representations are

treated as entirely relational. They encode

no infonnation about temporal or

parametric events. In the York approach

the phonological representations are

constructed as complex attribute—value

structures. The constituents of these

structures are unordered, there is no

distinguished type of phonological

constituent and phonological information

is distributed over the entire structure and
not concentrated at the terminal nodes.

These non-segmental representations

make it possible to express phonological

conuastivity over any appropriate domain
in the structure - at phrase domain, word

domain, at syllable domain, at constituent

of syllable (onset, rime etc) for instance.

The abstract phonological categories and

structures of this model are given

temporal and parametric interpretation in

terms of a dynamic, non—segmental

phonetics. A central aspect of this ap-

proach is the rejection of the IPl

hypothesis which is propounded in a
number of con—temporary ‘non-

segmental’ approaches where features in

the phonology are deemed to embody a

transparent phonetic interpretation -

tzyiplically cued by the featural name [17.

The position I am outlining does not

mean that I see no interesting or

‘explanatory’ links between phonetic

phenomena and phonological structures.
Rather my claim is that if we wish to
develop a sophisticated understanding of

the relationships between the meaning
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systems of a language and make sense of

their dynamic exponents in speech, then

being forced to provide an explicit state-

ment of the detailed parametric phonetic

exponents of phonological structure is an

essential prerequisite. The feature labels

for phonological units we employ may be
given mnemonic labels but their relation

to the phonic substance need not be

simple. Because they are distributed over

different parts of the syllabic structure,

their interpretation is essentially polysys-

temic [11]. For example, the interpreta-

tion of the contrast given the feature label

[+ nasal], say, at a syllable onset need not

necessarily be the same as the interpreta-

tion of the contrast given the feature label

[+ nasal] at a time (see also [23] on the

phonetic interpretation of ‘alveolarity and

plosion’ in codas of English words).

Moreover, the occurrence of the phonol-

ogically contrastive feature [+ nasal] at

some point in the phonological structure

may generalise over many more phonetic

parameters than those having to do

simply with lowering of the soft palate.

(cf [24])
The consequence of this argument is

that nothing at all hangs on the name of a

phonological feature provided that the

canonical naive view of the relationship

between phonological categories and

phonetic ones is eschcwed. All that the

‘naming of parts‘ achieves is some kind

of mnemonic short hand. This means that

provided the semantics of the phonologi-

cal categories is explicitly and formally

stated then it really doesn't matter what

they are called. There are two aspects to

specifying the semantics: (1) it is neces-

sary to know how the phonological

catcgory(ies) in question relate to other

phonological categories - that is provide a

semantic statement of their place within

the phonological systems and structures

and (2) it is necessary to provide an

explicit statement of the phonetic inter-

pretation of the phonological categories

because, in Firthian terms, it 'rencws the

connection' with the dynamic parametric

phonetic data [11]. I will develop this

position in the following section and

show that we can construct a simple

phonetic interpretation function which

will relate non-segmental structures to a

DNSP.
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PHONETIC INTERPRETATION

OF [ATR] IN KALENJIN .

I will now use some data concertung

tire phonetic characteristics oftlte [ATR]

harmony system in the K816111111 to mott-

vate an abstract non-segmental phonology

and to show how such a phonology can

be phonetically interpreted. The broad
IPA transcriptions below give an impres-
sion of some of the phonetic exponents of
HM TR] in Kalenjin. [+A TR] words are

given first for each pair:

1 [khstl-‘lit’hl {to Sprinkle}
[Fellow] t to grow}

2 [1???99. 9"] {to scrape up}
[kh'gzx trtvh] { to blow}

3 [15‘9s {to dig Up}

[k‘silia 1] [to dig}
4 [it"s-rt] {meat}

[PLEIII {hardship}

5 [19.] {far}

[1‘9] {Six}
There are a number of phonetic differ-

ences between words in the two
categories. These occur not only in
vocahc portions but also in the conso-
nantal portions of such words. They
include ptlglonatory quality, vocalic and
consonan quali and arti ‘
durational differeaes. culatron and
Phonatory differences

. The two sets of words exhibit differentkinds of phonatory activity. Words of the{-11 TR] set have audible breatltyphonauon as compared with words in the[+ATR] set Measurements of the openquotient of the glottal cycle made fromelectrolaryngographr'c recordings andtnverse filtering reveal (statistically si -21f?” t(inferences that can be taken f00 ma reathiness of phonationS0Q values are found for [-ATR] wgifiggpectral characteristics of vocalic ' .2f the two classes also reveal differencesbommensurate with breathy versus non-reathy phonatrort Examination of voice:gftrce measurements also sug esterent kinds of laryngeal beha ‘ gmoving from voice to VOicelewngggrtg:
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two sets of words. In [+ATR] voicing
dies away slowly and continues at low
level. In [-ATR] words, by contrast,
voicing drops off rapidly.

Vocalic differences
There are striking auditory differences

in vocalic quality between words in the
two sets. Vocalic portions in [-A TR]
words are noticeably more central (and
frequently more open) than those in
[+ATR] words. (Note that the open
[+ATR] vocoid has a back [ ct ] quality
in the region of CV5; the open [-A TR]
vocoid has afront quality in the region of
CV4 [ a ]. These vocoids harmonize with
appropriate tokens from the [A TR] sets:
thus sqrn’is']~l5.§.m"ls"l, [dengue ]
~ [ arjgus“ 1.) Examination of plots of
Fl/F2 for tokens each of the [iATR]
vocoids in the data confirms the results of
impressionistic listening (for example.
[+ATR] vocoids show lower F1 values
tltan their congeners {-11 TR]).

Consonantal differences
. Words of the two categories exhibit

different types of suicture and ranges of
variation in the consonantal portions. In
[+ATR] words we final labial, apical and
velar closure with burst release, or with
close approximation. In comparable
words wluch are [-ATR] closure with
burst release is not found. In such words
lax .fncattve portions occur but so do
portions wrth open approximation. There
are also noticeable variations in terms of
place of articulation. 'Coronals' in
[+ATR] words are exponed with apico
alveolar strtctures whereas they may be
exponed .with either apico—alveolar or
dental strictures in {-11 TR] words.
Durational differences

Consonantal and vocalic portions are
duratronally different in [:tATR] words.
Typically cousonantal portions are shorter
in [+ATR] words than they are in [—A TR]words. This is particularly noticeable inthe closure and release phases of initial3nd final plosion. Averages of vocalic
vtnatron reveal a tendency for [-ATR]OCOrds to be shorter than [+ATRlvocoids. However, [+ATR] words areroutinely longer (measured from begin-
ning to end ‘ '
words. or V0tcmg) titan are {-ATR]
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COMPOSITIONAL PHONETIC while parametric interpretation instantiates
INTERPRETATION interpreted dynamic ‘pararneter strips’ for

[A TR] harmony is canonically the kind
of phonological organisation which has
been given non-segmental status. Even a
hard—core segmentalist would be likely to
acknowledge that [ATR] in Kalenjin

operates in terms of whole syllable
structures. However, it is not immedi-
atcly clear that extant phonological
approaches (including eg autosegmental
phonology and gestural phonology [16])
could deal in any coherent way with the
phonetic interpretation of [ATR] here
given the range of different phonetic
exponents implicated. It would require a
certain amount of ingenuity to postulate a
non—segmental [ATR] feature with

intrinsic phonetic content and find what
there is in common between devoicing of
coda approximants, breathy phonation.
front or back secondary articulation, con-
sonantal length, particular ranges of con-
sonantal variability and any putative
advanced position of the tongue root.
Even greater problems might arise in
making sense of the ‘counter—intuitive‘
phonetic interpretation of the open
[+A TR] vowel in the region of [a] and the
open [—ATR] vowel in the region of [a].

I suggest that a DNSP interpretation of
the abstract phonological relationship
designated [iA TR] is more appropriately
accomplished with explicit statements of
temporal and parametric phonetic expo-
ncncy for various pans of word and syl-
lable structure. This can be achieved by a
compositional phonetic interpretation
(CPI) function for partial phonological
descriptions [19, 20, 21]. I sketch only
the broad outlines of a CPI here.

In the CPI function phonological
structures and features are associated with
phonetic exponents. The phonetics is the
semantics of the phonology [13. 19, 20]
(cf [25]). As 1 indicated earlier, the
phonological descriptions being inter-
preted are here taken to be unordered
acyclical graph structures with complex
attribute—value node labels. The statement
of phonetic exponents in CPI has two
fomrally distinct parts: temporal interpre-
tation and parametric phonetic interpreta-
tion. Temporal interpretation establishes
timing relationships which hold across
constituents of a phonological graph

any given piece of structure (any feature
or bundle of features at any particular
node in the phonological graph). The
resulting ‘parameter strips' can be
considered as sequences of ordered pairs
where any pair denotes the value of a
particular parameter at a particular
(linguistically relevant) time. Thus in the
general case:
[(node:panial_phonological_description,

(Time_star't. Time_2, Time_end),

parameter section)
where the node represents any phonol-
ogically relevant contrast domain. The
time values may be absolute or relative,
fixed or proportional. The precise
physical domain of the parameter strips
(cg articulatory, acoustic, aerodynamic) is
not of immediate relevance here.

The ‘compositional‘ part of the inter-
pretation function signifies that the
‘mcaning’ of a complex expression is a
function of the forth and meaning of its
parts and the rules whereby the parts are
combined [26]. The phonological
‘mcaning’ of a syllable equals the
‘meaning’ of its constituents. The com-
positional principle is instantiated by re-
quiring any given feature or bundle of
features at a given place in the phonologi-
cal structure to only have one possible
phonetic interpretation. So for instance,
in the present case the words
(i) [ khwof] ]. ‘good planters’ and
(ii) [ kh‘f" o_l' ] ‘plant!’
can be given the following Firthian like,
partial representations:
(l) [ATR+] (K01)

(ii) ”TR—1 (o)
Here the syllable-domain [ATR] unit

as well as being semantically distinctive
serves to integrate the other syllabic
material (paradigmatically contrastive
units) with consequences phonetic
exponency as illustrated above). Given
this, then the interpretation of (i) is of the

form: CPI([ATR:+] (ROM) = {phonetic

exponents of ‘kol']. A more fully
specified representation of (i) might be

given as: [ATRH (hut), “h (all). Herc
the units within the syllable are treated as
separate entities or sequences of entities.
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The superscript symbols 5 / wfi placed
before the units (K) and (0h) serve to
indicate onset/time domain contrasts (h
‘voicelessness’; ~fi ‘voice’). Such a
representation can be reconstructed as a
graph with attribute-value node labels,
thus:

[MW

[wt-J [WW

[att:-,rtas:—,str:-,

Mantel/Will
[fiitZ] [att:+, nas:-,st17-,

‘ arm-amt]
Apamal compositional interpretationof this schematic representation can bedetermrned in the following quasi-arttculatory fashion:

1. CPI([cnt:-, nas:-, srr:-, cttsf '+
pat-+11) = (contact of tongueablgckwrt’h soft palate, closure of soft palate

.N errant-2 = relat' l 'height... y) ( tvey mtd tongue-

CPI([cnt:+, nos:-, str:- emf '- ‘
ll) = {contact of to, WWW-a1veolarridge...] ngue apex With4. CPI([Uoi.wfl[fii-2], [cttt.'+, nas:-, str:-,crq’onp:—, gnu-4p) = {partial overlapand successron of CPI([cttt:+, nas:—,str:-,. crtsfcrttp:—, gm-Jj) to CPI([Iit':2D,gégvedlength o; CPI([ht':2p, relativeecay 0 v0"([fii'ZD...) wing of CPI

5. CPI([Uot‘:-]([cnt:-, nas:-, sir:-cmfmtpthgmfljfl) = {voicelessness’aspiration of CPI([cnt:-, nas:-, sin:

3"

cnq’mrp:+,gw:+]}). ..
6. CPl([atT:+]([voi'-]([cht:-, nas:-, sh:-crtt[crnp:+, arr/Hy), [wi‘+]([fii:2],l[att:+, nas.‘-, stT:-, '- ~{succession “dcgggi [gig/$11))»;CPI([voi~-]([ott:-, nas.'-, mu, cmfanp-q-ant-+11» to alumnae-21, rm};nas:-, str-, cnsfanpk, [Wt-lb). non-
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maximal backness of CPI([1Ioi.-—]
([cnu-, nas:-, str:-, £1140a, gram-M)
and CPI([wi.-+] ([fii:2], [cut:+, m:-,
stm cnianptv fink-1D). relative
palatality of CPI([cnt.'+, nas:—, 5m,
ms[anp:-,gra-]fi, relative shortness of
closure and release of CPI([wiu
]([cnt:-, nas:-, str:~, cru[cmp:+,gru:+]])),
tense phonatory quality and slow
decay of voicing of CPI([e-+]([fii'2],
[cn’t:+, nas:-, stm, wimpy, grin-M),

We have formally tested and vent]
CPI for Kalenjin within the York'l'gllzrl
declarative speech generation system
employing acoustic parameters. Dis-
cussron and illusuation of this work and
guantttative f [d’gails of the phonetic
.xponents o R] in Kalen‘in ‘
In Local and Lodge [27]. J are given
CONCLUSION
Recent phonetic work in laboratories
across the world has provided a rich diet
of DNSP data. Rather than reviewing this
(mark I have chojsen here to concentrate

tsses surroun in the inte retation
DNSP data. I havegdone thirspbecauseoiiseems to me that whilst we have seenconsrderable advances in data collection
techniques (cg in the articulatory domain[28]) there has not been a commensurateadvance III the linguistic interpretation ofthat data. By examining a small amountof material from Kalenjin I have tried tomotivate the need for a consideration ofnon-segmental phonological categories inthe interpretation of phonetic data. I havesuggested that a small step in thisdirection can be achieved we it adopt anon~segmental phonology of the Firthiankind and I‘Cjecl analysis in terms ofintrinsic phonetic interpretation. Such astep obliges us to devise an explicitphonetic interpretation function and toexplore ways in which DNSP data mightrelate ‘ to abstract non-segmacategories. I .think it also moves ustowards the ‘mtegrative phonology' forwhich Ohala ‘ICPh91[I]. argued so persuasively at
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ABSTRACT
A syllable-based theory of phonetic
implementation called the C/D model is
reviewed, with remarks on its phonetic
implications regarding prosodic control.
The phonological feature specification
assumed at the input is discussed, in
connection with the underspecification
scheme. A recent revision of the timing
computation scheme accounts for some
prosodic effects on temporal behavior of
articulatory gestures for English Ill.

C/D MODEL
This paper discusses a new view of

speech organization: the Converter-
Distributor (C/D) model of phonetic
implementation [Fujimura er a1. 1991;Fujimura 1992. 1994a,b, in press]. ItconSiders the prosodic organization of anutterance as the basic framework fordescribing the speech productionprocess. A prosodic structure,represented by a metrical tree (seeLiberman & Prince [1977]), is assumedWith. a. phonetic augmentation forspecrfying utterance conditions. Theprosodic structure is interpreted as alinear string of syllables and boundariesWith varied magnitude values.

The flow of vocalic gesturescharacterizmg the sequence of syllablenuclei forms the base function of thearticulatory events that fit in the prosodicstructure of the utterance. On this basefunction, consonantal gestures aresuperimposed, basically in the wayOhman [1966] depicted in hisconsonantal perturbation model. Thease function is inherently multi-dimenSional in the sense that differentarticulatory variables such as jawopening, tongue body advancing orretraction, lip rounding and protrusionand pulmonary and laryngeal conditions,have more or less independently frorrieach other. Prosodic effects areimplemented mainly by mandibular,

laryngeal, and pulmonary variables.
\bcalic gestures are implemented in
tongue body position and lip rounding
dimensions, which physically interact
with mandibular position, and represent a
continuous flow of inherent articulato
gestures for unreduced syllable nuclei,
constituting one aspect of the base
function. The implementation process of
vocalic and intonational aspects of the
base function may be somewhat similar
to existing acoustic models of F0
contours such as Pierrehumbert's [1980]
or Fujisaki's [1988]).

To the extent that speech organization
is described in terms of articulatory
gestures, the cm model is similar to the
articulatory phonology proposed by
Browman and Goldstein [1992]. There
are many phonetic observations,particularly allophonic variations of
phonemes in the traditional segmentaldescription, usually expressed ascontext-sensitive rewrite rules ingenerative phonology, that are naturallyexplained by either theory as theconsequence of using an assembly ofautosegmental articulatory gestures invariable timing relations. Such variationis typically sensitive to the style ofutterance, among other factors.

These two theories, however,basically differ from each other. Whilearticulatory phonology assumes gesturesto be the basic units in the lexicalphonological representations, integratingeverything together from lexicalphonology to phonetic signal generation.theIC‘I/D model strictly reSpects thetraditional distinction between phonologyand phonetics. The phonetics, however.is strongly sensitive to the particularlanguage or dialect, and it also handlesabstract features until gestures areconcretized at the output of the actuators-_What was called the base of articulationin the traditional British literature, forexample, is incorporated into the system
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parameters that prescribe the signal
generator design. The phonological
structure as the input to the model reflects
the lexical specifications and the
syntagmatic organization of phonological
phrases. At the same time, the numerical
specifications attached to any node of the
metrical tree produces prominence of the
pertinent part of the tree structure, and
additional numerical specifications of
utterance characteristics including the
speaker's habit, determine system
parameters for the entire utterance,
according to the situation of speaking.

The C/D model describes the phonetic
implementation process, apart from the
signal generator, in three sequentially
ordered system components: converter,
distributor, and a parallel set of actuators.
The process is inherently
multidimensional and superpositionally
linear until the set of control time
functions are derived. The signal
generator, which takes these control
functions as its input, is a complex,
highly nonlinear and inherently three-
dimensional dynamic system [Wilhelms-
Tricarico, in press].

The C/D model uses syllables as the
basic units of segmental materials that are
concatenated into a temporal linear string,
intervened by phonetic phrase
boundaries. The latter can be empirically
observed in articulatory movement
patterns. as discussed in Fujimura
[1990]. The prosodic structure of an
utterance is represented completely, at
one level of the phonetic representation.
by a series of magnitude-specified
pulses. The timing pattern of the series
of abstract events for syllables is then
derived from the magnitudes (abstract
phonetic strengths) of syllables and
boundaries.

It is emphasized that the signal
generator component, as the last and
physical stage of the model, determines
critical characteristics of directly
observable physical phenomena such as
articulatory movement patterns, and
based thereon, acoustic or spectrographic
patterns. including durations of
acoustically defined speech segments.
The input to the signal generator may be
interpreted to represent basically motor
control time functions given to the
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physiological apparatus for speech
production.

The prescription of articulatory
gestures in the form of control functions
is generated by the set of actuators, the
third component of the model. These
control variables as time functions can be
significantly different from directly
observable physical signals, whether
articulatory or acoustic. Nevertheless,
we claim that the model's general validity
can be tested and its parameter values can
be inferred, by evaluating physical signal
characteristics, if powerful computational
techniques are used to handle a large
mass of data for inference of the
underlying variables.

The basic assumption is that, however
complex (with feedback loops. etc.) the
signal generating system may be, it has a
fixed physical design, containing only
parameters that are sensitive to the
speaker's conditions. In contrast, the
process up to the output from the
actuators including the table of impulse
response functions for consonantal
gestures, are parametrically sensitive to
the language or dialect spoken.

The classical theory of generative
phonology (see Chomsky & Halle
[1968]), assuming a level of systematic
phonetic representation, ascribes the
switching from discrete specifications in
phonology to continuous and numerical
variable specifications in phonetics to
additional suprasegmental variables like
segmental duration and tonal inflection,
while assuming a large number of
phonetic segments (allophones) resulting
from detailed but discrete alterations of
articulatory states. This can not account
for the intricate interaction between
articulatory or acoustic gestures of
individual consonants or vowels and
prosodically conditioned suprasegmental
parameters. including variable strengths
of phonetic boundaries (see Fujimura
[1970]). The continuous nature of
phonetic phenomena stems not from the
superimposed properties of individual
segments, but from the inherently
multidimensional nature of the
articulatory organization interacting with
prosodic conditions. Therefore, the
"segmental" characteristics themselves
continuously vary.
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The C/D model seems to have the
potential to account for much of the
observed allophonic variation, whether
coarticulatory or not, within the phonetic
implementation process, according to a
general phonetic principle combined with
language-specific system parameters.
The feature specifications are passed by
the converter to the distributor for
phonetic gesture specifications. Many
apparently supplemental specifications of
redundant information are automatically
provided by the speech production
process itself. For example, unspecified
vocalic gestures for reduced syllables in
English, can be left unspecified
throughout the phonetic process, and
computed by the signal generator as
continuous time functions, according to
the base function control.

Likewise, the place specification for
the nasal segment in English coda when
combined with a tense obstruent (e. g. in
tent', 'tense‘, 'camp', 'honk') is notphonologically copied from the stopsegment specification, but is implementedas a Single articulatory oral closuregesture spanning over the nasal (loweredvelum) and oral (raised velum) portionsof the coda. In contrast, when anobstruent is voiced and follows a nasalconsonant. as in 'lens', 'tend', ‘sums'songs , etc, the syllable-final voicedobstruent is always apical (alveolar ordental), and the place is specified for thenasal consonant. The final obstruent insuch a Situation (along with the finalv0iceless apical obstruent in an obstruentsequence such as 'act' and 'opt') areseparated out from the syllable core as asyllable suffix (s~fix), based on thegeneral rule of English syllables that asyllable-final apical obstruent that agreeiii vtohiging ‘3"m tautosyllabic obstruentco a is se '(Fujimura[l979]). pmted as a M”

the first component of the model,

augmented metrical tree. to comphonetic strength of each syllagllgeatrkil;:cggtiiggly, to assign a magnitude valueimpu se that re resisgllatéle. The converter aIso gettitelsh:urn ary pulse by evaluating the treeeon iguration, and assigns the magnitude
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value to each boundary pulse. Based on
the series of magnitude-specified
syllable-boundary pulses, the converter
computes time intervals between
contiguous pulses by an algorithm which
is called a shadow computation (see
below).

At the input level for the converter,
utterance conditions such as speed of
utterance, formality of utterance, and
speaker idiosyncrasy (in
multidimensional measures) are
numerically specified. These affect the
pulse train via adjustment of shadow
slopes. This pulse train functions as the
total prosodic control of the utterance (to
the extent that the current approximation
is effective) and determines the non-
uniform temporal overlapping of gestures
in each articulator. It should be noted,
however, that the syllable type (heavy
vs. light syllables, era), as a
phonological property of the syllable
represented by the feature specifications,
controls the shadow coefficients, which
affect the time intervals between
contiguous syllable-boundary pulses (see
Fuyimura [l994a]). The numerical
augmentation of a tree node for
prominence, as an utterance specification,
does not affect the shadow slopes.

The distributor interprets the featurespeCifications to distribute corresponding
elemental gestures to pertinentarticulatory dimensions to beimplemented by specific articulatory
organs, generating elemental gesture
speCifications for the next component, a
parallel set of actuators. The parallel setof actuators generate time functions byexcning pertinent IRFs by the syllablepulse, which determines timing andamplitude of each IRF. Different IRFS areen superimposed in each dimension toform the time function of the articulatorycontrol for phrasal units.

FEATURE SPECIFICATIONThe syllable structure analysis in thed _ model adopts the principle ofemisyllabic analysis [Fujimura 1976.79; Fujimura and Lovins 1978]. thatconsonant clusters (in English) d0 "0‘rflelquire any ordering specification withine syllable core, after separating 0utsyllable affixes. This principle
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recognizes CVC as the canonical syllable
structure of English syllables, where the
initial C can be zero, but the final C is
mandatory unless the syllable is reduced
as a supplement to the head (with stress)
of a foot (there may be more than one
such subordinate syllables). Tense
vowels and diphthongs in English are
treated as a combination of a vowel (V)
and a glide (C). The syllable affix to the
left of the core is called a p-fix (not
applicable to English) and that to the right
is called a s-fix.

The C in onset and coda, optimally an
obstruent. marks the edges of the syllable
core, to which a s—fix (or order-specified
string of s-fixes) can be attached, when
certain strong constraints are met for each
consonant to qualify for the status of a s-
fix. The p-fixes are similar in a mirror-
image situation. The basic assumption is
that within the core, in either onset or
coda, no sequential ordering of features
is given. Therefore, feature
specifications, including sonorant
features, for either onset or coda, are
given as a set (not sequence) of several
privative feature specifications, which
may be divided into concomitant feature
types (such as place and manner). The
temporal organization of tautosyllabic
articulatory gestures automatically
emerges as the inherent properties of the
evoked IRFs.

For this principle to work in English,
it is critical to assume an abstract feature
called {spirantized}, representing the
combination of apical frication and oral
closure in the phonemic consonantal
sequences /sp/, /st/, and /sk/ in both
initial and final position. This feature is
an obstruent feature, as a member of the
manner feature paradigm opposing it to
{stop}. {fricative}, (interdental} and
{nasal}. The features {spirantized},
{stop}, and {nasal} all require a place
specification and are implemented with an
oral stop closure (the place-specified
closure is delayed for {spirantized}
relative to the frication production
according to the pertinent IRF
properties). This feature also corresponds
to the same phonemic sequences in the
coda (e.g. ‘task’ Itaesk/ as opposed to
‘tax’ /taek.s/ which contains a s-fix
outside the core, as indicated by a dot in
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the phonemoidal transcription).
It should be mentioned here that in

English, there are many syllabic
sonorants (as in 'button', 'bottle'), that
must be treated as separate syllables,
even though, phonetically, there is no
vowel. These are not s-fixes, since they
do not satisfy the requirement for s-fixes
that the voicing status must agree with
that in the coda. Japanese also has many
cases of phonetically nonexistent (or
devoiced) high vowels. These syllables
contain vocalic specifications which
cause a minimal distinction between /i/
and /u/ in the devocalized environment.
In addition, these hidden vowels always
show up when the intonation pattern
requires a raised pitch, as observed
toward the end of a question sentence.

One critical problem in connection
with the discussion of possible syllable
structures is how to define syllables as
abstract phonological units. Before we
discuss where syllable boundaries are in
polysyllabic forms, we will first be
concerned with the existence of syllables,
identifying syllable nuclei which may not
be phonetically apparent. Some guiding
principles in identifying phonetically
hidden syllables may be formulated as
follows.

(1) A syllable must have at most one
continuous stretch of voiced portion in
the phonetic signal. If a word manifests
itself with an unvoiced portion
surrounded by voiced portions on both
sides, there must be assumed more than
one syllable. Thus the sonority principle
(see Clements [1989] and Fujimura
[1989]) with respect to phonetic voicing
should be observed with the strongest
priority (at the top of the constraint
hierarchy in the sense of optimality
theory, see Prince & Smolensky [in
press]), and probably universally (as an
absolute requirement).

(2) Consonant clusters at the left and
right edges of a phonological word often
contain syllable affixes, which are often
but not always morphological affixes.
The separable affixes (p-fixes and s-
fixes) must be strongly limited in
phonological feature specifications. and
the phonetic voicing status continuously
spreads from the onset (backward) or
coda (forward) toward the word edge.
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thus requiring no feature specification for
voicing in affixes. If there is a change in
voicing at a syllable edge, as in German
initial /kn/ (in ‘Knabe’) and English final
/m/ (in ‘tent’), the two consonantal
elements must be both contained within
the syllable core. There is strong phonetic
evidence that a phonemic minimal pair
like /t€l'lt/ and /ten.d/ must be
treated differently (see Fujimura &
Lovins [1978]).

In this situation, it is likely that one of
the consonants as a phoneme has no
paradigmatic opposition in place. In
English, the final phonemic sequence
nasal + voiceless obstment must be
homorganic. In German, for example,
/km/, 13 not allowed. and therefore. the
speCification for the In/ element in the
cluster /kn/ is {nasal} without any place
specrfication. In English, it can be
shown that at most one place
speCification is allowed for the onset or
coda, and none is given for s-fixes. Note
again that the feature set {spirantizedlabial) fpr the English words 'spoon' oi'grasp', or exam le, do 'theIpllzzce for/sl. p es not specify

i ewise, the feature later 'English, does not have {any apiacl:specified in our analysis, allowing adistinction between 'slight' and 'flight'for example, with only one placespecrfication for the onset (cf. 'smell'vs. _ snell' for which the placespecification is for the nasal element notfor the /s/, reflecting the distributionalfact that there is no opposition ls/ vs /f/in this onset environment). The feature{lateral} automatically evokes the apicalgesture for an alveolar contact in onsetposrtion as an elemental gesture blooking up a feature-gesture table, Itevokes a similar coronal gesture in codain some dialects of American English but22:33:??? The mlpst robust inherent_ m to e ton ugarrowmg and body retraétibnbiig:proat & Fujimura [1993]) That least in coda, the . 'cannot be specified w’floral:€110?“ point otitlilit‘lwplace feature
ie t e CID anal s' .and coda gesturesy his?“ onset
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onset (with a superscript o as needed)
and in coda (with c ).

(3) When more than one p-fix or s-fix
is allowed in the language (as in EngliSh
for s-fixes, e.g. in ‘sixths’), ordering of
feature specifications for the sequence of
affixes is required. The inventory of
phonemic segments treated as syllable
affixes must be small, and their feature
specrfications are given parsimoniously
(only a manner specification in English).
Apart from this paradigmatic parsimony,
affixes behave like phonemes: they forrn
a temporal string with specified
sequential ordering. They are
phonetically very stable, allowing, for
example, segmental waveform
concatenation.

Syllable affixes (p-fixes or s-fixes)
may be assumed to occur only at the
edges of phonological words (or
morphemes).

In the C/D model, unlike the earlier
demisyllable analysis [Fujimura 1976,
1979], vowels are treated separately
from consonants throughout the
computational process, from the feature
specrfication level (i.e. input to the
converter)_to the control time function
level (r._e. input to the signal generator).
For this _ reason, the demisyllable
approach is adopted in the CID model
only With respect to consonantal features
and gestures.

A minimal underspecification scheme
by means of privative (unary) features isused for the input representation in the
(:lD model. For example, in English, the
first syllable lsknimp / of
scrumptious’ has an onset specified as(dorsal, stop, spirantized, rhotacized}.and a. coda {labial, nasal, stop} (nomeaningful ordering of featuresintended). The voicelessness for onset or

coda is not specified because obstruentmanner features without (voiced) implies
“nVOIFCd. implemented as a voicecessation (vocal fold abduction) at theedge of the syllable.

CONSONANTAL TIMING
_ ccording to the original first-

approximation scheme presented inprevious publications, the C/D mOdelspecifies that the internal timing relatiOfltween the initial and final gesture peaks
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will remain the same regardless of the
magnitude of the syllable. Therefore,
when the syllable is reduced, other things
being equal. the duration of the acoustic
vowel segment probably will increase
when the margins are unvoiced, because
the glottal abduction gesture will be
reduced and the duration of the vocal-fold
vibration will be expanded.

This particular difficulty could be
resolved by assuming that the default
condition for voicing was unvoiced, as in
a pause, and each syllable pulse evokes
in the laryngeal dimension an adduction
gesture (as opposed to the scheme where
voicing is the basic gesture unless
obstruent features or phrase boundary
features evoke voice cessation, i.e.
laryngeal abduction). The observed
voiced duration in the acoustic signal then
would depend on the characteristics of
the signal generator, balancing the
durations of the voiceless consonants and
the vowel portion in the resulting acoustic
signal as dictated by the nonlinearity of
the production mechanism. The vowel
elongation due to syllable reduction is. of
course, counterfactual, while the
shortening of consonantal segments is
factual. Which approach is more nearly
correct as an approximation theory is an
empirical issue. In either case, the total
syllable duration. or more exactly, the
time interval between contiguous
syllables as represented by the syllable
pulses, is distinctly shorter (proportional
to the syllable pulse magnitude) when the
syllable is weak.

An alternative general solution of this
problem and some others can be provided
by specifying a little more detail of the
mechanism that evokes IRFs. without
affecting the principle that all prosodic
structure of speech articulation is
computed via the time and magnitude
evaluation of the syllable and boundary
pulses. The current idea is as follows.

A syllable pulse generates separate
pulses for the onset, the coda, and each
of the affixes. Each of these subsidiary
pulses (which may be called pocs pulses,
standing for p—fix, onset, coda, and s—fix)
evokes the IRFs. The pocs pulses inherit
the magnitude of the parent syllable
pulse. Pocs pulses have shadows which
extend only outward from the syllable
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pulse, the center being the syllable pulse
under discussion which excites vocalic
and prosodic gestures directly.

The onset pulse is erected at the
external (Le. left) end of the left-hand
shadow of the syllable pulse, and the
coda pulse is erected at the external
(right) end of the right-hand shadow of
the syllable pulse. The most internal p-
fix requires a pl-pulse erected at the
external end of the shadow of the onset
pulse, and the next external p2-pulse
stands at the external edge of the pl-
pulse. The sl-pulse, sZ-pulse, etc. for
the s-fixes are similar, forming a mirror
image. The most external edge of the
shadows to the left or right of the most
external component of the syllable
determines the temporal limit of the
syllable in question as a whole, and the
contiguous syllable or boundary pulse is
placed to make this limit coincide with its
associated external temporal limit, i.e.,
the edge of its most external pulse
shadow.

The pocs pulses generally delimit the
time domain in which articulatory
gestural activities of the pertinent syllable
component (p-fix, onset, coda, or s-fix)
are primarily contained. The syllable
pulse covers primarily the vocalic
activities corresponding to either vocalic
or consonantal features, but tense
consonantal gestures tend to invade into
this vocalic time interval. Note that the
IRFs are continuous time functions and
never exhibit any sharp boundaries for
activities. The segmental discontinuity as
observed in the acoustic signals arise due
to nonlinearity of the signal generating
process. The onset pulse is the pulse that
triggers IRFs of onset elemental gestures.
the values of the IRFs being subdued and
their acoustic effects tending to be
invisible beyond the shadow edges
particularly if any gesture of the next
external component (tautosyllabic or
heterosyllabic) manifests predominating
effects. The most internal s-fix pulse
(51) marks the nominal end of the coda
gesture activities. and the next external 5-
fix pulse (52) marks the nominal end of
the internal s-fix. The p-fix situation is a
mirror image.

Some readers may find it awkward to
see a response of the triggering pulse
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temporally before the latter occurs: the

IRFs we consider in this description are

not physically realizable. This is a matter

of convenience of the description. There

is always a considerable delay between

the cortical motor control planning and

the physical execution, even if we'take
this model to represent a direct

computational simulation of the
physiological process of speech
production, the actual triggering pulses
must occur well ahead of the hypothetical
time values of syllable or boundary
pulses. Shifting the time values of all
pulses by a sufficiently large and
universally fixed time interval as a
constant delay of responses resolves this
seeming contradiction.

This revised scheme of timing
computation using pocs pulses makes the
intrasyllabic temporal relation between
initial and final consonantal gestures
more directly sensitive to the syllable
pulse magnitude in general. Also, since
the slopes of shadows for syllables are
sensitive to the internal structure,
reflecting the syllable type, the apparent
vowel duration may vary not only
reflecting the prominence condition and
speed of utterance, but also whether the
syllable is specified for a long or short
vowel. In our analysis, a phonologically
long vowel is specified with a
"monophthongal" glide i.e., the
elongation feature {long°}), and a
diphthongal vowel with a more
conventionally recognized glide
({palatalizedc}, etc.).

One distinct advantage of this pocs
approach is the differential treatment of
vocalic gestures from consonantal
gestures. As Sproat & Fujimura [1993]
pomted out, lateral and nasal consonants
exhibit different intrasyllabic timing
behaviors between what may be
considered vocalic vs. consonantal
gestures, while, phonologically, both
{nasal} and {lateral} are consonantal
manner features. Vocalic gestures, such
as velum lowering and tongue body
retraction. seem more closely linked to
the center of the syllable, while tongue tip
or lip gestures are linked to the margins
of the syllable. Assuming that vocalic
gestures are evoked by the syllable pulse
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while consonantal gestures are evoked by
the onset or coda pulse, the correlation
between the relative timing difference
between the consonantal and vocalic
gestures to prosodic conditions as
observed in the articulatory studies (see
also Krakow [1989] may be accounted
for by a general phonetic principle as
prescribed by the CID model.

There are many additional details of the
model that have to be worked out. The
comparison of prediction with
observation is not easily achieved, but
has to be approached step by step in
successive approximation comparing data
and the updated tentative descriptive
framework for interpreting data. The
signal generator brings the generative
description of this theory closer to direct
modeling of the speech production
process.
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ARGUMENTS FOR A NONSEGMENTAL VIEW

OF SPEECH PERCEPTION

Sarah Hawkins, Department ofkingfisher, University of( 'ambridge, (/.K.

ABSTRACT
Systematic acoustic variation reflects

vocal tract dynamics; it provrdes. the

acoustic coherence that makes a signal

sound like speech. It is thus basrc_ to

speech perception, defined as lexrcal

access. Implications of this argument are

that the perceptual system maps an
informationally-rich signal directly onto
lexical forms that are structurally rich,
and that phonemes are not essential for
lexical access. Some properties of such a
view of speech perception are discussed.

I INTRODUCTION
In this paper, I argue that speech

perception takes place by reference to a
mainly nonsegmental phonetic structure.
I discuss first some obvious
shortcomings of the standard view of
phonetic structure, in which prosody and
a linear sequence of phonemes form two
largely separate strands. Next, I argue
that models of phonetic stnrcture and of
perception should include detailed
information about the dynamics of vocal
tract behaviour, since these details
contribute coherence and systematic
information to the signal Finally, I
outline the main properties I think a
nonsegmental phonetic model of speech
perception should have.

2 THE STANDARD VIEW OF
PIIONETIC STRUCTURE

The standard view of phonetic
structure is of a linear sequence of so-
called segments superimposed on a rather
independent prosodic strand. Most
people acknowledge that this view is a
vast oversimplification, but nevertheless
it underlies almost all the most influential
phonetic models of speech production
and . perception. Explanations of the
relationship between this abstract picture
and reality are vague. Relationships
between segments and prosody are
poorly understood and not well studied:
the two tend to be analysed separately
even though we know they are really noi
separable. Timing, for example
contributes crucially to both segmental
identity and prosody. And formal

relationships between these phonetic and
phonological constructs and the other
constructs of linguistics, such as
grammar, are almost nonexistent.

Segments, for most people, seem to
be closely tied to phonemes, even
though, as I understand it, the term
segment is typically used precisely to
avoid the term phone or phoneme. At its
least theoretical, a segment is an
‘acoustic segment’, i.e. that part of the
acoustic signal that corresponds most
closely to the ’main properties’ for a
particular phoneme.

Segments that are easiest to identify
have abrupt acoustic boundaries. Many
correspond to changes in excitation
source, and/or to spectral steady states.
They are usually clearly visible in
spectrograms: turbulence noise of
fricativcs, silence associated with oral
stops (often with a noise transient),
periodicity of sonorants, the steady states
(and sometimes transitions) of vowels,
nasals, prevocalic /l/, and so on.

Everyone acknowledges that these
acoustic segments are not phonemes, or
even phones. But there seems to be a
willingness to let the relationship
between the two remain murky, partly
perhaps because the linear model is so
neat, and, in these clearcut cases, there is
a strong connection between acoustic
segments and phonemic identity.
However, the term 'segment' is extended
to other sounds as well: /w/, lj/, various
types of /r/, and postvocalic /l/ are also
segments, and we say that they are 'hard
to segment' because their boundaries are
only arbitrarily distinguishable from those
of neighbouring 'segments’.

Descriptions of coarticulation are also
often vague about how it arises, although
coarticulation is integral to recent models
cg. Articulatory Phonology, and [l].

Intonation has tended to be seen as
having the opposite problem. The
challenge has been not so much to find
the acoustic correlates of a predefined set
of discrete units in the more continuous,
measurable fl) contour, as to establish
what the discrete units should be.
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In reality, acoustic correlates of
linguistic units are typically complex,
spread over relatively long sections of the
signal, simultaneously contribute to more
than one linguistic unit, and do not
cluster into discrete bundles.

3 COHERENCE & SYSTEMATIC
VARIATION IN SPEECH

Models of human speech perception
have typically incorporated linguistic-
phonctic constructs fairly uncritically.
Thus they assume that the main challenge
is to map the acoustic signal onto the
discrete sequence of segments that
correspond to phonemes. Intermediate
stages such as distinctive features may or
may not be included, and prosody has
usually been neglected. The nondiscrete
nature of the signal has been ignored or
seen as a problem of noise (but cf. [2]). If
we were to take the opposite approach,
and use what we have learned about
speech and speech perception to help
define the properties that a model of
phonetic structure should have, we might
come up with something rather different.

3.1 Natural speech
When humans speak, there is a tight

relationship between the behaviour of the
vocal tract and the acoustic properties of
the emitted sounds. Thus natural speech
is acoustically coherent: it contains all
sorts of acoustic—phonetic fine detail that
reflects vocal tract behaviour. This fine
detail, and consequent acoustic
coherence, is found in all aspects of
speech. For example, it is found in
correlations between the mode of glottal
excitation and the behaviour of the upper
articulators, especially at abrupt segment
boundaries; in the amplitude envelope
governing, for instance, perceptions of
rhythm and of integration’ between stop
bursts and following vowels; and in
coarticulatory effects on formant
frequencies. (Other modalities, such as
vision, can also contribute coherence, as
I discuss briefly below. For simplicity, I
restrict the present discussion to the
acoustic signal.) All these types of effect
contribute to acoustic variability. But the
variation they contribute is systematic, or
lauful variation, and adds information
rather than noise to the signal.

We could say that systematic variation
will only be called variation if we are
bound to a view of speech as a linear
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sequence of phonemes that have a
canonical, or pure, form, with clearcut
temporal boundaries, and in which
phonemes, excitation source, and
prosodic variables are thought of as
independent. These conceptually distinct
strands are not separable in reality, and
although there are reasons within
linguistic theory to analyse them
separately, maintaining a rigid separation
may unnecessarily distort our thinking
about speech perception and synthesis.

There is evidence from at least three
fields of enquiry that coherence (or
naturalness) of the speech signal is
crucial to speech perception: from
auditory psychophysics of the way the
auditory system organises sounds into
patterns; fi'om speech synthesis by rule;
and from speech perception itself.

3.2 Auditory psychophysics
Experiments show that when sounds

have certain temporal and spectral
relationships to one another, humans
group them so that they form coherent
patterns, such as alternating single notes
and chords, or particular rhythms of a
single tone. This phenomenon is called
auditory streaming (4]. An auditory
stream is perceived as coming from a
single source. To use an older term from
psychology, the sounds form a Gestalt.
To cohere as an auditory stream, the
sounds must be somewhat similar in
frequency and timbre: a rhythmically-
structurcd series of tones that difl‘er
greatly in pitch, say, is more likely to be
heard as two independent streams.
Changes in frequency or temporal
relationships can drastically change the
percept. Depending on the change made,
the sounds may be heard as another
pattern in the same stream, or they may
break into a different number of streams,
each with its own pattern, or as a chaos
of unrelated events. In short, whether or
not a time-varying signal (like speech) is
heard as coming from a unitary source
depends on tight spectral and temporal
relationships between its various events,
An example in speech is that we use the
continuity of (D to distinguish
simultaneous vowels from each other [5].

3.3 Speech synthesis by rule
Those who work with synthetic

speech have experienced the sense of
incoherence due to inappropriate changes
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in, e.g,_ R) or amplitude. Synthetic speech
today is generally good enough to avoid
the worst cases. Less elfort has been put
into. increasing coherence beyond these
0bV10uS cases, yet we all know that some
sound sequences are much more
acceptable than others that are just as
intelligible. Auditory streaming strongly
suggests that to produce robust synthetic
speech, we must pay attention to the fine
detail of the acoustics: to the variation
that has typically been ignored as not
essential to phoneme identification.

The popularity of concatenated
natural speech segments over formant-
based synthesis supports this argument.
The phonetic quality of forrnant—based
synthetic speech is not much better than
it was. a decade ago, and many
applications continue to use concatenated
natural speech. In formant synthesis, the
most stringent measures of segmental
intelligibility, such as sound identification
in isolated syllables, reach a ceiling above
which it is difficult to make significant
improvements. Well done, concatenated
speech has at least two advantages over
formant synthesis: it contains all the
short-tenn systematic variation (cg. at
segment boundaries) of natural speech,
and at least some of the longer-term
variation. Typically, formant synthesis
rmrnics only some of these relationships,
mainly those that most clearly underpin
phoneme identification and, to some
extent, speech rhythm and intonation
When more subtle properties like vowel;
to—vowel coarticulation are included in
formant synthesis, it sounds better and is
significantly more intelligible especiall
in difficult listening conditions, [6,7] y
3.4 Speech perception by humans

A wide range of work in speech
perception converges to emphasize that
systematic variation is central to the
speech Slgnal. The motor theory [8] has
obVious relevance. One does not need to
espouse such theories in their entirety to
:fiiirzrledtge the apportance of their

enet: t t the '
knowledge of the relationship b35335:
vocal tract behaviour and sound
profoundly. influences his or her
understanding of the speech signal
Sounds that could come from a vocal
tract are perceived as speech; sounds that
the vocal tract cannot produce are less
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likely to be heard as speech. Sounds that
cannot come from a vocal tract but can
nevertheless be interpreted, like sine
wave speech [9], seem to be understood
because they mimic fundamental
properties of speech, and hence of vocal
tract movement: achieving the right
timing, .frequency and amplitude
relationships is crucial. No one claims
that sine wave speech sounds natural, nor
that . it is easy to understand: these
requirements demand that fine acoustic
detail is added. And this detail follows
the systematic variation caused by the
way the vocal tract works.
_ Theories based on the acoustic signal
incorporate vocal tract dynamics at least
implicitly _to the extent that they refer to
time-varying properties. The theory of
acoustic invariance, for example, stresses
effects of the changing shape of the vocal
tract that. are reflected in constancy of
relationships in frequency or amplitude
across acoustic boundaries [10].
Postulated invariant properties transcend
systematic variation in the signal, yet
include it because the variation is part of
each measure of invariance. The variation
can be responded to as information rather
32m 1:336 if we assume that the

rcep process continuousl assi
probabilities rather than binary i’laluesgi:
features, as I suggest below.

Experiments from other theoretical
approaches also support the importance
of vocal tract dynamics. The large
hterature on the importance of consonant
transmons to phoneme identification is a
pnme example, while others show that
the more subtle systematic variation also
contributes to perceptual decisions.
Some of these are mentioned below.

4 TOWARDS A NONSEGMENTAL
MODEL 0_F SPEECH PERCEPTION

This section considers what the above
arguments, if accepted, could entail for a
model of speech perception.

4.1 The task
In the phonetic literature, the term

speech perception often seems to mean
the identification of phonemes 0f
syllables in simple contexts. I see this
Interpretation as narrow, and prefer to
define the task of speech perception as to
mustand the meam‘ng ofwhat someone
b said. That task is too large for study
owever; I see the immediate phonetic
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task as to identify words, meaningful or

not. Psychologists call this lexical access.

4.2 Modality
A historian might be forgiven for

concluding that one must decide on

whether the modality of interpretation is

motoric or acoustic/auditory e.g. [11]. I

believe that the sharp division that has

been drawn between these approaches is

one of philosophy rather than of

evidence—the differences are often

smaller than has been suggested [11] and

the theoretical approach can influence the

experimental design and analytic method

to create spurious differences [12].

Rather, consistent with the preceding

argument, I assume that all relevant

sensory information is usable. Modality is

not crucial, but the input must seem to

have come from a vocal tract.

4.3 What constitutes perceptual

information?
I make three assumptions about what

constitutes perceptual information: that

all speech-relevant information is

potentially salient; that sensory input is

interpreted in relational terms; and that

the signal varies in the amount of

information carried per unit time.

The assumption that all speech-

relevant information is potentially salient

to the perceptual mechanism does not

entail the claim that it is always all used.
Whether it is used, and the extent to

which it is used, depends on its quality

and on what other information is

available. Evidence supporting this view

comes in many forms, including acoustic
cue trading, the many demonstrations of

the influence on sound or word

identification of higher-order linguistic
factors such as vocabulary size,

predictability from context, and lexicality,

and cross~modal influences on speech

perception e.g. [13]. Of these, the last is

perhaps most worth discussing.

In [13], /baba/ and lgaga/ were cross-

rnatched such that listeners heard lbaba/

synchronised with a video of a mouth

saying lgagal, or vice versa. Responses

were asymmetrical: the visual stimulus

has a profound influence when the heard

stops are bilabial, but when they are

velar, the visual influence (of lbabal) is

smaller and less consistent. The

explanation rests in what the listener

knows about the relative quality of each
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sensory channel. Acoustically, velar stops

are fairiy distinctive, whereas bilabials are

not [14,15] and can easily be misheard.

Clear sight of a closure being made inside

the mouth can apparently cause the weak

and hence potentially unreliable acoustic

properties of a bilabial stop to be

disregarded in favour of the more reliable

visual information: when lbaba/ is heard

but lgaga/ is seen, the visual input

dominates. When information from both

channels is clear and hence reliable, the

perceptual system gives weight to both,

and produces combination g—b responses.

Evidence for the second assumption,

that acoustic and visual information is

interpreted in relational terms, is also

widespread. Auditory streaming attests

to its importance. Timing, by its nature,

involves relational properties, as do

aspects of perceived phone identity such

as stop voicing and schwa identity. That

relational properties are fundamental

suggests that normally, sounds or

features can only be interpreted in

context. While that is a relatively new

idea in acoustic studies of speech

perception, it is not new in linguistic

theory: relational properties underpin the

entire phonetic and phonological

structure. When the salient sensory cues

are also expressed in relative terms, we

have a consistent contrastive structure

from sensory input up to the lexicon.

The third assumption, that the signal

varies in the amount of information

conveyed per unit time, requires no

justification, but it does have important

consequences for our thinking about

perception. Let us first consider regions

of the signal that are rich in information,

These are sometimes called islands of

reliability. They feature (with difi‘erent

names) in a number of theoretical

approaches, including invariance theory

[10], quanta] theory [16] and robust

features [17]. While work on acoustic

invariance has tended to emphasize

dynamic properties, robust features are

typically characterised in terms of

properties that are constant for the

duration of at least the major portion of a

phone-sized acoustic segment. It is not

clear that we need to choose between

these approaches, While acoustic

invariance seeks short-term properties

that are minimally sufiicient to provide

evidence for a particular feature, each
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robust feature must last long enough for
the phone it underpins to be
recognizable. The two approaches reflect
different consequences of articulatory
movement, and so both contribute to the
Signal that the perceptual system tracks.

If we accept this reasoning, then our
perceptual model must effectively
operate with at least two time windows,
a short one for rapid events, and a longer
one for more continuous properties. And,
since different features are recognized at
different times, they will not naturally fall
into the neat bundles of standard
phonology. These consequences are
consrstent with data showing that the
temporal structure of both spectral
change and steady states is critical for the
correct identification of most sounds cf.
rate of change of formant transitions
(stop vs_ approximant), and the duration
of fncation noise, which, when short, can
contribute to the percept of place of stop
articulation [14,18], and when long is
heard as fricative or afl‘n'cate.
Anecdotall'y, I need to hear quite a lot of
the vowel in a CV syllable before it takes
on the right quality. At shorter durations,
I hear. one or more other English vowels.

liwdence for the contribution of
regions of the signal that are not rich in
information is more sparse than that for
islands of reliability, but that may be due
partly to fashions of inquiry. Some
regions of the signal indisputably demand
more inference about the message than
others e.g. some phones are inherently
not robust [1?]. Nevertheless, regions of
low information can contribute valuable
perceptual information. Under some
conditions, natural variation in formant
frequencies that is engendered by
consonants can spread throughout
adjacent vowels and even to nonadjacent
ones. Experiments in progress in my
laboratory show that listeners can use
such weak acoustic cues to identify
phonemes in natural and synthetic speech
(cf. [6]). Gating experiments illustrate the
use of both weak coarticulatory
information and islands of reliability [20].
4.4 Is the phoneme necessary for
spciechl; perception?

ve argued that there is reason to
Silippose that the perceptual system
c'osely tracks the detailed acoustic
signal, along with other sensory
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information such as sight of the speaker's
face, if available. I have also argued that
all input provides potentially valuable
information, that its quality is evaluated
during the process of making perceptual
decrsrons, and that relational (context-
dependent) properties are fundamental.
These arguments lead me to question
whether a phonemic stage is necessary to
lexical access. Why not map more
detailed properties of the signal directly
onto words? This proposal is not original
(cf. [21,22]), but some reasons for
making it are worth examining, in
addition to those made by e. g. [18] that
acoustic cues are not always
straightforwardly combined into phonetic
features, nor features into phonemes.
_ An obligatory phonemic stage must be
Intermediate between the acoustic signal
and ‘ the_ lexicon. An intermediate
classrfication seems only worthwhile if it
reduces processing load: it must be
reasonably error-free, and allow
information to be thrown away. But
acoustic _infonnation seems to be held
until quite late in the identification
sequence. For example, listeners can
back—track to reinterpret acoustic
information quite a long time after a
misperception, reconstructing an entire
phrase and seeming to 'hear' that the
reconstruction is more satisfactory than
the original interpretation (see [23]).

Another argument is that some
phonemic sequences map uniquely onto
words only after the acoustic offset of
some candidates cg. 'plum' vs ’plumber'
in 1 saw the plum on the tree [24]. The
listener seems able to keep both lexical
options available [25], but it seems risky
to keep only phoneme strings without
detailed sensory information, and
contrary to evrdence of late integration of
different sources of information eg. [26].

A less commonly made argument
comes from language acquisition.
Children seem to learn to talk by
imitating the sound pattern of what they
hear, Without a complete phonological
(or syntactic) analysis [27,28]. If that is
the case, then presumably they operate
without a hilly systematic phonemic
inventory, and if children start by doing
that, it is difficult to see that they should
be obliged to change as they get older. I
suggest that. it is possible but not
obhgatory to interpret the signal in terms
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of phonemes before lexical access.

Normally, the phonemic interpretation

will come after lexical access, perhaps to

the extent that the person is literate.

Modelling phonemes as only an

optional route resolves the conundrum in

which allophonic information is crucial to

feature identity and word segmentation

but must be ignored in order to assign

phoneme status. In a model in which

phonemes are not central, we preserve

the perceptual cueing value of variation

due to phonetic context and connected

speech processes by relating the input

directly to phonological structure. Thus

we preserve the information about

syllable-dependent variation in the

spectral and temporal properties of

phones that is crucial to lexical access.

This can have interesting phonological

implications. Take the patterns of clear

vs dark vs vocalized /l/ found in several

varieties of English. Thus lull is “All in

standard Southern British English, but

“A01 is rapidly gaining ground as a

stylistic option for some speakers, and is

the only option for others. ln standard

phonological theory, all these accents are

said to have a phoneme /l/ which can fall

either before or after a syllabic nucleus.

But are these ’l’s the same for speakers

who have only the vocalized version

syllable-finally? For such speakers, the

vocalized version is subject to linking

phenomena which cannot occur in the

dark [1/ version: consider legal fees,

[ligufiz], but legal aid. [ligawcrd]. This

suggests to me that, in these contexts,

vocalized and word-initial IV are

phonologically distinct. An important

consequence of distinguishing syllable

position of phones or features is that

syllabic constituency is not only

signalled, but preserved throughout the

interpretation. Correct assignment of

syllabic constituency seems basic to

correct word segmentation, but this

information is lost in a phonemic string

unless phonotactic constraints are

violated.

4.5 Outline of a nonsegmental model

of speech perception
The model 1 suggest follows that

proposed by [23]. Here, I develop some

nonsegmental aspects of the model, for a

bottom-up channel from the sensory

signal to words. The role of higher-order
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knowledge and the model's interactive

aspects are neglected here due to space

constraints; they are discussed in [23].

One consequence of seeking a model

that is closely tied to vocal tract

dynamics is that it will use a rich acoustic

stnicture with many redundancies.

Another is that time must be explicitly

represented, with both rapid events and

more slowly changing information

contributing to perceptual decisions. The

model assumes that all speech-relevant

information is used, weighted according

to its apparent value. The sensory input

is interpreted in terms of linguistically-

relevant units, and lexical items are

represented as complex stnictures

involving those same units.

These lexical structures comprise

syllables and their constituents, together

with information that maps onto higher-

order structures of prosodic and

grammatical trees. Thus intonation and

rhythm guide decisions and focus

attention onto stressed syllables [29].

Lexical structures include some set of

features as terminal elements. These

features are unconventional: they take

probability rather than binary values, and

are distributed across time rather than

bundled into units with discrete

boundaries. Probabilities attached to

features can change within as well as

between syllabic constituents. Thus weak

cues from small coarticulatory effects are

represented. For example, the probability

of a feature [high] is significantly greater

than zero in the nucleus of the syllable

before a high vowel, but it is higher still

(normally I) in the nucleus of the syllable

containing that high vowel.

A model that assumes feature

probabilities but neglects the weak

cueing fiJnction of coaniculatory efi‘ects

can assume that the lexical representation

is in terms of resting levels, thresholds,

and supra-threshold activation; any input

value greater than the threshold activates

the feature. But to accommodate

coaniculatory cues, it seems necessary to

limit the range of expected probabilities

for each feature. When the effect of

interest is weak (eg. slight vowel raising

due to coaiticulation with a high vowel in

the next syllable) both lower and upper

limits of the range will be less than 1 for

the relevant feature, here [high]. When

the efi‘ect of interest is the primary
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property of that part of the signal (cg. a
high vowel), then the upper limit will be
I, and the lower limit will be determined
by contextual influences from other parts
of the utterance. There must also be
knowledge of relative probability of
features across acoustic segments [23].

The input signal is represented as a set
of prelexical features (or possibly loose
clusters of features) whose values are
also represented as probabilities. The
signal is continuously monitored for
information on each unit, giving rise to
continuous modulation of probability
levels of pre-lexical features, which in
turn affects activation level of lexical
items. Thus the model tracks time
fiinctions and hence vocal-tract dynamics
(and their acoustic consequences), rather
than only event sequences.

LeXical access involves taking the best
match between input and stored
probabilities for features. Unambiguous

‘ stimulus input is given great weight, and
can be in any modality. But because the

-,l system is based on choosing the most
' probable answer, a signal can produce a

clearcut response even if acoustic cues
are relatively poor, as long as they are
con3istent for long enough and there is
no strong contrary information.

_ The .model preserves the relational,
hierarchical structure of contrasts fi’om
input. through to the highest levels of
linguistic interpretation. No one unit is of
pnme importance, nor can it be
functionally separated fi'om the others in
the structure of which it is part. (It can
be analyzed independently.) In other
words,.acoustie information feeds several
units Simultaneously, and each unit uses
sevgral typies ofacoustic information.

ince t e entire si is oteni
represented,‘ the mgdaell sgstemt 81135,
'holrstrc': it is not divided strictly into
discrete segments, nor into segmental
and prosodic strands. Such distinctions
can be made, but they need not be and
possibly they are not normally made. In
traditional _tenns, allophonic information
and coarticulation are represented ascentral properties of the system, rather
thanlas secondary or intermediate stagesrelative to phonemic informationAdditionally, phoneme strings need not
be identified before lexical access
although there is nothing to stop theiiibeing so identified, assuming they are
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represented in the lexical structures and
available to the listener.

A rich and redundant structure allows
flexibility in the units used and how the
signal is segmented. This provides one
source of individual differences in speech
production and perception. In speech
production, the route the child first learns
for a particular articulatory manoeuvre
stands a good chance of being perfected.
It will be changed only if subsequent
learned patterns conflict with it. Likewise
for perception: some people pay more
attention to one set of cues, others to
another. Thus there is room in the model
for experience of the individual child to
underlie individual differences in
adulthood.

Individual differences in experience
may_ mean that people do not have
maxrmally systematic representations of
language in their brains, Informal
evrdence suggests that some people
operate throughout life without a
complete phonological and syntactic
system as a linguist would recognize
them. Take /aid av laikt to god,
tiequently expanded even by adults as I
would of rather than I would have.

. A relatively direct mapping from
signal to lexicon seems to be consistent
With the general approach of the more
successfiil speech recognition by machine
systems, whose impressive recent success
has depended on the use of all acoustic
information over long domains, for
example an entire sentence, using fairly
minimal linguistic information [30]. The
general pattem-matching approach of
statistical solutions to speech recognition
is almost certainly germane to human
speechperception. Possibly incomplete
linguistic structures could be built up
fiom statistical evidence of recurrent
patterns, together with appropriate
hardwtnng in the brain. I have tried to
show that this might be possible.
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ABSTRACT
In this contribution I present the view

that there is no fundamental problem in
relating segmental, non-dynamic
phonological representations to non-
segmental, dynamic phonetic
representations of speech, and that other
kinds of theories of phonological
representation are less suited to dealing
with prosodically-conditioned variation.

INTRODUCTION
The question posed in this session is,

"What benefits/problems flow from
taking a dynamic/non-segmcntal approach
to phonetics?". This question arises
because most, though not all,
phonologists have traditionally assumed
that the segment is one basic level of
phonological representation, and because
most, though not all, phoneticians
assume that there are no phonetic
segments. Thus there is a mis-match
between the two levels, which would
seem. to be undesirable. An apparent
solution to this apparent problem has
become increasingly popular: that the
phonology should match the phonetics in
being dynamic/non-segmental. In what
follows I will present my own view on
this issue: first, that there is no real
problem crying out for a solution, and
second, that a dynamic/non-segmental
phonological representation creates new
problems for phonetics, because it
contains too much specific information.

In addition, I should note that I believe
that there is good reason to assume that
people have a tendency to construct a
psychological representation in terms of
segments. In short, I share the view that
the Widespread success of phonemicalphabets reflects (because it depends on)
the ability of humans to readily construct
segmental representations of words.
(This is not to say that a person must
have a complete and final segmentalrepresentation before learning to read, orthat the orthography has no influence onthe segmental representations.) I will nothave time to defend that component of

my position here, but it is certainly a
motivating principle in what follows.
because it means that some "benefit
flows" from having at least a quasi<
segmental phonological representation.
Following Goldsmith [l ], then, I see the
language learner as being faced with the
task of making structural sense of the
speech signal by abstracting segments
(and other higher-level units) from it.

"DYNAMIC" AND "NON-
SEGMENTAL"

First, the terms under discussion,
"dynamic" and "non-segmental", require
some clarification, especially since they
are not the same, and therefore might
bring different benefits and problems into
play. The question of whether
representations are chunked into units is
separate from the question of whether
those units, or their components, are
dynamic.

”Dynamic" seems the easier term of
the two: if some component is dynamic.
it is directly and inherently specified as
time-varying. The phonological
alternative is "static": no claim is made
about how long a given property persists,
how. fast it comes on or turns off, etc.
Static phonological representations
(though non-segmental) are defended by
e.g. Local [2].

"Segmental" is much the murkier
term. (See Abercrombie [3] for an
interesting historical review; see Pike [4]
in particular for a full program of
phonetic segmentation.) Phonetic
segmentation, for example of
spectrograms, usually refers to a strict
divtsmn of the speech signal into
discrete, non-overlapping, temporal
slices which exhaustively parse the entire
Signal. Certainly this can be done up to a
pornt: acoustic records of speech show a
quaSi-segmental character based on
changes in the major manner features of
the primary articulatory constriction.
Thus conventions for acoustic
measurement of "segment" durations are
typically based on source characteristics
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of the constriction (stop, fricative,
approximant), rather than on voicing,
nasalization, place of articulation
(formant frequencies), or secondary
constrictions. (This manner-based
division of the signal is somewhat along
the lines of McCarthy [5], where the
segmental root node consists of the
features Consonantal and Sonorant.)
One non-segmental aspect of speech.
then, is that other features of a segment
do not have to line up with this basic
manner division either grossly (e.g.
nasalization may begin well before a
nasal consonant) or in detail (e.g. voicing
may continue for one or two pitch
periods after the closure for a voiceless
stop).

Another non-segmental aspect of
speech is that when these manner features
do not change, most notably in a
sequence of resonants, no obvious
segmentation emerges and our acoustic
criteria are quite arbitrary. Put another
way, acoustic signals may suggest some
segmentation and perhaps support further
segmentation, but not always
corresponding to a phonological
segmentation.

Hertz [6] takes an intermediate
position on acoustic segmentation:
phones are quasi-steady-state portions of
the signal, while transitions are specific
time intervals that come between phones.
F2 is used as the primary basis for
segmentation. Hertz and colleagues
show that interesting phonetic
generalizations can be made on the basis
of this segmentation, e.g. that phones
and transitions pattern differently in terms
of durational changes.

Phonological segmentation is by no
means the same thing as dividing up a
spectrogram. The job of phonological
segments is at least twofold: to indicate
phonological precedence (which features
come roughly at the same time vs. which
are clearly in sequence), and to give a
gross indication of notional time (a
segment's worth of time). The same jobs
are done by higher-level units too, of
course; the segment is simply one level of
such organization.

In fact. most phonological
representations are what we might call
"semi-segmental". They are basically
segmental in that there are segment slots
of some kind (root nodes, Xs, whatever)
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which do these jobs of segments, but
they are non-segmental to the extent that
features are autosegmentalized, that is,
features can belong to no segment slots
(as in floating morphological features), or
to more than one (as in geminates), and
more than one value of a feature can
belong to a single segment (as in
affricates).

Finally, note that for the purposes of
thinking about the relation between
phonological and phonetic
representations, it doesn't matter whether
segmental phonological representations
are underlying (as most phonologists
assume) or derived (e.g. Archangeli and
Pulleyblank [7]).

SEGMENTAL AND NON-
DYNAMIC PHONOLOGY: IT‘S
NOT A PROBLEM

The traditional class of models of the
relation between phonology and
phonetics is known as "target and
interpolation" models. That is, these are
models that provide targets and
interpolations between targets.
Individual phonological feature values
associated with segments (or. in some
speech synthesizers, unanalyzed whole
segments) specify "targets" in articulatory
and/or auditory-acoustic domains. The
targets are aimed at by the speech
producing mechanism, which moves, or
"interpolates", from target to target.
Examples of work in this framework
include [6], [8], [9], [10], [ll]. [12],
[131,[14], and [15].

In this approach, then, there are three
steps in getting from a discrete
phonological representation to a
continuous phonetic representation.

The first step is a general one, and the
other two are done for each utterance.

Step I: relate each feature to one or
more parameters (articulatory or auditory-
acoustic, as relevant). To some extent
this correspondence will be the same
across languages: some one parameter is
most basic for a given feature; but to
some extent this correspondence will
vary across languages, because other
parameters may also be used, or not.
These expressions of features can be
quite complex, but that is the nature of
speech, not of the theory itself (contra
Zsiga [16]).
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Every theory must grapple somewhere
with the dual facts that articulatory-
acoustic correspondences are complex
and that different articulations can be
used together to produce or enhance a
given acoustic end. For example, the
feature Strident needs to control
parameters of tongue shape, jaw (tooth)
posnion, glottal opening size, and velic
opening size. Task Dynamics theory
(e.g. [17]) does this in terms of
Coordinative Structures (where the
example of Strident is more complicated
than ones usually discussed in that
framework), and Enhancement theory
(e.g. [18]) does this in terms of
redundant feature specifications (for
which again Strident is a complex
example).

Features: Parameters:

Strident tongue blade shape

jaw height

Voice—-> glottal opening

Figure 1 Features affectin '. . mult l
phonetic parameters. g 1P e

Parameters: Factors:

glottal opening 4- this language
V‘\\ value of Voice
\value of Strident

value of
Spread Glottis

position in syllable
word

phon. phrase
etc.

prosodic
prominence

discourse
prominence

l
I

etc.

Figure 2 Multi I ’. - p e factors a ect
setttng ofa phonetic parameter? mg the

Step 2‘ interpret a ' '. ny given (discret
value of that feature as a (continuoug
value in two dimensions: along the
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relevant parameters. for some interval of
(notional) time. This continuous value
Wlll depend on many factors besides the
phonological feature value, including
values of other features in the same
segment, and prosodic variables. For
some parameters, more than one feature
Wlll determine the ultimate value. For
example, Strident, which wants an open
glottis for high airflow, competes with
Votce, which wants approximated vocal
cords. for vibration, for control of glottal
opening .in a voiced strident, which
makes veicing breathy, and/or difficult to
sustain. Assignment of target values is
fgjled target evaluation by Pierrehumbert

Step 3: connect successive values
according to some mathematical function;
this function may differ for different
target values, parameters, languages, but
is most commonly treated as linear.

.

O O

. .

Fl'gure 3. Interpolation between
successive targets on some paramter

The evaluation for each feature is
temporally independent in the sense that.
for example, the different articulations for
a‘smgle segment can begin and end at
differentitimes. That is, target and
interpolation models require a theory 0f
target alignment in the same way that
Articulatory Phonology requires a theory
of gestural phasing. The difference is
that With a segmental phonology, these
alignments are not considered to be
lexrcally specified.
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A property of both target and

interpolation models and Articulatory

Phonology is what I call phonetic

underspecification. Phonetic

underspecification means that not every

segment has to have a specification, or

target, for every feature. This has a

strong effect on speech when

interpolation functions do not care

whether adjacent featural target

specifications are from adjacent segments

or not; targets are connected up through

an empty time interval between them.

This means that the effects of target

specifications will extend further in time

than the time interval occupied by the

targets themselves. This is a way of

getting dynamic effects without having

the targets themselves be dynamic.

The diagnostic for phonetic

underspecification, then, is variability

across contexts. If there is no

specification, then what you see will

depend entirely on the surrounding

specifications, which will trigger

interpolation through the unspecified

span in a temporally-gradient fashion.

X1 X2 X3

l l
+F +F ‘F

o o

P \
0

x1 X2 X3

| I
+F ‘F

oP \

o

Figure 4. Interpolation between specified

(top) and underspecified (bottom) values

ofsome parameter.

On this account, then, much

allophonic variation, especially variation

that is coarticulatory or assimilatory in

Character, is generated by the quantitative
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operations (target evaluation and

interpolation) just described. It can be

seen that many allophones that have been

previously described featurally (that is,

by the change or acquisition of a feature

value in a segment) are not described

featurally here. As just one example,

many vowel allophones that might be

noted in a narrow phonetic transcription

can be derived by interpolation, not by

feature changes (e.g. Choi [15] on

Marshallese). This does not mean that

phonological feature spreading or

changing cannot occur, but it certainly

means that it does not occur as often as

has been posited in the past. The

position that a segmental phonology

means that every case of allophonic

variation must involve segmental

allophones is a straw man.

Next, note that targets come from -—

are projected by —- phonological feature

values. Thus, when there is a

phonological contrast, and therefore

feature specification, there must be one or

more phonetic targets (depending on how

many parameters implement a feature).

The targets will be the main influence on

the parameter contour at that time. But if

at some point in time there is no contrast

that uses a given parameter, there will be

no target at that time on that parameter,

and the influence of context will

obviously be strong. That is. contrast

can restrict contextual variability while

lack of contrast can give rise to contextual

variability.
I developed this idea as the "window"

model of surface phonetics. In this

model, targets are not single values.

Instead, they are ranges of permitted

values. For articulation, you can think of

these as constraints that say how much it

matters how precise an articulation is.

Some targets are very narrow ranges or

windows; they permit little variation.

Other targets are wide ranges or

windows; they permit correspondingly

more variation. In effect, windows turn

phonetic underspecification from an all—

or-none proposition to a gradient

proposition.
With target ranges rather than points,

interpolation becomes a more complicated

function. For articulation, the general

idea is to go as slow as possible while

still making it into the required range.

Guenther [19] has implemented a neural
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net model of articulation that incorporates

a windows-like idea. Guenther's ideas

differ from mine in certain respects but

his model shows that interpolation

between articulatory target ranges in
accord with motor control principles is
possible.

Interestingly, Guenther is developing
his target ranges as an implementation of
Lindblom's H&H dimension [20]. A
small window is a kind of
hyperarticulation because it requires more
careful speech to reach the small target
and it limits coaniculation. So the target
Sizes encompass all styles of speech, but
slower speech, and more careful speech,
would be modeled as a shrinking of the
targets, while faster/less careful speech
would use the fully expanded targets. He
also proposes to follow up a result of
deJong et al. [21] and deJong [22], that
phrasal prominence results in a decrease
in contextual variation and thus involves
hyperarticulation. This can be modeled
straightforwardly as a decrease in target
range of the head of a prosodic domain
(though his model as it stands needs
some modification to generate more
extreme articulations under
hyperarticulation). Not only are vowel
articulations hyperarticulated under
stress, but onset consonants show
hyperamculation effects of stress on their
oral [22] and glottal [23] gestures.

I would take this approach even
farther: It seems likely that
hyperarticulation characterizes not only
prosodic heads, but also at least some
prosodic edges. Consider how edges of
words are treated in English (and
plausrbly other languages). Wordfinally
lengthening is the demarcative property
(e.g. [24], [25]), specifically lengthening
of the closmg (VC) gesture of the final
time (e.g. [26]) rather than the final
consonant constriction interval, which is
in fact shorter [27]. Word-initially on
the other hand, the initial consonant's
constriction interval is lengthened [27]
and both oral and velic gestures are more
constricted ([28], [29]--see review by
Browman and Goldstein [30]) and glottal
opening is greater (again, reviewed by
[30]). Most strikingly, and more
generally, the size of the glottal opening
for /h/ and for aspiration gets bigger the
larger the prosodic domain in which the
consonant 15 initial ([23], [31]). Thus it
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is not only heads of prosodic domains
that are hyperarticulated; initial edges are
also hyperarticulated, even above the
word level.

This means that prosodic structure,
not only at the syllable and word levels,
but also at different phrasal levels,
probably plays an enormous role in
determining what we think of as purely
"segmental" characteristics, like degree of
stricture, as well as what we think of as
"suprasegmental" characteristics, like

duration.

THE ALTERNATIVE HAS A
PROBLEM

We have seen how a distinction can
made between phonological feature
values,_ which characterize physical
properties only very abstractly, and
phonetic targets, which have specific
spatial and temporal quantitative values as
a function of many factors, including but
not limited to the phonological feature
values. Suppose instead we want
phonological representations to include
much of this detail: some indication of
how fast and how long a movement will
be, a more explicit indication of its exact
spatial goal or target, more information
about the relative alignments of different
movements -- say, a theory like
Articulatory Phonology. How will all the
prosodic variation discussed above be
dealt with?

.Br‘owman and Goldstein [30] broach
this issue. However, they do so by
focusmg on different kinds of variation at
different levels. Variation in gestural
parameter specifications and in phasing
are both considered at the word level.
where lexical stress, position in syllable.
and posmon in words are all relevant
variables. As long as such variation
occurs within the word, it can be
incorporated into the lexical
representation itself, where it is
redundant information, but useful in
specrfying how the word is to be actually
pronounced. Phrasally, however.
Browman and Goldstein consider
differences in phasing only as they occur
between words. These different
phasmgs leave the lexical representations
intact and simply slide them around
relative to one another. Even American
English flapping of final alveolars before
vowel—initial words is said to involve no
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change in the word—final alveolar gesture

itself, presumably because if it did, that

would be harder to account for.

Yet within-word variation in gesture

parameters and possibly in phasing does

occur as a function of postlexical

structure, and in fact may be completely

pervasive. In that case, we cannot say

that lexical specification tells us how to

pronounce a word, only how to

pronounce it in some particular context.

Which prosodic position should be taken

as the basis for the lexical

representations? Should some position

be taken as canonical, and other variants

derived from it by some kind of

readjustment? This would go against the

spirit of the whole endeavor, because the

lexical information would be misleading

just because it is precise. Or should a list

of all possible alternatives be

precompiled, along with indices so you

select the right one for any given

occasion? Not only does this again go

against the spirit of the theory, but it

requires that there be some finite number

of possibilities. Or should gestures in

lexical representations indicate only

ranges of spatial and temporal variation,

with more precise values to be

determined postlexically? Or should

lexical representations be segmental and

non—dynamic, as they are in Zsiga's [16]

version of Articulatory Phonology? In

these last two cases. the segmental-and-

nondynamic and non-segmental-and-

dynamic theories will turn out to be much

more alike than they now seem.
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ABSTRACT
Two neural systems - the auditory

pathway and the thalamo-cortical
assocration areas - set constraints on the
acoustic properties of all vocal
communication systems, including
human language. This paper discusses
the manner in which the two systems,
operating in concert, may shape the
spectra-temporal propenies of human
speech.

INTRODUCTION
The acoustic nature of speech istypically attributed primarily toconstraints imposed by the human vocalapparatus. The tongue, lips and jaw canmove only so fast and so far per unit111716,.t size and shape of the vocal tractset limits on the range of realizablespectral configurations, and so onAlthough such articulatory propertiesdoubtless impose significant constraintsit is unlikely that such factors, in and ofthemselves, entirely account for the fullconstellation of spectro-temporalproperties of speech. For example thereare sounds which the vocal apparatiis canproduce, such as coughing and spittinwhich do not occur in any langua cg,sound inventory. And althou g S

capable of chaining
vowels or consonant
relies exclusively on e
form, nor does spe
sequences of aco
segments.

s but no language
ither basic segment
ech contain long
ustically Similar

aUd113) this paper it is proposed thatry system imposes its own set ofconstraints on the acoustic nature oftsgleejrhangrl'igg their: factors are crucialn . . .
packaged in the sieeglrnia‘ifrgfgrihlo'l‘hispackaging is designed largely to insurl:

‘

robust and reliable coding of phonetic
information by auditory mechanisms
operating under a wide range of
potentially adverse acoustic conditions, as
well as to integrate these phonetic features
With information derived from neural
centers responsible for visual and motor
coordination.

SPECTRO-TEMPORAL
PROPERTIES OF SPEECH

The discussion focuses on the
following parameters of auditory
function:
(1) the range of frequency sensitivity
(2) the frequency resolving capabilities of

peripheral auditory neurons
(3) the limits of neural periodicity coding
(4) the time course of rapid adaptation
(5) the temporal limits of neural

corncidence detection
(6) the modulation transfer characteristics

of brainstem and conical auditory
neurons.

These parameters account for a
number of important acoustic proptfl'lit’rS
of speech, including:
(1) an absence of s '10 kHz pectral energy above

(2) a concentration of spectral information
below 2.5 kHz

(3) preference for encoding perceptuallyrelevant information in the spectral
peaks

(4) sound pressure levels for segmt?ms
ranging between 40 and 75 dB

(5) rapidly changing spectra
(6) a prevalence of phonetic segments

wrth abnipt onsets and transients
(7) a preference for quasi-periodic

waveforms whose fundamental
frequencies range between 75 and
330 Hz
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(8) temporal intervals for integrative units
(syllables and segments) ranging
between 50 and 250 ms

These acoustic properties are essential
for the robust encoding of speech under
uncertain (and often noisy) acoustic
conditions and in circumstances where
multiple vocal interactions may occur
(e. g., the proverbial cocktail party).

Each of these properties is examined
in turn.

Spectral Energy Distribution
a. Energy entirely below 10 kHz.
No speech segment contains significant
energy greater than 10 kHz, and most
speech segments contain little energy
above 4 kHz [1,2].

b. Concentration of energy below 2.5
kHz.

The long term power spectrum of the
speech signal is concentrated below 2.5
kHz, as a consequence of the temporal
domination of vowels, glides and liquids
in the speech stream [1,2].

Moderate to High Sound Pressure
Levels

Although we are certainly capable of
talking at very high or very low
amplitudes, we rarely do so. Rather,
speech is spoken at a level that is
approximately 60-75 dB for vocalic
segments and about 20-30 dB lower for
stops and fricatives [3].

Rapid Changes in Spectral
Energy over Time
a. Significant changes in spectral energy

maxima over 100ms intervals.
The spectral energy in speech moves
rapidly through time. There is virtually no
segment in the speech signal where the
formant pattern remains relatively
stationary for more than 50 ms [2].

b. Prevalence of abrupt onsets (e. g.
stop consonants, clicks, affricates).

There is a tendency for words to begin
with segments having abrupt onsets, such
as stops and affricates and it is
uncommon for words to begin with
gradual onset segments such as vowels

l4]-
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Temporal Modulation
Characteristics

a. Micromodulation patterns with
periodici between 3 and 12 ms

Most of the speech signal is produced
while the vocal folds are vibrating. The
acoustic result is that the speech
waveform is modulated at a quasi-
periodic rate ranging between 3 (330 Hz)
and 12 ms (85 Hz). The lower limit is

characteristic of the high range of female
voices while the upper limit is typical of
the low end of the male range.
b. Macro—modulation patterns on the

time scale of 50 to 250 ms
Riding on top of this micro-modulation is

a longer periodicity associated with
segments and syllables. The durational
properties of syllables is a property of the
permissible sound sequences in the
language [5].

It is likely that all spoken languages
are characterized by these properties,
despite the differences in their phonetic
inventories. It is these "universal" macro—
properties of the speech signal that form
the focus of the discussion below.

AUDITORY MECHANISMS
The auditory bases for the spectro-

temporal properties described above are

varied and complex, reflecting general

constraints imposed by the mammalian

acoustic transduction system. However,

these general mammalian properties have

special consequences for the nature of

speech as a consequence of the unique
fashion in which sensory-motor and

cognitive information is integrated in the

human brain.

Spectral Energy Distribution

Human listeners are sensitive to

frequencies between 0.05 and 18 kHz

[6]. However, the truly sensitive portion

of this range lies between 0.25 and 8 kHz

[6], setting approximate limits to the

bandwidth of the acoustic communication

channel
The precise shape of the human

audibility curve is conditioned by several
factors. The lower branch of the

audibility curve reflects the impedance
characteristics of the middle ear [7]. The

coupling of the ear drum to the oval
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window of the cochlea via the ossicular
chain is much more resistive 10 low
frequencies than to high.

The upper branch of the audibility
range is determined by the mechanics 0f
the inner ear, which in turn is accounted
for by macro-evolutionary factors
pertaining to the ability to localize sound.
The upper audibility limit pertains to the
frequency range over which interaural
intensity cues are available for precise
localization of sound in the azithmuthal
and vertical planes. Because of the
relatively large diameter of the human
head (25 cm), it is possible to extract
reliable localization information based on
differential intensity cues for frequencies
as low as 4~6 kHz [8]. This is an
important limit, because the upper
boundary of audibility for mammals is
conditioned largely by the availability of
these cues. For a small headed mammal,
such as a mouse, comparable cues are
available only in the human ultrasonic
range, well above 20 kHz Small headed
mammals tend to be sensitive to far
higher frequencies than their larger-
headed counterparts [9]. Humans and
other large-headed mammals need not be
sensttive to the high-frequency portion ofthe spectrum since they can exploit bothmteraural time and intensity cues at thelower frequencies. in view of the limitednumber of neural elements available for
frequency coding. an increase inbandwrdth sensitivity necessarily reducesthe proportion of tonotopic real estatefocused on the lower portion of thespectrum. The comparative evidence

and that sensitivit ‘‘yto the high-end f$iqi-Jaetrh3 range is a drawback excegt l":' . necessa fu ’localization and chttrryacte'il‘i:zlalt(t)i‘<l>nofl'liou“Eca further implication, as well, that thlzuree istsomething special about the lowIfrequency portion of the spectradiscussed below. m, asThus it is no at, . ystery whls(<;;i;ids1_contain little energy 3't. he human ear is relatively
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insensitive to frequencies above this limit
because of the low-frequency orientation
of the inner car. But what precisely
accounts for this low-end spectral bias,
and could this account for the
concentration of speech energy in the
speech signal below 2.5 kHz?

One of the common properties of all
vertebrate hearing systems is the ability of
auditory neurons to temporally encode
low-frequency information. This
encoding is performed through a process
referred to as "phase-locking," in which
the time of occurrence of a neural
discharge is correlated with the pressure
waveform driving the cell. The limits of
this temporal coding in the auditory
periphery area result of the modulation of
neurotransmitter released by inner hair
cells and the uptake of these chemicals by
auditory-nerve fibers [10]. Auditory-
nerve fibers phase~lock most effectively
to frequencies up to 800 kHz.
progressively diminishing in their
temporal encoding potential with
increasmg frequency. The upper limit of
robust phase-locking is ca. 2.5 kHz [11].
although a residue of phase-locking
perSists up to 4-5 kHz [11].

What is the significance of phase-
locking for encoding speech-relevant
information? It provides a means of
encoding spectral information in a robust,
fault-tolerant fashion that is important for
Signal transmission in uncertain and
POW—finally adverse acoustic conditions. In
order to understand how this occurs, it is
helpful to first consider another means of
encoding frequency information in the
auditory system.

The discharge rate of a peripheral
auditory neuron is roughly proportional
:9 the energy driving the cell over a
imited range of sound pressure levels-.Because of the filtering action of thccochlea. it would be possible to enCOdc

the spectrum of a complex signal entirely
in terms of the average discharge rate of
SPCCIIalIy tuned neurons across I
tonotopically organized neuronal may ifthe dynamic range of these cells was
suffiCiently large. However, the range
over which most auditory neuronsIncrease their firing rate is only about 20
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30 dB [12], far too small to effectively
encode spectrally dynamic features. As a
consequence, this ”rate-place"
representation of the acoustic spectrum
becomes progressively blurred at higher
sound pressure levels. despite robust
perceptual decoding [13].

A significant problem with the rate-
place code is its vulnerability to acoustic
interference. Because the magnitude
parameter is based simply on average rate
it is impossible to distinguish neural
activity evoked by a target signal of
interest and extraneous background
noise. There is no effective means of
segregating the two sound sources on the
basis of neural "labeling." A rate-place
representation is particularly vulnerable to
acoustic interference since its only
measure of spectral identity is the location
of activity in a topographically organized
plane. Any extraneous source which
intrudes into the place of the target signal
could potentially disrupt its
representation.

In contrast, phase-locked responses
do provide a considerable degree of
noiserobustness since the neural
response is effectively labeled by the
driving stimulus. A SOD-Hz signal evokes
a temporal distribution of nerve impulses
rather distinct from one centered at 900
Hz, or even 550 Hz. This temporal
information allows the auditory system to
successfully segregate signals derived
from disparate sources. In this fashion
the temporal code provides a measure of
protection against background sounds.

Phase—locking also provides a means
to reduce the background noise as a
consequence of its limited dynamic range.
Frequencies more than 10-15 dB below
the spectral peak driving the cell are
rendered effectively invisible, since they
do not affect the temporal discharge
pattern [14]. This property effectively
acts as both an automatic gain control
[15] that suppresses background noise
and enhances local peaks in the spectrum.
This peak enhancement is combined with
a broadening of the cochlear filters at
moderate to high sound pressure levels to
spread the labeled low-frequency
information over a wide tonotopic range
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of neurons. As a consequence, there are
many neural channels carrying similar
temporal information. and this
redundancy of central nervous system
input provides for a large measure of
reliability in encoding such phase-locked
information. Noise tends to be
concentrated in particular frequency
bands, and therefore its potentially
disruptive effect minimized by virtue of
the important information distributed over

a large number of channels.
Because robust phase-locking only

occurs for frequencies below 2.5 kHz,
there is an advantage in using the lower
portion of the spectrum for encoding
information that needs to be transmitted
over noisy acoustic channels. Thus, there
is a real incentive from an information
reliability perspective to pack as much
information in the lower spectral bands as
possible. Disruption of the representation

can be detected and patched up because it
is possible to associate similarly labeled

activity. Furthermore, the limited
dynamic range of phase-locking makes it

more difficult for noise to disrupt the
encoding of low-frequencies. The signal

to noise ratio must be exceedingly low

before auditory neurons lose the ability to

phase-lock to the foreground signal.
Enhancement of spectral peaks in the

neural activity pattern has the effect of
center clipping in the frequency domain

providing considerable incentive to
concentrate communicationally relevant

information in the low-frequency spectral

peaks, particularly at high sound pressure

levels.

Moderate to High Sound Pressure
Levels

The energy in the speech signal is

distributed as follows.
The voiced speech sounds,

particularly the vowels and glides
typically possess a considerable amount
of energy, in the range of 60-75 dB SPL

at the receiver's ear [4]. And most of

these voiced segments concentrate their
energy below 2.5 kHz [5]. The neural

signature cast by these segments spread
their spectral shadow over much of the
auditory nerve, recruiting high-frequency
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neurons to their temporal dischargeLhegejlg rlendering the informatiorinc reativel ' ' '
imcrferencc [16].), imperVious to acoustic

. Segments with ener concen 'in the mid- and high-frefiiiency (333213132;portions of the spectrum are typically ofmuch lower amplitude (3050 dB). Thisis probably a consequence of two factorsThis is the most sensitive portion of thehuman ear's audible range. However thegain‘in sensitivity is modest (10 dB)relative to frequencies between 0.5 and 2kHz: A second factor is perhaps of moreSignificance. This is the portion of thespectrum above the limits of neural(phase-locking. Because of the limitedynamie range of auditory neurons thespectral contou associated with these

{:taipn', these segments are morem e igible at low—to moderate intensitiean at higher SPLs.
8

they are dependent on ratercaode which has a res '01:53.aIggw-frequency spectra, on the, are most robustly encoded at

Rapid chan '. . ges in
Disstribution of Eng;e Spectrala. igniflcantchanges in

_
smagma over 100 ms intermm] energypropetrig of the most salient acousticchangingscqlf speech is its constantlyaracter. Sto ccome on abniptl . Th p Onsonanlsof liquids, glide: andcefi'mmlm patterns:onlstantly shifting. In con15:51:: at a normal rate. it is difficult I ,dynam' steady-state segments Th'0ic property of the Speech signal i:

3;;
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commonly interpreted as a reflec ‘vocal tract pattern constantly in $350?And yet it is possible to produce quasi:steady—state speech-like segments in acontinuous fashion, such as done inmany forms of vocal music. But we don'ttypically communicate in chant.
of So what factors account for the paceSignifirgctral movement in the speech

. One consideration cone
impact steady-state spectra hafentfn ih:aCI'lVlIy level of auditory neurons Asalient property of auditory neurons isadaptation. Turn on a signal and anauditory nerve fiber will fire at a veryhigh rate for 5 to 15 ms [17], diminishinits actrVity level steadily over the next 105ms or so. At higher levels of the auditorypathway many cells will fire only atSignal onset. But this adaptation is highlyrequency selective [18]. Change thespectrum of the signal and formerlyquiescent neurons will turn on. In thisfashion dynamic spectral properties could

dynamics is enhanced at the higher:fions of the auditory pathway, wherechanéifiens respond only to spectrallysignals. g stimuli, not to steady state

mOdAUIastfcond factor pertains to thecortical on transfer function of auditoryAnd a minejugons, as discussed beIOW.informatib actor pertains to the rate ofaudit n transmrssron through theory pathway into the central conicalareas, also discussed below.
b. Prevalence of abrupt onsets .stop consonants. clicks, affn’cate(sc) g-rupt onsets act in a m ' I
to . _ anner Similarspectrally dynamic Signals in that theye a high rate of neural

eir inputs fire within a
v .ery small interval of time. typically 250
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us or less. Among the more effective
stimuli for simultaneous activation of a
large neural array are transients associated
with stop and affricate consonants, and as
such are relatively more reliably encoded
under adverse conditions.

Temporal Modulation
Characteristics
at. Micro-modulation patterns with

periodicity between 3 and 12 ms.
A significant proportion of speech,

perhaps as much as 80 percent [3]. is
produced while the vocal folds are
vibrating. And yet this predominance of
voicing is not necessary for sustained
vocal production, as evidenced by
whispered speech.

The fundamental frequency of adult
human speech ranges from 75 Hz for a
low, adult male to 330 Hz for a high
female voice [5]. Although this range
reflects to a certain degree the length and
mass of the vocal folds. it is possible for
the human voice to go well above this
range, as attested by operatic
performance. What is there about the
normal f0 range that makes it special with
respect to the auditory coding of speech?

If we look at the ability of auditory
neurons to encode the waveform
periodicity of spectrally complex signals
such as speech, phase-locking to this
temporal parameter of the speech signal is
most robust among central auditory
neurons in the range 75-300 Hz [20] and
is the region of the most acute modulation
discrimination [21].

The significance of encoding
waveform modulation becomes apparent
when we consider how the auditory
system would track a sound source
through time without some equivalent
form of cohesive force to bind disparate
spectral elements together into a single
sound source. Because speech and other
communication signals are typically
broadband, the system needs to know
that the activity in the low-frequency
channels is related to that evoked in the
higher channels. Common periodicity
provides a cohesive cue that enables the
system to attribute disparate neural
activity to the same source.
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Periodicity tracking in the range of the
human voice is a particularly effective
means of robust encoding of information
[22]. At the level of the auditory nerve,
fibers are capable of firing at sustained
rates up to 250 spikes per second [23].
And at the level of the cochlear nucleus
some cells can fire at rates up to 1000
spikes per second [24]. This phase-
locked response to the modulation cycle
enables each glottal cycle of the speech
waveform to be marked with a burst of
excitation that enables the system to track
the signal across frequency and time.
[25].

b. Macro—modulation patterns on the
time scale of 50 to 250 ms
In addition to the modulation of the

speech waveform imposed by vibration
of the glottis, is a slower amplitude
modulation that is correlated with the
passage of individual segments and
syllables. A normal speaking rate (at least
for English-speaking Americans) is
approximately 4 syllables per second [4].
And, in English, there are approximately
2.5 segments per syllable [3]. Thus, the

average length of a phonetic segment is
ca. 100 ms and that of a syllable, 250 ms.

At the higher stations of the auditory
pathway, principally the auditory cortex,
neurons generally respond at rates
between 5 - 20 Hz (50 - 100 ms) [26].

Each cell in this region acts as an
integrative center, its response reflecting
the activity of hundreds, if not thousands
of cells at more peripheral stations. It
appears likely that the syllable and
segment rate of spoken discourse is at
least partially conditioned by the firing
rates of these conical neurons. These
cells can phase-lock to the slow
modulations of energy within their
response areas and thereby provide an
accurate representation of both syllabic

and gross spectral contours. The gross
amplitude modulation cues can be used to
temporally bind neural activity driven by
different portions of the spectrum, but
having common onsets and offsets.
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CORTICO-THALAMJC
MECHANISMS

The brain utilizes specific strategies to
integrate auditory information into
linguistically meaningful units. It is rather
unlikely that speech is processed
phoneme by phoneme like so many
"beads on a string." Rather the acoustic
components of speech appear to segregate
into syllable or mora-length units, which
in turn are integrated into words and
higher level semantic units.

What are the neural bases for this
syllable timing properties of speech?

Many properties of auditory function
appear to be governed by a ZOO-ms time
constant, including temporal masking,
intensity integration and loudness
summation [6]. it is of interest that a
similar time constant figures prominently
in visual and motor function as well [27].

These observations suggest the
existence of a quantal unit common to the
sensory and motor systems, a unit of time
over which sensory information is
analyzed and correlated with the relevant
motor systems, possibly through the
reticular nuclear complex of the thalamus
and the neo-dentaie nucleus of the
cerebellum.

Thus, the syllable may serve as thetemporal unit for integration of auditoryinformation into higher-level linguisticunits.
During speech production the motorsystem controlling the vocal apparatus isalmost surely in close communicationWith the output of the auditory systemThe syllable may thus serve as thetemporal unit for which the auditory andarticulatory components of speech aresynchronized, and also serve as well asthe basrc unit for higher level integrationinto semantic units.

Information enc 'oded in s liablepackets places a temporal constriiint onlinguistic information. It establishes this‘ n which a minimumamount of information needs to be fit forhigher level integration.
These observ '. ations suextstence of a quantal unit ggest thesensory and motor systems, a unit of timeover which senso ‘ry information ianalyzed and correlated with the relevani

E
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motor systems, probably through the
reticular nuclear complex of the thalamus

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The human vocal apparatus is likely

to have evolved under conditions
optimized to produce communication
signals possessing properties that exploit
the auditory system's ability to encode
information in a robust, fault-tolerant
fashion.

The speech spectrum is biased
towards the low-frequencies which are
particularly resistant to disruption from
background noise. The sound pressure
level of most speech is sufficiently high
as to insure that low-frequency spectral
information is spread across a wide array
of auditory frequency channels. Glottal
periodicity insures that the system is able
to track speech in noisy, acoustically
adverse conditions, and syllable length
modulation helps the brain bind together
disparate spectral entities into meaningful
units.
’ Within this framework, the
importance of the auditory system for
speech is that it preconditions the neural
representation for maximum reliability
and rate of information transmission. 1!
does this by creating a sparse
representation of the signal, consisting
mainly of changes in spectral peaks and
temporal parameters. The brain therefore
only needs to keep track of novel features
tn the waveform, confident that only
these encode important information.

ls this correlation between auditoryproperties and the speech waveformsufficrent to fully account for the acousticproperties of human language? Probablynot. Although the auditory systemnecessarily provides the sort of robust,efftcrent form on information
representation required for higher levellinguistics integration, it fails to fully
specify why speech occurs in syllable andword level units.

Other brain centers, such as thethalamus and cortical association areas areundoubtedly involved in thetransformation of this acousticinformation into a complex symbolicsystem.
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ABSTRACT

The paper reviews two engineering
techniques, the Perceptual linear
predictive (PLP) analysis and the
RelAtive SpecTrAl (RASTA)
processing, used in automatic speech
recognition and describe their
consistencies with some properties of
human speech perception.

INTRODUCTION

Assuming that speech developed so
that its linguistically important
components are heard well, processing of
speech should respect properties of
human hearing. However, a blind copying
of nature without deeper understanding
pf underlying mechanisms in hopes of
obtaining" a successful engineering

solution has frequently proven to be a
failure.

We believe that engineeringdisciplines
can benefit from selective modelling of
relevant. characterist'cs of human
information processing . In this paper we
discuss two techniques, the Perceptual
linear predictive (PLP) analysis, and the
RelAtive SpecTrAl (RASTA)
processmg, which were designed to
improve performance of automatic
speech recognizers. Subsequently, these
techniques were found to be consistentWith speCific properties of human speech
perception. We discuss (in italics)relevant properties of human speechperception, and before describing the twowe attempt to put both techniques intohistorical perspective with selected
engineering systems.

H

. ." .Airplanes do not flap wings, and most ofauditory models" do not demonstrate significantadvantage in engineering, and sometimes yieldclearly inferior results.

PERCEPTUAL LINEAR
PREDICTION (PLP)

The PLP analysis technique was
designed to suppress speaker dependent
components in features used for
automatic speech recognition. Several
basic properties of human hearing (as
noted bellow, each previously used in
engineering)were integrated in a speech
analysis technique called PLP [1].

Root Spectral Compression

Perception of intensity appears to be
consistent with a compressive type of
nonlinearity. In particular, perceived
loudness of a steady sound is
approximately proportional to a cube
root ofits power [2].
.Lim [3] investigated the use of

different compressive functions in
homomorphic analysis of speech. He
concluded that the cube root
compressmn was optimal with respect to
resulting speech quality of re-
synthesised speech.

.Hermansky et al. [4] experimented
with varying compressive functions in
linear predictive analysis and found that
when the short-term power spectrum of
speech is compressed through cube root
function, the analysis is the least affected
by the fine spectral structure of voiced
speech. The root spectral compression
also helps in modelling spectral envelope
zeros which occur in nasalized and
fricative speech sounds.

Furthermore, root compressed power
Spectrum (root compression with
exponents 2-4) appears to be optimal for

H

1 .
. Airplanes do not flap their wings, but their

demo! is. based on thorough understanding and
u§¢ Ofpnnciples of aerodynamics which allow
birds to fly.
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processing which alleviates additive noise
in the acoustic signal (see e.g. [5-71)

Nonlinear spectral resolution

Decreasing selectivity of human
hearing with frequency is one of the best
documented and least disputedproperties
ofhuman auditory perception.

Bridle and Brown [8] and later
Mermelstein [9], and Davis and
Mermelstein [10] proposed to use cosine
transform of logarithmic energies
(cepstrum) from non—unifonnly spaced
bandpass filters with bandwidth
increasing with frequency. Davis and
Mermelstein proposed triangular filters
with a shape which is about constant on
the mel scale. Mel cepstrum is currently
the dominant feature extraction technique
in automatic speech recognition.

Nonuniform spectral sensitivity of

hearing

For typical levels of human speech
communication, hearing is most sensitive

in 2—4 kHz range, therefore emphasising
the second and thirdformant region.

A typical preemphasis in speech
analysis approximates this property by
6dB/oct high-pass filtering of the signal.

To obtain more stable formant
estimates, Itahashi and Yokoyama [l 1]
proposed to warp the spectral envelope
of speech (estimated by high—order LPC
analysis) using a mel warping function,
and weight it by an approximation of the
Fletcher-Munson equal loudness curve.
The resulting auditory-like spectrum was
then again approximated by relatively
low (6th order) LPC all—pole model.

Broad spectral integration in speech
perception.

Klatt [12] speculated that for gender
normalization, larger than I Bark
spectral resolution would be required.
This notion is supported by perceptual
studies that suggest that human speech
perception could integrateformant peaks
within 3.5 Bark interval [13], and
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therefore could merge several speech
formants. Thus, frequency resolution for
perception ofspeech signals seems to be
considerably broader that the critical-
band concept would suggest

Pols et al. [14] reported that the first
three (six) principal components of a set
of non—uniformly spaced 1/3 octave filter
bank output power explain 82% (97%)
of variance in his data. Later work
P015 [15] also shows that these first
three principal components can be used
successfully in automatic speech
recognition.

The Technique

Several engineering approximationsto
the properties of human speech
perception are used in PLP analysis of
speech:

1) critical band (Bark) nonlinear
frequency resolution, implemented by
integrating short-term Fourier spectrum
of speech under increasingly wider
trapezoidal curves,

2) asymmetries of auditory filters,
implemented by relatively steep
(25dB/Bark) slope of the trapezoidal
curve towards higher frequencies and
more gradual (10dB/Bark) slope towards
lower ones,

3) unequal sensitivity of human
hearing at different frequencies,
implemented by a fixed approximation of
Fletcher-Munson equal loudness curve,

4) intensity-loudness nonlinear
relation, implemented by a cube root
compression, and

5) broader than critical-band
integration, hypothesised in perception
of speech (see e.g. [12]), implemented by
an autoregressive all—pole model.

The optimal order of the PLP all-pole
model was determined experimentally on
cross—speaker speech recognition
experiments in which training data from
one speaker were used to recognise
speech of another speaker. Results are
shown in Fig. 1. The two-peak (5th
order) model was found to be optimal.
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_ The spectrograms in Fig. 2 show that,
in comparison to the conventional
formant based representations, the
broader spectral integration implied by
low~order PLP analysis is capable of
more consistent speech representations
from adult and child speech.

S‘PECTROGRAMS . ‘ ADULT MALE

Fig. 2 Spectra of adult and child
, obtained by conventional $33;

analysis and by PLP analysis
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The 5th order PLP model was used

successfully in speaker-independent
recognition of digits [1]. For more
complex tasks with a sufficient amount

of training data, higher model order (7th-
8th) appears to be more efficient.

RELATIVE SPECTRAL (RASTA)
PROCESSING

We will next describe our engineering
approach based on certain temporal
properties of human hearing.

Perception of modulatedsignals

Since early experiments of Riesz [16]
it is known that sensitivity of human
hearing to both the amplitude and the
frequency modulation is highest for
frequency ofmodulation atabout 4-6 Hz.
Thus, human hearing in perception of
modulated signals acts as a band-pass
filter.

Drullman et. al [17, 18] support the
band-pass character ofhuman hearing in
speech perception by showing that low-
pass filtering of 1/4 octave-derived
spectral envelopes of speech at
frequencies higher than 16 Hz or high-
pass filtering it at frequencies lower that
2 Hz causes almost no reduction in
speech intelligibility. They proposed that
that the bulk of linguistic information is
contained in modulation frequencies
between 2 and I 6 Hz.

Furui [19] introduced delta features
to enhance dynamic components of
speech Signal. To approximate the
denvative of time trajectories of cepstral
coefficients, Furui computed the delta
features usmg a regression fit to a short
segment of the cepstral trajectories. This
operation rs equivalent to band—pass
filtering of the trajectory by an FIR filter
With a relatively shallow (-6db/oct) low
frequency slope. The optimal length of

‘ the segment for deriving the regressionfit
was about 170 ms, which corresponds to
a FIR bandpass filter with its maximum
at about 4 Hz [20].

Rosenberg et al [21] experimented
With cepstral mean subtraction in
speaker recognition system using mean
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computed over short-term window of

variable lengths. They reported the best

results for the window of 165 ms. As

discussed e.g. in Herrnansky and

Morgan [20], the cepstral mean

subtraction with the 165 ms window

implies high-pass filtering with the filter

cut-off frequency of about 1 Hz

The Technique

RASTA engineering technique uses

the fact that linear distortions and

additive noise in speech signal show as a

bias in the short-term spectral

parameters. Since rate of such extra-

linguistic changes is often outside the

typical rate of change of linguistic

components, Herrnansky et a1 [22] and

Hirsh et a1. [23] have proposed filtering

of temporal trajectories of speech

parameters which would alleviate the

extra-linguistic spectral components from

the speech representation. This

technique is known as RASTA speech

processing. A series of recognition

experiments in which the test data were

linearly distorted by convolution with a

simple first—order high-pass system [20]

was run with different RASTA filters to

determine the optimal filter structure.

Results of experiments are shown in Fig.

3.
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The optimal filter for recognition of
noisy speech was found to be a bandpass

filter with the pass—band between about

1 Hz and 12 Hz. The time constant of

the integrator in the filter was about 170

ms. RASTA processing enhances

dynamic events is the signal and

suppresses the slowly varying ones, as

illustrated in Fig. 4.

PLP

lama...“

/a/ II] /u/ /e/ lo/

RASTA-PLP

ole silloalar 1|: ull cl.-

0 TIME [s] 3.5

Fig. 4 Spectra offive sustained Czech

vowels obtained by PLP and RASTA-PLP

analyses. Note enhanced transitions

resultingfrom RASTA processing

The RASTA band-pass filtering is

typically done either on logarithmic

spectrum (or cepstrum, which is a

linearly transformed logarithmic

spectrum) or on the spectrum

compressed by ln(const+x) nonlinearity.

However, Herrnansky et a1. [7] reported

that RASTA filtering on root—

compressed power spectrum (with filters

designed from the training data) rs

effective for perceptual enhancement of

noisy telephone speech. Filters in the

frequency range with most speech energy

have a maximum at about 6-8 Hz.

For speech recognition applications,

we most often use RASTA processing in

combination with the above described

PLP technique. In this combination,

RASTA filtering is performed on

outputs from a critical-band analysis, i.e.,
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prior to the cube root compression and
loudness equalisation, and the all-pole
modelling. We note that RASTA-PLP
technique is rapidly gaining recognition in
engineering community, especially in
applications which can tolerate or even
benefit from the enhanced spectral
dynamics, such as the isolated phrase
recognition. Alternative recognition
paradigms which could capitalise on the
enhanced spectral dynamics are being
studied for applications of RASTA
processing in recognition of continuous
speech [24].

CONSISTENCIES WITH HUMAN
SPEECH PERCEPTION

Although both PLP and RASTA were
desrgned on purely engineering grounds
and with a clear engineeringobjective in
rmnd, they both turned out to be at least
in certain aspects consistent with human
speech perception.

PLP and e ective rce tual second
ormant '

Fant and Risberg [25] observed that
all Swedish vowels can be simulated by
synthetic stimuli with only two spectralpeaks, providing that their second
spectral peak F2’ is in particular
position, which does not necessarily
cozncrde with any of the formants.
Fant [26] proposes that the eflective
secondformant F2' might correspond to
a resonancefiequency of the uncoupledfiont cavity ofthe vocal tract. Hermansky
and . Broad [30] showed on X-raytracmgs that thefiont cavity appears to
be less dependend on the age ofthetalkerthan the rest of the vocal tract. Theyspeculated that speech perception(simulated by the PLP analysis) might beable to integrate detailed formantstructure and extract the resonancegzgrsency of the front part of the vocal

\

’Justasismoreorluswceptedthatme
formant: are W by some form ofmtegrationof afimdamentalfrequmymb.
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The 5th order PLP analysis of 18
synthetic cardinal vowels yields results
which agree well with Bladon and
Fant's[27] perceptual experiments: the
second spectral peak approximates well
the effective second formant F2' [1].
Moreover, the bandwidths of the PLP
model preserve information about spread
of the underlying formant clusters, thus
alleviating a fundamental objection [28,
29] to the F2' concept (see [1] for
evidence and discussion). The two peaks
of the 5th order PLP model start merging
when their distance approaches 3.5 Bark,
thus being consistent with [13]

Hermansky and Broad [30]
demonstrate a high correlation between
positions of the second spectral peak of
the 5th order PLP model and the
resonance frequency of the uncoupled
front cavity of the simulated vocal tract
of _ front and mid vowels, used in
articulatory synthesis of the vowel-like
sounds. Table l. is a summary of their
results. The first row contains
correlations of the tract legnth and the
resonance frequency of the uncoupled
front cavity with the second peak of PLP
model, extracted from the synthesized
speech. The second row shows averaged
correlations with the first four formants.
Note that the formant frequencies, which
are strongly dependent on anatomy of
the particular vocal tract, correlate highly
With the tract length. The weak
correlation of the second peak of the PLP
model with the tract length implies its
relative independence of the talker. Its
strong correlation with the resonance
frequency of the uncoupled front cavity
supports Fant’s proposal of its
correspondence with the effective second
formant F2’ [26].

Table I.

Tract Front cavity
Length resonance

Second Peak -0.18 0.9
of PLP Model

Formants -0.71 0.22
Averaged)
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Later [31] they also show a high
correlation of the PLP-estimated F2' with
the front cavity resonance estimated
from the x-ray microbearn data.
Additional work is needed to get full
support for their hypothesis.

RASTA and forward masking

[fa loud sound is followed closely in
time by weaker sound, the audibility of
the weaker sound is diminished. This
qfect, calledforward masking, reflects a
significant nonlinearity since,
independently of the masker amplitude,
the eflect seems to last for about 200 ms
(see e.g. [32]).

As we noted earlier, the phenomenon
offirrward masking reflects aspects of
temporal properties of the auditory
system. Forward masking eflbct is
typically measured by presenting, on each
trial, a masker (tone or band-passed
noise) for 200 milliseconds or longer.
Human observers are asked to detect a
brief probe presented afler a variable
delay following the ofiset of the masker.
The masking efl'cct is summarised by the
sound level of the probe, above its
threshold required for fixed detection
performance.

Typical data from such experiments
exhibit features that implicate non-linear
aspects of the auditory system. For short
delays. the masking efiiect is determined
by the masker level. However, the
masking eject decays rapidly, and
becomes negligible for delays greater
than 200 milliseconds, independent of the
masker level. The decaying dependence
of the masking eflcct on the logarithmic
delay is well approximated by a set of
straight lines that intersect at a point
corresponding to the delay of
approximately 200 milliseconds. This is
illustrated in Fig. 6 by the shaded triangle
which was derived from extrapolated
mean human data for 1 kHz and 30-60
dB SPL maskers (experiment 1 in [34]).

Prior attempts to account for the data
led researchers to models based on
automatic gain control such as proposed
by [32]. In his model, the effect of the
masker was to reduce temporarily the
system gain. Although this model could
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account for the temporal behaviour of
forward masking data, it did not specify
a plausible process for the temporal
dependency of the gain.

A decade later, a scrutiny of the
RASTA engineering model provided two
interesting insights [33]. First, a
reduction in gain in the AGC model is
equivalent to a subtraction preceded by a
logarithmic transformation. Second,
exponential decay in the logarithmic
domain with appropriate choices of time
constant can produce data that closely
approximate linear decay. Both such
operations are implemented in the
RASTA model.

To investigate the potential of
RASTA processing for modeling the
temporal masking effect, we duplicated a
part of experiment I fiom [34]. Critical-
band spectra were computed by PLP
analysis using 1 kHz stimuli. The
critical-band spectra were processed by
our standard RASTA filter [20]. Probe
detection was mediated by a comparison
ofa specu'al distance measure of RASTA
processed loudness profiles (critical-band
spectra in cube-root power) of a masker
alone and of the masker followed by a
probe. The process is illustrated in
Fig.5.

M+S

RASTA L0“)
Masher 4- Probe ANALYSIS

. W
_-_, RASTA

_ ANALYSIS Ll")
..r

Fig. 5 A model of the experiment for
investigation of temporal properties of
RASTA processing.

Results, shown in Fig.6, are
qualitatively consistent with conclusions
from human forward masking
experiments [34] which implications are
indicated in the figure by the shaded
triangle overlaid over our data. To obtain
the fit, we allowed for a linear
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optimization of the distance measure, i.e.

the actual Euclidean distance between

loudness profiles was multiplied by a

constant. (0.12) and another small
constant (0.9) was added to the result.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have reviewed two successful
engineering approaches, designed to
alleViate sensmvity of speech processing
to. extra-linguistic factors and used
Widely ‘m speech engineering. We noted
the Similarity in their behaviour to that of
the human auditory system. Some of
these consrstencies were obtained
because of an explicit motivation to
model the human auditory system, but
others were strictly the results of
engineering optimisations.

We have also noted that anal '
engineering systems may lead timing:
hinSights into the processes underlying
_uman auditory perception. There are
mstanoes where engineering technique
eventhough deSIgned only as a practical
solution to a particular engineering
problem, turned out to be a good model
of human auditory perception.
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A COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH TO
RECOGNITION OF SPEECH FEATURES

USING MODELS OF AUDITORY SIGNAL PROCESSING

Thomas Holton
School ofEngineering, San Francisco State University, San Francisco. CA 94132 USA

ABSTRACT
We present a computational approach

to the detection of important speech
features, such as fonnants and pitch, based
on a model of auditory signal processing.
Algorithms have been designed to be
computationally simple, physiologically
reasonable and to emulate human
psychophysical performance.

INTRODUCTION
Most current approaches to computer

speech recognition are based on a
spectrographic approach to feature
extraction[1]. In this approach, the energy
of speech is measured as a function of
frequency, and parameters derived from
the resulting spectrum are compared to a
template or rule. Spectrographic
techniques include computation of HTS.
extraction of LPC and cepstral coefficients
and processing by filter banks. »

Spectrographic approaches suffer from
well—known problems. Because
spectrograms are sensitive to anything that
changes the relative magnitude of in-band
energies, their performance is often
severely degraded in situations of practical
interest; for example, in conditions of
reduced spectral bandwidth (over the
phone) or in the presence of background or
line noise.

In our approach, we have sought to
understand the fundamental strategy usedby the auditory system to process speechSignals and apply this understanding to thedesrgn of improved algorithms fordetection of speech features. We have:. 0 developed a comprehensive model ofSignal processing by the peripheral andeariy central auditory system,

- studied the response of this model to

speech and other stimuli, and
o distilled what we believe are

important signal processing techniques of
the auditory system into practical
algorithms for feature extraction that
provide noise-immune, speech-specific
detection of forrnants and pitch pulses in
sonorant parts of speech.

RESULTS
A model of auditory signal processing

The model of auditory signal
processing[2] includes components
describing the external and middle car. a
detailed three-dimensional hydro-
mechanical model of the cochlea, a
biophysical model of mechano-electric
transduction by the cochlear hair cells, a
description of the time—dependent synaptic
chemistry of hair cells and auditory-nervefibers including models of the hair cell‘s
calcium channel and synapse and a ‘micro-
neural-net' description of signal processing
in the cochlear nucleus. A comparison of
the predictions of this model with
experimental physiological data in
response to both simple stimuli (i.e. tones)
and complex stimuli (i.e. speech) suggests
that the model adequately describes
essential features of auditory signal
processrng.

The response of the model to In!
Figure 1 shows the response of the

auditory model to a voiced utterance. /8/.
spoken by a male speaker. The model
response to this utterance comprises two
distinct spatio-temporal patterns occurring
in alternation. We term these patterns the
impulsive epoch and the synchrm
epoch. The impulsive epoch occurs in
response to the glottal pulse. In this epoch.
rnostfibersrtespondatar’atelhat
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Figure I. A. The response of 120 model fibers with characteristic frequencies (CFs)
spanning the range from 250 Hz (bottom trace) to 3.4 kHz (top trace). _Each waveform
represents the probability density function ofneural discharge for an audrtory nerve fiber
innervating one location along the cochlea which is maximally sensitive to a particular CF.
The responses offibers have been time aligned to remove the delay that results from the
transit time of sound along the basilar membrane and the delay of neural response. The
impulsive (I). and synchronous (S) epochs are marked B. The times at which the nerve
fiber ensemble in A is most likely tofire. This plot resultsfrom processing the wavefonns o]
A with a threshold—crossing algorithm that places a tick mark at the times at which‘eoch
fiber is most likely to fire. The plot gives a stylized description of the pattern of trmrng
information that this ensemble offibers delivers to the brain in response to /a[

conesponds with their best or
characteristic frequency (CF), giving the
pattern of response of the ensemble of
fibers a splayed appearance. In the
synchronous epoch which follows, several
groups of fibers respond distinctly at a rate
that comesponds to the frequency of a
proximal fomtant. We pcetically term each
group of fibers entrained to one formant an
“island of synchrony". There appear to be
at least three sharply delineated islands of
synchrony: fibers with CFs between
approximately 500 and 800 Hz are
synchronized to F1; fibers with CFs
between 1000 and 1400 Hz are
synchronized to F2; fibers with CFs above
2000 Hz are synchronized to F3.

The alternation of an impulse-like

pattern with a synchronous pattern is
highly characteristic of the response to
voiced speech. These observations suggest
that the alternately impulsive and
synchronous nature of the model‘s
response could be used to locate and track
linguistically interesting quantities such as
the times of occurrence of pitch pulses and
the frequencies of the fomiants. Our
approach has been to build separate
physiologically motivated “detectors" for
the impulse-like first epoch and the
synchronous second epoch and then use
these detectors to identify fonnants and
pitch pulses.

The response of the auditory model to
animpulse

Figure 2 shows the response of the
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Figure 2. A. The response of the audito '. ry model to an rrnpulse. B. The result ‘
the waveforms in A through a threshold—crossing algorithm that puts a tickOIfriirlrrfkcfz-tts‘t’l'rf
times eachfiber is most likely tofire.

auditory model to an impulse. Examined
individually, every fiber tends to respond
at a rate equivalent to its own CF. An
engineering approach to desi '
detector of this impulsive epoch 3:13 b:
to assert that an impulse is detected if, at
any moment, enough fibers respond at a
rate equivalent to their own CF.
Algonthmically, one might implement this
by computing an interval histogram of the
time between firings for each fiber, taking
the inverse to get a distribution of firing
rate and extracting the dominant frequency
component by a transform methodIS]
However, there is no evidence that the
brain has any processes analogous to those
ofrffornung or inverting histograms, or
pe orrmng transfomrst
components. 0 exam fiequcncy

Whatthebrain mostlikelycandoisto
detect patterns occurring in the response of
a large number of simultaneously active
parallel. channels. We suggest that what is
interesting about this picture is not an
rndrvr'dual fiber’s response, but the pattern
of response of the ensemble of fibers
$pecrfically, the cochlea’s response to an
impulse rs characterized by a “splayed”
pattern of firing: before the peak of the

impulse, fibers of lower CF respond before
those of higher CF; after the peak of the
impulse, fibers of lower CF respond after
those of higher CF. In order to detect this
pattern, we propose an array of cells, each
of which correlates the response from a
small number of adjacent channels and
produces an output when this sequential.
tonotopically organized pattern of firing is
seen m the input for a period of time. The
Signal processing operations involved here
are sunple, physiologically reasonable
time-correlation pattern detections; this
approach does not require the computation
of non-physical quantities like histogram
and transforms.

While it is possible to build a detector
that finds impulsive features in tin
stimulus using the approach just outlined.
there are two practical problem with this
idea: .1) Computational COMPW')’:
generating waveform plots such as those

in Figure 1 requires the solution of a
system of nonlinear, firm-varying

d‘ffmnfial equations um specify the
mw'miml. hair-cell and neural
00mponents of the model. The solution of

3"“ Mons is highbr computationally
"‘tenSlVe; 2) Temporal granularity:
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Figure 3. A. The spatial derivative of the phase ofbasilar-membrane velocity as a function

of time in response to an impqe. The ordinate corresponds to the 120 locations along the

basilar membrane with CFs logarithmically distributed between 250 Hz (bottom) and 3.4

kHz (top). Negative phase-velocity is plotted dark and positive phase velocity is light.

Before the peak of the impulse the phase velocity is uniformly negative, and becomes

uniformly positive after the peak of the impulse. B. The response of 119 local impulse

detectors to an impulse. Each local impulse detector continuously examines the spatial

phase velocity computedfrom the response of a pair of adjacent channels. An impulse is

said to be detected when the spatial phase velocity becomes greater than zero after

increasing monotonicallyfor a period ofat least one millisecond. This event corresponds

to detecting the splayedpattern ofnerve-fiberfirings seen in Figure 2.

because model neural firings occur at

discrete times, the estimate of the time of

occun'ence of the impulse has considerable

temporal uncertainty or granularity.

To solve these problems we have used

an important result derived from the study

of the response of the cochlear model:

patterns of neural firings correlate with

patterns of basilar membrane motion;

specifically, information about the

sequential or simultaneous firings of

groups of adjacent fibers reflects simple

patterns in the spatial and temporal

derivatives of the instantaneous phase of

the basilar membrane’s motion.

The low] impulse detector

Figure 3A shows a plot of the spatial

derivative of the phase of basilar-

membrane velocity as a function of time in

response to an impulse. At all points on the

model cochlea, the spatial phase velocity is

initially less than zero and increases

monotonically over a period of time. This

pattern of phase velocity is easy to detect.

Figure 3B shows the response of an array

of local impulse detectors. Each detector

produces a response upon detecting the

negative-topositive pattern of spatial

phase velocity.

Figure 4 shows the response of an array

of local impulse detectors to /a/. Each

mark on the plot is derived by examining

local spatial and temporal patterns of phase

velocity over a small window of time

(about 1.5 msec) and a small range of

frequency (two adjacent channels,

corresponding to about 0.3 critical bands).

The wavy lines correspond to the times of

occurrence of the pitch pulses.

The local formant detector

it is possible to use the same auditory

model concepts to make phase-based local

/2
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Figure 4. A. The response of the 119 local impulse detectors to /a/. B. The response of the

impulse detectors to /a/ in the presence ofwhite noise with S/N = 8 dB.

synchrony detectors which find the

“islands of synchrony" discussed earlier.

Specifically, it can be shown that the

islands of synchrony correspond to spatio-

temporal regions in which the spatial

phase velocity of basilar—membrane
motion is constant.

Voiced speech comprises impulsive
epochs and synchronous epochs occurring

in altemation. We have built a candidate

formant detector that detects this pattern

based on the detectors for the impulsive

and synchronous epochs described above.

The formant detector is an array of cells,

each of which responds to an impulsive

epoch in a given channel followed by a
synchronous epoch.

Figure 5 shows the output of the local
formant detector to /a/. Three fonnants (F1,

F2. and F3) plus a bit of F4 are clearly
represented. The representation of
rnforrnation in this plot is quite sparse;
there is only information at frequencies
corresponding to the fomrants and little
elsewhere. None of the operations
involved in generating this representation
are either computationally complex or
non-physiological, and none of the
operations use: any of the conventional

spectral techniques.
In natural speech, the frequencies of

fornrants are not static, but change rapidly

as a function of time depending on the

consonantal context in which the vowel is

embedded. Because all the stages of
detection that generate this representation

act on patterns which are temporally

localized. the speech signal need not be

periodic or quasi-periodic to detemrine the

times of occurrence and frequencies of the

formants. In this approach. formants are

detected on a pitch-pulse-by-pitch-pulse

basis with simultaneously high time and

frequency resolution.

Human speech intelligibility, at least of

vowels, is not very sensitive to additive

background noise. Whereas spectrographic

representations of speech are inherently

sensitive to noise. the response of the local

formant detector is relatively insensitive.

Also. unlike spectrographic measures. it
can be shown that the response of the

formant detector is insensitive to pure

tones and other non-speechlike stimuli.

A model ofpitch
We have developed a theory for the

detection and identification of pitch and
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Figure 5. A. The output of an array of localformant detectors to /a/. B. The output of the

formant detector to /a/ in the presence ofadditive noise. S/N=+8dB.

voicing based on the physiological model

of auditory signal processing coupled with

the idea of detecting spatially and

temporally local patterns of response phase

from a number of parallel channels[3].

Figure 6 shows the architecture of a

physiologically motivated pitch detector.

For each point on the cochlea. we

postulate the existence of an array of local

pitch detector cells. Each cell in the array

detects in the time domain a different fixed

time periodicity in the output of the

underlying local impulse detector cell.

These pitch-detector cells could be

implemented physiologically by a series of

neural delay conelators, as originally

proposed by Licklider[4]. For each point

on the cochlea. cells in the pitch detector

array respond when a pair of impulses is

received in the same channel with a given

fixed time delay. Cells in the cunent

model are selective for time delays

spanning the range of l to 15 msec with a

resolution of .25 msec. The sum of the

response of local pitch detectors serving

the whole cochlea gives a global measure

of the periodicity of the entire ensemble of

channels, which we term the global pitch

detector.

Using this pitch detector method, it is

possible to track rapidly varying pitch of

natural speech. Figure 7 shows the output

of the global pitch detector, a

representation of the instantaneous average

pitch frequency as a function of time, for

an utterance that has relatively constant

formant structure but rapidly varying pitch.

The response of this pitch detector can be

shown to be robust in noise. While the

pitch detector is particularly sensitive to

impulsive stimuli, such as voiced speech. it

is highly insensitive to pure tones and

other non-speech-like input. The pitch

detector also reproduces effects seen in the

psychophysics of pitch perception, such as

the recovery of the missing fundamental of

resolved and unresolved harmonics.

The auditory-model pitch detector is

computationally straightforward and

physiologically plausible. Calculations

correspond to the correlation of simple

neural events. No continuous-time

autocorrelation functions are explicitly

computed, nor does the input stimulus

need to be periodic for pitch to be detected

and tracked.
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Figure 6. Architecture ofthe pitch detector

CONCLUSION
We have designed algorithms for the

detection of important speech features
bailed on an understanding of how the
au tory system processes s h.
Algorithms are computationally sirhifle,
physrologically reasonable and demon-
strate performance that emulates that of
humans.

Comparison with spectrographic
approaches to feature extraction

Almost all cunent approaches to speech
recognition are based on a spectrographic
approach to feature extraction. These
techniques include filter bank. fast Fourier
transform (FFI'), oepstral, power spectral
densrty (PSD) and linear predictive coding
(LPC) analysis. These spectrographic
approaches are sensitive to anything that
changes the magnitude of the input in a
frequency band, for example by spectral
shaping the input signal. Spectral

Ill

low frequency

approaches are sensitive to the frame size
of analysis; a larger frame size may be
used to average over pitch periods at the
cost of coarser temporal and spectral
resolution. Spectrographic approaches are
also inherently noise sensitive, since they
measure the energy in a frequency band.
regardless of the source of that energy.

The auditory-model approach to
detecting speech features differs in key
respects from spectrographic methods-
Tlus approach, based on building detectors
of spatially and temporally local pattems
of response phase from a number of
parallel channels. can be characterized as a
local time-domain phase—correlation
approach. in contrast with conventional
spectrographic techniques, which can be
characterized as examples of a global
frequency-down energy approach.
Auditory-model algorithms for feature
detection show noise insensitivity and
arnplrtude independence, as well as
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Figure 7. The response of the global pitch

detector (lower plot) to an utterance /a/

spoken with rapidly increasing and then

decreasing pitch (upper trace). The pitch

plot shows bands at thefundamental pitch

frequency. F0, and at the first sub-

hannonic. Fifi.

selectivity for speech—like sounds. There

are no inherent periodicity requirements

for the stimulus, nor need the data be

“framed“ into arbitrary time segments as,

for example, it must be prior to performing

spectral analysis by Fourier transform or

LPC coefficient extraction.

Comparison with other auditory model

approaches
Several studies have used concepts of

auditory physiology to motivate the design

of algorithms for speech recognition.

These approaches included the ensemble-

interval histogram (ElH) method of

GhitzalS], the generalized synchrony

detector (GSD) approach of Senetfl6] and

the correlogram approach of Lyon[7]. All

these methods are based on detemiination

of the times of neural firings of a number

of channels of a nonlinear auditory model.

The response of each model fiber is then

analyzed individually, for example by

Session 41.3 Vol. 3 Page 57

computing a period histogram of a fiber’s

response and then perfomting spectral or

autocon'elation analysis of response.

Global operations are then performed on

the summed data from a number of

individual channels to detect important

features such forrnants. In addition to the

drawbacks of temporal granularity and

computational intractability discussed

previously, the operations of accumulating

histograms and performing spectral

analysis are not likely to be physiological.
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CORTICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE ACOUSTIC
SPECTRUM
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ABSTRACT
Acoustic signals are characterized by

their timbre. pitch. loudness. forms of
modulation, and onset/offset instants.
These descriptions of sound quality have a
close relationship to the instantaneous
spectral properties of the sound waves.
The auditory system has developed elegant
mechanisms to extract and represent this
spectro-temporal information through
noise-robust perceptual features. At the
level of the auditory cortex. theseprocesses are manifested by an elaboratemultidimensional representation of theshape of the dynamic acoustic spectrum.Specifically. at each frequency. the localshape of the spectrum is decomposed interms of its bandwidth and asymmetry.Such a representation turns out roughly tocorrespond to a local cepstraHikerepresentation of the spectrum, or moreaccurately. a wavelet transform of theacoustic spectral profile. Mathematicaldescriptions of this representation havebecome feasible and functionally relevant.and can be fruitfully used to derive theprinciples underlying time-frequencyanalysis in the auditory system. In turn.these principles can be applied in variouscontexts involving detection. analysis,synthesis. and recognition of sound.

INTRODUCTION
‘ The spectral profile and its evolution intime play a key role in the perception oftimbre of broad band sounds such asspeech and music [I]. It is thereforeimportant to understand how and whichfeatures of a spectral profile are extractedand encoded by the central auditorysystem. In this paper. we review first thefundamental response properties ofneurons in the primary auditory cortex(Al). the last processing stage along theprimary auditory pathway. Next. wediscuss the implications of these findingsto the representation of stationary anddynamic speech spectra such as those of a

sustained vowel and the transitions in a CVsyllable. Specifically, we shall demonstratethat the shape of the acoustic spectrum isrepresented along at least three differentaxes: the usual frequency axis. a localbandwidth (or scale) axis. and a localasymmetry axis. For dynamic spectra, thelatter two axes additionally represent thespeed and direction of formant transitions.
Al is strictly tonotopically organizedbecause of the topographic order of neuralprojections from the cochlea throughseveral stages of processing (Fig.1).Thus. when tested with single tones, Alneurons are selective to a range offrequencies around a best frequency (BF)I2]. Within this range, responses changefrom excitatory to inhibitory in a patternthat varies from one cell to another in itswidth and asymmetry around the BF(Fig.2); This response pattern is usuallycalled the response urea orfield (RF) of

the neuron [3]. When a broad band
spectrum is used as a stimulus. the cell'sresponse can be thought of as the net effectof all excitatory and inhibitory influencesinduced by the spectral region within itsRF. Howover, despite the diversity ofRF shapes and the complexity of theirresponses, two simple organizationalprinciples underlie the way in which Alresponses encode the shape of the acousticspectrum. These are linearity andselectivity of Al responses.

LINEARITY OF AI RESPONSES0 first order. Al responses to broadband spectra are linear in the sense thatthey satisfy the superposition principle[4]. This is illustrated in Fig.3 as follows:Given the response patterns RA and RBevoked along the tonotopic axis by each ofthe stimulus spectra SA and 33. then theresponse pattern due to the sum of the twospectral profiles, SA + $3. is, to within again factor, the sum of the responses. i.e..RA + RB. This rather surprising finding isdemonstrated experimentally in Fig.4.Where single unit responses to different
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sinusoidal spectral profiles (also called
ripples) are combined and compared Wlth
responses to superimposed ripple spectra.
For instance. Fig.4A displays the re-
sponses to four spectra with different
ripple densities (0.4. 0.8, l.2. and LG
cycles/octave). In each case. the dcrshed re-
sponse curve is constructed from the spike
counts of the cell as the spectral profile is
shifted to the left relative to the BF. As is
evident. the responses track the sinusoidal
shape of the input spectrum; They are
largest when the ripple rate is 0.8
cycle/octave, and weakest at 1.6
cycles/octave. The solid curves are the
best mean—square fits to the data.

When a complex spectrum is formed by
the superposition of two ripples (Fig.4B),
e.g., 0.4+0.8 cycles/octave (top) or
0.8+ l .6 cycles/octave (bottom), linearity
predicts that the response curves should
resemble the superposition of the re-
sponses to the individual ripple spectra.This is confirmed by the similarity of themeasured (dashed) and predicted (solid);response curves in both cases. Theseresults have been confirmed in a largenumber of tests involving spectral profilescomposed of up to 10 superimposedspectra [5.6].

Linearity is a powerful simplifyingprinciple that allows one to predict theresponses to any arbitrary spectral profile.Specifically, if the responses to the basicset of rippled spectra are known. then it ispossrble to superimpose them uniquely togenerate the responses to any arbitraryprofile (this is the so—called FourierdeCOmPOSitiOU) [4]. Therefore in theremainder of this paper. we shall examinein more detail the response properties of A]cells to various spectral ripple parameters.

SELECTIVITY OF AI RESPONSESAI units are generally selective in thatthey respond only within a limited range ofvalues of a given stimulus parameter. Forinstance, units are usually tuned along thetonotoprc axrs. i.e., they are driven by arelatively narrow range of frequenciesaround a BF as described earlier (Fig.2).AI responses are also selective to theparameters of a ripple sspecrfically the ripple frequency (ordensity, Q) and ripple phase ((D). Forinstance, in Fig.4A, the unit responds bestaround the ripple frequency 0.8

Session 41.4 [CPhS 95 Stockholm

cycles/octave. Furthermore, the responsesvary with the phase of the ripple, beingexcited in one-halfcycle while suppressedin the other. This ripple selectivity can beefficiently displayed by a lrunrferfimainn
T(Q) (Fig.5), where the amplitude and
phase of the responses to different ripplesare plotted as a function of ripple
frequency. A complementary view of this
information is contained in the unit RFwhich is (conceptually) formed by sum~ming up the responses to the differentripples, or more accurately by inverse
Fourier transforming TiQ) [4].

Selectivity of an Al unit around a
characteristic ripple frequency (90) is
intuitively inversely related to the width ofits RF. or roughly to the bandwidth oftheunit's frequency tuning curve [5]. Thus,
the higher 90 is, the more narrowly tuned
the RF is. This suggests that a unit re-sponds best (or is selective) to spectralpatterns with a local bandwidth (or scale)that is comparable to that ofits RF.

Similarly, selectivity to a particular
ripple phase (characteristic phase, (Do) is
directly reflected in the asymmetry of the
RF. For a unit with 450 near zero, the
RF exhibits a central excitatory regionaround the BF, flanked by symmetric
inhibitory areas. If the $0 is positive
(negative), the inhibition becomesasymmetrically strong below (above) theBF [3,5,7]. In this manner, an Al unit isselective to the local slope or asymmetry ofthe input spectral profile around the BF.

AI REPRESENTATION OF AVOWEL SPECTRUM
The combined selectivity of an Al unitto the asymmetry and scale around a localspectral region (BF) of the input profilemeans that it an encode explicitly the localshape of the spectrum. For example, tneasymmetry of the RF in Fig.5 is directlyresponsible for the unit's selective

responses (Fig.6) to the 2nd formant d thevowel spectrum Iaal, and not to the lStformant. By having RF: with a range ofBFs, bandwidths, and asymmetries. the Nm represent the shape of the entire inputspectrum along three different axes. Sucha representation is demonstrated in Fig.7forthe SDectial Drofileof the vowel laal
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Figure 7. The spectrum of anaturally spoken vowel /aa/(bottom), and the correspondingcortical representation (top).Ihe scale axis is labeled by the
characteristic ripple {20 of thecortical cells. Thecharacteristic phase isrepresented by the direction of
the arrows (0 to 21: in clockwisedirection, starting at up-arrow).e strength of the response isdenoted by the length of thearrows. .For clarity, trajectory0f activated symmetric RF:up-arrows) have beenhighlighted.
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[7]. It is evident that the shape of the
profile is dominated by the spectral peaks,
i.e., the overall formant structure and the
underlying harmonicity in the low
frequency region (usually <1 kHz). These
features are explicitly analyzed in the
cortical representation in terms of their
local asymmetry and bandwidth,

For example, the fine structure of the
spectral harmonics is visible at the higher
scales (usually > 1.5-2 cycles/octave). In
contrast, the fonnants are relatively broad
in bandwidth and thus are represented by
the activity of units tuned to lower £20 (< 2
cycles/octave). Sometimes, closely spaced
formants are represented simultaneously at
multiple scales as in the region of the 3rd
formant (around 2.5 kHz), which is repre-
sented by activity near 90 = 0.5 and 2
cycles/octave. The higher 90 corresponds
to the 3rd formant peak (approximately
0.25 octave in width). The lower $20
captures the broad and skewed distribution
of energy due to the combined 3rd and 4th
formant peaks. A similar “double—scale"
representation occurs near 600-700 Hz,
where the fine harmonic structure is
represented at the higher scales, while the
format structure (evident in the envelope of
the harmonic peaks) is captured at lower
90.

The local asymmetry of the pattern in
this representation is encoded by the
direction of the arrow of the response. It
provides a description of the local energy
distribution in the spectrum. For example.
the tonotopic locations at which the
spectrum is locally symmetric (and hence
represented by the up-arrows) closely
reflect the positions of the peaks in the
auditory spectrum; The left and right-
arrows indicate whether the nearest
spectral peak is at a higher or lower
frequency. Forinstance. the spectral peak
of vowel laa/ at 3.25 kHz is not resolved at
the broad scale, i.e.. there is no up-arrow
at $20 =l at this frequency. Instead, it is
regarded as a trough (down-arrows)
because it is flanked by two stronger
peaks. However, the peak and its sur-
rounding narrow vallcys are resolved at a
higher Scale corresponding to twice the 90
(around 2 cycles/octave).
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Al RESPONSES TO DYNAMIC
SPECTRA

Remarkably, Al units exhibit the same
response properties of linearity and
selectivity to dynamic spectral profiles.
Thus, responses evoked by any combi-
nation of dynamic inputs can be roughly
predicted from a linear sum of responses to
the individual inputs. This is demonstrated
in Fig.8 using a rippled spectrum (9 = 0.8
cycles/octave)that moves to the left along
the tonotopic axis with different angular
velocities in (4-24 cycles/sec). As is
evident in Figs.8A and B, these stimuli
evoke in this unit well synchronized
responses to all ripple velocities.
Combining ripples with different to and £2
(Fig.8C) produce responses that are
predictable by superposition of responses
to the individual moving ripples. Again,
the significance oflinearity and of the basic
set of moving ripple stimuli is seen
through the Fourier decomposition
theorem which allows us to generate and
predict the responses to arbitrarily
complex dynamic spectra, such as those
of speech CV-syllables.

As with stationary ripples, responses to
moving ripples are selective in that a given
unit responds over a restricted range of ve-
locities around a characteristic rate, (no
|8,9|- Furthermore, there does not seem
to be a relationship between (00 and 90
in a given unit. i.e.. in a large population
of Al units in the ferret, all combinations
approximately within 90 < 2 cycles/octave
and (00 < 20 cycles/sec may occur. It is
likely that these ranges vary significantly
across species reflecting their acoustic
environment.

One possible implication of the
selectivity to to is the ability to encode the
rule ofspectml transitions. In addition, Al
units are readily selective to the direction of
a spectral transition by virtue of their RF
asymmetries 17]. Combining those two
features, together with those of bandwidth
and BF creates a multidimensional cortical
representation which explicitly extracts and
maps out a variety of stationary and
dynamic measures of the shape of the
acoustic spectrum [7].
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REPRESENTATION OF PITCH
So far, we have focused exclusively on

the representation of spectral profiles.

Another important percept that can be

integrated in this representation in various

ways is that of pitch. It is well established
that the resolved harmonics of voiced

sounds (such as those of the vowel [mil in

Fig.7) contribute significantly to the
perception of pitch II]. On the logarithmic

frequency tonotopic axis of the auditory

system, resolved harmonics fit within a
typical pattern which, except for a shift
along this axis, remains unchanged

regardless of pitch value. The harmonics

in turn create a similarly stable conical

activation pattern at the higher scales from

which pitch values and strength can be

determined [7]. Other temporal

mechanisms for the encoding of pitch can

also be theoretically integrated in the

conical representation if the appropriate

ranges of to temporal selectivities are used,

e.g.. in the manner already suggested by

[10] at lower auditory centers.

DISCUSSION
The auditory cortical representation of

the acoustic spectrum is evidently quite

redundant in that it expands the profile
along several additional axes (e.g., ripple

scale and phase, and temporal rate). This

redundancy potentially serves many

important functions. One is making

explicit the spectral features responsible for

the recognition of different phonemes, the

evaluation of pitch, the perception of voice
quality. and other auditory perceptual

tasks. Another function is endowing the

spectral representation with added stability

and noise—robustness I7].

Another interesting area of speculation

concerns the question of how the conical

representation can be gracefully mapped

unto vocal tract parameters or models.

This is an important issue both from a

biological and an applications points of
view since vocal tract models are heavily

utilized in systems for data compression.

vocoders, synthesizers. and speech

recognizes.
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CONSTRAINT-BASED APPROACHES TO PHONOLOGY

G. N. Clements, CNRS. UA I027, Paris

ABSTRACT

Current research in phonology has

placed increasing emphasis on the

importance of constraints and their

interactions in phonological systems,

while decreasing or eliminating the role

of generative rewrite rules. The present

paper offers a brief review of constraint-

based approaches to phonology,

considering some of their advantages

over traditional models.

1. THE EMERGENCE OF
CONSTRAINTS IN RECENT
PHONOLOGICAL THEORY

One of the fundamental hypotheses of

generative phonology since its inception

in the early 1960s has been that the

phonological component of a grammar

consists of a set of rewrite rules that apply

in sequential order to generate surface
forms from underlying representations.
One of its main insights has been that
regular alternations in the phonological
shape of morphemes could be captured
by assigning each such morpheme a
single underlying representation, and
generating its alternants by rules which
often prove to be of considerable gen-
erality. A strong constraint on rules is
that they cannot access any information
other than that present in the input string.
Thus, in particular, they are “blind" to
the effects they produce in their indi-
vidual and collective output.

While this view of the organization of
a phonological system is the one that
continues to be presented in textbooks, it
has been undermined in recent years by
the increasing role played by constraints
as a central feature of phonological ex-
planation. By “constraint" 1 mean any
statement, universal or language-particu-
lar, which has the effect of defining the
set of lawful phonological representations
without directly specifying a change in
structure. In various guises—structure
conditions, phonotactics, filters, well-
formedness conditions, etc—constraints
began to appear in the literature on a
sporadic basis in the 19703, at the
margins of otherwise quite orthodox
analyses. Toward the beginning of the
19805, however, some researchers began

to believe that constraints play a more
central explanatory role in phonology
than had previously been thought. Since
that time, the notion of constraint has
gathered considerable momentum, and
today seems in a position to replace the
notion of rewrite rule altogether.

This evolution in thinking has had a
variety of causes. For one thing, a similar
evolution had taken place in syntactic
theory, where transformational rules have
come to be largely eliminated in favor of
a variety of types of constraints on

representations; the successful elimination
of derivational, rule-based approaches in
syntax has no doubt inspired linguists to
explore similar approaches to phonology.

However, there are other reasons for
the emergence of constraints, having to

do with the particular nature of phono-
logical data. For one, many linguists

have observed that phonological mles do
not apply in a perfectly arbitrary fashion,
but tend to favor certain types of outputs.

For example, rules of epcnthesis and

deletion may apply in such a way as to

produce open syllables, or clusters no

longer than two consonants, depending

on the language [1]. In tone languages,
rules tend to assign tones to toneless
syllables, and to disprefer contour tones

[2]. The rules of stress systems apply in

such a way as to create preferred types of
stress patterns, avoiding adjacent stresses
and favoring alternating stress, and
placing main stresses at the extremities of

words [3]. Segmental rule systems tend

to avoid or eliminate adjacent identical
segments [4]. The apparently goal-

oriented character of such subsystems

cannot be readily reconciled with the
output-blind nature of rewrite rules. A
further observation, which stimulated
much discussion in the 1970s but no
widely-agreed upon solutions [5], was
that the effect of phonological rules is
often replicated by constraints holding
over phoneme sequences within mor-
phemes. For example, languages which
assimilate obstruents to the voicing of a
following obstruent across a morpheme
boundary usually require all members of
an obstruent cluster to agree in voicing
within a morpheme. This duplication of
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the effects of morpheme structure

conditions and rewrite rules is purely

accidental in the standard SPE

framework.
However, perhaps the single most

important factor leading to the emer-

gence of constraints has been the

development of nonlinear phonology in

its various forms—autosegmental, metri-

cal, syllabic, prosodic, and so forth. What

these frameworks have in common is the

complexity of their representational

systems compared to the simple, linear

representations of standard generative

phonology. Given sufficiently rich

representations, many properties of

surface representations that had formerly

been accounted for as the effect of

ordered rules can be shown to follow

from purely structural features of

representations. To take a simple

example, the recognition of the syllable

as a phonological unit allows a significant

reduction in the amount of rules needed

to account for alternations that are (from

our current standpoint) best viewed as

syllable-conditioned [6]. Perhaps most

significantly, the increasing richness of

representational systems imposes a new

need for severely constraining the ways

the various parts of a representation can

fit together. In autosegmental pho-

nology, for example, it has proven

desirable to eliminate certain types of

cross-tier association patterns (notably,

those in which assocation lines cross) in

terms of a universal Well-formedness

Condition, which functions both to

eliminate ill-formed underlying represen-

tations and to “police" the operation of

rules so that violations are not produced

in rule outputs [2, 7]]. In metrical

phonology, it has been found that stress

systems obey rather strict constraints that

do not follow directly from properties of

metrical representations themselves, and

much work has been directed toward the

goal of constraining the theory by

proposing a small number of represen-

tational parameters along which only a
reduced number of choices are available

[8, 9]. ln syllable theory, an important

set of constraints on syllable types can be

stated in terms of the Sonority Sequen-
cing Generalization, originally proposed
in the 19th century and rediscovered in

the context of the recent renaissance of

syllable theory (see [10] for a review).
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Alongside general system constraints of

these types, phonologists have recognized

more parochial constraints, specific to

certain languages, that further restrict the

variety of representational structures

available to a language.
The notion of constraint is not unique

to current linguistic frameworks. In pre-

generative theory, constraints often

played an important role in phonological
description in the guise of “laws of

euphony", “phonotactics”, and other
types of statements which specified what
phoneme combinations could and could

not occur in phonemic representations.

Some such statements were framed in

terms of a hierarchy of constituents in the

modern sense; thus, Hockett [11]

proposed that all languages contain

sequences of syllables. and that syllables

consist of ordered sequences of smaller

constituents such as onset, peaks, and

codas, etc. In his View, the specification

of sequential constraints on phonemes in

a language involves, in part, a specifi-
cation of which phonemes may occur in

which type of syllable constituent.
What distinguishes current constraint-

based frameworks from earlier work of

this type is its retention of the generativist

goal of accounting not only for static

phoneme distributions, but also for

phonologically—conditioned morpheme

alternations. Thus, to take an example,

we not only need to account for the fact

that a language like LuGanda does not

allow adjacent vowels in its morphemes

and words (*ai, *iu, etc.), we also want to

account for the related generalization that

when two vowels abut as a result of

morpheme combination, the first one is

eliminated via glide formation if it is high

(la), and via deletion if it is low (1b).

(1) a Ili+atol lyaato ‘boat'

/mu+ikol mwiiko ‘trowel‘

b. lma+atol maato ‘boat' (dim.)

/ka+ezi/ keezi ‘moon‘ (dim.)

The resulting vowel is long. Note that the

prefix vowels are retained before

consonant-initial stems such as /-mpi/

‘short‘: cf. [li-mpi], [mu-mpi], [ma-mpi],

and [ka-mpi]. (Also, all vowels are

lengthened before NC clusters by a

subsequent rule, whose effect is not

shown here; see [12] for fuller dis-

cussion.) To account for the surface

forms in (1), it is not enough simply to
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state the constraint against vowel
sequences; we must also provide specific
principles stating how violations of the
constraint are lawfully resolved. This is
not a straightforward matter, as we can see
by considering the various ways that an
anti-hiatus constraint can be resolved in
principle: (i) by deleting the first vowel,
(ii) by deleting the second vowel, (iii) by
gliding the first high vowel. (iv) by
gliding the second high vowel, (v) by
assimilating one vowel to the other, (vi)
by fusing the two vowels into a different
one (coalescence), (vii) by epenthesizing
a consonant between them, etc. Early
attempts to incorporate constraints into
phonological descriptions often neglected
this problem, and so failed to provide
satisfactory solutions to the treatment of
alternations. Many of the specific
features of current constraint-based
frameworks can be understood in terms
of the need to resolve the problem of
alternations in a principled way.

2. SOME CURRENT CONSTRAINT-
BASED APPROACHES

Most current constraint-based theories
maintain a double commitment to the
goals of accounting for static regularitiesof distribution and for genuine phono-
logically-conditioned morpheme alter-nations. Other than this common core,they differ in often substantial ways. Onecan currently count nearly a score ofwell-defined and distinguishable con-straint-based theories. Here we willbrrefly review three frameworks that havereceived particular attention: constraint-and repair theory. declarative theory, andoptimality theory. General overviews ofthese theories, containing illuminatingcomparisons among these (and other)approaches and further references. aregiven in [13. 14, 15]. Our discussionmust necessarily be cursory, and we referthe. reader to the fuller presentationsavailable in these sources.
One useful basis of comparison is thatbetween theories which are based oninvrolable constraints, and those whichallow constraints to be violated. In theearliest discussions, constraints wereusually considered inviolable, theprrncrpal argument for this view beingthat the use of violable constraints wouldgreatly weaken the predictive power ofthe model. particularly when used in
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conjunction with (violable) rewrite rules.
However, some subsequent work has
relaxed this condition, entertaining eon.
straint violations on either a temporary
or permanent basis.

We will first consider two constraint-based approaches in which constraintscannot be violated at the surface level.They differ in that the first allowsconstraint violations in the course ofderivations, but not in surface repre-sentations, while the second, a non-
derr’vational framework, allows no vio-
lations in any representations. We then
consider a third (also nonderivational)
approach which allows constraint viola-
tions in surface representations.
2.1. CONSTRAINT-ANDREPAIR
APPROACHES

The family of constraint-and-repair
approaches was one of the first develop-
ments of standard generative phonology
in which constraints on representations
have a well-defined (and in some
versions, exclusive) role in monitoring
derivations [l6. l7. l8, l9, 20, 2l, 2].
To see the relation between constraints
and rules, it may be helpful to consider
the logical structure of a standard rewrite
rule making use of the format A —~ Bl
C_D. In rules of this type, the shuctural
description is defined as the input string
CAD, and the structural change as the
output string CBD. Note that the
structural description of an obligatory
rule consists, in effect. of a description of
a sequence which is ill-formed at the
point in the derivation at which the rule
applies. while the expression “A— B"
specifies the way in which this violation is
eliminated. in other words, a rewrite rule
pairs an input constraint with an
operation which has the effect of
producing a locally well-formed output
Once we perform this disassociation. we
find that an SPE-type rule can be
factored into what can be viewed as I
local constraint and a local repair
operation.

The particular insight of constraint-
and repair theories is not, then. to
introduce the notions of constraint and
repair as such. but to dellnk the
connection between these notions which
had been inseparably paired up to that
time. Once delinked from a Specific
repair. a constraint can operate pervasive-
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ly. defining ill-formed sequences both in
underlying representations and at
subsequent levels, where such sequences
may result from morpheme concate-
nation and from the operation of
“output-blind" rules.

Moreover—and here is a crucial
advantage—more than one way of
repairing a given ill-formed sequence can
be specified. Let us consider again the
LuGanda forms presented in (1). In a
traditional rewrite rule framework, the
surface forms can be accounted for in
terms of two rules, one turning an initial
high vowel into a glide, and the other
deleting an initial non-high vowel. In a
constraint-and repair framework, these
two rules can be replaced by a single
constraint prohibiting vowel sequences—
let us call it the ‘W constraint— and two
repair operations. The constraint both
accounts for the absence of vowel
sequences in the underlying represen—
tation of morphemes. and serves to
trigger appropriate repair operations
when vowel sequences are created by
morpheme concatenation. The repair
operations required in this case are [V,
+high]~G and [v. ~highl—o o.
(Compensatory lengthening of the
second vowel must be assured by
independent means.) As “repair strate-
gies", these operations are kept in
reserve, applying only when they are
needed to eliminate constraint violations.

The ‘VV constraint. once extracted
from conventional rule statements, can be
recognized as expressing the familiar
cross-linguistic dispreference for vowels
standing in hiatus. We can consider it a
member of the set of universal principles
defining preferred or unmarked
representations, one which is invoked in
the grammar of LuGanda and in many
other (but not all) languages. The repairs
themselves can be assigned to a small
pool of universal elementary operations.
including linking. delinking, and
deletion.

This treatment has several clear
advantages over a standard rewrite-rule
approach. First, it extracts a single anti-
hiatus constraint from a set of rules which
was forced. in the standard theory, to state
it twice. Second, it accounts for under-
lying constraints, surface regularities and
alternations by the same set of principles.
Third, it reinterprets the structural
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description and structural change of two
arbitrary rules in terms of a set of phone-
tically plausible universal constraints and
repair operations.

There are a number of fairly obvious
questions that a constraint-and-repair
approach must address if it is to be
internally coherent and descriptively
adequate. First, it is commonly assumed
that constraints fall into two types: those
that have a blocking function. preventing
rules from applying if their outputs
would violate the constraint, and those
that do not block rules, but rather trigger
repairs after the rule has applied.
Constraint-and-repair theory must pro-
vide a principled way of predicting which
constraints are of which type, unless we
are willing to allow each constraint to be
annotated for this information on a case-
by—case basis. Second, given that repairs
are formally dissociated from constraints.
it is no longer a straightforward matter to
determine how a given constraint vio-
lation will be repaired. Two or more
repairs may applicable to a given
constraint violation, and if repairs are not
extrinsically ordered as most current
work assumes, then principles must be
offered that will predict which of a set of
competing repair operations will apply in
any given situation. These questions can
be subsumed under the general
observation that constraint-and-repair
theory, as a derivational approach, must
provide a sufficient core of system-level
principles to administer the rich sets of
interactions predicted by its logical
structure (see [23] for relevant recent
discussion).

2.2. DECLARATIVE APPROACHES
A second family of constraint-based

approaches is founded on the principle
that phonological grammars consist
exclusively of a pool of unordered
constraints or well-formedness conditions
which, taken together, associate each
lexical entry with a well-formed surface
representation. Such constraints are
“declarative" in the sense that they
specify conditions that must be satisfied
by surface representations. rather titan
operations or procedures that must be
applied to derive one from the other, as in
standard generative phonology. Taken
collectively, the constraints are generative
in the sense that they completely specify
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the surface form of each lexical entry,

including phonologically conditioned

morpheme alternations. Approaches Of

this type include Categorial Phonology.

an extension of categorial grammar t0 the

phonological level [24, 251. and
Declarative Phonology, which similarly

extends unification-based grammar to

phonology [26, 27, 28].

Declarative approaches do not employ

rules or other types of procedural

statements, and do not impose extrinsic

ordering on their constraints. An impor-

tant consequence of these properties is

that such approaches are necessarily non-

derivational, in the sense that they

associate full representations to lexical

entries without passing through a series of

derivational steps. Another consequence

is that structure-changing operations are

prohibited, including deletion; lexical

entries must be properly or entirely

contained in their surface representations

(monotonicity). In contrast to constraint-

and-repair approaches, the constraints of

this family of theories are absolutely
inviolable; this means that they must be

formulated with enough precision to
assure that only one of two or more
potentially conflicting constraints can be
satisfied by any given surface form.

To continue discussion of the
LuGanda example, since constraints are
inviolable in surface representations. a
declarative analysis cannot allow any

surface violations of the *VV constraint.
But in the absence of deletion rules. how
can we relate a surface form like [ keezi ]
to its underlying representation lka+ezi I,
containing two vowels? In the case of
alternating segments like the prefix vowel,
declarative approaches typically
underspecify, or declare as optional, any
information that does not appear in all
alternants. For example, since [ a ] does
not appear in all the alternants of I ka-l,
we may parenthesize it in lexical entries,
as follows: /k(a)/. The parentheses
indicate that the vowel is present only if it
rs not excluded by the constraint system.
The *VV constraint requires the
parenthesized vowel to be absent in
/k(a)+ezi/, but correctly does not exclude
this vowel in Ik(a)+mpi/ 'short', where it
is retained in the surface form [kampi].
The analysis of forms like [lyaato], in
winch the prefix vowel is realized as a
glide, proceeds in principle along similar
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lines, which we will not attempt to m“

out here. (Again, compensatory

lengthening of the second vowel must be

assured by independent constraints.)

It will be noted that unlike the

constraint-and-repair approach, the

declarative account of LuGanda is non

derivational, in the sense that the surface

form is not built up. step by step, by

applying a series of rules or repair
operations. Rather, the constraint system
defines the full set of surface alternants
that corresponds to each lexical represen-
tation.

This brief discussion. though
incomplete. is sufficient to show that
some of the problems that potentially
face constraint-and-repair approaches do

not appear in declarative approaches
Since declarative approaches do not make

use of rules and repairs. and do not admit
constraint violations. the problem of
predicting which constraints have a
blocking and which a repair-triggering
function, or of determining which of
several applicable repairs takes pre-
cedence in a given constraint violation.
simply does not arise. 0n the other
hand, several new questions must be
addressed.

For example, declarative approaches
resemble the traditional morpherne-
alternant models of pre-generative

linguistic theory in certain potentially
problematical respects. Such theories do
not derive the alternants of a morpheme

from a single base form, but instead state

distributional rules which predict which

member of the set will be selected in any

given context. There are well-known

analytical problems confronting such

theories, which have been discussed, for

instance, by Kenstowicz and Kisseberth

[30. pp. 180-96], and these must be

resolved if declarative approaches are to

capture the same range of linguistic

generalizations that traditional rule-based

(and constraint-and-repair) theories have

succeeded in accounting for.

A further potential problem concerns

the formulation of constraints. In case a

lexical entry may potentially satisfy

several conflicting constraints, prinCiPICS

must be provided to determine whiCh
takes precedence. One solution [31] is to
require that constraints be stated in

sufficient detail that no two constraints

will ever compete for the same form.
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except for the special case in which their

interaction can be predicted by the

Kiparslry's Elsewhere Condition [32].

However, if constraints are stated in

enough detail to eliminate conflicts in a

given grammar, they quickly become

complex, highly language-particular, and

phonetically arbitrary. A result is that

constraints in declarative systems cannot

in general be related to universal

constraints in any straightforward way,

lending themselves subject to much the

same sort of objections that were earlier

raised against the arbitrariness of SPE-

type rewrite rules.

2.3. OPTIMALITY THEORY

The leading idea of Optimality Theory

as proposed by Prince, Smolensky. and

McCarthy [33, 34] is that Universal

Grammar consists in part of a set of

constraints on representational well-

formedness which are contained in all

grammars. These constraints are highly

conflicting and make sharply contra-

dictory claims about the relative well-

formedness of most representations.

Unlike the approaches discussed up to

now, the constraints posited by Optimality

Theory are typically violated in the

surface forms of any language. To

resolve conflicting claims, each grammar

ranks the constraints in a strict dominance

hierarchy, such that each constraint has

absolute priority over all those it

dominates in the hierarchy. It is the

relative ranking of the constraints on the

hierarchy that determines which

candidates. among possible alternatives,

are selected as actual surface represen-

tations. The preferred candidate is the

one that satisfies the conflicting constraint

set not absolutely, but relatively better

than all others. In other words, although

all candidates will typically violate some

constraints, the optimal (and hence

selected) candidate is the one which

violates the lowest-ranked constraints.

Optimality Theory provides two

general mechanisms to implement this

approach. One is a principle GEN which

associates each unprosodified lexical

entry with a typically infinite set of fully

prosodified candidate output forms. This

principle is subject to a principle of

containment requiring that each lexical

entry is properly contained in each

output candidate; additional structure
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may also be postulated. A second

mechanism is the principle EVAL, which

selects the optimal candidate from among

the set created by GEN. lt proceeds by

assessing the constraint violations

presented by each candidate. eliminating

candidates on a worst-first basis until only

one is left.
Like the declarative approaches with

which it shares a number of assumptions,

Optimality Theory is a nonderivational

theory of phonological form; it posits no

rules or repairs that map one form into

another in a step-by-step, deterministic

fashion. in distinction to declarative

theories, however, the optimal candidate is

selected from the candidate pool created

by GEN with no further reference to the

structure of the original lexical entry; that

is, even though some constraints are

conditional in form, the precondition of

any such constraint is not defined on the

(lexical) input but upon the (surface)

output. It is therefore only the principle

of containment which links output forms

to specific inputs.
Let us see how these principles might

be applied to our LuGanda example

/ka+ezi/. On the basis of the un-

prosodified lexical representation, GEN

creates a set of candidate forms, of which

we consider three for purposes of

illustration: one which contains the

violation of the hiatus constraint, and two

which eliminate it. Notice that the form

that contains the violation is not

necessarily eliminated from considera-

tion; it will in fact be selected as the

optimal candidate if the other forms from

the candidate pool violate higher-ranked

constraints. Therefore, in order to insure

that EVAL selects the correct output

[ keezi ]. we must determine how

LuGanda ranks the members of the

universal constraint set. Let us assume

for purposes of illustration that this set

contains, in addition to a *W constraint,

the following additional constraints:

FILLX: every skeletal position must

dominate segmental material

PARSE: every segment must be

incorporated into syllable structure

FILLx has the effect of ruling out

epenthesis, viewed as introducing empty

consonant positions into the CV- or

mora—skeleton (such positions, if present

in surface representations. are viewed as
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filled at a different level of representation,
perhaps in the phonetics). PARSE
requires all segments to be syllabified; it
is assumed that unsyllabilied segments
are not phonetically realized (but not
deleted; it will be recalled that by the
containment principle. no material can be
deleted). In order to select the correct
output, in which the prefix vowel is
unparsed (in violation of PARSE). the
constraints *VV and FILLx must outrank
PARSE. These rankings are sufficient to
select the correct output (c) over its two
competitors in the tableau shown in (2),
showing a selection of candidate surface
representations for / ka+eri /.
(2) *vv FILLX PARSE

a. kaezi *
b. kaCezi ‘

-c. k<a>ezi ‘
Asterisks in any row indicate constraint
Violations. brackets indicate an unparsedsegment, and C represents an unfilledconsonant position. Since PARSE is the[phwelst-rargtgd constraint. candidate (c)e east is 1arrow. ) e ected, as shown by the

Tins simplified example is intended. asbefore, only to give an idea of thestrategic approach of optimality theoryand any actual analysis will necessarily bemore complex. In the present case wehave not discussed the treatment of glideformation, or of compensatory lengthen-ing, which may require some furtherennchment of the representational systemof tlus framework [35]. Grammars ofdifferent languages are viewed asdiffering not in their selection ofconstraints (since all members of theconstraint set are present in the grammarsof all languages). but in terms of therankings they impose on them. Forexample, a langua e that
above FILLx anfi *vxted PARSB

atteOptrmahty theory has attracted muchntron and 18 still undergoing development. We can see that it addressesmost of the potential problems raised in

Prince and Smolensky have pointed out'GI'mong the principles of Universalammar [r.e., the universal constraint
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set—GNC] are cognates of those for-
merly thought to be no more than loose
typological and markedness generali-
zations. Formally sharpened, these prin-
ciples now provide the very material from
which grammars are built" ([33], 219).
While the incorporation of substantive
constraints into the marrow of the
grammar is a desirable goal, it is apparent
that the set of universal constraints re-
quired to account for the full range of
phonological diversity will prove to be
quite large, and will necessarily contain a
sizable number of arbitrary constraints
having limited cross-linguistic generality.
And it is difficult to see in what sense a
proposed constraint such as *P/a (“[a]
does not fornt a syllable peak"), essential
to the Prince and Smolensky system, can
be regarded as universal. in view of the
fact that [a] is an optimal syllable peak in
all known languages. It can be expected
that such questions, and others, will be
addressed as research proceeds.
3. CONCLUSION

it is. now apparent that not only can
constraint-based systems of phonology
account for many (or most) of the
phenomena that theories based on rewrite
rules could account for, they can do so in
many respects in a much more principled
way.' This fact by itself justifies the
consrderable attention being devoted toconstraint-based phonologies at thepresent time. On the other hand. thedrversrty of current ideas suggests thattheoretical models are still in evolution.
and should be regarded as still tentative in
many respects. For this very reason. how-
ever. added to its preliminary achieve-
ments. this direction of research must be
reflamed as. an especially dynamic and
highly Promising one at the present time.
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NATIVE AND LOANWORD PHONOLOGY AS ONE:
CONSTRAINTS VS. RULES"

Carole Paradis
Laval University, Quebec. Canada

ABSTRACT
. Constraint-based theories have gained
increasing recognition over the past four
years. Tins paper aims to show the supe-
rronty of one of these theories, the
Theory of Constraint and Repair
Strategies. over a rule-based approach
With respect to loanword behavior. While
the latter requires phonology to be split
into two sets of language-specific pro-
cesses — one for loanwords and another
one for native words — the former pro-
poses a unique set of universal processes.
I. INTRODUCTION

Constraint-based theories — which are
characterized by the rejection of arbitrary
rules — certainly constitute the liveliest

area in current linguistics. Among these
tlreones the best known in phonology are
aggmaltty Theory (Prince & Smolensky& Lair Harmony Phonology (GoldsmithTh son 1992; Goldsmith 1993), theeory of Constraints and RepairlStrategies (TCRS) (Paradis 1988a b'Darlidls. & LaCharité 1993) ahdBec arattve Phonology (Scobbie 1991'1rd et al. 1993). Except perhaps foiproponents of the latter, whose primpflrpose is the computerization ofpgtgigrology (cf. Paradis & LaCharitétheoriesplggi‘igetl‘i: of constraint-based

constraint-b -2222222 222212222" ”'13;e - ax . —being that of Chomsky & Illaclle (131668;.1mIn the sense that the former capture mo;generalizations re. . m
arbitrariness and ova a great deal ofdundananalyses and make me ‘cy from

, _ ore re 'language-specific and univegéglmbnaieo:

t
I am deeply indebte. d to Heatheand Jean-Francors Prunet for 9:63:32comments. Thanks also to Yhis help with the editing ofatlhfitpsfpteti'r

any remaining e
acknowledge SSHRCC .1296 and FCAR grant # gab#2§h%9¢

This paper defends this view -— which is
already strongly supported by intemal
(native) evidence — within the frame-
work of TCRS. and on the grounds of
loanword adaptation. '

. Constraints are often detected when
violated because a violation normally
yields _a deviation from what would
otherwrse be expected. TCRS identifies
morphological operations as the main
source of constraint violations. For in»
stance. consider the case of the mid
vowel [a] tn French, which never occurs
word-finally. Its absence can be inter-
preted in two ways: as an accidental gap
or as evrdcnce for a constraint against [a]
in word-final position. The second option
rs selected because there is what I will call
«dynamic» phonological evidence
provrded by the morphology of French
supporting it Two pieces of evidence
comefrorn the vocalic alternation found
it: adjectrval inflection such as sot [SQ]
( [soD/sotte [sgt] ‘stupid (mascjfem.)'
and in verbal derivation such as complot
[k5p19_] (*[k5p19_]) ‘plot'lcomploter
ibplgtel ‘to plot’. Note that the existence
of adjectives such as chaud U9] / chaud:
[ind] (‘Un ‘hot (mascjfem.)’ and
yerbal derivations such as endos [ddgl
endorsement'l endosser [ddose]

( IIddgsel) ‘to endorse' in French —
2w ere the vowel [o] is realized in word-
_tnal and non-final position — clearlyindicates that the prohibition bears on thevowel [a] tn word-final position, not the
X‘Kfl _ [o] tn non-final position.
of revratron constitutes another source
si evrdence for the constraint: profu-
(‘Onnel‘lprafesjanen —» pro [pro]
ClPDl) professronal‘. Carole [katgl] -t[222.322.22‘kzsh‘m'“— no popol) ‘police't3:11: all cases. the underlying vowel Isl.
ield surfaces in non-final position.

tyu $t at the end of abbreviations.
ge"s slowing that the process is too
fer-e6”, Le. it occurs in too many dif-
5 nt morphological contexts, and too
YSlemattc (there is no exception) not to
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be the result of a phonological constraint
against 9# in French.

However, it is common for linguists

to be left only with «static» evidence. i.e.

the absence of an element or structure it in
a given language, to suspect the existence

of a constraint. For instance, it can be
observed that #CC sequences do not exist

in Fula. a West-African language. It is

tempting for a linguist to reson to a
constraint to express this fact, but one
does not know with certainty whether the

lack of such a structure is due to an acci-
dental gap in the language, a diachronic

constraint or a synchronic one (cf.
Paradis & Prunet 1993). Derivation and

inflection of native words do not provide

any insight here since there is no morpho-

logical operation in Fula which would

generate such a sequence, i.e. there is no

mono-consonantal prefix which would

attach to a consonant-initial word, and

thus yield a #CC cluster.
This is where borrowings play a cru-

cial role: they often contain elements or

structures that are absent from the native

vocabulary. Depending on how these

foreign elements and structures are treated

by the borrowing language — is 1
accepted or systematically modified

(adapted)? —— the linguist may know

whether the absence of such elements or

structures in the studied language is due

to a constraint or an accidental gap. For

instance, Fula has borrowed extensively

from French, a language with branching

onsets. Adaptation of French borrowings

with such onsets provides dynamic evi-
dence for the existence of a constraint

against #CC clusters in Fula since all

such French clusters are automatically

modified in Fula. They usually yield

#CVC sequences, i.e. sequences with a
vowel inserted in between the two con-

sonants (e.g. Fr(ench) tracreur [gamer]

‘tractor’ —) F(ula) [t_araktor] and Fr. place

[mas] ‘place' a F. [pllasll From the

perspective of TCRS. borrowings consti-
tute an invaluable source of constraint

violations, which allow the linguist to

observe how a language “reacts” to un-

familiar elements or structures.
Paradoxically, however, the fact that

these phonological “reactions" are some-
times restricted to loanwords —— for the
reasons we have just seen in Fula, i.e.
there is sometimes no context in the lan-

guage from which a constraint violation
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might stem, and thus no possible
“reaction" to violations —— has led some
linguists to conclude that there were two
separate sets of phonological processes.
one for loanwords and one for native
words. Silverman (1992) is among the
ones who maintain this view the most
explicitly. Such a position, which stems
from a nrle-based perspective, is at best
useless in a constraint-based view (cf.
also Yip I993: 262). I will show that
what I call the Two Process-Set
Hypothesis, in (1). entails non-desirable

effects such as duplicating identical pro-
cesses in the same language and, above

all, missing important links among facts,
on language-specific and universal
grounds.

(1) Two Process-Set Hypothesis:
Loanwords and native words each have

their own set of processes (rules).

To this effect, we will examine three
constraints (‘CC#, *CC. ‘#V) each in a

different language (Fula, Kinyarwanda

and Moroccan Arabic, respectively), and

observe how the processes triggered by

these constraints would have to be han—

dled in a rule-based approach. The paper

will be organized as follows. Section 2

presents my assumptions regarding bor-

rowings (2.1 and 2.3), and the relevant

tenets of TCRS (2.2). Section 3 ad-

dresses the three constraints mentioned

above, while section 4 offers a brief

conclusion.

2. ASSUMPTIONS
2.1 Borrowings

Two opposite views are debated in

loanword studies: the “phonetic approxi-

mation stance" (e.g. Haugen 1950 and

Silverman 1992), where a borrowed

word is analyzed as a non-linguistic
acoustic signal. and the “phonological

stance” (e.g. Hyman 1970 and Prunet

1990) where a borrowed word is instan-

taneously assigned a mental representa-

tion in the recipient language (L1). Strong
arguments based on sociolinguistic,

psycholinguistic and phonological studies
have been recently brought forward by

Paradis et al. (1995a,b) in favor of the

phonological stance. For instance,

sociolinguistic studies (e.g. Haugen 1950
and Poplack et a1. 1988) clearly indicate

that borrowings are introduced by bilin-
guals (not monolinguals), who have ac-
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cess to the phonology of the source lan-

guage (L2). Loanwords are introduced by

bilinguals through what socrolrngursts

call “code-switches”, “nonces” and
“idiosyncrasies”. Sociolinguistic studies

also clearly show that phonological pat-

terns of adaptation are imposed by him-

guals; they are community-wide, espe-

cially in mid and high community bilin-

gualism stages. This indicates that bor-
rowing integrators and adapters have ac-
cess to word representations in 1.2.1
Otherwise adaptations could not display
the strong consistency observed by
Haugen (1950) in the mid and high _
community bilingualism stages, and by
us in our own corpora of loanwords (cf.
Paradis et aL 1993. l995a,b for a thor-
ough argumentation in favor of the
phonological stance).

2.2 Framework: TCRS
In TCRS, a language’s phonology

consists of both universal and non-uni-
versal constraints which, when violated,
tngger the application of a repair strategy
(e.g. *3!“ —r o in section 1), defined in
(2).

(2) Repair strategy: A universal, context-
free phonological operation that is trig-
gered by the vrolation of a phonological
constrarnt, and which inserts or deletes
content or structure to ensure confo '
to the violated constraint. nutty
As mentioned in section 1, TCRS claims
that constrarnt violations originate mainly
from morphological operations (e.g. the
constrarnt ‘o# discussed in section 1which rs violated because of an abbrevia:
tron operation. etc.). Other internal
sources include constraint conflicts andunderlying ill-formedness (Paradis1988a. b). Loanwords (Paradis et al1993) and paraphasias (Beland et a].1993) constitute external sources.However, while violated constraintspress for repair, the Preservation

\

1 What is the ex V' act nature 'phonetic) of these representiltigtltcrdisoiquestion which has not been totalllsettled yet. The evidence gathered bymflsdlsetll. (t99_5a,b) tendtoshowtba’;representation rs lexical, not
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Principle. (3). protects the input. i.e. re-
sists segmental loss.

(3) Preservation Principle: Segmental in-
formation is maximally preserved within
the limits of the Threshold Principle ((4)).

Imaintain that the Preservation Principle
is responsible for the low rate of segment
deletion observed in the four corpora of
loanwords that we have built (4,03l bor-
rowings from French into Kinyarwanda,
Moroccan Arabic and Fula, and English
into Quebec French), which contain alto-
gether 12,630 malformations. The
Preservation Principle works in the fol-
lowing way. Repair is accomplished by
the insertion or deletion of content (e.g.
features, timing units, etc.) or structure
(links between features, various levels of
structure, etc.). At its most basic, repair
by insertion occurs when a constraint vio-
lation is due to a lack of content or struc-
ture whereas deletion applies when a
constrarnt is offended by an excess of
content or structure. Whether a problem
is due to a lack of something or an excess
of something is often a matter of per-
spectrve. For example, in a language with
a constrarnt against consonant clusters
(CC) such as Kinyarwanda, a CC (loan)
input can be regarded as an excess of
consonants, leading to deletion (of a
consonant), or as the lack of a vowel.
leading to insertion (of a vowel). All else
being equal, the Preservation Principle,
wluch resrsts the loss of phonological in-
fonnatron, favors viewing a problematic
structure as a lack of content or structure.
girgrng preference to insertion over dele-

n.
TCRS nevertheless posits limits to

preservation, i.e. to the price languages
:3;n to 213'n conserve segmental

a on. rs is ex ressed b the
Threshold Principle in (4),.) y
(4) Threshold Principle:

3) All languages have a tolerance
threshold to segment preservation.

b) Thrs threshold is the same for all
languages: two steps (or two repairs)
wrthrn a given constraint domain.2

‘—

2 This lrmithas been found to hold for
Fun (Paradrs & user 1994) and for
Kmyuwanda (Row 1994). We therefore

rzethatitisauniversalceilinl
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The Threshold Principle stipulates that a
problematic segment requiring more than

two steps to be adapted within a con-

straint domain —— a constraint domain
being simply the scope of a constraint
violation — is not protected by the
Preservation Principle.

Repair, be it by deletion or insertion.
must nevenheless apply economically.
Economy is expressed first and foremost
by the Minimality Principle in (5).

(5) Minimality Principle:
a) A repair strategy must apply at the

lowest phonological level to which
the violated constraint refers.

b) Repair must involve as few strategies
(steps) as possible.

The “lowest phonological level" referred
to in (Sa) is determined by the
Phonological Level Hierarchy (PLH), in
(6), which simply reflects the phonologi-
cal organization required independently of
TCRS.

(6) Phonological level Hierarchy:
Metrical level > syllabic level > skeletal
level > root node > feature with a depen-
dent > feature without a dependent.

The Preservation Principle in (3) is
served by (5a) which minimizes alteration
of the input, for example disallowing the
loss of a syllable, if the loss of a segment
will correct the problem. In other words,
it ensures that a constraint violation is
solved with as little loss of phonological
information as possible. (5b). for its part,
requires that, given more than one pos-
sible way of repairing an ill-formed
structure, priority be given to the repair
involving the fewest steps.

TCRS maintains that the phonological
structure of a language results from prin-
ciples (universal constraints) and parame-
ter settings. Principles describe what is
common to all languages, whereas pa-
rameter settings handle differences
(contrasts) among languages (cf.
Chomsky 1986). In TCRS, parameters

on the cost of adapting, as opposed to
deleting a problematic structure. Should
the threshold be set differently in other
languages, the second part of the
principle, (4b), would have to be
parametrized.
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are marked options offered by Universal
Grammar. The default reply for a lan-
guage is to say “no” to such an option,
which results in the rejection of a given
type of complexity, and thus a negative
constraint in the language in question. In
this perspective, the segmental inventory
of a language is viewed as the direct re-
sult of positive and negative language-
specific answers (settings) to segmental
options offered by Universal Grammar
(parameters). In the case of borrowings,
one can thus hypothesize that the reason
why French coupon [kupS] is realized as
[kutpan] in English, i.e. with a (partly)
denasalized vowel followed by a nasal
consonant is because English says “no”
to the following parameter.

(7) Phonemic nasal vowels?
French: yes
English: no (default = constraint)

The negative parameter setting in (7) ex~
plains why nasal vowels introduced into
English through loanwords are adapted.
In the view of TCRS, the recasting of v
into a VN shape is not the result of a rule
specific to loanwords — as would be the
case with the Two Process—Set
Hypothesis — but of a constraint active
throughout the phonology of English,
whose only source of violation is loan-
words. This position, that I call the One

Process-Set Hypothesis, is formalized in

(8)-
(8) One Process-Set Hypothesis:
Phonology has access to a single set of

two universal processe: insert x and

delete at. These processes are repair

strategies, whose sole purpose is to yield

constraint satisfaction. If there is no con-

straint violation, they do not apply.

2.3 Core and Periphery
The One Process-Set Hypothesis does

not imply, however, that the phonological

behavior of loanwords and native words

is identical in all respects. If we consider

again the case of nasal vowels introduced
into English. we realize that while nasal
vowels are totally absent from native

English words, they are sometimes
tolerated in borrowings (e.g. Fr. entre’e

[gtrc] —) English [gum] or @3111». In a

study of loanword adaptation. it is crucial
to distinguish between "prohibited"

segments, i.e. segments that are

systematically and immediately adapted or
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eliminated as soon as they are introduced
into a language (e.g. the French front
round vowels y and a in English). 811d
“tolerated" segments, which are
sometimes adapted and sometimes not
(such as the French nasal vowels in
English) at least in some speech registers.
The latter are called “imports" in the
literature (cf.. e.g.. Haugen 1950)- To
account for the distinction between
prohibited and tolerated segments. the
TCRS loanword model proposed by
Paradis et al. (1995b) views the phono-
logy of a language as being organized
into domains. Essentially, a distinction is
drawn between the “core" and the
“periphery". The core contains all of a
language’s constraints; by and large. the
core defines the phonology of a language
and governs its vocabulary, However,
not all items in a language are part of thecore; some, such as interjections, ono-matopoeia, proper names and learnedwords, along with (partly) unassimilatedborrowrngs, may lie in the periphery.temporarily or even indefinitely. The pe-nphery. contains a subset of a language’sconstraints, which means that items in theperiphery are not subject to all the con-straints that govern the core. That is tosay. the parameter settings for someyniversal Grammar options may be set toyes rather than “no" in the periphery orsome subdomains of the peripherywhich effectively deactivates those par:ticular constraints, and accounts for im.ports (unassimilated foreign sounds) Thedistinction between core and petiphriry isnot particular to TCRS. It was suggestedby Chomsky (1986:147). and furtherdeveloped by no & Mester (1993)However, the core and the ri he inot diff ‘ pe P ryareerent in nature. The periphery isnot governed by “new" constraints ieconstraints different from those of thecore. It contains only “fewef' constraintsthan the core. In this view, a "borrowin "can be defined as in (9). g

(9) Borrowing: An individualpompound functioning as s sing‘l‘eoistitriir3:126:31; szhphonologically conforms_ e outenn ‘phonological constraints :tsipegplhgaalmental representation in Ll, and c) is in-;orpgirsated into the discourse of L1 (cfara et al. 1995a,b for more details). I
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3. CONSTRAINTS VS. RULES
3.] Language-Specific Issues

Words in Fula never surface with afinal CC cluster or an internal CCC oneWeknow that this is due to a constraintagainst branching codas because whensuch a_cluster is present underlyingly orarises in the course of a morphologicalderivation, it is immediately split into dif-ferent syllables as in (10).
(10) Native wordrinFuIa

fooft-re afooft-e-re ‘breath’
talk-ru —>talk-u-ru ‘amulet’
lacc-ri —+Iacc-i~ri ‘couscous'

The constraint is formally expressed bythe negative parameter setting in (11)(recall from section I that Fula does notallow branching onsets either).
(1 1) Parameter:

Branching non~nuclear constituents?French: yes Fula: no (constraint)
As shown in (12), the constraint alsoapplies to loanwords since CCit clusters:n those words undergo vowel insertionoo.

(12) French loanwords in Fula
Fr. carde [kar_d]
-b F. kanda ‘card (comb)’
Fr. force [fags]
-+ F. forg Fula ‘force‘
Fr. gendarme [sddarm]
—i F. san"dm ‘gendarme'

With the Two Process-Set Hypothesis.one would have to posit two separaterules. as in (13), even though both ruleswould be identical.
(13) Two Process—Set Hypothesis:a) native words: 9 —» V/CC_[#. C ib) loanwords: 0 —» V/CC__{#. Ci
Tins reduplication of identical rules is $6-riously flawed in two ways. First. itcomplicates the grammar. Second. it doesnot formally capture the fact that bothrules are actually the same process (vowelinsertion) which is triggered by the samecontext (lit. C}) in loanwords as innative words. These disadvantages areeliminated with the One Process-SetHypothesis. As shown in (14). the data

"I (10) and (12) necessitate only onecontext-free universal process, i.e. inscr-tion of x.
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(14) One Process-Set Hypothesis:
native and borrowed words: a —v it

While the Preservation Principle in (3)
ensures that insertion will have priority
over deletion, the Minimality Principle
guarantees that the material inserted will
pertain to the level to which constraint
(ll) refers (cf. (5a)). Since (11) refers to
the syllabic level. the repair will apply at
that level. Insertion of a nucleus is se-
lected because this is the only repair
which fully satisfies both principles, the
Preservation and Minimality Principles.
The empty nucleus is subsequently filled
by vowel spreading.

The rule-based approach. in which the
Two Process—Set Hypothesis is couched,
is problematic in other respects.
Consider the French borrowings in (15),
where vowel insertion occurs in between
the two consonants of a CC# cluster, not
at the end of it as in (12).

(15) Fr. contre [k5t_r]
—> F. long; ‘against’
Fr. filtre [nun
—> F. film ‘filter’
Fr. table [tam
—> F. taab_al ‘table’

Not only would the Two Process-Set
Hypothesis require the reduplication of
the same rule as in (13), the rule-based
approach in which it lies, more generally.
would require positing a third rule -—-
shown in (16) — to account for the facts
in (15).

(16) Q) —> V/C__C#

This new rule would be needed because
the context of rule (13b) is not identical to
that of rule (16). Again, the fact that the
trigger is a CC# cluster would be missed.
This generalization is straightforwardly
captured by constraint (11). however.
CCtt clusters are prohibited because they
would form an illicit branching coda. The
insertion locus of the vowel depends en-
tirely on the sonority of the cluster. It is
determined by universal markedness.
which disfavors syllabic contacts where
an onset is more sonorous than the pre-
ceding coda. even though such clusters
are found in some Fula native words
(e.g.faabru ‘toad’). In other words. in
the absence of opposite morphologically-
induced specifications, default settings.
provided by Universal Grammar. apply.
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From this perspective the phonological
behavior of loanwords tells us signifi-
cantly more about universal default set-
tings than that of native words, which is
often morphologized or heavily influ-
enced by diachrony. Once distorting fac-
tors such as orthography, analogy, etc.
are clearly identified and discarded. one
can wily state that loanword phonology
is the “emergence of the unmarked" in
phonology (cf. McCarthy & Prince 1994
on this notion).

In a mile-based approach, a fourth rule
would even have to be posited. As ex-
plained above, the Preservation Principle
gives precedence to vowel insertion over
consonant deletion. However, consonant
deletion does occur in a few cases such as
those in (17), where v is lost.3
(17) Fr. pieuvre [pjfltfli

—> F. pijuiri ‘octopus’
Fr. cuivre [kqiyfl
—> F. kiri ‘copper’

However. as shown in Paradis et al.
(1993, 1995a,b). consonant deletion is
not random. It is always caused by the
presence of an ill-formed segment — here
the voiced labial fricative ‘v ~— contained
within an unsyllabifiable cluster.
Preservation of the two cluster con-
sonants would be too costly in these
cases: it would necessitate too many steps
(repairs). It would require nucleus inser-
tion and filling as in (10), (12) and (15).
But it would also require a third step, i.e.
the adaptation of the ill—fonned segment
*v itself (*v normally yields w in Fula;
e.g. Fr. verre [ver] —9 F. [werr]), since it
is encompassed within the scope of con-
straint (l 1). This would clearly violate the
Threshold Principle in (4), which es—
tablishes that the limit to segmental
preservation is two repairs, within a
given constraint domain. Thus not only
does TCRS account for the variation in
the insertion point of the epenthetic vowel
in (12) and (15) without any extra lan-
guage-specific device, but it also handles
straightforwardly the variation in the pro-
cesses themselves. i.e. insertion of a
vowel ((10). (12) and (15)) vs. deletion

3 More exactly, phonologically-induced
deletions in the Fula corpus occur with
32 malformations out of 858 (3.7% of
cases).
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of a consonant in (17) (cf. Paradis et al.
1995a,b for more examples and a thor-
ough discussion of these cases). In con-
trast, a rule-based approach is unable to
economically capture this variation. as
well as being unfit to perceive the link
between the numerous rules it would re-
quire to handle the data presented in this
section.

3.2 Universal Issues
A rule-based approach would be un-

desirable on universal grounds also. It
would treat the processes observed in the
previous section as idiosyncrasies of
Fula, despite the fact that restrictions on
branching codas are common among lan-
guages. Such restrictions are found in
Tigrinya and Classical Arabic, for in-
stance. This fact is predicted by TCRS
since constraints in TCRS’ view stem
from negative parameter-settings. Since
parameters are options offered by
Universal Grammar, it is predicted that a
number of languages will share the same
parameter setting, be it positive or nega-
tive. Recall from 2.2 that negative pa-
rameter settings are default (unmarked)
options: they consists in a language’s re-
fusal of a given type of complexity.
Negative settings are thus expected to be
relatively frequent.
’ The same is true of the *CC constraint
in Kinyarwanda, a Bantu language, and
tlte_‘#V constraint in Moroccan Arabic,
which respectively prohibit codas and
empty onsets. .Both constraints, which
are formalized in (18a) and (18b) respec-tively, are common across languages. Forinstance, the former is found in Luganda
as well as in most Bantu languages. while
Eggatter IS fgund in Tigrinya, Biblical

rew an man ' ‘languages. y other Semitic

(18) a) Parameter: codas?
French, English: yes
Kinyarwanda, Luganda: no

b) Parameter: empty onsets?
French, English: yes
Moroccan Arabic, Tigrinya: no

The constraints in (18) are su ‘£113.1nand also eilttemally byptl'igtdhautl:rrowm ' '(1%)- gs ike those in (19a) and

(19) a) French —s Kinyarwanda:
client [his] —> [umu-c_irija]cmon [sin-5] -+ [siflo]
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b) French —9 Moroccan Arabic:
i. arbitre [axing] —> whit]
u. ascenseur Lasdster] -) [sensur]

In (19a), we can see that French CC se-
quences are automatically separated by an
epenthetic empty nucleus in
Kinyarwanda. to which the following
vowel spreads. In Moroccan Arabic, a
violation of (18b) triggers more diversi-
fied repairs. i.e. either insertion of a con-
sonant, as in (l9bi), or deletion of the
initial vowel as in (l9bii). Selection of
one repair over another here is condi-
tioned by the length of the output (cf.
Paradis et a1. l995b). The longer the out-
put in L1, the more likely vowel deletion
is. Nonetheless, both strategies fully pre-
serve (18b) in preventing a vowel from
surfacing word-initially. Again, this
principled diversity of repairs could not
be captured in an explanatory way in a
rule—based approach. In such a frame-
work, two completely unrelated rules
would have to be posited, thus failing to
express the fact that the trigger (*#V) is
identical in both cases.

4. CONCLUSION
This paper has attempted to show the

supertonty of constraints over rules in
general. More specifically, TCRS and the
traditional rule-based approach of
Chomsky & Halle (I968) — which con-
tinued to be used under different forms in
mululinear phonology and pus-constraint-
based frameworks — were compared in
their capability to deal with loanwords.
The former has proved markedly more
economical and explanatory. In particu-
lar, it has rendered the Two Process-Set
Hypothesis — where loan words and na-
tive ones are considered to be each gov-
emed by a distinct set of processes —
vacuous. On more universal grounds, it
was shown that the processes applymg l0
borrowrngs and native words are not lan-
guage-specific idiosyncrasies but the re-
sult of the language‘s replies to options
offered by Universal Grammar, i.e. pa-
rameters. The phonological behavior of
borrowmgs. which seems ad hot: in a
rule-based view, proves very regular and
predictable in TCRS. 0n the one hand.
TCRS provides linguists with a formal
framework which handles straightfor-
wardly one of the richest sources of dy-
namrc evidence for constraints: bOITOW'
mgs. On the other hand, the study of hot-
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rowings opens a large window on the
general functioning of constraints, and
ultimately the organization of the lan-
guage in the human brain, by allowing us
to observe how languages react to foreign
elements.
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THE VOICE SOURCE. MODELS AND PERFORMANCE
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ABSTRACT
This is a summary of research into

functional models of the human voice

source with considerations to production

theory, experimental techniques and

individual and contextual variations in

connected speech. The emphasis is on

work carried out in our department.

including the development of a

transformed LF-model. and studies of

source-tract interaction. The voice source
as a prosodic parameter is discussed. Of
special interest is the covariation of

source parameters. F0 and inferred
contours of lung pressure variations
found in focal accentuation.

INTRODL'CTION
A major tool for the study of the

human voice source is inverse filtering.
Over the years a substantial amount of
work in this area has been carried out at
KTH. see the review in [l].

Inverse filtering is a processing of
undressing the vocal tract filter function
of the speech wave thus regenerating a
replica of the underlying source. This
process provides us with some insight in
the production mechanism and aiso a
physical substance to be quantified and
described within a suitable parameter
system.

Early parameter systems concentrated
on main shape aspects of glottal flow
pulses such as rise time. decay time and
open quotient. The importance of the
flow discontinuity at closure as an
excrtation function was early discovered
tn connection with inverse filtering and
was included in a Laplace transform
production modeling in 1979 [2]. Five
years later the importance of the return
phase in the flow derivative was fullv
acknowledged [3] and became a major

constituent of the LF-model [4]. The
effective duration of the return phase, T .
was proved to be inversely proportional

to a frequency Ffl/ZrtTa where the
source spectrum attains an extra -6dB'oct
slope. Increasing T,I thus implies a low
pass filter effect. a relative attenuation of
formants located above Fa. This
parameter is usually of greater
significance than the main pulse shape
parameters.

The ability to capture wave shape
essentials has promoted a wide use of the
LF model. However. huntan data from
inverse filtering may deviate substantially
from model data. and mainly in terms of
a superimposed fine structure which
displays both typical recurrent patterns
and a seemingly randomness. The
underlying mechanisms for this structure
has been extensively studied in several
publications from KTH [1. 5-8].

There exist systematic covariations in
the LF parameters which have been
exploited in a transformed version [9] of
the model. It operates with a fewer
number of parameters retaining wave
shape essentials. combined with a more
detailed specification in terms of
deviations of the original LIT-parameters
from default values. This new system
also has advantages from an experimental
point of view and as a basis for rule
oriented speech analysis and synthesis.

The covariation of source and filter
functions. in more general terms
phonatory and articulatory processes. is
Of particular interest. It is the combined
gesture rather than the source function
alone which has a communicative
function. Supraglottal constrictions
‘mi‘ede the voice source [l0] and glottal
abduction introduces additional
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bandwidths and F. increase. subglottal

coupling and aspiration noise adding to

the source features [7-8. 11-12]]

A specific topic of interest in prosody

is the coordination of glottal adjustments.

adduction‘abduction gestures and F0-

control. and lung pressure. There are

apparent differences betw cen singing and

speech that need to be studied in greater

detail. e.g. vowel consonant contrast,

relati\e emphasis and accentuation.

BASIC SOl'RCE-FILTER MODEL

__._..._ f——-
-:Is.\Iu-t -——+—-1 nvsn -—

.‘h
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t.‘_\__A._ T
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Figure I. Frequentjv- and Iimedomuin

view oflhe production ofvoiced sounds.

The basic concept of source-filter

decomposition of voiced sounds in the

frequency domain and in the time domain

is illustrated in Figure I. It conveys the

traditional view of the source :5 a raw

material of spectral harmonics which is

shaped by a filter function. The latter.

imposing the formant structure is made

up of two parts. the vocal tract transfer

function relating the volume velocity

flow at the lips to the glottal flow. and a

radiation transfer from flow at the lips to

the radiated sound pressure wave at some

distance from the lips. The radiation

transfer is usually approximated by a

simple differentiation. in the frequency

domain a 4d octave spectral rise.
1n the time domain representation a

glottal flow pulse is a skewed version of

the glottal areafunction. Glortal

parameters are often defined with respect
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to the time derivative of glottal flow. One

advantage of the differentiated source,

see the bottom part of the figure. is that it

accounts for the radiation transfer

component.
Production theory [2.7] states a

proportionality between the amplitude of

glottal flow derivative at its negative

discontinuity, which usually is identical

to the negative peak. and formant

amplitudes. With an abrupt return to the

zeroline and assuming a single formant

filter function there is a continuity

between the negative peak amplitude EC

and the initial amplitude of the

corresponding damped oscillation in the

radiated wave This is indicated in the

figure. However. the mouth output

\olttmc \elocity flow. which is the

integral of the radiated wave. shows a

relative reduction of oscillatory energy

but retains the pulse shape of the initial

(non-differentiated) glottal flow.

As a matter of fact. integrating the

speech wave provides an approximation

to the maximum amplitude of glottal

flow" U0. constant leakage omitted. while

the E: amplitude information is

approximately retained in the envelope

contour of the negative side of the

radiated speech wave [1. 9. 13] Since U0

and E, are the main constituents of glottal

waveshape as proposed in the

transformed LF model [9]. important

information about the temporal variation

of voice source parameters can be derived

without proper inverse filtering.

SELECTIVE INVERSE FILTRING

Inverse filtering experiments confirm

these general statements. Figure 2

illustrates regenerated glottal flow and so

called selective inverse filtering [1] with

cancellation of all formants but one, in

this case Fl. which appears as a damped

oscillation following each glottal flow

derivative pulse. The pattern for the [ac]

is typical of a sonorous male voice.
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Figure 2 Selective inv. ' , erse filterin
retaining the F1 oscillation. A; vowj
5:]. f}, vtlrwel [a] preceding an unvoiced

p. e ower graph is mod I
With Fifi-“=2. e generated

The lower pair of curv '
. . es pertain to

vowel [a] preceding the occlusion of a:
uglvmced aspirated stop. Within the series
3 the three final pulses the F1 oscillation

ecays more rapidly than the supportingflow derivative Ee residue. This is a
matter both of increasing damping
a1 formant bandwidth increase fell
gotta] abduction and of the F1
amplitude becoming
smaller than the negative
latter is the time domain eq
firming low pass filtering associatedcot the decreasing Fa which is also aFinsequence of the abduction gestureorgies] illustrates the principal relationinitial amplitude being reduced
by the same amo -unt as '

Spec“ “'1‘ ll]. Simil Implied by the

i.e. of
owing
initial

PTOgressively

Ee Peak. The
uivalent to an
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VOCAL TRACT-SOURCE
INTERACTION.

More marked instances of pre-
occlusrve aspiration is treated in [8 25]
In addition to increased spectral tilt and
first formant bandwidth, glottal pulse
modulated noise appears in the final an
of the vowel, in extreme cases combiiied
With pole-zero spectral modifications and
extra formants from the subglottal system
Noxse components are also consistently
found in breathy voices [I l-12, 16].

A number of other interaction effects
complicate the source-filter interpretation
of inverse filtering data. One obvious
aspect is that a constant leak during the
maximally closed glottal interval will
pose a problem of how to tune Fl
bandwidth and frequency. If these are set
for maximal cancellation the inverse
filtering will not provide a picture of the
true glottal flow. Instead, an ideal
regeneration of the true glottal flow
would require a setting of the inverse
filter'to cancel the supraglottal transfer
function alone which differs from that of
the. complete system and can not be
derived from the speechwave. The true
flow, which has the theoretical burden of
conveying the difference between the
coupled and the uncoupled system, may
have a more complex fine structure than
what 15 seen in ordinary inverse filtering.
An'exarnple is the appearance of formant
oscrllations in the maximally closed
phase.

A‘ prominent interaction effects is the
Spenlineanty of the glottal impedance, i.e.
d second power dependency of pressure
rep on flow, in combination with the

presence in the transglottal pressure dt0p
of oscillations evoked from previous
tegtcttations [6-7, 15). A typical feature is

e. double peak appearance of the
Enositye part of the glottal flow derivative
2F . corresponding spectral dip around

1 in the source spectrum. [5, 8]
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Other aspects of nonlinearities is that a

constant glottal chink may counteract the

FI induced spectral fall in the mid and

high frequency range of the source

spectrum [7, 17, 18] . It is also found [18]

that the TI of the glottal flow derivative

becomes larger than an equivalent TI of

the underlying glottal areafunction.

A consequence of glottal impedance

nonlinearity is that the superposition

imposed by an integer relation between

formant frequency and F0, i.e. when a

harmonic hits the formant peak, also

effects the driving source function as well

as the vocal folds vibratory pattem.. It

has indeed been found that the amplitude

of F2 and F3 seem to follow the F1/Fo

ratio rather than the F2/Fo and F3/Fo

ratios [19] An extreme aspect of the

nonlinear superposition is that the air

consumption is minimized when F1 hits

F0 but is maximal when F1 is in the

region of 1.5 F0 which has consequences

for soprano singers [6].

A major aspect of vocal tract-source

interaction is that a supraglottal

narrowing anywhere in the vocal tract or

at the lips will be associated with a

pressure drop which reduces the

transglottal pressure [9-10] and thereby

the excitation amplitude 13c and changes

the waveshape of glottal flow, increasing

the open quotient and the return time T5.

This effect is maximal in voiced plosives

and in voiced fricatives but is also

noticeable in narrow vowels and in nasals

specially in Swedish [1, 13, 16]

VOICE SOURCE MODELING

We shall now return to the more

pragmatic aspects of quantifying voice

production and source characteristics. In

general, irrespective of the particular

parameterisation, we may note the close

correspondence between the peak value

Uo of glottal flow and the amplitude H1

0f the voice fundamental in a harmonic
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representation of the source component

of the speech wave at a distance 0 cm

from the speaker [8].

H1= UoknF0(p/41ro) (1)

where k is close to 1 for opening

qoutients of the order of 0.5-0.7.

Adopting the notation PEI/(21:11,) where

TI is the effective duration of the return

phase we may write the following

expression for the amplitude Hm of any

harmonic of frequency fm well above F0

in the glottal flow derivative spectrum

submitted to an extra +6 dB/octave rise

with respect to F0.

H... = chip/minew)“
(2)

The relative levels of the fundamental

and the next two harmonics have to be

treated separately by an analysis of the

specific glottal pulse shape as in (l). The

result is an additional reinforcement, a

"glottal formant" located at a mean

frequency of Fg=1/2Tp and providing a

few dB larger gain than implied by (2)

A consistent mapping of time domain

features into the frequency domain allows

us to perform an inversion and predict

glottal flow shape and magnitudes from

absolute calibrated spectral data [7].

An alternative to the Fourier analysis

is to decompose the glottal pulse into a

sequence of discrete excitation functions

[2]. This is necessary for the

understanding of the details of observed

waveforms and of interaction

phenomena. Assuming a single bell

shaped glottal pulse with a rising branch

of (U0/2)(l-cos2rrfgt) and a symmetrical

falling branch the flow derivative

becomes Uorrfgsin21rfgt which is similar

to that of the LF—model. The derivative

discontinuity at the onset of the rising

branch thus contributes with a -12 dB/oct

spectrum slope, i.e. -18 dB/oct in the

flow domain. Providing the falling

branch does not include an additional
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discontinuity prior to its end it will
provide the same excitation function as
the rising branch but with opposite phase,
and if T0=l/F0=2T , i.e. OQ=l, the net
effect in the source domain is a sinewave.
This is one extreme condition to be
preserved in a parametric scheme. In
general, however, formants exited at the
onset will be damped out quicker than
those at the offset. The major excitation
will thus be at the offset even if it does
not contain an additional discontinuity.
The limiting value of the source spectral
tilt is accordingly -12 dB/oct (in the flow
derivative) as with an extremely low Fa.
On the other hand an abrupt and
instantaneous return of the flow
derivative at the excitation point Te
provides a spectrum slope of -6dB/oct.

An additional high frequency gain in
the source spectrum can be attained only
if the duration of the falling branch of theflow is very short, i.e. with an extreme
asymmetry and a very small opening
quotient, in which case the EC spike
becomes very narrow. This extreme is
generally not encountered but can be
approached within reasonable limits in
simulations.

Occasionally there is to be seen anabrupt step in the flow derivative at theopening phase which adds an excitationof the same type as at closure. This hasbeen taken into account in a modificationof the LF model proposed in [23].
THE EXTENDED LF-MODEL

The LF-model [4] is illustrated inFigure 3. We have already discussed theSignificance of the return phase whichaccounts for the degree of spectral tilt
through the Fa=l/(2nTa) parameter which
‘5 frequently used as an alternative to
R,=T,fl‘0.

The Rk=(Te' p)rrp parameterspectfies the relative duration of thefalling branch from the peak at
.

time TP toto the discontinuity point Te.
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Liner-anagram;

R. ' UT.

RI - yam

R. = (T.- rpm.

00 a 13/1'o : (“Rattan

Figure 3. The LF—model. Glottal/low
andflow derivative.

The Rg=Tol2Tp parameter increases
with a shortening of the rise time Tp. A
large R8 and a small Rk thus produce a
small opening quotient, OQ=(1+Rk)/2Rg.
An alternative common definition is
OQ=( l +Rk)/(2Rg)+Ra.

Typical values for male vowels are
Fa=700 Hz, Rk=0.35, Rg=l.20 and for
female vowels Fa=500 Ilz, Rk=0.45 and
Rg=l. An increase of Rk or a decrease of
F8 as in breathy phonation will produce
an increase of U0 and thus of the voice
fundamental ill at constant Be. An
increase of Rg at constant Ee will increase
the relative level of the second harmonic
of the source Spectrum at the expense of a
lowered U0 and produces a decrease of
0Q which is typical of pressed
phonation. A sonorous voice has a
relative high Fa of the order of 2000 Hz.

The Rd-parameter
A statistical and functional analysis of

covariation of LF—parameters ranging
from an extreme tight adducted
phonation with low OQ and high F. to a
very breathy abducted phonation with
high 0Q and low Fl brings out
characteristic trends. These can be
quantified along a single shape parametfir
R, which is closely related to the
effective pulse decay time Td=Uo/E. (in
ms) of the falling branch, see Figure 3.
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Rd=(Uo/Ee)(Fo/1 10) (3)

Td is of the order of 0.5-1 ms for both

male and female vowels.

Within a population of vowels and

voiced consonants we find a statistical

relation: [9]

Rfl= (-1+4.8Rd)/100 (4)

and

Rk= (22.4+1 Leap/100 (5)
An important additional finding is that

Rd can be estimated from the geometrical

constraints of the LF model given the set

of Ra’Rk’Rg

Rd =(l/0.l l)(0.5+l .2Rk)(Rk/4Rg+Ra)

(6)
Rg can be derived statistically in the

same way as R3 and Rk [9], but a better

approach is to calculate Rg from Rd given

R3 and Rk. This ensures a confomiity

with the LF model.

An interesting finding [9] based on

female vowel data supplied by Karlsson

[20] is that given her full specification of

the Ra, Rk and Rg values of a set of nine

Swedish vowels these can be predicted

with considerable accuracy from Rd

alone. This involves the process of first

condensing Ra, Rk and RE values into a

single Rd parameter (6) and then applying

(4-6).
A conclusion is thus that essentials of

the glottal source wave shape may be

contained into a single default parameter,

Rd =(Uo/Ee)(Fo/110) which is relatively
easily accessible from a primitive inverse

filtering which has special merits for

tracking temporal variations in connected

speech. However, for more detailed

analysis we need the full set of LF

parameter from a proper inverse filtering.
Deviations of these from default

predicted values can be specified in terms

of coefficients ka=Ra/Rap, kg=Rg/Rgp and

kk=Rk/Rkp for extra aspiration, press, or
flow respectively.
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Figure 4. Glottal/low derivative spectra

in the frame ofRd values with default LF-

parameters included

Glottal flow

assuming a constant E. and F0=100Hz

are shovm in Figure 4. The four samples

of Rd =03, Rd=0.7, Rd=1.4 and Rd=2.7

illustrate the variation from a medially

compressed phonation with a small open

quotient and a high F3 to a highly

abducted, phonation with a large open

quotient and a low Fa. Observe the large

variation in the ratio ill/112 of voice

fundamental to second harmonic

amplitude. Females show higher Rd and

derivative spectra
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Hl/H2 values than males, and voiced
consonants, and aspirated vowels show
higher Rd and Hl/Hz values than regular
vowels which is in agreement with earlier
findings [11-12].

VOICE SOURCE DYNAMICS
Studies of voice source dynamics, i.e.

of temporal variations in connected
speech is a developing area which has not
yet. received the same attention as
stationary voice qualities. There remains
much to learn about the coordination of
glottal adjustments with intonation and
lung pressure within a phonetic-linguistic
frame.

From our recent work we find
systematic covariations of Be and U" with
F0. 'These occur both in glissando
sustained phonations of a vowel [15 ] and
in connected speech [9, 13] Both U0 and
13e increase with F0 up to a maximum or a
plateau which is located in the speakers
mid frequency F0 range, somewhat
higher for Ee than for U0, and E
increasing more steeply than U c
Statistical data sampled from pros:
reading have shown a location of the E
maXimum at around Fo= 100-130 Hz f0:
two males and at F0=215 Hz for a female
3);: [13]. In a neutral intonation without

accents we see clear tendencies of
the E, contours following the general
pattern of the F0 contour. An exception is
when in focal accentuation F0 overshoots
a critical value of maximum E in which
case the temporal contour oef E and
intensity may show a minimum at :11: Ffifgith local maxima on both sides?“in bein'lizrtitum is not always present. Itof a b ened out under the influence

su glottal pressure rise Lun
pressure is known to increase with F 'g
Singing but in speech F0 0 m
' o rat
independent ofpressure. P9 <35 largely
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INTENSITY VARIATIONS
. An important physiological parameter
in v01ce production is the time varying
glottal area. Ag(t). At one and the same
lung pressure the Ec and the intensity
(SPL) increases with Agmax [7, 15] which
is capitalized by trained singers [27]. For
a more complete understanding of
prosodic phenomena we need more data
on how Am“ [28] and subglotttal
pressure [29] covary with supraglottal
and glottal articulations, F0, SPL, Ee and
source spectral shape parameters.
Increased lung pressure, and thus
subglottal pressure, is found in
contrastive and higher degrees of stress
but is probably not a necessary
component of focal accentuation.

.It has long been known that increasing
veice effort is associated with a relative
emphaSis at higher frequencies In an
early-study [2]-22] it was found that a 10
dB increme in the F. region was
accompanied by about 4 dB increase in
the mice fundamental and 14-18 dB in
the . Fz-F3 region. This spectral
nonlinearity can be interpreted as Rd and
Ra decreasing (Fa increasing) with voice
effort. Local increments of this
magnitude are seldom encountered in
speech [26]. The average intensity
difference between stressed and
unstressed syllables is about 2 dB only
and 3 dB with high frequency
preemphasis. Twice these values are
normally encountered in contrastive
stress marking. The intensity parameter
m :1 greater importance as a boundary
‘ar. er and shows temporal variations

Similar to those of an accompanying F
declination within a phrase. 0
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HOW EMOTION IS EXPRESSED IN SPEECH AND SINGING

Klaus R. Scherer
University ofGeneva

. ABSTRACT
This‘contribution focusses on some of

the major issues in the study of emo-
tional expression in the speaking and the
singing vorce. Adopting a sociopsycho-
biological approach, it is claimed that
affect vocalizations have multiple de-
termrnants and serve multiple functions.
Based on research examples, it is dem-
onstrated how these determinants can be
empirically distinguished. Furthermore
recent data on emotion differentiation
Via acoustical profiles is presented. Brief
allusrons are made concerning the appeal
and the symbol functions of affect vo-
calization. Finally, an approach to study
emotional expression in the singin
vorce is presented. g

IN’ITRODUCTION
n his influential manu ’

the Orator, Cicero remarl:1520{Trh:tr(e)r1:rseas many movements ofthe voice as thereare movements of the soul and the souli}si strongly affected by the voice”. Whilethe terminology is no longer fashionableis brief statement sums up much ofwhat_current research on the vocal expressronof emotion in speech and music:sgmpirically documenting. In this con-ri ution, I Will present some of the workof our research .-to theory and dagoup’ both “1th respect

MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS AMlili‘hillpit‘lii DliTERMINANI'I‘IS). e I as een customislider vocal expression in animazilys gig:ory as indicative of underlying affectivesea iglotivational states [1], recent re-coI12; lelxmlISltfi that tlae situation is more_ . r er an his rlsteiiydsyirfrg thde alarm calls of vggleetahibcri'. , oun t at calls are ' Idrcatrve ofthe emitte ' not only in-
. rs fear stat 'E150 :fiif'irftic “fl certain types of 5:55:13:. ' ca 5 producedFagles or snakes, for exampfier i123???erent sounds, energy levels, and f l -33172::uranges. Therefore, Marler and his1 es reject the notio 'communication is limited Iiothierlidiacnaltriitagi

the animal's emotional or mo‘ '
state, arguing that most aniriiiiimganllai
have a very strong referential symbolic
component. Supporting this notion is the
observation that alarm calls seem to be
partially learned. Therefore, the alarm
call system_ does not simply "push out"
the underlying affect but reflects the out-
come of predator classification, which
reflects rudimentary cognitive processes.

A_n exclusrve emphasis on either a
motivation-affect expression or a sym-
bolic function, neglects the fact that
most vocal srgnals are multifunctional.
The Organon model, developed by
Buhler [3], can be used to analyse the
functions of vocal affect signals. In this
model, a srgn has three functions: as a
symbol 'In representing the object event
or fact it stands for, as a symptom, of the
state of the sign user and as an appeal or
Signal, trying to elicit a response from
the receiver. The vervet monkey alarm
call, for example, serves all three: a) as a
symbol of different predators, b) as a
symptom of the fear state of the animal,
and c) as an appeal to others to run
away. Furthermore, these functions are
mutually interdependent: if a call refers
to an air predator, both the emotional
reaction and the appeal may be very dif-
ferent from one made in reference to a
ground predator - in the first case, both
emdittcr and receiver might seek shelter
tlhneyermaiglfiltlslileand frl‘i'elli; in the second,

come i 'run up a tree. ig ly activated and

ne 13PM from multiple functions we also
e hto consrder multiple determinants.

twteienavehsuggested to distinguish be-
cal r pus effects in which physiologi-
v processes such as muscle tone push0;:Ia isations in a certain direction and
:7: they‘fects where external factors such
the aff expectations of the listener pull
lar ect'vocalisation toward a particu-

' acoustic model [1]. In the push effect,
giVEn that muscle tone is likely to be
dlailgrtirii sympathetic arousal, the fun-
will at}; bfrequency of the voice (F0)
other h 6 higher. Pull effects, on the

and, are governed by social con-
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ventions such as display rules. These

cultural conventions influence the pro-
duction of signs required in social situa-

tions by specifying a particular acoustic

target pattern, as opposed to mental con-

cepts or internal physiological processes

which push out expression. This distinc-

tion is important in understanding the

differences between vocal productions.

Thus, push factors are defined as pro-

ducing changes in subsystem states in

the organism which have a direct effect

on vocalisation parameters. They work

largely involuntarily; the effects on vo-

cal organs and the resulting acoustic pa-

rameters are almost exclusively deter-

mined by the nature and force of

physiological mechanisms. Pull factors

on the other hand, although they are

mediated through internal systems, are

externally based - they operate toward

the production of specific acoustic pat-

terns or models, as in the case of detailed

optimum signal transmission features or

socially defined signal values.

Clearly, the push/pull concept of two

major types of determinants of vocal sig-

nals is directly linked to the Bi'ihler

model of multiple functions. One can

argue that the symptom aspect, i.e. the

expression of an internal state, represents

push, whereas the symbol and appeal

aspects represent pull. Different factors

might determine the nature of the ex-

pression in each case. And, it might be

the antagonism between push and pull,

e.g. high physiological arousal pushing

voice fundamental frequency up and the

conscious attempt to show "control"
pulling it down, which can produce

mixed or even contradictory messages. If

this were so, it would be important to
empirically isolate the two determinants.

Future research and theorizing in this

area will need to more clearly differen-

tiate between these multiple determi.
nants and multiple functions in order to
avoid futile controversies about the “true
nature” of affect vocalizations.

EMPIRICAL ASSESSMENT OF
MULTIPLE DETERMINANTS

We argue that the type of determinant
will have a major effect on the coding,

i.e. the relationship between the underly-
ing referent and the sign features. If, in a

push condition, muscle tension goes up

under stress, producing an increase in
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the fundamental frequency of the voice,

we would expect direct covariation be-

tween the amount of muscle tension in-

crease measured by electromyography

and the increase in fundamental fre-

quency as measured by digital voice

analysis. In this convariation model, we

would expect a continuous (and proba-

bly linear) covariation between the two

variable classes. The alternative is what

we call the configuration model [4]. The

configuration model is more "linguistic"

than the covariation model, itself more

psychological in nature. The configura-

tion model argues that to achieve a cer-

tain effect in the listener, one uses a par-

ticular combination of intonation, accent,

word and/or syntactic structure, e.g. a

rising intonation contour in a WH-

question, a falling one for in a Y/N

question. There are no variable dimen-

sions, no continua, in configuration ef-

fects: certain classes of phenomena have

to co-occur to produce an effect. In

terms of push and pull, push is likely to

follow covariance rules, while pull, if

anything, would follow configuration

rules. In trying to understand how com-

munication processes follow either a co-

variation or a configuration model, we

need to gather insight into the determi-

nants.
Scherer, Ladd and Silverman con-

ducted two studies to distinguish covar-

iation and configuration. The first [4]

used a corpus of questions (from a large
scale study on interactions between civil

servants and other citizens) that were

homogenous in structure, but that varied

in terms of pragmatic force. Some ques-

tions were clearly reproaches, though

phrased as WH questions, while others
were factual information questions. We

used three filtering or degrading tech-

niques to systematically isolate particu-

lar acoustic cues: a) low pass filtering, b)

random splicing, and c) reversing. (see

[5] for a comparative list of the acoustic

cues retained by the respective tech-

niques).
The results show that even when the

text of the questions used is rendered

unintelligible, much of the affective

meaning remains in the acoustive signal.
This confirms the covariance model in
its claim that nonverbal vocal cues con-

vey affect in a direct and .context-

independent way. However, this IS true
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only for those masking conditions'in
which voice quality cues are audible, i.e.
in the random splicing and reversmg
conditions. In both of these conditions,
the intonation contour of the sentence IS
lost or destroyed. This would seem to
imply that this feature of speech utter-
ances plays no major role in the com-
munication of affective meaning. Obvi-
ously, this is rather counter-intuitive and
contradicts empirical evidence showing
that this information is relevant for the
communication of affect. Could it be
that intonation follows configuration
rather than covariance rules? In order to
investigate this question with the speech
material in this study, we divided the
questions into W and Yes/No ques-
tions and classified the intonation con-
tours into final fall and final rise [4]. The
results show that intonation contour ob-
viously has a strong effect on the im-
pression of speaker affect but it seems to
be mediated by context effects, verbal or
syntactic.

One might interpret these results as
reflecting the traditional descriptions of
"normal" or "unmarked" intonation for
the two different question types. The
supposedly "normal" combinations of
intonation type (i.e. falling WH ques-
tions and rising yes/no questions) were
Judged as more polite and agreeable.
"Marked" combinations on the other
hand were rated rather more negatively.
This clearly points to strong configura-
tion effects. It is possible then, to pre-
sume that some acoustic cues, such as
vorce quality, operate according to co-
variance rules, whereas others, such as
intonation contours, are used in accor-
dance with configuration rules. This
would .make sense in terms of a psycho-
biological approach to communication.
One could argue that those cues that
show a remarkable degree of phyloge-
netic continuity - such as the differential
nature .of phonation which yields differ-
ent voice qualities - are closer to direct
covariance with physiological states. In
contrast, cues that have been domesti-
cated within a language system, such as
intonation, should follow a configuration
model.

In order to further test these notions,
we used digital resynthesis of speech in
order to be able to experimentally vary
different acoustic cues in a factorial de-
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Sign. Such an approach obviously avoids
the disadvantage of using a natural cor-
pus, since it allows greater experimental
control of the variables under study. In a
series of studies [6,7], we used this
technique to systematically vary intona-
tion contour, F0 range, intensity, timing,
accent, structure, and other parameters.
The advantage of this procedure, as
pointed out above, is that all of these
acoustic features under study can be
manipulated independently of each other
in a factorial design while leaving all of
the remaining acoustic cues constant.
Three major types of findings will be
highlighted. First, we did not find any
interaction effects in the analysis of vari-
ance, suggesting that the acoustic vari-
ables we studied function largely inde-
pendently of each other. Secondly, in
those studies where we used several
speakers and several utterances, we
found virtually no interaction between
these factors and the acoustic variables
manipulated. This encourages one to
think that the effects can be generalised
over a wide range of speakers and utter-
ances. Thirdly, out of the variables stud-
ied, F0 range had the most powerful ef-
fect by far on the judgment of the raters,
particularly on the attributions of
arousal. Furthermore, we were able to
show that these effects seemed to be a
continous function of changes in F0
range since arousal related ratings go up
in a linear fashion with increasing range.

Results for intonation contours and
voice quality were complex and seem to
require further study. In the case of into-
nation contours, this may well be due to
the important role of the configuration
mode] for this variable. In consequence,
we feel that the distinction between con-
figuration and covariance rules may be
very useful in understanding the com-
munication of affect in vocal utterances
and it would seem useful to continue this
type of research with the aid of modem
digital signal manipulation techniques.

ACOUSTIC EMOTION PROFILES
'The research reported above dealt

wrth affective states of relatively low in-
tenstty as one is likely to encounter in
normal social interactions. Full-blown.
intensive emotions are difficult, if not
impossible, to study in an experimental
fashion. Therefore, much of the work on
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the acoustic concomitants of emotion
has used actor portrayals of different
emotional states to obtain vocal expres-
sion samples that could then be analyzed
acoustically. Pittam & Scherer [8] have
summarized the state of the literature to
date as follows:

Anger: Anger generally seems to
be characterized by an increase in mean
F0 and mean energy. Some studies,
which may have been measuring "hot"
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anger (most studies do not explicitly de-
fine whether they studied hot or cold an-
ger), also show increases in F0 variabil-
ity and in the range of F0 across the ut~
terances encoded. Studies in which these
characteristics were not found may have
been measuring cold anger. Further an-
ger effects include increases in high fre-
quency energy and downward directed
F0 contours. The rate of articulation
usually increases.
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Figure 2. Accuracy of emotion recognition in men] actor portrayals (based on data
from.[10]). The shaded parts of the bars represent confusions between members of the
same emotionfamily.

Eear: There is considerable
agreement on the acoustic cues associ-
ated with fear. High arousal levels would
be expected with this emotion, and this
is supported by evidence showing in-
creases in mean F0, in F0 range, and
high frequency energy. Rate of articula-
tion is reported to be higher. An increase
in mean F0 has also been found for
milder forms of the emotion such as
worry or anxiety.
. : As with fear, the find-
ings converge across the studies that
have included this emotion. A decrease
in mean F0, F0 range, and mean energy
is usually found, as are downward di-
rected F0 contours. There is evidence
that high frequency energy and rate of
articulation decrease. Most studies have
investigated the quieter, subdued forms
of this emotion rather than the more

highly aroused forms such as despera-
tion. The latter variant might be charac-
terized by an increase of F0 and energy.

by: This is one of the few posi—
tive emotions studied, most ofien in the
form ofelation rather than more subdued
forms such as enjoyment or happiness.
Consistent with the high arousal level
that one might expect, we find a strong
convergence of findings on increases in
mean F0, F0 range, F0 variability and
mean energy. There is some evidence for
an increase in high frequency energy and
rate ofarticulation.

Dims}: The results for disgust
tend to be inconsistent across studies.
The few that have included this emotion
vary in their encoding procedures from
measuring disgust (or possibly displeas-
ure) at unpleasant films to actor simula-
tion of the emotion. The studies using
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the former found an increase in mean F0,
whereas those using the latter found the
reverse - a lowering of mean F0. This
inconsistency is echoed in the decoding
literature.

Even though these results seem to in-
dicate a rather clear acoustic differentia-
tion of the major basic emotions, it can-
not be excluded that many of the differ-
ences are due to a simple arousal factor -
high sympathetic arousal, which is typi-
cal for several emotions, driving up F0,
energy, and high-frequency spectral en-
ergy. The issue of whether vocal ex-
pression only indexes sympathetic
arousal, rather than qualitative emotion
differences (as found in prototypical fa-
cial expressions) has been one of the
major concerns in this area [9].
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A study recently conducted by our re-
search group allows an advance with re-
spect to this issue. 12 professional actors
were asked to portray l4 emotions
varying in intensity and valence or qual-
ity [10]. A total of 224 different por-
trayals, 16 per emotion category, were
presented to judges who were asked to
decode or infer the emotion category in-
tended by the sender or encoder. The
results on decoding replicate and extend
earlier findings demonstrating the abil-
ity of judges to infer vocally expressed
emotions with much better than chance
accuracy for a large number of emotions.
Figure 1 presents the differences in rec-
ognition accuracy across the 14 emo-
tions. Consistently found differences in
the recognizability of different emotions
are also replicated.
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. All 224 portrayals were subjected todigital acoustic analysis to obtain pro-files‘of vocal parameters for differentemotions, usmg a large set of acousticvariables. Figure 2 presents the acousticprofiles for some of the most interestingemotions. The data provide first indica-tions that vocal parameters not only in-dex the degree of intensity typical fordifferent emotions but also differentiatevalence or quality aspects. They alsosuggest that with further refinement inacoustic measurement it might be possi-ble to determine stable acoustic profilesfor most emotions - provided that appro-priately differentiated emotional statesare used [9]. Discriminant analysis and

for three selected emotions S' ' '
. . . ee contribution b Johnstone,this volume, for the legend ofacoustic variables. y

jack-knifing were used to determine how
well the 14 emotions can be differenti-
ated on the basis of the vocal parameters
measured. The results show remarkably
high hit rates and patterns of confusion
that closely mirror those found for lis-
tener-judges. It could also be shovm that
much of the variance in the judges’ in-
ferences could be predicted on the basis
of the acoustic measurements, allowing a
more detailed assessment of the acoustic
cues that listeners use in inferring emo-
tion from the voice.

APPEAL FUNCTIONS OF AFFECT
VOCALIZATION
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Research on the signalling or appeal
aspect of vocal affect expression is par-
ticularly underdeveloped. However, it is
possible to make a case for an important
appeal function of vocal emotion ex-
pression in social influence settings, par-
ticularly persuasion. For example, it can
be argued that appropriate emotional ex-
pression by a persuader will tend to in-
crease the effectiveness of the persuasive
message because of a) the attribution of
greater credibility and trustworthiness to
the sender, and b) the production of ap-
propriate emotions in the audience
which may induce the desired attitudes
or behaviors or make the cognitive proc-
essing more amenable to accepting the
message emitted by the persuader [l 1].

SYMBOLIC, REFERENTIAL
FUNCTIONS OF VOCAL AFFECT
EXPRESSION

I ventured a rather speculative pro—
posal on how one might conceive of the
symbolic function of vocal affect signs
by arguing that the acoustic charateris—
tics of an emotional vocalisation reflect
the complete pattern of the cognitive ap-
praisal process that produced the emo-
tional state in the sender. This informa-
tion about the criteria used in the emo-
tion-antecedent evaluation should allow
the listener to reconstruct the major fea-
tures ofthe emotion producing event and
its effect on the speaker [12]. In order to
explain this postulate I have to expose
some recent theorising on emotion.
Many theorists in the field of psy-
chology of emotion seem convinced that
most human emotions are preceded by
cognitive evaluation of events and situa-
tions (although the type of cognitive
process can be relatively low level,
automatic and unconscious). If this is the
case, then knowing an organism's emo-
tional state should allow us to infer the
emotion eliciting cognitive processes,
and thus, the approximate nature of the
emotion eliciting event. If listeners are
able to identify a particular emotional
state of the sender from the acoustic
features of the vocalisation, thus infer-
ring the nature of the emotion producing
event, then one might claim a symbolic
function for emotional vocalisations.
One could go even further. We are not
only able to identify emotional states on
the basis of acoustic cues, we may even
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have direct access to the results of the
cognitive appraisals that have produced
a particular emotional state. It is possible
to elaborate predictions on how we
would expect the major phonation char-
acteristics to vary as a result of the major
emotion antecedent evaluation criteria
[1,9]. (The data from the actor portrayal
study reported above were used to test
these theoretical predictions on vocal
patterning based on the component proc—
ess model of emotion. While most by-
potheses are supported, some need to be
revised on the basis of the empirical evi-
dence.)

If this line of reasoning is correct, one
might conclude that by appropriate in-
ferences from particular acoustic cues,
receivers should be able to judge not
only the nature of the emotional state of
the speaker but also, and maybe even
more directly, the outcomes of the pat-
tern of cognitive appraisals which have
produced the respective emotional states.
In consequence, listeners should also be
able to infer the approximate nature of
the emotion producing event or situation
as well as information about the
speaker's ego involvement and coping
potential. If this were the case, and ifthis
effect were to be powerful enough to
transcend individual ideosyncracies and
the influence of contextual clues, then
one would be justified in claiming a
symbolic representational function for
nonverbal vocal affect expression.

EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION IN
SINGING

One can argue that emotion vocaliza-
tions might be at the root of all of human
speech and singing [13]. It is not surpris-
ing, then, that much of what has been
said above about multiple functions and
multiple determinants is also true for
singing. The acoustic signal produced by
a singer reflects his or her emotional
state, produces affect in the listeners, and
ofien symbolizes abstract notions about
emotionality (as shown.for example, in
the Aflectenlehre of Baroque opera).
Reviews of the literature on all three of
these aspects can be found in [14,15].

Unfortunately, empirical work is
scarce in this area. I will conclude this
contribution with an illustration of a re-
cent study of our group on emotional
expression in operatic singing [16]. Two
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excerpts from the cadenza in Ardi glr
incensi from Donizetti's opera Lucra dr
Lammermoor were acoustically analyzed
for five recorded versions of the arr by
Toti dal Monte, Maria Callas, Renata
Scotti, Joan Sutherland, and .Edita
Gruberova. The measured acoustic pa-
rameters of the singing voices were cor-
related with preference and emotional
expression judgments, based on parrwrse
comparisons, made by a group of expe-
rienced listener-judges. In addition to
showing major differences in the voice
quality of the five dive studied, the
acoustic parameters permit one to de-
termine which vocal cues affect listener
judgments. Furthermore, two component
scores, based on a factorial-dimensional
analysis of the acoustic parameters, al-
low the prediction of 84% of the vari-
ance in the preference ratings. Thus, we
were able to show 1) that the different
interpretations elicited significantly dif-
ferent listener ratings of emotional ex-
pressiveness, 2) that the voice samples
of the five singers differ quite substan-
tially with respect to objective acoustic
variables, and 3) that we can quite suc-
cessfully predict listener attributions on
the basis of the objective acoustic char-
acterrstrcs.
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SUBGLOTTAL PRESSURE BEHAVIOR

IN SINGING AND SPEECH
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of Technology, Box 70014, 5—10044 Stockholm, Sweden

ABSTRACT

Subglottal pressure is determined by

muscular forces, elasticity forces, and

gravitation and represents the major

control parameter for vocal loudness. In

neutral speech subglottal pressure is

generally rather constant, while in

emotive speech it is quite variable. In
singing it is varied also with F0. As

subglottal pressure affects pitch, singers

need to learn a virtuosic breath control to
stay in tune.

INTRODUCTION
Lately, several advances have been

made in our understanding of subglottal
pressures in singing. After the pioneering
investigations by Proctor, Mead, and
associates [1], summarized in Proctor
[2], important contributions on breathing
kinematics have been made by Hixon and
associates [3]. During the eighties, the
author had the privilege of carrying out a
series of investigations of singers'
breathing together with the neurologist
Curt von Euler and the late phoniatrician
Rolf Leanderson [4], [5], [6]. Here, the
anatomy and physiology of the breathing
apparatus will first be reviewed, and then
certain characteristics of subglottal
pressures in singing and speech will be
described.

TIIE BREATHING APPARATUS
Overpressures of the air below the

glottis. henceforth subglurtal pressure, is
produced by decreasing the volume of
the rib cage. There are three different
forces that influence this pressure:
muscular forces, elasticity forces and
gravrtation. The main muscular forces are
exerted by the lntercuslal muscles, the
diaphragm, and the abdominal wall
muscles. The intercostals join the ribs.

The external intercostals widen the rib
cage by lifting the ribs, and so provide an

inspiratory muscle force. The internal

intercostal muscles decrease the rib cage
volume. The diaphragm is an inhalatory

muscle inserting into the lower contour

of the rib cage. When contracting, it is

flattened so that the floor in the rib cage

is lowered, and lung volume is increased

With the body in an upright position, the

diaphragm muscle can be restored to its

upward-bulging shape by means of the

abdominal wall muscles. By contracting,

these muscles press the abdominal

content upward, into the rib cage, so that

the diaphragm, the floor in the rib cage,

moves upward and the lung volume is

decreased. Consequently, the abdominal

wall muscles are exhalatory.

The external and internal intercostals

represent a paired muscle group

producing inspiratory and expiratory

forces. The diaphragm and abdominal

wall the represent a similar paired muscle

group for inhalation and exhalation. In

costal breathing, the intercostals are used

for respiration, and in venuicular

breathing the diaphragm and abdomen

are used as respiratory muscles. Mostly a

combination of costal and abdominal
breathing is used.

The volume of the abdominal content

cannot be altered appreciably. Therefore.

when the diaphragm contracts, it presses
the abdominal content downward which.

in turn, presses the abdominal wall
outward. If the abdominal wall remains

flat during inspiration, this means that

only the intercostal muscles were used.

An expansion of the abdominal wall
during phonation is not necessarily a sign
of diaphragmatic activation. It may
equally well result from the increased
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lung pressure that is required for

phonation, because an overpressure in

the lungs is transmitted downward

through the diaphragm so that the

subglottic pressure exerts a pressure on

the abdominal wall. By contracting the

abdominal wall muscles, this expansion

can be avoided.

Apart from these muscular forces,

there are also elasticity forces. The

magnitude of these forces depends on the

amount of air contained in the lungs, or

the lung volume. The lungs always

attempt to shrink, somewhat as rubber

balloons, when hanging inside the rib

cage. They are prevented from doing so

by the fact that they are surrounded by a

vacuum. The lungs therefore exert an

entirely passive expiratory force which

increases with lung volume. This force

corresponds to a pressure that may

amount to around 20 cm H20 after a

maximum inhalation and after a deep

exhalation, it is only a few cm H20.

If the rib cage is forced to deviate

from its rest volume, e.g., because of a

contraction of the intercostal muscles, it

strives to return to a smaller volume.

Therefore, also the rib cage produces

elastic forces. At high lung volume a

passive expiratory force is generated that

may produce an overpressure of about 10

cm HZO. Conversely, if the rib cage is

squeezed by the expiratory intercostal

muscles, it strives to expand again. After

a deep costal exhalation, the resulting

passive expiratory force may produce an

underpressure of about -20 cm H20.

Subglottal pressure is affected also by

gravitation. In an upright position, the

abdominal content is pulling the

diaphragm downward and hence

produces an inhalatory force. In supine

position, gravitation strives to move the

abdominal content into the rib cage and

so produces an exhalatory force.

As the elasticity forces are both

exhalatory and inhalatory, depending on

lung volume, there is a particular lung
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volume, at which these passive forces are

equal. This lung volume value is called

the functional residual capacity (FRC).

As soon as the lungs are forced to depart

from FRC by expanding or contracting,

passive forces try to restore the FRC vol—

ume.

REGULATION OF SUBGLOTTAL

PRESSURE

Above we have seen that subglottic

pressure is dependent on the activity in

different respiratory muscles plus the

lung volume dependent passive elasticity

forces, plus the posture dependent

influence of gravitation. The muscular

activity required for maintaining a

constant subglottic pressure is dependent

on the lung volume because the elasticity

forces of the lungs and the rib cage strive

to raise or to lower the pressure inside

the lungs, depending on whether the lung

volume is greater or smaller than the

functional residual capacity, FRC. When

the lungs are filled with a large quantity

of air, the passive exhalation force is

great, and it generates a high pressure. If

this pressure is too high for the intended

phonation, it can be reduced by a

contraction of inhalatory muscles. The
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Figure 1. Variation of subglottal

pressure during variation of vocal

loudness. The top curve shows sound

level, the middle curve esophageal

pressure, and the bottom curve F0.
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Figure 2. Variation of subglottal
pressure with pitch. The graph shows a
registration from a professional baritone
singer performing a sequence of
alternately ascending and descending
octave intervals. The top curve shows
esophageal pressure captured by a
GELTEC pressure transducer, and the
bottom curve F0. The wiggles in the
esophageal pressure reflectpulse beats.
need for this activity then gradually
decreases as the lung volume decreases,
reaching zero at the lung volume where
the elasticity forces provide the target
pressure. Beyond this point the muscles
of exhalation must take over more and
more, thus compensating for the in~
creasing inhalatory recoil force of the
increasingly compressed rib cage.

When we speak, we generally userather small lung volumes, typically justabove' FRC [7], [8]. Under theseconditions, the elasticity forces are notvery strong. In singing, larger portions ofthe vrtal capacity are frequently required.Thus long phrases may be initiated atvery high lung volumes and end when thelungs nearly depleted [7]. Under theseconditions, the elasticity forces are con-srderable.
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Subglottal pressure in singing
Ideally, subglottal pressure ismeasured by inserting a fine needle intothe trachea, obviously a rather intrusivemethod. However, it can be measuredalso as the mouth pressure during [p]—occlusion [9], [ID], [I I].

As mentioned, subglottal pressure isthe mam physiological parameter forvariation of vocal loudness. Figure 1
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illustrates this. It shows the sound level
and the underlying subglottal pressure in
a singer who alternates between subito
forte and subito piano at constant pitch
Sound level and subglottal pressure
change quickly and in synchrony between
two rather stationary values such that
square-wave-like patterns emerge.

In singing, variation of subglottal
pressure is required not only for loudness
variation but also with pitch [12]. When
we increase pitch, we stretch the vocal
folds. It seems that stretched vocal folds
require a higher driving pressure than
more lax vocal folds [13]. Figure 2
illustrates this pitch dependence in terms
of a recording of a singer performing a
series of alternating rising and falling
octave intervals. It can be observed that
the higher pitch was produced with a
much higher pressure than the lower
pitch. The wrinkles in the pressure curve
represent the singer's heart beats and the
undulations in the F0 curve correspond
to the vibrato. Figure 3 illustrates the
combined dependence of subglottal
pressure on loudness and pitch in a
Singer. As subglottal pressure affects
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Figure 3. Illustration of the dependence
of subglottal pressure on pitch and
loudness. Pressures were captured as the
oral pressure during [pl-occlusion for
the tones in ascending chromatic scales
SW8 at low, middle and high vocal
loudness by a professional tenor. From
Cleveland & Sundberg, [12].
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Figure 4. Pitch and loudness dependent
variation of subglottal pressure in
singing. The top, middle and bottom
curves represent sound level, oral
pressure during [pl-occlusion, and F0 in
a professional baritone singer
perfoa an exercise with an
ascending triad on the pitches ofa major
tonic chord up to the duodecime
followed by a descending dominant
seventh triad.

pitch, an error in the subglottal pressure
is manifested not only as an error in
loudness, but also as an error in pitch.
Therefore singers must tune their
subglottal pressure quite accurately.
Accordingly, one finds very well-formed
subglottal pressure patterns in proficient
singers. Figure 4 illustrates this. It shows
the pressures produced by a baritone
singing an ascending triad on the tonic
chord and a descending triad on the
dominant seventh chord. Note that the
singer did not give the top pitch the high-
est pressure. Instead, the peak pressure is
given to the first note after the top note.
At this note the new dominant chord
appears which would represent the
musical peak of this phrase.
Consequently, the singer gives this note
the main stress [14].

The skill required for an accurate
mproduction of this exercise is obviously
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very high, and it is even greater if the
tones are sung staccato rather than
legato. In staccato, the vocal folds must
open the glottis during the silent
segments. For this to be possible without
wasting air, subglottal pressure must be
reduced to zero during the silent intervals
between the tones. As a consequence, the
singer has to switch from the target
value, that was required for the pitch,
down to zero during the silent interval,
and then up to the new target value
which is different from the previous one.
A failure to reach the target pressures is
manifested as a pitch error. This pitch
error becomes quite substantial in loud
singing, particularly at high pitches. From
the point of view of breath and pitch
control, this exercise is clearly virtuosic.

Subglottal pressure in speech
Subglottal pressure during speech has

been studied in several investigations (for
an excellent overview, see Ohala, 1990

[15]). Earlier it was believed that in

speech each syllable was produced with a

subglottal pressure peak. However, this

was not confirmed in later investigations.
Rather, subglottal pressure has been

found to be rather smooth and constant,

at least in neutral speech. Occasional
peaks occur but are presumably caused

by downstream variations in flow

resistance, e. g., during consonant

production [15]. In emphatic or emotive

speech, on the other hand, subglottal

pressure peaks are frequently observed.

An example comparing the same

subject’s neutral and emphatic speech is

shown in Figure 5. In neutral speech,
void of emphatic stress, it seems
sufficient to signal stress by F0 gestures

and syllable duration while in emphatic

and emotional speech also subglottal

pressure is recruited.
In normal speech, changes in overall

vocal loudness are generally associated

with shifts in overall F0; the louder the

speech, the higher the mean F0. This
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Figure .5. F0 and subglottal pressure (upper and lower curves) during neutral and
emphatic speech. The underlined words were emphasized. Emphasis is realized byincrease ofsubglottal pressure. After Lieberman [[6].

covariation has been analyzed, revealing
high degrees of correlation [l7]. The
average growth was found to be about
0.4 semitones per dB increase of
equivalent sound level. From a measured
sound level change, it is possible to
roughly estimate the underlying increase
in subglottal pressure; a doubling of
subglottal pressure leads to an increase in

sound level of approximately 9 dB [18],
[13]. The effect of a subglottal pressure
increase on pitch can also be estimated:
on the average, a 1 cm H20 rise in
subglottal pressure results in a F0
increase of about 4 Hz [19], [20].
According to Gramming & al. [17] the
postulated pressure increase could indeed
explain all of the increase in F0. Thus, the
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subjects did not seem to bother to use the
pitch-raising musculature in order to
raise their voice pitch in loud reading.
Instead, the pitch just increased passively
because subglottal pressure was raised.

Figure 6 shows a graph from an

investigation of a professional actor [21].

The esophageal pressure was measured
while the subject read a poem as during a

theatre play. Several short subglottal

pressure peaks can be seen, unexpectedly
appearing during the production of

voiced consonants. It seems difficult to
explain these high pressure peaks as the

results of downstream variations of

airflow resistance. A more plausible

explanation is that they were deliberaw
produced with the purpose to increase

the audibility of the consonants.
Unfortunately, only one actor was

studied.

CONCLUSIONS
There are great differences in the
subglottal pressure behavior in speech

and singing. In neutral speech, subglottal

pressure is used mainly for control of the
overall vocal loudness and is thus
basically constant. In singing, subglottal
pressure is tailored with regard to both
pitch and loudness and must therefore be
varied within wide limits. As pitch may
change at intervals of 200 ms or shorter
in singing, subglottal pressure must be
changed quickly. Furthermore, as a
change in subglottal pressure affects F0,
singers also need to match the target
subglottal pressures quite accurately. ln
speech, loudness and pitch are typically
interdependent, so that a rise in loudness
is associated with a rise in mean F0. In
neutral speech a narrow range of lung
volumes just above FRC is used and
hence the elasticity forces contributing to
subglottal pressure are moderate. In
singing these forces represent an
important factor, since wide ranges of
lung volumes are used. 'Ihus, the
demands raised on the breathing
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apparatus are much higher in singing than
in speech.
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MODELING THE PERCEPTION 0F BIMODAL SPEECH
Dominic W. Massaro and Michael M. CohenProgram in Experimental Psychology, University ofCalifornia—Santa Cruz

ABSTRACT
How does visible speech contribute to

speech perception? Extant theories and
their methodological implementations
are evaluated and the process of mul-
timodal integration is discussed.
Separate operations of the Fuzzy Logical
Model of Perception (FLMP) are
clarified and found to be consistent with
empirical phenomena. An important
property of the FLMP is that multiplerepresentations can be held in parallel.We also discuss appropriate methods formodel testing.

TIIEORIES 0F BIMODA
PERCEPTION L SPEECHThe occurrence of this symposiumattests to the powerful impact that visi-ble speech has been shown to have inface-to-face communication, and therecent interest scientists have shown inthe process of multimodal integration.The natural integration of severalsources of information from severalmodalrtres provides a new challenge fortheoretical accounts of speech percep-tion. Although it is potentiallydangerous to interpret how extanttheories are impacted by the positiverole of vrsrble speech, we see a negativeimpact for several of them.

One class of theory seems to be either

tion. Psychoacoustic accounspeech perception are ground [iiil Iii):idea that speech is nothing more than acomplex auditory signal, and its process-ing can be understood by the psychophy—srcs of complex sounds, without any

ing findings of the influence of h'. . .

l h -
order linguistic context in speechgpzi-ccptron, there is the overwhelming evi-

k

fails in the arena of audito 5 ch -ception [2]. ry pee W
Three other theories have survived or

even basked in the findings of audible-vrsrble speech perception. The Gib-sonran theory [3] states that persons per-ceive the cause of the sensory inputdirectly. In spoken language, the causeof audible-visible speech is the vocal-_tract activity of the talker. Accordingly,it rs reasoned that visible speech shouldinfluence speech perception because it
also represents the vocal-tract activity ofthe talker. Furthermore, by this account,vocal tract activity can be picked updirectly from touching the speaker’smouth [3] which was found to influencethe percerver’s interpretation of the audi-
tory speech presented at the same time.Fowler and Dekle [3] interpret theirresults as evidence against the FLMP
because there would be no haptic infor-mation . available in the prototypedescnptrons. Normal perceivers sup-posedly have not experienced directlyhaptic rnforrnation, nor have they experi-enced acoustic and haptic information
about . speech occurring together.Accordingly, there would be experience
that would allow the development of theappropnate prototype descriptions.owever, it is only natural to relateexperience along one modality to experi-ence along others.

As speakers and perceivers oflanguage, we can easily describe whatglobal haptic differences would bebetween lba/ and /da/, for example. Itshould not be surprising if perceivers areinfluenced by haptic information whenhaptic and acoustic information arepresented jointly in a speechidentification experiment. As noted byBrunswrk and demonstrated in manyexperiments, perceivers have difficultyselectively attending to just a Singledrmcnsron of the stimulus input.I"dependently of the intentions of theobserver, he or she tends to integratemultiple sources of information. Giventhe compatibility of the results with the
P, the results do not unambiguously

suPport the idea that it is the events of

l
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the articulatory tract that are perceived.
If an uppercase letter is drawn on a
person’s back, it can be recognized even
though the person has never experienced
this event previously. Its accurate recog—
nition does not mean that reading letters
involves direct perception of the
handwriting movements that produced
the letter. Rosenblum and Fowler
(1991) also state that the FLMP cannot
predict a contribution of visual effort on
perceived loudness. They state that the
model does not have loudness proto-
types. However, they interpret the use
of prototypes in the model much too
rigidly. As stated in several venues,
"prototypes are generated for the task at
hand" [4, p. 17]. Our experience as per-
ceivers of speech in face to face com-
munication includes the positive correla-
tion between loudness and perceived
vocal effort by the talker.

The Motor theory assumes that the
perceiver uses the sensory input to best
detemrine the set of articulatory gestures
that produced this input [5, 6]. One con-
sistent theme for this theory has been the
lack of a one-to-one correspondence
between the auditory information and a
phonetic segment. The inadequate audi-
tory input is assessed in terms of the arti-
culation, and it is only natural that visi-
ble speech could contribute to this pro-
cess. Tire motor theory has not been for-
mulated, however, to account for the
vast set of empirical findings on the
integration of audible and visible speech.
Traditionally, the motor theory assumes
that listeners analyze the acoustic signal
to generate hypotheses about the articu-
latory gestures that were responsible for
it. The outcome of the hypothesis test-
ing is derived from the listener’s speech
motor system. Although the motor
theory is consistent with a contribution
of visible speech, it has difficulty in
accounting for the strong effect of
higher-order linguistic context in speech
perception [4]. That is, there is nothing
in this theory, grounded in modularity,
that would allow context to penetrate the
the "innate vocal tract synthesizer."

Remez and his colleagues [7] use the
perception of sine-wave speech to argue
for a view of speech perception very
similar to our own.. They assume that
the distal objects of perception are
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phonetic objects. We agree, but would
replace phonetic with linguistic so as not
to limit ourselves to a particular type of
object, or to preclude higher-order
recognition at the word or sentence level
without recognition at the phonetic level.
People might easily perceive a word
without being aware of the phonetic seg-
ments that make it up. Remez et al
assume that there is an unlimited set of
cues that can be used to perceive a mes-
sage. These cues have no prior grouping
relationship to one another: the meaning-
fulness of the input binds them together.
Neither the Gestalt laws of organization
nor a schema-based grouping [8] can
account for the perceptual grouping of
these cues. Finally, somehow the
appropriate sensory convergence takes
place without reference to prototypes or
standards in memory.

The major difference between the
Remez et a1. view and our view prob-
ably has to do with the role of prototypes
or standards in memory. We have
shown that perception occurs in the
framework of one’s native language [9,
10]. The same speech signal has very
different consequences for speakers of
different languages. It is difficult to
comprehend how this could occur
without a central role of memory.

INTEGRATING AUDIBLE AND
VISIBLE SPEECH

More generally, many of us have
grappled with the appropriate metaphor
for audible-visible speech perception. A
simple metaphor comes from the use of
visible information in speech recognition
by machine [1]]. The auditory informa-
tion is the workhorse of the machine,
and the visible information is used in a
relatively posthoc manner to decide
among the best alternatives determined
on the basis of the auditory information.
At a psychological level, this model is
similar to but differs from an auditory
dominance model in which the percep-
tion is controlled by the auditory input
unless it is ambiguous [9]. An ambigu-
ous auditory input forces the system to
use the visible information.

Other metaphors build on the idea of
combination or integration. Somehow
the visible and auditory information is
combined, integrated, or joined together.
The formalization of this operation is
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may debated. The two inputs are said
to be fused [4], morphed, or converged
[6] Fusion and morphing imply sometype of blending, whereas convergence
appears to be a brain metaphor describ-
ing how the different brain systems pro-
cessing inputs from separate modalities
converge for further processing in
another brain area. The nature of this
blending thus becomes a focal point for
investigation and theorizing. We believe
that these metaphors must be refined to
specify the mathematical manner in
which the different modalities are com-
bined.

Of these major theories of speech per-
ception, only the FLMP has provided a
formal _quantitative description of how
the auditory and visual sources are pro-
cessedtogether to determine perceptual
recognition. The FLMP is well-qualified
for descnbrng the integration of audible
and vrsrble speech because it is centered
around the theme of the influence of
multiple sources of information. In
addition, addressing the nature of the
in gration_process cannot be ad ua l
addressed independently of meegynfin):ics of bimodal speech perception, and itis only the FLMP that takes a stand onthe time course of audible-visible speechperception. As shown in Figure 1 themodel consists of three operationsfeature evaluation, feature integration.and decrsron. The sensory systemstransduce the physical event and makeavailable various sources of informationcalled features. These continuously-valued features are evaluated, integratedfind matched against prototype descrip:donsin _memory, and an identification.CClSlon is made on the basis of the rela-$§me$fi-mmh of the stimuluson wrdescriptions. the relevant prototype

During feature evalua 'features of the stimulus are eitrliiigateduirciterms of prototype descriptions of per-ceptual units of the pereciver’s langua eFor each feature and for each proto g .fawn evaluation provides infor'matiori:lh ut_the degree to which the feature ine Signal matches the correspondinfeature value of the prototype So ginvestigators. have argued against tiii:ltijilrly analysis of the input relative towept/Aggy in memory. However, it isumented that speech perception
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Decision “Rk

Figure 1. Schematic representation of
the three processes involved in perceptu-
al recognition. The three processes are
shown to proceed left to right in time to
tllustratetheir necessarily successive but
overlapping processing. These
processes make use of about prototypes
stored in long-term memory. The
sources of information are represented
by uppercase letters. Auditory informa-
tion ”represented by A, and visual in-
formation by V,. The evaluation process
transforms these sources of information
into psychological values (indicated by
lowercase letters a, and vi) These
sources are then integrated to give an
overall degree ofsupport, sk, for a given
speech alternative k. The decision
operation maps the outputs of integra-
tion into some response alternative, R1,.
The response can take the form of a
discrete decision or a rating of the de-
gree to which the alternative is likely.
occurs in real time and we see no
Justification for some type of temporal
delay inthe contact of sensory input to
information in memory. As an example.
we .have evidence that speech readers
beyn accumulating information ofal
even before stop closure [ll].

During the second operation of the
model, called feature integration, the
features (actually the degrees 0f
matches) corresponding to each proto-
type are combined (or conjoined in 108i-
cal terms). The outcome of ft’a'itllfcintegration consists of the degree towhich each prototype matches thestimulus. The third operation is decision.
During this stage, the merit of eaChrelevant prototype is evaluated relatiVeto the sum of the merits of all relevant
Pr0t0typcs. This relative goodness—of-
match gives the proportion of times the
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stimulus is identified as an instance of
the prototype, or a rating judgment indi-
cafing the degree to which the stimulus
matches the category. A strong predic-
tion of the FLMP is that the contribution
of one source of information to perfor-
mance increases with the ambiguity of
the other available sources of informa—
tion.

Clarifying the FLMP
Some clarification of the FLMP is

necessary because neither real process-
ing nor predicted processing corresponds
to a strict single channel discrete flow of
information. The three processes shown
in Figure l are offset to emphasize their
temporal overlap. Evaluated informa-
tion is passed continuously to integration
while additional evaluation is taking
place. Although it is logically the case
that some evaluation must occur before
integration can proceed, these two
processes overlap in time. Similarly,
integrated information is continuously
made available to the decision process.

It is also necessary to emphasize that
information transformed from one pro-
cess to another does not obliterate the
information from the earlier process.
Thus, evaluation maintains its informa-
tion even while simultaneously passing
it forward to the integration process.
This parallel storage of information does
not negate the sequential process model
in Figure 1. What is important to
remember is that transfer of information
from one process to another does not
require that the information is lost from
the earlier process. Integrating auditory
and visual speech does not compromise
or modify the information at the evalua—
tion process. In the FLMP, the represen-
tation at one process continues to exist in
unaltered form even after it has been
"transformed" and transmitted to the fol-
lowing process. As an example, the
abstract or amodal categorization of a
speech signal does not replace its mul-

timodal sensory representation. The
simultaneous maintenance of several
levels of information is central to the
FLMP. We have shown that perceivers
can report modality-specific information

bCing maintained at feature evaluation
after this same information has been
combined at feature integration [11, 12].
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More generally, information in the
evaluation process maintains its
integrity, and can be used independently
of the output of integration and decision.
Perceivers are not limited to only the
output of integration and decision: they
can also use information at the level of
evaluation when appropriate. It is well-
known, for example, that the relative
time of arrival of audible and visible
speech can greatly reduce the uncer-
tainty about voicing [13, 14]. We know
since the time of Hirsh’s seminal studies
[15] that perceivers are highly sensitive
to temporal onset differences in the two
modalities. It would not be surprising,
therefore, if perceivers used this tem-
poral asynchrony as a cue to voicing.
Furthermore, the temporal asynchrony
should be conceptualized as a derived
cue that can be integrated with other
audible and visible cues.

The FLMP predicts prototypical
results of integration, as in the case in
which a visual Ida/ and an auditory lba/
produces the percept Ida]. However, it
is not inconsistent with a pereeiver's
ability to determine the temporal rela-
tionship between the auditory and visual
input, as in the case when the temporal
alignment of the lip movements and
auditory tone pulses generated by vocal
fold activity can be used as a cue to
voicing. This latter phenomenon was
used [13] to argue against the indepen-

dence assumption of the FLMP—that

the two sources of information are

evaluated independently of one another.

By independence, however, we simply

mean that the representation of one cue
at evaluation is not modified by another

cue.
'nie degrees of support provided by

the features from one modality for a

given alternative are not modified by the

information presented along other
modalities. At the same time, the tem-

poral relationship between two modali-

ties might be used as an additional

source of information. This comparison

could therefore make available "higher-

order" multimodal information indicat-

ing the temporal relationship between

the audible and visible speech. This

relative time of arrival could accordingly

be used as a cue to voicing, which would

be sent forward to the integration pro-

cess. Comparisons across modalities
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could also provide information about the
degree to which there was a phonetic
discrepancy, and permit perceivers to
make some other judgment such as rat-
ing the degree to which there was a
discrepancy between the auditory and
yrsual inputs [8]. The assumption of
independence does not imply that there
is no knowledge about what information
rs available from each modality, and
when it is available.

Modality-Specific Representations
We have demonstrated that observers

have access to modality-specific infor-
mation at evaluation even after integra-
tion has occurred. This result is similar
to the fact that observers can report the
degree to which a syllable was presented
even though they categorically labeled it
as one syllable or another. A system is
robust when it has multiple representa-
tions of the events in progress, and can
draw on the different representations
when necessary. In the Massaro and
Ferguson [11] study. 20 subjects per-formed both a perceptual identification
task and a same-different discriminationtask. There were 3 levels (lbal, neutralIdal) of vrsual information and 2 levels.(/_ba,/, /da/) of auditory. This designgives 6 unique syllables foridentification, and there were 20 types ofdiscnnunatron trials: 6 types of same tri-als. 6 types of trials with auditory dif-ferent, 4 types of trials with visual dif-ferent, and 4 types of trials with bothaud'Irtlpry angvisual different.

_ e pre 1ctions of the FLM
denved for both tasks, and the olfscvr‘ifgresults of both tasks were described withthe same set of parameter values. Forintegration in the identification task thedegree of auditory support for the alter-nlatrve lba/ in a two-altemative forced/cb orce task is a;. The visual support fora/ tsayj,'With_ just two alternatives lba/and Id , if a vrsual feature supports /ba/gradegree vj, then it supports alternativeth to degree (I —vJ-), and similarly fore auditory feature. In this case thegtéebraa/l; support .for alternative '/ba/is , given audible and vrsrble speech,

St/bal) = a.v,- (1)The support for /da/, S(/da/) is equal to
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Sada/i=(1-aoa-vp <2)
The predictions of a lba/ 'ud
P(/ba/), is equal to J gment,

_ an"WW) ‘WW3)
' Given the FLMP’s prediction for the
identification task, its prediction for a
same-different task can also be derived
Faced With a same—different task, we
assume that the observer evaluates the
difference along both the auditory and
yrsual modalities and responds different
if a difference is perceived along either
or both modalities. Thus, the task is
basrcally a disjunction decision within
the framework of fuzzy logic. The per-
ceived difference, d,, between two levels
j and j+1 of the visual factor is given by

dv = Vj — Vj‘fl' (4)

Analogously, the perceived difference
d., between two levels i and i+l of the
auditory factor is

d. = at " ai-H- (5)
Given two bimodal speech syllables, the
perceived difference, d", between them
can be. derived from the FLMP’s
assumption of a multiplicative conjunc-
tion rule, using DeMorgan’s Law,

dv. = d, + d. — dvd, (6)
It is also assumed that the participant
computes the degree of sameness from
the‘degree of difference, using the fuzzy
logic definition of negation. In this case,
the degree of sameness, s", is equal to

8v. = 1 _ dva- (7)

The pamcipant is required to select a
same .or."different" response in the

discrimination task. The actual same ordifferent response is derived from the
RGR. The probability of a different
response, P(d), is thus equal to

9(a) = 33% = d... (8)

where d" is given by Equation 3.
The predictions of the FLMP were fitto both the identification and discrimina-

tion tasks of each of 20 subjects. Foreach subject, all 26 points were fit with.e same set of parameter values. Thesrmultaneousprediction of identification
an drscmmnation insures parameter
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identifiability, even when only the fac-
torial conditions are tested. There 6
unique syllables in identification, and
there were 14 types of different trials
and 6 types of same trials. These 26
independent observations were predicted
with just 5 free parameters, conespond-
ing to the 3 levels of the visual factor
and the 2 levels of the auditory factor.
The FLMP gave a good description of
the average results, with an RMSD of
.0805.

An alternative model was formulated
to test the idea that the auditory and
visual sources are blended into a single
representation, without separate access
to the auditory and visual representa-
tions. The only representation that
remains after a syllable is presented is
the overall degree of support for the
response alternatives. What is important
for this model is the overall degree of
support for /ba./ independently of what
modalities contributed to that support.
In this six-parameter model, it is possi-
ble to have two syllables made up of dif-
ferent auditory and visual information,
but with the same degree of support for
lbal. For example, a visual lba/ paired
with an auditory lda/ might give a simi-
lar degree of overall lba/ as a auditory
lba/ paired with an visual Ida]. When
formulated, this model gave a
significantly (p < .001) larger RMSD of
.1764. These model fits provide evi-
dence that the auditory and visual
sources of information are maintained
independently of one another in
memory, even after integration has
occurred.

METHODS FOR TESTING
MODELS

Grant and Walden (this volume) test
the HM? and the prelabeling model of
Braida [17] against confusion matrices
of individual subjects. The Prelabeling
model (PM) putatively outperformed the
PIMP in terms of accounting for bimo-
dal performance as a function of unimo-
dal performance. We believe, however,
that for several reasons the test of the
prelabeling model against the FLMP has
been inadequate and biased, and the
results of the comparison incorrect. The
limitations are a) the FLMP was fit with
no free parameters whereas the fit of the
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PM allowed many parameters to vary, b)
the PM, as used by its adherents, has
been biased in favor of fitting bimodal
data, and c) the fit of the FLMP and PM
has wrongly assumed that the unimodal
data are noise free estimates of perfor-
mance. We now discuss these related
issues in greater detail.

In our model tests, the free parame-
ters are adjusted to maximize the overall
goodness of fit between the entire data
set and a model‘s predictions. In the PM
theorists tests of the FLMP. the bimodal
performance was predicted directly from
the unimodal performance. The FLMP
predicts that the probability of a
response to a unimodal condition is
equal to the truth value supporting that
response. Thus, it seems reasonable to
set the free parameters in the FLMP
equal to the unimodal performance lev-
els. For example, if a participant
correctly identified a visual /ba/ 85% of
the time, the the visual amount of Ibal-
ness given that visual stimulus would be
.85. This value would be used along
with the other parameters derived in the
same manner to predict the bimodal per-
formance. This would be valid test of
the FLMP, however, only if the unimo-
dal identifications are noise free meas-
ures and have very high resolution. The
first requirement is certainly wrong:
behavioral scientists have yet to uncover
a noise free measure of performance.
The second requirement is also impor-
tant when confusion matrices are gen-
erated. Many cells of the confusion
matrix might be 0 or 1 simply because of

a relatively small number of observa-

tions per condition. Both of these fac-
tors can lead to a poor fit of the FLMP
when the. unimodal probabilities are

used to predict the bimodal responses.

To determine the truth of a theory, we
believe that it is necessary to measure

how well it accounts for the entire pat-
tern of results, rather than how well

some conditions predict others. In our

model tests, the optimal parameter

values are used to predict the entire data

set. We do not reserve this technique for

tests of the FLMP but allow each com-
peting model to do its personal best.

Braida [17] fit Erber’s [18] severely

impaired (SI) and profoundly deaf (PD)
confusion data. In the fit, the unimodal

data was first fit using a KYST technique
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to find stimulus and response centers in a
multidimensional space based on the
unimodal data. In a second stage. these
centers are further adjusted to improvethe fit of observed and predicted data.
This space and categories were then
used to predict the bimodal performance.
This fit was contrasted with the fit of the
FLMP when the unimodal proportionswere taken as estimates of the truth
values. In this case, the argument is
made that comparable methods are being
used to fit the PM and the FLMP. How-ever, in addition to having adjustableparameters, the PM’s predictions of theunimodal results was not optimal. Amultidimensional representation wasderrved that gave a good fit of the bimo-dal results at the expense of a poordescription of the unimodal data. Withthe Erber SI data, for example, the coor-drnates used by Braida yielded RMSDsof .0522 for the visual condition, .0367for the auditory condition, and .0366 forthe bimodal condition. For the PDresults, the RMSDs were .0651 visual,.0756 auditory and .0400 for the bimo-dal. However, when the fit to the unimo-dal data is maximized, the RMSDs forthe SI data are .0255 visual, .0288 audi—tory. and .0443 bimodal. For the PDdata set, the RMSDs are .0299 visual,.0343 auditory and .0435 bimodal.Thus, optrmrzing the fit of the unimodalata decreases the accuracy of the bimo-dal predrctrons. In contrast, the FLMPyrelded RMSDs of .0385 and .0509 forthe SI and PD bimodal data when theparameters were fixed by the unimodaldata. When the parameters wereestimated from all of the results, theRMSDs dropped to .0121 and .0114.As stated earlier. fitting the FLMP onthe basrs of the unimodal judgmentsmakes _ the necessarily inaccurateassumptron'that the unimodal observa-tions are norse free. In order to illustratethe fallrbrlrty of this method, we carriedrn some 'results. In this stugdy, pariircciiiiriii:rdentrfied auditory, visual, and bimodalsyllables rn which the visual syllableswere either /ba/, Ival. /ETa/. or Ida/ and

to each sub'ecresults and provided an exceilcriidescrrpuon of performance, with a mean
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RMSD of .0198. In this case, the FLMPwas fit to 46 individual subjects data byestimating the free parameters using allof the observed results from theexpanded factorial design. These pred-ictions of the FLMP were used to gen-erate 10 simulated subjects from each ofthe original 46. Rather than taking thenoise-free predictions of the FLMP, eachpredicted point was assumed to be avalue from a binomial distribution with avariance based on the number of obser-vations (16) in the actual experimentThis new set of points now correspondedto a simulated subject. The FLMP wasnow fit to the simulated subjects. usingGrant and Walden's method of predict-ing the bimodal results with the unimo-al observations. Using their method,the FLMP gave a very poor descriptionof the bimodal results of the simulatedFLMP subjects. The fit of the bimodalresults derived from the FLMP predic-trons with added noise had a meanRMSD of .0478 for the 460 pseudosubjects. This demonstration exposesthe limitations of testing models byusing unimodal performance to predictbimodal results.

MOTOR REPRESENTATIONS
Robert—Ribes, Schwartz, and Escudier(thrs volume) advocate an amodal motorrepresentation to account for the integra-tion of audible and visible speech. Webelieve that this account suffers frommany of the same problems posed formotor theories of speech perceptionmore generally, such as accounting forthe influence of higher-order linguisticcontext. Furthermore, it is not obvioushow thrs model can account for the cuevalue of the temporal arrival of the twosources_of infomration—a result theyuse agarnst the FLMP. Some type orrepresentation is necessary to accountfor. the joint influence of audible andvrsrble speech but we see not compellingreason that this representation should bea motor one.
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ABSTRACT
Audiovisual (AV) speech perception

exploits the inherent complementarity of
the auditory (A) and visual (V) sensors.
We provide new data on the expansion of
the vowel triangle in the auditory and
visual domain, and on the optimal use of
the A-V complementarity for fusion.
Then we propose a taxinomy of models
for AV integration. and we show that the
data in the literature are rather in favor of
the so-called MR model, recoding the A
and V inputs into an intermediary motor
space where integration occurs. Finally,
we show that the MR model is not only
plausible but also functional, since it
efficiently models AV identification for
vowels in noise.

INTRODUCTION
. It is now largely accepted that speech
rs a multimodal means of communication
that IS conveyed by the auditory andVisual system ([1]. [2]. [3]. l4]. (5])-Ilow do humans fuse the auditory andvrsual information? How can recognitionsystems integrate audio and visualinformation? Answering the first questionwe w1l_l deal with plausibility. whileanswering the second we will have to doWith functionality.

Studies on audio—visual integrationgenerally have one (and only one) ofthese two approaches: (1) engineeringapproach, dealing with functionalityconstraints or (2) experimentalpsychology approach, dealing withplausrbrlrty constraints (and most of thetime bypassing the conversion processfrom inputs into internal representations).This paper studies models of audio-visualspeech integration taking into accountboth 'plausibility constraints andfunctionality constraints. with anapplication to vowel perception.Apart from general questions aboutsensory interactions and cognitiveprocesses, we have been defending foryears the idea that perceptual processingcannot be understood without a deep

knowledge of the structure of the stimuli
[6]. Our section I will here be concerned
with a set of new data about the
perceptual expansion of the vowel
triangle in the A and V domain. This will
clearly show the complementarity of the
A and V sensors for vowel place of
articulation. In section 2 we will propose
a taxinomy of models for AV integration
in speech perception, with three
successive binary questions leading to
four categories of models. We will show
how experimental data constrain the
choice towards one category, the so-
called Motor Recoding Model. Finally,
we will show that this model is not only
plausible, but also functional, since it
efficiently models AV identification of
vowels in noise.

1. AUDIO-VISUAL VOWELS

1.1. Physical characteristics
We recorded the vowels [i e s y a c: u

o a a] from a French speaker with the
ICP "Video-Speech Workstation" [7].
We obtained images of the speaker's face
with the corresponding synchronised
sounds. We recorded, for each vowel. of
100 realisations of 64 ms of sound with
the corresponding image.

350° 2000 1500 1000 M
FZIHI]

Figure 1. Fl/Fz representation of theacoustic stimuli used
‘ Their two first fonnants are presented
“'5 Figure 1. We observe the vocalic
triangle with vowel [y] close to vowel [i]

ut far apart from vowel [u]. Notice that
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even considering higher formants by a
global spectral shape analysrs. the [r-y]

distance remains smaller than the [y-u]
8 . _

onihle] extracted from the image the

following geometrical parameters of the

lip shape: inner-lip horizontal width (A),

inner-lip vertical height (B) and inner-lip

area (S). Figure 2 presents the stimuli tn

the A18 plane. We observe a clear
separation of rounded vowels ([y a u 0]),

semi-rounded vowels ([3 02]) and

unrounded vowels ([i e e a]). Notice that

vowel [y] is close to vowel [u] but very

far apan from vowel [I].

Figure 2. Width (A) /.height (B)
representation of the optic snmulr used

We summarize the [i. y u] acoustical
and optical contrasts in Figure 3.

Acoustical: i y{-———} U

Optical: i{————> y u

Figure 3. Acoustical and optical contrasts

We see that our stimuli are clearly

complementary. A number of further
analyses of the same stimuli [8] confirm
that height contrasts (e.g. [1] vs. [e] ‘15-
[e] vs. [a]) are best represented wrthm

the acoustic stimuli. 0n the contrary.

optic stimuli differentiate mainly the

stimuli by their rounding (e.g. [1] vs.

[y])-
1.2. Audio, visual and audio-
visual perception

We carried out a perceptual test on
these vowels presented with acoustic
norse.

Method
A group of 21 French subjects was

presented with 10 realisations of the 7
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French isolated (without context) vowels
[i e y a u o a] in audio-visual, vrsual and
audio conditions. with 7 signal-to-norse
ratios (SNR). We tested these 7 vowels
instead of the 10 available because _we
didn't want to test the mid-low/mrd-hrgh
contrast (e.g. [e] vs. [e]) WhICh may be
lost in isolation.

Results
Figure 4 shows 'the correct

identification results in percentage
corrected to the random level (zero
percent means that scores were at random
level). This figure shows better audio-
visual scores (AV) than audio alone
scores (A) and visual scores (V). More
detailed analyses based on transmitted
information show that this pattern rs true
for individual phonetic dimensions,

namely rounding, height and front-back

contrast [8]: we call this the

"complementarity rule".

I F

T
80

T

60

40‘ + A

20""" M —9— Av
4 v

I I I l

0 '8 2 ° 2 8 sun [as]
+ noise - noise

Figure 4. Correct identification scoresfor
the perception test

We also studied the perceptual

structure of the auditory and vrsual

perception (for full details, see [8]). We

show in Figure 5 a schematic display 0

the structure we found. We can see thhat

the auditory geometry rs stretched. 1n ihe

height dimension (.[i] vs. [a]) while he

visual geometry rs stretched in t e

rounding dimension ([1] vs. [y]). _

Hence our data reveal some audio-
visual complementarity: the best
information about place of articulation
perceived by audition IS the worst
perceived by vision and Vice-versa.
Notice that up to now audio-vrsual

complementarity had been rather
conceived as an Audition-Mode VISIOII-
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Place complementarity [5]. The
complementarity we found in our test is a
complementarity within place of
articulation. The complementarity found
in the stimuli (section 1.1) is enhanced by
the perceptual system (section 1.2).

iyu

Auditory Visual
Figure 5. Perceptual structures

2. MODELS FOR AUDIO-VISUAL INTEGRATION
The_main theoretical options formodelling audio-visual integration inspeech perception have been presented bySummerfield [5. In the followingsections we present these options withslight modifications from our own.

2.1. Four models
Direct Identification (DI Model)_ his model assumes a directidentification of the inputs without anytransformation. The audio (A) and visual(V) inputs are compiled in a bimodalvector and then classified. Somecomponents of the bimodal vector are Aand some components are V (Fig. 6)KEy characteristic of the DI model:ere is no representation levelcommon to both ' '

signal and the maxim” between the

Separate Identification (SI Model)This model assumes that b0th m thave been compared to prototypical fo‘i'iln:

codes (one from the A 'e input) are then combinedof rules0; logical criteria (Fig 73)! meanse in ormation at the fusion I.also be continuous (and not dies‘cciicfeall
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The key point here. however, is whetherit is the result of a comparison toprototypes or not. Therefore. the FLMp(Fuz_zy Logical Model of Perception [4]_[9]) is one of the SI models because theinformation at the fusion level isInformation "indicating the degree ofsupport for one alternative" ([9]. p. 743),:(ey characteristic of the SI model:nputs are compared to rateeven classified) beforefiisigt. We: (or
Dominant modalit RecodinModel) y 3 (DROne of the possibilities that CognitivePsychology presents for fusing twomodalities is the recoding of one modalityinto _the other —supposed to be thedominant modality— [10]. The DRmodel assumes that the auditory modalityIS dominant in speech perception. Thusthe _ Visual input is recoded into anauditory. space where both sources ofinformation are fused [ l I].

In this model the visual input is usedto estimate the vocal tract filter. Thisestimation is then in some sense averagedwrth the one derived from auditoryprocessing. while the sourcecharactenstics are estimated only from theauditory path. The combined source andfiltering characteristics thus estimated arethen provided to a phonetic classifier(Fig. 8).
Key characteristic of the DR model:
The Visual modality is recoded into anauditory representation space where it isfused With the auditory information.

Motor 5 ace Recodin MR
Model) P g (

This model assumes that both inputsare progected into a common amodalspace where they are fused. This space isamodal because it is homogeneous toneither _of the modalities (auditory orVisual): it is a motor representation space.IS supposes that, in order to perceive
Speech, we recover the common cause ofboth the auditory and the visual signals-namely: the motor representation [12](Fig. 9).

Key characteristic of the MR model:
Both inputs are projected into a "1010’representation space where fusion occurs
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V Code

(C?
Figure 6. D]Model

V / \ Code

(CZ?
Figure 8. DR Model

2.2. Three questions for a
taxonomy

We can attempt to classify the above
presented architectures under a synthetic
form by comparing them to the general
cognitive psychology models. To do so.
we can ask three questions.

(1) Does the interaction between
modalities imply a common intermediate
representation or not? The answer allows
a first opposition between Model DI (for
which there is NO common
representation) and the other
architectures.

(2) If there is an intermediate
representation, does it rely on the
existence of prototypes or not? In other
words. is it "late" or "early" (see [13]. p.
25)?

Integration is considered "late” when it
occurs after the decoding processes or the
comparison to prototypes (Model SI).
even if these processes give continuous
data (as with the FLMP). Otherwise.
integration is "early" when it applies to
continuous representations, common to
both modalities, and which are obtained
through low-level mechanisms which do

No common

Common
representation

Figure 10. Taxonomy ofmodels
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A
#‘h~>Code

Figure 7. SI Model

Code
@9 Code /

A

\ if? -> Code
€97/

Figure 9. MR Model
not rely on any decoding process nor any
comparison to prototypes: It is the case
with models DR and MR.

(3) Is there at last any dominant
modality which can give a common
intermediate representation in an early
integration model (DR)? Or is this
common representation amodal (such as
in the MR model)?

These questions lead to the taxonomy
presented on Figure 10.

2.3. Three "plausible" responses
to the three questions

About the need for a common
representation _ _

In a study on the audio-Visual
perception of vowels, Summerfield and
McGrath [14] showed that subjects detect
the incompatibility between the auditory
and visual inputs, while they cannot
however avoid fusing both inputs.

Even young babies are sensitive to the
correspondence between auditory and
visual information of a speaking face
[15]. When they are presented with two
faces and only one sound, babies prefer
to look at the face that is articulating the

Dominant

representation

<:m we SI<:'&m:DREarly MRAmado! (motor)
representation
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sound they are hearing.
Therefore. the need of a common

representation of auditory and visual
stimuli is inescapable. Stimuli can be
compared in that space before being
fused: stricto sensu. model D] has to be
rejected.

About the need for early
Integration

Subjects are able to estimate temporal
co-ordinations between the auditory
Signal and the visual signal: they can
estimate. the VOT audiovisually ([16].
[3]). This is clearly incompatible with a
late integration model where neither of the
two inputs provides information enough
to identify the voicing feature. which is
hence recovered from the co—ordinations
between the auditory and visual signals.
It seems that the evaluation of this co-
ordination should be done on signals that
are not_ the output of a prototype
icnofmparisor: (gin which case the

ormation e ' - ' 'ouId be 1050a ing to the co ordinations

it another experimen th '
rate perceived audiovisually i: Ell):311.3%
ofdhtli speaking rate perceived auditorily
an e speaking rate perceived visually
[l7]. . In addition. the audio-visual
speaking rate can change the phonemic3:31:11? betuieiesn] voiced and unvoiced

mes . This '
gmpanble with a late integraltisonhrilh‘tillellw1:35:21:31:: puantitative information
prototypes. ost after comparison to

These facts indicate that s '
{Ejake decisions from auldlif-cvtisfiirli ormation. decisions that are impossibleat... We. o d 'stage of processing. Lil: :iolllrllcargyMOdCl) have to be rejected. L s ( I
About dominance and
complementarity

We have see ' ‘. n in section I 2 that. _ . theBleestvivnfonnation perceived by audition isvers 0%: perceived by vision and vicecomal 1e DR Model cannot exploit thistra p pmcntanty because all the inputs arere ns ormed into an acousticcofiiiiigiilwiii b Thus. audiovisual. e Similar to acou 'scot};I1:52p?)RLet us!develop this idea he_ reco es the visual ' i ‘
a _ in ut inton auditory representation wherepfusion
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takes place. From our data in ‘
1.]. two facts have to be pointed (limit;
Model DR Will try to recode visual stimuli
distant in the visual space (as [i] and [y])
into close points in the auditory space
and (2) stimuli close in the visual space
(as [y] and [u]) will need to be recoded
into distant points in the auditory space
This is represented in Figure 11. -

Visual: i ‘ ll
l aec°d‘“g l

. ,Y 4 Y
Auditory: I y ll

Figure l 1. Bad recoding ofModel DR

Point (2) results in a lack of stability of
the Visual-to-auditory transform, which
makes the problem of building this
assouation not trivial [19]. Point (1)
results in a lack of optimality. which
makes the DR Model not very efficient
for dealing with vowels in noise (see
section 3). But, more seriously, the DR
Model predicts that a given V input can
modify an A percept only if the V input is
conflictual or if the A input is noisy (see
an application of the DR Model structure
for norsy speech enhancement in [20]).
However.- some data in a study by Lisket
and Rossi [21] show that a V input can
bias a congruent and clear auditory
stimulus. Their subjects (French-
speaking speech researchers) were asked
to deCide on the rounding category of
each vowel. Let us concentrate on the
case of [in]. This vowel when presented
Visually was considered a rounded vowel
l%_ of. the . time. When presented
auditorily, it was rather considered
rounded (60% vs. 40% unrounded
responses). Finally, when presented
audio-Visually the percentage of rounding
judgements dropped to 25% (vs. 75%
unroundcd).

Hence. it is clear that some suhjticl-S
perceived the vowel [in] as rounded when
Presented auditorily but they judged it
unrounded when presented visually and
audiojwsually. This fact is hardly
conceivable within a DR Model which
recodes Visual input into an auditory
space. Consequently, the DR Model has
to be re1ected.
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Conclusion:
plausibility constraints

We have seen that (l) a plausible

model of audio-visual integration has to

use a common representation between

audio and visual inputs. (2) this

representation must be placed at an early

stage of processing. and (3) this

representation cannot be the auditory

representation.
The only model that we have not been

able to eliminate (Model MR) is in

agreement with these three points. We

will see in section 3.5 that it can simulate

the results found by Lisker and Rossi

[21].
In conclusion. the MR Model is

"plausible“: we will see in the next

section that it is also "functional".

3. MR MODEL FUNCTIONALITY

We will present in this section an

implementation of the MR Model for the

recognition of French vowels. This is the

first implementation of this model in the

literature. We proved elsewhere ([8].

[22]) that the DR Model is less functional

than the MR one. namely that it has

worse results in a recognition task.
The MR Model implementation is

based on simple but controllable tools.

which were chosen to allow a good

comparison with the DR model (see [8]).

3.1. Motor representation
A crucial choice in the MR Model

concerns the definition of the “motor
space” in which integration should occur.

Since we deal with static vowels, we

have chosen articulatory representations

based on three parameters. namely X. Y

(which are respectively the horizontal and

vertical co-ordinates of the highest point
of the tongue) and S (the inner-lip area).

Of course, X, Y and S respectively
provide articulatory correlates of the

front-back. open-close and rounding
dimensions (see Fig. 12).

Y

59

Figure 12. Motor representation
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3.2. From the inputs to the motor
representation

This stage was implemented thanks to
linear associations.

The auditory inputs were 20-
dimensional dB/Bark auditory spectra.
The outputs were typical values for X and
Y for French vowels. and the S value
extracted on the corresponding image in

the corpus.
The visual inputs were (A, B, S)

triplets. X (the tongue front-back
position) was supposed to be impossible

to estimate from the visual path. and S
was directly transmitted from the visual

input. hence only the association between

(A. B, S) and Y had to be learned.

Notice that all the corpus (e.g. 10

vowel classes) was used in this study.

3.3. Fusion of motor
representations

The integration consisted in a weighted

sum of the representations obtained by

each path (audio and visual). An audio—

visual estimate of the (X. Y. S) set was

finally derived. The parameter X was

estimated only from the acoustic path,

while the other two parameters were

determined from the corresponding ones

provided by both paths. This was

performed using the following formulas:

YAV = cry YA + (l—ay)YV

and SAV = as SA + (l-as)5v
where index A means auditory, V visual

and AV audio-visual. Parameters cry and

as are sigmoidal functions of SNR. The
parameter uY varied between a value

close to 0 for low SNR values (too much

noise; almost no available information in

the acoustic signal) and a value lower

than 1 for high SNR values (no noise; the

audio—visual peroept is influenced by both

the visual and the auditory inputs). On

the other hand. the parameter as was
never higher than 0.3 (indicating that the

estimation of S is mainly done from the

information of the visual path). The

parameters of the sigmoids were learned

under a criterion of minimal global error

for all learning realisations at all SNR

values.

3.4. Vowel identification

Classification was achieved by a

Gaussian classifier. We used a Gaussian

classifier in the (X. Y. S) space. with a
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choice of one between ten classes. The
learning corpus for estimating the mean
and covariance matrix for each vowel
class was based on (X, Y, S) triplets
deliyered by the auditory path alone on
realisations presented at 4 different levels
of norse covering a large range between
no noise and largely degraded but still
partly recognisable stimuli (SNR = 99,
24, 12 or 0 dB).

_ The whole schema is displayed in
Figure 13.

Vowel
F' .Migserle 13. Implementation of the MR

3.5. MR Model and
coEplementarity

. ow could this im - '
stmulate Lisker and Rosgil'gndiiileiali’fi']presented in section 2.3? It is known thatrounding is highly correlated withparameter S (inner-lip area). We saw thatthe audio—visual estimate of S by the MRModel mainly depends on the value of Sprovrdcd by the visual input. Howeverone'value. of S is also estimated from th:auditory input. Then, a decision abou:rounding can be taken from the auditori‘ilput alone or from the visual input aloneyhen both inputs (audio and visual) are
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present. the roundin decision '
depends on the decisigon taken frtinriiuili:
Visual input. This was exactly the case
found in the experience of Lisker and
Rossr [21] described earlier. Our
implementation of the MR M
simulate this result. Odd can
3.6. Results
_ We present in Figure 14 the
identification scores when the audio or
the audio-visual stimuli were presentedat
the input of the implementation. Since
dimenSion X (front-back) cannot be
estimated from the visual input, we
estimated a visual score by considering
(arbitrarily) all rounded vowels as being
back-vowels.

100'

80

8 SNR ldBl
- noise

Figure 14. Correct id t' t' IllMR Model en ifica ion for 6

Recognition scores in Fig. 14 are
lower than perceptual scores in Fig. 4.
This is due to both the higher number of
classesin the second case (10 vs. 7) and
the Simplicity of tools in MR
implementation. However. the
interesting point is that the visual gain

(difference between the A and AV
conditions) is high in the model. and it
respects the "complementarity rule":
transmitted information on each of the
three phonetic dimensions is greater for
the AV condition than for both the A and
V conditions [8].

CONCLUSION
We have shown that a plausible modcl

of audio-visual integration for Speech
perception requires three characteristics:
(1) use a common representation between
audio _ and visual inputs, (2) fuse 111C
modalities at an early stage of processing,
and (3) do not use the auditory space 35
the fusion space.

+ noise
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A model that fuses both informations

in the motor space (Model MR) has these

three characteristics. We have shown that

this model is also functional in a vowel

recognition task. We are currently

attempting to adapt this model to dynamic

stimuli, with more complex processing

tools and architectures. We hope that this

model should be able to produce some

McGurk effect (see [8]).
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PREDICTING AUDITORY-VISUAL SPEECH RECOGNITION
IN HEARING-IMPAIRED LISTENERS

Ken W. Grant and Brian E. Walden (Army Audiology and Speech Center, Walter
Reed Army Medical Center, Washington, DC 20307-5001)

ABSTRACT
Individuals typically derive substantial

benefit to speech recognition from
combining auditory (A) and visual (V)
cues. However, there is considerable
variability in AV speech recognition,
even when individual differences in A
and V performance are taken into
account. In this paper, several possible
sources of subject variability are
examined, including segment perception,
AV integration skill, and context usage.
When these sources of variability are
accounted for, predictions of AV speech
recognition of nonsense syllables for
normally-hearing and hearing-impaired
listeners are excellent (Rz=0.96).
Predictions for AV sentence recognition,
however, are much poorer (R1=0.44).
These data will be discussed as part of a
generalized model of AV speech
recognition which includes the use of A
and V unimodal cues, the integration of
A and V cues, and the use of phonemic
and semantic context. [Work supported
by NIH Grant DC 00792 and the
Department of Clinical Investigation,
Walter Reed Army Medical Center].

INTRODUCTION
In most communication settings,

speech perception involves the
integration of both auditory (A) and
visual (V) information “-41. Further,auditory-visual (AV) speech perception isalmost always better than either hearingor speechreading alone. This is especiallytrue when the auditory signal has beendegraded due to hearing
environmental noise.

Figure 1 shows fairly typical resultsobtained from intelligibility tests usinglow-context sentences [5] presented in a

loss or

background of speech-shaped noise
(S/N=0 dB) to hearing-impaired subjects.
The hearing-impaired subjects tested had
a variety of hearing-loss configurations
ranging from mild to severe. For
convenience, subjects are arranged along
the abscissa in order of ascending A
scores. As shown in the figure, all
subjects demonstrated benefit from the
addition of visual cues, but some subjects
derived substantially more benefit than
others, independent of their A score. For
comparison, normally-hearing subjects
tested under the same conditions
achieved scores of 90%, 10%, and 98%
for A, V, and AV conditions.
respectively.
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Figure I. A, V, and AV sentence
recognition by individual hearing-
impaired subjects.

The exact amount of observed benefit
depends on a number of variables.
Among these are the individual's ability
to recognize phonetic (e.g., consonflnts
and vowels) and prosodic (8-3.»
intonation, duration, and stress) cues. the
ability to integrate A and V cues. the

1CPhS 95 Stockholm

difficulty of the speech materials, the
physical conditions under which the

speech is presented (e.g., noise,

reverberation, lighting, viewing angle,

etc.), and the individual's knowledge of

the language and ability to make use of

contextual constraints. Although much is

known about the benefits of combining

speechreading with audition, the relative

effects of each of these factors on AV

benefit is largely unknown. In this paper,
we discuss some of the primary factors

that are important to understanding how

hearing and vision are combined in

speech recognition.

SEGMENT RECOGNITION

Models of auditory~visual speech

perception typically include auditory

analyses. visual analyses, and more

central processes common to both A and

V modalities [6]. Since the classic study

by Miller and Nicely [7], the recognition

of speech segments (i.e., consonants and

vowels) has typically been analyzed in

terms of acoustic, phonetic, and

articulatory features. Application of these

analyses to AV recognition has shown

that vision and hearing are often

complementary in speech recognition

under conditions of auditory signal

degradation.

Figure 2 shows mean data for

consonant feature recognition by

normally-hearing subjects as a function

of SIN for A, V, and AV conditions [8].

The top panel shows the data for voicing,

whereas the middle and bottom panels

show the data for manner of articulation

and place of articulation, respectively. A

and AV feature scores are shown by the

dashed and solid lines. V feature scores

are shown by the AV values displayed at

-15 dB S/N. Notice that voicing cues

obtained under AV conditions are

determined by audition; that~is, there IS

virtually no difference between AV and

A conditions. In contrast. place-of-

aniculation cues are detennined by

speechreading. For this feature. AV

scores remain virtually constant despite
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changes in A performance.
Although it may appear that both

modalities contribute significantly to the
recognition of manner-of-articulation
cues, our analyses suggest that this
feature is also determined by audition. It
is important to remember that voicing,
manner and place cues are not
independent. Performance on one feature
alters the expected chance performance

on another. For example, if we assume
that place-of—articulation cues are
transmitted visually and that responses
within place categories are distributed

uniformly, then we would predict a

visual manner score of 66% by chance
alone. This is very close to the score for
speechreading alone shown in the middle

panel of the figure (depicted by the AV

score at SIN = -15 dB). Thus, for these

conditions, manner-of—articulation cues

were derived primarily from the A

condition.
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Figure 2. A. V, and AVfeature scores

as a function of S/N.

The complementary relation between

auditory manner and voicmg cues with

visual place cues in speech recognition
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has often been cited as a primary reason
for the large advantages observed in AV
consonant recognition relative to either A
or V alone. In previous work, Walden,
Prosek, & Worthington [9] developed a
measure of AV redundancy that was
able to account for a substantial amount
of variability observed in AV consonant
recognition by hearing-impaired listeners.

In a recent study, Grant and Walden
[8] evaluated A, V, and AV consonant
recognition by normally-hearing listeners
under 12 different filtered-speech
conditions. The filters were designed to
create a range of A intelligibility scores
with different patterns of perceptual
confusions across A conditions.
Confusion data obtained from each of the
A filter conditions were subjected to a
Sequential Information Feature Analysis
[10], and the proportion of manner-plus-
voicing information relative to the total
amount of information received was
calculated. This proportion represents, to
a first approximation, the degree to
which A and V information are
complementary and shows the proportion
of auditory information not obtainable by
speechreading alone.
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Figure 3. Absolute AI benefit as a
function ofAV complementation.

'Figures 3 and 4 show the results of
this analysis after converting percent
correct scores to articulation index (AI)
units. Figure 3 shows the results for
absolute benefit (AV-A), while Figure 4
shows the results for relative benefit
[(AV-A)/(l-A)]. In both figures, the
abscissa shows the amount of
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information received in the A condition
for the combined voicing-plus-manner
feature expressed as a percent of the total
amount of information received. There is
a strong relation evident for both benefit
measures, indicating that the degree to
which A and V conditions complement
each other is highly predictive of AV
benefit. It should be noted that relating
AV benefit to overall A intelligibility
resulted in substantially weaker
correlations.

so «i» 1b uh oh mo
Voicing + Manner re: Total Infonnauon

Figure 4. Relative A] benefit as a
function of A V complementation.
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Models of AV integration which
make use of the entire A-alone and V-
alone confusion matrices, such as the
fuzzy logical model of perception
(Fl-MP) proposed by Massaro [l] or the
pre- and post-labelling models (PRE.
POS) proposed by Braida [2], have been
shown to predict AV consot
recognition more accurately than feature-
based models when applied to data
averaged across subjects.
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Figure 5. FLMP and PRE-model
predictions for normal-hearing ”bl-“’5-
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Figure 5, for example, shows FLMP

and PRE model predictions for the 8 SIN

and 12 filtered-speech conditions shown

in the previous figures. As can be seen,

both models account for a large

percentage of the variability in the

obtained data (R2 = 0.98 and 0.93 for the

FLMP and PRE, respectively).

AUDIOVISUAL INTEGRATION

Whereas the ability to recognize

segmental information from A and V

speech signals is undoubtedly

fundamental to predicting AV

recognition, the ability to integrate A

and V speech cues is another essential

determinant of AV performance [11,1].

With the development of recent

quantitative models of multisensory

integration [1-2], it is now possible to

estimate a listener's integration ability,

independent from their ability to

recognize A and V speech cues. These

models predict AV recognition based on

the pattern of segmental confusions

obtained for each separate modality. It

should be noted, however, that some AV

cues, such as the relative timing of lip

movements to voicing onset, are

multimodal, in that they exist only as

inter-modality timing cues. McGrath and

Summerfield [12] have suggested that

better lipreaders may be sensitive to

these cues. Given the accuracy of the

FLMP and PRE models. intermodal-

timing cues may play only a small role

in AV speech perception.

Unlike feature-based models, the

FLMP and PRE integration models

attempt to make use of all available data

obtained in separate A and V

identification tasks. and are potentially

optimum-processor models. Ideally, a

subject's AV performance should never

exceed predicted performance. Subjects

who perform as predicted are able to

make use of all of the available

information derived from the unimodal

conditions. On the other hand, subjects

Who perform more poorly than predicted

fail to make optimal use of A and V
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cues.
Our initial effons to apply the FLMP

and PRE models as a gauge of subject

integration ability suggests that the PRE

model may be more suitable. With the

FLMP, stimuli identified correctly in one

modality but incorrectly in the other, are

predicted to be incorrect in the combined

AV condition. As Braida [2] noted, the

FLMP does not properly account for

structured errors and relies too heavily on

unimodal accuracy. In contrast. the PRE

model focuses more on the consistency

of unimodal responses and not

necessarily on accuracy.
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Figure 6. A, V, and AV consonant

recognition by individual hearing-

impaired subjects.
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Figure 7. FLMP and PRE model

predictions for hearing-impaired

subjects.

Figures 6 and 7 show the results of a

recent experiment examining consonant

and sentence recognition in noise by 26

hearing-impaired subjects. Figure 6
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shows A, V, and AV scores for each
subject. As with Figure 1, subjects have
been ordered along the abscissa
according to A performance. Note first
the large variability in AV recognition
scores across subjects and the moderate
correspondence between A and AV
scores. This is additional evidence that
the overall A score (or V score) does not
allow accurate predictions of AV
performance.

Predictions made by the FLMP and
PRE models for the data shown in Figure6 are displayed in Figure 7. Themodeling results for individual subjectsshow that predictions of overall accuracyfor are far less than perfect. FLMPpredictions (R2=0.71) consistentlyunderpredicted performance when theinput unimodal scores were low.Predictions by the PRE model on theother hand (R2=0.77), were either equalto or greater than obtained performance.Thus, the PRE model, unlike the FLMPbehaves more like an optimal integrator:Some subjects are able to achieve thislevel of performance, whereas others fallshort.
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Figure 8. A V consonant predictionsusing a 4-factor feature-basedmodel.
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difference between obtained andpredicted AV performance was used asan index of AV integration skill. Thecombination of auditory voicing (VA),auditory manner (MA). Visual place (Pv),and derived AV integration estimates(INTPRE or lNTFLm) was used in a 4-factor model to predict AV consonantrecognition forhearing-impaired subjects.A and V feature scores were obtained
from a SINFA analyses of the unimodal
conditions and expressed as the percent
of conditional information received for
that feature relative to the total amount
of all information received. For
comparison. integration estimates were
derived from AV predictions made by
both PRE and FLMP models.

Figure 8 shows the results using the
PRE model integration estimates. The
excellent correlation obtained is
impressive considering the simplicity of
the model; that is, a linear addition of
three unimodal feature scores and a
measure of subject integration. Similar
attempts to predict AV recognition
without integration estimates, or with
estimates derived from the FLMP model,
led to significantly smaller correlations
(R2=0.822 and R2=0.823, respectively).

WORD AND SENTENCE PROSODY
‘ Even if AV segment recognition for
individual subjects could be predicted
perfectly, there would still be the
problem of relating segment scores to
word and connected-speech scores. One
obvious difference between segmental
recognition tasks and word and sentence
recognition tasks is that the latter two
contain important prosodic information
related to stress, intonation, and rhythmic
structure. The basic function of prosody
In speech is to provide information about
lextcal, grammatical, and emotional
aSPCCt-s of the spoken message [I344]-
Further, individual differences in the
ability to extract prosodic information
aWears to be an important factor in
determining AV performance for words
and sentences.
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Acoustic analyses of prosody have
shown that the cues for syllabification,
stress, intonation, and phrasing include
variations in fundamental frequency,
segment and syllable duration, and
amplitude envelope [IS-20]. In general,
speechreaders are not very good at
extracting these cues. F0 variations are
largely undetectable, and acoustic
durational cues signifying segment
lengths and intervocalic closure durations
are often visually blurred or incompletely
specified due to articulator movements
that are either too rapid to follow
visually or that occur behind the teeth
[2l-23]. Thus, as with voicing and
manner-of—articulation cues, prosodic
contrasts detected through audition are
highly complementary to speechreading.

An important question related to the
use of prosody in speech perception is
whether subjects demonstrate variability
in their judgements of prosodic contrasts.
In a recent study, Grant and Walden [24]
measured the ability of normally-hearing
listeners to identify syllable number,
syllabic stress, intonation, and rhythmic
phrase structure in filtered words,
phrases, and sentences. The filters used
were approximately equal in
intelligibility (AI=0.1), and spanned the
frequency range from 300-5000 Hz. For
some subjects, prosodic features were
reliably extracted throughout the
frequency spectrum. Other subjects,
however, had considerable difficulty
identifying sentence intonation and
phrase structure from high-frequency
speech regions.

Although Grant and Walden did not
measure AV performance, the variability
which they observed in subjects' abilities
to extract suprasegmental cues from
various parts of the frequency spectrum
may be related to the variability observed
in AV speech recognition. It is well
known, for example, that there are
substantial differences in AV
performance among hearing—impaired
observers who have the same average
auditory recognition scores [25-26].
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Given the highly complementary nature
of acoustic prosody and speechreading
cues, it is possible that some of the
variability observed in AV word and
sentence recognition tasks may be related
to individual differences in the auditory
recognition of prosodic and rhythmic
cues.

WORD AND SENTENCE CONTEXT
Words and sentences provide listener's

with many additional cues besides the
usual segmental and suprasegmental
cues. For example, identifying nonsense
syllables requires that each separate
consonant and vowel segment be
received accurately. However. with
meaningful words, lexical constraints
make it possible to identify words
correctly without having to resolve all of
the individual segments. Similarly,
words presented in isolation typically
require more information than if the
words were presented in sentences. In
order to achieve the desired relationship
between segment scores and word and
sentence scores, these contextual

variables need to be taken into account.
Following Boothroyd and Nittrouer

[27], phonemic and semantic constraints

can be represented quantitatively by
using simple power-law equations. In
Equation 1, the recognition of a CVC
word is assumed to be equal to the
recognition of its component parts. If
each of these parts is statistically
independent then.

Pw = P"p, (l)
where PW is the probability of
recognition of the whole word, P is the
probability of recognition ofp each
independent segment, and n is the
number of segments in the word.
However, in real words. the segments are

not independent and it is not required
that all segments be received for the
word to be recognized. Therefore. for
real words,

Pw = PJp, (2)
where 15] S n. For monosyllabic words,

j is approximately 2.5 [4,27].
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Equation 3 relates words in isolation
to words in sentences,

p8 = 1
- (1 - Pw)", (3)where PS is the probability correct for

words in sentences, Pw is the probability
correct for words in isolation, and k is a
free parameter (greater than one)
reflecting the degree of predictability or
context of the sentence materials. For
low-context sentence materials such as
the [BEE/Harvard set [5], k is
approximately 1.14. For sentence setswith a higher degree of predictability
(e.g., CUNY sentences), k is
approximately 4.5 [4].

Combining equations 2 and 3 withappropriate estimates ofj (= 2.5) and k(z 1.14), and substituting PC for FF givesP5 = I _ (1_PC2.5)I.I4, (4)
where Pc is the proportion correct forconsonants and PS is the proportion ofwords correct for IEEE/Harvardsentences.
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Figure 9. Relation between AV
consonant recognition and sentencerecognition.

Figure 9 shows the relation betweenAV consonant and AV sentencerecognition for hearing-impaired subjects.Application of k- and j—factorsappropriate for IEEE sentences (asdescribed above) would adjust the rangeof consonant recognition scorematch the range of observedscores, but does nothing to revariability across subjects. To acthis, individual differences in
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usage must be taken into account.Studies to estimate k- and j—factors forindividual subjects, as opposed to sets ofspeech materials, are currently underway.
Additionally, other measures of word and
sentence context effects are being
explored.

SUMMARY
Predictions of AV speech recognition

ultimately depend on an understanding of
how lexical access is affected by
information provided by auditory and
visual sources, the processes by which
information is integrated, and the impact
of top-down contextual constraints. Our
efforts thus far to evaluate these factors
in individual subjects have been limited
mainly to consonant recognition, the
recognition of certain prosodic contrasts,
and segmental integration skills. Ongoing
efforts to expand this work to include
vowel recognition, sentence integration,
and semantic context usage will no doubt
improve our overall understanding of
AV speech perception.
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CAN THE DEFINITION OF EACH SPEAKER BE

EXPECTED TO COME FROM THE LABORATORY

IN THE NEXT DECADES?
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ABSTRACT
The symposium of which this paper is

a part address questions that arise from
speaker identification in forensics. The
focus is on what can and cannot be
expected of forensic speaker ident-
ification, and on directions for future
research. The first three sections of this
paper set the background for the
symposium, and the subsequent sections
suggest possible innovations. The overall
theme is the need to explore new methods
of imposing structure on the data used in
speaker identification in order to
understand variation. These methods
include alternative phonological models,
and a more explicit role for articul t
modelling. a cry

1 INTRODUCTION
The primary concerns of phonetics

have been to do with the realisation of
language in the sound medium, but the
scope of phonetics is much wider. A
broad view of phonetics might see it as
the disc1pline which answers the
questions ‘what can we tell when a person
speaks, and how?’ As soon as someone
speaks, listeners are able to infer a wide
variety of.information other than that
contained in the linguistically encoded
message’. Much of that information is

about the producer of the message.
Listeners can infer (with a fair degree of
reliability) the sex of the speaker, they can
induce information about his or her
health, and they can often identify the
speaker as a person previously heard.
. This last ability, the inference of
identity,‘must lead us to assume that
information about individual identity is
convolved with the other information in
the speech signal. This conclusion
emerges too from other areas of the
phonetic sciences: the difficulties of
creating a reliable speech recognition
system which is speaker—independent
demonstrate that significant speaker-

specific information is blended into the
acoustic speech signal.

For automatic speech recognition, this
speaker-specific information is unwanted
noise, to be neutralised if at all possible.
But in another domain, that of speaker
recognition, it is the raw material, the
structured variability and underlying
regularity of which need to be determined,
Just as phonetics has done for the
linguistically determined aspects of the
speech signal. Applications of knowledge
about speaker-characterising features of
speech include Automatic Speaker
Verification, which a massive market

awaits in fields such as telephone
banking, and, more controversially,
forensic speaker identification. The latter
provides the focus for this session.

2 DEFINING EACH SPEAKER
In 1934 Twaddell [1] cited Bloomfield

as saying ‘The physical (acoustic)
definition of each phoneme of any given
dialect can be expected to come from the
laboratory within the next decades’. With
the hindsight of six decades of acoustic
speech analysis such a statement, if
intended literally, might be seen as
betraying a certain naively, not least about
the relation between phonological
categories and the physical signal.

On the other hand there is a real.
practical sense in which Bloomfield‘s
prophecy has been fulfilled. Not only do
we have, thanks both to extensive
acoustic analysis and to advances in the
acoustic theory of speech production. a
very good understanding of the acoustic
properties which realise phonemes of
different types, but we also have
advanced statistical models (such as
HMMs) which, in some cases speaker-

mdwerldently, can learn to recognise the
realisations of each phoneme in the speech
Signal.

Whatever the correct assessment of
Bloomfield‘s statement, it may be the case
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that we are in a similar position vis-t‘z-vi‘s

individual speaker quality today as

Bloomfield was in the 1930s in relation to
phonemic quality. We have an analytic

construct. speaker quality. for which (if

we adopt an appropriately 19305

terminology) we have behavioural

evidence, in the ability of listeners to

identify speakers. We even have a fairly

well worked out phonetic model. parallel

to that provided by traditional phonetic

analysis for the phoneme, of at least part
of speaker quality: Laver's (1980)

framework for the analysis of voice

quality [2]. for instance, can be seen as a

model of that part of speaker quality

which is under the speaker‘s control. But

we do not have a comprehensive answer

to the question: ‘What defines an

individual in the acoustic signal?‘

As a starting point for this session on

forensic speaker identification then we can

therefore re-phrase Bloomfield‘s dictum.

and debate the proposition that ‘The

definition of each speaker can be expected

to come from the laboratory in the next

decades’.

3 TWO STRANDS
There are perhaps two strands to

consider in this proposition. The first is

the nature of ‘speaker quality‘. What

dimensions are involved? How much

variation does an individual exhibit? And,

most crucially, does each individual

human being occupy a unique location in

acoustic space? Or is there instead a

significant degree of ‘overlapping‘, by

which an individual shares part. or indeed

all, of his or her location with others,

rather as the English phonemes /e/ and /a=.-J

may share the phonetic realisation [at] in

Words such as well and gag respectively,

as a result of contextually induced

allophonic variation? The answers which

emerge to questions such as these about

speaker quality will inform the issue of

what we might mean by 'the definition of
a speaker’. _

The second strand to the proposition is
the implication that it is specifically in the
laboratory that progress will be made
towards finding the definition of a
speaker. Of course, if consideration of the

first strand results in the conclusion that

we have no viable theory of speaker

quality, and if we take a somewhat punst
view of empirical science to the effect that
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measurements and experiments cannot
usefully be carried out in the absence of
testable hypotheses generated by a theory,
then there is no point in going into the
laboratory. But it scents unlikely that both
these negative conditions would hold. We
probably do have the beginnings of a
theory of speaker quality; and even if not,
it may be that what we most need in this
field are large-scale, pre-theoretical.
‘taxonomic' studies of between» and
within-speaker variation. If we accept that
work in the laboratory is appropriate, we

can then indulge in informed speculation

about the kind of analyses and

methodological developments which are

likely to bring greater understanding of

speaker quality.
Although Bloomfield's proposition is

here newly adapted to speaker

recognition, the debate which its

adaptation encapsulates is already

underway. Baldwin and French [3]

address essentially the same proposition.

Interestingly, the two authors arrive at

diametrically opposed views. In Chapter

3, French writes ‘For various theoretical

reasons, I cannot forsee a day when

phoneticians will be able to identify a

speaker with the degree of certainty

associated with the matching of finger-

prints or DNA profiles' (p.62). Baldwin,

in the final chapter, despite having taken

throughout the book a generally negative

stance towards the present-day

contribution of acoustic phonetics. to

forensic speaker identification, writes

more optimistically of the future: '... l

positively believe there will one day be a

“voiceprint”, i.e. a print-out from some

sort of, not necessarily electronic, device

which will be able uniquely to identify an

individual speaker' (p.l26).

The fact that the authors hold disparate

views on such a fundamental matter is, as

the foreword to the book (p.iv)>pomts

out, potentially productive if the

disagreements are rationalised. The

shortcoming is perhaps that so little is said

about the grounds for the disagreement

that it is not clear what the framework for

any discussion rriight be. It is hoped that

this session will help to set out the

parameters of such a discussion.

4 wrmu: pnocnnss
The other speakers in this symposium

provide clear summaries of problems and
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methods in forensic speaker identification,
and pOint to ways of improving themethods. Braun focuses on thephonetician’s role, while Broedersdiscusses how much solutions fromAutomatic Speaker Verification mightcontribute to the forensic task. Hollienpresents a framework of requirements forobjective speaker identification, in whichnevertheless the ultimate decision is ahuman one.

Perhaps, though, because all threespeakers are closely involved in the day-to-day work of speaker identification,they have chosen to concentrate onimprovements and extensions to currentapproaches and conceptualisations. WhatI Will try to do in the following sections isto suggest more radical departures fromcurfint [thinking in the area.
' e eme which links thiss u ‘train of thought is the need mpg“:112::ways of coping with variability aproblem which Broeders draws attentionto in his Section 2. No two utterances areidentical, even if they are by the samespeaker, and so speaker identificationcannot proceed on the basis of rejecting amatch every time a difference isdetected. Where there is a difference weneed to understand what lies behind it Toachieve this understanding it will. beargued that we need the mostcomprehenSive account available of howphonetic material is structured by

variability which are imposed by anmechanism. speech production

5 Eli‘IONOLOGICAL THEORYi e many. areas of applied phonetics,

‘0 Cignorcd
ea“ With. then

3“ asPect of the
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phonological system but purely as anunstructured physical aspect of the signalin terms of parameters such as meanfundamental frequency or overallperceived pitch. Conspicuously absentfrom work in speaker identification areconcepts and representations taken fromidioms of l phonology such asu osegmenta , Metrical, De
and Government. pendency,Does this matter? After all, the phoneticstuff is there, and the task is to distil outthe speaker-specific essence from thesignal; and it is hardly going to beimportant what phonological model oneadheres to. But in fact it may matter.because one’s phonological prejudicesmay influence where and how one looksfor the speaker-specific essence.

For_instance, if one's phonologicalmodel incorporates a prosodic hierarchy.with syllables and feet at the bottom, andintonational phrases at the top, it may leadone to be more choosy as regards whichevents one treats as phoneticallyequivalent than if one sees speech as alinear string of (phoneme-sized) beads.English /i( is simply /i/, but an awarenessof prosodic structure might restrain onefrom treating all the vowels in debility[dibiliti/ as equivalent. Again, speakeridentification must have at its disposalaccurate descriptions of dialect or accentdifferences within a language. Some ofthese are extremely complex, such as‘English plosive allophony (glottalisation,flapping’, etc.; see e.g. [4] and [5] foretrical and Government accounts). andadequate. descriptions may only beposmble in models embodying a richphonological mechanism, includingsyllables, feet, prominence relations, andso on.
Sinularly, without a well worked outmodel of intonational phonology.potentially speaker~specific phenomenamay escape investigation. For instance. aSearch for differences between speakers inthe realisation of prosodic categories onlyarises if one incorporates some prosodicphenomena into the phonologicaldescription. If one’s phonological modelincorporates an autosegmental—metricalrepresentation of intonation in terms 01'hlgll (H) and low (L) tones, for instance.as in much recent intonational work. it ismore likely that the question will arise asto whether speakers may differ in their

l
l
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preferred alignment of the tones to the
segmental material. Or an intonational
model which includes the notion of
downstep will allow of the question
whether some speakers use downstep
more than others, and of those who do
use it, whether there are differences in the
implementation of it.

The general point is that the evolution
of phonological theory is driven, at least
in part, by imperfection in the fit of
previous models to the facts concerning
the sound structure of language. In order
to understand variation in the speech
signal, the forensic phonetician needs the
best available model. Good forensic
phonetic practice is currently
immeasurably better than that of the sound
engineers mentioned in Braun's
contribution to this symposium who
compare waveshapes with no regard to
the identity of the vowels those portions
of signal are realising. But the possibility
of further progress through the adoption
of more sophisticated phonological
models needs to be explored. In a sense,
then, some of the means for progress
towards the definition of the speaker lie
outside the laboratory.

6 ACCENT ANALYSIS
Much of the contribution of the

forensic phonetician today is of a kind
which pre-dates instrumental analysis of
speech samples. It is, in effect, practical
dialectology; and when the question is
whether two samples of speech were
produced by the same human being, a
sensible first step is to see whether they
manifest the same linguistic properties by
comparing their pronunciation. If the
pronunciations are grossly different, the
samples are unlikely to get as far as the
forensic phonetician - those responsible
for the legal side of the case will use their
own judgment and conclude that a speaker
with a London accent in one sample is
unlikely to be the same individual as the
Scottish speaker in another. The role of
the phonetician will normally be to
adjudicate in cases where the samples are
already superfically similar. The specialist
skills which a traditional phonetic training
provides will allow the phonetician to
notice. and classify, differences between
samples which are more subtle than
would be noticed by most untrained
listeners. Although there are many
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problems to do with the linguistic
variability which the speech of one person
undergoes as a result of factors such as
style. speaking context, and
accommodation to interlocutors. close
phonetic analysis can often reveal patterns
of difference between samples which
make it unlikely that they come from the
same source.

How far one can go in the opposite
direction and treat the absence of
differences in pronunciation as evidence
pointing towards the samples coming
from the same speaker is a contentious
matter. It rests, ultimately, on the question
of how finely the ‘isoglosses’ of a dialect
map can be drawn. The strongest position
(see e.g. [6]) is that each individual
speaks an ‘idiolect’. However, even if it
could be demonstrated no two individuals
share a complete set of linguistic phonetic
properties, it is doubtful whether the finite
(and often short) samples available in
forensic cases would allow a safe
extrapolation from ‘sameness of sample’
to ‘sameness of speaker'. As argued in
[7] linguistic phonetic sameness may
licence conclusions of ‘possibly' the
same, but not ‘probably’.

Nonetheless linguistic phonetic
analysis is an important element in the
forensic phonetic approach, and must
surely enter into ‘the definition of the
speaker‘. Since such analysis requiresa
well-trained phonetic ear, surely it is
unrealistic to expect progress on this
aspect of the speaker’s definition to come
from the laboratory?

It is in fact far from unrealistic. For
one thing, in the everyday practice of
forensic phoneticians, acoustic analysis
already supplements auditory analysis of
what are, in effect, dialect features. But
looking at the issue more fundamentally,
auditory phonetic descriptions are
necessarily abstractions, and rely on
categories identified by selected
perceptually salient characteristics of a
sound. It has been shown in other
phonetic areas that impressionistic
descriptions may be only partially
accurate. Production studies, for instance,
have shown (cf. [8]) that segmental
‘assimilation’ can be an articulatorily
gradient phenomenon, contrary to the
implication of many segmental
descriptions. Similarly, doubt has been
cast [9] on speech error work based on
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impressionistic observation. EMG
monitoring of muscle activity reveals that
far from involving only discrete segmental
effects, speech errors range along a
continuum of muscle activation.

The analogies of these findings as far
as accent and dialect are concerned must
as yet be a matter of speculation; but
perhaps. they are to be found in the effects
which he outside the static ‘frozen frame’
([10], . p.108) on which segmental
phonetic description is based, and which
implicitly or explicitly focuses on a
characteristic ‘target‘ for a segment. So
whilst we rrught traditionally describe two
accents as havmg a ‘dark’ syllable-initial
realisation of /l/, and a close-mid
realisation of /e/, the description of the
accents nught be refined by the discovery
of systematically different coarticulatory
treatments when the segments are
yuxtaposed. Fine details of intra- and
inter-syllabic tinting. elusive to auditory
analySis. might be highlighted. And
ifferences in intonational features such

as the alignment of pitch peaks relative to
segmental material mentioned in the
prevrous section. might be revealed as
pficent-speciflc. There is no evidence thatb e description of an accent is exhaustedy what the ear can hear in the context ofa clsassqqal phonemic framework.

uc . instrumentally-mediated 'ibiuiii‘ in a sense, provide a finer ‘r‘iieetsaii!phonefiicilalfriitpgnd which traditional
. , ses on the

cp‘mmun‘ity.‘ Given that the friiPeenesci:pVhonIeltiCian is likely to be sent samples

the‘Ené‘i‘gii‘it'fnaiiifif‘m’a' ‘“ “cm", e m 'Bargfadd to what the lay perforrci 2:110:13:b; 9:3): speakers might be discriminablediffe -auditory secondary dialectm lrences too subtle to be conscious]fafirgipglzzlggrapd if even the fine mesh
‘ t ' a C t C ' ‘

against them beinnfriii’rlris’tlige oddsinrllivrdual are shortened (though onesrilime[Stile)1, garricarlclll:gainst the temptation to clalirsri. same speaker merely beein some more precise w ause,sari/Eileshshare the same 222:3 before, thenot _er issue is whet . - '
phonetiCian in ‘dialect Eghiilifig‘isi‘v‘ii thethe future, be automated. As far asll ' maware, little work has been done I 'amthis goal. In the conte owards

. xt of a multi d'
.

- ialautomatic speech recognition systeiicit
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however, [l 1] reports a techni u '
automatically assigns a speakei'lt: :nliliii
four major English regional accent groups
on the basis of several pre-detennined
utterances. These are chosen to contain
diagnostics for the different accents. Ina
sentence containing the words father
path, and car, a similar vowel quality foi
all three ([03) suggests Southern British,
different for all three ([0], [a3], [0(1)
General American, and so on. The cnicial
events are identified in the input utterance
by time-warping it to a segmented
reference utterance, but all spectral
comparisons are internal to the input
signal, so that no normalisation for
indiVidual speaker characteristics is
needed prior to the accent decision.

This method requires the production of
agreed speech material, and so even if its
accuracy and discriminatory ability were
vastly increased it would not threaten the
role of the phonetician, whose knowledge
and skill often permit an assessment of
dialect Similarity or difference on the basis
of short samples of differing content. But
in future decades a semi-automated and
vastly improved version might have arole
to play where amounts of material are
large. Orthographic transcripts of long
recordings could be searched
automatically for words with dialect-
sensrtive vowels. These words could be
located automatically in the acoustic signal
by ASR techniques, with manual
correction if necessary. l’tCOUStic
parameters would be extracted. and used
firstly for ‘sample-internal' dialect
spotting, as described above; and
secondly for direct comparison with
values from another sample.

To suggest a procedure of this kind is
not to ignore the difficulties — the effects
of prosody. segmental context. and so on
- but given the extremely powerful signal
processing techniques available even
today it is not too early to speculate as to
how they might be applied in a
phonetically informed way to the problem
of speaker identity.

In this section, then, i have suggested
that the laboratory should provide new
aF'Pl'oaches to the definition of accent
characteristics, and to the detection of
accent, which have up to now been a field
predominantly for auditory phonetics.
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7 VOCAL TRACTS SHAPE

Current research on defining the

speaker involves measuring values such

as formant frequencies associated with

particular phonological events, and

deriving estimates of between- and

within-speaker variation. This is a vital

kind of data collection, and needs to be

ursued on as large a scale as possible.

But the work tends to treat the measured

values as independent, and as varying in a

purely statistical fashion, rather than as

varying in a lawful way governed by the

nature of their source. Only by referring

back to the source can the significance of

variation begin to be assessed.
To put it another way, an individual’s

vocal tract shapes, and imposes strict

(though by no means absolute) constraints

on, the sound he or she can produce; and

by considering measured acoustic values

not in isolation but in relation to their

source we may gain a more powerful

grasp on variability.
lt is already possible to estimate vocal

tract lengths from formant frequencies,

and, using for instance linear prediction,

to estimate cross-sectional area functions

for particular vowels. We can also use

vocal tract synthesis models to compute

formant frequencies for different tube

shapes, and we can restrict the range of

tube shapes broadly to those which are

anatomically plausible. Source inference,

and articulatorily realistic vocal tract

synthesis, may prove powerful tools in

the interpretation of variation.

For instance, two tokens of a vowel

taken from different recordings turn out to

have similar first and second formant

frequencies, but a less similar third

formant frequency. What is the threshold
we use to decide ‘different speaker"?

Though clearly one would never answer

the question ‘are the recordings from the

same speaker’ on the basis of one vowel,

the ‘threshold’ problem arises however

many factors are taken into account. At

present, the threshold would have to be a

purely statistical one: from databases, we

might estimate that a speaker’s F3

frequency will vary by a given percentage

for a particular vowel. But if the first

recording contains enough material for a

reasonably accurate vocal tract model of

the speaker to be derived, it may be

possible to say something like ‘it is highly
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unlikely that the source of the first

recording could achieve the specific

combination of formant frequencies found

in the vowel from the second recording.’

In this way acknowledging the

mechanism producing the speech would

allow us in our decision making to go

beyond purely statistical treatments of the

variability of acoustic data .
Such progress, if it is made, will come

not simply from the laboratory, in the

sense of empirical discoveries, but from

the application of the acoustic theory of

speech production.

8 ARTICULATION MODELS
A greater general awareness of the

source of the speech signal may permit

other novel insights. Speech does not

originate from a tube producing a static set

of formant frequencies, but from a

dynamic complex of articulators working

in close coordination to achieve the

phonological requirements of an

utterance. Generally we do not assume

that every phonetic dimension is crucial at

every instant in an utterance. Rather, we

hypothesise that some ‘target‘ events are

more crucial than others. If this is the

case, speakers may evolve individual

articulatory strategies for achieving and

moving between such targets. Such a

view is implicit in studies of coarticulatory

idiosyncrasy [12], [13].

But the relation between phonological

requirements and articulation is not

theory—neutral; nor are potential sources of

between- and within-speaker variation

totally independent of theoretical

assumptions; and so it .would be

negligent for researchers in speaker

identification to ignore theoretical and

practical developments in articulation

modelling. ‘

Perhaps the most radical current view

of the relation between phonological

specifications and speech is Articulatory

Phonology [14,15], whose phonological

primitives are ‘gestures’ such as_ 'labial

closure’. The notion of a gestures is taken

from work on the control of skilled

actions in a framework called ‘Task

Dynamics’ [16]. Gestures, unlike features

or segments, inherently possess dynanuc

characteristics, and they permit the

computational modelling of articulator

movements. A ‘gestural score’ speCifies

the relations between gestures needed for
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particular utterances, and is seen both as a
lexrcal-phonological representation, and a
representation of the implementation of
the utterance. It is possible to synthesise
the speech signal from the gestural score
Via the task dynamic modelling of
articulatory interaction and a vocal tract
syntheSiser, making it possible directly to
predict the acoustic effect of constellations
of gestures.

In Task Dynamics coordination of
gestures is not represented straight-
forwardly in the time domain, but in the
phase-plane’, which depends on viewing

articulatory movements as oscillations
(damped or undamped). It has been
claimed ([16], p.41 ff) that representation
in the phase-plane may reveal consistency
of gestural organisation across differences
of rate and stress which is obscured by
representations in the time domain. The
phase—plane might, in effect, reduce
apparent Within-speaker variation in the
timing of events. If the phasing turned out
to differ across speakers (as some studies
have implied, e.g. [17]), a better
separation of speakers might be achieved
than is possrble in purely acoustic data.

lmponantly many kinds of phonetic
variation associated with changes in rate
and style, and which are often modelled
as_the output of phonological rules are
said to emerge automatically froni the
gestural account as a result of general
processes of increased overlap between
gestures (presumably some inter-gestural
phasrng relations do change) and
reduction in magnitude of gestures [14]
In the sentence ‘He said a fan coulo‘lsurprise you’, which might be realised as[me fatn kad sopraiz ju] or, morerapidly, as [...9 feet] kad spraizu] theapparent change of the alveolar nasal to avelar wouldresult from the velar gesturefor the plosrve overlapping the alveolargesture and masking its acousticconsequences (cf. [18]); the ‘deletion' ofthe first syllable of ‘surprise' would be anautomatic consequence of the labialclosure overlapping the [s]; and the [1]would result from the competing effectsgarage . gestqes (for [z] and [i])

in an 'articulgtgr; competing for the same

.Faced with two ve di '
stimuli, let us say if fagelaerild 8130:1835
utterance of ‘fon could’, or ‘surpriseyou , from different recordings, it might
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be possible to determine whether the
different acoustic properties of the second
one (changed formant trajectories
durations, etc.) are compatible with ii
being a speeded up version of the first
one, or are the product of a different
articulatory mechanism. That is, if we
have enough speech at one rate in the fast
recording to be able to replicate the
speaker usmg articulatory synthesis, and
if rate change turns out to involve similar
articulatory strategies across speakers, we
could change the rate of articulation of the
synthesised version of the first and test
whether the acoustic properties of the
second recording are compatible with it
havrng been produced by the same
speaker.

The implementation, let alone practical
application, of such a procedure, lies a
long way off. In particular the inference
of articulatory activity from the acoustic
srgnal, .which is a prerequisite to the
suggestions above, would require a very
sophisticated method probably involving
analysis-by—synthesis. But such an
approach is not unimaginable, as it would
have been until relatively recently, and it
is_the kind of ambitious goal which might
stimulate fundamental laboratory research
towards taming the variability problem in
speaker idenn'fication.

9 TWINS SPEAK
The linchpin of any investigation is

control. If we are to understand the ways
in which speakers differ, and we assume
that the differences can broadly be
categorised as dependent on ‘organiC' and
learned‘ factors, it would be useful to be

able to control one or other of these
factors. Nature provides such a control in
the case of identical twins, for whom it is
a reasonable hypothesis, though not a
certainty, that they will have extremely
Similar vocal mechanisms. This natural
control case must surely figure
prominently in future research into the
definition of a speaker.

.Recently a pilot study of three pairs 01'
unrversrty-age identical twins, brought up
in shared. environments, was carried out
in Cambridge by Tomasina Oh. The twins
recorded lists of words with /l/ and /l'/
before a range of vowels, as in [14]. one
of the objects being to discover if
members of a pair had different
coarticulatory strategies. Interestingly.
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consistent differences of various kinds did

emerge between the members of each

air. In the most striking case, [r] was

realised by different articulations: as [i] by

one member and as [o] by the other, with

consequent acoustic and coarticulatory

differences. In another pair, one member

consistently palatalised /1/ more than the

other. In the third pair, whose words

showed in general a high degree of

similarity, one twin showed greater

fronting of /u:/ after /1/ than the other. On

the other hand the prediction that there

might be distinct coarticulatory strategies

was not borne out in general.

This particular study demonstrates that

identical twins do not have identical

speech. But, more generally, studies. of

twins provide the possibility of studymg

the extent to which speaker characteristics

are behavioural rather than anatomical.

l 0 CONCLUSION
It is certain that progress towards the

definition of the speaker will involve the

laboratory. What I have argued here is

that to tackle the central problem of

between- and within—speaker variability, it

will not be sufficient (though it Will be

necessary) to carry out acoustic

measurement studies on large

populations, and to continue only to apply

current techniques of analysrs. Rather,

theoretical and technical innovations of

various kinds are needed; and our goals

need to be, perhaps, more ambitious than

at present.
In what sense ‘the definition of each

speaker can be expected to emerge from

the laboratory' will have to wait for an

answer until the results of such

innovations begin to materialise. Whilst I

share French’s more cautious vrew that

speaker identification will never be like

fingerprinting (section 3 above), lbelieve

we are far from having reached the

bounds of what is possible in speaker

characterisation.
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ABSTRACT .

One of the major areas within Forensic

Phonetics, and to some extent Phonetics in

general, is that of speaker recognition—and

especially speaker identification. To date,

most of the problems attendant to this issue

have escaped resolution. The chaos here
may be due to the fact that several types of
professionals (Phoneticians, Engineers,
Psychologists and the Police) all are

working in the area but in a fairly
uncoordinated manner. The strengths and

abilities each bring to it are incomplete and

ofien are further degraded by their
weaknesses. The result is that no robust

method of speaker identification currently

exists. The following presentation will

provide a review of the basic problems in
the field, its boundaries, past approaches to

the problem, the strengths and limitations
of the relevant specialists and a model
which could lead to its resolution in "the
next decades.“ Forensic Phoneticians are
central here; however, the model specifies
that objective means must be employed if a
valid and effective speaker identification
system is to become a reality.

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the fairly new--and certainly

exciting-areas within the Phonetic Sciences
is that of Forensic Phonetics. Specialists
with-in this area are making significant
contributions both to relevant research and
in response to problems faced by members
of the legal and law enforcement
communities. This interface ranges fiom
speech enhancement and/or decoding to
tape authentication, fiom detection of stress
in voice to the vocal cues which signal
intoxication. However, of all the problems
encountered, that of speaker identification-
is probably the most challenging and

(perhaps) the most important. For one
thing, it involves issues that are
fundamental to the Phonetic Sciences;
indeed, it appears appropriate to state that
research here should claim a measurable
portion of our time and energy. Second, it
holds substantial social significance.

By now we should have defined and

structured the issue. Ifwe could not 'solve"

it, we should have, at least, approached it in

a coordinated manner so that the relevant

relationships could be systematically

researched. Unfortunately, we have not

done so. As a discipline, our members have
tended more to react to positions taken by,

or requests from, members of other

disciplines rather than to have organized

the necessary models and carried out

appropriate research. Whether we like it or

not, this area ofour field is in near chaos.

In the preceding paper, Nolan has

provided most of the basic definitions

relative to the speaker identification task

and has outlined certain of the specific
problems and difiiculties we face. In the
effort to follow, an attempt will be made to

supplement his perspective and provide a

model which could lead to a solution ”in

the next decades”. To do so, several issues

must be addressed; they include reviews of

l) the bases for speaker identification; is it

possible to do it in the first place? 2) the

boundaries of, and approaches to the
problem; which of the available approaches

may ultimately lead to a successful

resolution? 3) the other classes of

professionals who are relevant to the area;

what are their responsibilities and whitt
contributions can they make? 4) guidelines

for future speaker identification efforts; it.
the proposed model.

2. BASES FOR SPEAKER
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IDENTIFICATION
Two related questions may be asked

about the identification of speakers by

voice. They are: 1) does each human speak

in a manner so idiosyncratic that, overall,

hehe is difi‘erent from all others and 2) is

inter-speaker variability always greater than

intra-speaker variability? The answer to
both of these questions is a resounding

"probably not!" Worse yet, it is to the
discredit of our discipline that we have not

already researched these fundamental issues

to any great extent. Indeed, nearly all the

authors of the over 700 presentations on

speaker recognition listed by Hollien and

Alderman [l] have addressed only narrow

issues or relationships-—and many of them

involve "application." Application? At first

glance it would appear counterproductive

(if not ludicrous) to attempt the "solving"

of a problem before its nature is under-

stood. None-the-less, this situation

functionally constitutes the present State-

of-the-Science re: speaker identification.

What is needed, of course, is a major

research thrust in the basic areas. For one

thing, researchers should attempt to

determine if talkers actually do exhibit

unique enough characteristics to permit

universal speaker identification to be
developed. At the very least, an effort of

this type would establish the limits and

boundaries of the problem and, possibly,

lead to techniques and/or procedures which
would pemtit a valid, if restricted,
response.

In reality, there is little-to-no possibility

that such a massive effort would be

supported by any agency or group. This is
surprising as there is no question but the
need for valid speaker identification and
verification methods is a critical one. It

exists in nearly every sector of society.

What is lacking is the foresight by any of

the relevant agencies to see beyond an end-
product. Sadly enough, the need is for basic

research; about all that will be supported is

"product development.“
Given the unlikelihood that basic Speaker

identification issues can be addressed in any
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meaningful way, only a single recourse
appears available. That is, all that may be

possible is to generate a working model by
the synthesis and interpolation of current
information as supplemented by research
conducted on a piece-meal basis. Actually,
some of the necessary relationships have
been established-at least enough of them
for researchers to attempt advances in this

area. Usefirl data already can be found in a

number of published articles and reports;
four books (Baldwin and French, 2;

Hollien, 3; Kuenzel, 4 and Nolan, 5)

provide summaries of most ofthe important
relationships; further, they suggest some

useful models. It now appears evident that
the two questions cited above must be
answered in the negative only if a binary

answer is required. It also appears evident

that a given talker may be differentiated

from other individuals within specific sets

of speakers ifa critical number of his or her

features are measured and appro-priate

metrics (in multidimensional space) are

established and compared. On a simpler

level, it appears that establishing speaker

profiles may very well be of merit. What

appears both needed and realistic is

completion ofa number of investigations in

which attempts are made to identify and

validate these individual parameters-plus

constellations of pararneters--which are

robust to the task. Subsequently, the

resistance of these individual parameters

and profiles to forensic type degradation

can be studied. However, it should be

noted that this element within the model

does not reject human decisions for some

mathematically derived metric or group of

metrics. The fundamental focus here still

would be on human performance and it‘s

assessment by humans.

3. THE BOUNDARIES OF SPEAKER

IDENTIFICATION '

As was pointed out in the prior paper by

Nolan (see also Hollien, 3 for a definition),

speaker identification is only one element

within the general rubric of speaker
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recognition Here the task is to determine if

a given (and known) speaker is the same

person as the one who produced the target

utter-ances (i.e., the “unknown“ talker).

This task is a very difficult one primarily

due to the nature of speech and the
situation within which it exists. The speech

will be noncontemporary; all sorts of
channel and speaker distortions may (and
usually do) exist. For example, i) there
may be many competing speakers, 2) the

unknown talker may have provided only a
limited speech sample, 3) the process is an

"open" one (i.e., the unknown may not be
in the suspect pool), 4) speakers usually are
uncooperative, 5) poor recordings may

exist, and so on. In this milieu, the scientist
(or practitioner) will have little control over

the available signals.
0n the other hand, speaker verifica-tion

is a process where an attempt is made to
authenticate the identity of a given speaker
by comparing his utterances to those in a
closed set of voices of which he is a
member (that is, unless he is an irnposter).
Because of the high control practitioners
enjoy in this situation (a closed set, speaker
cooperation, continual updates, exten-sive
samples, sophisticated equipment, etc.) the
challenge of speaker verification is a much
less rigorous one than is that of
identification. As would be expected, far
more research has been carried out in the
verification area (than on identification) as
it rs easier to manage and can lead to
substantial monetary returns. What few
people appear to realize is that, due to the
severe challenge created by the identifi-
cation task, there is little chance that even
successful verification approaches can be
applied to "solve" identification. It also is
unfortunate that very few people
understand that any method which is
successful for speaker identification will
srmultancously solve the verification
problem.

Boundaries to speaker identification also
have been established in other domains. In
one case, it is the decision-making process
that rs controlling. There are three I‘entities"
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which can be involved in this process: I)
laymen, 2) professionals (usually
Phoneticians) and non-humans (i.e.,
computers, other machines). These

divisions, while even more complex than
they seem, have essentially been defined in
Courts-of-Lew. They will be discussed in
turn. '

3a Laymen.

The Courts have pretty much established,

defined and limited acceptable behavior for

the first of these cohorts, i.e., laymen.

Ordinarily, the process involved takes one
of two forms. In the first instance, an

individual who can demonstrate a close
familiarity with the unknown talker is
allowed to testify that he or she can
recognize and identify him or her as the
(otherwise) "unknown" speaker. In
support, there is very good research
evidence as a basis for this postulate; that

is; people who really know a talker usually
can identify that person from speech
samples at very high degrees of accuracy.
On the other hand, there is no research

available which will allow predictions to be
made about how often a given individual
will be correct in a specific situation.
Moreover, the question must be asked as to
whetherornotthisprocedureispart ofthe
speaker identification milieu? Ofcourse it

is. While not central at all to the
fundamental requisites of the area (or the
model to follow), it is the responsibility of
Phoneticians to study such behaviors and to
define them and their limits.

The second subgroup within the
untrained cohort involves people who do
not know the talker but have heard him
We know from research that untrained
individuals, while usually not particularly
good at this task, exhibit great variation in
their natural ability and that environmental
circumstances may have a substantial affect
in upgrading or degrading their perform-
ance. Additionally, the process here ofien
culminates in what are referred to as
earwitness lineups or "voice parades.‘

These lineups are a reality and cannot be
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ignored. The procedures used in their

conduct vary wildly both with respect to

their nature and quality; currently, a lively

controversy exists as to who should control

the earwitness process in the first place-

Phoneticians, the police or relevant

Psychologists. Again the problems

associated with earwitness lineups are

rather peripheral to core speaker

identification Nevertheless, the issues here

are the responsibility of the Forensic

Phonetician. Relevant procedures are, and

will continue to be, employed by law

enforcement agencies and the courts. While

they cannot be central to our model, they

must be taken researched
and understood.

3b Professionals.

The second group includes trained

professionals--usually Forensic

Phoneticians-who are responsible for the

judgements about a speaker's identity.

Since the professional but rarely knows the

unknown talker, their procedures must

involve systematic comparisons of some

type. They certainly require that a stored

sample ofthe unknown talker, plus one for

the suspect, are available. As is well

known Phoneticians ofien employ panels

of trained and untrained auditors to

perceptually judge whether a particular

unkn0wn voice was produced by the same

person as was the "known" voice. This

procedure usually involves direct

comparisons of samples which are

embedded in a field provided by foils or

controls The Phonetician uses the resulting

scores to aid him or her in making

decisions; machine processing also may be

canied out for the same purposes. But

what he or she most commonly does is
listen to samples ofthe unknown voice plus

that of the suspect (possibly within a field

of foils) over and over again This process

ordinarily involves assessment of these

talkers' specific features (dialect,

firndamental frequency, voice quality,

artiwlation, etc.,) one at a time. It has been

shown that techniques wherein the
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segmentals and suprasegmentals of speech
are systematically evaluated work pretty
well and they do so under a variety of

conditions. Nonetheless, not much is

known about the efficiency or, even, the

validity of these approaches. There does

not even appear to be a methodological

consistency among the Forensic
Phoneticians who work in this area. Which
of these professionals is better at it than

others, what are their “hit“ rates, how do

the various techniques stack up against

each other, how does effectiveness vary as

a function of different situations? The

questions are many but the answers few.

Moreover, this area is absolutely central to

the speaker identification process.

So Machines.
The third approach is that of machine

processing of the speech signal for speaker

identification purposes. Again the

procedures employed take two directions.

The first involves traditional signal

processing techniques such as axis

crossings, HMM, LPC, Cepstral

approaches and/or related methods. In the

second, researchers attempt to duplicate

human auditory processing of the signal;

they seek out those features that auditors

employ in making identification decisions,

attempt to develop appropriate algorithms

and, subsequently, program computers to

mimic the process. These several

approaches have a longer history than is

generally appreciated. Early attempts at

development reach back to the World War

II era and are contemporary with the

'voiceprint' technique (i.e., subjective

pattern matching of time-frequency-

amplitude sound spectrograms). Some of

the eariy attempts were sited at govemment

or industrial laboratories; others were

commercial efforts at speaker verification.

Unfortunately the thrust was primarily on

system development rather than on data

gathering relative to basic identification.

Hence, a number of excellent beginnings

were abandoned when field trials proved

disappointing. Even the few sustained,
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long-tenn programs have progressed but
slowly. It must be said that even the near-
magic of modern technology is not
inadequate to the task when the

establishment of applied techniques is
required before the basic relationships are
understood.

Therein lies the functional challenge to
the forensic application of speaker
identification—or to speaker identification
procedures developed for any reason. It
will be difficult to establish any kind of
effective system until at least reasonable
information is available about the natural
boundaries of this area and the inter- and
intra-speaker variability confiisions
resolved. Once relevant relationships here
have been established, the ways by which
application can be carried out also will
become available.

4. PARALLEL BUT
UNCOORDINATED EFFORTS

A second rather serious problem also
exists in the speaker identification area. It
results from the well intentioned, but
sometime misguided, efforts of the three
major groups of professionals working on
speaker identification problems. They are
the Phoneticians, Audio-Engineers and
relevant Psychologists. The insularity and
narrowness within each of these groups is
creating a serious impediment to orderly
progress in the area.

For example, the expertise of
Psychologists and Phoneticians overlap in
the earwitness identification area. Of
course, the Psychologists appear to be
almost exclusively concerned with voice
parades, whereas Forensic Phoneticians
have tended to downgrade this procedure
as a risky one at best. It is only very
recently that each of these groups has
become aware of the relevant philosophies
and activities of the other. Procedures here
certainly would benefit from a melding of
the behavioral skills/knowledge of the
Psychologists (and their
research/experience with eye-witness
lineups) and the Phonetician's fundamental
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understanding of hearing and gun].
perceptual speaker identification. Further,
an even more active role, by Psychologists,
directed at other speaker identification
issues should result in better understanding
of all of the behaviors involved.

A problem with even more serious
consequences is that which exists between
Phoneticians and relevant Engineers. Many
Phoneticians are quite unwilling to extend
their identification efl‘orts beyond the
traditional aural-perceptual techniques and
employ modern technology. On the other
hand, Engineers often view the
identification process as a simple signal
analysis exercise and do not seem to
understand how the effects of social
pressures, the enormous variability in
human behavior and the vagaries of the
forensic milieu itself can disrupt machine
processing of any type. Accordingly, with
but few exceptions, the Phonetician's
computer-based efforts have been rather
feeble and Engineers' attempts to fit their
procedures into the real world have been
equally disappointing. On the one hand,
many Phoneticians refuse to accept the
possibility that the only solution to the
speaker identification challenge will involve
the use of modern technology. Yet, the
reality here is quite apparent. On the other
hand, the Engineer typically cites what he
or she perceives as inadequate quantitative
skills on the part of the Phonetician as well
as the contradictions-confiisions to be
found in their literature. Engineers suggest
that the answer is in the signal and a good
solution can be easily achieved if they only
were allowed to address the problem
Perhaps so. However, ifthis is true, why it
it that progress is relatively nonexistent
when the much more malleable issue of
speaker verification is considered? More
important, even after decades of great
effort, closure still has not been realized
with respect to the challenge of speech
recognition by machine. Perhaps it is
because Engineers have not been willing to
address problems related to speech and
speakers as well as the myriad of other
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distortions (environmental, channel,
speaker) found in the communicative act.

Unlike the difficulties outlined in the
previous section, a reasonable solution re:
the differences among professionals, may
be possible. That is, after nearly a half

century offi'ustration, these groups may be
realizing that they need to establish a
firnctional interface with each other.
Further, since Phoneticians are central to

the problem, it would appear that they bear

the primary responsibility in fostering such
cooperation. Not an easy task, of course,

but one that is mandatory if an effective
solution is to be realized.

5. A MODEL
As stated, there currently appears to be

only one reasonable solution to the

challenge of identifying speakers by voice.
It is to develop a machine-based system
which can be used to decode and analyze
the identity information contained within
the speech signal in much the same manner
as does the human being. The responsibility
for each decision would be the same (i.e.,
the professional); the primary difi'erence
being that software would be substituted
for neuroprocessing. One such approach
has been to identify, and single out (for

processing) those features which people use

in this manner (Hollien, 3; Stevens, 6). For

example, fundamental frequency level and
variability, vocal intensity patterns, prosody
plus voice and speech quality are among

those elements which have been specified.
Segmentals also can be included but they

are a little more difficult to process on an
automatic or semiautomatic basis.
Nonetheless, patterns of vowel formant
usage are important here as are articulatory
gestures and especially dialect. The
advantages of using an approach such as
this one is that the data fi'om aural-
perceptual speaker identification research
can be used to structure the effort; afier all

humans actually attend to such features and

generally are reasonably successful in using
them as identity cues. Perhaps even more
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important, auditors appear capable of
carrying out this task even in the face of
severely degraded listening conditions.
Thus, it should be clear that, if machines

can be taught to focus on these same
relationships, and process them properly, a
reasonable solution to the cited problem
should be achievable. Certainly, a given set
of procedures can be established, applied

and tested; as a result, system strengths and

weaknesses can be understood. It is only by

this approach, or a similar one, that a valid

and effective speaker identification
procedure can be developed. Most

important, its use would eliminate most, if

not all, of the very subjective methods

currently being employed. Indeed, it is

diflicult to understand, much less assess (on

any reasonable basis anyway) the effective-
ness of Forensic Phoneticians no matter
how well trained, talented and motivat-ed

they are. Worse yet, some of their

techniques may be considered proprie-tary
and, hence, cannot be assessed at all.

Please note, however, that it is not being

suggested that only machine (computer)

assessment of natural speech features is a

viable approach to speaker identification.

There probably are other elements within
the speech signal that can serve as effective

identify cues also. The fact that traditional

signal analysis approaches have proven

grossly inadequate should not preclude

efforts to identify still other cues that

maybe more robust. Further, it must be

remembered that many assumptions must

be made even if signal analyses of the

natural speech feature type are employed.

That is, it is not presently known just how

robust each of the "natural" attributes are
when environmental distortions (noise,

passband, speaker distortions) are present;

not is it known how they can be combined

to effect good decisions. While logic and

available data will allow a few predictions

to be made, it is not possible to specify just

how robust each parameter will be under all

(or even some) of the conditions which will

occur. Nor is it known just how they

should be normalized and weigh-ted within
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the speaker profile. Of course, any signal
analysis approach will suffer fiom these
same restrictions. Hence, experiments will
have to be carried out to establish these
relation-ships before vectors are applied.

Is it possible to proceed even in the face
of questions about speaker variability and
the differential effects of speakers,
recording equipment and the environment?
This query probably can be answered in the
affirmative if a model is established and
safeguards are included in its structure. A
suggested model is as follows.

1. It must be assumed first that only digital
analysis of the signal will yield a method
that ultimately can be established as: a)
stable, b) robust, c) efficient and d)
universal.

2. The ultimate decisions made must be the
responsibility of Forensic Phoneticians
and/or other professionals-mot the
machines themselves.

3. The limitations (cited in the text) must be
addressed or, at least, taken into account.
That is, compensation for the possibility
that intra-speaker variability may exceed
inter-speaker variability must be made both
with respect to relatively small and very
large populations of talkers. The system
also must be resistive to channel and
speaker distortions.

4. It must be recognized that any attempt to
establish a functioning method must be
programmatic in nature. That is, it is
doubtful that one or even a few
experiments will yield information sufficient
to develop a working system; a substantial
program ofresearch will have to be carried
out.

5. The parameters, features and/or vectors
(within the signal) which provide the
identity cues must be identified and tested.
As has been implied, enough infomiation
must be gathered about each of them that
their behavior can be predicted. The
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situations in which they are effective and
not effective must be established.

6. The ability of a proposed "system" to
respond to a variety of situations and
challenges should be researched and system
robustness inductively specified. Test
selection and administration is critical to
this process. There is little chance that a
system designed even for limited use can be
developed unless users have information
about the specific types of situations to
which it can be successfully applied.

7. The system must be multidimen-sional in
nature. Indeed, there probably is no single
(or even small group of) feature(s) that will
permit a particular speaker to be identified
even under the most restricted of
cirurmstances. Further, identification of the
number and class of situations in which the
method will be effective will require
additional analysis--and ultimately the
merging of a number of features. The
number and class of situations in which the
method will be effective will require
additional analysis-and ultimately the
merging ofa number of features. A profile
approach should be a effective in this
regard.

As may be seen, the model cited specifies
that an objective (rather than subjective)
approach must be taken if the speaker
identification problem is to be resolved. So
too must a concerted effort be mounted to
pemrit rational decisions to be made as to
what may and may not be a accomplished.
This discourse should not be interpreted as
one of fault-finding as many researchers
have contributed materially to the corpus of
information now available. Nor is fair to
fault individuals for carrying out finite
(rather than programmatic) projects; ofien
the culprit was the simple lack of funding.
Pelilaps, the only blame to be assessed here
is one which can be directed at those
practitioners who make sweeping claims
about their methods; some show promise
but all presently are of limited scope.
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The solution also demands a change in

the work patterns and philosophies of the

specialists involved. Anyone--includmg

Forensic Phoneticians--who believes that

good resolution will emerge solelyfiom

efforts within his or her specialty, is not

being realistic. It will take the combined

efforts of members from all three of the

cited professions to affect a solution.
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ABSTRACT

In this contribution, it is argued that

the forensic applications of their field

should no longer be ignored or denied by

phoneticians. The development of foren-

sic phonetics in the last decade including

the increased importance of computer-

ized procedures is outlined. Owing to the

degradations introduced to the signal by

the conditions under which forensic re-

cordings are typically made, however,

there is serious doubt that a fully auto-

matic voice identification device will

emerge in the near fixture. Topics for
further research are indicated.

1. INTRODUCTION
The forensic application of phonetic

sciences is one of the most controversial
issues within the phonetics community.
The extreme standpoints are probably

represented by the successors of the so-

called voice print technique in the United

States, i.e. the Voice Identification and

Acoustic Analysis Subcommittee
(VIAAS) of the International Association

for Identification (IAI) on the one hand
and groups like the British Association of
Academic Phoneticians (BAAP) or the
Bureau du Groupe Communication
Parle’e de la Socie'té Francaise
d'Acoustique on the other hand. Whereas
the former group not only advocates fo-
rensic speaker identification uncondi-
tionally but also basically holds the view
that anyone with a high school diploma
can do it after having undergone a two-
week training course[1], the latter have
taken rather strong positions against fo-
rensic phonetics in general and forensic
speaker identification in particular by
adopting motions to the effect that pho-
neticians should not engage in such

tasks[2]‘. A third view on the subject is

represented by the International Associa-
tion for Forensic Phonetics (IAFP),
which was formed in York in 1989. This
organization aims to provide a forum for
discussion among those who either work

in the field of forensic phonetics and/or

have an academic interest in it as well as
to define and ensure professional stan-

dards in this area.
Discussion about the forensic appli-

cation of phonetics has focussed on two
principal issues: (1) Is it ethical for any-
one to undertake forensic case work at
all as long as scientific/empirical proof
for the notion of "one speaker - one

voice" has not been established?; (2) Are
phoneticians more qualified than others
to do forensic speaker identification?.

This contribution will address these
issues which are controversial among

phoneticians as well as - in line with the

theme of this session - the question of

what can be realistically expected to
come from the laboratory within the next

few decades.
Since a good part of the reservations

that many phoneticians have about the

forensic application of their field seem to

stem from misconceptions about the ex-

act nature of that work and the condi-

tions under which it is done, a brief ac-

count of what forensic phoneticians ac-

tually do as well as the methods em-

ployed will be given. Although virtually

any question related to speech or sound

may be put to the phonetician in a par-

ticular case, this contribution will largely

focus on speaker identification.

‘ There are indications to the effect that several

members of BAAP now take a different View of
forensic applications of phonetics than they did

15 years ago when the motion was passed-
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2. \VHAT FORENSIC PIIONETI-

CIANS DO
Some of the misconceptions of pho-

neticians about the forensic applications

of their field may be due to the voiceprint

legacy or other rather rash accounts of

cases which are not representative of the

state of the art in forensic phonetic work

[3]. Specifically, many phoneticians do

not seem to be aware of the fact that

speaker identification, i.e. the comparison

of a speech sample produced by an un-

known speaker involved in the commis-

sion of a crime to that of one or more

suspects, forms an important task for the

forensic phonetician but by no means the

only one. Other activities include speaker

profiling or characterization, the analysis

of disputed utterances, the analysis of

background noise, the design of voice

line-ups as well as interpretation of their

results, intelligibility enhancement of

noisy tape recordings, and tape authenti-

cation. The most relevant of these is

speaker profiling, a task which is regu-

larly requested in the early stages of e.g.

kidnappings when a recording of the

criminal's voice is available. Most of the

time the voice forms the only lead at this

stage of the investigation, and its analy-

sis with respect to sex, age group, re-

gional accent or dialect, peCuliarities or

defects in the pronunciation of certain

speech sounds, sociolect, mannerisms

etc. is of paramount importance for the

investigation and thus, eventually, for the

victim's life.
Not every forensic phonetician should

or would engage in all of the above ac-

tivities; what people are ready to take on

largely depends on their specialization

during their education and - as in other

fields of expertise - on the amount of in-

sight in the limits of their knowledge.

The International Association for Foren-

Sic Phonetics has established a Code of

Practice in order to ensure that its mem-

bers will not exceed the limits of their

expertise.[4]
In this context it is important to men-

tion that one of the foremost duties of
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phoneticians is to explain to various

groups of people what forensic phonetics

cannot do, e.g. point to the limitations

induced by telephone transmission or by

speech samples in a language of which

the phonetician does not have perfect

command or the impossibility to judge a

speaker’s sincerity based on phonetic evi-

dence alone.

3. THE FORENSIC ENVIRONMENT
At first glance, any discussion about

forensic voice comparison methodology

may seem quite dated in view of the fact

that very powerful speaker recognition

algorithms are available for commercial

purposes, i.e. access control. But all of

these systems require cooperative
speakers in the sense that the speaker

makes an effort to articulate clearly, that

she or he agrees to pronounce it prese-

lected phrase panicularly suitable for

comparison purposes, and that she or he

is prepared to repeat an utterance if nec-

essary. Needless to say, none of these

prerequisites are met by forensic record-

rngs.
Furthermore, in commercial speaker

verification the number of speakers with

whom the actual sample has to be com-

pared is by definition finite, whereas fo-

rensic speaker identification is almost

always an open-set task. Thus, even if as

many as 20 recordings of suspects are

submitted, there is no reason to assume

that the offender is among them.

Aside from these principal issues

there are some technical factors which

preclude the use of commercial speaker

recognition techniques in the forensic

domain. The most frequent and also the

most salient one is telephone transmis-

sion, which implies a bandwidth limita-

tion to 300-3400 Hz and a restriction of

the dynamic range to 30dB, if the line is

good. This loss of frequency and ampli-

tude information can obviously not be

compensated for and leaves the phoneti-

cian with a limited basis for judgement.

Specifically, forrnants outside the fre-

quency range of the telephone line cannot
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be measured, and rnisarticulations of
fricatives like lisps may no longer be de-
tectable.

Finally, the quantity and the quality of
the material available for analysis is to a
large extent controlled by the offender.
Thus, even if as much as one minute of
net speech (i.e. not counting pauses,
hesitations etc.) is available, it may not be
assumed that the material will fully repre-
sent the range of that person's verbal be-
havior.

One way of reacting to adverse
conditions like the ones outlined above
15, of course, to refrain from doing any
forensic phonetic work at all. This seems
to be the course of action suggested by
BAAP as well as the GCP who have
taken a rather strong view against pho-
netrcrans' engaging in forensic work by
adopting motions to the effect that
"phoneticians should not consider them-
selves expert in speaker identification
until they have demonstrated themselves
to be. so” and "the GCP Bureau affirms
that, in its opinion, speaker identification
experts have yet to furnish any verifyable
proof of their abilities"[2], respectively.
On the other hand, there can be no doubt
that phoneticians do possess specific
knowledge about the human voice and its
analysrs, and it seems difiicult to argue
that the knowledge there is should be
wrthheld from the legal community just
because it is limited. To put it drastically'
If a child has been kidnapped and a re-'
cording of the kidnapper‘s voice as well
as that of a suspect were available it
would be absurd to outright refuse to,do
a phonetic voice comparison for lack of
theoretical foundation.

4. METHODOLOGICAL
APPROACHES
4.1. Auditory vs. spectrographic

As far as methods employed in fo-
rensrc speaker identification are con-
cerned, the history of forensic phonetics
Is a history of extremes. On the one hand
there used to be a very strong aural-per:
ceptual phonetic tradition in Britain [3,5].
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The conclusions reached by this method
are largely based on a minute dialec-
tological description of the samples in
question, along with judgements of seg-
ment articulations as well as pitch and
Intonation. Although auditory phonetic
procedures still form an important part of
forensic speaker identification and obvi-
ously the most powerful tool in speaker
profiling, voice comparison reports
which are based on listening techniques
alone are no longer considered state of
the art [6,7].

The other extreme is represented by
those who sought to reduce the human
factor by applying various partly or firlly
automatic procedures. The worst facet of
this is what has become known as the
"voiceprint" technique, first introduced in
the United States by Lawrence Kersta in
the 19605 [8]. The obviously untenable
analogy to the evidential value of fin-
gerprints as well as the lack of theoretical
foundation and poor training of the so-
called "experts" [I] have done severe
damage to forensic speaker identification
as a whole. The visual inspection and
comparison of spectrograms is obviously
neither objective nor superior to aural-
perceptual methods - the subjective
judgement is merely shifted to the visual
domain, and considering the sensitivity of
the human ear as compared to the crude
resolution of a spectrogram easily reveals
the severe shortcomings of the technique
as a whole. No claims are made concem-
mg the theoretical validation of the pro-
cedures used beyond the - unvalidated -
assumption that formant structures and
other spectral characteristics which are
evrdent from a spectrogram are different
for each individual. Even though this as-
sumption has been shown to be incorrect

[9. 10], and voice identifications based
on spectrograms were found to be much
less reliable than those based on aural-
perceptual judgements [ll], it has taken
decades 'to convince judges in most.
though not all, States of the US ‘0 no
longer admit "voiceprint" evidence, and i1
still seems to be practised in some coun-
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tries including Israel and Italy. A slightly

modified form of the voiceprint technique

is still adhered to by the VIAAS of the

1A], but the “Voice Comparison Stan-

dards" as published by that organization

[1] cannot be considered as a basis for

serious discussion, as is indicated by the

list of required reading for all of its

examiners, which consists of 11 titles

followed by the suggestion to read the

manuals for any equipment used in the

examination.

The use of formants as a sole basis

for forensic voice comparisons has fairly

recently been advocated in a different

context by some scientists whose back-

ground seems to be in engineering rather

than phonetics [12, l3, 14]. They pro-

pose to compare formant values and

sometimes also pitch [sic]. They argue

that all it takes to arrive at exact percent-

age values for the probability of identity

or non—identity of two voice samples is

the right statistical procedures. This,

however, would only be true if it could

safely be assumed that the within-speaker

variation with respect to formants and

fonnant-related acoustic parameters is

under all circumstances smaller than the

between—speaker variation. That this is

precisely not the case has been demon-

strated in the course of the voiceprint

controversy (see above). Thus, ap-

proaches like those described so far do

not only lack theoretical foundation but

run counter to established phonetic

knowledge.

4.2. The current approach

Since the eariy 19805, an approach to

speaker identification which combines

traditional aural—perceptual and acoustic

phonetic techniques has become increas-

ingly widespread. 1t emerged from a re-

search project at the German Bun-

deskriminalamt and has been used in

thousands of cases at that institution

alone [15]. The first stage in the exami-

nation consists in a detailed auditory

analysis of the voice samples involved.

Much like the profiling of anonymous
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voices, this part of the analysis pertains

to parameters like voice quality, dialect

or regional accent, speech defects, mis—

articulations of sounds, speech rate, into-

nation, rhythm, but it also includes ob-

servations on syntactic, idiomatic, and

even paralinguistic features like breathing

patterns. The main results of this analysis

are documented in a transcript using IPA

symbols in order to facilitate a compari-

son of the results with those of other ex-

perts. This aural-perceptual analysis is

complemented by an acoustic phonetic

examination of the recordings. Thus,

several of the parameters used in the re-

port can be quantified or described more

precisely than by auditory analysis alone.

A good example is formed by the set of

parameters concerning voice. A "high-

pitched" voice in auditory phonetic terms

can thus be described as exhibiting an

average fundamental frequency of, say,

158 Hz. What the auditory phonetician

might call a well—modulated voice can be

characterized as having a standard devia-

tion from the average F0 of, say, 28 Hz.

An intonation contour which strikes the

auditory phonetician as "unusually styl-

ized", can be described as involving steps

of, say, 87 Hz. 1n the area of articulation,

formants as well as eg. the frequency of

a I'sharpened" /s/ or a strikingly long

aspiration can be measured. Thus, of the

parameters studied, as many as possible

are documented using the whole set of

techniques which are currently available

in acoustic phonetics. Some of the algo-

rithms were tailored to the specific needs

of forensic material. All analyses are

carried out bearing in mind the communi-

cative context and the emotional state of

a speaker. Of particular interest are fea-

tures like those mentioned above, which

deviate from the usual. The difficult part

for the forensic phonetician is, of course,

to define what is “usual“ or "norm” and

what is "deviation“. This is partly done

on the basis of statistics showing the

distribution of features like average F0 in

the relevant population or, if such are not

available, on the basis of experience.
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Much forensic phonetic research is di-

rected at establishing distributional data

for as many parameters as possible. For

the time being, however, the subjective

element in the formulation of the conclu-
sion cannot be completely eliminated. For
the same reason, conclusions are phrased

in terms of probability scales instead of
percentages. The phrasing of the prob-
ability in a particular case will depend on
the amount, quality and phonetic-linguis-
tic yield of the material and the rarity of
the features which are contained in the
voice(s) involved.

5. WHY PHONETICIANS
There are laboratory studies [16, 17]

which suggest that trained phoneticians
are not significantly (though marginally)
better at certain perceptual tasks related
to speaker recognition than phonetically
naive subjects. Those studies specifically
deal with (closed-set) speaker identifica-
tion and pairing [16], and age estimation
[17]. The relevance of these findings with
respect to forensic speaker identification,
however, is not quite clear, because the
experimental design of neither study
represents forensic conditions. Further-
more, in an experiment reported by
Koster [18], recognition and identifica-
tion rates were higher for the expert than
for the non-phoneticians. On the other
hand, there may be perceptual tasks at
which phoneticians are not necessarily
much better than phonetically naive lis-
teners. One should look very closely
whether any experiments can'ied out in
this area test genuinely phonetic skills -
let alone forensic phonetic skills [6] - or
involve intuitive tasks whose underlying
mechanisms have not even been fully ex-
plarned as yet. Certainly, the results of
tests like those cited above should not
tempt us into thinking that phoneticians
are no more competent to describe and
analyze voices than non-phoneticians and
that therefore forensic speaker identifica-
tion can be done by anyone. This would
almost amount to a denial of phonetics as
a screntrfic field.
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Forensic phoneticians have been
criticized for not having come up with
their own experiments which would
demonstrate that they have speaker
identification skills which are superior to
those of ordinary people [19]. On the
other hand, the question is whether there
is a fair (to the non-phoneticians) way of
comparatively testing genuinely phonetic
skills like doing a narrow transcription,
describing the laryngeal setting of a cer-
tain speaker or explaining why a lisp carr-
not be detected in a telephone call. Par-
ticularly in the courtroom situation, it is
of paramount importance that any opin-
ion about voice identity be made explicit
in terms of descriptive phonetic parame-
ters. In order to do this, phonetic training
is mandatory.

As Bolt et al. point out [10, p.99]
there are "two kinds of experience
[which] provide knowledge about the
problems inherent in voice identification
as well as some indication of possible
success. The first is the experience of
those who have attempted the task in
real-life situations. The second is that of

laboratory experimenters [.._]".The posi-
tion outlined above is strongly supported

by the first type of experience cited. Al-
though no exact account was kept,
within the BKA laboratory alone there

are literally hundreds of cases in which
non-phoneticians have made very strong
claims about speaker identity, while the

phonetician indicated that the samples
originated from difi‘erent speakers. A
typical example occurred in the course of
the investigation of a kidnapping. A
Turkish boy had been abducted and W115
still held by the kidnapper(s). Two police
officers who had been listening to tele-

phone taps of a particular person imPll'
cated in another crime for several months
were absolutely convinced that he was

also the kidnapper who had phoned to
demand ransom. The voices were ind .
very similar, but there was also phonetic

evidence .suggesting that the 53111“?
came from two different people. Later m

the investigation, another suspect was re-
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corded because he had been identified by
witnesses as having made the anonymous

phone call, but again there was strong
phonetic evidence against identity (i.e.

the suspect had a stutter whereas the of-

fender did not).Thus, even without for-

mal testing, there is a lot of evidence

from everyday work for the superior

performance ofphoneticians.
This example can also be used to

demonstrate the implications of forensic

phonetic work: If the phonetician fails to
recognize speaker identity, the kidnapper

goes free, and the victim may be killed. If

the scientist falsely identifies the wrong
person, that person might be physically
harmed by members of the special squad

trying to make an arrest and free a kid-

napped child. In the present author’s
view, this kind of responsibility should

make anyone involved in forensic pho-

netic work very cautious, but it can

hardly be used as an argument against

providing expertise to the legal commu—

mty.
Another reason why it seems difficult

for phoneticians to refrain from forensic

case work altogether is a political one.

With so-called speech analysis packages

available for any home computer for less

than £100, even people with no specific
training in phonetics may set out to do
forensic work. French [3, pp. 58-59]

mentions two cases from England in

which sound engineers failed to distin-

guish between letters and sounds in their

reports. In another country, two former

members of the police force set out to do

speech enhancement using commercially

available signal manipulation sofiware,

having to admit that they were not sure
what was actually happening when they

operated certain controls.

There is an imminent danger that this

will happen much more ofien in the fu—

ture, particularly in countries like Eng-

land and the United States whose judicial

system is adversarial, i.e. where usually

both sides hire their own experts. Under

these circumstances, it would seem al-

most like a moral obligation to speak up
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against charlatans working for the other

side. It should be added at this point that

in Germany as well as the Netherlands

the conditions under which any forensic

expert works are quite different: The ju-

dicial systems in these countries can be
described as inquisitorial rather than ad-

versarial, this term implying that any ex-
pert is appointed by the court rather than

by one side. The réle of an expert within

these systems is to supply the court with
expertise pertaining to specific areas in

which the judges themselves2 do not feel

sufliciently competent. The expert is to
be impartial, and she or he has to present
a fit" report of her or his findings irre-
spective of the implications for the trial.

Thus, it is extremely uncommon to have

more than one expert in a trial, and some

of the problems specifically related to the

fact that phoneticians may act as "hired

guns" simply do not occur. The author

would like to add at this point that she is

extremely grateful to be working in this

kind of framework since she would find it

difficult, if not impossible, to be re-

stricted in what she says by either prose-

cution or defense strategy.

6. ANSWERS FROM THE LAB

Nolan has pointed to the shortcom-

ings with respect to the theoretical foun-

dation of forensic speaker identification

12 years ago [20]. Defining the speaker

under laboratory (HiFi) conditions seems

to be a vastly different (and in many re-

spects: easier) task than defining what is

lefi of a speaker in terms of information

contained in the signal under forensic

conditions. In view of the limitations

outlined above, there is a possibility that

we may never be able to come up with an

exhaustive list of speaker-characterizing

features at all. Even if it could be dem-

onstrated experimentally that each

speaker has a voice which is distinct from

2In Germany, there are no jury trials. Instead,

for major crimes there is a panel of five judges,

two ofwhom are lay persons. They decide on the

question of guilt as well as the sentence by

majority vote.
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those of all other speakers of that speech
community, this does by no means imply
that the distinction can always be dis—
covered in the forensic material that hap-

pens to be available. On the other hand,
there are many areas of empirical re-
search which can help to widen the basis

for judgement under forensic conditions.

Thus, a two-way approach is sug-

gested here. Obviously, any laboratory

experiment addressing the one-speaker-

one-voice issue will be of great interest
to anyone involved in forensic phonetics,
even though the findings may have no
immediate bearing on forensic work, e.g.
if articulatory parameters are measured.
Of particular interest fiom the forensic
point of view would be attempts to de-
scribe the full range of a person's verbal
behavior, i.e. changes introduced to the
"neutral" way of speaking by psychologi-
cal . (stress, emotion) or physiological
(fatigue, smoking, alcohol, medication)
factors. Some of these factors have been
studied in detail, ofien with the forensic
application in mind [examples are 21-24]
but the need for this kind of “top-down;
research providing basic data will prob-
ably not be met for decades.

On the other hand, there is the ne-
cessrty to start at the other end, i.e. to
ask how, in view of the forensic envi-
ronment, the procedures currently used
in speaker identification can be improved.
This ”bottom-up" research starts out at
the parameters which can still be assessed
in degraded recordings and seeks to
either quantify parameters which could
not be quantified before or to gain infor-
mation concerning the statistical distri-
bution of certain features in order to be
in a better position to assess the lie-
quency of their occurrence. One exam 1e
for this kind of research is a project car-
rently under way at the Bundeskrimi-
nalamt, Involving the quantification of a
certain type of hoarseness from runnin
speech [25]. A matter of great interesé
not only to forensic phoneticians would
be an exhaustive phonetic description of
hesrtation markers including questions of
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intrapersonal vs. interpersonal variability
Another area for research would be the
distribution of phonetic and linguistic
characteristics in the population, which
would enable the expert to weigh that
parameter more precisely. An example of
this kind of research is currently being
carried out as a joint project between the
Bundeskn'minalamt and the Universities
of Marburg and Tn'er [26]. It consists in
establishing a data base of regional varie-
ties of German and will enable the foren-
SIC phonetician to listen to samples of up
to five min. duration from 450 locations.
Narrow phonetic transcriptions of the
samples are available. It is also possible
to search for specific segments, morphs
and words (in different phonetic con-
texts). A thesaurus component has been
built into it which will display the pho-
nological system of the accent or dialect
in question. It would certainly be desir-
able to have similar data bases for eg.

speech defects.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Speaking is such a complex type of

behavior that I tend to be sceptical that
we may expect an answer to the question

asked in the theme of this session any
time soon. I am not even sure that the

answer is going to be positive, particu-
larly with the complicating factors in-
duced by the forensic setting in mind. No
matter how good a definition of a
speaker will come from the lab, the fo-
rensrc application of these findings will
always be limited by the amount of in-
formation about that speaker which is
contained in a recording, This applies
both to the technical side, i.e. the amount

of frequency and amplitude information
available, and the representativeness of

the material in terms of the speaker's

“normal" voice. There is no doubt, how-
ever, that any step that is taken towards

the definition of each speaker will make

forlensic speaker identification an eaSier
tas _
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TECHNIQUES IN FORENSIC INVESTIGATIONS
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ABSTRACT
There are several major differences

between the sphere of application of
automatic speaker recognition techni-
ques and the conditions attending spea-
ker identification in the forensic con-
text. Some of the factors involved are
discussed below. The prevailing view
that these differences preclude the
introduction of even the more powerful
automatic verification techniques in
forensic work is questioned, and an in—
dication is given of ways in which this
question may profitably be addressed.

1 INTRODUCTION
At first sight, the proposition which

serves as the central theme for this ses—
sion - the definition of the speaker can
be expected to come from the labora-
tory in the next few decades - looks
simple enough. It seems to call for
erther wholehearted support or utter
reyection, and it was no doubt phrased
wr‘th'the express aim of provoking such
pnmrtive responses. However, the sim-
plrcrty. of the proposition is somewhat
deceptive. In its present form, I find
myself unable to react to it in unequi—
vocal terms. I have therefore taken the
lrberty of reformulating it in terms of
what, from my perspective anyway,
seems to be the real question underly-
rng it: "Can automatic speaker recogni-
tion techniques be expected to play a
role in the forensic context in the fore-
seeable future?"

In fact, this question must itself be
rephrased in several ways, with each
subquestion addressing a different
aspect of the central issue. Some of
these questions are discussed below,

and some indications are given of the
way in which they might be resolved.

2 IS TIIERE A VOICEPRINT?
It is widely accepted today that the

term voiceprint is a misnomer for what
is basically simply a spectrographic
representation of a particular utterance
by a particular speaker. Indeed many
would argue that the term is better
avoided altogether. However, there is a
sense in which the term can usefully be
employed in a manner which rather
more closely resembles the parallel use
of the term fingerprint, i.e. to refer to
a unique representation of a particular
individual. For the sake of the present
discussion we could conceive of a
voiceprint as a representation, in what-
ever shape or form, of such acoustic
information as will uniquely charac-
terize each individual speaker. This
would enable us to address a more
specific question, viz. whether a voice-
print in the sense just defined is in fact
a real possibility.

Obviously, such a unique repre-
sentation can only fully serve its pur-
pose if we can rely on the signal under
examination to contain the acoustic
information that is required for a
unique identification. However, we
know that on the physical plane speech
is marked by constant variation. The
representation we are looking f“
would therefore have to reside in a
continuously varying signal. But we
know that as ordinary language users.
even when dealing with speakers with
Whom we are very familiar, we are
liable to make identificatiOn mistakes,
especially — but not exclusively - in
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situations where we are expecting a
particular speaker but are in fact ex-
posed not to the expected speaker but

to a close soundalike. We may think

we hear a friend answering the phone,

only to find that we are talking to his

son. This suggests that, for human

listeners at any rate, there is a very

real sense in which we cannot be sure

that no two speakers speak exactly

alike (Nolan [1]), and that we must at

least consider the possibility that there

is not always enough speaker-specific
information in the signal to enable us

to verify the identity of a familiar spea-

ker, let alone that of an unfamiliar

speaker.

Over and above the inherent variabi-

lity of speech as a physical phenome-

non, there is of course the variation

inherent in speech on the linguistic

plane. Anyone who has been in a posi—

tion to listen to even a moderate

amount of unmonitored speech will

have been struck by the wide variety of

speech styles used by many speakers in

different communicative contexts. As

language users we may be able to iden-

tify speakers on the basis of utterances

produced in a quiet conversational style

with reasonable success but we have

great difficulty doing this if the utter-

ances are produced with different

degrees of intensity. Similarly, we do

not feel confident about extrapolating

the quality of a speaker‘s whisper,

headvoice or loud voice from speech

produced by the same speaker with a

modal voice quality (Breeders and

Rieueld [2]).
Given the variability of speech in

different communicative contexts, it is

doubtful whether any representation

can be made which will captain the

unique autistic information required

for the identification of the maker

from signals as diverse as those {mud

in real-world conditions. Or, phrased

differently, in is doubtful whether the

weakepspecific information contained
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in the signal will be sufficiently uni-
form and consistent across various

speech styles to serve as a basis for
automatic speaker recognition in situ-

ations that are more challenging than

the typical closed-set automatic verifi-
cation context. So it appears that no

matter what type of speaker profile we

conceive of, it is likely to lack the one

property that, together with uniqueness,

makes the fingerprint such a powerful

means of identification, i.e. invariance.

It is worth noting though that in

spite of the lack of reliability that has
been shown to be associated with the

traditional voiceprint technique in fo—

rensic speaker identification (Bolt et al.

[3]), one still occasionally comes

across unwarranted claims like that

recently found in a brochure advertis—

ing the 'Kreutler Computerised Smh

Lab'. Next to the photograph of a

computer screen display which, on

closer examination, turns out to bear a

more than remarkable resemblance to

the Kay CSL—system, the law enforce-

ment and security services type chem

tale that the brochure seeks to address

are offered the following information:

’Foreruic analysis is a widely spread

technique to idem/y persons by their

voice prints. There voice prints are

specific for each person and can not be

altered. ‘ ([4], p. 6)

3 FORENSIC VS COMMERCIAL

APPLICATIONS
Various authors, including both

Krinzel [5] and French [5], have drawn

attention to the severe limitations

imposed by real-work! arduous on

forensic speaker Wonder: and

discuss the heel-ations this has for the

application of actor-ram mks: reneg-

nition procedures, as rated in cemet-

cial appiicatlcns- There are five mains

futon that need to be taken in.) a:-

coum here. The: 1::

Turdependm . .
Incl-.1123: WVW
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systems the utterances that are used for

the verification test can in principle be

pre-selected for best performance. In

the forensic context the nature (and

size) of the contested material is nor—

mally entirely beyond the investigator‘s
control, and the nature of the reference

material, i.e. the material that is known

to have been produced by the known
speaker (usually the suspect), is often

determined by what happens to be
available in a particular case.

Speaker cooperation
Even if reference material can be

collected expressly for the purpose of
an identification test, the investigator
will, even at the best of times, have to
be mindful of the observer's paradox
(labov [7]). As it will not normally be
legally possible to collect a speech
sample without the suspect being aware
of it, let alone without the suspect’s
consent, there is the very real danger
that the reference material that is col-
lected does not constitute a represen-
tative sample of the suspect’s speech.

Obviously, speakers may delibera-
tely set out to systematically alter their
speech style, may choose to be less
than forthcoming and may more gene-
rally try to avoid producing a represen-
tatrve speech sample. However, even
cooperative speakers may, as a result
of the stressful nature of the situation
they find themselves in, produce
speech that varies considerably from
their usual repertoire. In the automatic
speaker verification context however
the srtuation is unlikely to be experien:
ced as stressful and speakers can nor-
mally be relied upon to be cooperative
:Zfiptthey stand to gain from a positive

_ Of course, the uestion '
itself may show qsigns z: '32:?
degrees of deliberate disguise or mori
generally, be of a nature which virtual-
ly precludes its being subjected to an
type of systematic investigation. y
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Recording and transmission condi-

tions

Telephone recordings account for a
very large proportion of all forensic
material. In addition to the major fre-
quency bandwidth reduction of the
telephone system, the effect of the

handset and various less predictable
signal modifications introduced by the
telephone system, there are the effects
of a wide range of recording equipment
to be reckoned with. Between them
they may give rise to a variety of sig-

nal degradations and distortions which

may vary quite considerably from one

call to the next. In the verification

context, of course, none of these com-

plications will normally arise, since

great pains will be taken to control the
quality of recording equipment and

transmission channels.

Class size

A major problem for the application

of automatic speaker recognition tech-

niques in the forensic context lies in

the size of the speaker set in real-world

forensic conditions. Automatic proce-

dures are typically geared to applica-

tions with a known or closed set of

speakers. On the other hand, in the

forensic context, the unknown speaker

cannot be assumed to be one of a small

set of speakers but must normally be

taken to be one of a class whose mem-

bership, if not of indefinite size. may
very often be quite large and is typical-
ly unknown.

Cost of errors
There is an even more fundamental

difference between the usual sphere of

application of automatic techniques and

the forensic context. As is well-known,

in closed-set verification systems. there
rs a trade—off between the false accet)‘

tance of unknown speakers or impost-

ers and the false rejection of known

Speakers or customers. In a commercial

application, the cost incurred by the
false acceptance of an imposter in the
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form of unauthorized access to infor-

mation, services or facilities can be

balanced against the frustration and

loss of time generated by the false

rejection of a bona fide customer. But

in the legal setting, such a cost-benefit

analysis in essentially financial terms

would be unthinkable. Indeed, it has

often been argued that in the forensic

context any method that, in addition to

correct identifications, will produce

even a single incorrect identification is

unacceptable, since it conflicts with one

of the fundamental principles that any

judicial system may be required to sub-

scribe to, which says that it is better to

have a guilty person acquitted than an

innocent suspect convicted.

4 COMMON PROBLEMS

Although it is fair to say that the

factors discussed above present formi-

dable obstacles to the introduction of

automatic speaker recognition techni-

ques in the forensic context, this should

not be taken to imply that there is no

point in investigating conditions in

which benefits may be derived from

their application. It may well be the

case that an automatic speaker identifi-
cation technique, in the sense of a set

of decision procedures that is carried

out entirely independently of human

interpretation, is an unrealistic scenario

but that is not to say that there is no

room for these methods at all.

In fact, there may be good reasons

for a somewhat more optimistic view

than is taken by many commentators.

Part of the explanation for the lack of

progress may lie in the gap separating

what, perhaps somewhat disrespectful-

ly, may be termed the engineering

approach as opposed to the linguistical-

ly-oriented approach to speaker recog-

nition. Leaving aside the decreasing

number of adherents of the voiceprint

welutique, practising forensic phoneti—

Cians, CSPOCially those associated with

the International Association for Foren-
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sic Phonetics (IAFP), are keenly aware

of the need to bridge this gap. There

are indications that speech technologists

too are aware of the need to take more

account of both the linguistic and the

judicial aspects of forensic speaker

identification (Bimbot et a1. [8], p. 82).

This development may well be aided

by a growing awareness that the factors

limiting the applicability of automatic

procedures do not in fact always con-

stitute absolute impediments.

The text

A good example is text dependence.

The use of a limited number of fixed

passwords obviously tends to render

the older automatic verification systems

vulnerable to fraud. After all, with the

increasingly widespread availability of

low-cost, high-quality digital speech

processing technology, it is not too

difficult to record the voice of a bona

fide customer and subsequently replay

it to gain unauthorized access to a

particular system or service. So the

need arises for text—independent or text-

prompted formats. A possible solution

is a combination of speech and speaker

recognition techniques which allows the

system to freely prompt random utter-

ances and to check not only whether

the voice is that of the customer but

also whether the required text is pro—

duced (Furui [9]). On the other hand,

there are many forensic situations

where the requirement of text depend-

ence, i.e. the availability of identical

utterances in both questioned and refer-

ence materials, can easily be met.

The speaker

The same applies to speaker cooper-

ation. Again, there are situations when

reference material is available whose

status is not contested by either party

and which also satisfies the major

demands that it is representative of the

speaker’s linguistic repertoire and is

produced in a communicative context

which is similar to that in which the
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questioned material was produced, so
that an adequate basis for comparison
exists. Conversely, in commercial
speaker verification environments,
there are obviously also limits to the
degree of cooperation with which the
speaker can realistically be relied upon
to interact with the machine. Ironically
enough, the use of such a pre—eminent-
ly human faculty as language by ma-
chines will often cause frequent users
to lose patience with other, less than
human characteristics of the machine
and to develop a reluctance to adapt
their performance to the machine’s
requirements. Possible effects on
speech include a loss of articulatory
precision and lower overall intensity.
The telephone line

Telephone transmission conditions
do not in actual forensic casework
necessarily always vary more than they
would in commercial verification appli-
cations. In fact, it is quite common for
recorded telephone conversations that
are the subject of a forensic inquiry tohave been made from the same loca-
tion, through the same extension and
on the same day. Recording conditionsare also frequently at least potentiallycontrollable to the point where theymay be sufficiently uniform to meet thesame technical requirements that mustbe met in commercial applications.Traditional analogue telephone loggingand tapping devices are increasinglybeing replaced with advanced digitalfacilities, with calls being stored in adigital format.

The Speaker set
Class size is probably ultimately themore. intractable problem. This issometimes obscured by the confusionthat rs created by the use of the termsidentification versus verification. Infact, forensic phoneticians are typicallyinvolved not in speaker identificationbut in. speaker verification albeit - andhere hes the real difference - with an
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open set of speakers rather than a
closed set. But the question that poses
itself in the forensic context is essen-
tially a verification, not an identifica-
tion problem: is the questioned material
produced by the same speaker as the
reference material? In more concrete
terms: were all the questioned calls
made by the same person, and if so, do
they originate from the person who is
believed to have made them?

The complication introduced by the
circumstance that in the forensic con-
text the unknown speaker is not nor-
mally claimed to be one of a closed set
of speakers but must be assumed to be
one of an open class creates problems
that are essentially of a statistical
nature. What an objective forensic pro
cedure would be required to do is not
just to quantify the degree of similarity
between questioned and reference sam-
ples and make a decision based on a
comparison with a pre-determined
threshold, as occurs in closed-set veri-
fication applications, but to give a sta-
tistically sound indication of the prob-
ability of this degree of similarity
occurring by chance. Or, to phrase the
question in Bayesian terms, it should
allow one to calculate the likelihood
ratio of the probabilities that the find-
ings would arise under the two condi-
tions that the defendant was, and was
not the unknown speaker (Evett [10])-
The consequences

Finally, there is the cost of error
aspect. Obviously, erroneous conclu-
sions can do a great deal of harm,
especially if findings are presented
without an indication of the reliability
of the methodology used with reference
to the specifics of a particular case. On
the other hand, if our final criterion is
that a method be demonstrated to pm‘
duce no false positives, it may well be
unnecessarily strict. What is impomm
is that reliable statistics can be given,
or that, if a probability scale is used,
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the relative position on this scale of the
particular degree of probability arrived
at in a particular case is indicated, and
a clear statement is given of the limita-
tions of the methodology employed
(Nolan [11]). If this requirement can be
met, speaker identification evidence
does not compare unfavourably with
other types of expertise that are regu-
larly sought by courts of law. By the
nature of their work, judges are con-
stantly involved in weighing probabil-
ities and uncertainties. Deference to
experts of whatever designation is a
threat to any judicial system (Nijboer et
al. [12]), although the danger may well
be greater in adversarial systems where
‘rival‘ experts find themselves in the
business of explaining their findings to
a jury, whose critical faculties may
well be taxed beyond capacity by the
level of abstraction required to follow
the argument.

Also, there is an as yet largely
uncharted demand for forensic speaker
recognition expertise for investigative
rather than evidential purposes. In
large-scale police investigations a
degree of uncertainty may be less pro-
blematic and an informed use of auto-
matic procedures may improve the qua-
lity of decisions and lead to consider-
able savings in time and staff expendi-
ture.

5 COMBINED RESEARCH
A particularly promising approach is

that described by Boves et a1. [13].
Within the design of the Dutch POLY-
PHONE speaker database a number of
operational conditions are systematical-
ly varied so that their effects can be
investigated. The recording platform
used to collect the speech of the 5,000
speakers in the POLYPHONE database
proper, was also used to collect an
additional 2 groups of 50 speakers
each, specially selected to examine the
effect of variables like kinship and
linguistic background. The speakers are
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l00 adult males, all native residents of
two distinct parts of the Netherlands,
the cities of The Hague in the West
and Nijmegen in the East, who be-
tween them fonn some 50 pairs made
up of two or more brothers, or a father
and a son. The composition of this
speaker set was partly inspired by the
sort of questions that are particularly
relevant in the forensic real-world con-
text, where the pertinent statistic is not
how likely a speaker is to be confused
with a random ‘imposter’ but with a
speaker with a similar linguistic back-
ground. Forensic phoneticians are
rarely asked to compare samples in-
volving clearly different accents but
suspects or their barristers may well
claim that the speaker in the questioned
recording is the suspect‘s brother, and
the circumstances of the case are often
such that this possibility cannot be
ruled out.

The design makes it possible to in-
vestigate a variety of questions that are
particularly relevant to the forensic
field. The project includes experiments
to compare identification performance
among the two sets of closely matched
speakers with that among the larger
group of male POLYPHONE speakers,
and to investigate within-dialect as
opposed to between-dialect confusions,
as well as experiments to study the
effect of close kinship on error rates.
As all speakers in both sets of 50 each
made 8 phone calls using two different
handsets, intra-speaker and inter-phone
variation can also be studied.

Preparations are also under way to
test the performance of the arithmetic-
harmonic sphericity measure developed
by Bimbot and Mathan [14,15] on the
material produced by the two sets of 50
speakers.

6 THE DEBATE CONTINUES
In some countries, speaker identifi-

cation in the forensic context is a very
controversial issue. To some extent,
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this may be due to the exaggerated
claims made by those who were re-
sponsible for the introduction of the so—
called voiceprint technique. At the
same time though, the short—lived
popularity of the voiceprint may serve
as a vivid reminder of the nwd for
phoneticians to take an active interest
in forensic questions, if only to expose
phonetically unsound testimony offered
by non-phoneticians of various denomi—
nations.

Of course, individual phoneticians
must decide for themselves whetherthey wish to do forensic research ortake on actual casework. But, asargued elsewhere (Broeders [16]), itwould be wrong for phoneticians orlinguists as a body to refuse to beinvolved in forensic work for the solereason that they feel their disciplinecannot provide incontrovertible evi-dence. That is nevertheless exactlywhat the motion adopted by the GroupeCommunication Parlée de la SociétéFrancaise d'Acoustique [17] wouldseem to advocate, inasmuch as it effec—tively calls for the withdrawal of allphonetic expertise from the field offorensic speaker identification. How—ever, ironically enough, the overridingimportance of the need for speechscrentrsts and phoneticians to collaborvate with those with first—hand know-ledge of real—world forensic conditionscould hardly have been demonstratedmore forcibly than by the text of themotion. It reflects a sad lack of under-standing of the type of question thatposes itself in the forensic context, ofthe way in which these questions arehandled by practising forensic phoneti-crans in countries like Britain, Ger-many and The Netherlands, and of therole and the responsibility of the expertwrtness in a judicial investigation..That this position is unlikely tostimulate the necessary collaborationbetween forensic practitioners andother phoneticians and speech scientists

¥
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is all the more unfortunate as phonetics
as a science only stands to gain fromthe type of questions that emerge from
the rea1~world conditions that apply in
the forensic context. Fortunately,
though, there are also indications that
more and more phoneticians and
speech scientists are taking an active
interest in the problems posed by fo
rensic speaker identification, with sym-
posia like the present providing an
ideal opportunity to exchange views,
clear up some of the more persistent
misunderstandings and define common
research aims.

7 CONCLUSION
Recent developments have led to a

situation where closed set speaker veri—
fication and open class forensic speaker
identification have come to share a
greater number of problems than has so
far been the case. It follows that there
is every reason to look into the possi-
bility of combined research. The pro
jects described in section 5 provide
good examples of this approach. It is
based on the premise that, in forensic
applications too, performance of auto-
matic recognition techniques will be
dependent on the amount of control
that can be exerted on operational
conditions (Doddington [18]). It im-
plies that in carefully controlled foren-
sic conditions automatic procedures
may in due course also come to play a
role, if only for investigative rather
than evidential purposes.

However, even here the process will
never be fully automatic. It will always
take an experienced phonetician or alinguistically informed Speech scienliSt
to decide what parts of the speech
samples under examination are linguis—
tically sufficiently similar to be used assuitable test material. Ultimately, then,
it is the variation along the linguisticdimension that may well prove to beleast amenable to efforts to bring auto-matic speaker verification techniques ‘0
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bear on forensic material. In other
words. it is unrealistic to anticipate a
fully automatic procedure that will be
able to extract a sufficiently compre—
hensive speaker profile from a ques—
tioned speech sample, given the variety
of speech styles encountered in forensic
conditions.
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PROLAB - TIIE KIEL SYSTEM OF PROSODIC LABELLING

KJ. Kohler
IPDS, Kiel, Germany

ABSTRACT
For the Kiel Corpus of Spontaneous

Speech [1] a prosodic labelling system
(PROLAB) has been developed. It is
based on a prosodic model for German
(KIM - The Kiel Intonation Model) and
uses a 7 bit ASCII repertoire.
KIM - THE KIEL INTONATION
MODEL

The prosody model incorporates the
following domains [2,3]:
(l) lexical stress — three levels: un-
stressed, secondary stress in compounds,
and primary stress
(2) sentence stress — four levels: re-
inforced, accented, partially and com-
pletely deaccented
(3) intonation:

- pitch peaks and valleys and their
concatenation

- synchronization ofpitch peaks
and valleys with stressed syllables
— three steps: early, medial, late

- downstep of successive pitch
peaks/valleys and pitch reset(4)‘prosodic boundaries (degrees of co-hesron) - three variables: pause duration,phrase-final segmental lengthening, scal-ing ofF0 end points

(5) overall speech rate
(6) disfluencies: pauses, breathing, hesi-tatrons

Stress
Within stress we have to differentiatebetween lexical and sentence stress. Atthe abstract level of phonological speci-fications in the lexicon, every Germanword has at least one vowel that has tobe. marked as potentially stressable asbeing able to attract the feature speci-fications of sentence stress. Lexical stressis thus not a distinctive stress feature itonly marks a position that can attract

such a feature at the sentence IeveL but
need not.

By default, content words are accerit-
ed and function words completely deac-
cented. Deviation from default content
word stress may be partial or complete
deaccentuation, determined by syntax,
semantics and pragmatics. Thus, e.g., in
'verb + direct object' constmctions the
verb is partially deaccented in neutral
(non-focussed) accentuation, no matter
whether it precedes or follows the object
(Max schreibt einen Brief/Mar hat
einen Brief geschrieben.), whereas in
'verb + adverbial‘ constructions default
accentuation is kept (Max ha! tdglich ge-
schrieben.) In either case deviation from
this neutral pattern implies focus (of the
verb or the adverb, respectively). Com-
plete deaccentuation in the first case in-
troduces focus contrast on the object,
which may be strengthened by emphatic
reinforcement. Function words, although
completely deaccented by default can re-
ceive all the content word sentence ac-
cent categories by deviation from default.

Intonation
All lexically stressed vowels of words

with 'primary' or 'secondary' (= partially
deaccented) sentence stress receive in-
tonation features, which may be either
'valleys' or 'peaks‘, and in the case of
'peaks‘, they may contain a undirectional
F0 fall, or rise again at the end, resulting
in a fall-rise. 'Valleys’ may have a low
rise, to indicate, e.g., continuation, of 3
high rise, used, e.g., in questions.

All 'peaks' and 'valleys‘ may have their
turning points (F0 maximum in 'peaks', 01'
F0 minimum in 'valleys') early or later
with reference to the stressed-vowel on.
set. For 'peaks' the non-early position
may be around the stressed vowel centre
(= medial) or towards its end (= late).
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Peaks are characterized by a quick F0
rise confined to the vicinity of a sen-
tence-stressed syllable. This rise precedes
the onset of the latter, and is usually
short and narrow in range, for an early
peak; it extends into the first half of the
stressed nucleus in the case of a medial
peak. In the late peak, it starts alter the
stressed vowel onset and continues into
the second half of the nucleus or beyond;
the exact timing of the maximum peak
value depends on vowel type (duration
according to quantity and quality), sub-
sequent voiced/voiceless consonants and
number of immediately following un-
stressed syllables. There may even be a
low stretch of F0 in the stressed vowel
before the rise.

Valleys, on the other hand, have a
continuous rise, starting before the
stressed-syllable nucleus (early) or inside
it (non-early) and extending as far as the
beginning of the following sentence-
stressed syllable. If there are several un-
stressed syllables between two sentence
stresses a valley is thus realised as a more
gradual F0 ascent compared with the
much quicker rise for a late peak. The
less distance there is between stressed
syllables the more difiicult it becomes to
distinguish between a 'valley + peak' and
a 'late peak + peak' sequence, especially
if there is no F0 dip in between the first
and second stress F0 maxima, as in a hat
pattern.

In a concatenation of pitch peaks
without prosodic boundaries between
them, F0 may fall to a low or an inter-
mediate leyel and then rise again for the
next peak. This fall will be effected on
intervening unstressed syllables between
the two peaks, reaching the lowest point,
to start the next rise, in the vicinity of the
following stressed syllable, depending on
peak position. If there are no unstressed
syllables separating the two peaks, the
dip can be accommodated between all
Peak combinations, except for 'late +
early'medial', where a hat pattern is
created; it combines the rise of the 'late
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peak' and the fall of the 'early peak’ in a
two-stress sequence.

This absence of an F0 descent be-
tween peaks can also be extended to
concatenations with intervening unstress-
ed syllables. In such a hat pattern, an
early peak is not possible initially, and a
late one is excluded non-initially. If there
are more than two stresses incorporated
in a hat the non-initial and non-final ones
are unspecified as to peak position be-
cause they neither have a rise nor a fall
but are simply integrated into the down-
stepped sequence of peak maxima. In the
categorization of pitch patterns they are
nevertheless grouped together with
peaks. If in a two-stress rise-fall it is dif-
ficult to decide whether the rise repre—
sents a valley, or a late peak in a hat
pattern, the latter solution is chosen.

When prosodic boundaries intervene
any sequencing of peaks and/or valleys is
possible, but the hat pattern is then ex-
cluded since it represents a very high de-
gree of cohesion. On the other hand, a
late peak with a hill F0 descent marks a
dissociation from a following peak and
will then normally be linked with a pro-
sodic boundary, i.e. final lengthening and
F0 reset afierwards.

Unstressed syllables preceding the first
sentence stress in a prosodic phrase may
be either low or high: they represent
different types of pre-head.

Declination, i.e. the temporally fixed
decline of F0 has been replaced by
downstepping in KIM, i.e. a structuraily
determined pitch lowering from sentence
stress to sentence stress, independent of
the time that elapses between them.

Prosodic boundaries
One of the functions of prosody is the

sequential structuring of utterances and
discourse. Two categories of phrasing
have been set up so far. [PGl] cor-
responding to prosodic sentences and
[P02] related to prosodic phrases. Both
are always phonetically signalled by leng-
thening before them. and usually by F":
resetting after them. Asides and paren-
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thetic insertions have no F0 resetting in
spite of other clear phrasing marker
Signals. Contrariwise, F0 resets may oc-
cur at other points than the phrasing mar-
kers [PGl,2]. [PGl] also coincides with
high syntactic structure nodes, whereas
[P62] does not. Both my be fiirtherstrengthened by the incidence of pauses
and intonation patterns. Full F0 peak
descents are particularly frequent with[PGl], and [?] as well as [.?] are onlyassocrated with this phrasing marker.
SYMBOLIZATION OF THE
MODEL CATEGORIES

The symbolic labelling system has tomeet the following requirements:
- unequivocal representation of the ca-tegories of the prosodic phonology- In e tron in 'memes to 7 bit ASCII segmental

- integration into 7 bit AS -graphic files of German textcn 0rth0clear typographic separation from thesegmental labelling allowing prosodicnotations on the same tier for con-vement cross-reference between seg-mental arid prosodic aspects ofspeechmnemomc ease for learning and use. The application of these guiding prin-Ciples has resulted in the standardizationof the following repertoire and conven~tions [4] for insertion in orthogra hictext or segmental phonetic files. p- A'postrophe and quotation mark ['1[ ] for lexical stress are put in front ofthe primary or Secondary stress vowel;

tsiame time mark as, the vowel. Func-don words, marked by suflixed [+]dofnot‘ get a land stress symbol b ,e ault, if they receive sentence stress):

- Digits l3llzlllll01
. . , , , , when n t -btned With punctuation marksfieiggri‘o
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sentence stress. They are put in logicalorder before words that receive the
reinforced, accented, partially or com-pletely deaccented sentence stress ca-
;egory. The lexical stress position then

etennines where F0 cont
be hooked. ours have to
Punctuation marks [.],[,],[?I refer to
pitch peaks, low and high rising val-
leys, and the character sequences [,1
and [..’] to the corresponding fall-
nses. They are put in logical orderbe-
fore a prosodic boundary or before the
next sentence-stress digit [>1]. [(.)?]
can only occur before a prosodic
boundary.
Parentheses [)],[(] refer to early and
late peaks or early and non-early
valleys and are put afier the sentence
stress digit; the medial peak is marked
by the absence of these symbols. Digit
and parenthesis form a symbolic unit.
The pitch movement between suc-
cessive peaks or between a peak and a
boundary may be a fiill or an inter-
mediate FO descent or a level F0, sym-
bolized by digits [2],]1],[0] before [.].
Digit and punctuation mark form a
symbolic unit.
Pownstep is not marked. F0 reset is
implied by a prosodic boundary; in thfl
case of its absence, [=] is prefixed t0
the next digit [=>2]. If reset occurs at
other points than boundaries, [+1 is
prefixed to the next stress digit [=>2]-
A high prehead is marked by [HP] at
the beginning of an utterance or utter
a phrase boundary.
Prosodic phrasing markers [PGll "Id
[PGZ] are put afier punctuation marks
at the appropriate places.
Only speech rate changes in relation to
the speed in the preceding prosodic
phrasing unit are marked: [RH and
[RM] (= 'rate plus/minus') are Putafler [PGl,2] (and before In”) Anabsolute rate judgement at the utter-
ance onset may be added at a later
labelling stage,
Disfluency markers are

—
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- [2:] for hesitation lengthening at
the end or inside of a word

-- [/+] or [=l+] for break-offs and re-
sumptions at word boundaries and
within words, respectively.

- Markers for segmental phrase-level
units are [pz], [h:] (= pause, breath-
ing), [l:], [st] etc. (= laughing, clicks
etc.) [4].

- All non-segmental prosodic markers
are without duration; they are put on
the same time mark as the beginning
of the next segmental unit.

LABELLING PROCEDURE
A labelling platform has been created

at IPDS by M. Patzold on an AT, run-
ning on UNIX and equipped with a
sound card. which accepts segmental
label files, generated by the KTH MlX
programme, and F0 analysis data as
input, allows the display of F0 contours
and labels, as well as the insertion,

deletion and change of prosodic labels
under auditory and visual control. The
default sentence stress markers [2] for
content words and [0] for function words
and a general prosodic phrasing marker

[PC] are inserted automatically on the
basis of the segmental labels. The manual
labelling then proceeds in cycles dealing
with one prosodic domain afier another.
The result is a label file that integrates
prosodic labels into the segmental
strings. The following orthographic tran-
script with prosodic annotations (rather
than a complete label file, to reduce the
amount of information and for greater
ease of intelligibility) provides an
illustration of the prosodic labelling of a
spontaneous dialogue from the Kiel

Corpus of Spontaneous Speech [1].

3071a004.slh
"”5004:

2 <tn> P02 2( D'ienstag 0 w}rde+
0 Mi” 0 g‘ut l. 2) p'assen 2. PG]
2 <{hm> P02 0 das+ 2 h'ei~t . rcz p:
2 Mom'erit 1. P62 2 'allerdings ,

2 'erst z: , PGZ 2( n‘achm"ittags ii: 2.
PG] RP HP 0 das+ 0 wir’d+ 0 dann+
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2 wahrsch'einlich 0 ‘n+ 0 b'i~chen 0.
2) schw'ierig 2. PC] 2 D'ienstag l.
2 m'ittwochs z: 1. P62 RM <{h> P62
[1: 0 is=l+ 0 s'ieht 0 das+ 0 bei+
2 m' 'ir+ z: 0 sch=/+ 2. 2 schw'ierig
0 'aus 2. P61 RP 0 da+ 0 hab' 0 ich+
=2 tags'}ber l. 2 Term‘ine I. I’Cl RM
h: 2 <[hm> P62 "P 0 wie+ 0 s'ieht
0 das+ 0 bei+ 2 ' 'lhnen+ 0 am+ l.
3 D'onnerstag 0 'aus 2. PG!

Prosodic label files can now be the
input to the RULSYS/INFOVOX TTS
system for German, which also contains
an implementation of KIM [3], to test the
adequacy of the manual labelling by com-

paring its rule synthesis with the original.

Prosodic modelling, prosodic labelling

and prosodic synthesis thus form an

integrated framework of prosodic re-

search at IPDS Kiel. The prosodic

categories, being related to human sound

production beyond the particular

language phenomena found in German,

are transferable to the description of

other languages, and PROLAB may be

used more generally in prosodic labelling.
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ABSTRACT
The focus of the paper is the eval-uation of inter-labeler reliability onbroad phonetic transcriptions when la-belers do not necessarily know the lan-guage they are labeling. We pro-vide an analysis of label disagreements,presenting results from six languages,English, French, German, Japanese,Spanish, and Vietnamese with a to-tal of 2 minutes of continuous labeledspeech. Labeler agreement across lan-guages ranges from 41 percent withdetailed label to label comparisons to91 percent when less fine comparisonswere made.

INTRODUCTION
This paper describes research on alarge multi-language speech databasebeing collected at the Oregon GraduateInstitute (OGI). The Center for Spo-ken Language Understanding (CSLU)

developing multi-

90 speakers per language. Presently a2.2 language corpus with over 200 na-

Persian), French, German, Hindi llun-garlan, Japanese,
’darin, Italian, Polish

of short responses to 21 questions plus
extemporaneous responses up to 60 sec-
onds long. The corpus will be donated
to the National Institute of Standards
and Technology and to the Linguistic
Data Consortium.

Each call is verified by two native
talkers who verified that the caller fol-
lowed the instructions to each prompt,
and made judgments as to regional ac-
cent, language competency (fluency),
age of talker, telephone line quality,
background noise and call completion.

Up to one minute of spontaneous
speech and responses to questions
are being transcribed at the ortho-
graphic level by two native talkers,
with disagreement resolution. A stan-
dard method for transcribing continu-
ous speech, including pauses and non-
speech sounds has been developed [2]-
In addition, trained linguists will label
two one-minute sections from each lan-
guage at the broad phonetic level using
Worldbet [3]. 1

An earlier study [4] compared agree-
ment of broad phonetic labels by both
native and non-native talkers of five dif-
ferent languages. Label agreement be-
tween native speakers averagcd 63%,
While agreement between non-natives
was much less consistent at 34%. This
Paper reports on results from labeled
Speech in six languages, and includes
an analysis of phonetic categories on

IPhonetic label sets were developed by Dr'
James Hieronymus, author of [3].
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which labelers most disagree, with pos-
sible explanations of such variation.

TRANSCRIPTIONS
Transcription was supported by the

0G1 speech tools [5] which display
the waveform and corresponding spec-
trogram. Transcribers were able to
play any part of the waveform multi-
ple times as needed. The labelers used
Worldbet, an ASCII rendering of the
IPA for broad phonetic transcriptions.

Worldbet attempts to represent
phonetic and phonemic distinctions
within a single level of transcription.
Base symbols generally capture pho-
netic detail that might otherwise be de-
scribed by rule, e.g., the Spanish stops
/d/ and /t/ are transcribed in World-
bet as explicitly being dental: d[ and
t[. Diacritics are used to label allo-
phonic variations. A nasalized vowel
/i:/ in English would be i:_~ but nasal-
ized vowels which are phonemic in the
language, such as the French nasal-
ized vowels, are transcribed A~ where
nasalization is part of the base symbol,
not a. diacritic.

Little prior discussion went into
specific labeling and segmentation con-
ventions, although the transcribers did
label and compare 10 seconds of speech
per language to gain a. basic familiaritywith each language and speaker. Dr-
lllographic transcriptions produced bynative speakers were also available toill? phonetic labelers to assist in de-crsions about the choice of base sym-

: These were useful when the tran-
Krlbers were not familiar with the lan-
tuages.

TRANSCRIBERS
The two labelers are trained in pho-netics and acoustics. Both are na-ture speakers of English and are fa—miliar with Spanish. They have less01' no knowledge of the other lan-Suafifi labeled. Both of the tran-
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scribers have had extensive experience
labeling speech.

DATA
The data transcribed for this ex-

periment were a subset of the OGl 22
Language Telephone Speech Corpus de-
scribed in the introduction. Three 10—
second segments of continuous speech
were selected for English, German,
French, Japanese, Spanish, and Viet-
namese. The data selected were gender
balanced.

Two ten-second segments of speech
in each language (a total of 12 ten-
second segments, or two minutes of
speech) were labeled independently by
the two transcribers.

ANALYSIS
Inter-transcriber agreement was

measured in terms of the number of
substitutions, deletions and insertions
required to map one transcription to
another. The “reference” transcription
was chosen arbitrarily.

When computing the mapping,
overlap in time and phonetic simi-
larity were considered when deciding
which segments were substituted, in-
serted and deleted. This occasionally
resulted in a very slightly smaller accu-
racy than the optimal. However, it re-
sults in much more accurate and mean-
ingful confusion matrices. Accuracy
was computed as follows:

ACC = (ref— sub— ins — del)/ref
where ref, sub, ins, and dc] represent
total number of reference segments,
substitutions, insertions, and deletions,
respectively.

The average accuracy for the set of
files in each language was computed
using the average number of reference
segments, substitutions, insertions and
deletions over both of the files.

Six scores were calculated, using the
original labels and five less fine sets.
Original Labels To facilitate the anal-
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ysis, all non—speech labels were mapped
to a single symbol, and adjacent, iden-
tical symbols were collapsed.(Table 1
Column 1)
Diacritic Stripping This is a reduced
symbol set produced by stripping dia—
critic information but maintaining the
base symbol (Table 1 Column 2).
Broad category We reduced labels
into: vowel, plosive, fricative, approx-
imant, nasal, and non-speech (Table 1
Column 3).
Vowel Agreement Additional analy-
sis was performed that clustered vow-
els by place of articulation. Diphthongs
were not included unless the place of ar-
ticulation fell entirely within the space
defined by the cluster. Three differ-
ent vowel sub groupings were used; all
non-vowel sounds were removed from
the files so that the scoring algorithm
would reflect errors in vowel category
only:

1. high, mid, low (Table 2, Column
A)

2. front, central, back (Table 2, Col-
umn B)

3. high-front, high-back, central,
low~front and low-back. (Table 2,
column C)

RESULTS '
Table 1 displays results for three la-

bel comparisons. As expected, agree-
ment improves as the distinctions
within the symbol set are reduced.

Table 2 compares agreement be-
tween different vowel reductions based
on place of articulation.

Table 3 displays the number of base
symbols and the number of vowel sym-
bols available per language.

Table 4 displays various usage pat—
terns of original labels.
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Table l: % Average transcriber agree-
ment at three levels of precision: 1)
original labels 2) diacritic stripped 3)
broad category

l 2 3
Eng 55( 143) 67(124) 83(143)
Fre 59(119) 60(97) 83(119)
Ger 41(122) 52(105) 74(122)
Jap 72(143) 77(118) 91(143)
Span 71(107) 78(94) 86(107)
Viet 60(104) 68(84) 84(104)
ave 59 67 84

Table 2: % Average transcriber agree-
ment for three levels of vowel reduction:
A) high, mid low, 13) front, central,
back, C) high-front, low-front, central,
high-back and low—back D) contains the
average number of reference segments

A B C D
EN 55 54 52 38
FR 62 73 62 45
GE 52 61 54 38
JA 75 78 77 57
SP 85 86 81 47
VT 52 62 56 27
ave 67 71 66

DISCUSSION
As a. follow up to [4] we wanted

to do a more careful error analysis of
labeler disagreement. In the present
experiment, labeler agreement across
languages ranges from 41 percent with
detailed label to label comparisons to
91 percent when less fine comparisons
were made. This compares to 33% and
83% in [4]. Perhaps using orthog‘a‘
phies in addition to labeling and com-
paring test data prior to actual labeling

helped to raise over all agreement-
Lower agreement with the full la-

bel set (Table 1) seems to result in
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Table 3: Number of base symbols avail-
able (BL); number of vowels and diph—
thongs available (VL)

EN FR GB JA SP VT
BL 63 47 72 70 41 64
VL 20 17 30 17 12 28

Table 4: Specific examples of label di-
vergences: the number of times each
symbol (base label(b) or diacritic(d))
was used by each labeler (not necessar-
ily simultaneously.)

L1 L2
closure( b) 222 178
schwa(b) 87 64
devoicing(d) 28 4
nasal(d) 3 35
centralize(d) 10 0

part from convergence on “pref'erred'l
but differing sets of symbols. This hap—
pened with various symbols (see Ta-
ble 4). L1 preferred the devoicing dia-
critic, using it 24 times more often than
L2. L2 used the nasalization diacritic
22 times more often than L1. L1 used
closure labels 44 times more often than
L2.

Over specificity factored in to some
of the disagreements. L1 used an aver—
age of 6.1 (5%) more symbols per file
than L2, using from -3 (Spanish) to 21
(English) symbols more than L2.

The variability in vowel compar-
isons (Table 2) seem to be related to
the number of vowel labels available to
transcribers for each language. Span—
ish and Japanese, both with relatively
small vowel inventories, represented the
greatest agreement. Although English
and Japanese had the same number of
Vowels (Table 3), there were actually
only 7 places ofarticulation represented
in the Japanese vowel labels, as five
of the Japanese vowels differ only in
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length.
Label inventory seems to influence

agreement more than knowledge of
the language, because although tran«
scribers were familiar with Spanish and
English, they agreed more often in
Spanish, with its smaller label inven—
tory.

1n the future we plan to expand this
experiment by labeling a larger set of
languages, more speech per language,
and a variety of speakers in each lan-
guage. We also plan to further analyze
the role played by the orthographies for
non—native transcribers.
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ABSTRACT

In. this paper we question some
tradtional assumptions made about the
status of the broad transcription. We
advocate a relaxation of strict phonemic
constraints in favour of principles of
phonetic salience and recoverability.

1. INTRODUCTION
Part of a training in phonetics involves

learning to make 'broad' transcriptions of
running speech, based on written or
spoken texts. Although inspired by a
phonemic approach to phonology, in
practice the transcription system taught
to students. of English phonetics, for
example, is usually not a strictly
phonemic' one. The systems made
popular in Britain by Jones and Gimson
were never strictly phonemic, and the
most recent development of the de facto
standard [l] is better described as
polysystemic. We advocate a more
explicn recognition of this development
and favour yet further relaxation of the
requirement to transcribe 'phonemically'
We explore the difficulties faced by
learners of English phonetics and
propose an approach to transcription
more in line With their real needs.

2. BROAD TRANSC
2.}rg‘l’hat is it? RIPTION

‘e following sam le ‘1 - -
traditional broad transciDiptitinhumdIes a

Idea wez 'wms a ' '. . 1 rat :
t(L'ea l he wed 'neveAiJerk 69 Pig/xiii
a mark lap IZ 'mamd | wen'evar

rz frenz aist rm it I wod ‘Iark ta
goo aup wro dam | hr wod ‘eunlr
ones I a; 'daont 'neu 1 hr
'wudntlser jes | an I 'wodnt ser
Inau | 8159 I hr kad 'neva'la'n ta
meik a 'tjors/ ‘

Zhe symbols used here are those of the
[piglish Pronouncing Dictionary

( 014) [2]. The representation of

prosodic information is restricted to a
Simple stress mark and word group
boundary symbol. Like many other
British phoneticians, we are in the habit
of calling this type of transcription
phonemic' or 'broad', though in terms of
Abercrombie's [3] analysis it probably
qualifies as neither:

"A transcription which is made by
usmg letters of the simplest possible
shapes, and in the smallest possible
number, is called a SIMPLE
l’llONEMlC transcription. It is called
Simple' because of the first
characteristic, and 'phonemic' because

of the second." (p. 17)
The EPDI4 transcription fails to be
Simple' or ‘phonemic' on both criteria.

Representations such as lat], /el, [01/
are not notationally the simplest; some
symbol combinations, such as [61/ and
/90/, are not even uniquely parsable into
segments. Nevertheless, the intention is

to represent units identified by classical
commutation and substitution procedures.
and to provide symbols for all and only

those ‘sounds which potentially
distingUish words: the phonemes.

The term 'broad' has acquired a range
of meanings ([3]: p. 35; [4]: ch.18). The
EPDM transcription qualifies as 'broad'
insofar as relatively little phonetic detail

is shown. For example, conditione

variation in the laterals in like, called.
only and trouble is not explicitly

represented in the sample above.

2.2. Why teach it?
Producing a plausible broad

transcription requires both phonological
awareness and a range of auditory Skills:

segmentation of the speech signal into
a sequence of 'discrete' sounds;
identification of and discrimination
between sounds;
use of a language-specific, finite set of
symbols to represent them;
independence from orthogl'al’l‘ic
prejudice;
ODJCCIIVIIy about accent and style
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variation;
awareness of the difference between

citation forms and connected speech;

production of a faithful record of a

particular rendering of the passage in

question;
the ability to disregard insignificant

phonetic differences, and to group

sounds together into functionally

equivalent classes.

Auditory skills are required directly or

indirectly when transcribing from speech

or text. A basic aim of the transcription

exercise is auditory training [5].

Analytic skills are involved in tapping

intuitions about the phonological system

and in rescrutinizing the judgments of

sameness or difference which underlie

the analysis.

2.3 Who learns it?
The weight attached to each of the

theoretical and practical skills outlined

above should depend on the purpose for

which the student is learning English

phonetics. Typically, such students will

include specialists in linguistics, speech

science, speech pathology, English

language. EFL, modern languages,

performing arts. The groups may include

both native and non-native speakers of

English, and speakers of a wide variety

of native accents.

For some groups the theoretical aspects

will outweigh the practical ones, but for

others the situation will be reversed. For

example, students of English as a foreign

language need be less concerned by

phonological theory and may concentrate

on using transcription as a tool ‘to

improve their pronunciation. Linguistics

students, on the other hand, need to

develop their abstract analytical skills.

Speech and language therapists need to

be proficient in both aspects if they are

to diagnose phonetic and phonological

immaturities and disorders.

3. LEARNERS' DIFFICULTIES .

Students new to phonetics differ

widely in their natural ability to master

transcription skills and in their baSic

auditory discrimination skills. Some may

find difficulty in relating the transcription

conventions to their own accent. Others

take longer to adjust to the conventions,

either because they find them difficult to

gimp theoretically, or because of some
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seemingly arbitrary property they exhibit.

ln demonstration conditions, using

isolate words in their citation form, most

learners can quickly discriminate

between linguistically contrastive sounds

in their own language or variety, and

recognise the need to move away from

orthography. Identifying and symbolising

the sounds in connected speech takes

practice, since knowledge of citation

forms may interfere with the direct

translation between sound and symbol.

When using text, we encourage native-

speaker students to transcribe their own

variety of English. This may initially

complicate life for the non—RP student

who has also to transcribe from dictation

by an RP—speaking lecturer, but pays off

eventually by reinforcing observations

and understanding of the differences

between accents. A sizeable proportion

of our students are speakers of the near-

RP of SE England, and regular exposure

to this variety during their stay in

London has its influence on accents from

further afield too.
The ability to ignore irrelevant

phonetic detail is often achieved

surprisingly painlessly, suggesting that

learners can use intuitions to access and

exploit phonological knowledge they

already have. But in certain cases there is

a tension between finding a symbolically

accurate representation of a sound and

confining oneself to the contrastive

system: notably where allophones in

complementary distribution have a highly

salient difference in realisation.

4. ARBITRARY CONVENTIONS

In trying to reconcile transcription

conventions established largely for RP

with their own perceptions, students

regularly experience difficulties such as:

(i) selecting a symbol to represent the

weak vowel in e.g. happy or mediate;

(ii) using a /t/ when what they clearly

hear is a glottal stop [7], e.g. what,

(iii) using Ill (rather than a close back

vowel or lwl) when there is clearly no

lateral consonant present, e.g. milk. .

(iv) selecting a symbol for the vowel in

words like old (the diphthong With the

quality [00 is often attributed to the

phoneme / rather than loci).

(v) using the diphthong lee/.for the

sound they produce and perceive as a

long monophthong [:1] in words such as
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bare and bored.
A new set of conventions has become

established for (i), involving the use Of
weak [I/ rather than /i:/ or II/ (assuming
that otherwise redundant length marks
are used in the basic symbol list).
Introduced by Gordon Walsh in [6], this
practice has been extended to cover the
use of /u/ rather than luzl and /o/ in [7],
[l] and [8]. In encouraging it, we are
accepting the use of a symbol which is
not on the usual phoneme list, but which
represents a realisation which could be a
neutralisation between fl:/ and /I/. This
clearly violates the strict phonemic
criteria of traditional practice.

Deviation from traditional practice in
respect of (ii) - (iv), where we are
arguably dealing with allophones in
complementary distribution which are
appropriately represented with the same
symbol, is not yet widely accepted.
Unlike the situation in (i), there is
always a possible phonemic solution in
transcription. But difficulties will still
arise: for some, [7] may at times be a
neutralisation between /p/, /t/, /k/; for
others, words like doll and dole are
genuine homophones, making it
inturtively unsatisfying to symbolise the
vowel differently, even where a
difference remains for other forms, such
as dolling and doling.

We have to consider whether it is
helpful to insist on a transcription which
is an exercise in phonemic theory, or
whether we should applaud the ability of
learners to identify and symbolise more
preCisely the sounds they hear.

In. 'seeking to justify relaxing the
traditional requirements to maintain a
strict distinction between phonemic and
allophonic levels, we should examine the
conventions which have long been
accepted for other problem areas in
broad transcription.

The theoretical purity of the phonemic
transcription is a myth. Phenomena
where contrast, distribution and native
speaker intuitions do not lead to a unique
solution Will remain. Since such problem
areas have been abandoned rather thansolved theoretically, the conventions
established for dealing with them mustbe treated as arbitrary. Students aretherefore learning to fall in wifli
theoretically dubious conventions.

Let us look more closely at the
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arbitrary 'solutions' proposed for a couple
of these areas of conflict.
(1) status of schwa: it can be argued
that schwa in RP should be analysed as
a weak, non-contrastive variant of some
other vowel in an unstressed context. At
a lexical level, the allophonic status of
the vowel may not be transparent, unless
alternating forms, or alternative
pronunciations, suggest that the strong
form of the vowel would be different
under stress. Compare photograph
ffaotagrozf/ and photography /fa'tograli/.
The case may be more clearly made with
respect to weak forms: schwa can be
regarded as a conditioned variant of ID/
in from, of la/ in have, of /I\/ in but, and
so forth. Transcribing such forms with /9/
thus explicitly incorporates allophonic
variation in a broad transcription (though
schwa can of course be in contrast with
other weak vowels). However, to deny
its use in transcription would
fundamentally alter the status of the
broad transcription in English, since the
use of schwa is not predictable in all
unstressed contexts, and the source
pronunciation would cease to be reliably
recoverable.
(2) assimilations: where the output of an
assimilation corresponds to a realisation
consistent with a different phoneme, we
conventionally encourage students to
show this in broad transcription: thus ten
men is represented Item men/ etc. But at
the same time we ignore other
assimilatory processes where the output,
though phonetically distinct, does not
cross a phoneme boundary —— an arbitrary
distinction which obscures the theoretical
generalisations relevant to assimilation.
Disallowing assimilations in broad
transcription, on the grounds that they
are contextually determined, would
seemingly be more consistent With
phoneme theory, but would grfiatll’
impoverish the transcription's

explicitness.
Furthermore, what are we saying by

allowing an assimilation like ho/p/ poffllo
in a broad transcription, but disallowmg
h0[7] potato (insisting on N)? In the
latter case, students are being asked to
disregard auditory evidence and a freshly
discovered ability to discriminate
between different articulations in favour
of a theoretical point. By clinging ‘00
hard to the theoretical point we 105e
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explicit recoverability.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Relaxation of the requirement of strict

adherence to phonemic theory in broad
transcriptions undertaken for the
purposes of phonetic training should be
guided by two principles which we call
phonetic salience and recoverability.

Phonetic salience refers to situations
where the sound perceived or produced
by the learner is markedly different from
that normally represented by a symbol
chosen from the range available for a
strict phonemic transcription: for
example, the use of [7] for phonemically
sanctioned /t/, or a vocalic segment of
the [o] variety for phonemic /|/.

Recoverability can best be explained
by reference to the ideas put forward in
[3] regarding the interaction between the
text of a transcription and the
conventions necessary for its
interpretation: "any departure from a
simple phonemic transcription has the
effect of transferring information to the
text from the conventions" (p. 23). The
type of convention recognised by
Abercrombie which is relevant to our
argument is what we would probably
now call an allophonic rule: it specifies
the contextually determined interpretation
of a phonemic symbol.

What Abercrombie does not propose is
that this sort of convention should be
further subdivided into those which are
exceptionless and those which are
variable. For example, while it is the
case for many accents of English that Ill
should be interpreted as [1] before vowels
and [j], and as [t] elsewhere, and that
this variation is entirely predictable, the
use of [7] vs [t] is much less certain for
many speakers. On a given occasion it
may be impossible to recover which
variant was used without including the
information in the text of the
transcription.

Our proposal then. for south—eastern
English and near-RP, is that the usual set
of symbols employed for a broad
transcription should be augmented to
allow for the explicit symbolisation of
phonetically salient variants which_are
not recoverable by general, exception—
free rules. Exactly how great the increase
in the number of symbols should be will
depend on the experience and particular
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requirements of the learner. Inclusion of
[7], [0] and [DO] in the symbol set
appears to us an indispensable minimum
for most groups of students. Introducing
further modifications for other optional
variants may well be worth considering.

The following incorporates some of the
innovations discussed above.

I63: waz 'wnns a iJ 'rae? kozod
'0163 | hu wod ‘neva terk 69 'trAbo
ta 'meik AP 12 'mamd | wen'evar
rz 'frenz 'orst rm It i wod 'laik to
gen 'ao? wrd dam lhi wod 'eonli
'aznsa | at 'daon? 'neo 1 hi 'wodn?
sei 'jes I an i 'wodn? set 'nao l
'arda | hi kad 'neva 'lazn ta 'meik a
‘tfors/

The same principles of phonetic
salience and recoverability should apply
to the transcription of other varieties of
English and of other languages. If we
cease to pay lip-service to the idea of a
phonemic analysis as the basis for our
transcription, the decisions about what to
include do not in fact become entirely
arbitrary. A broad, but principled
transcription can be guided by the
criteria outlined above.
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ABSTRACT
Consensus transcriptions were made

by trained as well as untrained transcri-
bers of several segmental variables in
Dutch. A randomly selected subset of
these variables was transcribed twice
by both groups. Two hypotheses were
tested: the degree of agreement
between non-contemporary consensus
transcriptions is a measure of their
validity; trained transcribers reach
higher consistency levels than untrained
transcribers.

1 INTRODUCTION
In her discussion of the meaning of

the terms validity and reliability as
applied to phonetic transcription, Cuc-
chiarini [1] suggests that, in the
absence of a proper benchmark for the
estimation of the validity of a transcrip-
tion, the consensus transcription may
serve as a viable alternative. The con-
sensus transcription is often proposed
as a procedure which will reduce errors
in transcriptions and increase agree-
ment among transcribers (Shriberg et
al. [2]). We have found that the con-
sensus transcription can serve as a
suitable format for the analysis of
rntra- and interspeaker variation in therealization of certain segmental vari-
ables in Dutch (Vieregge and Broeders
[3].). However, we are not aware of theexrstence of studies in which the agree-ment between consensus transcriptionswas examined to see if this would
produce a more satisfactory measure oftranscription validity.

2 AIM OF THE STUDY
The main- aim of the investigationwas to look into the possibility of test-

ing two hypotheses, both of them inspi-
red by our experience with the consen-
sus transcription and following from
the claim that this transcription pro-
cedure tends to reduce errors due to
inattention, and leads to greater agree-
ment between transcribers (Ting et al.
[4]). If this is true, the degree of
agreement found in consensus tran-
scriptions made at different points in
time should provide a good measure of
the validity of these transcriptions. In
other words, we hypothesize that con-
sensus transcriptions are more valid as
they are replicated with greater consist-
ency.

On the assumption that trained tran-
scribers may be expected to be more
competent than untrained tran-scribers,
a second hypothesis can be formulated,
viz. that trained transcribers will reach
a higher degree of consistency than
untrained transcribers.

In order to test these hypotheses
consensus transcriptions made as part
of a study of inter- and intraspeakel‘
variation in the realization of segmental
variables in Dutch were used.

3 THE SPEAKERS
The speech samples were produced

by 7 educated speakers of Dutch, hail-
ing from various parts of the country.
The amount of regional variation in
their speech varied from hardly any to
quite marked. All speaker were male.
with ages ranging between 25 and 50.
The speech style could be described as
quasi-spontaneous: all seven speakerS
were asked to give a description of
what they saw in three drawings, show-

ing a street scene, some shops and a
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living—room respectively. The duration
of their descriptions varied from 2
minutes to 2 minutes and 45 seconds.
The material forms part of a larger
corpus collected for a different purpose
by our colleague Van Bezooijen, who
kindly made the recordings available to
us.

4 THE VARIABLES
The segmental variables used in this

investigation form a random subset of
the larger set of variables transcribed
as part of a study to look into the inter—
and intraspeaker variation of certain
segmental variables in Dutch (Broeders
and Vieregge [5]. They are presented
in Table 1.

Table 1. Variables used in the investi-
gation (N: the number of tokens per
variable in the subset).

Variable N
/x/ 21
/z/ 14
/v/ 14
schwa-insertion after /r,l/ l3
assimilation of voice before /b,d/ 14
n-deletion after schwa 14

The variables themselves were selected
as part of the earlier study on the basis
of their expected variability in Dutch.
The subset of tokens used in the pres-
ent study was picked at random.

5 THE TRANSCRIBERS
Consensus transcriptions were made

by two trained transcribers, the present
writers, and nine pairs of untrained
transcribers. The latter were all lan-
guage and Speech Pathology students
of the University of Nijmegen, all of
them qualified speech therapists, who
made the transcriptions in part fulfil-
ment of the requirements of a 120hour
course in phonetic transcription taught
by the first author. They were instruc-
ted to produce a consensus transcrip-
tion in accordance with the IPA con—
ventions [6], which they were told
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would later be assessed by their
teacher.

6 PROCEDURE
The trained transcribers made the

second transcription of the random sub-
set several months after the first. For
the untrained transcribers both tran—
scriptions were made as part of a single
transcription assignment but the work
was structured in such a way that,
unlike the trained transcribers, they
may be assumed to have been unaware
of the fact that they were transcribing
(some of) the variables twice.

7 RESULTS
The results are presented in Table 2.

Transcriptions were considered to be in
agreement if the same phonetic symbol
plus any of a limited number of diacri-
tics was used on both occasions. They
are expressed as the percentage agree-
ment reached per variable. The percen-
tages given for the untrained tran-
scribers are averaged for the 9 pairs.

Table 2. Variables used in the investi-

gation (U: untrained, T: trained tran-
scribers; N: number of tokens per vari-

able in the subset).

Variable U T N

lxl 64.6 76.2 21

[1/ 78.6 92.9 14

/v/ 69.0 92 .9 l4

schwa-insertion 80. 3 92 .3 13
assimilation 69.0 71 .4 l4

n-del 90.5 85 .7 14

8 DISCUSSION
It appears that, with the exception of

the last variable, trained transcribers

achieve considerably more agreement

than untrained transcribers. The differ-

ence in the amount of agreement found

between trained and untrained tran-

scribers is significant (t = -2.44; p <

0.05; one-tailed).

At first sight, the results seem to
confirm the second hypothesis that

trained observers reach higher consist-
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ency levels than untrained transcribers-
However, inspection of the actual tran-
scriptions suggests that there are one or
two complicating factors at work
whose effects, while undeniably pres-
ent, are difficult to quantify. On the
one hand, there is the fact that some of
the variables are essentially binary (n-
deletion, schwa-insertion). Obviously,
all other things being equal, agreement
is likely to be higher if the number of
options is small and vice versa. On the
other hand, there are variables like /x/
that easily run into as many as 5 differ-
ent symbolizations, each combining
with several diacritics. Of course, in
principle this embarras de choix applies
to trained and untrained transcribers
alike. In practice, however, it must be
expected to work against the trained
transcribers, as their greater familiarity
with the phonetic symbol set and
greater experience as trained listeners
should make more options available to
them. By the same token, untrained
listeners are likely to reach higheragreement between transcriptionsbecause they have a smaller set ofsymbols to choose from. On balancethough, the results lend support to oursecond hypothesis: agreement betweenconsensus transcriptions is higher fortrained than for untrained transcribers.However, in the course of the dis-cussion we have seen that there arestrong indications that our first hypo-thesis is not tenable as it stands. Agree-ment per se is a necessary but not asufficient criterion for validity. It issrmply not the case that the consensustranscription that happens to show thehighest degree of agreement is for thatreason also the more valid one. Whatrs essential of course is that the consen-sus transcriptions are made by compe-tent transcribers. If agreement is highbetween non«contemporary replicationsof consensus transcriptions by experi-enced transcribers it is reasonable toassume that these can be used as a
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criterion against which the quality of
other transcriptions can be measured.
9 A VALIDITY CRITERION

If we revise our hypothesis in the
light of these observations, we are in a
position to judge the quality of the
consensus transcriptions made by the
pairs of untrained transcribers, using
the consensus transcriptions of the
trained transcribers as our criterion
(Vieregge [7], p. 31). Obviously, this
will only be possible for those cases
where the trained transcribers produced
identical transcriptions in the two con-
sensus sessions. While it is clear that
this introduces a degree of inaccuracy
in those cases where the trained tran-
scribers disagree between the two ses-
sions, it is safe to assume that the
effect of this is marginal. After all, for
most variables the agreement scores
reached by the trained transcribers are
quite high, and what discrepancies do
arise will by and large occur in respect
of the transcription of the rather more
problematical variables, on which un-
trained transcribers would be unlikely
to do better in the first place.

10 TIIE VALIDITY CRITERION
APPLIED

If we apply the above criterion to
the transcriptions made by the
untrained transcribers this yields two
types of information. First, we can
calculate the score for each variable
averaged over the nine pairs of
untrained transcribers. This figure
expresses the extent to which the
untrained transcribers, on average.
produced transcriptions that are iden-
tical to those of the trained U‘dfl'
scribers. It gives an indication of how
well the variable in question was tran-
scribed by the untrained transcriberS-
The results are presented in Table 3,
which also specifies the number of
tokens for each variable transcribed
identically by the trained transcribers
and used in the validity criterion. It IS
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worth noting that on average the tran-

scription of the variables /x/,./v_/ and

assimilation deviates in the majority of

cases from that of the trained transcri-

bers, which may be taken as an indica-

tion of the difficulty these variables

present.

Table 3. Variables used in the investi-

gation (Mean: average score per vari-

able; NZ: number of tokens per van-

able used in validity criterion; N1.

total number of tokens per variable in

the subset).

Variable Mean N2 N1

/x/ 46.9 16 21

Ill 70.1 13 14

/v/ 41.4 12 14

schwa-insertion 67.8 12 13

assimilation 43.9 10 14

n-deletion 90.3 12 14

Alternatively, we can calculate the

performance of the separate pairs of

untrained transcribers for each vari-

able, again using the identical tran-

scriptions of the trained transcribers as

our criterion. The results are presented

in Table 4. It appears that average

performance scores vary between 53
and 69%.

Table 4. Average scores per pair over

all the tokens used as part of the valid-

ity criterion (For reasons of space,

numbers are rounded 0,0“ to the nearest

integer; P: pair; V: variable; s a:

schwa-insertion; ass: assirrulatzon; n-

del: n-deletion).

I’\V /x/ /z/ lv/ 5’21

41 62 50

28 81 42 42 75 83

28 73 17 88 70 92

50 62 38 75 60 100

44 81 38 83 25 63

50 58 58 88 45 100

84 73

53 89 42 25 40 100

44 58 42 67 30 92c
o
n
d
o
n
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-
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m
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11 CONCLUSION
The results of the study lend support

to our hypothesis that trained transcri-
bers reach higher consistency levels in

replicated consensus transcriptions than

untrained transcribers.

It also appears that, while agreement

between consensus transcriptions is not

a good validity criterion per se, hrgh

agreement between non—contemporary

consensus transcriptions made by

trained transcribers can be used as a

measure of transcription validity.
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MEASURES OF THE GLOTTAL AlRFLOW WAVEFO
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C . ABSTRACT
ornparisons were made amon -

dynamic, electroglottographic,g aetii‘fd
acoustic spectral measures for syllable
production and sustained vowel phona-
tion in comfortable and loud voice of 20
women with .normal voices. Measures
differed Significantly between tokens
havrng harmonic energy versus noise in
the F3 region. Spectral measures added
useful information to glottal waveform
data about ab tfold closing. rup versus gradual vocal

lNglODUCTlON
e objective of this stud w. as to -

amme whether acoustic spgctral meg:-
ures of mm production could be used to
supplement measures obtained from the
inverse filtered oral flow waveform that
are; espeCIally sensitive to technical diffi-
gu tieggl]. We focused on measures that
Siave 2 en found salient for vocal inten-
floztvlb] and glottal aperture [3]. Our
n t eased inverse filtering technique is
aii- lgihrgut problelr‘ns: I) An accidental

e ween t e subject’s face
Lgiet‘rafrlisducer mask lowers amplituziln:flow 2ow measures that include the DC
that .mstghgriils‘ucticcssful inverse filtering
_ ormant residuals -
gamed on the glottal wavefornsiupiztiirn
3) ntfigbfalsted measures unreliable

. - i ering, used in ' ‘filtering algorithm h our Inverse., astheund "
ggqgsofsifcufiidmg of waveform disgdlribtli‘3
fold closure. as at the instant of vocal

Measures made fmm the an '
:p/trum. may also assist in an ob‘iedtsitii:
ire uaftion of vorce quality, such as de-tori: i:ihiewed lbreathincss. A breathy

resut '
fold closure and pnfmiggstirgplcte vocal. . sub ’1
mpllcmg [[4]. Thus, this study $5002:

3 re ationships between measuresof the acoustic spcctral slo '
gigggqigasurcs that are: hitililcgiednfd. increased sub 1
pling [3]. In addition, qualitgtaiéabbcgi:vations were made of the energy content

(noise versus harmonic ene '
third formant frequency regiohgllg].m the

A measure of an “adduction quotient”
on the electroglottographic (EGG) signal
[6] was also included, in order to deter-
mine whether any useful information
could be obtained from the EGG-based
quotient that was not available from the
analogous flow-based quotient.

Finally, two different elicitation ma-
terials were used: strings of repeated
/pae/ syllables and sustained phonation of
/a=./ vowels. Our intention is to combine
measures from the two speech tasks.

METHODS
Detailed descriptions of recording

procedures, Signal processing, data ex-
traction and analyses procedures are pre-
sented in prevrous publications [7, 8]. In
brief: twenty American females, age 20
to 43 years, with healthy voices served
as subjects. They produced two different
speech tasks.in comfortable and loud
vorce: (l) strings of five repetitions of
the syllable /pa:/, and (2) the vowel ltel.
sustained for 2-3 seconds. Recordings

‘vvere made of oral airflow with a
Rothenberg mask” (Glottal Enter-

prises); intraoral air pressure with a thin
catheter connected to a differential pres-
sure transducer (Glottal EnterpriseS);
sound pressure, with a small microphone

(Sony model ECM 50) attached at a
fixed, reproducible distance of 15 cm
from the subject's lips; and EGG, using a
laryngograph (Clonal Enterprises). The
flow Signal was low-pass filtered at 1100
Hz and inverse filtered to remove effects
of the first formant. The EGG signal
was low-pass filtered at 1710 Hz. AP-
propriate calibration signals were re—
corded for air pressure, airflow and in-
tenSity. The recorded signals were
sampled at different rates, digitized si-
multaneously, demultiplexed and proc-
essed further in software. Measures
were extracted algorithmicully, with in-
teractive monitoring, at a vowel mid-
pornt location.
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Estimates were made of average

transglottal air pressure, (the driving

force for phonation, cm HZO). SPL was

calculated from the RMS of the speech

signal. Glotlal airflow waveform meas-

urements were made of: DC flow (the

unmodulated flow, l/sec), and flow-

adduction quotient (closed time/T) using

a 30% amplitude criterion level [9].

EGG-adduction quotient (vocal fold

contact time/T), measured at an

(arbitrary) 65% criterion amplitude level.

Amplitude diflerences (dB) were calcu-

latedfrom the acoustic spectra between:

the first two harmonics (Alli—AHZ); the

first harmonic and the peak harmonic in

the first formant (AHl—AFl); the first

harmonic and the spectral peak of the

third formant (AHl-AF3); the peak har-

monic of the first formant and the spec—

tral peak of the third formant (AFl-

AF3). Qualitative observations were

made of the energy content in the fre-

quency region of F3, whether the spec-

trum consisted predominantly of har-

monics, noise, or a mixture of harmonics

and noise. Statistical analyses were per-

formed to examine: differences between

/pm/ and level; pairWise linear relation-

ships between parameters; and the extent

to which the parameters differed between

tokens with F3 harmonic energy and

those with F3 noise.

RESULTS
SPL was higher for the vowel in the

syllable strings than in the sustained

phonation. Analysis of covariance

(ANACOVA, p<0.05, Bonferroni cor—

rections, p=0.0045) with SPL as the co-

variate showed that there were no Sig—

nificant differences in other parameters

between lpazl and /ae/ productions after

adjustment for SPL.

Relationships between Flow- and

EGG-Adduetion Quotients. _

Pearson product moment correlations

calculated between the flow- and EGG

adduction quotients, showed strong rela-

tionships (r>0.70) for individual speak-

CI'S, whose signals were strong and misc

free. The results suggest that the quo-

tients measured at the amplitude levels

of 30% (flow) and 65% (EGG) were

highly related.
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Relationships between Glottal Airflow

Measures and the Spectral Slope.

Pearson product moment correlations

between measurements of glottal airflow

waveforms and spectral slope showed a

relatively strong relationship between

flow-adduction quotient and Alli-A112

(r=-0.69). The results suggest that the

degree to which the glottal waveform has

a sinusoidal shape, and inversely, the

degree of glottal adduction. was reflected

relatively well in AHl-AllZ. AHl-AHZ

was also relatively strongly correlated

with SPL (r=0.69). The relationship

between flow-adduction quotient and

AF 1 —AF3 was significant for tokens with

predominantly F3 noise, but non-

significant for tokens with predomi-

nantly F3 harmonic energy. Other rela-

tionships were weak in the group data.

The relationships between acoustic

spectral measures and glottal waveform

measures were examined also for each

individual speaker. A majority of the

individual speakers displayed strong re-

lationships (r>0.70) between flow-

adduction quotient and all the spectral

measures, with the exception of AH-

AF3. The data suggest that the degree to

which the glottal waveform had a sinu-

soidal shape was reflected in ratios that

included the amplitude of the fundamen-

tal, but not in the ratio which included

only the higher frequency region.

Relationships between F3 Spectral

Energy Content and Loudness Condi-

tion.
Simple tallies were made of the num-

ber of tokens with F3 harmonic energy,

tokens with F3 noise, and tokens with

mixed noise and harmonic F3 energy, in

comfortable and loud voice respectively.

Most tokens (122 of 240) in comfortable

voice displayed a mix of harmonic en-

ergy and noise in the F3 region, followed

by tokens with predominantly F3 noise

(84). Few tokens (34) displayed pre-

dominantly F3 harmonic energy in com-

fortable voice. In contrast, in loud voice,

most tokens (144 of 240) displayed har-

monic F3 energy. followed by tokens

with a mix of F3 harmonic energy and

noise (68). Few tokens (28) in loud

voice displayed F3 energy with pre-

dominantly noise.
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Differences in Acoustic and Glottal
Waveform Measures between Tokens
with F3 Spectral Energy and F3 Noise.

Analyses of variance (p<0.001)showed that tokens with predominantly
noise in the F3 region were associatedWith Significantly: lower SPL; largervalues of AHl-AHZ, AHl-AF3, andAFl-AF3; smaller values of AHl-AFI;lower 'subglottal air pressure; smalleradduction quotients (110w and EGG);and higher DC flow.

DISCUSSION
The finding of higher SPL for /ae/ inthe lpae/ syllable strings than for /a:/ insustained phonation was most likely dueto differences in location of the mid-vowel data extraction; in the syllablesthe_mid-vowel point occurs shortly afierinitiation of vocalization, while in sus-tained phonation mid—vowel occurs well' into'the vowel, at a point where SPL wasstabilized and somewhat lower than atthe beginning of the sustained vowel.The literature has suggested that theEGG waveform contained a number ofinteresting features and events that couldbe useful for a better understanding ofthe underlying vocal-fold vibration pat-tern [6]. However, we seldom find suchclear_events in the EGG waveforms. Inaddition, we have experienced difficul-ties in recording EGG, for example weakand norsy signals for women, and in-termittent disruptions of the signal due togross movements of larynx that accom-pany changes in vocal effort. Howeverfor speakers with strong EGG signalsand clean glottal waveforms (withoutformant resrduals), the flow and EGG

amplitude criteria levels res ctiv 1were highly correlated (r>0.8§c). {hisfinding suggests that quotients fromclean samples from one signal can com-plexient the other if necessary.‘ particular focus of this studrelationships between 110w and achugi:

tion quotients [3 The result
. . of -tively strong (negative) correlationriiz-
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tween flow-adduction quotient and AH]-AH2 suggests that measurements of ad-ducuon quotient at the 30% level crite-rion was sensitive enough to differentiateamong waveforms with gradual andabrupt closrng, and that AHl-AHZ couldused ‘as a substitute for adductionquotient in case of unsuccessful inversefiltering. The strong (negative) relation-ships between flow-adduction quotienton the one hand and AHl-AFI, AH]-AF3, and SPL on the other for the indi-vrdual speakers suggest that gradual vo-cal fold closures resulted in an increasedamplitude of the first harmonic, reducedamplitude of the first formant, steeperoverall spectral slope, and reduced SPL,in agreement with previous research [2].
Ideally, high vocal fold closing ve-10crties and abrupt reduction of the air-flow should result in glottal waveformsWith sharp comers between the closingand closed portions. However, a detri-mental efl'ect of low-pass filtering at1100 Hz is a “rounding” of waveform

discontinuities, which could have an in
fluence on waveforms associated with
high vocal fold closing velocities.Waveforms which result from moregradual closing movements (therefore
already rounded) would be relatively
uninfluenced by the low-pass filtering
rounding effect. These waveforms, with
F3 exerted by noise, have a significantrelationship between flow-adduction
quotient and AF l-AF3. In contrast.waveforms with F3 excited by harmonic
energy have a non-significant relation-ship between flow—adduction quotientand .AFl-AF3. The filter-induced
rounding of waveforms with more abrupt
closures may account for the lack ofsignificant correlation between adduc-tion quotient and AF l-AF3. In otherwords, the sharp comers in those wave-
forms were obscured, and reliable ad-
ductlon quotient measurements wereprecluded by the low-pass filtering at1100 Hz. However, the effects of thesharp discontinuities were preserved inthe AF 1-AF3 value derived from thefull-bandwidth acoustic spectra. Theseresults suggest that the spectral meaS-urement of AF l-AF3 may serve as a use-
ul complement to the flow-based ad-duction quotient, especially when thereEli’s] high vocal fold closing velocities
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In normal phonation, DC flow in the
glottal waveform has been assumed to
reflect airflow that passes through a
posterior glottal “chink”. A large chink
would increase the subglottal coupling
with reduced high frequency energy and
reduced SPL. However, neither the re-
lationship between underlying physiol-
ogy and the DC flow [1 I], nor the
acoustic effect of the DC flow is com-
pletely understood. None of the acoustic
measures varied systematically with DC
flow. Thus, DC flow data must be inter-
preted with caution.

CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions could be

drawn from the results of this study:
1) Comparisons between measures

obtained from the vowel in /pa:/ sylla-
bles and those obtained from sustained
/ae/ phonation can be made, as long as
SPL differences are controlled for.

2) Adduction quotient, measured at a
30% amplitude level on the glottal wave-
form is sensitive enough to differentiate
among waveforms with gradual and
abrupt closing portions in data for indi-
vidual subjects.

3) Measurements of the amplitude
difference between the two first harmon-
ics (Alll-AHZ) may be used as a substi-
tute measure for flow-adduction quo-
tient, in cases of unsuccessful inverse
filtering that make measurements of ad-
duction quotient unreliable. _

4) The flow- and EGG adduction
quotients, measured at 30% and 65%
levels respectively, may serve to com-
plement one another.

5) AFl-AF3 may serve as a useful
complement to measurements of maxi-
mum tlow declination rate, especially in
voices with very high closing vocal fold
velocities that cannot be reflected accu-
rately in a flow waveform that is low-
pass filtered at 1100 Hz.
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SUB-GLOTTAL RESONANCES IN FESPEAKERS AND THEIR EFFECT ON yéW’lEELSPECTRA

ABSTRACT
Resonances of th. e sub lottal -tem often influence the acogustic chi:-actenstics of vowels. These influences

3! peaks in vowel
ent formant movements. D t:Szcils proguced by a number :l'erfiiZl:a ers s ow that the ma nitthese effects are correlated vgvithuiiifs Oftic measures indicating th OHS-glottal abduction used by tduring phonation.

In this example we see an e t:cr’altlflsak at aablout 1600 Hz xiajggit. spectr eak ' i ' ‘cating the presehce ofs a valley mdl-tiresonance in the vocalfunction. These '

tract and the trachea.
.e report here

ground. theoretical ack-

2. THEORY

The subglottal and su
nalare coupled thronlhaglOttalsys‘

Re and Openmg which has a
a narrow. resistancan acoustic mass M,. As a firs:

Sigulrie 1: Spectrum of vowel /8/ pro-egti‘e by a female .spealcer, showingacoatpeal: and antzresonance due tog If tC coupling to the trachea. Timewin ow of spectrum is 22.3 ms.
:pproxrmatron we represent the acous-ic source as paired volume-velocity5231:3551], .as shown in Fig. 2. Z, andv e] . .
tracrf‘ifia andni/giglaltlrcfitiOOkmg mto thee transfer function U .charactenzed by poles, whichmalrg'tli:peatural frequencies of the coupled sys-fo;n:”tilo’gielthzer With zeros at frequencies
the nafc I g = oo._ These zeros areta] ura frequencres of the subglol-System when the glottis is closed.onameelisurements of the subglottal res-b [4lsrequenc1es have been reportedoflth [ I and others. Typical valuese lowest three of these frequencies

Figure 2. E . .
' qmvalent Circuit showin

hzgfidtrtzctmand subglgttal s stem con¥
Urcesthe glottis. See texzn Coup ed through
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Figure 3: Calculated transfer function
Um/U. of the vocal tract when there

is no acoustic coupling to the trachea
(solid line), when A, z 0.02 cm2 (dot-
ted line), and when A, z 0.05 cm2
(dashed line). The tracheal resonances
are at 650 and 1600 Hz.

with a closed glottis are estimated to be
700, 1700, and 2300 Hz for adult female
speakers (cf. [5]). The bandwidths of
these resonances are about 200 Hz [4].
The poles f, of the transfer function
due to the subglottal cavity are close
to the zeros f, noted above, and the
amount of separation between a pole
and a zero in a pair depends on the size
of the glottal opening, i.e., the values
of R, and M . For different speakers,
the average g ottal area, and hence the
average values of R, and M,, may be
different. For some speakers, this dif-
ference is due to the fact that the glot-
tis does not completely close during the
so-called closed phase of vibration.

In order to estimate the effect of
the glottal opening on the spectrum of
the radiated sound, we can calculate
the transfer function Um/U, for various
values of the average glottal area A,.
We assume that the impedance looking
into the vocal tract is small compared
with the impedance of the glottis. This
assumption is reasonable as long as the
subglottal resonance is not too close to
a natural frequency of the vocal tract (a
formant). The frequency of the pole is
estimated to be the natural frequency
of the subglottal system when it is ter-
minated by the glottal impedance.

Calculations of the vocal-tract
transfer function for a typical front-
vowel configuration with formants well
separated from the tracheal resonances

are shown in Fig. 3 for two different
glottal areas. When the glottal area
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Figure 4: Estimates of the frequencies
of the two poles and zero in the vicin-
ity 0 F2 when there is coupling to the
true ea through a partially open lottis.
The zero f, is assumed to be fired at
1400 Hz. F2T represents the ole cor-
responding to F2, shifted by the influ-
ence of the tracheal system. The solid
lines indicate the most prominent spec-
tral peak, which shows an abrupt jump
in frequency (dotted line) when F2 is
just below f,. The dashed lines repre-
sent f, which is less prominent in the
spectrum.

is larger, substantial additional promi~
nences appear in the vowel spectrum,
whereas for the smaller area the effect
of the tracheal resonances is small.

If the frequency of a formant is
close to a subglottal resanance, the sub-
glottal coupling will have an influence
on the spectral representation of the
formant. For example, if a formant

passes through the region of a subglot-

tal resonance, interference is expected.

This interference effect is illustrated in

Fig. 4. The abscissa is the frequency

F2 that would exist if the glottis were

closed, and the ordinate is the actual

frequencies of the poles and the zero

for the coupled system. The second for-

mant frequency F2 increases from 1100

to 1800 Hz, passing through the tra-

cheal resonance L, which in this exam-

ple is fixed at 1400 Hz. When F2 )5

well separated from f,, there is a small

upward shift in the pole representing

F2, and there is a. pole-zero pair f.

and f, due to tracheal coupling. When
F2 approaches f,, the pole-zero—pole

combination creates two nearby spec-

tral peaks. When F2 < f,, the lower

of these peaks is dominant, but when
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Figure 5: Average spectrum a vowel
[52/ produced by the speaker reprisented
in Fig. I. The average was obtained
overfive repetitions of the vowel (in the
word bed). Evidence for extra peaks
due to tracheal coupling is shown.
F2 passes upward through f, the upperpeak becomes dominant. Thus thereis a discontinuous upward jump in thedominant spectral peak as F2 increasesthrough the subglottal resonance. Asimilar effect occurs when Fl passesthrough the lowest tracheal resonance.This theoretical analysis suggeststhen, that there are two kinds of acous:tic eVidence for acoustic coupling totracheal resonances: one is the presenceof spectral prominences in addition tothe prominences due to vocal-tract res—onancesor formants, and the otheris the disruption of prominences dueto formants as they pass through frequency ranges of tracheal resonancesThehlatter effect should be observablein diphthongs like /ai/, where F1 tra-verses downward through the lowesttracheal resonance and F2 follows anupward-movmg trajectory through thesectar‘if traclfial resonance.

eory so predicts tresonances should be nib: tdsidfritin vowel spectra for individuals whophonate With a. glottis that remainspartially open throughout a glottal c -h l) Such Individuals are known to eiyc-t 111 it a greater high-frequency tilt inbaiiiiiiii‘i séiectrum and a greater F1no to in ‘losses at the partially bfifieglotfigumc
3. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Two kinds of ac '
. oustic dobtained from vowels produczdabyvegigea ers: From spectra of the vowelsa: A, in CVC words, estimates were
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I‘m

Figure 6: Ezam [es of tra 'ectoriesduced by an LP. -basedjorzmant trail:for the word bide pro uced by two fe-male speakers. On the left, the F1 andF2. tracks are smooth, with no disconti-:uhll'es’ but on the rigid, there are dis-
0 inuous Jum 3 ast e orman

through tracheal’resonanges. L, pass
made of the degree of perturbation by
extra peaks and valleys that could be
ascribed to tracheal resonances. The
spectrum for each vowel was an aver-
age spectrum over the vowel portions
of five repetitions of the words, using
a. short time window (7 ms) calculated
every millisecond. An average spec-
trum of the vowel /e/ for the speaker
of Fig. l is shown in Fig. 5. It was
thought that such an average spectrum
should be effective for showing promi-
nences (such as those due to tracheal
resonances) that remain relatively fixed
in frequency over time. The deviation
of each vowel spectrum in terms of eit-
tra prominences was rated by two ob-
servers on a scale from 0 to 2.

.A second type of acoustic data ex-
amined the tracking of the first and
second formant peaks in the diphthong
/ai/ in the utterance bide. Formant
tracks obtained using a standard LPC
algorithm are shown in Fig. 6 for two
speakers. For one of the speakers, the
ormants are tracked smoothly, exceptfor minor ripples due to the interactionof the fundamental frequency and the

formants. For the other speaker, there
is an abrupt discontinuity in both for-
mant tracks, presumably due to the in-fluence of tracheal resonances.

. The F1 and F2 tracks for thisdiphthong produced five times by each
Speaker were examined, and cases with
3 Significant discontinuity in either
track were noted. To qualify as a dis-
continuity induced by a subglottal ICS'
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onance, it must occur in the frequency
range 500-1000 Hz for F1 and 1500-
2000 Hz for F2. Each speaker was
rated by the number of such disconti-
nuities, ranging from 0 to 10.

These two measures —— spectral de-
viations caused by extra prominences
(EP , and discontinuities in formant
trac s for a. diphthong (DF) ——- were
examined in relation to other acoustic
measures. These other measures are
theoretically related to the size of a
fixed opening in the glottis during the
“closed” phase of the glottal vibration
cycle, and should increase as the cross-
sectional area of the o ening does [2H3].
The measures are: (l H l-Al, the dif-
ference (in dB) between the amplitude
of the first harmonic and the amplitude
of the largest harmonic in the vicinity
of the first formant. This difference is
related to the bandwidth of the first for-
mant. (2) H1-A3, where A3 is the am-
plitude of the third formant peak. This
is a measure of spectral tilt. (3) The
bandwidth Bl of the first formant, as
determined by the rate of decay of the
F l waveform during the initial (most
closed) part of the glottal cycle. (4) Es—
timates N", and N, of noise excitation
in the F3 waveform and high-frequency
spectrum, respectively [5].

The correlations between EP, DF
and the spectral measures are summa-
rized in Table 1. The correlations be-
tween DF and the spectral measures
are all quite high, particularly DF and
spectral tilt. The correlations for EP
are smaller, possibly due to the subjee-
tivity of this measure. It is clear from
these correlations that when spectral
measures indicate a significant glottal
opening or “chink,” evidence for tra-
cheal resonances appear in the vowel
spectrum. The effect of the tracheal
resonances on the spectrum increases as
the size of the opening increases.

4. CONCLUSION

Tracheal resonances can introduce
significant modifications in the vowel
spectra for some speakers. These are
speakers for whom other spectral mea-
sures such as spectral tilt indicate some
glottal abduction during the “closed
phase" of glottal vibration. Tracheal
resonances can interfere with the esti-
mation of formants from vowel spectra
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Table 1: Correlations between two mea-
sures of the prominences of tracheal
resonances and several spectral mea-
sures (see text) obtained from vowels
produced by 22 female talkers.

Measure EP DF

Ill-A I 0.50 0.68
H1-143 0.70 0.83
N... 0.68 0.82
N, 0.57 0.79
DF 0.62 l

and thus have implications for formant
tracking and speech recognition sys-
tems. The effects of these resonances
on both formant location and promi-
nences can also influence vowel space
and quality. Finally, our observations
of these effects suggest that the simple
source-filter theory may not. always be
adequate, even for modal phonation.
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ABSTRACT

We propose to carry out excitation-
synchronous glottis inverse filtering
by means of a compound auto-
regressive model of the speech signal.
The model consists of two linear auto-
regressive models that are excitation-
synchronously fitted by means of an
auxiliary signal which has the same
period as the speech signal and a sin—
gle peak per cycle. Auxiliary and
speech signals need not be aligned.

INTRODUCTION
Clottal inverse filtering is the csti~

mation of the glottal waveform from
the speech signal. Generally speak»
ing, glottal inverse filtering consists offiltering the speech signal by meansof an “inverted" transfer function es-timate in which poles are replaced byzeros. Difficulties with glottal inversefiltering are the following. a) The. vo-cal tract transfer function nmst be estimated from the speech signal. But,the speech signal is not the impulseresponse of the. vocal tract. It is,in a first approximation, the convo-lution of the impulse response andthe glottis signal which includes ef-fects of the interaction between Voicesource and vocal tract. b) Duringconnected speech, the transfer func-tion varies with time whereas con-ventional estimation techniques (c.g.linear predictive analysis) posit thatthe speech signal is stationary duringthe analysis interval. c) Even (lur~ing the emissionof sustained vowels,

the vocal tract transfer function can-
not be assumed to be stationary be-
cause the vibrating vocal folds rhyth-
mically connect and disconnect sub-
glottal and tract cavities. As a re—
sult, both eigenfrequcncies and band-
widths change within a glottal cy-
cle. As a consequence, glottal sig-
nals are difficult to estimate reliably
and, more often than not, attempts
at inverse filtering are confined to sus-
tained vowels.

Here, we propose to carry out in-
verse filtering in the following way.
First, closed phases of the glottal
cycle are detected via a compound
speech signal model that consists
of two linear auto-regressive models.
Fitting of the model is carried out
by means of the overall prediction er-
ror and the energy difference between
the “open” and “closed“ phase corn-
ponents of the speech signal. Sec-
ond, formant frequencies and band-
widths of the “closed" phase compo-
nents are estimated. Indeed, a con-
ventional solution of problem (c) is
to estimate the tract transfer flinc-
tion throughout the closed phases of
the glottal cycles [1]. A consequence
is that effects of the interaction be-
tween vocal tract and glottal source
are included in the voice source signal
[2). Third, after eliminating real poles
and complex poles whose bandwidths
are larger than 500 Hz, inversed fil-
tering is carried out by means of a
cascade of second-order cells, that is
one cell per pair of complex conjugaLe
poles.
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MODEL
The compound model of the speech
signal we have proposer] earlier is the
following [3] [-l] [5] [G].

M") = "o + 21:1"..1/(71-1'). (1)
u'(n — d) < 7‘

.1101) = b0 + Ell. [will *1”),
“(n — d) 2 r (2)

Signal y(n) is represented by means
of two linear auto-regressive models
(1) 8.: (2). n is the time index, 1' a
threshold and d a delay. a.- and b, are
the coefficients of linear sub-models
(l) & (2) and N and M their orders.
nr(n.) is an auxiliary signal that must
have a single vertex per cycle and the
same period as signal y(u). Ilowevcr,
signals 10(11) and y(n) need not be
aligned.

y(n)

Figure 1: Speech signal y(n) and
synthetic triangular auxiliary signal
w(n).

METHOD
In the framework of glottal inverse

filtering, we made use of two synthetic
auxiliary signals. The first was a rect—
angular and the second an isosceles
triangular waveform. The difference
between rectangular and triangular
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auxiliary signals was that for the lat-
ter the length of cutouts (I) could
be varied between 0 (the summit of
the triangle) and period T (its base)
by means of threshold 1‘. The func-
tion of delay d was to position these
lengths, cut out by means of thresh-
old r, with respect to the time coor-
dinates of the intersections of thresh-
old r with signal uv(n) (Fig.1). Delay
d and threshold 1‘ were either deter-
mined by means of an optimizer or
a systematic search. When auxiliary
signal w(n) was a rectangular wave-
form, the cutout lengths were con-
stants equal to the crcnellation width
and the only variable whose optimal
value had to be searched for was delay
d. The creuellation width of rectan—
gular auxiliary signal rr(n) was fixed
at -iO 70 of glottis cycle length T.
Therefore, the lengths of cutouts (I 8.:
II) were respectively equal to u-(n)'s
crenellation width and the remaining
60 % of the fundamental period. De—
lay d was varied between 0 and T. For
each choice of delay d. sub~m0dcls (l)
S; (‘2) were fitted to their respective
cutouts (I) «in. (II) by means of singu-
lar value decomposition and the nor-
malized overall prediction error was
calculated. Sub-model orders were re-
spectively equal to 9 and 8 and the
sampling frequency was equal to 8
kill. The best break-up of the speech
signal into “open" and “closed" phase
cutouts was the one. that gave rise to a
local minimum of the prediction error
and to the biggest difference between
the energies of signal components (I)
& (II). In other words, the “closed"
phase components of the speech sig-
nal were assigned to those cutouts
that gave rise to a local minimum of
the overall prediction error and to a
maximum of the signal energy. For
this choice of d, formant frequencies
and bandwidths of the “high-energy”
cutouts were determined and inverse
filtering was carried out by means of
a cascade of second-order cells.
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The stages of the segmenting, fit—
ting and inverse filtering algorithm

were as follows :
(i) Asynchronous positioning of an

analysis window of a length of 26

msec ;
(ii) Estimation of glottis cycle length

T by means of the smoothed
speech signal ;

iii Initialization of delay (1, (1:0 ;
(iv) Segmentation of the windowed

speech signal (cf. Figure 1) by

means of a rectangular auxiliary
signal ;

(v) Least mean square fitting of sub-
model (1) to cutouts (I) and of
sub-model (‘2) to cutouts (II) ;

(vi) Calculation of the total normal-
ized prediction error. Normaliza~
tion was by the cutout lengths ;

(vii) Incrementation of d. If d <
T then step (iv) otherwise step
(viii) ;

(viii) Calculation of the energy dif-
ferences between components (I)
and (II) for delays d that gave
rise to the five smallest predic—
tion errors ;

(ix) Selection of the segmentation
(on the base of delay d) that gave
rise to a maximum energy differ~
ence during step (viii) ;

(x) Reestimation by means of a co-
variance multi-interval method
of linear predictive coefficients a.-
of components (I) arrived at step

1): ;
(xi) Computation of formant fre—

quencies and bandwidths by
means of the predictive coeffi~
cient polynomial ;

(xii) Discarding of real poles and of
complex pole pairs giving rise to
bandwidths larger than 500 Hz ;

(xiii) Inverse filtering by means of a
cascade of second»order cells, i.e.
a cell per pair of complex con—
](ug'aite poles remaining after step
xu ;

(xiv) Segmentation by means of pe-
riod T and delay d of the glottal
waveform so arrived at ;
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 2 and 3 show glottal wave-

forms, of sustained vowels or vowel
transitions, obtained by means of
the inverse filtering method previ-
ously explained. The displayed wave-

forms of four speakers were arrived
at wholly automatically. It is seen
that they have traits that are typi-
cal of waveforms that have been ob-

tained in the framework of other stud-

ies. Part of the observed inter- and

intra»speaker variability is generally

believed to be a consequence of the

fickle ability of the linear predictive

model to represent the speech signal

adequately. But, variability may also

have been a consequence of the occa—

sional inability of steps (iii) to (viii)

to segment identically from one anal-

ysis window to the next. Also. we

have tried out, on the same speech

signals, auxiliary signals of rectangu-

lar and triangular shape. The ability

of the triangular waveform to give rise
to variable cutout lengths did how-

ever not appear to be an advantage

over the rectangular waveform whose

cutout lengths were fixed.

It is planned to post—process wave-

forms so as to get rid of pulse es-

timates that are outliers and han-

dle intra-speaker variability via vec-

tor quantization which chooses a rep-

resentative set of glottal pulses. ln-

deed, here the purpose of inverse fil—
tering is not to provide entire glottal

waveforms. Instead, the objective 15

to arrive at a set of speaker-typical

glottal pulses so that the discrimina'

tion performance of acoustic features,

related either to the glottal pulse or

the vocal tract transfer function, can

be compared in the framework of a

speaker recognition task. The PM”
pose is to find an answer to the qut’é'

tion of whether speaker identity 15

made up of acoustic cues that bear

on the voice source, or the vocal tract

or a combination of the two.
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ABSTRACT

We present some extensions to the results
found by Lucero (1993) concerning the anal-
ysis of the large-amplitude oscillation of the
vocal folds using the tw0>mass model. We fo-
cus on two points which were not considered
in that work: the introduction of a more real-
istic model of the fluid mechanics aspects of
the glottal flow, and the effects of the acous-
tical loading of the vocal tract. A numerical
technique is presented for finding the equilib-
rium points and analysing their stability for
generic aerodynamic and mechanical models
of the vocal folds, including as well a repre-
sentation of the acoustical impedance of the
vocal tract. Our results confirm the interest of
an analysis of stability of equilibrium points
to obtain the oscillation regions of the vocal-
folds, but also indicates to the need of better
aerodynamic and acoustical models.

INTRODUCTION

Over the years, several researchers have been
trying to quantify vocal fold vibration. One
of the main question one is interested in an-
swering is: Given a mechanical, aerodynam-
ical, and acoustical model of the vocal folds
and the vocal tract, under which conditions
of the control parameters (e.g. lung pressure
and stiffness of the laryngeal muscles) will the
vocal folds oscillate? As even the simplest
models of the vocal tract (e.g. Ishizaka and
Flanagan 1972) are described by non—linear

differential equations for both the mechanical
and the aerodynamical parts, direct analytical
analysis are difficult to be carried out. The
difficulties are expected to increase as more
realistic models of the larynx will be devel-

oped. This are the main reasons according
to which previous works have been focused

on small-amplitude analysis of vocal fold vi-

bration (Title 1988). The drawback of this

kind of technique is the linearization of the

equations of motion, making the conclusions

hardly extensible to the large-amplitude oscil-

lation behaviour.

More recently, some non-linear techniques

have been applied to the study of vocal fold

vibration. They range over a wide variety of
mathematical tools. Awrejcewicz (1990) uses

characteristic multipliers to change ‘bifurca-
tion' parameters in order to discover new pe-

riodic solutions via Hopf bifurcation. Weakly

nonlinear analyses are done by Jensen (1990)
to investigate the instability of the flow in a

collapsed tube. Empirical orthogonal eigen-
functions are extracted from biomechanical

simulations of the vocal folds by Berry et al.
(1993); those authors show that chaotic oscil-

lation can arise as a result of desynchroniza-

tion of the low-order modes. Although those

works represent a real progress with respect to

the the former small—amplitude analysis, they
lack the cleverness of fully analytical tech-
niques.

In this respect, Lucero (1993) presented
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an analytically-based analysis of the large-

amplitude oscillation of the vocal folds us-

ing the two—mass model. This technique con-

sists, at first, in finding the equilibrium points

of the dynamical equations of motion. As a

second step, an analysis of stability is car-

ried out, essentially by linearizing the system

about those equilibrium points and by exam-

ining the sign of the real part of its character-

istic equation. Although the results obtained

were quite promising, the referred work was

based on an oversimplified model of both the

fluid mechanics aspects of the glottal flow and

the geometry of the vocal folds. Furthermore,

the coupling between the vocal fold oscilla-

tion and the acoustical loading of the vocal

tract, as well as the effects of viscous resis—

tances, were neglected.

The goal of the present study is twofold:

first, we will redo the analysis of Lucero

(1993) showing that some of his conclusions

are due to the introduction of a ‘spurious’ ele-

ment of the fluid mechanics. Second, we will

apply a numerical version of the analysis of

stability of the equilibrium point using a more

realistic model of the glottal flow and includ-

ing the effect of vocal tract loading.

ANALYSIS OF EQUILIBRIUM POSI-

TIONS FOR THE TWO-MASS MODEL

We will proceed to a verification of the re-

sults of Lucero (1993) by eliminating the loss

due to sharp edges (flow separation in vena-

contracta effect; for more details see Pelorson

et a1. 1994). We will use the same notations

as in Lucero (1993) and we ask the reader to

refer to that paper for the meaning of the math

ematical symbols. In the case of an open glot-

lis (11 > —1'10 and 12 > —120, where 1.- and

1'50 are the position and the rest positions for

the masses 1 and 2), the driving force on the

mass 1 is given by F1 = 19d, Psfp, where IE is

the width of the glottis, d1 the length of mass 1

and [’3 the sub—glottal pressure. The term f,

depends on the position of the masses and on a

factor I: (see Ishizaka and Flanagan 1972) for

Sharp edges (1: = 0.37):

_ (LEW
— (11 + Ito)2 ‘l‘ "(12 + 120V

f»
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As the contraction at the entrance of the vo-

cal folds is smooth, we believe that there is no

reason for the vena-contracta effect, re having

to be set to zero. In this case, equation (8) of

Lucero (1993), obtained by setting the deriva~

tives of the equations of motion to zero, be-

60m68(y1e-1) = H(1-y§./(52y?.)),where
fl = I’m/1‘20, and H is a constant that de-

pends on several parameters of the model, in-

cluding the mass stiffnesses (k1 and k2). gm 2

1 + z,- /1,0 are the normalized mass displace—

ments. The final solutions for B 2 1 (rectan-

gular prephonatory glottis) are (i) y]. = yh =

1 (rest positions), and (ii) the solutions of the

following equation

ylze + (1 —— a)(l + a)Hyle — (1 — (1)2}! : 0.

As H and a = kc/(kg + kc) are always pos—

itive, it is straightforward to prove that the

roots of the above equations are always real

and one of them is always negative. This in-

validates the result of Lucero (1993), where

there was possibility for the existence of three

simultaneous equilibria. The main conclusion

is that there will be always two equilibrium

positions for any value of the command pa-

rameters of the model (the stiffnesses of the

masses, related to a and the subglottal pres-

sure).

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF STABIL-

ITY OF EQUILIBRIA

Lucero (1993) did an analysis of stability of

the equilibrium points and found an analyti-

cal formulation for obtaining the bifurcation

points and the regions of stability for the

command parameters space. We extend the

technique to a more realistic two—mass model

(Pelorson et a1. 1994) including the effects

of moving flow separation point and viscos-

ity losses, thanks to a more elaborated model

of the changing geometry of the vocal folds.

The acoustical loading at the outlet of the two-

mass model is taken into account by mod-

elling the input acoustical impedance of the

vocal tract as a linear filter (plane wave prop-

agation in the vocal tract is assumed). Hence

the dynamical equations of motion for the

two—mass model together with the dynamical
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Figure 1: Area functions (top panel) and input impedances (bottom panel) for three French vow-
els: [a] (left), /u/ (middle), and /i/ (right).

equation describing the input impedance filter
compose the global equations of motion of the
system.

More specifically, we approximated the ef—
fect of vocabtract input impedance by a fil—
ter which takes into account only the first for-
mant. Fig. 1 shows the area functions for three
French vowels (Ial, /i/, and lul) and the asso-
ciated input impedances as a function of fre-
quency Z.,.(f) computed from the area func-
tions using the plane wave propagation hy-
pothesis (dashed lines in Fig. 1). The poles
and zeros of the vocal-tract impedance were
computed from the impedance spectrum by a
LPC approximation (solid lines in Fig. 1). We
plan to include formants of higher order in a
future work. By now, we are interested just in
the effect of the first formant on vocal fold vi-
bration and we believe that they will be more
marked than the effect of the other formants.

The acoustical loading is modelled then by
the pressure at the input of the vocal tract Pcv.
which is the result of filtering the glottal flow
Ug through the linear filter Z,-,,(f). PCV varies
thus with time, perturbing the pressure differ-
ence-across the glottis P5 — Pcv (as a first ap—
proximation, P5 is considered independent of
the glottal flow Ug in the present study). The
whole model can be described by a set of aug-
mented differential equations. The technique

we used for finding equilibrium points and for
analysing their stability consists essentially in

linearizing the model about the equilibrium

points using a perturbation analysis.

The system of non-linear differential equa-
tions can be compactly described using the

notation:

it: F(u),

where u are the state variables of both the me-

chanical and acoustical parts. About any equi-
librium point a. it is possible to linearize the

system (see Guckenheimer and Holmes 1986

for details):

E = DE

Where u = U + £ and D is the lacobian 0f
the function F about U. Stability of the lin-

earized system on state variables é depends on

the eigenvalues of D. Specifically, in order to

have a stable the system about the equilibrium
point U, the real part of all eigenvalues of D

have to be negative.

We carried out this analysis varying {W0 pa-
rameters of the model: P5 and h (the 595'
ness of mass 1). The other free parameters

were kept constant to typical values given in

the literature (see Pelorson et a1. 1994). Start-
ing from the rest position for the masses. we

found the equilibrium positions, which corre-

SPonded always to a convergent configuration
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Figure 2: Minimum subglottal pressure for

vocal fold oscillation as a function of the stiff-

ness of mass 1.

for the vocal folds. For different values of

k], we searched by a bisection algorithm the
value of P5 in the boundary between the oscil-

lating and non-oscillating regions. The results

are shown in Fig. 2. It is possible to see that

the region of stability is increased due to the

acoustical loading of the vocal tract. The ef-

fect is more accentuated for the vowel /a/ and
almost the same for vowels /i/ and /u/.

CONCLUSIONS

We extended the technique presented by
Lucero (1993) for analysing the stability of

equilibria of the vocal folds using a more real-

istic model of the flow through the glottis and

including the effects of acoustical loading.

We considered the analysis of the equilibrium

points done by Lucero (1993) and we studied

influence of some aerodynamical effects. We

Proposed a numerical technique for obtaining

the stability of equilibria, being able to

determine regions of larynx/lungs command

Space for which the vocal folds will oscillate.

The main virtue of the proposed technique
is the ability to determine the bifurcation

boundaries in the control space (including

V0031 tract configuration) without having

‘0 run temporal simulations. Our results

shows the importance of the aeroacoustics
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in such an analysis. We agree with Lucero

(1993) that the next logical step would be the

study of more realistic models. However we

emphasize that in parallel to improvements

on the mechanics, much has to be done

concerning the aerodynamical and acoustical

descriptions.
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ABSTRACT
This is a report of speech production

changes in a patient who lost hearing due
to bilateral acoustic neuromas and re-
ceived an auditory brainstem implant to
provide some “auditory” stimulation.
Speech production and perception and
neurological status were measured mul-
tiple times before and after onset of
hearing loss. “Postural” parameters, such
as average vowel SPL, duration, and F0
changed with hearing status, whereas
phonemic parameters, such as fricative
spectra and VOT were more stable.

INTRODUCTION
Auditory feedback is clearly essential

for speech acquisition. It is question—
able, however, whether auditory feed-
back is necessary for speech production
in adulthood, since the speech of people
deafened as adults can remain intelligi-
ble for decades. However, their speech
often develops abnormalities, indicating
some role for auditory input in adult
speech motor control [1-4]. Studies of
changes in speech production when
postlingually-deafcned patients receive
cochlear implants have led us to hy-
pothesize that auditory feedback has at
least two functions in adult speech motor
control: (1) maintenance of the phone-
me settings of a robust internal model
(established during acquisition) of the
relations between speech motor com-
mands and the sound output and (2)
monitoring the transmission channel to
help make situation-dependent adjust-
ments in postural settings of parameters
that underlie average sound level. rate.
P0. low-fi'equency spectral slope and
vowel formants, which influence clarity
and intelligibility. By inference, pho-
nemic settings should be less labile than
postural settings, Since phonemic sct~
tings and postural settings affect the
same articulators, there can be interac-
tions between them, but in some cases

their changes can be observed separately
[1-4]. The purpose of this study is to
further investigate these hypotheses by
studying speech changes in a patient who
loses, rather than gains hearing.

METHODS
Bilateral acoustic neuromn

(Neurofibromatosis 2, or NFZ), is a rare
hereditary disease characterized by be-
nign tumors of the central nervous sys-
tem, which tend to arise bilaterally on
the eighth nerves and may lead to hear-
ing loss, first on one side and then on the

other (often from surgery that is required

to remove the tumors to prevent more

serious consequences). The symptoma-

tology and severity can vary widely

among patients, but a significant propor-

tion have their most severe symptoms

confined to bilateral hearing loss [5].

Subjects for this research are adult

NF2 patients who are speakers of Eng-

lish, with good hearing in one ear and
zero or near zero speech discrimination
scores in the other car; and little or no

oro-sensory, speech-motor, or other
speech-language problem. We have re-

corded 44 NFZ patients who met most or

all of these criteria.
The subject of this report is the first

patient (a 30-year-old female) who met

the criteria and, during the course of the

research, suffered profound hearing 10:95
in her remaining good car; we will refer
to her as Nl-‘A (for NF2 Female subject

A). During her surgery for tumor re-

moval, the auditory nerve had to be sev-
ered. and the electrode array of an audi-

tory brainstem implant was placed.

The auditory brainstcm implam
(Alll) has been developed (and NFA was
implanted) at the llousc liar lnstitutc.

Los Angeles, CA. It consists of an elec-

trode array placed on the cochlear nu-

Clcus, trans-cutaneous electromagnetic

signal transmission and an external ml-
crophone and signal processor. The
electrode array has seven active elec-
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trodes and one reference electrode,

forming seven channels that are stimu-

lated with an F0 F1 F2 F5 strategy, in-

tended to provide spectral. amplitude and

temporal information, including voicing.

NFA's ABl processor was activated sev-

eral weeks after implant surgery.
Recording sessions were conducted

at -20, -10, -l, 11, 35, 60, 76, and 83
weeks relative to the time of the surgery

that produced NFA's onset of hearing

loss (OllL). Pre-OllL testing was done

with NFA wearing her CROS hearing

aid, and post-OHL testing was done with

NFA using her ABl.

Assessments and complications

Each two-day session typically in-

cluded: one or two recordings of speech

acoustic and physiological parameters, a

neurological exam, a set of speech per-

ception tests, and, to monitor for motor

changes, tests of non—speech oral-motor

capabilities and a videotaping of the

subject's face while reading a passage.

Each post-OllL session also included an

“on-oft" experiment, described below.

Speech perception tests consisted of

combinations of auditory alone, visual

alone and auditory-visual presentations

of: 12 consonants in a /Cac/ utterance, 8

vowels in /t/, 10 vowels in ld/,

monosyllabic words (NU—6), supraseg—

mentals (SPAC) and sentences (CUNY).

Speech production measures were

made of: SPL, F0, duration, Ill-H2

(low-frequency spectral slope), F1 and
F2 of the vowels /i, i, 8, ac, a, A, o, u/

spoken in lt/ in a carrier phrase; VOT

for /p, b, t, d, k, g/ in lCod/ in a carrier

phrase, spectral properties of the Sibi-
lants /s/ and /I/ in ISod/ in a carrier
phrase; average airflow rate, and inter-

syllable regulation of F0 and SPL i_n
readings of the Rainbow Passage. This
set of materials (or a subset) was_re-

peated five times for each recording.

(Aerodynamic and acoustic parameters
of voice production were also measured,
but are not covered in this report.)

The “on-off experiment” involved

having NFA turn off the speech proces-
sor of her ABI for 24 hours, then record-

ing five five-minute blocks of 10 repeti-
tions of a subset of speech materials in
which her speech processor was: off (1),

0n (2), on (3), off (4) and off (5) [4].
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Motor losses were induced by two
surgical procedures. The tumor removal
resulted in damage to the left facial nerve
which caused a readily-apparent left fa-
cial palsy. At week 72 (prior to the last
two reported recordings), the left hypo-
glossal nerve was anastomosed to the
facial nerve in an attempt to restore some
lefi facial function. This procedure re-

sulted in a tongue motor deficit. The
tongue deficit was not obvious, but it
was confirmed by the non-speech motor

test. Clearly, the deficits influence the

interpretation of much of the production

data. In addition, NFA had an upper

respiratory tract infection during the re-

cording one week before surgery, which

might also influence some results.

RESULTS

Speech perception
NFA had good aided hearing pre-

OHL. For example, auditory—alone con-

sonant scores were close to 90%. Post-

OHL, those scores were consistently

poor (about 17% correct). It appears that

by week 83 NFA was getting some

benefit from her ABI (mainly indicated

by improvement in consonant scores

from visual-alone to auditory-visual).

NFA had good visual-alone speechread-

ing scores (about 74% correct) which

remained consistent pre- to post-OHL.

Results for the suprasegmental mate-

rials were generally also good pre-Ol-lL

and dropped dramatically post-OllL.

Scores for these tests post-OHL were

better in the auditory-visual than the vis-

ual-alone condition. Thus the ABI

seems eventually to have provided some

additional cues to speechreading. .

These results were consistent with

clinical reports that NFA does not dis-

criminate well among the different chan-

nels of her ABl. Presumably, then, the

ABI provides her with little spectral in-

formation, but does convey some F0,

loudness and voiced/unvoiced informa-

tion, which she was beginning to use by

week 83.

Speech production _

In general, the lefi facial palsy could

have a post-OHL effect on many supra-

glottal parameters; however, some of

those parameters should be more af-

fected than others. For example, bilabial

consonants are obviously influenced and
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velars shouldn't be. Parameters that re-flect laryngeal and respiratory function
should be uninfluenced. The anastomo-
_sis surgery at 72 weeks should have only
influenced subsequent tongue articula-
tions. Nevertheless, it is possible that
NFA developed compensatory strategies
usrng structures that were not directly
affected by the surgeries.

Postural parameters
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Figure 1: Mean duration (ms) fiir theeight vowels vs. weeks re time ofOIIL.
Figure] shows mean duration (ms)for the eight vowels, versus weeks retime ofOIIL, which is represented bythe vertical line. Each point representsthe average values for five repetitions ofthe eight vowels; the error bars show +/-one standard error. There is a slight, in-creasmg trend pre-OHL, a further large(25 ms) increase between weeks -1 andl 1, and then a gradual return to near pre-OHL values. Roughly-analogous pat-terns were shown by average vowel SPLF0, average airflow (from lung volumet:ric measurements during the RainbowPassage) and vowel Ill-H2 (the ampli-tude difference between the first twoarmonics in the acoustic spectrum ameasure that correlates with the degieeof glottal. abduction). The patterns give ageneral impression of an initial post-OIIL change to more “deaf-like" speech[3], With a gradual return to pre-OHLvalues, as NFA was presumably begin-ning to use cues from the A131. How-ever, the pre-OHL trends and overallvariability of the data introduce uncer-tainty about the effect of the hearingchange on the speech parameters._ Figure 2 shows average vowel dura-tion vs condition (processor on or off)
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Figure 2: Average vowel duration vs
condition (processor on or om at 11, 60
and 83 weeks post-OHL.
for experiments at 11, 60 and 83 weeks
post-OHL. Each point represents the
average of 10 repetitions of the vowels
0. I, e, a, u/. The triangle indicates the
mean value of this S-vowel subset from
the longitudinal recording made in the
same session, and the vertical bar indi-
cates the range between the mean values
(of this subset of 5 vowels) in the first
two pre-OIIL recordings. Among the
three plots, the overall values of the on-
off data correspond approximately to the
respective longitudinal values. In each
plot, duration is high in the initial m-
essor off condition; when the processor
is turned on, duration drops, then contin-
ues to drop; and when the processor is
turned off again, duration rises. The
magnitude of the effect corresponds to
the distance between the respective cur-
rent longitudinal value and the pre-OHL
range. Thus, there is a clear effect of the
auditory stimulation: with it NFA'S
speech is faster. This result helps 10
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counteract uncertainty about interpreting
the longitudinal data because of the pre-
OIIL trends and variability.

Segmental parameters
Longitudinal plots of values of spec-

tral median and symmetry [2] on the
sibilants /s/ and /[/ showed no meaning-
ful change until week 60. Then, afier the
anastomosis surgery, values for the two
sounds began to converge, indicating a
blurring of the contrast that could not be
corrected without the aid of auditory
spectral information. The relative stabil-
ity of the sibilants for 60 weeks post-
OIIL is consistent with the hypothesis
that phonemic settings are robust.

Values of voiced and voiceless VOT
(corrected for syllable duration — [1]) did
not change longitudinally, in spite of
changes in the related parameters of
SPL, F0 and 111-112. The stability of
VOT could be due to the use of temporal
information delivered by the ABI. On
the other hand, voiced and voiceless
VOTs are well separated in some speak-
ers decades after onset of deafness in
adulthood [I], so we might not expect
large VOT changes to begin with.

Intersyllable regulation of F0 and SPL
Measures of syllable-to-syllable

fluctuations in SPL and F0 (normalized
for overall levels) in readings of the
Rainbow Passage were compared be-
tween the first two pre-OHL sessions
and the two post-OIIL sessions at 35 and
60 weeks. The amounts of fluctuation in
both SPL and F0 were significantly
higher in the post-OIIL data.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The results presented support our hy-

potheses about differences between
postural and phonemic settings, and they
are consistent with the following inter-
pretation. Soon after experiencing a se-
rious loss of hearing and introduction of
a novel and relatively undifferentiated
kind of “auditory” stimulation, NFA’s
speech became more like that of a deaf
person: slower, louder, and with an ab-
normal (for her) F0 [3]. As indicated by
the on-off results, at all times, the pos-
tural parameters were sensitive to hear-
ing status, i.e., relatively labile; however,
it took NFA about a year to learn. how to
use the relatively crude auditory input to
re-adjust her postural settings to the lev-
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els she had been using when she had use-
ful natural hearing. Throughout this
dramatic change in hearing and recali-
bration of postural settings, the two
measured phonemic settings remained
stable, indicating their robust nature. So
far, inter-syllable regulation of F0 and
SPL, measures of control variability,
seem to have the lability of postural set-
tings, but more data are needed.

We caution that we have chosen ex-
amples that illustrate our points. Al-
though we have not found clear counter-
examples, the data are very complicated
and variable, and not all results are as
easy to interpret. Only a fraction of the
available results can be reported here,
and new recordings and analyses are
being added to NFA’s picture. Finally.
we are beginning to gather similar data
on additional subjects; some of those
data may contain fewer confounds and
thus may be easier to interpret.
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ABSTRACT
Acoustic analyses were made of speech
recordings from 75 deafened subjects
before and after cochlear irnplantion. and
51 controls, using the ASSESS system.
Pre-implant speech was abnormal in
timing. intensity range. pitch height and
change. frication, and spectral balance.
Implantation reduced some anomalies.
left some unchanged, and aggravated
others. Many effects were sex-related.

INTRODUCTION
This paper reports part of a large—scale

evaluation of cochlear implantation in the
UK. co-ordinated by the MRC Institute
of Hearing Research. We studied effects
of implantation on speech production.

Our evaluation involved three phases.
Two were auditory. Phoneticians rated
speakers on a range of dimensions: and
naive listeners' impressions were studied.
This paper describes the third phase,
which used the ASSESS system to obtain
objective acoustic measurements.

ASSESS develops previous work on
properties which can be measured
automatically and which appear to reflect
disorders of speech [l].[2]. It is based on
standard descriptors - spectrum. intensity
contours. and pitch contours. It forms a
rich description by breaking these into
significant units. Preprocessing finds
inflections in the contours (points when:
volume or pitch stops rising and starts
falling. or vice versa). Contours can then
be described as a series of rises and falls.
Blocks which correspond at least roughly
to natural units are also found - silences.
sound blocks. tunes. and fricative bursts.
Sound blocks are defined by the way
intensity rises after a silence. peaks, and
falls to the next silence. Tunes are defined
by the way pitch moves between two
srlcnces long enough to be considered
pauses. Fricative bursts are defined by
energy in the upper spectrum.

ASSESS generates a systematic
statistical summary of these elements and
higher order attributes derived from them.
A fuller description is given in [3].

METHOD
The study considered 51 normal

hearing and 75 deafened subjects. All of
the latter were recorded pro-implant and 9
months after. and 29 were also recorded
18-24 months after. The reading material
analysed was the "Rainbow passage".

After processing through ASSESS
data were inspected graphically and a few
gross 'outliers' were removed - usually
about two or three per passage.

Absolute level measurements were
unavailable. and intensity measures were
normalised by setting median intensity at
the start of each passage to 60dB. This is
reasonable given that in auditory ratings
controls and pre—implant patients scored
almost identically on average volume. and
post-implant speakers' ratings showed a
significant but small trend towards
lowered volume.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main statistic used was analysis of

variance. Independent variables were
speakers’ sex and hearing status - pre—
implant. 9 months post. 24 months post,
and control. Hearing status was treated as
a between groups variable. This is
conservative - if anything it tends to
underestimate effects of implantation.

Timing
Table 1 shows that deafened speakers

spoke more slowly than controls. The
effect is significant (F3. 213 :88,
p<.0001). Implantation does not reduce
the problem: if anything it worsens it

Table 1: Reading time excluding pauses
(in seconds)

total duration n of pauses
fem male fem male

pre implant 36.5 35.2 62.5 48.2
9mths post 36.8 35.9 63.9 53.9
24 mths post 37.9 36.8 68.5 60.2
controls 29.4 30.0 53.6 46.2

The effect is not due to pausing. .
However the number of silences is high
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in deafened speakers. and significantly

higher after implant (F2.l70= 4.1.

p=.018). No significant change was

found in the duration of silences.

Deafened speakers show too many

discontinuities in general - not only

silences, but also inflections in the

intensity and pitch contours. Table 2

shows two relevant measures. numbers

of rises in the two contours. With pitch.

the overall contrast including the controls

is highly significant (F 3. 211:9.5,

p=.0001), but implants do not affect the

anomaly significantly (F 2.170=_0.4.

p=.67). With intensity as_wrth Silences.

the effect worsens significantly post

implant (F 2.170=4.3, p=.016).

Table 2: Numbers of rises

Intensity Pitch

female male female r5n4a1f]:

re implant 93.7 87.1 57.7 .

Smths post 97.3 91.2 59.6 56.2

24 mths post 102 98.1 55.8 60.5

controls 81.3 79.8 46.7 45.1

Some aspects of timing do improve

with implant, though. Rises and falls in

intensity tend to last too long in deafened

speakers, as is seen in median durations

of rises and falls for each speaker (Table

3). Improvement after implantation seems

marginal when the measures are analysed

separately. but analysing them together

shows a robust effect (F 2.173=_4.1,

p=0.018). Improvement is essentially

complete 9 months post implant.

Table 3: median durations ofrises and

falls in intensity (in milliseconds)

Rises Falls

female male feignglle rtggle6

re im lant 79.1 79.2 . .

9mthsppost 75.9 78.0 82.3 85.6

24 mths post 75.0 78.9 82.9 87.5

controls 74.9 75.0 81.1 80.0

Pitch shows a partially similar trend

(Table 4). For the deafened as a whole,

median pitch falls are too long. Fall 0

length reduces with implantation (F 2.17

=3.5. p=0.03). But sex complicates the

trend. Pre‘implant females already have

shorter pitch falls than control females.

but the reduction in fall length occurs for

both sexes. This is an improvement for
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the males, but the effect on females is that

24 months post implant. their pitch fall is

considerably too short.

Table 4: Median pitchfall duration (ms)

female male

pre implant 95.5 106.6

9 months post 91.9 91.0

24 months post 82.4 95.9

controls 101.8 92.2

These findings emphasise the need to

be wary of global statements about

timing. Anomalous shorteningmay occur

because deafened people wrth implants

have a rather undiscriminating sense that

they should liven up their Speech.

Intensity .

The clearest intensity effects involve _

spread measures, particularly interquartile

range (IQR), which spans the middle .

50% of observations. IQR is too high in

pre-implant patients and falls followmg

implantation (Table 5). The fall is

significant with F 2.172: 6.8. p=.001. It

may continue after 9 mths post implant.

Table 5: Intensity IQR (in dB)

female mzal;4

re im lant 11.56 1 .

9 mthsppost 10.67 1 1.17

24 mths post 9.98 11.05

controls 9.96 9.30

Table 6 clarifies the effect by showmg

the limits of speakers' usual range. the

10% point (below which intensity falls

less than 10% of the time) and the 90%

point (analogously defined).

The 90% point is strikingly stable. but

pre—implant subjects have a low 10%

point - i.e.they overuse rather low levels.

Post implantation the 10% points use

significantly (F 2,172: 6.8. p=.001) -

i.e. implants narrow intensrty range by

raising the lower limit

Table 6: Intensity extremes (in dB)

10% point 90% point

female male female6rprge

reim lant 48.4 46.9 67.2 .

9mthsppost 49.9 48.7 67.5 67.1

24 mths post 50.9 48.8 67.7 66.5

controls 49.6 50.6 66.6 66.9
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The large rises and falls which begin
and end sound blocks are distinctive.
Table-7 shows that they are much longer
than rises and falls in general, as would
be expected. They are also a case of
change which continues after 9 months
post implant Considering patient
performance on rises and falls together
shows an effect of time (F 2, 171:4.6,
p=.01 1). Post hoc tests show that the
Significant contrast (p<0.01) is betweenpre implant and 24 months post.

As with pitch falls, the changes are
appropriate for males. But they leave 24month post implant females with shorterrises and falls than control females.

Table 7: Duration: ofrises andfallswhich begin and end blocks (in ms)

opening rises closing falls. female male female maleprermplant 151 153 187 2029mthspost 143 152 171 19324 mths post 140 144 162 182controls 151 135 171 166

Pitch
_ There are no strong, straightforwardpitch effects, partly because of occasionalextreme values, but measures whichbypass these extremes show effects ofhearing loss and of implantation._One such measure comes from themrdpornts of quadratic curves which arefitted to tunes. The interaction betweenignited hearing“swims falls short of' rcance in e ull anal sis F=2.4, p=.067) but reaches ilin tires, 212analysis which considers only pre-implant and control subjects (F l, 117=5.7..p=.019). As table 8 shows, femalepitch is never far from normal, but malepitch is high pre-implant and remains so.

Table 8: Fitted midpoints oftunes (in Hz)

. female malepre implant 192.6 140.59 mths post 192.19 132.724 mths post 186.2 144.1controls 198.0 115.5

Extreme pitch changes also showsex-related pattern, as shown in Table 9.Significant sex*hcaring status interactionsoccur With all these measures - 10%pornts for rises (F 3, 213:3.9, p=.01)
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and falls (F 3, 213 =4.o, =.oos
90% points for both (ri p F321)3a=13¢i2p=.023, falls F3, 213 =2.9, p=.035). ’
Table 9: Extremes o itch ch 'orfall (in Hz) fp tingeper me

10% point 90% point. female male female malepre implant R 1.39 1.49 22.6 23.0
F 1.65 1 80 32.0 3309mthspost R 1.36 1.29 21.8 18.6
F 1.66 1.45 32.1 23.124 mths post R 1.38 1.32 21.2 19.4
F 1.51 1.50 30.2 24.5controls R 1.51 1.22 29.1 16.3
F 1.80 1.40 37.8 21.5

As with mid pitch, sex differences are
reduced pre-implant. Both extremes are
high in pre-implant males and low in pre-
rmplant females. Implants reduce change,
taking males towards control norms and
females away from them.

Pitch variability, both within and
between individuals, is strongly reduced
by implantation. Within individuals,
variability shows in the movements
which open and close tunes. Table 10
shows the standard deviation of the
slopes of these movements. This reflects
the extent to which patients vary the pitch
movements which begin and end tunes.
Analysis of variance considering the
patient groups on both measures shows a
Significant effect of time (F 2,170=3.1.
p=.047). Post hoc tests show that the
only Significant difference is between pre
implant and 24 mth groups.

Table 10 .' variability ofinitial andfinal
pttch movements in a tune (Hz/sec)

initial pitch final pitch
movements movements

. female male female male
pre implant 95.7 86.0 93.4 84.3
9 mths post 87.4 73.3 96.7 68.0
24 mths post 77.9 72.1 77.2 66.1
controls 99.9 76.3 99.9 58.7

Again, reductions in variability mark a
move towards normality for the males
and away from it for females.

In several measures variance within
the pre-implant group is abnormally high

cause some individuals lie beyond the
normal range. Prc-implant males show
too wrde a range of pitch variability.
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which narrows post implant. Females
show no consistent change in variability.
Females pre-implant show an abnormal
range of movements at the beginnings
and ends of tunes: there is marked
narrowing post-implant. The male pattern
is probably similar, but less consistent.

Males also show an abnormally wide
range of values for properties involving
tuncs’ mean height and shape. The rango
of mean heights is wide before implant
and remains so. The shape measures
reflect two patterns which are uncommon
among controls: tunes which start low
then rise steadily in pitch, and tunes
which drop pitch in the middle. At 24
months post implant. half of the males
showed at least one of these patterns.

Frication and the spectrum
Pre-implant patients show under-

frication on all measures - number of
bursts, average duration of a burst, and
level of fricative energy in a burst. There
are significant effects of hearing status on
all three variables (respectively F3. 210
23.4. p=.019, F3, 209:4.1, p=.007,
and F3, 208:5.0, p=.002).

Implantation has an effect. When only
patients are considered, all three variables
show effects of hearing status which are
significant or nearly so (F2,169 =3.2,
p=.042, F2,l68 =3.0 p=.053, and F2.
167 :30, p=.054 respectively). Energy
level changes towards the control pattern,
but for number and duration of bursts,
initial change is in the wrong direction.

Subspectra for fricative bursts and
peaks in the intensity contour (the best
simple approximation to vowel centres)
are summarised by the slope the profile of
energy against frequency, and the mean.
marking the spectrum’s centre of gravrty.

Table 11 gives slopes and means for
fricative spectra. Hearing status affects
both (slope F3,127 =4.6, p=.004, mean
F3, 127:4.1, p=.008). Essentially
patients show too little energy in the
upper spectrum, before and after implant.

Table lI: shapes offricative spectra

slopes (dB/8ve) means (Hz)
female male female male

pre implant -.175 -.156 861 866
9mths post -.050 -.l47 909 873
24 mths post -.111 -.079 879 892
controls -.009 +012 920 924
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Table 12: shapes of intensitypeak spectra

slopes (dB/8ave) means (Hz)
female male female male

pre implant -0.94 -0.97 630 608
9mthspost -l.11 -l.00 588 605
24 mths post -0.99 -0.94 626 619
controls -0.90 -0.83 636 663

Table 12 shows that deafened speakers
also lack energy in the upper intensity
peak spectrum. Again hearing status has
significant effects (slope F3, 127:3.8,
p=.011, mean F3,127 =2.8, p=.043),
but implantation does not The parallel
with frication suggests that speakers may
have a general problem with the upper
spectrum rather than frication as such.

There is evidence that deafened
speakers fail to distinguish fricatives
spectrally [4]. ASSESS provides a related
measure, variation in the centre of
fricative energy in bursts. Hearing status
has an effect in the expected direction
(F3, 202:4.1, p=.008). Implantation has
no significant effect.

C0NCLUSION
Objective measures show that speech

production changes after implantation, .
but not always in the right direction. This
may not be surprising given the level of
input that cunent devicesprovide. Speech
production may be a sensruve monitor of
improvements in implant technology.
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SIVO-II: A SPEECH ANALYSING HEAR]NG AID FOR

PROFOUNDLY HEARING IMPAIRED PEOPLE

l . .
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, ei , A Bosman , G F Smoorenburg’, and A J Fourcin'for the STRIDl?

Consortium

Department ofPhonetics and Linguistics.

Doven at St Michielsgestelz' Department
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The S'V fiBSTRACT
' i 0- speech anal sin '

aid has been developed and asgegseeadmafi
part of the STRIDE project [I]. The

prOject aimed to assess the potential of a

speech. pattern analysing mode of

processtng in a hearing aid for the

profoundly hearing impaired. Trials in

this user .group in four European

countries indicated that the speech

garlititggesapproachfll has significant

, es 1
perception in Misc y for speech

INERODUCTION
peech analysis has been r0 5

an important componentpof)o $213151
processtng .in hearing aids for the

profoundly impaired [2]. This approach

as. 'several potential advantages It

facditates the matching selected speech

information to residual hearing ability

in plan make use of noise-resistani
.peec analysts. It could, moreover lead
to a commercial product that is highl
cost-effective compared to alternativey
such as cochlear implants s

TH%SI;’O-II AID
e .iVo-II [3 is a w

worn unit that allolvs spmelimiiibfitmtilg-
processing algorithms to be tested b;
profoundly hearing impaired subjects in
daily life. It makes use of a TMS320C50
fixed-potnt DSP. The SiVo-II aid
processes speech to extract voice
frequency. and amplitude information and
Lnatch this to. residual low frequenc
. caring..The .5ignal presented by the aid
IS a_ smusotd whose frequency and
amplitude are controlled so as to

preserve. vorce pitch and loudness

infgrmation. Mapping of both frequency

gsurénttirgtyherangedlare employed to
without discomftfilfin ls always audible

University College London " Institute voor

ofSpeech Communication and Music

) , University Hospital Utrecht 5

To achieve 0 timal matchin

residual hearing, ti: SiVo aid hasgbeéii

desrgned to act as its own audiometer.

The audible intensity range at each

frequency is determined using the user‘s

standard transducer and ear-mould,

ensuring correct calibration. This range

is then directly used to control the

mtensrty range of the aid’s output.

Noise resistant fundam

extraction ental frequency

Fundamental frequency extraction is

carried out_by a Multi—Layer Perceptron

(MLP) artificial neural network. The

MLP algorithm has been trained to

produce from the acoustic speech signal

an output pulse corresponding to each

instant of larynx closure, and hence, to

give a cycle-by-cycle estimate of voice

fundamental frequency. Training is

achieved by adjusting the coefficients of

the MLP to maximise the

correspondence of its output to a target

Signal derived from an

electrolaryngograph. It has proved

possible to train the MLP to operate

effectively wrth speech to noise ratios in

the range of 5 to 10 dB, which are

known to cause severe difficulty to

profoundly hearing impaired users 0

conventional hearing aids.

In horse, the MLP method has been

found to perform as well as other

methods that are capable of

implementation in a wearable processor

[4,5]. For the classification of speech as

VOiced or. voiceless, the MLP method

was superior to all others. Since voicing

information is a primary source 0

lipreading support, the MLP method was

judged appropriate.
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TOOLS

languages and test centres.

were employed in the user trials:

Vowel-Consonant-Vowel Tests

for quantitative comparison

French and Swedish.

Prosodic Test

approach to prosodic assessme

have been designed using lists of three

mono—syllabic word utterances

sentence stress on one of the three words

cued by a falling pitch pattem..

USER TRIALS

Four clinical centres took part, each in

a different country and using a different

language, with a total population over

the two phases of 34 participating

hearing aid users. The current report

concentrates on the phase II tr ‘

which 22 adult users took part. The

selection criterion was a limited ability

to make use of conventional hearing aids

to aid lipreading in the quiet. and

profound post-lingual sensori ne

aid was not optimal. Speech perceptu

assessments were carried out before and

after a training period. Training was

provided over a period of typically 6 to 8

weeks, during which users me.

three or four training sessrons .0

approximately 2 hours duration. During

each training session, matched training

was given in the use of both the SiVo-

and the conventional hearing aid (CI—IA).
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POLY-LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT

One objective of the STRIDE project

has been to provide assessment methods

that are comparable between different

included the following two tests that

Vowel-consonant-vowel (v) tests

of audio-visual consonant perception

have been defined as a segmental basis

languages. Tests have been prepare

using 10 consonants (p b m f v t d s n I)

that are common to Dutch, English,

In these same four languages,

perceptual stress/accent can be cued by a

major change in fundamental frequency

on the contextually important word, an

this provides the basis for a common
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Table 1. Summary of hearing—impaired

user group characteristics.

59 56 53 48

35 33 35 24

78 85 71

28

:50 53 60

I

106 99 104110

90 93 93 93

125105110123 125

I06

90

Three tests of receptive ability were

administered: v consonant lipreading

with and without support from an aid;

stress pattern recognition; an

"connected discourse tracking" (CDT)

using texts designed for language

learners and of similar complexity across

languages. CDT was pe ormed during

the training sessions, of which it formed

an integral part. Specially designed

questionnaires provided a more glob

evaluation.
The results show rather marked

variation from one country to another,

and over individual users within each

country. While the results combined

across the users in all four countries

show the SiVo-II aid to be perfomiing

only at the same level as a conventional

hearing aid, the UK subject group as a

whole, and individual users in other

countries, showed a clear advantage from

the SiVo aid.

Objective measures of speech

receptive benefit

Where data come from all four field

trial centres, the dominant factor in each

case is that of country. In the CDT and

stress test. the aid effect depends

significantly on the country.
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Cha SM) Cha SNo Cha SM

5 dB 10 dB Quiet

Fig l. v lipreading

Cha SiVo Cha 5N0 Cha SlVo

5 dB 10 dB Quiet
in speech spectrum shaped nois T

cor t
e. he I ure shorec score (leftpanel) and percentage of voicing infonnjdgon receziittihfripgelitcggrileglj

One unexpected factor in
from different countries is nowullriiorsiifltt:have been the sound reproducingloudspeakers used in Sweden and theSetherlands. The SiVo~ll analysisfi gorrthms are desrgned to operate withye speech, and require the preservationo the temporal characteristics of thespeech waveform for correct operationafter results were collected, it was foundat the SrVo analysis cannot operateproperly With the acoustic signal from theloudspeakers used at [VB and KTH As aresult, the Swedish and Dutch data. fromtests usrng recorded speech (v andtsatrkess tests) at IvD and KTH cannot beth ten to be representative of the benefita would be expected using live s hv {In none (Fig I) peec Ie. noise-resistance of ‘processing was expected to bah: 32%:actor in objectively measured benlv tests in noise were made in the UKIlDData were collected at differe tackground noise levels, and fro ngroup of 11 SiVo—II users threen ?whom were not in the STRIDE field mingroup, but met~ the criteria for inclusion

to the CHA[F(1,10) = 9.84, p = 0.011]. There wasalso a significant effect 'of no[F(2,17) =11.63, p=0.025]. At thfepdsgfstggnal—to—norse ratio (5 dB) the scores0 tamed With the CHA were equivalentto scores obtained by the same subjects

in unaided lipreading, that is, there was
no benefit from the CHA. At this signal-
to-norse ratio, however, the SiVo-Il aid
is still providing a useful degree of
lrpreadmg support. This advantage comes
from the preservation of voicing
information in the output from the SiVo
aid at levels of noise that prevent the
perception ‘of this information from
simple amplification of the noise+speech
srgnal.
VCV in quiet

_ In quret, there was no significant
different between the SiVo-ll and CHA
across the group as a whole or in any of
the four countries. Both aids significantly
assrsted lipreading. There was
consrderable individual variation. with
indivrdual users in each country showing
greater benefit from the SiVo-II aid. The
data from the Swedish and Dutch
subjects are likely to have been affected
by the interaction between the SiVo
Speech analysis and loudspeaker
performance.
CDT

. The UK group scored significantly
higher in CDT with the SiVo-II than the
CHA [F(1,7) = 5.64, p<0.05]. The other
U§er groups showed no significant
difference between the two aids.
Stress placement

_ Once more the UK group scored
Significantly higher with the SiVo-II than
the CHA [F(l,7) = 8.33, p<0.025]. The
other user groups Showed no significant
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difference between the two aids. The
main sources of variation in the overall
data were country [F(3,l7) = 20.82, p

<0.005] and an aid*country interaction
[F(3,l7) = 8.3, p<0.01]. There were also

effects due to voicing [F(l,16)=6.3,
p<0.025], where phrases using voiceless
consonants gave higher scores higher
than all voiced phrases, and an
aid*voicing interaction [F(l,16) = 6.6,
p<0.025].

Subjective Evaluation
After training, users completed a

'questionnaire. Overall, users were
slightly more satisfied with their
conventional hearing aid (CHA) than
with the SiVo. This outcome is largely
due to the Dutch users, who on the
whole preferred the CHA. The Swedish
and French users preferred the SiVo-II,
and UK subjects showed no clear
preference. Considering the difference in
convenience of use between a post-aural
conventional aid and the bulky SiVo-II,
this is an encouraging outcome.

Users were asked whether they would
wish to use a SiVo-based hearing aid,
either in its current form, in a smaller
package that also included an
amplification mode. Fifteen of the 22
users taking part in the trial expressed the
wish to use a smaller aid that offered
both types of processing.

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER
DEVELOPMENTS

The STRIDE user trial has shown that
the approach has clear benefits for some
users. The speech analytic approach
appears to be especially useful for
providing lipreading support in noise.
From the data gathered in the project, it
is estimated that up to 160,000 persons
may be able to benefit from an aid that
incorporates both speech pattern
extraction and amplification.

Improvements in the performance and
design of speech pattern extracting aids
are required before an acceptable product
could be developed. The sensitivity of the
SiVo analysis algorithms to loudspeaker

performance also requires to reduced, so

that television and other domestic sound
reproduction equipment can be used

more effectively by users of such aids.
The new EC TIDE project OSCAR is

now in progress, and will address these
issues. A new version of the aid, SiVo—
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III, has been developed, which also
encodes voiceless excitation information.
This has been shown to significantly add
to the lipreading support available from
fundamental frequency and amplitude
information [6]. The OSCAR project is
also examining the potential of tactile and
combined auditory/tactile aids using
speech analytic processing. '
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VOICE PRODUCTION AS A FUNCTION OF ANALYTIC PERCEPTION

WITH A SPEECH PATTERN ELEMENT HEARING AID
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ABSTRACT
The work described concerns an aspect

of the wa that real-time audito
feedback 0 a speaker’s voice pitc
information can have an appreciable
influence on his or her control of vocal
fold vibration in continuous speech.
Larynx frequency range, vocal fold
vibrational regularity and even detailed
aspects of voice quality may, for a few
profoundly deaf people, be markedly
affected. The results discussed arise
from the use of a phonetically motivated
hearing aid, SiVo (Sine Voice), which
has been used in controlled field trials
in four countries with a total of 22
profoundly hearing impaired patients.
The SiVo aid responds only to the
voiced segments of speech and is
designed to provide, for each separate
input larynx period, a sine wave output
which is matched to its user's residual
hearing ability. In this first phase of
work, the basic noise resisting neural
network processing has been trained only
on the use of targets produced by
English speakers.

The training of the hearing impaired
patients has been equally based on the
balanced use of their SiVo and
conventional aids and has involved their
perception of intervocalic consonantal
contrasts, _single segment question /
statement intonations, and SVO stress
placement. No interactive speech
production training based on the use of

SiVo aid
“10.0

m m 500

visually presented pattern element
displays has been used for this phase of
the work.

BACKGROUND
A suite of analytic programs has been

applied to the quantitative assessment of

the speech and laryngographic recordings
obtained at the start and the end of trials
in the different centres when the patients
were using: their conventional hearing
aids, the SiVo aid, and no aid at all.
Special reference is made here for three

patients, to the influence of these

different conditions on: voice quality and

vibratory regularity, and on the control
of intensity and overall timing. In
parallel with the speech based
measurements, psycho-acoustic tests to

assess temporal discrimination and
frequency acuity were made in addition

to standard pure tone based audiometry;

these and speech receptive assessment
results for the whole project are

discussed in greater depth separately
(Faulkner et al, these Proceedings). .

For some of the production
measurements major improvements
associated with the use of the SiVo aid
were found which were reversible even
in a single recording session simply_by

changing back to a conventional hearing
aid. An especially striking example of
the influence of SiVo auditory
monitoring on the speaker’s larynx

frequency range, Fx, is given below.

Conventional hearing aid

mo.n-————-_
,_...

3" 50 mo zoo no

Larynx Frequency Distributions for MR
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SiVo

nx riod detection and sine wave

Lfgentaiign at the most comfortable

level for the user at all _ larynx

frequencies, using in the ear audiometry

and memory storage are prov1ded wrthm

the SiVo aid itself. The recordings were

made in the quiet and, in consequence,

there was no benefit from the norse

resistant features of this analysrs.

N I” 203 W rm Ml

Larynx frequency crossplot using SiVo

loan

Cltlllucltleceuelotud

Sivo based second order Phonetogram
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CHA

The Conventional Hearing Aid _used by

each patient in the study proyided the

best output possible for the 1ndiV1dual

user. In all cases in the work, the

conventional hearing aid was far more

familiar in use and sound quality, and

equal amounts of training effort were

devoted to both aids. All the results‘ are

a function of the aid used in the sessmn.

|m HI
I) In zoo eon

Larynx frequency crossplot with CHA

SiVo and CHA self monitoring

CIEIOIMEIIlstIOGI Ol‘ll

v

CHA based second order Phonetogram
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PHYSICAL ANALYSES
The l x frequency analyses shown

on the irst page, have been derived
from period by period measurements.
They are based on the synchronous
speech and electro-laryngograph
recordings which were made routinel
during the clinical sessions. 30t
spontaneous and read passages were
used, of at least two minutes duration.
Only the read passages have been used
here since this has made it possible for
the speaker to aim for the same prosodic
structures in the two monitoring
conditions - SiVo and CHA - and for
detailed segmental waveform
comparisons to be made in subsequentanalysis.

Speech excitation analyses are often
based on windowed averages of morethan one cycle of laryngeal, vocal fold,Vibration. larynx period, excitationepoch, based measurements for l nxfrequency, Fx, give a more detailedfoundation for the examination of speechwaveforms. They also correspond toimportant aspects of many perceptuallysrgmficant speech events. For example,the cycle-to-cycle period irregularitiesand breathy consonantal onsets of normalspwch require this level of descriptionfor their detection and understanding;and in speech pathology temporal detailis useful in both assessment and training.In audiology, the ability of the hearingmechanism to base the sensation of pitchon the timing of acoustic events givesnormal listeners the ability to hearcreaky vaice contrasts. For the veryprofoundly hearing impaired, the lack ofperipheral frequency selectivity leavesessentially only temporal processing asthe 11198518 for their perception of voicepitc .
This is the case for the French atientMR, who lost his hearing (encelzfiialitisafter the essential stages of speech andlanguage acquisition at 5y: 125Hz,65dl3;250Hz,80dB; 500H2,105dB). For him,the conventional hearing aid can oftengive ill defined voice pitch periodicityinformation as a result of the varyingharmonic structure of the acoustic input.SiYO analysis is designed to overcomethis difficulty by the use of vocal foldclosure detection training in thedefinition of its internal analysisalgorithm and the provision of a sine
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wave acoustic output which, since it hasonly one harmonic component, does notchange the nature of peripheral auditorytemporal resonse with changes in inputvoice pitch. .The rather gross differences betweenthe Fx distributions on the first page isan evident result of the lack of precisemonitoring control afforded to MR bythe conventional aid. The further
analyses of his spoken outputs in the two
monitoring conditions (for exactly the
same recordings) give the basis for a
more detailed understanding of what is
happening. The larynx frequency
crossplots simply show the distribution
of successive pairs of Fx values, derived
from the detection of successive epochs
of excitation, throughout the whole
speech sample. It is evident that it is not
only the range of vocal fold frequencieswhich has been disturbed by the use of
the CHA for monitoring but more
importantly the temporal organisation at
the quite detailed level of period to
period closure. The smch amplitude
distributions (probability plotted against
dB) are based on the vocal fold
synchronous determination of peak
amplitude in each Fx period. They are
remarkable for their similarity - apart
from the low amplitude differences due
to CHA induced creak. Overallloudness monitoring has not beenchanged by the switch from one aid to
another. This is to be expected if it is
essentially pitch perception which is not
adequately supported by the conventional
hearing aid.

The final figures on the preceding page
link the physical correlates of pitch and
loudness through a development of
ordinary phonetogram analysis. Here,
once more, vocal fold closure detection
has made it possible to obtain linked
”instantaneous" measurements of Fx andexcitation amplitude. In addition, the
phonetogram analysis has only takennote of those pairs of successive vocalfold vibrations which have fallen into the
same, quarter tone, analysis bin. In this
way, the stable core of phonatory
activity is shown and minor irregularitiesare eliminated. The SiVo basedphonetogram is normal in shape for bothfrequency and amplitude. The CHAphonetogram is disorganised in the jomtamplitude - frequency occurrences.
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Speech output and Lx control with SiVo
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Speech output and Lx control with CHA

With/W
i

so Ann

use of the same read passage for all
gloeriitoring conditions has made quite
detailed waveform level comparisons
possible. The pair of waveforms above
show the plots for speech, Sp above, antir
the laryngograph Signal,.Lx. The use oh
the SiVo aid to monitor his speec

activity has not only enabled MR_ to
control the broad levels of his phonation
but also to produce essentially normal
vocal fold closure sequences throughout
his read passage. The sample'showii is
at the beginning of the word seguiann.
(The Sp & Lx waveforms are as initi y
recorded without time alignment. Note
the correspondence in Lx baselines).

.. has made many recordings of this

lit/gage during the course. of the work

and he has got into the habit of us1ng the

same patterns of prosodic control. This
makes it possible to understandwhat
would otherwise be an astonishingf

difference between the two .sets od

waveforms above. The conventional ai

is not able to prov1de_ him With an
adequate sensation of veice pitch and }in
order parially to overcome this lack,the
has a tendency to produce a. breah y

excitation spectrum - which 1 as
proportionately more energy at the ow
end of the spectrum. _The Sp &. x
waveforms show this fairly clearly.

without auditory feedback using SiVo
Speech Production by TH with and...

n

' - ‘I A a.

I ' s t of selfA compiemenuiry am different

of acoustic fwdback comes
28mg: comparison of the effect of the
use of the prosthesis With no prov15ion at
all. The set of Fx crossplots shownf
above has been made from a sequencefo

recordings in which the (UK) user _oha

SiVo aid has, going from left to rig t.
first used the aid to assrst giggidin :
standard passage; then imm r an

cad a ain with no aid; and finally
32$ trhe Si\glo aid again for monitoring:
We an grateful to our other colleagues,

monitoring speech

read again with no aid; then

i i ll ‘ I

At the be inning. and end, usmg tne
SiVo for rrgionitonng, the means ofalthe

Fx disuibutions are identicalas are. 2

the irregularity measures which indicoh
the departure of closure periods from e
diagonal. In the absence of auditory
control, there is both more variability
between productions and more variability
within. Mean & modal iix values are

different and, more obViously. above,

irregularity measures differ. Tlus is not
the case necessarily With the use of a
CHA since here the same errors of

repeatable.
iogomlzfyrflgogmph Ltdfor its analyses.
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McGURK EFFECT IN GERMAN
AND HUNGARIAN LISTENERS

‘ - H. Grassegger
Institute ofLinguistics, Section ofPhonetics, Graz, Austria

ABSTRACT
The goal of this study is to determine

how bimodal speech with conflictingauditory and visual information is
processed by German (more exactly:
Austrian) and Hungarian subjects. This
was tested by bimodal presentation of the
syllables /ba/, Idal, /ga/, /pa/, lta/ Ika//ma/, Ina], /fa/, lsal. The results, analysedby confusion matrices for each visualstimulus, showed that the McGurk wasless strong and widespread in Germanthan in Hungarian.

INTRODUCTION
The well-known McGurk efl'ectphenomenon demonstrates that visualinformation on place of articulationinfluences phonetic perception. Unlikenormal . audio-visual congruentinformation which helps auditoryperception, lip-read information withaudio-Visual discrepancy on place ofarticulation (i.e. whether the place islabial or non-labial) misleads and biasesauditlogy perception.
t ough this visual biasin

speech perception has been realign:many studies for English speakinsubjects, it has hardly been examined fogother languages, with a few exceptionsamongst these Japanese [1], Spanish [2i:3:- a tsmgl; study with German speakingjec s w o ident' ' '
CV syllables [31‘ died English bimodal

In the present stud
exactly: Austrian) :nSemI-Iiingii:subjects were tested as to the percegptualinfluence of bimodal speech withconflicting auditory and visualinformation. As the phonologicalinventories of these two languages difl'erWith regard to the consonant categories

used in the test syllables (see below) theoutcome of bimodal speech perceptionwas expected to be influenced by thesedifferences as well.

TEST SYLLABLES
Ten syllzbles with consonants

occumng in 0th langua es were use :
lbal, /da/, lgal, /pa/, /ta/, fital, /ma/, mag
lfal, lsal. For recording the audio and
Video signals a male Austrian talker
pronounced each syllable once while his
face was videotaped with a camera
located in front of him and the audio
signal recorded seperately to provide
highest . quality recording. For
presentation a random order sequence of
100 audio-visual stimuli was produced
resulting fiom the combination of the 10
audio stimuli dubbed on each visual
stimulus. To ensure precise synchroni-
zation between audio and video signals
the dubbing timing was adjusted by a
2§msec frame unit. Each audio-visual
stimulus was embedded in a 7sec unit
consrsting ofa 4sec talking face preceded
by a 35cc black screen with the respective
stimulus number inserted. With a viewing
distance of about 1 in visual stimuli were
presented on a color monitor showing
the speaker’s face in approximately life-
srze. Audio stimuli where presented
through the two built-in loudspeakers at
each side of the screen.
SUBJECTS

Ten-native speakers of German andHungarian participated in the experiment.
All subjects had normal hearing and
normal or corrected visions. The age ofthe German subjects ranged from 20 to
25. the age of the Hungarian subjectsfrom 14 to 16.
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PROCEDURE

Subjects were presented an audio-

visual stimulus every 7 seconds and were
asked to look at and to listen to each
utterance. The subjects’ task was to write

down what they heard not what they
saw. To make the subjects attend to the
visual stimuli they were instructed to
report any noticed perceptual discre-
pancy. It was also suggested that some
people might hear syllables not existing in
their mother tongue’s phonological

system, like lbga/ or Iptal.
As the tests for German and

Hungarian subjects were carried out in

Graz and Budapest respectively some
equipment differences in the presentation
of the stimuli was unavoidable. Care was
taken to make possibly affecting factors

consistent.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The subjects were required to follow

the above instructions in five repetitions
of trials for the audio-visual condition,
thus yielding 50 observations (10

subjects x S repetitions) for each AV-
stimulus in German and Hungarian.

To measure auditory intelligibility five
repetitions of the ten audio stimuli were
similarily randomized and administered to
the subjects only once, thus yielding also
in 50 observations (10 subjects it 5 items)
for each audio-stimulus in both
languages. To avoid the influence of
hearing the audio-alone stimuli on the

McGurk effect this test was done after
the audio-visual session.

RESULTS
The results were analyzed by

producing confusion matrices for each
visual stimulus and one confusion matrix
for the audio-alone condition.

Audio-alone condition
In the audio-alone task almost all of

the auditory stimuli were identified as
what the speaker intended to pronounce,
bytheGennanaswellasbythe
Hungarian listeners. Some minor
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deviations in the identification of stimuli,
amongst these lm/ twice heard as In! by
Hungarian subjects and three times by
German subjects, were not able to
explain respective fused responses in the
audio-visual condition as a consequence .
of reduced auditory intelligibility. This
was confirmed by performing a chi-

square test that compared the frequencies
of the fiised responses in both conditions
(df=l, N=100).

There was only one exception to the

almost perfect intelligibility of the
auditory stimuli: /b/, which yielded 46%
[VI-responses with German and 38% with

Hungarian listeners. The chi-square test

for the respective responses in the audio-
visual condition consequently revealed

most of the deviant /v/-responses for /b/

as not significantly different fiom the

audio-alone results and thus not visually

biased.

Visual Iabials
For visually presented labials, i.e.

visual lb, p, m, t7, the confusion matrices

for both languages show high rates in the
diagonal cells, indicating that most of the

auditory stimuli were perceived correctly

and visual biasing effects were fairly
weak. There are only two exceptions.

The first one is auditory lb/, which -

evidently due to the above mentioned

poor intelligibility - even with visual
labials was most frequently heard as /v/,
more so by German than by Hungarian

listeners. Visual /t7 most efl‘ectively
supports the obviously inherent labio-
dental information of the intended
auditory /b/: with visual lt7 Hungarian
listeners judged lb/ only 40% of the time
as /b/, 4% as /p/ and 56% (l) as /v/; in the

same visual condition German listeners
never (l) recognized auditory lbl, fused
responses being /rn/ with 10% and [W
with 90% (in this latter case significantly

different fi'om the audio-alone condition,

thus showing high visual biasing effect).

The second exception is auditory /n/,

which yielded (its complete auditory
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Table 1. Confusion matricesfor the st' ‘ ‘ '. rmulr With Visual non-Iabials indi ‘ '
observationsfor German (left column) andHungarian (right column). cared m % m 50
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the time with visual /b/ and 60% (!) with

visual /m/ for German subjects, 16% with

visual /p/ and 12% with visual /m/ for

Hungarian subjects.

Visual non-labials

For the visual non-labials, i.e. visual

/d, t, n, s, g, kl, it was mainly with the

auditory labials that visual effects occur-

red. This can easily be interpreted from

the confusion matrices in Table 1, where

in the diagonal cells of the lower right

section (i.e. the non-labial section)

100%-values indicating absence of visual

biasing effects predominate.

. For auditory labials the influence of

visual non-labials is least prominent with

/f/. Fused responses in both languages

only occur, when auditory /f/ is combined

with visual /s/, yielding erroneous /s/-

responses (40% with German, 24% with

Hungarian subjects) or /tI-responses

(10% with German subjects). With Hun-

garian subjects the perception of /fl is -

to a lesser degree - also biased by visual

/g/ and /k/.
Visual biasing effects for auditory /b/

are evidently enhanced by its rather poor

intelligibility (see above), but neverthe-

less it is noteworthy that combined with

visual non-labials there is a significant

amount of erroneous /d/-responses (even

100% with visual /d/ for German sub-

jects) in both languages. The same holds

true for auditory Ipl, which in spite of its

full intelligibility in the audio~alone test

shows a remarkable frequency of IU-re

sponses.
The perception of auditory /m/ is vi-

sually biased by visual /d/, Isl and /g/ in

both languages, whereas with visual /t/,

/n/ and /k/ visual biasing effects only oc-

cur with Hungarian subjects. In all cases,

however, the erroneous responses are

restricted to /n/, thus retaining the audi-

tory information on the manner of articu-

lation.

As already mentioned above the out-

come of bimodal speech perception was

expected to be influenced by the diffe—
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rence of the phonological inventories of

the two languages tested. As Hungarian

with a voiced and voiceless palatal plo-

sive and with a palatal nasal has - as far

as the categories of the test syllables are

concerned - a more complete series of

consonants than was offered by the test

stimuli, it is most striking that Hungarian

subjects only once produced a fused re-

sponse gy (which orthographically stands

for the voiced palatal plosive) 4% of the

time when auditory /d/ was combined

with visual lg] (see "others" in the re-

sponse column).

CONCLUSION
This study showed that the McGurk

effect occurs in both languages

investigated, slightly more easily to

induce in Hungarian than in German.

However, the visual biasing effects seem

to be not symmetrically distributed for

labial and non-labial articulation. In either

language visual labials do not highly

influence the perception of auditory non-

labials except for the (dental) nasal,

whereas visual non-labials produce a

fairly strong visual biasing effect on

auditory labial stimuli.

Comparison of the results of the

audio-visual condition with the audio-

alone condition indicated that the

McGurk effect was more easily induced

with poorer intelligibility (as in our case

for lbl), but was not eliminable for stimuli

of 100%-auditory intelligibility.
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THE MCGURK EFFECT IN
JAPANESE AND AMERICAN PERCEIVERS

K. Sekiyama', L. D. Braida”, K. Nishino‘, M. Hayashi'", and M. M. Tuyo”
‘ Kanazawa University, Kanazawa, Japan

”Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology, Cambridge, MA, USA
'" Osaka City University, Osaka, Japan

ABSTRACT
This study examined our previous

finding that Japanese perceivers are less
subject to the McGurk effect than
Americans. Stimuli were created using
eight speakers. Although the results
replicated the group difference, Japanese
subjects showed a strong McGurk effect
in some cases. The strong visual effect
in the Japanese was related to auditory
ambiguity and the visual robustness of
the stimuli whereas the Mck effect in
Americans was stable in various cases.

PURPOSE
The McGurk effect demonstrates that

visual lip movements influence
perception of auditory speech even when
the two sources of information are in
conflict [1]. For example, when auditory
[mill is dubbed onto visual lip movements
of Ital, this auditory-visual speech will be
often perceived as "na." Whereas we
found this effect to be robust for
American perceivers, it was much
weaker for Japanese perceivers when
stimuli were Japanese syllables [2, 3].
This finding suggests that linguistic
and/or cultural framework affects the
manner of integration. This study
examined this inter-language difference
further with new stimuli, because our
previous finding was based on stimuli
from only one Japanese speaker.
Experiment 1 was to see if the group
difference is replicated for various
Japanese speakers. In Experiment 2, the
examination was done with more forceful
visual stimuli of both Japanese and
American speakers.

METHOD

Subjects
The subjects were native speakers of

Japanese and American English with
normal hearing and normal or corrected
vtsron. In Experiment 1, the subjects
were 24 students at Kanazawa University

and 24 students at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT). In
Experiment 2, the subjects were 16
students at Osaka City University and 16
newly recruited students at MIT. All the
subjects were age under 30 and had no
experience of living in a foreign country.

Stimuli
Eight syllables were used: lbal, [pa],

/ma/, ldal. /ta/. /na/. /ga/. and lkal.
In Experiment 1, the speakers were

four native speakers of Japanese.
Recorded sound and videotaped lip
movements from one speaker were
combined and sixteen pairs were created
so that each syllable had an auditory-
visual discrepant pair (as shown in Table
l) as well as an auditory-visual identical
one (audio [pa], video /pa/).

Table I. Combinations of auditory (A)
and visual (V) syllables in auditory-
visual discrepant pairs. R shows a
typical response when the A and V
syllables are perceptually integrated.

A V R

"bg d
Labial p k t

m n n

d"""""i;"""""Tui
I p pt

Nonlabial n m mn

g b be
k p pk

In Experiment 2, among 30 who were
videotaped, we chose two Japanese and
two American speakers whose utterances
were the clearest to iipread. The
auditory-visual stimuli were created
using the same syllable combinations as
in Experiment 1. Considering that the
duration of Japanese vowels is much
shorter than that of English ones, the
Japanese speakers were instructed to
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pronounce vowels longer than usual so

that their duration is comparable With

those of English stimuli. This resulted in

slower articulations than usual, which

seemed to make the visual stimuli easier

to lipread.

Procedure ' .
In both experiments. the sttmulr'were

presented in three conditions: auditory-
visual (AV), visual (V), and auditory (A)
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conditions. The subjects were asked to

write what they heard (AV and A

conditions), or what they thought the

speaker was saying (V condition), as an

open choice response.

RESULTS .
Figure 1 shows the magnitude of the

McGurk effect (visual effect) for each

speaker. The visual effect here refers to

the influence of discrepant visual cues. It

Exp. 1 Exp. 2

Japanese American Japanese American

M1 b JM b =
p p
m i m
d d
t t

0 2:0 40 60 80 0 20 40 60 80 100 0 20 40 60 80 0 20 40 60 80100

F1 b JF b,; p
m m

._ d t: ,

g .t ..
'5 a . 5 fl .
”a" O 20 40 60 80 0 20 40 60 80100 0 20 40 60 80 0 20 40 60 80100

0 F2 b ' - AM b
9: p p
'0 m m

3 d c:

< ii [i

50 50100 0 20 60 6080 0 20 406030100

AF b = "M"

”“3 p j
m In

d g d
t t
n a

a I ozoaoeoeooaoaoeoeomo
0 20 40 60 80 0 20 40 60 80100

Visual effect (%)

Figure I. The magnitude of the McGurk (visual)

‘ ‘ h speaker.
subjects for each auditory syllable of eac Ex . t 2 there

, ndtwo emales (F1, F2). In per men ,

M0 males (M1, M2) a e) an; two American (AM: male, AF: female)

uditory-visual discrepant pairs.
were Japanese,
were wo Japanese (JM: male, JF: femaI

speakers. The results are shown onlyfor a

effect in the Japanese and American

In Experiment I, all the speakers,



Auditory Place Errors (%) of the visual effect for the Japanese
subjects.

1805.
[3] Sekiyarna. K. (1994) "Differences

in auditory-visual speech perception
between Japanese and Americans,“

Journal of the Acoustical Society of

Japan (B). Vol. 15, Pp. 143-158.

Effect of auditory ambiguity

Figure 2 shows the relationship

between the magnitude of the McGurk

effect and auditory ambiguity. We
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Exp. 1

100 J mm 100 7 A sub was defined as percent of auditory errors hypothesized that if an auditory token has

. M1 I in terms of place of articulation (labial ambiguous quality, it is very susceptible

80- a F1 vs. nonlabial) caused by discrepant to the visual effect, whereas an auditory

80 .o A a Visual cues._ For example, if auditory token of unequivocal quality will not be

‘ ‘ F2 /ba/ 15 perceived as "da" in 60 % of the influenced by visual cues so easily. In

60- 60 0 ~12 cases when combined with visual lga/ Figure 2, auditory ambiguity is indicated

4 ‘QA ‘ I and this "da" response occurs in 5% f0 by auditory place errors.

40‘ A AQ I the cases when auditory /ba/ is presented The results supported this auditory

o e 40 {A é’ o o _with no visual cues, then the visual effect ambiguity hypothesis only for the

20 11 o I IS 60 - 5 = 55%. . . Japanese subjects perceiving Japanese

IA 20 The results of Experiment _1 replicated speech. Look at the upper two panels in

II
our prevrous finding, showrng a much the left column. In these cases. it rs

0 '° . weaker McGurk effect for the Japanese found that the magnitude of the visual

0 10 20 3'0 40 06 - . . subjects than for the American subjects. effect is limited when the percent of

__ 10 20 30 4o Agreeing with our previous results, the auditory place errors is zero: The visual

E
M§Qurk efftilct wals bszg'onger when effgc: was lfiss thigr¢y30% in Experimentzl

X . 2
au rtory sumu were a i . an ess t an 4 o in Experiment .

p J sub J . . In Experiment 2,. although the group When there are some auditory place

100 . ( stlm) A Sub (J stim) . difference was replicated, the Japanese errors, the magnitude of the visual effect

100 subjects showed a stronger McGurk is an increasing function of the

:3 o ' JM effect than before for auditory labials, ambiguity. Thus. if the percent of

L 80 80 0 JF together with large individual auditory place errors could be smaller

'5 . °
differences. Unlike our previous study than zero, then the two indexes might

3%) 60 0 ° [3], there were no difference between the show a linear correlation.

g, lo 60 2 Japanese and English stimuli. In contrast, the results for the American

7.,
subjects show strong visual effects even

a 40 40 DISCUSSION when the percent of auditory place errors

'5 20 . I Effect of speaking rate was zero.

20 Although the {W0 experiments These results show that the magnitude

I replicated the result that the McGurk of the McGurk effect in the Japanese

0 ' l , o
I effect is stronger in the American subjects [ends to vary depending on

0 1o 20 6 1.0 1 subjects than in the Japanese subjects, quality of auditory and visual speech,

J sub E ' 20 I the MCGUTK “feet for the Japanese while the McGurk effect in American

100 _ ( Stlm) A s b - Subjects Perceiving Japanese Speech was sub‘ects are stable under various
10° 7 u (E SUM) I stronger in Experiment 2 than in conditions.

0 0 AM Experiment I and our previous study.

8° 80 . 0 M: We believe this difference to be due to ACKNOWLEDGMENT

' o the forcefulness of visual stimuli in This study was supported by grants

60 ° °
Experiment2,where we choose speakers from HFSP, NIH. and the Japanese

0 6° ° I easy to lipread as well as instructed the Ministry of Education.

0 apanese speakers to lengthen the

40 4° vowels. We did not instruct the Japanese REFERENCES
speakers to do so in Experiment 1 or our [1] McGurk. H; and MacDonald, 1;

20
earlier study [3]. We instructed the (1976) Heanng hps and seems www-

20 American speaker in our earlier study to Nature. VPL 254- PP- 746'748-

0 0 .
shorten the vowels. These facts suggest [2] 3651)“!t K- “d, Tohkura, .Y~

6 1'0 . o . I that the slower articulations in (1991) McGurk effect In non-Eng}lsh

20 0 1'0 2-0 I Experiment2ledtomore forceful visual listeners, Journal of the Acoustical

I stimuli, which increased the magnitude 5091c Of Amenca, VOL 90. PP- 1797'
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CONFIGURATIONAL vs. TEMPORAL COHERENlN AUDIOVISUAL SPEECH PERCEPTION CE

' M.-A. Cathiard“, M.T. Lallouache", T. Mohamadr' °and C Ab °*laboratorre de Psgchologie Expe’rimenrale, Universire’ blender-France, 19,1); 47 F-38 040Grenoble Cedex 9/ [CF URA CNRS n ”368 INPG/ENSERG Université Stendhal BP 25
ABSTRACT
Thrs contribution evaluates the naturalcoherence of the building up of
audrovrsual information in the flow of
speech that is provided on the face. Our
conclusron is that the bimodal coherence
of speech is above all configurational.and not essentially temporal, as it is the
case in another intersensory system. such
as auditory-visual localization in the
ventnloquist effect [1, 2].

1. INTRODUCTION
The arm of this contribution is to evaluatethe natural coherence of the building upof Visual and audio information in theflow of speech, using a gating anddesynchronization procedure.
It h.as_been previously shown that, whenoptic information is naturally in advanceon acoustics — as in the case of a visiblegesture like rounding —. featural/gesturalantrcrpatron can be identified only by eyeseveral tens of milliseconds before anypercervable sound [3].
Thrs bimodal information being in a sensenaturally "desynchronized", an obviousexperimental manipulation was to reducethe delay of audition on vision. i.e. toresynchronrze" the audio signal in orderto test the boundaries of such a bimodaltemporal organization.

6"; STIMULI
6 used [i#y] and [i#i control “transruons embedded in] a( carrier $1323.22of the type: "T'as dit : UHU use?" ("Didyoullsay : 'UHU ["lndian" name] wearout? ). Indian names were used in orderto maximize pure vowel-to-vowelmodulation of the output of the vocal-tract, wrthout intervening consonantalgestures. A French male talker wasfilmed at 25 frames/second. Stimuli werechosen With a 160 ms acoustic pausebetween vowels. For each digitizediratme. artrlclulatory parameters wereu omatrca extr * '

processing [4]): acted by image

For [r#y] transitions, upper lip protrusion

Pl starts at the end of [i] (Fig. I)together with the constriction, i.e. lip area
S begins to decrease. The domain we
determined. for these two maincomponents of the rounding gesture.stretches from 4 images before the pause,rn order to allow a sufficient range in
desynchronization. to 1 image after,when both components have reached theirmaxrmum.

3. VISUAL TEST
The visual information was explored by
gating (40 ms steps): 10 gates of 1000 ms
duration allowed to display in all cases
the. beginning of the carrier sentence
. T as drt...". This visual [i]/[y]
identification test (with 10 repetitions for
each gate in random order) was
performed by 10 naive French subjects,
with no deficit in vision and audition. The
vrsual boundary in the [My] transition
was measured on the mean curve of all
subjects using Probit analysis.
This boundary takes place 140 ms before
the acoustic onset of [y]. and less than 40
ms. (a one image step) are enough to
swrtch from 80% [i] to 80 % [y] (Fig. l).
Antrcrpatton is earlier (140 vs. 100) and
category switching is steeper (40 vs. 80)
than the one we obtained with another
160 ms paused signal. whose articulatory
profile was actually slower, especially in
the constriction building up [5]. Anyway.
thrs 140 ms anticipation remains shorter
than the maximum case we ever
evrdenced. in fact within a very long 460
ms pause: 210 ms [5].
Thus we confirm our previous findings
on the natural advance of the eye relative
to the ear.

4. AUDIO TEST
So what about the building up of audio
information ?
An audio [i]/[y] identification test.
thcludrng the beginning of the stimuli
T as drt...". stopped 2. 6 and 10 msafter the onset of [#y] and [#i]. W”performed by the same 10 subjects (10
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repetitions by gate). Such a range from 2
to 10 ms has proven to be sufficient to
scan properly the building up of featural
acoustic information. Mean identification
scores were: 58%. 95%, 99% for [y]
(Fig. 2); and 100%. 99% et 99% for [i].
This supports the claim that often only
one pulse (8 ms in the case of the vowel
onsets of our talker) is sufficient to fairly
identify the vowel (for French. see [6]).
The building up of visual information
(40-80 ms) is thus slower than the audio
one (10 ms). But this is fairly
compensated by the visible anticipation
on the sound. which is naturally
displayed in speech (up to 200 ms) due to
such a pervasive phenomenon as
coarticulation.

5. AUDIOVISUAL TEST
But what are the audio/visual boundaries
of this bimodal coherence ?
The same visual stimuli were presented
with the sound in synchrony or in
advance. For each gate, for which we
measured the time course of visual
information, we tested the building up of
the audio using the 3 steps previously
determined (2, 6 et 10 ms). in order to
obtain a desynchronization range from 0
to -360 ms, by 40 ms steps. The same 10
subjects where tested on the 10 steps for
the 3 vowel onset durations.
Individual curves obtained for each
acoustic duration show clearly different
patterns. Since averaging was not re-
presentative, we grouped them according
to similarity of their response profiles.
Individual curves are either clearly S-
shapcd, or they show a first phase.
before the visual [i#y] boundary, which
is less regular and/or close to chance level
(Figs. 3a-f). 0n the base of the scores for
10 ms vowel onsets (corresponding to
high audio performances). we obtained
two groups of 5 subjects. The first group
(Figs. 3a-c) has. in the phase before the
visual boundary. identification [y] scores
below 20%; the second group having
scores above 20% (Figs. 3d-f).
If we first consider scores in the
synchronous condition (plotted on gate
n°10) for both groups, we see that.
independently of vowel onset duration,
individual [y] scores are generally at or
above 90% (with one exception). Mean
scores for 2. 6 et 10 ms durations are
respectively: 96%. 98% et 99%.
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Comparing audiovisual results obtained
in the worst condition. 2 ms (96%). with
the audio alone condition (58%), vision
benefit reveals largely sufficient to
disambiguate a poor audio signal. We
thus rejoin results in a more classical
condition. namely speech in noise (for
French. see [7]).
When desynchronization occurs. for
these 2 ms vowels. we see that rounding
information — an anticipating one in the
original — can bring to them a visual
benefit up to -160 ms. One must recall
that for this value, i.e. up to image n°6
(see Fig. 1), visual information alone
reached 85% [y] responses. whereas just
40 ms before it scored 12%. In other
terms. we were able to test step by step
what phase of the anticipatory gesture
could enhance ambiguous audio
information. It comprises in fact all the
phase "sheltered" by the gesture: after the
visual boundary.
Let's consider now desynchronization
effect beyond this visual boundary. i. e.
for the phase corresponding articulatorily
to an [i]. For Group 1. we see that the
duration of vowel [y] onsets —
comparatively to identification scores in
the audio condition — does not seem to
influence subjects’ behaviour. In fact.
what is properly characteristic of this
group is its high sensitivity to visible
articulatory information. The curves we
obtain for the three conditions display a
clear S-shape, which looks strongly like
the ones (mean and individual) obtained
for vision alone: the identification
boundary is located. for the three
audiovisual conditions in the vicinity of
the visual boundary. This similarity of the
curves in the visual and audiovisual
conditions indicates that, when
desynchronization delivers images in
advance of the sound — in this case an
articulatory information specific of an [i]
(in a desynchronization ranging from
~200 to -360 ms. for this transition) —,
then subjects identify the oncoming of an
[i] vowel. in spite of the fact that they
receive an audio information largely
sufficient to recognize an [y]. Things are
going on as if in the case of conflicting
information — [i] being visible et [y]
audible —. visible information was
guiding perception.
Subjects from Group 2 are sensitive also
to conflicting information. Whereas audio
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is clearly identified by them as [y] — at

least for 6 and 10 ms durations —, a
visible [i] pushes their scores towards

chance level.
To summarize: (i) desynchronization has
the largest effect only when the visual
boundary is crossed; (ii) beyond this
boundary. no subject is insensitive to
visual information. i.e. clearly no subject
displays a steady 100% [y] along all
desynchronization values. Moreover in
(ii) the proportion of those who answer
[i] for audio [y] is very close to the
results found in a rounding judgment task
for the same conflicting French vowels
[8]. However. up to the present
experiment, no such "McGurk effect" had
been successfully obtained by a
desynchronization procedure for vowels

[ l-
6. CONCLUSION
The natural delay of audio. relative to the
visual signal. in speech coarticulatory
anticipation. can be reduced without
affecting intelligibility. as long as the
configurational visual cues are in
accordance with the sound. This
hypothesis of a primacy of con-
figurational over temporal coherence
could be used to explain other results on
desynchronization (reviewed in [10. 3.
11]) for detection tasks [12] as well as for
intelligibility ones [13, 14].
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ABSTRACT
Audio-visual speech intelligibility was

tested using high-quality 3D models of
the lips and jaw. The models were
animated on the basis of six parameters
obtained from the actual movements of a
speaker's face and synchronized with the
original audio utterances. Eighteen
French nonsense utterances were
presented to twenty subjects at five levels
of added noise. Intelligibility was best
when the lip and jaw animations were
presented along with the acoustic speech
signal.

INTRODUCTION
Even though the auditory modality is

dominant in speech perception. it has
been shown that seeing the speaker’s face
increases intelligibility, especially in a
background noise [12, 3, 4. l3, 2].
Synthetic faces are thus expected to
enhance the intelligibility of speech
synthesizers which is still far lower than
that of humans.

It has been shown in English [9]. and
then In French [8] that the human lips
carry more than a half of the visual
inlormation provided by the whole
natural face. Moreover. vision of the
teeth increases the intelligibility of a
message: the teeth help disambiguate
sounds differing in jaw position like
"bib" versus. "bab" [9].

In this paper we evaluate through a
perception test the contribution to speech
intelligibility of a lip model alone and of
the same lip model superimposed upon a
synthetic jaw and upper skull.

THE 3D LIP MODEL
The 3D model of the lips used in this

study was developed on the basis of a
geometrical analysis of the natural lip
movements of a French speaker [5]. The
model is controlled with five parameters
which can be measured directly from the
recorded lip movements of a real
speaker's face. A specially designed
workstation [7] is used to obtain accurate

measures of the parameters from a
videotape. The measurement procedure
produces an output file which contains
the five parameters measured at 20 ms
intervals; this file is used as a command
file to our model. The digitized voice of
the natural speaker is synchronized with
the visual display.

TllE JAW MODEL
Apart from the lips. the most visible

articulator is the jaw and with it, the chin
and the teeth. Since the jaw is a rigid
skeletal structure. the animation process
is easier than with the lips. Like all rigid
objects. jaw motions have six degrees of
freedom. Thus, its position relative to the
skull can be defined with three orientation
angles (yaw, pitch, roll) and three
positions (horizontal, vertical. lateral).

The synthetic jaw which was used for
our model was developed at McGill

University [6] in order to visualize jaw
motion kinematics that are recorded with
an optoelectronic measurement system. It

comprises a 3D digitized upper skull and
jaw along with their corresponding teeth.
The jaw model is animated using
empirically recorded jaw orientation
angles and jaw positions [6]. The visual

display of the synthetic upper skull and
jaw was synchronized with the
corresponding natural audio signal.

ANIMATION OF THE MODELS
The lip and jaw models were

integrated in a single display. The lip

model was directly superimposed on the

3D skull and jaw. For tests of the model.
lip movements were obtained using the

video analysis technique described
above. Jaw movements were obtained in
a similar manner from the motion of the

chin of the speaker using image

processing techniques like those

developed for lip movement. It should be

noted that while it would have been
desirable to use the optoelectronic
measurement system at McGill to obtain

jaw motions, this technique requires the
use of an acrylic and metal dental
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appliance which makes it difficult to

measure lip movement.
Jaw motions in speech are controlled

rimarily in three degrees of freedom

[10], namely the pitch angle, the vertical

position and the horizontal position. The

positions of two points on the jaw are

sufficient to reconstruct these three

motions in the sagittal plane. However,

since the jaw is not directly visible and

the overlying skin moves relative to the

jaw, the points needed to reconstruct

sagittal plane jaw motion cannot be

obtained with non-intrusive methods.

Nevertheless, it can be seen from the data
reported in [11] that the basic parameters

of jaw motion are often strongly

correlated in running speech. To a first

approximation, the three basic jaw

motions can thus be predicted from the

displacement of a single point on the jaw.

Since the teeth are not always visible, we

have decided to obtain this single point

by tracking a dot on the chin. Of course,

in so doing, a discrepancy cannot be

avoided between the actual jaw motion

and that of the reference point on the

chin.
For purposes of our first tests of the

lip / jaw synthesizer we have used an

audio-visual corpus which has already

been used extensively at ICP in order to

make geometric measurements [1, 5] and

to evaluate the contribution of vision to

speech intelligibility [2, 8]. Since the

speaker's chin was made up with a single

dot on the original videotapes it seemed

ANALYSIS
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sufficient for the initial evaluation. A

schematic of the analysis and synthesis

process used to obtain the animation is

presented in Figure 1.

INTELLIGIBILITY OF THE
MODELS

Following two previous experiments

[2. 8], the audio-visual intelligibility of

the lip model and of the superimposed

models of the lips and jaw (called the lip /

jaw model) have been tested at five levels

of acoustic degradation.

Preparation of the Stimuli

The speech material consisted of the
natural acoustic utterances of a French

speaker synchronized with three kinds of

display: no video, synthetic lips,

synthetic lips and jaw. The corpus

consisted of VCVCV nonsense

utterances. The vowels tested were lal, lil

and ly/. The consonants were lbl, lvl, /z/,

I3I, In] or Ill. The test words were

embedded in a carrier sentence of the

form "C'est pas VCVCVz ?". Eighteen

different sentences were first digitized

and then acoustically degraded by

addition of white noise, at five signal to

noise levels, in 6 dB steps. Thus overall.

there were 90 different acoustic stimuli.

A pseudo-random order was used for

presentation of the stimuli to subjects.

Ten additional stimuli preceded the actual

test in order to help subjects adapt to the

test conditions.

profile front

P1

P2

SYNTHESIS

Figue I. Schematic of the analysis /symhesis processfor the lip /jaw model.
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ABSTRACT
American English vowels are

usually put into two categories: long vs
short or tense vs lax, the supporting data
coming from non-spontaneous speech.
Duration data from free conversation are
consistent with this view, in that lrueA/
are shorter than /ioeuaoae/. But /weA/
occupy a range ofdurations that is not in
any sense discontinuous with the range
of durations manifested by the remaining
vowels of the language.

INTRODUCTION
The vowels of English have long been

said to fall into two categories, involving
a dimension [.+_long] and/or [itense]
and/or [:ATR] (advanced tongue root).
There are both phonological and
phonetic motivations for making this
division. Among the latter is the view
that in the particular pairs /r-i/ lu-u/ lc-e/
a salient difference between the first and
second vowels is durational, which might
perhaps be "explained" by a difference in
either tensity or in the position of the
root of the tongue. However all the
vowels of the language are usually
assigned to one or the other category,
even if not all those of one of the
categories are unequivocally paired with
particular members of the other. Of
course, all the pairings proposed involve
clear differences in timbre. Here we will
put to one side any consideration of
"tensity" or tongue-root position,
focussing on length, an auditory attribute
that ostensibly corresponds to the
measurable duration of the “vocalic
stretch” in an acoustic signal. Although
the phonological literature does not
show complete agreement on the>
membership of the two categories, there

is considerable overlap among the
various classifications that have been
proposed. Thus everyone reports IrucA/
as short or lax, while /iueo/ are long or
tense. The status of /aoae/ is less clear.
So for Goldsmith [1] haze/rauo/ are
short, all others long. But others view /a/
and /ae/ as being long. From a
presumably more phonetic perspective,
however, /ae/ has been called lax (and
therefore short?) as against the tense /u/
[3]. Confounding the issue is that vowel
height is also a determinant of vowel
duration, low vowels being longer than
high ones [4]. For certain views
expressed on the matter it is unclear
whether the long-short (or tense-lax)
classification is phonetically based or is
rather motivated by phonological
(including phonotactic) considerations.
The best known phonetic study of the
matter [2] supports the view that /IU€A/

are relatively short, but does not clearly
suggest a short-long dichotomy (Fig.1).

350

300

'I'u'e o'A' i'u'a'e'o'ae'
Figure I. Rearrangement of the mean
vowel durations for five speakers
reported in Peterson and Lehiste (1960).

Thus we find no greater difference
between the “short” /A/ and long /‘1/ than
between many other adjacent or near-
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adjacent pairs not considered to differ in

either length or tensity, e.g. lru/ [UA/
leA/ lue/ /e:>/.

The present study was undertaken to
gather evidence from spontaneous
speech on the robustness of relative
duration as an acoustic correlate of the

generally accepted vowel length
distinction in American English.

PROCEDURE
In two separate sessions, of about

ten minutes each, a pair of native
speakers of American English, one
female and one male, were recorded
while engaged in informal spontaneous
conversation. Four speakers in all
participated. The recorded speech,
digitized at 22 Kb, was subjected to FFT
analysis by means of the Signalyzc‘
program. Signal intervals corresponding
to stressed vowels between obstruent
consonants were selected on the basis of
auditory, waveform and spectrographic
criteria, and their durations were defined
as the interval from release of the
prevocalic constriction to the onset of
the following constriction. Excluded
from consideration were vowel tokens
judged auditorily to have been produced
with either "contrastive stress" or
"drawling." as well as the three
diphthongs /a" oi oi/ and the retroflex
vowel [a]. The measurement data thus
assembled were classed by phonological
category, and the categories grouped into
"short" and "long" sets. For the present
purpose we elected to apply two
classifications, one where /IU€A/ are
short and all the others long, and
a second in which /rue/ represent the
short vowel set and liue/ are their long
counterparts. Given the nature of the
speech samples, the numbers of tokens
for the different phonological categories
and durational sets were expectably
quite unequal.

Although a division of the English
vowels into long and short sets appears
to be solidly enough based to call for no
more data collection based on
unspontaneous speech, a set of "control"
data was gathered from a single speaker
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producing forms of the type lt/ and
ld/ in a carrierW
win, The target "words" in this
context were regularly produced with
voiceless /b/ and non-(lapped allophones
of the final alveolar consonants, and
were subjected to the same recording,
signal processing and analysis applied to
our samples of spontaneous speech.

FINDINGS
As we have seen, the vowel duration

data presented in [2] do not provide the

strongest possible evidence for a
dichotomous separation into short and
long sets. Thus even the single speaker
data in [2], with no scope for
interspeaker variability, show lo/ and /A/
differing by 30 ms, while for /A/ vs li/ the
difference amounts to all of 3 ms. Our
own single-speaker control data (Fig. 2)

are much more consistent with a short-

long dichotomy, since the durational

differerence between the adjacent pair

/A/-/i/ shows a significance level

(unpaired t—test, df 38, t = -6.3. p S

.0005) matched only by that for /r/-/o/.

22*

iii will
I40

rueAioueaeoo

Figure 2 . Means i one standard

deviation of vowels (20 tokens each)

produced in a fixed carrier sentence by

one speaker.

Turning now to the spontaneous

speech data, we find mean durations and

standard deviations for the eleven vowel

categories measured as shown in Fig. 3.
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I as Aic>umt1eo

Figure 3. Mean vowel durations(ms)

i' one sad. for ourfour speakers

This picture is closer to the one in Fig. 1
than in Fig. 2, in that while It ueA/ are

shorter than any of the others, the

drvrsron between the “short" /A/ and the

"long" /i/ is no greater than those of /o/—
/u/ or /u/—/e/. It would seem, then, that at
the "superficial" phonetic level, i.e.
where physical measurement may be
relevant, there is no clear basis for a
sharp cleavage between long and short
vowels 111 spontaneous English.
Of course, if we group /IU€A/ as "short"
and all the others as long, then we shall
certainly find mean group durations that
are. significantly different, as the
rndrvrdual speaker data in Table 1
indicate.

Table I.Mean durations in ms: means,
standard deviations, and significance
levels per unpaired t—tests.

Spkr: 05 DL M
AueA/ C JH
M 108 98 99 92
SD :2 35 30 16
n 101
{armored 44 25

181 134 143 125
SD 67 52 45 40
n 43 81 59 25

df 87 174 101 48
t -6.0 —4.9 -5.6 -3.8
p < .001 .001 001 .001

When these grouped data are summed
across the four speakers we see just
what we should expect (Fig. 4). The
mean for the four shortest vowels is of

Session. 50.1
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course smaller than the other, but the

two means are separated by an amount

that almost exactly equals the average of

the standard deviations of the two

groups.

220
.,

160-

I40

100-

60
hueA/Iiueoooa/

Figure 4. Means i- one s.d. for the

summed data ofTable I

If our spontaneous speech data fail to

show any sharp division between short

and long vowels, they certainly do not

encourage the supposition that this

failure is the result of a faulty length

assignment of the (to some) questionable

vowels leool, since moving one or more

of these to the "short" category would

hopelessly weaken any case for a long-

short (or tense-lax) distinction based on

a phonetic length difference.

Table 2 .Mean durations in ms: means,

standard deviations, and significance

levels per unpaired t—tests.

Spk'r: DS DL MC JH

Aoe/
M 1 12 93 95 92

SD 48 29 21 16

n 33 83 22 22

line!
M 203 129 140 1 14

SD 67 53 47 42

n 14 28 34 9

df 45 109 54 29

t —5.3 -4.5 —4.3 -2.2

P < .001 .001 .001 .03

To do justice to the literature on vowel

lCPhS 95 Stockholm

length in English, we should point out

that many studies restrict attention to

three vowel pairs: /r/—/i/, /u/—/u/, /c/—/e/.

The data for the shorter vs longer vowels

of this restricted subset (Table2) show

that for each speaker the two vowel sets

differ significantly in their mean

durations. At the same time it may be

noted that 111 produced his long vowels

with durations scarcely greater than

those of DS’s short vowels. When the

data are pooled across speakers their

means and standard deviations are as

shown in Fig.5. It is evident that while

there is a difference between the means

of pooled short and long vowels, a large

proportion of the short vowels lie well

within the range of values characteristic

of their long counterparts.

20

160

I20

toe iue

Figure 5. Means :l: l s.d. for pooled

data ofTable 2.

CONCLUSION
There is every reason to believe that

the vowels of English (and very likely all

other languages as well) show regular

differences in duration, at least according

to the commonly accepted definitions of

vowel onset and offset. It is less certain

that the American English fall into two

distinct subsets, short vs long. A

partitioning of these vowels into short

and long categories, insofar as it is

phonetically based, rests on data derived

from speech carefully selected to

eliminate a variety of factors affecting
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speech timing generally,— speaker

variability; overall speech tempo;

contextual factors, e.g. immediate

phonetic context, place within word,

phrase or utterance. If speech data

gathered under controlled conditions do

indicate a short-long dichotomy (as per

the data of Fig.2), and if

phonetic/phonological classification

appeals to this sort of data, then it

appears that in spontaneous speech

there are factors at work (controlled for

in laboratory speech) powerful enough

to blur, if not entirely obliterate,

durational differences that might be

considered to be inherent properties of

the vowels themselves.
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ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISATION OF SCIIWA: A

COMPARATIVE STUDY

Sally A R Bates

Department of Linguistics, Edinburgh University

ABSTRACT

This paper presents results from a

comparative acoustic study of the

contextual variability displayed by the

twelve monophthongs in Southern British

Standard English. These indicate a

hierarchy of vowel robustness which, in
general, parallels the hierarchy of
inherent vowel duration. Maximal

context-dependency for schwa supports

the proposal that it has no independent

phonetic target but is completely

unspecified for tongue position.

INTRODUCTION

The principle aim of the investigation
was to assess the magnitude and patterns

of contextual variability displayed by
schwa, the central or ‘reduced’ vowel in

English, in the light of the proposal that it

may be completely unspecified for tongue
position [1]. Following their study of

schwa tokens in /po'pa/ sequences,

Browman & Goldstein reject a targetless

analysis in favour of a co-production
account of schwa’s variability. They
claim that schwa is characterised by an

active gesture but that this gesture is

completely overlapped by the gesture for
a following full vowel. However, in a

more recent study which examines
coarticulatory effects on Dutch schwa in

'VCoC and Ca'CV nonsense words, Van
Bergem [2] presents evidence in support

of a targetless analysis. The present

investigation represents an extension of

Browman & Goldstein’s and Van

Bergem’s work insofar as it examines

schwa in a more comprehensive range of

contexts and in meaningful connected

speech data. It also provides a

comparative framework in which to

assess schwa’s variability and its

targeted/targetless status.

A second objective was to address the

question of whether the fill] vowels vary

inherently with respect to the extent to

which they are susceptible to

coarticulatory effects. Stevens’ [3]

quanta] theory of speech production

predicts greater acoustic stability for the

point vowels /i, u, 11/ than for the non-

point vowels. According to Stevens,

these vowels are articulated in those

regions of the vocal tract where

articulatory perturbations have minimal

effects on the acoustic output. Recasens

[4] proposes that front vowels are

inherently more stable than back vowels

because they involve a greater degree of

mechanical constraint on the tongue-

body during their production. These

proposals are further explored in a

quantitative evaluation of the relative

context-dependency shown by the vowels

/i, I, a, a, 3, o, A, o, 3, 0, u/. The data

comprises over 8000 vowel. tokens,

including over 2000 schwa tokens. These

are taken from 660 phonemically

balanced sentences read by one male

speaker.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND

RESULTS

The overall degree of context-

dependency shown by different vowels

was assessed in a series of multiple

regression analyses. The predictor

variables were preceding context (lhs)

and following context (rhs), characterised

by formant values averaged over the

initial and final 10 ms of the vowel, and

vowel duration (dur). The dependent

variable was either F1 or F2 sampled at

the durational vowel midpoint. The

results are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

The R2 value represents the total

proportion of variance in the dependent

variable that is accounted for jointly by

the predictor variables. The [3 values

indicate the relative weighting of the

unique contributions made by the

individual predictors. All R2 values are

significant at p < .01. With few

exceptions, the [3 values are also

significant at p < .01. Those values which

are not significant are italicised and

emboldened.

Schwa displays the highest levels of

context-dependency. The mid-high, lax

vowels /1/ and /0/ display a comparable

degree of context-dependency along F2

and, in the case of /I/, along Fl also.

Following schwa and the mid-high, lax

vowels, the tense vowel /u/ and the mid-

low, lax vowels /A/ and /r:/, in descending

order, show the highest R2 values. The

low back vowels /u/ and /3/ show the

least overall context-dependency

followed, in ascending order, by the low,

front vowel /a/, the mid-low, back vowel

ID/ and the tense vowels /3/ and /i/. All

vowels display a lower absolute amount

of context-dependency along Fl.

However, with the exception of lol, the

rank ordering of vowels from least to

Session 50. 2 Vol. 3 Page 23]

most context-dependent is similar for

both F2 and F l.

The B values indicate generally greater

carryover than anticipatory

coarticulation. One-way analyses of

variance performed on the same data,

also show greater differentiation in vowel

midpoint value as a function of preceding

compared with following consonantal

place of articulation for all vowels except

/3/ and /I/. Schwa and /r/ both show a

slightly greater degree of differentiation

in midpoint value as a fiinction of

following consonantal place of

articulation (see [5]).

CONCLUSION

The results of the regression analysis

provide strong support for the theory

that schwa is unspecified for tongue

position. Given that 100% prediction

accuracy is unlikely owing to the

presence of random variability, 92%

explained variance arguably denotes

maximal context-dependency along F2.

The total proportion of explained Fl

variance is also high and comparable to

the levels of explained F2 variance

reported for /a/ by Van Bergem [2]

(between 72% and 79%). This finding

provides empirical support for Keating’s

[6] phonetic underspecification

hypothesis. A strong interaction of

context effects through schwa, highly

linear first and second formant

trajectories and a comparable range in

onset, midpoint and offset value for the

same schwa data reported by Bates [5]

also support the characterisation of

schwa as a phonetically transparent

segment which is interpolated through by

the trajectory between adjacent specified

segments.
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Table l : Regression resultsfor F2
’lhs' denotes preceding context, ’rhs'. following context and ’dur’. duration.

,0 values which fail to attain .n'gnificance at p < .0] are italicized and emboldened
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R‘ F-value dj? fl value
lhs rhs dur

1' .5294 246.77 658 .48 .32 .44

I .8963 3747.83 1301 .57 .50 .14

E .6973 343.94 448 .52 .53 .18

a .4155 75.35 318 .53 .43 .09

a .9166 8057.98 2199 .57 .52 .02

3 .5192 51.48 143 .61 .36 .02

a .1119 6.69 181 .24 -.I0 -.21

A .5785 129.94 284 .71 .40 -.18

D .3770 50.22 249 .49 .05 -.46

D .4449 91.63 343 .56 .18 -.43

U .9024 283.53 92 .57 .49 -. 16

U .7569 210.64 203 .52 .53 . 04

Table 2: Regression resultsfor F1

R ’ F—value df. fl value
lhs rhs dur

i .3923 141.61 658 .45 .36 -.17

I .7328 1194.72 1307 .53 .48 .08

E .4209 109.02 450 .35 .46 .38

a .3633 61.44 323 .50 .22 .54

9 .7372 2049.44 2192 .55 .43 .17

3 .3818 29.43 143 .29 .31 .44

a .1320 8.77 173 .31 .15 .23

A .4355 72.77 283 .39 .33 .49

D .0650 5.76 249 .23 -.11 -. 02

D .3359 57.66 342 .41 .32 .32

U .3428 16 92 .13 .47 .22

U .4514 55.69 203 .28 .52 -. I4
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Evidence that the full vowels vary

inherently with respect to degree of

context-dependency is also consistent

with Keating’s [7] proposal that

segments may show varying degrees of

underspecification along a given

dimension. According to Keating’s

window model of coarticulation,

segments are characterised by the full

range of contextual variability they

exhibit. Segments with a full or narrow

specification for a given feature show

less overall variability along the

corresponding phonetic dimension(s)

than segments which are less narrowly

specified. The results reported here

indicate a continuum of phonetic

underspecification. Broadly speaking,

this ranges from the inherently long

vowels /o, 3, a/ which may be thought of

as the most narrowly specified and hence

least contextually variable, to the less

narrowly specified and more contextually

variable short vowels /e, A, 0/, to schwa

and /I/ which have the shortest intrinsic

durations and which, being completely

unspecified, show maximal context-

dependency.

The comparable level of context-

dependency observed for /I/ as for schwa

accords with its status as the other

reduced vowel in English. The near

maximal context-dependency along F2

for lo/ may also be attributed to its

lexical distribution. A high proportion of

lol tokens occur in words which carry

relatively little semantic weight such as

the modal verb forms “could, would,

should” or the prepositions “to, into" and

the pronoun ‘you” in which it alternates

with [u]. Phonetic vowel reduction is

closer to diachronic fossilisation in these

function words than in words which carry

a heavier semantic load.

Greater acoustic stability for the more

peripheral vowels (i.e. la, a, i/) and for
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the back, rounded vowels I), n/

compared with the more central vowels

(i.e. /1, e, A, 0/) accords with Stevens’

[3] quantal predictions. The high

context-dependency observed for /u/ may

be attributed to the effects of lip-

rounding coupled with its fronted

realisation by the present speaker. The

results do not support Recasens (1991)

proposal that front vowels are inherently

more stable than back vowels.
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VOWEL NORMALIZATION REVISITED:

INTEGRATION OF ARTICULATORY, ACOUSTIC,

AND PERCEPTUAL MEASUREMENTS

C. -S. Yang and H. Kasuya

Utsunomiya University, Utsunomiya, Japan

ABSTRACT
Vocal tract (VT) area functions were

measured from magnetic resonance images

(MRI) for five Japanese vowels /i, e, a, o,

and it] across a child, a female adult, and

a male adult. Effects of uniform and non-
uniform normalization of the area function

with respect to the length of three parts of
VT, i.e. oral, pharyngeal and laryngeal

sections, are investigated at articulatory,

acoustic, and perceptual levels. Signifi-

cance of uniform normalization is sug-

gested.

INTRODUCTION
Relationships of formant patterns of

vowels among male, female and child

speakers are found to be nonuniform

[1],[7]. How human beings normalize in

the auditory perception a specific class of

vowels is a classical but difficult problem.

Many efforts have been made to solve the

problem [1H7]. Kasuya, et al. [3] and

Fujisaki and Nakamura [4], for example,

proposed a coordinate system for the au-

ditory representation of vowel classes

based on uniform scaling of the first three

formant frequencies in terms of the vocal

tract length. Pam attributed the non-uni-

formity observed in the formant patterns
between female and male speakers to that

of VT dimensions [1]: ratio of pharynx
length to mouth cavity length is greater for
males than for females. Nordstrom found
that anatomical differences between males
and females only explain part of the dif-
ferences based on the VT shapes predicted
from X-ray photographs of midsagittal
sections [5 ].

in this paper, we first measure the area
function of three parts of the VT, i.e. oral,

pharyngeal and laryngeal cavities, from
MRI data of the five Japanese vowels us-
ing a newly developed image processing
method [8] and investigate acoustic and
perceptual significance of uniform and
nonuniform scaling of the length of the
three cavities.

METHOD

Measurement of VT area function

We have developed a method to accu-
rately measure 3 dimensional VT shapes
from MRI data, for the acquisition of
which a General Electric SIGNA machine
(1.5 T) was used [8]. VT data were ob-
tained for five Japanese vowels, /i, e, a, o,

and u/, of three subjects, a child, a female,
and a male. The VT was divided into three
sections as shown in Fig.1: the oral (from
the lips to the uvula), pharyngeal( from the
uvula to the top of the epiglottis), and la-
ryngeal (from the top of the epiglottis to

the glottis) sections. Length of each sec-
tion was measured along the VI‘ center line
which was semiautomatically estimated on
the midsagittal section image. Percentage

of the length of each VT section to the

entire VT length was then calculated for

all the vowel data.

Uniform and nonuniform scaling ofVT

dimensions
Each of the area functions of the child

and female subjects was normalized, first

by making the entire VT length identical
to the male‘s by using two different meth-

ods, i.e. uniform and nonuniform scaling,

and then by adjusting the areas so that the

maximum value becomes identical to that

of the male.
In the uniform scaling, an entire VT

length was uniformly extended to that of

the male following the next equation (sec
Fig.2(a)):

Fig. 1 Midsagittal section of the vocal tract.
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)8 -aL x x,

where x is an original length from the glot-

tis,a is a scale factor and x' is a normal-

ized ength.
In the nonuniform scaling, on the other

hand, each length of the three VT sections

of the child and female subjects was sepa-

rately extended to that of the male as fol-

lows (see Fig.2(b)):

xi-al‘ xx,, for i=1,2, 3,

where x, is an original length measured

from the upstream end of the i-th section

and (IL, is a scale factor of the i-th sec-

tion.
After scaling the VT lengths, all the

values of the area function were adjusted

so as to have the same maximum value as

that of the male.

Computation of formant frequencies

The first four formant frequencies and

bandwidths were computed from the

acoustic transfer function [9] for all the VT

area functions including the uniformly and

non-uniformly normalized ones.

Perceptual experiments
Perceptual similarity experiments were

performed on the phonetic quality of

vowel sounds synthesized with the formant

frequencies that were obtained from the

area functions of the female subject.

Vowel stimuli used were the original

vowel sounds that were synthesized from

the original area functions of the female

(Reference, REF), vowels that were syn-

thesized from the uniformly normalized

area functions (Uniform vowel, UV), and

those that were synthesized from non-uni-

formly normalized area functions (Nonuni-

form vowel, NV). Fundamental frequen-

cies of the REF stimuli were the ones of

the vowels spoken by the female and those

: x‘3

x‘2

£1

(a) (b)
Fig. 2 (a)Uuiform and (b)nonuniform nor-

malization of the VT length.
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of the UV and NV stimuli were the same

as the ones of the male. Duration of the

stimuli were all 600 ms.
A triad consisting of either REF, UV

and NV, or REF, NV and UV was pre-

sented to a speech scientist who was

trained to make a phonetic judgment of

vowel sounds. An interval between the

stimuli within the triad was 800 ms and

time for the judgment was 3.5 seconds. All

the triads of the five vowels were randomly

presented to the subject who was required

to make a judgment on which is phoneti~

cally more similar to the REF.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

VT area functions
Figure 3 illustrates a percentage ofeach

length of the three VT sections to the whole

VT length. The male shows smaller oral

cavity length but larger laryngeal section

length in percentage than the female and

child. It is also seen that the percentage

of nonuniformity is different from vowel

to vowel.

Scalings of VT length
Using the uniform and nonuniform

sacling methods described above, the area

functions of the female and child were

normalized as shown in Fig. 4, where (a)

and (b) are for uniform and nonuniform

scalings, respectively. It seems from the

figure that the normalized area functions

depend little on the type of the scalings in

all the vowels.

Formant frequencies
The first four formant frequencies were

calculated from the original and normal-

ized area functions [9]. Distributions of

the first and second formant frequencies

of the female are shown in Fig. 5. Differ-

ences in the formant values between the

two scaling methods were all less than 5

% which is close to the perceptual differ-

ence limen (DL) of the formant frequen-

cies [10]. This was the case for the child.

These seggest that nonuniformity of the

VT dimensions among the child, female

and male speakers is only a secondary fac-

tor in the normalization process.

Perception of vowel quality

Results of the perceptual similarity tests
of vowel quality between REF and UV or

NV stimuli were such that REF stimuli

were more similar to UVs than NVs in the

vowels /i, a, and o/ , nearly equally similar
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to the two in the vowels /e and u/.

CONCLUSION
Nonuniform scaling of the vocal tract

dimensions with respect to the length of

oral, pharyngeal and laryngeal cavities ef-

fects little on the first three formant fre-

quencies and the vowel sounds of the

forrnants normalized uniformly were per-

ceived phonetically equivalent. These

findings support the significance of uni—

form scaling of the VT length.
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TEMPORAL ADJUSTMENT OF DEVOICED MORAE
IN JAPANESE

Marika Kondo
Department ofLinguistics, University ofEdinburgh

ABSTRACT
The effect of voiced and devoiced high

vowels on moraic duration in Japanese
were measured. Results showed that
devoiced morae were significantly
shorter than ICV/ morae. However,
shorter durations of devoiced morae
appeared to be adjusted at the word
level, rather than within a mora. The
apparent lengthening of moraic
consonants was actually caused by the
underlying devoiced vowel in the same
mora.

INTRODUCTION
Standard Japanese is often cited as a

Tmora—timed languageU. However, the
theory of TmoraU as the basic unit of
Japanese is disputable: the only
convincing theoretical support is based
on accentuation: lexical accent location
is based on the moraic unit, not the
syllabic unit.

It has traditionally thought that each
mora in Japanese has a similar duration.
In reality, many studies have agreed that
the duration of morae actually differ, but
there is a strong tendency for Japanese
to try to equalise the duration of morae.
(Hoequist Jr., 1983 [3], Sato, 1993 [6],
etc.). Campbell and Sagisaka (1991) [2]
did not find equal duration of morae in
raw durations, but normalising
segmental durations using z-score, they
found mora-based segmental elasticity
and duration compensation within CV
sequences (moraic units) rather than V-
C sequences (non-moraic units).

Some studies have questioned the
phonetic reality of morae, notably
Beckman (1982) [l]. Beckman
measured the duration of segments and
morae in various segmental
combinations, but the mora did not
appear to have phonetic reality.

Port et al (1987) [5] demonstrated
that the duration of each mora was not
necessarily equal, but the number of
morae in a word determined the duration
of words.

Most studies on temporal features in
Japanese have not examined cases of
devoiced morae. In Standard Japanese,
high vowels /i,u/ are devoiced between
voiceless consonants, or between a
voiceless consonant and a pause. When
a vowel is devoiced, the preceding
consonant becomes moraic, constituting
a mora on its own without a vowel.
Beckman (1982) [1] showed that moraic
consonants were not consistently longer
than the non-moraic consonants.

Port et a1 (1987) [5] did not measure
the duration of devoiced morae, but
measured the duration of whole words
with a devoiced mora and found that
even when there was a devoiced vowel
in a word, its duration was still adjusted
and the word duration was fairly
constant dependent on the number of
morae in the word.

If morae with a devoiced vowel are
considerably shorter than CV morae,
does durational adjustment still operate
at the word level? The results from the
above studies have shown some sort of
durational adjustment of segments based
on mora, but are devoiced morae simply
durational exceptions? If there are more
than one devoiced mora in a word, does
the word duration still maintain the
target duration based on the number of
morae in a word?.

This paper will investigate two levels
of durational adjustments with particular
relation to devoiced morae and words
with devoiced morae. Principally, the
following points will be examined: (1)
the duration of devoiced and undevoiced
morae, (2) the duration of a whole word
with and without devoiced morae, and
(3) the effect of the number of devoiced
morae on the duration of a word.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Six native speakers of Standard

Japanese (2 male and 4 female)
pronounced 41 test words containing 71
devoiceable vowels 3 times each in
random order (41 test words x 3 times x
6 subjects = 738 tokens) containing 1328
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devoiceable vowels. Their pronunciation
of devoiceable vowels in the same words
was not always consistent. When there
was variation in the voicing of the same
devoiceable vowel in the same word, the
word was segmented and the segment
durations were measured. 45 of the
devoicing sites had voicing variations,
excluding word—final position and pre-
pausal position. The duration of moraic
consonants were compared with that of
corresponding CV morae. One female
subject did not show any voicing
variation. Therefore the results do not
include her data. The comparison of
duration was made only in the same
mora in the same word uttered by the
same speaker. All words which had
voicing variation were segmented using
the SUN Waves+ package.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Durational ratio between moraic
consonants and CV morae

The durational ratios between moraic
consonants and corresponding CV
morae was calculated. Two sets of
measurements were taken for each
devoicing site: for example, if a vowel in
a word was devoiced in one utterance
(p) and voiced in the other two
utterances (q) and (r), two ratios (p/q)
and (p/r) were calculated; if a vowel was
devoiced in two utterances (x) and (y)
and voiced in the other utterance (2), two
ratios (x/z) and (y/z) were obtained. The
period of aspiration after plosives was
included as a part of plosives. The
results are listed in Table I.

Table 1 Average ratio by preceding
consonants

consonant No. of mean SD
samples ratio

V65

11 catives

ncatcs

%

Statistical analysis by one-way
ANOVA showed that the difference in
the durational ratio between ICV/ morae
and moraic consonants among the three
types of preceding consonants was
significant [F(2, 87) = 4.002, p < .025].
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There were 18 out of 90 cases [45
sites x 2 comparisons] (20%) where
moraic consonants were longer than CV
morae: plosive [kl 8 out of 48 cases
(16.7 %). affricates Ito! and Its] 8 out of
16 cases (50 %). and fricative [cl and [(1)]
2 out of 26 cases (7.7 %). The average
ratio of moraic consonants against CV
counterparts was 88.93% (SD 13.97).

Figure 1 shows the mean duration of
moraic consonants and consonants and
vowels in CV morae averaged by all
types of moraic consonants.

1-
CV UV

97.014 70.279 :11:
"Kr-I3

mm“ 140.21
"Kl—x

—+—1——+——1
0 50100150200

segmental duration (ms)

Figure 1 Average durational di erence
between moraic consonants and
consonants and vowels in CV morae of
all type: ofpreceding consonants

The T—test (related) results showed
that when the high vowels were
devoiced. the remaining consonant in the
same mora was significantly shorter than
the equivalent CV mora. regardless of
the type of preceding consonants:
plosives [t(23)=5.78, p<.001 I.
affricates [t(7)=2.62, p<.025l.
fn'catives [t(12)=6.62. p<.001 I. and
total [t(44):8.49, p<.001]. .

Secondly, the duration of moraic
consonants was also compared with the
duration of non—moraic consonants in
corresponding CV morae using T—test
(related). The result found that the
moraic consonants were significantly
longer than the non-moraic consonant:
plosives [t(23)=11.93. p<.001].
affricates [t(7)=9.26, p<.001]. fncatives
lt(12)=4.74. p<.001], total [t(44)=l3.62,
p<..001]. In other words, the meme
consonants were significantly shorter
than the equivalent CV morae, but at the
same time they were significantly longer
than the consonants in corresponding
CV morae.
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Considering the average ratio
between the moraic consonants and the
CV morae shown in Table l. the moraic
consonants were 83.93% of CV morae
In duration compared to the prevocalic
consonants which occupied 57.99% of
whole CV duration. Comparing the
moraic consonants and the prevocalic
consonants, the moraic consonants were
on average 44.53% longer than the
prevocalic counterparts. in other words
there does appear to be some
lengthening of consonants when the
followrng vowels are devoiced and they
become moraic. but it does not fully
compensate for the reductions caused by
the vowel devoicing.

Comparison of closure durations
The closure durations of moraic

plosives and the plosive part of moraic
affricates were compared with the
closure durations of non-moraic plosives
and. the plosive part of non-moraic
affncates. As shown in Figure 2. the
average closure duration of plosives and
affricates in CV morae was 56.16 ms
(SD = 22.70), and that in devoiced
morae was 57.16 ms (SD = 24.22). The
TI-test result (two-tailed) showed that the
difference in the durations was not
Significant [ t (3 l )=-0.51, n.s.]. However
the duration after the release of stop
closure and fricative part of affricates in
devorced morae, and the added duration
of these fncation parts and the following
vowel were very different.

0 Closure D After release

CV
morae 56.159 109.096

Dcvoiced
morae 57.159 85.695

—4—1—1—1
0 50 100 150 200

segmental duration (msec)

Figure 2 Average closure dura '_ tron nd
the duration after release ofplosives 2nd
plosive part of aflricates in CV. mora
and devotced morae e

Thde average duration of moraic plosive
an affricates, excluding closure
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duration was 85.70 ms (SD = 24.36)
whereas that of CV morae excluding
closure duration of the consonants was
109.19 ms (SD = 25.16). The statistical
analysrs by T-test (one-tailed) found the
difference between them was significant
[t(3l)=7.12, p<.005]. The results
suggested that although the durations of
whole morae differed significantly
depending whether the vowel was
vorced or devoiced, the closure durations
of moraic plosives and affricates, and
non-moraic counterparts did not show
Significant difference.

This suggests that the consonant was
not actually lengthened, but rather vowel
portion is hidden and it only appears as
if consonant had been lengthened, as
Bilggested by Jun and Beckman (1993)

Duratioiial adjustment within a mora
Devorced morae were about 84% of

the duration of /CV/ morae. which was a
much higher proportion than the result
obtained by Beckman (1982) [1]. One
possrble reason for this high proportion
is the duration of the voiced vowels in
lCVl morae: The durational data for
ICV! morae in my experiment included
partially voiced vowels which usually
had a much shorter duration than their
gully gamed] counterparts. This might

ave rouo t the av o 'ICV/ moradown. erage duration of

On the other hand. if there is
durational adjustment within a mora in
order to maintain the duration of each
mora'more or less similar, the shorter
duration of partially voiced vowels
should not affect the duration of whole
ICVI morae. The relationship between
consonant and vowel durations within a
mora was studied.

Although generally there was a
tendency of negative correlation. the
statistical analysis found the result was
not Significant [r(64)=-0.196, n.s.].
There seemed to be no durational
adjustment between the durations of a
consonant and a vowel within the same
mora to keep the mora duration equal.

Devoicing and reality of mora-timing
The above results showing shorter

durations .of devoiced morae meant that
the durations of voiced morae would

1
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also have to be adjusted to agree with

the moraic duration theory of Port et a1

(1987). Therefore, the durations of

whole words were measured and

examined with relation to (i) the number

of morae in a word, and (ii) the number

of devoiced morae in a word.

Since the test words were pronounced

in citation, the last mora of a word was

usually lengthened, and the duration of

the word initial stop closure and the

beginning of fricatives were not always

clear. Therefore, the durations of whole

words were not exact measurements.

However, there was a tendency for the

duration of a whole word to lengthen as

the number of morae in the . word

increased.
The number of morae in a word

varied from 4 to 7, and the number of

devoiced morae in a word varied from 0

to 3. Statistical analysis by ANOVA (3-

way) found that the word durations were

significantly influenced by the subjects

[(F(4,81), p<.001] and the number of

morae in a word [F(3,8l), p<.001], but

the effect of the number of devoiced

vowels in a word was not significant

[F(3,81), n.s.]. There was a significant

interaction between subjects and the

number of morae [F(10,81), p<.001].

The word durations of each number

of morae were analysed using ANOVA

(2-way) by the subject and the number

of devoiced morae as the factors. The

results shown in Table 2 found that for

all numbers of morae in a word (4 to 7

morae), the effect of subjects was

significant but the effect of the number

of devoiced morae was not significant.

No significant interaction between the

numbers of morae in a word and

devoiced morae was found.

Table 2 The ANOVA results of the

effects offactors on word duration

01'

N0. of No. of de-
morae voiced morae

F 1 P<.01 “‘5-
F 4 1 n.s.

1 11.5.

11.8.

The statistical results showed that the

number of devoiced morae in a word
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was not an important factor for the

whole duration of words. Rather it was

the number of morae in a word and

individual speakers that significantly

influenced the whole duration of words.

This may imply that the shorter

durations of devoiced morae were

adjusted at a word level so that the

whole duration of a word does not have

to change too much as Port et al (1987)

[5] demonstrated.

CONCLUSIONS
Durational measurements of devoiced

and /CV/ morae showed that devoiced

morae were significantly shoner than

ICV/ morae: proposed tendency of

equalising mora duration was not

tenable in devoiced morae. On the other

hand, the number of devoiced morae in a

word did not affect the duration of a

word. That implies that shorter durations

of devoiced morae were adjusted not

within a mora but beyond the mora as

suggested by Port et al (1987) [5].

Measurement of closure duration of

stops suggested that the fairly high

proportion of devoiced morae against

ICV/ morae was not due to the

compensatory lengthening of moraic

consonant, but because the devoiced

vowel was underlying as proposed by

Jun and Beckman (1993) [4]..
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ABSTRACT
The adjustment of linguistic stress

patterns under the influence of rhythm
is well attested, though the effects on
speech production have been little
investigated. An experiment is reported
on the perceptual and acoustic effects
on the production of the Rhythm Rule
of manipulating the number of syllables
between primary stresses.The tendency
for stress shift to occur decreased as the
number of syllables between primary
stresses increased. There were both
fundamental frequency and durational
changes involved in the perceived shifts.

INTRODUCTION
.It is generally acknowled ed

shifts in the prominence pattgernsfliaant
some words in connected speech are
due to a strong rhythmic constraint to
prefer the alternation of stressed and
unstressed elements [1] [2]. While
bamboo spoken in a noun phrase such
as the bamboo one has the main stress
on the last syllable, in the bamboo chair
there is. a perception that the main stress
has shifted to the first syllable. The
Rhythm Rule formulated by Selkirk [2]
involved a formal operation where
stress shifts from one syllable of a word
can to another in order to avoid
clashmg" with an adjoining stress

Gussenhoven [3] proposed an
alternative formulation whereby the
perceived change in prominence is due
to a process of pitch accent deletion
rather than of phonetic stress "shift" at
least in the pre-nuclear position. Heine
[4] investigated Gussenhoven's [3]
hypothesis in a single speaker of
English. and found that the primary

phonetic correlate for the Rhythm Rule
was a decrease in the fundamental
frequency in the second stressable
syllable. These results were consistent
With an accent deletion formulation.
The primary phonetic cue for "stress
shift" was change in fundamental
frequency on the second stressable
syllable of the "shift" word.
_ However, Home [4] only
investigated phrases in which the
potential shift word was followed by a
word with its primary stress on the first
syllable (for example, Dundee tartan).
What has not been investigated as yet is
whether the tendency for the Rhythm
Rule to occur is also dependent on the
number of syllables between the
primary stresses in both the "shift" word
and the following word. For example, is
stress shift" more likely in bamboo

chair than it is in bamboo decoration?
If syllable number does play a role in
the rhythm rule, it may also follow that
durational changes in the "shift" words
also provide a phonetic cue for "stress
shift".

AIM
. The aim of this experiment is to
investigate the perceptual and acoustic
effects on the production of the Rhythm
Rule of altering the number of syllables
between the main stress in the potential
stress shift word and that in the
following word (fulcrum).

PROCEDURE
Fifteen speakers of Australian

English were recorded reading a series
of sentences containing noun phrases
which comprised of a potential stress
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shift word followed by words with

varying syllable number to their primary

stress. The sentences were designed to

provide a phonological context where

shift and non shift environments could

be manipulated. Examples of the 5

contexts used are as follows:

Two contexts where no shift was

predicted:

No stress following: They were

japanese ones at the hotel.

Shift word focused: They were

JAPANESE tourists at the hotel.

Three contexts where shift was

predicted:

One syllable: They were japanese

tourists at the hotel.

Two syllables: They were japanese

developers at the hotel.

Three syllables: They were japanese

politicians at the hotel.

Six potential stress shift words were

used: thirteen, bamboo, sardine,

underdone, overnight, and japanese.

These words had been identified in a

previous experiment [5] as being

particularly susceptible to stress shift in

speech production.

ANALYSIS
Recorded shift words, embedded in

their noun phrase, were digitised at 20.8

kHz using the W Speech
signal processing program. The

duration of the shift word, the duration

of each foot, and the duration of the

pause between the shift word and the

following word was measured. In order

to obtain a measure of variation in the

duration of the first foot compared to

the second foot, the duration of the first

foot as a percentage of the duration of

the whole word was calculated (relative

duration). The peak fundamental

frequency for each foot was also

calculated using a peak-picking

algorithm within the Salim
program. In order to obtain some

measure of the relative changes in
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fundamental frequency pattern between

the 2 feet over different contexts, the

value for the second _ peak was

subtracted from that of the first

(fundamental frequency shift).

Three phonetically trained linguists

were asked to rate the stress levels in

each shift word token as either: 1) the

last stressed syllable is more prominent

2) both stressed syllables have equal

prominence, or 3) the first stressed

syllable is more prominent.

RESULTS
The perceptual results indicated that

not only was there a strong perception

of shift in the 3 rhythm contexts, but the

strength of the shift dropped away as

the syllable number between the main

stress in the shift word and the main

stress in the following word increased.

There was a clear pattern to the

perceived stress shift judgements across

the contexts. The 3 contexts in which

shift is predicted demonstrate strong

shift values, well above the "equal

prominence" value of one. The 2

contexts in which shift is predicted not

to occur demonstrate low shift values,

well below the value of one. A one way

analysis of variance for context against

stress shift judgement with an adjusted

least significant difference (Bonferroni)

test at the .05 level indicated significant

differences between the rhythm and non

rhythm contexts, and between the

Rhythm 3 context (with 3 syllables

distance) and the other 2 rhythm

contexts (p = .000, F = 178.28, d.f. = 4,

375). Figure 1 displays the mean

perceptual stress shift ratings for each

context.

In all subjects there were phonetic

changes in the shift words that

corresponded to the judgements of

stress shift. In the rhythm contexts the

relative duration of the first foot was

higher than in the non—rhythm contexts.

There was also a positive increase in
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fundamental frequency shift. Inspection
of the data indicated that for 11 of the
15 subjects these results were due not
to absolute changes in the first foot of
each word but to changes in the second.
The absolute duration and fundamental
frequency of the second foot decreased
in the rhythm contexts. This resulted in
the relative prominence between the 2
feet shifting from the second to the fust.
However, for 4 of the subjects there
were changes in the absolute duration
and fundamental frequency for the fust
foot. Figure 2 displays the mean values
for percentage durational change for
each context, while Figure 3 displays
the mean fundamental frequency shift
for each context.

One way analyses of variance for
relative durau'on of the first foot against
context, and for fundamental frequency
shift against context with adjusted least
significant difference (Bonfcrroni) tests
at the .05 level indicated significant
differences between the rhythm and non
rhythm contexts, and between the
Rhythm 3 context (with 3 syllables
distance) and the other 2 rhythm
contexts (p = .000, F = 29.1, d.f. = 4,
375; p = .000, F = 34.8, d.f. = 4, 375).
A step-wise linear regression analysis
indicated that changes in relative
duration was the primary acoustic
correlate for the judges' perception of
stress shift, followed by shifts in peak
fundamental frequency.

DISCUSSION
The results provide confirmation

that the Rhythm Rule is dependent on
the metrical structure of the word
following the shift word. In particular,
the number of syllables between the
primary stresses of the 2 words is
critical for the expression of the
Rhythm Rule. The suggestion by
Gussenhoven [3] and Home [5] that
the phonetic realisation of the Rhythm

Session. 51.2 ICPhS 95 Stockholm

Rule is one of pitch accent deletion
needs qualification. While it certainly
involves a decrease in fundamental
frequency on the second foot in the
shift word for most speakers, there
were also systematic durational
adjustments dependent on the metrical
structure. The regression analysis
indicated that these durational
adjustments were the primary phonetic
cue used by listeners. Home's [4]
results, suggesting the primacy of
fundamental frequency as the cue for
"shift" most likely reflect the effects of
investigating the Rhythm Rule without
taking variations in inter-stress syllable
number into account.

The increased numbers of subjects
in this study also highlighted that for
some subjects there were positive
phonetic changes on the first foot in
rhythm contexts. For these subjects, a
deletion model of the Rhythm Rule
does not appear to provide an
appropriate description.
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Conference, Melbourne: Monash
University.
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MULTIPLE EFFECTS ON SYLLABLE-INTERNAL TIMING
IN NORWEGIAN

. ' Down M. Behne and Beme H. Moxness
University of Trondheim. N-7()55 Dragvoll, Norway

ABSTRACT
This study examines the concurrent

effects of rate. stress, postvocalic voicing
and distinctive length on timing in
Norwegian CIVCZS. Findings suggest
that the similar timing patterns associated
Wllh postvocalic voicing and phonological
length may be distinquished by the timing
of CL A consistent pattern of results was
observed for focal and nonfocal
conditions across speaking rates.

INTRODUCTION
The duration of phonetic segments is

known to be affected by a variety of
factors. When this occurs. the duration
and relative timing of other components
within a syllable can also be affected.
l-our factors which are known to affect
segment durations in languages are
speaking rate. focal stress. postvocalic
vowing. and distinctive length. These
factors all occur in Norwegian and
constitute the basis for this investigation.

Background
Speaking Rate. For many languaoes.

research has shown that segment
durations within a syllable are affected by
speaking rate. Although speakers may
use different strategies to vary speakino
rate. both vowels and consonants withiii
syllables produced at a slow rate tend to
be longer in duration than those produced
at a fast speaking rate (cg. Ill). Effects of
speaking rate on segment durations
speCific to Norwegian have not been
reported. but the general pattcm of results
observed for other languages is expected.

.Stress. The duration of a seaments
within a syllable can also be affebcted by
stress. Research on the effects of stress
on segment duration in Norwenian and
other languages has shown that vbowels in
stressed syllables are typically longer than
thosein nonstressed syllables and that the
duration of consonants within the svllable
may be similarly affected (eg. [2 “3 l).

Postvocalic Voicing. Vowcl duration
can also be affected by the voicing of a
following consonant. Vowels prccedinc a
voiced consonant are typically longer than

those preceding a voiceless consonant
(cg. [4D. This pattern has been observed
in Norwegian words such as takk ltukzl

“thanks“ versus iugg [ta:g:l “thom” [2ll5l.
Cooccurring with the effect on vowel
duration._ for many languages, including
Norwegian, a postvocalic voiceless
consonant has generally been found to be
longer than a postvocalic voiced
consonant (e.g., |2l). -

. Distinctive Lenoth. Phonological
distinctions can also be realized by means
of segment durations within the syllable
rhyme. Norwegian has traditionally been
described as having a phonological
distinction between short and long
vowels. Accompanying this vowel length
distinction is a difference in postvocalic
consonant length. The phonotactics of
Norwegian are such that. in a closed
syllable. a distinctively long vowel tends
to be followed by a short consonant. and
a distinctively short vowel typically is
followed by a long consonant. For
example. the word "takk" [tokzllhtmks

has a distinctively short vowel followed
by a long consonant compared to "tak"
ltc:klhold which has a distinctively long
vowelfollowed by a short consonant.
This quantity distinction of Norwegian
vowels |2]|ol and consonantll is also
realized acoustically.

Current Investigation
Previous research suggests that

speaking rate and stress have a relatively
global affect on the duration of segments

Within a syllable. whereas postvocalic
voicnig and distinctive length principally
affect segment durations within the
rhyme. with an inverse relationship

between the duration of a vowel and

postvocalic consonant.
Recent findings suggest that in

Norwegian |6| effects of postvocalic

voicing and distinctive length might not

be limited to the rhyme. and that

prevocalic consonant duration may also
be affected. In Norwegian. the of a
prcvocalic consonant duration was found

to decrease with increased vowel duration

lCPhS 95 Stockholm

due to postvocalic voicing. whereas the

duration of a prevocalic consonant

increased immediately preceding a

phonologically long vowel. These timing

patterns have been observed in both focal

and non-focal conditions in Norwegian

[2] and suggest that the duration of a

prevocalic consonant may assist in

distinguishing the similar timing patterns

within the rhyme associated with

postvocalic voicing and distinctive length.

In fluent speech segment durations

reflect the concurrent influence of

speaking rate. focal stress. postvocalic

voicing and distinctive length. The

present study extends previous research

and investigates whether the timing

patterns observed for postvocalic voicing

and distinctive length in non-focal and

focal conditions are affected by the

relatively robust affects of speaking rate.

METHOD

Stimuli
’l‘wclve target words were used in the

investigation. All target words were real

CVCs containing /i.o.u/ or /i:.a:.o:/ and a

postvocalic /k/ or /g/. The initial

consonant was either a stop or a fricative.

Brief dialogues were developed for

each target word. Each conversation

consisted of a question and a response.

For each target word the set of

conversations was balanced to include the

target word as focused and nonfocused in

both initial and final sentence position.

Subjects
The subjects were 9 native speakers of

Norwegian between 20 and 30 years old

with no history of speech or hearing

impaimiciit.

Procedure
Recordings were made of each subject

producing the full set of conversations

with an experimenter in a sound

attenuated room. For each conversation

the experimenter asked the question and

the subject read the response. The full set

of conversations was produced by each

subject at a self-selected slow, medium

and fast speaking rate. Subjects were

encouraged to speak as if participating in

a natural conversation.

Measurements
Three measurements were made within

target CNC; from subjects‘ responses in
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each conversation: (l) frication/closure

duration of CI. (2) vowel duration, and

(3) closure duration of C2. Frication was

measured from the beginning to the end

of the aperiodic energy. Closure

durations were measured from the start of

the closure to the beginning of the

release. Vowel duration was measured

from the onset to the end of periodic

energy.

RESULTS
For each of the three measures. a four

way analysis of variance was calculated

with speaking rate (fast. medium. slow).

focus (nonfoat fowl). postvocalic voicing

(voioaless C3, voiced C3). and distinctive

length (short vowel. long vowel) as

independent variables. Main effects were

observed for all three measures.

Speaking Rate
Effects of speaking rate on segment

durations are illustrated across panel

columns in Figures l and 2. Speaking

rate was found to affect the durations of

C 1 |F=lO9.30, p<.(XI)ll. V [F:241.75,

p<.(IDll. and C2 IF: 214.24, p<(IDlL For

all three segments durations were reliably

shorter at the fast rate than at the medium

rate IF ofC.=77.30. p<_(IX)l: F of V:97.&.

p<..(IX)l;FofC2:l95t74. p<(XDl], which in

turn were shoner than at the slow rate [F

ofClz34.79. p<(XX)l;FofV:l45.79. p<.(II)l:

F ofC2:38.6«l-. p<.(IDll. These findings are

consistent with previous research showing

that speaking rate has a relatively global

affect on segment durations within a

syllable. affecting both vowel and

consonant durations.

Focal Stress
Main effects of focal stress was also

observed for all three segment durations.

As a comparison of the panel rows in

Figures 1 and 2 illustrates, Cl lF=121.79,

p<.(XX)l|, V lF=ll8.63, pecan], and C;

[F=9?.82. p<.(IX)ll durations were longer

in the focal condition than the nonfocal

condition.
Data were further analyzed to

determine whether focus affected segment

durations at each of the speaking rates.

Reliable differences due to focus were

observed for all three segment measures

at the fast [F d C1=49.18. p<.(IX)l: F d'

V=51.32. p<.(m1; F of 03:21.28. pctmll.

medium IF d' Cl=51.42 p<.(IX)1; F (f

V=43.66. p<.(ml; F cf C2:51.‘78. paint],
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(a) Fast-Nonfocal (b) Medium-Nonfocal (c) Slow—Nonfocal
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Table I . F-values andprohahilitiesfor CI. V, and C2 for postvmulic voicing and distinctive

length within the nonfocal andfocal conditions atfast. medium and slow speaking rates.
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Figure I . Mean segment durations with postvocalic voiced and voiceless consonants in
nonfocal (top row) and focal conditions (bottom row) at fast (left column) medium
(center column), and slow (right column) speaking rates. ’
and slow [F d' C,=29.87. p<.(IDl; F (f
Cgfl5‘99, p<.(II)l: F (f V=22.81, p<.(II)l]
spealung rates. These results support
preks findings showing that focal
stress tends to have a general effect on
segment durations within a syllable [2].

Postvocalic Voicing. Main effects
show that postvocalic voicing affected the
duration of Cl, V, and C2. As is
demonstrated in Figure l. the duration of
Cl [5 shorter when the postvocalic
consonant is voiced than when it is
vorceless lF=58.44, p<(XDll Vowel
duration is longer before a voiced
consonant than before a voiceless
consonant lF=69.47, p<.(Xl)ll. In addition.
Cg IS shorter when it is voiced than when
it IS Votceless [E3391 p<.(I)l|. As the

(a) Fast»Nonfocal

C F

v-ZEFB mvfld
c2121. . u SlmVowel

C

V

0. 50 l
(d) Fast-Focal

C

V

C

V

(b) Medium—Nonfocal

results summarized in Table l and the
means in Figure 1 show, this same
pattern of results was observed for
nonfocal and focal conditions at all three
speaking rates. However, in some cases
differences were not statistically reliable.
Most notably, vowel duration was not
affected by postvocalic voicing in either
the nonfocal or focal condition at the slow
speaking rate. Comparable results have
been reported for English in conditions
when multiple linguistic factors lead to
Increased segment duration l7]. tentatively
suggesting a vague upper limit on the
duration of segments within a syllable.
Similarly. at the fast speaking rate,
although the expected pattem of results
was obtained, no reliable difference was

(c) Slow-Nonfocal

C

V

00150200 050l00150200 050100150200
(e) Medium-Focal (f) Slow-Focal

C

V

050l00150200 050100l50200 050100l50200
Figure 2. Mean segment dura"(m-V (in ms) for distinctively short and long vowel! innonfocal (top row) and focal ‘ ' '' . . conditions (bottom row at at! ' 7”"(center column), and slow (right column) speaking rates.) f . ([efl Ul/WML med!

Factors

FAST Nonfocai 0| '1

RATE ~ .i‘ocal n. s.

Nonfocal (XDI
MEDIUM

RATE Focal

SLOW Nonfocal

RATE Focal

observed for duration of C1 in the focal

condition or C3 in the nonfocal condition.

Overall, findings for postvocalic

voicing show the expected inverse

relationship between the vowel and
postvocalic consonant durations and.

results for C1 suggest that it may also
assist in cuing postvocalic voicing.

Distinctive Vowel Length. Results for
distinctive length show that the duration

ofCl is longer before distinctively long

vowels than before distinctively short
vowels lF=69.84,p<.(XX)ll. The mean

duration of distinctively long vowels is
longer than the duration of distinctively
short vowels lF=lOS).63,p<.(X)l]and C2 is
shorter following distinctively long
vowels than following distinctively short

vowels [F=287.18, p<(DlL As Figure 2

and the right side of Table 1 illustrate,
this timing pattern was reliably observed

in nonfocal and focal conditions at the
fast, medium, and slow speaking rates.

These findings suggest that distinctive
length is reflected in the acoustic signal

by the duration of the vowel. by the

inverse relationship between the V and C2
duration, and by the duration of C1_

CONCLUSIONS
The results indicate that speaking rate

and focal stress has a global affect on

syllable-intemal timing. The effects of
distinctive vowel length and postvocalic
voicing have an inverse effect on the
duration of a vowel and postvocalic
consonant within the rhyme. However,
despite their similar effects on rhyme-
internal timing, postvocalic voicing and
distinctive vowel length have different
effects on the duration of the prevocalic
consonant. This pattern was observed in

(IDl

nonfocal and focal conditions across

speaking rates. The robust nature of the

timing patterns for the prevocalic

consonant suggest that it may assist in

distinquishing the similiar timing patterns

of the rhyme associated with postvocalic

voicing and distinctive length.
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Temporal Organisation of Syllable
Production in Cantonese Chinese

Eric Zee
City University ofHong Kong

ABSTRACT
The study is an investigation of the

temporal organisation of syllable pro-
duction in Cantonese Chinese. Results
show (i) temporal compensation does
not take place between C and V in the
CV syllables, however, the duration of
V is affected by the initial C type; (ii)
tone plays a part in determining the
temporal pattern of the syllables; and
(iii) the reduction of diphthong duration
or vowel+nasal sequence is contributed
by the reduction of the lst target vowel
not the transition or the 2nd target
vowel, or the vowel not the nasal.

INTRODUCTION
The temporal aspect of speech pro-

duction has been extensively studied
[11,l21, [31,[4Li51l6]. [7], [81. I91,
[101.1111,[121,[13l. [I4]. [15]. [16]-
The purpose of this study is to
demonstrate certain regularities that
have been found to be characteristics of
the temporal structure of syllable
production at the local time control level
in Cantonese. By local time control,
Allen [1] refers to "the specification of
segment durations within syllables and
possibly syllable durations within
rhythmic phrases“, and by global time
control. he refers to "speech rate or
tempo" (p. 222). The paper also shows
whether temporal compensation takes
place within sequences of successive
component segments in the Cantonese
monosyllables. Temporal compensation
has been used to refer to the cases
where the segment durations are
inversely correlated [8], [9], [10] as an
effort by the speaker to maintain an
invariant syllable duration [7] or
macrostructural invariance [16]. An
inverse or negative correlation between
the durations of two successive
segments implies that "articulatory
events are programmed at some higher
level not in terms of single phonemes,
but in terms of high-level articulatory
units" and temporal compensation

occurs when the durations of segments
in a sequence are negatively correlated
or the production of the segments takes
place in terms of phonological units [9].

In Cantonese, four types of syllable
structure are distinguished: (C,)V:,
(C,)D, (C,)V:C2, and (C,)VC2, where
Cl may be an aspirated or unaspirated
stop, an aspirated or unaspirated
affricate, a fricative, a nasal, a liquid, or
a glide; D a diphthong; V a short vowel;
V: a long vowel; and C2 an “-N“, i.e.,
a syllable—final nasal [-m, -n, -[J] or “-
S”, i.e., a syllable-final unreleased stop
[-p, -t, -k]. In Cantonese two types of
diphthongs, D1 and D2, may be
distinguished in terms of their internal
temporal structure. DI refers to the
diphthongs, such as [ui, iu, ai, au, oi],
and D2 to the diphthongs, such as [ei,
2i, nu, ou, oy]. In Cantonese, six long
citation tones, 1, 4, J, J, 4, A, or 55,33,
22, 21, 35, 24, respectively, occur on
the open syllables or syllables with a
nasal ending, (C,)V:, (CI)D, (C,)V:N,
and (C,)VN. Short variants of the
tones, 1, -t, J, i.e., 5, 3, 2, realise on
the syllables with a stop ending, such
as (C,)V:S and (C,)VS.

The present study investigates the
temporal structures in syllables of
different types associated with different
tones in Cantonese. Due to page limit,
the only temporal data to be discussed
in this paper are those of syllables,
CV:, CV:S, CVS, CD, and CV:N.
where V2: [3], V = [1?], D = [ai], and
N = [n]. More specifically, the paper
shows (1) whether temporal compen—
sation takes place between a syllable—
initial consonant, C, and the post—
consonantal -V:, -V:S, —VS, —D, and
V:N in CV:, CV:S, CVS, CD, and
CV:N syllables; (2) whether temporal
compensation takes place among the
first target vowel, the transition, and the

second target vowel in D, i.e., the
diphthongs; (3) and whether tone plays

a part in determining the temporal struc-
ture of the syllables under question.
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METHOD
In this study, meaningful Cantonese

monosyllables of the types (C,)V:,
(C,)D, (C,)V:C2, and (C,)VC2, asso-
ciated with different tones, such as 1, 4,
4, J, 4, and A (Le, 55/5, 33/3, 22/2,
21, 35, and 24, respectively), were
used as test syllables: [pa55], [pa33],
[P322]. [Pall], [P835]; [p"a551,
[pha33ly [Phal [pha351; [58551,
[tsa33], [tsa22], [tsa35], [tsa21];
[tsha55], [tsha33], [tsha24], [ts"a2l];
[sa55], [sa33], [sa35], [sa21]; [pak5],
[pak3], [pak2]; [phakS], [phak3],
[tsak5], [tsak3], [tsak2]; [tshakS],
[tshak3], [tshak2]; [sap5], [sap3],
[saPZJL [P86]. [p80]. lPhPl5l; [tset5].
[tset2], [tshetS]; [set5], [snt2].
Temporal organization of the test
syllables is determined by measure-
ments of the durations of the
successive component segments con-
tained in the syllables. Using Kay
Elemetrics' CSL 4300B speech analysis
software on a 486 PC, durations of the
successive component segments in the
test syllables were measured directly
from the speech waveforms. In the
cases where the test syllables contain a
diphthong or a nasal ending, durations
were measured from the speech wave—
forms as well as from their formant
trajectories. Two native llong Kong
Cantonese college students, one male
and one female, provided the speech
data. The speakers were instructed to
utter each of the test monosyllables in a
carrier sentence, [no jiu tUk pei
lei then] "I want (to) read for
you (to) listen", at normal rate of
speech. The test words in the word-
lists were randomised. Five repetitions
of each of the test syllables were
recorded. The recording was performed
in a sound-proof booth.

RESULTS
The mean vowel or diphthong

durations (n = 5) in CV: or CD
syllables, where C is [p], [ph], [ts],
fish], or [s], tend to be similar if the
tone on the syllable is 55, 33, 22, 35,
or 24; and the mean vowel durations (n
= 5) in CV: or CD syllables, where C is
[13“], [ts], [ts"], or [s], tend to be similar
if the tone on the syllable is 21.

The overall mean vowel [a] duration
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in all the CV: syllables, where C is [p],
[ph], [ts], [tsh], or [s], is longer
(329.16 ms (n = 85; s.d. = 22.18)) if
the tone on the syllable is 55, 33, 22,
35, or 24, and shorter (247.00 ms (n =
25; s.d. = 23.63)) if the tone on the
syllable is 21. This is also true for CD
syllables. The overall mean diphthong
[ai] duration in all the CD syllables
associated with tone 21 is 274.30 ms
(n = 10, s.d.: 13.44) and the overall
mean diphthong duration associated
with tones 55, 33, 22, and 35 is 348.07
ms (n = 75, s.d. = 24.45). Such a
correlation between duration and tone
type is not present in CV:S and CVS
syllables, due probably to the fact that
the tone on these syllables does not
reach the level of l.

Regardless of the tone type on the
CV:S or CVS syllables, the mean
vowel [a] or [e] durations in these
syllables tend to be similar. The overall
mean vowel [a] duration in all the CV:S
syllables asso-ciated with tones 5, 3,
and 2 is 186.61 ms (n = 70, s.d. =
20.07). The overall mean vowel [a]
duration in all the CVS syllables
associated with tones 5 and 2 is 120.03
ms (n = 40, s.d. = 10.57).

Regardless of the tone type on the
syllables, the mean vowel or diphthong
durations in CV:, CD, CV:S, and CVS
syllables are shorter if C is an aspirated
stop or affricate; or longer if C is an
unaspirated counterpart or a fricative.
The overall mean vowel duration of all
the CV: syllables, associated with tones
55, 33, 22, 24, and 35, is 344.57 ms
(n = 35, s.d. = 18.49) if C is an
unaspirated [p] or [ts]; 312.87 ms (n =
30, s.d. = 20.03) if C is an aspirated
[p"] or [tsh]; and 344.47 ms (n = 15,
s.d. = 18.42) if C is [s]. The overall
mean diphthong duration of all the CD
syllables, associated wtih tones 55, 33,
22, and 35 is 363.66 ms (n = 35, s.d.
= 18.59) if C is an unaspirated [p] and
[ts]; 328.04 ms (n = 25, s.d. = 19.04)
if C is an aspirated [ph] or [tsh]; and
346.73 ms (n = 15, s.d. = 20.07) if C
is [s]. The overall mean vowel duration
of all the CV:S syllables, associated
with tones 5, 3, and 2, is 202.63 ms (n
= 30, s.d. = 14.72) if C is an
unaspirated [p] or [ts]; 169.56 ms (n =
25,s.d.=15.65) if C is an aspirated
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[p"] or [tsl']; and 182.53 (n = 15, s.d. =

7.51) if C is [s]. The overall mean

vowel duration of all the CVS syllables,

associated with tones 5 and 2, is

126.85 ms (n = 20, s.d. = 5.28) if C is

an unaspirated [p] or [ts]; 111.00 ms (n

= 10, s.d. = 12.55) if C is an aspirated

[ph] or [tsh]; and 115.40 ms (n = 10,

s.d. = 7.07) if C is a fricative. Similar

results are obtained for CV:N syllables.

The reduction of the total diphthong

durations in CD syllables which are

associated with 55, 33, 22, and 35

tones and when initial C is an aspirated

stop or affricate is contributed mainly

by the reduction of the duration of the

first target vowel [a], not the transition

or the second target vowel in the

diphthong. The mean duration of the

first target vowel [a] in the CD

syllables, associated with tones 55, 33,

22, and 35 is 197.34 ms (n = 35, s.d.

= 14.98) if C is an unaspirated [p] or

[ts], and 158.60 ms (n = 25, s.d. =

13.10) ifC is an aspirated [p"] or [tsl'].

The mean duration of the transition in

the CD syllables, associated with tones

55, 33, 22, and 35 is 130.77 ms (n =

35, s.d. = 1245) if C is [p] or [ts], and

135.36 (n = 25, s.d. = 11.88) ifC is

[ph] or [tsl‘]. And, the mean duration of

the second target vowel [i] in the CD

syllables, associated with tones 55, 33,

22, and 35 is 35.54 ms (n = 35, s.d. =

12.20) ifC is [p] or [ts], and 34.08 ms

(n = 25, s.d. = 11.57) if C is [p"] or
[tsh].

The funher reduction of the total
diphthong duration in CD syllables, as
a result of the effect the 21 tone, where

C is an aspirated stop or affricate is
contributed by the reductions of
durations of the first target vowel and
the transition, or the second target
vowel in the diphthong.

As for the temporal structure in the
diphthongs in those CD syllables,
which are assoeiated with tones 55, 33,
and 35 and where C is a fricative, [s],

the relatively smaller reduction of the
total diphthong duration is contributed
by both the reductions of durations of
the first and second target vowels.

There is a tendency for the syllable-
initial aspirated stops and affricates in
CV: and CD syllables to have a slight
increase in duration if the tone on the
syllable is 21, as compared with the
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durations associated with a non-21

tone. The mean duration of [ph] in [pha]

associated with a 21 tone is 9300 ms

(n = 5, s.d. = 13.06), whereas the

mean durations of [p"] in [pha]

associated with tones 55, 33, and 35

are 69.80 ms (n = 5, s.d. = 5.07),

73.21 ms (n = 5, s.d. = 9.05), and

85.20 ms (n = 5, s.d. = 5.02),

respectively. The mean duration of the

[tshl in [tsl‘a] associated with a 21 tone

is 140.40 ms (n = 5, s.d. = 20.07),

whereas the mean durations of [tsh] in

[tsl‘a] associated with tones 55, 33, and

24 are 113.40 ms (n = 5, s.d.

12.22), 133.00 ms (n = 5, s.d.

22.66), and 125.00 ms (n = 5, s.d. =

10.40), respectively. Similar results

are obtained for CD, CV:S, CVS and

CV:N syllables.
The syllable-initial consonant [s] in

CV:, CD, CV:S, and CVS syllables has

the longest duration, followed by [tsh],

[ph], [ts], and [p] in descending

duration, for example, in CV: syllables

which are associated with a 55 tone, the

mean durations (n = 5) of [5], [ts“],

[ph], [ts], and [p] are 144.80 ms (s.d. =

12.44), 113.40 ms (s.d. = 12.22),

69.80 ms (s.d. = 5.07), 54.00 ms (s.d.

= 12.69), and 8.40 ms (s.d. = 2.51),

respectively

CONCLUSION
Temporal compensation does not

seem to take place between syllable-

initial consonant and the post—conso-

nantal vowel or diphthong in the

Cantonese CV:, CD, CV:S, and CVS

syllables. The observation is evidenced

by the fact that invariant syllable dura-

tion in Cantonese is not maintained, for

example, the mean durations (n = 5) of

the syllable-initial consonants [p], [ts].

[tsh], and [s] in CV: syllables asso-

ciated with a 33 tone are 8.40 ms (s.d.

= 2.30), 52.80 ms (s.d. = 10.62),

133.00 ms (s.d. = 22.66), and 150.60

ms (s.d. = 14.05), respectively, where-

as the mean durations (n = 5) of the

following vowel [a] in the syllables are

338.20 ms (s.d. = 14.91), 350.40 ms

(s.d. = 18.48), 348.40 ms (9.61), and

353.80 ms (s.d. = 23.78) .

The reduction of the vowel or diph—

thong duration in the syllables where

the initial consonant is aspirated is not

viewed as an effort of the speaker to
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maintain invariant syllable duration,

rather a result of reduced subglottal

pressure caused by the production of

aspiration of the syllable-initial conso-

nanL
The further reduction of the duration

of the vowel or diphthong in CV: and

CD syllables which are associated with

a 21 tone and where C is an aspirated

stop or affricate is assumed to be

contributed by both the reduced sub-

glottal pressure and the 21 tone. The

duration of the vowel or diphthong in

CV: syllables which are associated with

a 21 tone is shorter than the duration

associated with a non-21 tone even if

the syllable-initial is zero or an

unaspirated stop or affricate. This

shows that tone does play a part in

determining the temporal structure of

the syllables. That the vowel or

diphthong duration in the CV:, CD,

CV:S, CVS, and CV:N syllables where

the initial consonant is a fricative, [s], is

not reduced or only slightly reduced is

probably due to the fact that the

production of [s] does not reduce the

subglottal pressure for the production

of the post-consonantal vowel or

diphthong as much as an aspirated

consonant does. It seems that temporal

compensation takes place among the

first target vowel, the transition, and the

second target vowel in some syllables,

as the total mean durations of the
syllables [path] and [paid] as well as

[pai-t] and [paiJ] are almost the same,

although the mean durations of the first

target vowel, transition, and the second

target vowel differ. The durational data

by the female Cantonese speaker have

not been presented, although the pattern

of the temporal organisation is similar.
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ABSTRACT
What prosodic cues do listeners use to

classify speech as read or spontaneous?
Two different types of spontaneous
speech and matching read samples were
examined. Results suggest that read
speech is characterized by a typical
prosodic make-up. Spontaneous speech
seems to be characterized by the absence
of that typical prosodic make-up;
digressions from the ‘read’ prosody, in
any direction, appear to induce listeners
to classify the speech as spontaneous.

INTRODUCTION
When we hear someone speak, it is

intuitively very easy to tell whether the
speaker is talking spontaneously, or
whether he is reading a text out loud.
Research has confirmed this informal
observation, and has shown that prosodic
cues are important for the perceptual
distinction [1.2].

The spontaneous-read distinction is
not as simple and straightfonrvard as it
might seem at first glance. One can
distinguish many different spontaneous
and read styles. for example along a
formal—informal dimension, or a careful-
casual dimension [3]. These interfering
dimensions do not seem to confuse
listeners in making spontaneous-read
judgments, however. This suggests that
the spontaneous-read distinction
constitutes a basic and meaningful
difference to listeners. In addition, the
cues that they use must be retrievable
from different types of spontaneous and
read speech. In this paper we aim to
identify some of these cues. As it has
already been shown that prosody plays an
important role for the spontaneous—read
distinction, we will limit our search to
prosodic cues.

In looking for reliable prosodic cues
to the spontaneous-read distinction, we
should concentrate on characteristics that
reflect fundamental underlying
differences between spontaneously

produced speech and speech read from
text. After all, such characteristics should
surface in any type of spontaneous and
read speech, which renders them reliable.

Spontaneous speech has several
fundamental characteristics that
distinguish it from read speech, no matter
how formal or informal the situation in
which it is produced, or how careful or
casual the produced speech. Spontaneous
speech is produced impromptu, on the
spot, which entails that much planning
activity is required on the part of the
speaker. In addition, it entails that
spontaneous speech is highly flexible, and
can be optimally adapted to the
communicative situation. Read speech is
largely prepared beforehand, at the stage
where the text is written. The planning
required from the speaker is therefore
limited. In addition, the possibilities to

adapt the speech to the communicative
situation is limited; at the actual time of
production, read speech is much less
flexible than spontaneous speech.

In this paper we will focus on the
fundamental difference in flexibility

between spontaneous and read speech. It
seems plausible that this difference
affects the prosodic characteristics of

spontaneous and read speech in a

distinctive way, so that those

characteristics form reliable cues for the

perceptual classification of spontaneous

and read speech.
The larger flexibility in spontaneous

speech production is likely to be reflected

in a highly flexible and variable prosody,
strongly dependent on the
communicative situation in which the
speech is produced. The prosodic

characteristics of a spontaneous intimate

conversation between two close friends

are bound to differ greatly from the

prosodic characteristics of a

spontaneously produced formal speech.

The lesser amount of flexibility in read

speech may result in less variable

prosody across different samples of read
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speech. A speaker reading a personal

letter out loud to a friend or reading a

speech out loud during a formal meeting

will probably produce two speech
samples with fairly similar prosodic

characteristics. In addition, these
prosodic characteristics are likely to be
‘neutral‘, positioned somewhere in the

middle of all possible spontaneous

characteristics. Read speech is typically
clear and careful. whereas spontaneous

speech can easily digress in any direction.
It can be casual and sloppy for example,
but it can also be emphatic and highly
expressive. It can be slow and hesitant,

but it can also be produced at very high
rates.

We think that listeners have little
trouble in identifying all those different
types of spontaneous speech correctly as
spontaneous, despite the fact that the

prosodic make—up of the speech varies

enormously. Or perhaps we should say,
thanks to the fact that the prosodic
make—up of the speech varies
enormously. If read speech indeed shows
fairly stable, idiosyncratic prosodic
characteristics. telling spontaneous and
read speech apart becomes an easy task.
Whenever the speech listeners are
presented with exhibits those typically
read prosodic characteristics, the speech
can be classified as read. If the speech
shows digressing prosodic
characteristics, in any direction, the
speech can be classified as spontaneous.

In summary, we hypothesize that
spontaneous speech shows vastly
different prosodic characteristics,
dependent on the situation in which it is
produced, whereas read speech shows
relatively stable, average prosodic
characteristics. Furthermore we
hypothesize that listeners can classify
different types of spontaneous and read
speech correctly. They may do this by
classifying speech with typically read
characteristics as ‘read aloud‘, and
speech with characteristics that digress
from the read values as ‘spontaneous‘.

To test these hypotheses, two speech
corpora were selected. The first corpus
consisted of casual spontaneous speech
produced in an informal interview
situation, and matching read speech (Le.
a read version of the interview based on a
transcript of the spontaneous speech).
The second corpus consisted of careful
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spontaneous speech, viz. so-called
instruction monologues [4], and
matching read speech. A selection of
fluent spontaneous utterances and their
read counterparts was made from both
corpora. Classification judgments were
elicited for those utterances.
Subsequently, the values of four prosodic
parameters were established for each of
the selected utterances. These prosodic
characteristics were then correlated with
the percentage of ‘spontaneous'
judgments obtained from the listeners.

THE INTERVIEW CORPUS
The interview corpus consisted of one

and a half hours of spontaneous speech
produced by one male speaker, and a
read version of large parts of the original
interview produced by the same speaker,
read from a written transcript. From this
corpus 48 fluent spontaneous utterances
and 48 matching read utterances were
selected. In a perception experiment,
each individual utterances was presented
to 10 listeners, who were asked to

classify each utterance as spontaneous or

read. The average classification score

was 79% correct (81% for the

spontaneous utterances and 77% for the

read utterances).

For each utterance we determined

mean F0, standard deviation of F0, F0

range (both measures of the amount of

F0 variation), and articulation rate. F0

range was defined as the distance

between the lowest and the highest F0

value in each utterance. Standard

deviation of F0 and F0 range are

expressed on a logarithmic scale, in

semitones. Articulation rate was defined

as the number of syllables per second,

excluding pause time.

Table 1: Acoustic characteristics of

spontaneous and read utterances

selected from the interview corpus;

correlation (Pearson’s r) between

prosodic characteristics and percentage

of ‘spontaneous’ judgments.

spont. read r

meanFOtHz) 132 l5? -.63

s.d. F0 (ST) 2.0 2.6 -.51

F0 range (ST) 8.2 10.4 -.48

art. rate (syll/s) 7.1 6.3 .52

In addition, Pearson’s correlation was

determined between the prosodic

characteristics and the percentage of
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‘spontaneous‘ judgments for each
utterance. The results are shown in Table
1.The differences between the two
speech styles, as detemrined with a
paired t-test, is significant at the 1% level
for all four prosodic parameters. The t-
values (df = 47) are 11.5, 5.3, 5.0, and -
6.7 respectively. The correlation
coefficients are significant at the 1% level
as well. Thus, a lower mean F0, a smaller
standard deviation of F0, a smaller F0
range and a higher articulation rate are
significantly associated with more
‘spontaneous’ judgments. For more
details on the collection and
characteristics of this corpus the reader is
referred to [5].

THE INSTRUCTION MONOLOGUE
CORPUS

Spontaneous instruction monologues
were collected from five male speakers.
They were asked to give instructions to a
listener on how to assemble the front
view of a house from a set of cardboard
pieces. Both speaker and listener had the
same set of building blocks in front of
them. They could not see each other, and
the speaker did not receive any feedback
from the listener. The monologues each
lasted about five minutes. The
spontaneous monologues were
transcribed orthographically, and
subsequently each monologue was read
aloud by the original speaker. From this
corpus 109 fluent spontaneous utterances
and the 109 matching read counterparts
were selected, divided over the five
speakers. For more details on the
collection of the corpus, the reader is
referred to [6].

In a perception experiment, the
selected utterances were presented
individually to 21 listeners, who were
asked to classify each utterance as
spontaneous or read. The average
classrfication score was 77% correct
(79% for the spontaneous utterances and
75% for the read utterances).

For the utterances from the interview
corpus we also determined mean F0,
standard deviation of F0, F0 range, and
articulation rate for each utterance.
These measures were defined and
determined in the same way as for the
rntervrew corpus (see above). The results
are presented in Table 2. In addition,
Pearson‘s correlation was determined
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between the prosodic characteristics and
the percentage of ‘spontaneous'
judgments for each utterance. To
compensate for absolute differences
between the five speakers, z-scores were
used for the correlation study. These 2-
scores were calculated separately for
each speaker, across both speech modes.
The correlation coefficients are shown in
the last column of Table 2.

Table 2: Acoustic characteristics of
spontaneous and read utterances
selected from the instruction
monologues; correlation (Pearson's r)
between prosodic characteristics (z-
scores) and percentage of 'spontaneous'
judgments.

spont. read r
meanF0(Hz) 128 122 .27
s.d. F0 (ST) 3.2 2.9 .19
F0 range (81‘) 13.9 11.7 .31
art. rate (svll/s) 5.2 5.8 -.58

The results show a reversal of the
spontaneous—read differences in
comparison to the interview corpus for
all four prosodic variables The difference
between the speech styles, as determined
with a paired Nest, is significant at the
1% level for all four prosodic parameters.
The t-values (df = 108) are 4.5, 4.2, 5.8
and —7.9 respectively.

A comparison between Tables 1 and 2
leads to the following observations. The
characteristics of the read speech samples
are, as predicted, fairly similar in both
corpora, and intermediate between the
values for the spontaneous interview and
the spontaneous instrucn'on monologues.
Thus, the values for the spontaneous
speech samples can be said to digress
from the stable ‘norm' values for the read
speech. Mean F0 forms an exception; its
value in the read samples does not lie
between the values in the spontaneous
samples. This is due to the fact that mean
F0 is highly speaker—dependent; we did
not use the same speakers in both
corpora. In order to make the mean F0
values from both corpora comparable,
they should be standardized, for example
by expressing them in terms of the
distance to the bottom of the speaker’s
range. We did not have the necessary
data to carry out this standardization. For
now. we will just assume that, had we
used the same speakers, mean F0 would
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have shown the same pattern as the other
prosodic parameters.

Thus, the production results seem to
confirm the hypothesis that read speech
shows stable prosodic characteristics,
whereas the prosodic characteristics of
spontaneous speech digress from the read
characteristics in any direction.

The correlation coefficients for mean
F0. standard deviation of F0 and F0
range are much smaller than they were in
the interview corpus. Nevertheless, all
four correlation coefficients are
significant at the 1% level. Moreover,
they are all reversed in comparison to the
interview corpus. Thus, in this corpus, a
higher mean F0, a larger standard
deviation of F0, 21 larger F0 range and a
lower articulation rate are associated
with more ‘spontaneous’ judgments.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The experiments described in this

paper showed that listeners are able to
identify different types of speech
correctly as spontaneous or read. The
prosodic characteristics of the two
spontaneous samples showed large
differences, whereas the two read
samples both showed more or less the
same average prosodic characteristics.
The stronger the prosodic characteristics
of an utterance digressed from these
‘read' values, the larger was the
percentage of ‘spontaneous'
classification judgments from the
listeners.

It would be premature to conclude
that all read speech shows typically read
values on a whole range of prosodic
parameters. by which a listener can
recognize the speech as read. First of all,
we only looked at a few prosodic
parameters. Second, the method by
which the two read samples used in the
present study were collected biases the
results towards this conclusion. Although
the texts were based on different types of
spontaneous speech, the settings in which
the read samples were recorded were
similar. Both read samples were
examples of straightforward laboratory
readings of a coherent running text. This
is inevitable when one wants to collect
matching spontaneous and read speech.
However, future research should include
read speech collected outside the
laboratory, in different communicative
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settings. Possibly, such read samples will
show larger prosodic differences than the
present read speech samples. We
maintain, however, that the lack of
flexibility in read speech production will
seriously limit the possible variation in
prosodic characteristics. In some special
cases this limitation may be overcome,
for example when ‘reading' a thrilling
story to a child. In such a speech sample
the prosodic characteristics will digress
strongly from the average read values.
However, we imagine that in a listening
test such speech material would not be
classified as read, but as enacted, or in
some cases even as spontaneous speech.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present the results of

an experiment in which firstly we asked
text analysts to evaluate the verbatim
transcriptions of a retold story in terms of
‘informational structure‘, using a method
[2] based on linguistic knowledge and
intuition. We then had listeners underline
emphasized words and scale them for
degree of emphasis in the spoken
versions of the same story, but on the
basis of the speech sound only. The
prediction was that in the latter case
linguistic knowledge may be overruled
by the actual speech sound. Results show
that this indeed seems to be the case.

INTRODUCTION
The structure of information in written

texts usually becomes clear by the use of
typographic means. In spoken texts it is
generally assumed that the speaker may
use various acoustic means to assign
structure, for instance by accenting
important words. In written texts words
can also be perceived as being more or
less important, in this case there is
evidently no relation with accents.

In the often used elicitation method of
question/answer pairs the informational
structure (focus distribution) can be
described using the labels ‘new’ vs. ‘old‘
information, where ‘new‘ usually refers
to ‘accented’ and ‘old’ to ‘not accented’.
Focus is thus defined through intonation.
However, this kind of definition may
lead to circularity in that the possible
acoustic features are already included in
the definition itself.

How the focal structure of a whole
discourse should be traced is less clear.
Therefore, we developed a method [2]
using various theories about discourse
structure, in which the focal structure of a
text is based on the informational
structure rather than on the acoustic
features, thus avoiding the circularity
mentioned above.
. The goal of our experiment was to see
if there is a relation between the
informational structure, based onlinguistic knowledge, and prominence

judgements of listeners based on the
speech sound. Possible differences
between different speaking styles and
between sexes are discussed as well.

METHODS
Speakers, text analysts, and
listeners

Four male and four female speakers.
all native speakers of Dutch, were
selected as speakers for the experiment.
They were all students or staff members
of the Institute of Phonetic Sciences. Five
text analysts, all familiar and experienced
with text analyses. participated in the
evaluation of the written text. The
speakers and text analysts participated on
a voluntary basis. Seven male and nine
female students and staff members of the
University of Amsterdam, all native
speakers of Dutch, participated as
listeners in the experiment. The student
listeners were paid for their participation.

Stimuli and recordings
The speakers were asked to read aloud

a short story in Dutch (Een triomf by
Simon Carmiggelt). After a short break
they were asked to tell the same story in
their own words, as detailed as possible
(the ‘retold’ version). During the retelling
of the story, a listener was present in the
recording room, to create a natural telling
situation. From this retold version a
verbatim transcription was made by the
first author, and the speaker was asked to
read aloud this transcription the next day
(the ‘re-read‘ version). All recordings
were made in a sound treated room on
DAT-tape.

Method of text analysis
In this section we will briefly present

the method used to analyse the
informational structure of the recorded
discourses. This method is a combination
of several theories about the structure of
discourses [l, 3, 4]. Because of space
limitations, we will discuss here only the
labels at the word level.

Nominal constituents can be classified
as follows, using so-called ‘textual
labels’. A brand new (bn) element refers
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to information that is completely new in
the listener’s context. This usually
regards indefinite nouns or generic
expressions. An unused (u) element is
also new, but the listener can place the
information it expresses directly in
his/her discourse model. This are usually
definite nouns or proper names. An
element is labeled as inferroble (i) if the
speaker assumes that the listener can infer
it from the preceding context or from
his/her knowledge of the world. Evoked
elements have already been mentioned in
the discourse. They can be I) textually
evoked (et): the noun is evoked by a real
pronoun, ll) displaced textually evoked
(etd): the noun cannot be evoked by a
pronoun because the referent is too far
back in the discourse, the full noun is
used to avoid ambiguity, HI) situationally
evoked (es): the referent of a noun or
pronoun can only be found in an extra
textual context. Modifiers (mod) express
some kind of degree or quality.
Orientations (or) express temporal or
locational orientations at the beginning of
clauses.

Verbs are classified using the labels
unused, inferrable and evoked in the
same way as for nominal constituents.
The verb phrase as a whole is labeled, the
auxiliary and the main verb are con-
sidered as a unitary concept. Prepositions
which are part of a verb are related to
them by giving an index to both of them.

Written evaluation
The informational structure (‘focal

structure’) of the transcribed retold ver-
sions of the four male and four female
speakers was evaluated using the method
described in section 2.3. The analyses
were made by the first author. These
analyses were presented to a panel of five
text analysts, all familiar with discourse
theories. The proposed text analyses
Table 1. Example ofa text analysis.
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were discussed and this resulted in an
ultimate convention for labeling. Where
necessary the proposed analyses were
adapted. An example of parts of one of
the texts and its analysis is presented in
Table l.

Perceptual evaluation
The 16 listeners were instructed to

evaluate the retold versions and the re-
read versions in terms of prominence.
using only the speech signal which was
presented over headphones. Each listener
was presented with an individual tape
containing four different spoken versions
of the story (the first text was used as an
exercise), either a retold version or a re-
read transcription, from four different
speakers. They were asked to underline
the parts of the discourse they perceived
as being emphasized by the speaker, on
the basis of the speech sound only, so
explicitly not on the basis of the written
text, and then to judge the relative
prominence of these parts on a'scale from
i (very emphasized) to 3 (less
emphasized). These marks do however
not necessarily represent the linguistic
terms of primary, secondary and ternary
stress. The verbatim transcription of the
spoken text was used as an answer sheet.
There was a two hour time limit to the
task.

RESULTS
Textual structure and perceptual
prominence

Each text was evaluated by three
different listeners. For each of the eight
verbatim transcriptions the analysis based
on the text alone was taken as reference
point. The perceptual judgements were
compared to these analyses. For every
text, style and listener a confusion matrix
was made, in which the labels from the
text analysis were matched against the

het [es] eeh gaat [u] over twee mensen [bn] die wonen [u] in de stad [u]
en op een morgen [or] worden] ze [et] wakkerl [til
en dan [or] zien [u] ze [et] dat het heel hard [mod] gesneeuwd [u] heefl [i]
het [es] is dus een verhaal [bn] in de winter [i] [ai]
en ze [ct] besluiten [u] om die dag [i] eens in het bos [u] te gaan kijken [u]
hoe het [et] er dan daar [et] uit ziet [i]
de stad [etd] uit het bos [etd] in
in het bos [etd] is het eeh heel heel dik [mod] besneeuwd [e]
de takken van de jonge bomen [i] die buigen] [u] over]
en daar [ct] moeten ze [et] soms [mod] onderdoor] kruipenl [u]
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prominence judgements 1, 2 and 3. ‘Zero

labels’ (0) were added to cover the cases

in which a word was underlined but no
judgement was given (zero perception)

and the ones in which a word was

underlined that did not have a proper

label in the text analysis (zero text
analysis). This resulted in 48 matrices (8

speakers x 2 styles x 3 listeners per text).

Overall matrix
To get a first impression of how the

textual analysis might be related to the
perceptual analysis, we normalized to
percentages and summed all 48 matrices
(Table 2). The three perceptually most
relevant labels are unused (22%), brand
new (17%) and modifier (16%). This is
as can be expected since these labels re-
present words containing ‘new’ informa-
tion. Thus, 55% of all underlined parts
were ‘new’ items in the discourse
(pS0.001, df=l, 38:48.4).

When looking at labels referring to
‘given’ information, we find the follow-
ing: evoked textually (8%), evoked
textually displaced (14%) and evoked
siruationally (1%). Again, these relatively
low percentages, apart from etd, can be
expected, since evoked items will gene-
rally not be pronounced with much em-
phasis. However, the evoked textually
displaced items seem to be perceived as
more emphasized than other evoked
items. This is not surprising either, since
it is exactly these items that cannot be
pronominalized, they have to be
‘refreshed’, and thus are ‘new’ in a
certain sense. For example, ‘the forest’ is
referred to at a later point in the discourse
not by means of the pronoun ‘it’ but by
repeating the full noun ‘the forest’ to
avoid ambiguity.

Table 2. Overall matrix, normalized.
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The inferrable items represent
information that is neither completely
new nor completely evoked. From the
parts perceived as emphasized, 14% is
inferrable. This might suggest that this
category is indeed a valid one in the
analysis. The ‘rest’ group (7%) consisted

of the items orientation (or) and zero
judgements (0).

When looking at the relative
prominence judgements (l, 2, or 3), we
find that 28% of all items are judged with
a 1, 45% with a 2, 27% with a 3 and
0,3% did not have a perceptual judge-
ment. This indicates that listeners did use
the whole scale of possibilities.

This first look at the data suggests that
there does seem to exist a relation
between the textual analysis and the
overall prominence judgements of
listeners. Elements that add new
information to the discourse are perceived
as emphasized more often than elements
representing information that is already
evoked earlier in the discourse.
Information that can be inferred from
other elements in the discourse is also
perceived as emphasized in a number of
cases. However, listeners do not seem to
give a particularjudgement (l, 2, or 3) to
a particular textual label (or, mod, bn,
etc); so there does not seem to be a clear

correlation between a certain judgement
and a certain textual label. In almost half
of the cases listeners judged a 2
(pSOOOl, df=l, x2=35.6), which may
indicate that only in extreme cases a 1 or

a 3 was judged. Therefore, in the rest of

this paper we will take into account only
the total percentage of judgements.

Differences between speaking

styles and between sexes ‘
In this section we will look at possible

differences between the two speaking
styles, and between the ways in which

male and female speakers are perceived.

The first two columns of Table 3

present the overall percentage of
judgements, for the retold and re-read

speaking styles. There do not seem to be

very large differences between the two
styles; they differ at most 2%, these
effects do not appear to be significant.

We expected larger differences between

the two speaking styles, since they are
perceptually quite distinct. However.
whenever the retold speaking style
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dominates, this is exactly for the major
categories from Table 2 (brand new,

unused, inferrable and evoked textually
displaced). This might follow from the
fact that the method of text analysis is
developed from discourse theories based
on spontaneous speech.

The last two columns present the
overall percentage of judgements, for the
male and female speakers separately. In
some cases, the male and female speakers
behaved differently. As for the major
categories, the male speakers scored
higher than the female speakers. The
female speakers, however, emphasized
much more modifiers than did the male
speakers. This might suggest that the
female speakers had a more elaborate
way of telling, while the male speakers
were more ‘compact‘.

Table 3. Overall percentage judgements,
broken down for retold/re-read speaking
style andfor male/female speaker.

1'6

Finally, something has to be said about
the so—called ‘zero judgements’. Overall,
they cover about 5% of all labels,
meaning that 5% of the words underlined
by the listeners did not have a textual
label or no judgement was given, and
thus could not be classified. At a closer
look, these words appeared to be mainly
discourse markers (well, thus, so, etc.)
or discourse connectives (and, or, etc.).
However, cases in which an auxiliary
was perceived as emphasized without the
main verb being perceived as such, fall in
this category as well.
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DISCUSSION
In this section we will try to test our

hypothesis that linguistic knowledge may
be overruled by the actual speech sound
in assigning structure to spoken texts.

The data show clear evidence for the
three major categories new, inferrable
and evoked. New words are expected to
be perceived as being emphasized.
Inferrable and evoked words, however,
are not expected to be perceived as being
emphasized so often, since these words
represent information that is known at
some level.

When looking at our results, we find
that in exactly these cases there is a
difference between the expected data and
the observed data, especially when
regarding the inferrable and the evoked
textually displaced items: these are
perceived as emphasized quite often. This
indicates that in these cases, the actual
speech sound does overrule linguistic
knowledge, since emphasis is not
expected.

Furthermore, the method of text
analysis will need to be extended to
discourse markers, to account for a part
of the zero judgements, and to so-called
‘contrastive accents' to account for the
occurrence of, among other things,
emphasized auxiliaries.
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SWEDISH CONSONANT CLUSTERS IN SPONTANEOUS
SPEECH: PRELIMINARY ACOUSTIC-PHONETIC

OBSERVATIONS
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ABSTRACT
Compared to other parts of the

Swedish phonological system, consonant
clusters have not been studied
sufficiently. This is especially true of the
phonetic aspects. Therefore, the research
programme “Variations within consonant
clusters in spoken Swedish (VaKoS)”
was launched, aiming at highlighting their
occurrence and distribution in
spontaneous speech, their temporal
variations and the phonological processes
operating on them. Preliminary data from
the spontaneous speech of one female
Standard Swedish speaker is presented.

INTRODUCTION
From a typological and universal point

of view, Swedish is characterized by a
relatively complex syllable structure.
Within a morpheme, the syllable nucleus
may be preceded and followed by three
consonants, e.g. straff (penalty), va'xt
(plant). Within the syllable as the
phonotactic domain, five consonants may
follow, e.g. skiilm+sk+t (inflected form
of roguish). Consonant clusters of eight
consonants, at least in the canonical
forms, can arise across word boundaries,
e.g. ska’lmskt skratr (roguish laughter).
However, in fluent speech, some
consonants are normally deleted. The
prosodic feature of quantity intersects in
an intriguing way with consonant clusters
in morphemes and syllables. Shedding
light on this important area of Swedish
phonology that has not yet received due
attention, is the goal of the project
“Variations within consonant clusters in
spoken Swedish (VaKoS)”.

The project aims at describing the
occurrence, distribution and temporal
variation of consonant clusters in
phonetically controlled and spontaneous
Standard Swedish speech. Phonological
processes operating on these clusters will
also be studied. Speech samples of one
hour’s length of five male and five female
Standard Swedish speakers of similar

background will be collected in the data
base DUKoS (Databasen i Umea for
svenska konsonantgrupper). The
investigation will also include perceptual
experiments.

BACKGROUND
Phonotactic aspects of consonant

clusters are treated in [1]. The domain of
analysis is the word and a generative
programme for possible consonant
clusters in Swedish is developed.
Compared to the morpheme as the
domain of analysis, this approach yields
larger clusters.

In a classic work [2], an attempt to
write rules for phonological processes
operating on consonant clusters was
made. In contrast to [l], spontaneous
speech was the goal of that investigation.
It also treated clusters that arise across
word boundaries.

Variations within consonant clusters
from a phonological point of view are
treated in [3]. Typical processes are
deletion, assimilations and retroflexation.
However, experimental studies
concerning spontaneous speech and
quantitative aspects of consonant clusters
including phonological processes have
not been conducted.

Experimental data concerning the
temporal pattern of variation of consonant
clusters consisting of Is, t, k/ in initial,
medial and final morpheme position in
phonetically controlled utterances were
presented by [4]. A linear increase of
consonant and cluster durations of about
40 ms due to focus accent applies to all
positions.

GOAL .
The goal of the present study is to

collect preliminary acoustic-phonetic data
on Swedish consonant clusters in
spontaneous speech. Three main aspects
are dealt with: first, the frequency .Of
occurrence of consonant clusters With
respect to word and morpheme
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Figure 1. Illustration of processing the speech material. From top: speech wave,
laryngograph signal, four levels of labelling.

boundaries. Second, the distribution of
phonological processes effecting
consonant clusters and their phonetic
manifestations. Third, the segmental
composition of the clusters.

MATERIAL
Two adult speakers, two males and

two females, aged between 30 and 40,
from the Stockholm area were recorded.
The spontaneous speech of each speaker,
approximately 60 minutes each, was
organized into four different topics with
the duration of about 15 minutes each.
The topics included summer holiday,
cooking, literature and body language.
Recordings of the speech wave and the
electro-laryngograph signal were made
Simultaneously. This signal makes it
possible to clearly observe the actions of
the glottis during consonant production.
The preliminary data presented here
comprises one topic about body language
by the female speaker. A passage at the
beginning of the text is shown:
. ”.3. a for mej blir de allsa valdit valdit
Jobblt att forsoka dels halla traden sa“ art vi
ft? gjort de som vi ska fa gjort eh de vill
sa‘ga ja hinner spruta at all min kunskap a
dels att ja hinner avlasa inte bara pa dom
som Sitter langst fram ..."

The text is represented in a simplified
orthography expressing the way of
pronunciation in this spontaneous
speaklng style. The following prosodic
markers are inserted:

Phrase boundaries:
I strong phrase boundary
I weak phrase boundary
Prominence levels:
"CV focus accent
‘CV primary stress (word accent)
,CV secondary stress

ANALYSES
In a preparatory phase, the material

was labelled on a SUN Sparc2 station
using ESPS/waves+. Four levels of
labelling were selected: (1) an
orthographic representation as close as
possible to actual pronunciation, (2) non—
verbal behaviour like laughter, clicks, in-
and exhalations, (3) prosodic features of
phrase boundaries and four levels of
prominence (see above) and (4)
consonant clusters. For the first level, we
found methodological inspiration in the
work of the Gothenburg linguists [5].
Figure 1 gives an illustration of a short
passage contained in the text sample
given in italics above.

When specifying the consonant clusters
in the speech sample, we started out from
the underlying or canonical word form.
Retroflex consonants in morphemes are
analysed as single segments (phonemes).
Thus ‘bord‘ (table) contains an initial and
only one final consonant. Retroflex
consonants, however, arise as the result
of the phonological process of
retroflexation across morpheme and word
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boundaries, e.g. ‘smor+d’ (greased),

‘spar+sam' (economical), ‘viritdag’
(spring day).

Together with the segmental
composition of the clusters, morpheme
and word boundaries are indicated. We
found it necessary to differentiate
between a simple word boundary within a
compound word (mat#sal, ‘dining-
room‘) and a double word boundary
delimiting words (##fonster##,
‘window’). Sometimes it was difficult to
decide the morphological status of word
elements. Numerals like ‘sexti’ (sixty),
words like ‘manda’ (Monday) and
‘darfor’ (because) were treated as one
morpheme. The reason for this decision
is phonological and morphological: these
words have the acute accent and for the
language user of today these words
cannot be divided into meaningful parts.

RESULTS
The preliminary results of this

introductory study are presented in three
groups: (1) occurrence of the consonant
clusters expressed as their frequency, (2)
the phonological processes, (3) their
segmental composition.

Occurrence and frequencies
The speech sample studied had the length
of about 12 minutes. It contained 1.000
consonant clusters. The ten most frequent
consonant clusters are given under three
conditions: (1) total in Table l, (2) in
morphemes (initially, medially, finally) in
Table 2, (3) across word boundaries in
Table 3. The first column in each table
givs the frequency of occurrence, the
second the consonant cluster in IPA
notation and the third an example context.
Segments in parentheses are deleted in the
speech signal.

Table 1. Overall occurrences of
consonant cluster. Total: 1.100.

39 (t)##d att de
l;37 n 1mg

24 um harmed
23 nd andan
17 st faste
17 n##s den 30m
16 t##m att medge
5 “WV det var
14 (t)##s det som
1 3 (TWj menarjag
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Table 2. Consonant clusters in
morphemes. Initial: total 57

10 st stora
9 sk skola
8 spr sprak
5 gr grand
3 kr kroppen
3 bl blev
2 skr skrift
2 pr producera
2 fr frén
1 tr tror

Medial: total 214

37 nt inte
25 nd andan
17 st fastnat
8 rj borja
8 ntr intresse
8 11k tanken
7 1d alder
6 ntl egentligen
6 ndr andra
5 kt kt

Final; total 19

5 sk grammatiska
4 st ba‘sta
2 st forsta
2 nt instrumenten
2 nd band
1 rk starka
1 rb verb
1 nt instrumenten
1 ns minns
1 kt dialekt

The number of clusters within
morphemes varies greatly between
positions. The largest number is to be
found in medial position, the smallest in
final.

Table 3. Consonant clusters across word
boundaries. Total: 620

39 (t)##d att de
24 (r)##m dar med
l7 n##s kan se
16 t#=#m att man
15 (t)##v det var
l4 (t)##s det som
13 (r)##j fersoker ge
12 (r)##d ardet
12 n##m kan manga
l l m##d dom dar
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The frequency distribution of the
consonant clusters in the three contextual
categories above is rather similar. While
252 clusters appear only once in the
speech sample, 64 clusters only twice, 35
clusters only three times, etc., one cluster
is to be found 37 times and the most
frequent one 39 times (cf. Table 1).

Phonological processes
By far the most frequent phonological

process observed is consonant deletion,
in total 360 instances. Final /t, r/ are
deleted most frequently. Table 4 gives all
the deletions found in the speech sample.

Table 4. Consonant deletions and their
frequency. n = 360.

t 126 h 6 k 2
r 104 l 6 p 1
g 44 j 5 q 1
d 36 gt 5 1t 1
n 9 m 3 sk l
v 7 s 3

Segmental composition
Consonant clusters within morphemes

will be used in order to illustrate their
segmental composition. Table 5 gives an
overview showing 2- and 3-consonant
clusters, grouped according to the
features obstruent, nasal and liquid.

Table 5. Segmental composition of
290 morpheme internal consonant
clusters. Two and three segments.

Initial Medial Final
2 3 2 3 2 3

spr
St st St
sk skr sk
pr
kr kt
gr

nt ntr 51
nd ndr nt
11k nd
n5 ns

bl ld ntl rk
tj rb

Three consonant clusters are only
found in initial and medial position. In
initial position, combinations of
obstruents and /r/ dominate, while
medially most clusters contain a nasal. In
final position, pure obstruent clusters and
combinations of nasal or /r/ followed by
an obstruent appear as well.
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CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a method and

procedure that ensure a quantitative and
qualitative processing of spoken Standard
Swedish with respect to the analysis and
phonetic description of consonant
clusters. The largest difficulty en-
countered is morphological segmentation.
We decided to give priority to the
synchronic aspect and to disregard the
diachronic perspective. The preliminary
results of our project work are promising.
The data on the occurrence and frequency
distribution of the consonant clusters, the
distribution of the various phonological
processes and the specification of their
segmental composition will contribute
substantially to our knowledge of the
phonotactic structure of Standard
Swedish. Our results will also deepen our
insights into the typological dimension of
consonant clusters. Furthermore, this is
of great interest to experimental
phonology. One side—effect of our work,
due to excellent computer facilities, will
be a corpus of spontaneous speech
labelled for prominence, morpheme,
phrase and word boundaries, consonant
clusters and even non—verbal signals. At
the end, it will be available on CD—ROM.
We plan also to publish the first
frequency word list of spontaneous
Swedish, sorted forward and backward,
based on five hours’ recording of five
male and five female adult speakers.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to manifest

the results of the experimental research
of prosodic organisation of text-lectures
in English. The lectures under study
were analysed from the point of View of
their semantic and syntactic structure.
The main task of this investigation is to
prove the existence of tight connection
between semantic value and expressive-
ness of a lecture and its prosodic organi-
sation.

INTRODUCTION
A phonostylistic speech study widely

spread in this country and abroad has an
objective to reveal the peculiarities of
prosodic and paralinguistic language
means functioning in speech styles.
Alongside with other speech styles the
scientific prose research is of primary
importance, its peculiar characteristics,
scientific terminology leading to its lan-
guage indices stability has always at-
tracted the attention of linguists. Be-
sides, the present state of constantly
mcreasmg volume of information re-
sults in leading role of scientific prose
style among other styles. Lecture is one
ofthe ways of transmission information.
It is a very interesting object for investi-
gation since it comprises some features
of scientific and oratorical styles.

‘ Many linguists refer lecture to the
"influence texts" (Bahtin M., 1979, Le-
ontyev A., 1974) but there are very few
investigations of lecture from the view
poxnt of pragmalinguistics.

In this paper the prosodic analysis of
lecture style in English is undertaken. It
IS astudy of extralinguistic and lin-
guistic factors taking part in structuring
text-lecture. The extralinguistic factors
are: the aim and the subject of utterance,
the relations between a speaker and lis-
teners, speaker’s attitude towards the
subject of utterance, social conditions of
communication (Gaiduchic S., 1973).
Among linguistic factors tempo, funda-

mental frequency and dynamic structure
of the lectures were analysed.

RESEARCH MATERIAL
Three English lectures delivered by

three American professors to the stu-
dents of Odessa State University and
their studio equivalents (written vari-
ants) read by the same speakers were
taken as the subject of investigation.
The material under study allowed to
identify eight main parts in any lecture:
I) introduction to a lecture, 2) introduc-
tion to a new subject of the lecture, 3)
introduction of new notions, 4) the main
part of the lecture (the body), 5) devia-
tions from the subject of the lecture, 6)
appeal to the audience, 7) drawing con-
clusions, 8) the end of the lecture.

These pans of the lectures were in-
strumentally analysed with the help of
IBM speech program, which enabled
graphical presentation of tempo, fun-
damental frequency and intensity.

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The comparative analysis of the lec-

tures shows that there exists certain
regularities in the prosodic organisation
of above-mentioned pans ofthe lecture.

As far as temporal structure of the
lectures is concerned the tempo of the
introductory part of the lectures is rather
slow. The variations in tempo from slow
to quick of the main part of the lecture
serve as cues of lecturer emotionality
and expressiveness. Thus, the most im-
portant parts of the lecture are made
prominent by changes in tempo - from
quick in neutral deviations to slow in
emotionally coloured utterances. While
approaching to the end of the lecture all
lecturers change their tempo to slow or
even very slow in order to make it
prominent (see Table 1).
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Table 1. The average data ofmean syl-
lable duration of suprasentential units,
included in different parts ofthe lecture.

part 0 spontaneous stu

lecture lecture lecture

245 177

238 17l

tone!

I e en

The data of the table show that the
spontaneous lecture is characterised by
considerably larger value of mean sylla-
ble duration, that is the tempo of this
kind of a lecture is much slower. Be-
sides, in semantically unimportant parts
of both types of the lectures the mean
syllabic duration is less - the tempo is
quicker than in introductory parts of the
lecture and especially in the end of the
lecture.

Pauses play an essential part in re-
vealing lecture expressiveness. The
analysis of textual pausation shows the
considerable difference between spon-
taneous and studio lectures. Expressive
lectures delivered to the audience are
characterised by the greater amount of
pauses (especially pauses of hesitation)
and their longer duration (mainly in
introduction, introduction to a new sub-
ject of the lecture and in the end of the
lecture) whereas in neutral studio lec-
tures pauses are much shorter. Short
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pauses prevail in introduction of new
notions and appeal to the audience, mid-
dle pauses are found mainly in intro-
duction and in the end of the lecture.

The coefficient of pausation is also
helpful for differentiation of two types
of the lectures (see Table 2)

Table 2. The coefiicient ofpausation in
different parts ofthe lecture.

part 0 spontaneous
lecture lecture lecture

014

0

MS

I e en

The data of this table manifest that in
the emotional spontaneous lectures the
quantity of the coefficient is consid-
erably larger than in neutral studio lec-
tures and depends on the place of the
lecture these pauses occur.

The investigation of melodic com-
ponent of lecture intonation includes the
analysis of fundamental frequency and
terminal tones of the utterances of dif-
ferent emotional tensity.

It is established that phrases in the
suprasentential units of spontaneous lec-
tures, characterised by a greater degree
of expressiveness, are uttered with vari-
ous terminal tones and more compli-
cated ones than the same phrases in
neutral studio lectures (see Figure l).
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25,1 % High Fall 12,3 % Low Fall
(A)

13,3 % Low Rise 100 %
32,2 % Fall - Rise

l—— l7,l % Rise- Fall

(B)
19,8 % High Fall 21,7 % Low Rise. ——|

10,4 % Fall-Rise 100 %
44,3 % Low Fall

Figure l. The fiequency of different terminal tones in spontaneous lecture (A) and
studio lecture (B).

The picture shows that in studio lec-
tures Simple terminal tones - Low Rise
and Low Fall prevail, while in sponta-
neous lectures phrases in suprasentential
units are pronounced with different
complex tunes (mainly Fall-Rise, High
Fall and Rise-Fall).

The analysis of fundamental fre.
quency shows that higher fundamental
frequencres are observed in spontaneous
lectures, especially in introduction,

appeal to the audience, and conclusions.
Investigation allows to make a conclu-
sion about close interaction of funda-
mental frequency interval of a separate
utterance in spontaneous lectures with
semantically important parts of the text.

Figure 2 illustrates fundamental fre-
quency range in the main part of the lec-
ture.
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D fundamental frequency range of phrases in spontaneous lecture
[j fundamental frequency range of phrases in studio lecture

F0, 11

350
300

éalttt it¢m
SSU l SSU 2 N phrases

Figure 2. Fundamentalfrequency range ofsuprasentential units included in the main
part ofthe lecture

This histogram shows the consider-
able difference between the value of this
parameter in spontaneous and studio
lectures. Besides, in the main part of the
spontaneous lectures as well as in some
other parts of them, the initial phrases
are characterised by the highest funda—
mental frequency.

The analysis of dynamic structure of
the lectures included investigation of
maximum of intensity of phrases which
constituted the suprasentential units of
lectures and mean syllabic intensity of
these phrases. The research shows that
there exists correlation of dynamic
structure of the lecture with its expres-
siveness and emotionality. Table 3 pres-
ents the data received by means of com-
parison of mean syllable intensity of
phrases of spontaneous and studio lec-
tures.

'The table shows that the quantity of
llllS parameter depends on the part of
the lecture. Thus, the most semantically
and emotionally important parts of the
lecture, such as introduction of new
notions, the end of the lecture, drawing
conclusions, are characterised by more
considerable difference between the
dynamic structure of spontaneous and
studio lectures. This fact proves the in~
fluence of expressiveness upon the pa-
rameter of mean syllable intensity.

Table 3. The ratio of mean syllable in-
tensity ofphrases included in suprasen-
tential units of spontaneous and studio
lectures.

part the ra 0 mean
ble in

new notions 01
to a

new

CONCLUSIONS
The obtained results are helpful for

identification of lecture expressiveness.
They reveal some regularities in pro-
sodic organisation of text-lectures of
different types. The analysis of the ex-
perimental material allows to make a
conclusion about close interaction of
prosodic means with different degree of
expressiveness of the lecture parts.
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ABSTRACT

The multigram model allows the automatic ex-
traction of variablevlength regularities in strings
of symbolic units. In this paper, we assess the
multigram model as a phonotactic model. In our
experiments on the MALECOT corpus, the multi-
gram model outperforms the classical n-gram
model for the description and the prediction of
phoneme strings, measured in terms of test set
perplexity. We also show that the model can
be used to automatically derive segmental speech
synthesis units.

1. INTRODUCTION

A string ofgraphemes or phonemes can be viewed
as the result ofa complex encoding process which
maps a message into a stream of symbols. This
string of symbolic units is far from being ran-
dom, as the encoding process is subject to various
phonotactical, lexical and syntactical constraints.
In particular, combinations of letters form lexical
items, which themselves are arranged according
to grammar rules.
. These constraints are responsible for a signif-
icant degree of redundancy in natural language
symbolic representations such as phoneme strings
or word strings. For instance, in the phonemic
transcription of a conversation, all phonemes are
not equally likely, nor are their two—by—two com-
binations (bigrams), their three-by-three combi-
nations (trigrams), and so on...

. .Tlns redundancy is partly exploited by proba-
bilistic language models, among which the n-gmm
model [1] is very popular in language engineering.
llowever, the underlying hypothesis of this model
is that the probability of a given linguistic symbol
(phoneme or word) depends on its n predecessors
n being fixed a. priori and supposed constant ovei
the whole text.

In opposition, the n-multigmm model, recently
developed [2] and extended [3], is based on the hy-
pothesis that the dependencies between symbols
are of variable-length (from 0, i.e independency
up to length n). l

' The multigram approach was previously tested
With success as a language model, i.e a model of

word dependencies within a sentence [2H3]. In
this paper, we report its performance as a phono-
tactic model, and we assess its application for the
automatic extraction of formal speech synthesis
units.

2. THEORETICAL ASPECTS

2.1. Formulation
In this section, we denote as A = 01 - ~ -u, - - -oN,
a string of N linguistic symbols.

The conventional n-gram model assumes that
the statistical dependencies between symbols are
of fixed-length n along the whole sentence. The
likelihood of A is then computed as :

I=N

cgr (A) = H P (a! lat—nu-ul—l) (1)
1:1

where p (a. |a.-,....a,_1) is the conditional prob-
ability of observing symbol a. given that the his-
tory of n — 1 symbols a,_,,...a._1 has occured‘.

The n-multigram model makes a difl'erent as—
sumption : under this approach, a stream of lin-
guistic symbols is considered as the concatenation
ofindependent variable-length sequences, and the
likelihood of the whole string is computed as the
sum (or the maximum) of the individual likeli-
hoods associated to each possible segmentation.

Let A denote a possible segmentation ofA into
q sequences .91 - - an, - - -s,. For instance :

81 = [01 012],
52 = [as 014 as].
83 = [as].

‘q = [ON-2 GIN—10w].
The n-multigram model computes the likeli-

hood £A(A) of string A for segmentation A as
the product of the probabilities of the successive
sequences composing A :

h=q

£4 (A) = H P (8:) (2)
i=1

1Further in this paper, we recall the link that nine
between the likelihood of a model and the explanatory
capabilities of the model in terms of prediction.
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Input character strings

1 blessedisthemanthatwalkethnotinthecounseloftheungodly...

2 buthisdelightiainthelawofthelordandinhislawdothhemeditatedayandnight

3 andheshallbelikeatreeplantedbytheriversofwaterthatbringethforthhisfruit...

4 theungodlyarenotsobutarelikethechaffwhichthewinddrivethaway

Output 5-multigram decompositions

Q
U

N
H

bless ed isthe man that walk eth not inthe couns el ofthe un godly

but his d e light is inthe law ofthe lord and inhis law do th he medit at e day and night

and he shall be likeat re e plant ed bythe river sof water that bring eth forth his fruit

the un godly are not so but are like the ch a f 1' which thew in d drive th away

Figure 1: Old Testament - King James Version (Psalms - first 5 verses). Character string decomposi-

tion using a 5—multigram model. Variable—length regularities are extracted without any supervision.

Denoting as {A} the set of all possible segmen—

tations of A into sequences of maximum length n,

the total likelihood of A is :

5ue) = 2 5AM) (3)
AMA)

A decision-oriented version of the model can

provide a maximum-likelihood decomposition of

A as the segmentation A' with highest individual

likelihood :

A' = Argmax AHA) LA (A) (4)

and

LIMA) = L'A— (A) = 33,5414) (5)

For instance, with A = abcd (N = 4) and a
conventional tri-gram model :

53w (abcd) = P(a|¢¢) P(bl¢a) Ptflab) P(dl)

with d: denoting the null symbol, whereas for a
3-multigram model :

P([al) Ptlbcdl)
MUM) P( [01])

_ p([ab]) p([cd])
Ea-w lubed) = max P(lub]) pitch MM)

P( [(11) MM) Pt [(11)
Pi [0]) MM) Pl [011])
NM) NM) P([v]) NM)

The maximum term indicates the maximum like-
lihood segmentation A‘, for instance : [ab][c][d].

2.2. Algorithm
The algorithm for estimating the niultigrainprob-
abilities from a training corpus proceeds itera-
tively. After the sequence probabilities have been
initialised by counting all co—occurences of syin-

bols ”P to length n, a forward-backward proce-
dure is implemented to refine these estimates. On-
ce convergence is reached, a Viterbi procedure

provides the maximum likelihood segmentation,

either on the training set, or on a test set, as in

Equation (4). A full formulation of the algorithm

and additional details2 can be found in [2] [3].

2.3. Illustration

Figure 1 shows the result of the niultigrani de-

composition of an english texts, from which all

spaces between words were removed. The set of

linguistic units, in this case, is composed of the

26 lower case letters of the alphabet, and the cor-

pus on which the probabilities are estimated con-

tains approximately 200 000 characters. After 10

training iterations of a 5-multigram model, con-

vergence is obtained, and the dictionary of typical

sequences contains approximately 1100 entries.

In Figure l, we indicate sequence borders by a

space. Some typical englisli words or morphemes

are automatically extracted. Some frequent coin-

binations of small words are often merged (inlhc,

oflhe, iiihis,...), while rare words tend to be bro-

ken into smaller units (1 re 6, ch 11 ff.) Oc-

casionally, an unappropriate segmentation occurs

(riiversof, thew in d, ....) Nevertheless. it is quite

clear that the multigram model, though using no

prior knowledge, extracts variable-length regular-

ities which are strongly correlated with the mor-

plieme structure of the input text.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

3.1. Motivation

The experiments reported in the rest ofthis paper

are carried out on phoneme strings. Our experi-

mental protocol is designed to assess objectively

the multigram model as a description of synlag-

inatic aspects in phoneme strings, and to investi-

gate its potential application as a tool for deriving

variable-length segmental units for speech syn! lie-

sis. In a first series of experiments. the multi-

grani model is used to predict phoneme strings

___.____
2In particularJn what concerns the pruning; fuclur [.1]

JAn excerpt from the Bible.
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and evaluated in terms of perplexity. In a sec-
ond experiment, it is used to build variable-length
speech synthesis units, by merging diphones which
frequently co—occur together. In this last case, the
evaluation criterion is the reduction in the num-
ber of concatenations per sentence.

3.2. Database
Our corpus is the MALECOT corpus. It consists
of approximately 200 000 phonemes (13 000 sen—
tences) which were obtained by a manual phone—
mic transcription of informal conversations in the
French language [4] [5]. We split our corpus into
a training set (first 150 000 phonemes) and a test
set (last 50 000 phonemes). The phonemic alpha-
bet is composed of 35 symbols, namely : a, i, e,
E, u, o, a, y, 9, 0e, 9, ("1,5, 5, tie, p, t, k, b, d, g, f,
s, I, v, z, 3, m, n, Jr, l, R, j, w, u. Spaces are re-
moved from the corpus, so that the word borders
are unknown.

3.3. Perplexity
As an objective measure of the multigram model
ability in representing sequences of phonemes, we
use the perplexity measure [1]. The perplexity of
a model M on a string A is defined as :

X = 2” where H = —J% log: CMlA) (6)

where N is the length of string .4 and [M the
likelihood provided by the model, as in Equations
(1), (3) or (5), for instance.

Consider now a string B of length N generated
by a memoryless source“, from an alphabet of Xequiprobable symbols. As the probability of eachsymbol is f, the perplexity of B is X' = 2"1where :

HI ll 1
-N '09: 11(3) (7)

1 1 N_W1092 I = (992 (X) = H

Hence X’ = X. Perplexity can thus be viewedas the randomness in the data that can not bepredicted by the model.
If two models provide difl'erent perplexity val-ues on a same test corpus, the one with lower per-plexrty can be considered as more efficient in ex-plaining the underlying process which generatedthe data, whereas a lower perplexity on the 1min—mg set only indicates a better ability in renderingthe particularities of the training data.
Our first set of experiments consists in com-paring perplexity values provided by n-gram andn-multigram models“, on the phoneme strings inthe MALECOT corpus.

‘The s 'mun,mmmamsk"”mm 'w5Using Equations (1) and (5) respectively.
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3.4. Average number- of concatenations
Segmental speech synthesis generally uses acous-
tic diphone units6 which are concatenated to each
other in order to reconstruct a speech utterance.
In practice, some speech synthesis defects come
from discontinuites at the level of the concatena-
tions.

The application of the multigram model to
strings of formal diphones can extract sequences
of diphones which frequently co—occur together.
Diphones within such sequences can then be ad-
vantageously merged together into a longer mulli-
phone unit. For instance, ifthe diphone sequence
<as><sj><j5> has a high probability, a quad-
riphone unit <asj5> can be created and added
to the list of segmental synthesis units, which
will avoid two concatenations during the synthesis
process, each time this group of phonemes will be
met. However, the set of multiphone units must
result from a compromise between the economy
in concatenations and the number and volume of
acoustic units in the segmental dictionary.

In our second set of experiments, we evalu<
ate the benefit of multiphone units as the aver-
age number of concatenations per sentence in the
MALECOT corpus as well as in terms of number of
segmental units. We also give a rough estimate
of the acoustic storage requirements, measured as
minutes of speech7.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Phoneme sequence modeling
Table 1 summarises the results obtained in terms
of training and test set perplexity for n-granis and
n-multigrams (with 1 S n S 5)8.

“'ith more than 8000 entries versus less than
3000, the trigram (and 4—gram) model provides a
lower prediction capability than the 5-multigranl
model (perplexity of 10.1 (or 10.0) versus 9.4).
The n-multigram model also shows good gener-
alisation properties from the training set to the
test set.

Figure 2 depicts an example of n-multigram
decompositions of a french sentence in its phone-
mic form, from our test set in the MALECOT cor—
pus. Here again, the phoneme multigrams show a
striking correlation with morpho—lexical elements,
especially for n : 5. They could prove efficient
as word— or subword—like units for speech recog-
nition.

“An acoustic diphone can be understood as a domino
composed of the transition between the “center" of I
phone and the “center" of the next phone.

70n the basis of 50 ms for a border phoneme and 100
ms for an inside phoneme.

.A Pruning factor of 1.0 was used for the n-multigflm
training. A Good-Turing estimate was used for unseen
n—grorns, whereas a fixed penalty was used for unseen n-
multigrun of length 1. See details in [2H3].
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n—gram

model order

set 7 5

test set 25.8

num entries

Table 1: MALECOT corpus : training set perplexity,
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n=l 11:2 71:3 ":4 n=5 n:l n=2 n=3 11:4 ":5

16 12.4 .9
7 10.7

5 1

test set perplexity, and number of entries for the

n-gram and the n-multigram models (1 S n _<_ 5), for phoneme string modeling and prediction.

i l e t e v i d 6. d a j (e R k i. l f o d R a i v a n . I 2

il e te vi d& d aj (13R It il [0 d Ra 1 V; m in

il ete vid (1 da joeR ki _ lfo d Ra i . van 1

ilet evid ('1 d ajoeR k _ ilfo d Ra ' iv an;

ilet evidd dajts kilfo d Ra i vem

il 1e et te ev vi id dd (1d da aj joe (2R Rk ki il lf fo 0d dR Ra ai iv v.) on ni iR

ile ete evi idd (1d daj _

ile ete evid di'id da aycxaR

ile ete evi id dad dajoeR

Figure 2:

joeR Rk kil
Rki ilfo
ski ilfod

lfo 0d dR Ra ai iv van niR

0d dR Ra ai iv van] iR

dR Ra ai iv vaniR

" " " "’ s—testset.French sentence : “il est evrdent d ailleurs qu il faudra y vemr (MALECOT corpu )

l- 2- 3- 4- and 5—multigram phoneme segmentations and 2— 3— 4— and 5—multiphone decomposrtions.

4.2. Multiphone units

Figure 2 illustrates the result of multiphone de-

compositions on a test sentence. Here, the el-

ementary symbol is a diphone, and a sequence
of diphones is represented as a tri—, quadri— or
quintiphone. Table 2 reports detailed results con-

cerning the number, size and repartition of mul-
tiphone units obtained by the multigram model,
for different orders”.

mn

conc tr. set

conc test set

Table 2: See text.

Table 2 shows, for instance, that the set of

5multiphones (last column) is composed of 583
diphones, 859 triphones, 612 quadriphona and
379 quintiphones, i.e a total of 2933 units. As 35
X 35 = 1225 diphones are necessary to guarantee
a 100 % coverage of any text, 642 other diphones
must be added to the dictionary, which leads to
a grand total of 3575 units, i.e less than 3 times

9‘ Pruning factor of 2.0 was used [or this experiment.

the number of diphones. The 5—multiphone set

would require approximately 7 times more space

than the diphone set, to be stored in its acoustic

form. In counterpart, it can be expected that a

sentence could be synthesized with twice less con-

catenations, as the average number of concatena—

tions per sentence on the MALECOT test corpus

falls from 13.5 to 6.3. This should have a srgmfi«
cant impact on synthetic speech quality.

5. CONCLUSION

The multigram model provides a powerful frame-

work for the unsupervised description, decompo-

sition and prediction of phoneme sequences, and

an interesting tool for the automatic design of seg:

mental speech synthesis units. More generally, it

appears as a relevant approach for the modeling

of natural language syntagmatic aspects, which

are usually based on variable-length schemes.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a new approach to
modelling visual speech movements with
the help of a complex fuzzy-neural
network (FNN), putting a particular
emphasis on the input coding. The FNN
uses a set of characteristic key-pictures
derived from video films with prototypic
speakers. A later facial animation may be
created by arranging a sequence of key-
pictures with respect to the given phonetic
input text and a subsequent calculation of
interim frames. For this selection, The
FNN consists of a radial basis function
network. a multilayer perceptron and a
self-organizing Kohonen map.

Goal of the described work is the
developmant of a facial animation
program for the teaching of lip-reading
that may be applied in schools or
rehabilitation centers for hearing-impaired
people. The present version creates grey-
scale films on the computer screen that
correspond to a given input text. It is
implemeted on PC (MS-DOS) and is
prepared for additional connection to a
synchronized speech synthesis computer.

INTRODUCTION
Since the experimental work ofMenzerath
and de Lacerda [1] it is known that the
movements of the speech organs are
structurally interrelated within a spoken
context. The sound signals are created in
the course of a fully overlapping
coarticulation.

The resulting facial movements can
be treated as visual speech. While the
smallest speaker-independent perceptualunits of the acoustical signal are the
phonemes, the correlating visual speech
units are called visemes [2].

In spite of a large data reduction

visual speech contains usually sufficiant
information to enable hearing-impaired
people to lip-read. The largest part of
information is derived from the
movements of the mouth region.

Thus, this paper postulates the
modelling of facial movements that are
relevant forthe process oflip—reading with
the help of changes in the lip contours.
Although the development of a general
motion model on sophisticated animation
computers is desirable, this work
concentrates on the implementation ofone
realistic prototype model that can be used
in schools or rehabilitation centers. The
proposed motion model has to take the
resulting limitations in account. Other
approaches are, for instance, described in
[3-5].

DATA ACQUISITION
A block diagram ofthe complete analysis-
synthesis-system is shown in Figure 1. At
first, the acoustic speech signal and video
data of prototype speakers were recorded
on videotape and analyzed for a text
corpus of 84 sentences. Proposing a
speech model leads to characteristic

EggMI?E:
I VII

7i:ml
fl]
#3::

In

15:“?
mi m
b) Syn . I Arum-1m

w
fl

Figure I. Visualspeech analysis-synthesis
system.
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speaker—dependent movement data.The

synthesis computer uses these data,

together with the speech model. for the

facial animation.
The data analysis consists of two

steps. the fixing of the sound boundaries

and the determination of phone-

characteristic single pictures. Both steps

have to be processed interactively.

The phone boundaries were

determined with the help of oscillograrn,

sonagram and acoustic feedback as

described in [6]. Then, those Video-frames

fitting best with the subjective

impressions of a well pronounced sound

were indicated with the help of both the

acoustic and visual material by different

experts in lip-reading. In some cases, e.g.

for the phonemes /h.g,k/, an exact

detennination was not possible; the

production ofthese sounds is only weakly

represented on the speaker‘s face and can

usually not be perceived by people who

lip—read. For this reason the existance of

either one or none characteristic picture 15

proposed. concerning the modelling as

well as the later facial animation [7].

The speech movements are charac-

terized by continuous quasi-periodic
opening and closing processes that are
reflected in the courses of the visual
features. Thus, the proposed motion model
is based on a library ofcharacteristic ’key-

pictures‘, ananged in the extrema pOSl—
tions, that allow to track the courses of

features. The interactively determined
characteristic pictures ofthe phonemes are
located in or at least close to these
extrema.

In order to compose the library of
key-pictures, the 'characteristic pictures'
of the text corpus were classified by a
FCM—algon'thm (see [8]) with respect to
lip Shape and position by using specific
visual features. The algorithm generates
optimum location ofthe clusters automati-
cally with respect to a given number of
clusters. The cluster centers in the feature
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space compose the library of represen-

tative key- pictures.
In order to guarantee reproducable

results some set points on nose and fore-

head and the contours of the lips were

marked with a fiourescent color. During

the recording the persons were slightly

radiated with UV light. An exemplary

single frame shows Figure 2, together wrth

the scheme of the feature extraction.

a

Set Point 1 50' 5’9"“ 2
:B 9»)

Set Pomt 3

b

Figure 2. a. Exomplwy single frame,

b. visuulfeuture extraction offrontal View.

KEY-PICTURE SELECTION

A library of ’key-pictures’ represents the

properties of a speaker’s speech move-

ments. There is no a pnon relation

between the phonemes and the correspon-

ding key-pictures. Thus, the unknown

mapping function was trained In_ a

complex artificial neural network Wllh

the help ofthe courses of Visual features
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for part ofthe spoken sentences. The other
part is taken for the evaluation of the
mapping quality.

The neural network considers
forward and backward coarticulation
effects by using an influence frame of
3+1+3 phonemes. The medium phoneme
in its context is related to one (resp. none)
key-picture. Pulling this 7xl-frame
through a given sequence of phonemes
creates a framework of pictures that
represent important stages for the courses
of visual features. The time distances
between two key-pictures are calculated
by averaging the time distances of the
corresponding interactively determined
pictures on the whole text corpus. The
phoneme to be mapped is ignored if there
was no characteristic picture to determine
in the video film. A block diagram of the
selection process is shown in Figure 3a.

Here, a key-picture out of the library
is related to the phoneme /o:/ considering
the dependencies of the proceeding and
following phonemes /a:_n_h/ and /f_’_i/.
The sign I’/ stands for an occlusional
sound in a word boundary. The approxi-
mation of given facial movements for a
sequence lPh1_Ph2_..._l of phonemes
by a sequence of key-pictures Kpi is
shown in Figure 3b. A morphing algo-
rithm for grey-scale pictures creates
interim frames at specific locations.

There are different approaches known
for mapping phoneme sequences on
speech pattern, as, for instance, the
NETtalk algorithm [9]. This paper
proposes the fuzzy neural network archi-
tecture seen in Figure 4 that considers
similarities among the visual phonematic
correlates. These serve for the input
coding and, on the other hand, take
influence on the network architecture [10].

For training, the FNN is cut at the
viseme layer and trained in three steps by
error-backpropagation:

- the phoneme-to-viseme-mapping with
the help of the viseme structure of
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Key-picture Selection

Algorithm

(fuzzy neural nel)

Key-picture
Library

a
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)
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“in “92 K»: '05 ”0 Km K0.

b

Figure 3. a. Selection, b. placement of
key-pictures with respect to a given
phoneme sequence Ph, Phg.
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Figure 4. Block diagram of the fuzzy-
neural network (FNN).

German (see [11]) and the recorded
video material,

- the viseme-to-feature-vector mapping.
- the connected FNN with respect to the

video material.

mwswsmamm

The exact placement of a key-picture in

the frame of the phone boundaries is

- depending on the context - also calcu-

lated with the help of an artificial neural

network.

EVALUATION OF THE NATURALNESS OF

THE FACIAL ANIMATION

For given phonetic input sequences, the

resulting computer animation program

produces similar courses of predicted

visual features as measured in the video
films. Despite of the fact that several

artifacts still occur, the general tendency

of opening and closing movements looks

very much alike (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. Measured (—) and predicted

(- - -) courses of the visual feature f,(1:).

Since even small local differences of the
actual courses of visual features may
result in a larger perceptual artefact and
vise versa, the naturalness of the
calculated videos has to be evaluated with
the help of those who can lip-read, i.e.
with hearing-impai red people. First results
for a simple demonstration version of the
animation program were investigated in a
school for hard-of-hearing children and
can be found in [12].
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A NEW SPEECH ANALYSIS SYSTEM: ASSESS (AUTOMATIC
STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF ELEMENTARY SPEECH STRUCTURES)

R. Cowie, M. Sawey and E. Douglas-Cowie
School ofPsychology /School ofEnglish, Queen’s University, Belfast, UK

ABSTRACT
ASSESS is a set of programs which

automatically segment the speech signal,
and then provide systematic statistical
measures of the structures elicited. The
attributes that it describes are relevant to
distinguishing a number of speech
varieties, normal and abnormal. We have
applied it to speech pre and post cochlear
implant, schizophrenic speech, and
markers of emotion in speech.

INTRODUCTION
This paper is about extending a natural

approach to measuring speech properties.
The general aim is to develop systems
which analyse speech automatically and
create abattery of statistical descriptors.
The distinctive extension that we consider
is to incorporate preprocessing which
extracts from the raw signal key features
and relationships, whose properties can
then be measured and summarised. This
has the potential to produce much richer
descriptions than approaches which treat
the Signal as a whole. We have developed
a system which uses this strategy, and
tested its value in several projects. It is
called ASSESS, as an acronym for
Automatic Statistical Summary of
Elementary Speech Structures.

ASSESS grew out of concern to
measure speech attributes which lead
listeners to place people in emotionally
and soc1ally significant categories. It is
not self-evident that statistical measures
are relevant to the problem: they might be
dominated by idiosyncratic features of
speech atone extreme, or by phonetic and
syntactic structure at the other. However
a good deal of evidence suggesi
otherwrse. ASSESS builds on that
eVidence, and incorporates relevant
measures in a systematic framework.

Its immediate origins lie in research on
the way speech changes when people
become deaf. We were able to show thatlisteners made distinctive (and usually
adverse) Judgements about deafened
peoples speech [1], but our phonetic
analysis. usmg a traditional segmental

analysis, showed so few abnomialities
that our data were used to argue that there
were no Significant abnormalities [2].

We turned to statistical techniques
because impressionistically, spectrograms
of deafened and control speakers looked
quite grossly different. Studies confirmed
that such an approach captures some
effects of acquired deafness on speech
[3], [4], particularly the way intensity
rises and falls. Patterns of change in F0
also appear to distinguish deafened and
hearing. speakers statistically: the
distribution of types is more obviously
anomalous than the nature of individual
tokens [5]. A less intuitive feature of
deafened speech involves spectral
balance. Unusually high proportions of
energy concentrate around the region
associated with F2 [3].

There are indications that other speech
varieties may be distinguished in related
ways. Formal and informal speech styles
appear to differ statistically [3]. In Belfast
speech at least, social distinctions involve
tlie'distnbution of pitch patterns which
inVite summary in statistical terms [6].
Certain forms of schizophrenia seem to
be marked by the statistical distributions
assoc1ated with F0 [7]. Statistical
properties related to intonation bear at
least broad relationships to the vocal
expresswn of emotion [8],[9],[10]. Voice
quality has often been identified as a
factor in reactions to and evaluations of a
speaker [11], and some types of voice
involve distinctive balances between
broad regions of the spectrum [12].

ASSESS develops the intuition that
these observations reflect a domain which
is both coherent and significant. It is a
prototype which is competent enough to
let us probe the nature of the domain and
its.relation to the way people respond to
VOices. Its structure offers a useful
overView of the tasks that systems of this
kind need to address. Its performance has
allowed us to carry out reasonably large
scale studies, which help to validate the
approach, and to refine it in the light of
experience.
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW
ASSESS has four components.

(1) InASSESS saves samples from tape

using a CED 1401 signal capture unit.

Sampling is at 20kHz: frequencies above

lOkHz are removed by low pass analogue

pieftltering. Memory limitations iestrict a
single sample to 8.2 seconds. As typical

inputs are much longer. they are divided

by hand using a display of the time

waveform to find natural cut-off points.

(2) QuantASSESS is a signal processing

stage which extracts basic descriptions -

an intensity profile. initial estimates of

F0, and a 1/3 octave spectrum.
(3) QualASSESS takes the output of

QuantASSESS, identifies key features,

and creates initial statistical descriptions.
(4) SumASSESS integrates data from
files which form a single passage and
generates graphical and numerical
summaries. Additional programs integrate
data from multiple passages and replay
stored graphical representations.
QuantASSESS and QualASSESS are
currently written in TurboPascal and run
on IBM PCs. Both can run a large batch
of files from InASSESS, though each
one is analysed independently.
SumASSESS and supporting programs
are written in QuickBasic and run on a
Macintosh (allowing access to Macintosh
statistical packages and graphics:
convenience at that level is important).

Hardware seriously limits the utility of
the current system. Capture is the greatest
bottleneck, and work is in hand on a
replacement using a SUN SparcII to
capture long samples directly. The other
components will then be transferred to the
same platform and adjusted accordingly.

EXTRACTING KEY FEATURES
QuantASSESS has three functions.

(1) It recovers intensity from voltage.
Energy is integrated over periods of 25.6
milliseconds. which we call 'slices'.
(2) It creates a spectrum. An FFT is
calculated for each slice, and used to
estimate the output of 18 1/3 octave
filters, with centre frequencies running
from 128Hz to 6.5kHz.
(3) It makes initial estimates of voice
pitch using an algorithm which looks for
upstrokes in the time waveform that may
Signal vocal cord openings. The intervals
between these strokes give direct but
norsy pitch estimates. QuantASSESS
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then finds sequences of strokes which
could correspond to evenly spaced vocal
cord openings, allowing that a few real
strokes may have been missed, or
spurious strokes introduced. Confidence
values are associated with pitch estimates
derived from these sequences: they
depend on the number of missing or
spurious strokes assumed.

QualASSESS recovers descriptions of
key contours, and finds key transition
points - beginnings and ends of silences
and fricative bursts, maxima and minima
on the intensity and F0 contours, and
plateau boundaries. The idea of plateaux
derives from work on schizophrenic
speech [13]. They are 'flat' regions
around an inflection where contour height
has changed by less than 5% of the
distance to the next inflection. Falls and
rises run between plateau boundaries.

QualASSESS uses heuristics aimed at
robustness rather than precision - this is
essential because even a few outliers

could seriously distort statistics.
Operations on the intensity contour

begin with an averaging procedure which

smooths out fluctuations within the
duration of a typical syllable (about

150ms). Secondary smoothing removes
'zig-zags' which break a trend that is

present on both sides of the 'zig-zag'.

Inflections and plateaux are then found

straightforwardly. A preliminary

identification of pauses is also made.

using the principle that levels associated
with pauses are likely to be much more
common than the levels just above them.

Fricative bursts are considered next.

Slices are tentatively classed as fricative if

the ratio of energy above 2.5kHz to that

below 625Hz exceeds an empirically set

threshold. Then a second pass checks for

slices which are more likely to be pauses,

using tests based on their duration.

spectrum, and energy level. Evidence

from all three is summed to decide

whether slices are reassigned as pauses.

Pause finding continues by finding the

average spectrum for slices which have

been classified as pauses to date. All

slices are compared to the resulting pause

spectrum, and those with similar profiles

are reclassified as pauses. So are short

periods flanked by pauses on both sides.

The next task is to obtain robust

estimates of voice pitch. To limit the

impact of dubious pitch estimates, data
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from QuantASSESS are completely
ignored if they fall within a pause or a
fricative burst, or exceed reasonable pitch
limits. The variance of the pitch estimate
is also calculated, and low confidence is
assigned to data in periods with high
variance. A 'snake' is then fitted to the
pitch estimates. This is modelled on an
elastic rope, stretched across the sample
and pulled towards each data point by a
spring whose strength reflects confidence
in the estimate. The snake settles to a
stable shape in an iterative process driven
by the springs and the elasticity of the
rope. This provides a robust estimate of
the pitch contour. Peaks, troughs. and
plateaux are then identified.

Transitions are now used to partition
spectral information.

Three main average spectra are created
- for fricatives. for pauses, and the 'main
spectrum' for all other periods. Sub-
spectra are also constructed for two
significant types of episode, fricative
bursts and peaks in the intensity contour.
Peaks are considered as the best available
approximation to vowel centres.

Two summaries are produced for each
type. One sums the energy in each filter
position: the other sums energy squared.
Sums of squares are used later to
calculate the variance of energy at each
posttion. Describing variance for each
filter gives a spectrum-like result which
shows the variability of energy at each
filter rather than its intensity. These
variance spectra are designed to indicatewhether episodes such as fricative burstsor .vowels show normal or reducedvariation from moment to moment.

. The final part of QualASSESS dealswrth pitch again. QualASSESS uses acrude, but serviceable definition of tuneboundaries: they are defined by pauseslasting longer than 150ms. It summarisesthe shape of each tune by fitting a curveWith two components. a straight line anda quadratic (U-shaped) curve, with itscentre on the midpoint of the tune.

STATISTICAL SUMMARY
‘ SummASSESS links QualASSESSfiles derived from a single passage. Italso has a normalising function. For eachpassage it reads a 'calibration' file to set ascale for intensity measurements. If thecalibration file contains a tone of knownintensity, this can be used to give true dB
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values. If not. median intensity can be set
to a default value (usually 60dB).

SumASSESS generates statistical
descriptions in two forms: a graphic
summary showing the pitch and intensity
contours, fricative bursts, and subspectra;
and a statistical table consisting of three
main blocks. dealing with properties of
relatively high—order units; properties of
spectra; and properties of the main
contours, intensity and pitch.

.Three sub-blocks describe high order
units.
(1) Tunes. Tables give the number of
tunes in a passage. and the average and
standard deviation of several properties -
duration, parameters of the fitted curves.
number of inflections per tune, maximum
and minimum pitch values within a tune,
and the slope and the duration of opening
and closing segments.
(2) 'Sound blocks'. These are stretches
of intensity contour between two pauses.
Mean and standard deviation are given for
number of peaks per block. maximum
height, and duration: and also for the
duration, height. and slope of segments
which open and close sound blocks.
(3) Frication. This uses measures based
directly on the fricative spectrum and
descriptors which deal with fricative
bursts, including number of bursts and
mean and standard deviation of burst
properties such as duration, amount of
energy, midpoint of energy, and spread
of energy across the fricative region.

The spectrum section deals with five
spectra, namely main; fricative burst
average and variance; and intensity peak
average and variance. For each, a matrix
of measures describes four broad bands,
covering the regions which tend to
contain F0, Fl, F2 and frication. For
each band. SummASSESS specifies total
activity. average activity per filter
channel, variation between filter channels
within the region. and centralisation or
spread of activity across the region. The
shape of each spectrum is summarised by
the slope of a fitted line, and measures of
its midpoint. Together these capture most
properties of the spectrum that previous
work suggests may be relevant [3]. [l 1].

Contour measures form two parallel
matrices for intensity and pitch. The basic
unit is a row which specifies a feature's
frequency, the mean and standard
deviation of its value, and non—parametric
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measures - median, 10% point, 90%

point, and inter-quartile range. Each

matrix covers the following features:

magnitude (dB for intensrty, H; for F0)

for all points, peaks, troughs. rises, and

falls: and duration measures for pauses,

rises, falls. and plateaux.

PERFORMANCE .
Results have been obtained from

ASSESS in two major projects and a

subsidiary one. They confirm the

potential of the approach. The first'major

project [14]. studied speech in 75
deafened speakers before and after

cochlear implantation. plus 51 controls. It
confirms and extends earlier observations
on pre-implantation speechnand provrdes
objective evidence that implantation
produces changes - not all In the right
direction. The second major preject deals
with the speech of 72 schizophrenic
patients. Preliminary results show
differences between them and controls, in
a wider range of attributes than previous
studies have considered. The subsrdtary
project attached to that studies vocal
expression of emotion. Results show
distinctions between passages expressrng
different emotions in spectral balance.
range of pitch movement, timing of pitch
movement, timing of intensrty changes,
and intensity distribution [15].

In none of these areas does ASSESS
offer a complete analysis. Rather it rs a
broad brush tool, able to examine
substantial bodies of speech and to
establish that effects of certain general
types exist. That seems a useful addition
to the repertoire of phonetic science.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT is due 1.9 Dr. D.
Howard for pitch extraction atgorrthms.
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ABSTRACT

The separation of speech from two si-
multaneous talkers is a problem of some
practical and theoretical importance. We
describe a prototype separation system
based on harmonic selection using comb
filters. Hermes' subharmonic spectrum
method is used to produce a number
of (weighted) pitch estimates, with pitch
tracks for the two talkers then found by
constrained dynamic programming. The
system has successfully separated com-
posite male/female /t/ tokens but per—
formance is currently rather variable.

INTRODUCTION

The separation of a target speech signal
from contaminating, competing signals is
a problem of some significance, having
applications to improved speech recogni-
tion and signal-processing hearing aids.
An especially interesting instance of the
problem arises when the (single) contam—
inating source is the speech of another
talker. Not only is this a common situ—
ation in practice, but separation is likely
to be maximally difficult since the target
and contaminating signals will share ob-
vious similarities.

Early approaches to this problem [1]
were monaural, estimating the fundamen-
tal frequency (or ‘pitch’) of each talker(f01 and f3 respectively), then selecting
components of the frequency spectrum
and assigning them to a talker accord-
ing to their harmonic relation to the esti-
mated pitch(es). This harmonic selection

method assumes that the speech of at least
one of the two talkers is voiced, and re-
quires f3 and f3 to be well spaced so that
it is obvious which talker is which.

Harmonic selection can be viewed
as implementing one of the perceptual
grouping principles advanced by Breg-
man [2], whereby human listeners are able
to aggregate auditory features arising from
distinct sound sources to effect separa-
tion. Other putative grouping principles
are based on onset and/or offset synchrony
of features, a common rate of amplitude
modulation, and cues suggesting a com-
mon spatial origin.

Clearly, any implementation of har-
monic selection is critically dependent
upon a robust pitch detection algorithm
(PDA) but most PDAs assume a single
voice only [3,4]. More recent work on
talker separation [5,6,7] has, therefore,
focussed on improved PDAs. However,
given that a common spatial origin is
likely to be important to grouping, and
thereby separation, attention has also been
paid to binaural techniques [7,8]. Denbigh
and Zhao [7] state that the major advan-
tage of their binaural technique is the abil—
ity to recover from talker-allocation errors
when f3 and f3 tracks cross.

We describe here the implementation
of a prototype monaural separation system
which has been successfully applied to the
two-talker problem. In the next section,
we detail the speech data employed in this
study. We then describe the use of Her-
mes' subharmonie spectrum (SHS) pitch
detection algorithm [9] to obtain several
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Figure I. Subharmonic spectrum of typical frame of composite token shown here for log; f = 5
to 10. Le. 32 to 1024 Hz. Actualfundamentalfrequenciesfor the two talkers are shown arrowed.

weighted estimates of f0, without consid—
eration of talker identity at this stage. A
dynamic-programming (DP) tracking al-
gorithm is then described. This is used to
correct pitch errors and to allocate optimal
f0 tracks to each of the two talkers. Re-
sults of separation using comb filters are
then detailed.

SPEECH DATA

The speech data used in this study were
a subset of those recorded by Dcterd-
ing [10], consisting of /tl tokens spo-
ken by 3 male and 3 female adults and
sampled at 10 kHz. A small number of
composite tokens was then formed by
adding (arbitrarily selected) pairs of male
and female tokens. Male/female pairs
were chosen to minimise problems of
crossing pitch tracks - since the present,
prototype implementation is monaural.

Processing was based on frames of
512 samples with 50% overlap. Each
frame was multiplied by a Hanning win-
dow, padded with a further 512 zeros, and
a 1024-point FFT taken. The resulting fre-
quency resolution is, therefore, 9.77 Hz.

SHS ALGORITHM

llermcs’ SHS algorithm [9] is an im—
proved version of the harmonic com-
pression PDAs of Schroeder [11] and
Noll [12]. These rely on compressing
the frequency scale of a spectral repre-

sentation by integer (harmonic) factors
and then taking either the product or the
sum of the compressed representations,
cg. Noll’s harmonic sum spectrum is de-
fined as:

K

5U) = ZIP(UNZ
Ic=l

where F( f) is the Fourier spectrum and
there are (K — l) compressions. The fun-
damental f0 then appears as a peak in the
product or sum spectrum, as there is con-
sistent reinforcement of the fundamental
by the compressed harmonics.

The problem with these algorithms is
that there is a loss of data when used
with sampled signals, since certain of the
sample points in the compressed spectra
fall between those in the original (k = l)

spectrum. This severely limits the value
of K which can be employed (to about 5).
The SHS algorithm avoids this problem

by substituting harmonic compression on

a linear frequency scale by harmonic shift

on a logarithmic scale. Also, the am-

plitude spectrum (rather than the power

spectrum) is used, with decreasing weight

given to the more compressed spectra:

a

5(1032 f) = Z w(k)lF(log2 f +1032 kll
h=1

where here w(k) = 0.84"" and K = 9.
Since the linear-to—log frequency con-

version results in logarithmically-spaced
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sample points, the spectrum is resampled
by cubic spline interpolation at 48 points
per octave after conversion. There is
also a broadening of spectral peaks at
lower frequencies; accordingly, peaks are
thinned to a constant width of 3 samples in
the log frequency domain. Figure 1 shows
a typical subharmonic spectrum with the
actual f01 and f02 marked by arrows.

Since even the best PDA will make
frame errors, we do not attempt to iden-
tify f3 and fg uniquely at this stage.
Rather, the SHS algorithm produces six
weighted estimates of possible fundamen-
tal for later DP pitch tracking as follows.
The 3 largest peaks of the SHS are selected
and weighted l, 2 and 3 respectively. The
largest peak (weighted l) is then assumed
to correspond to f0 for the dominant talker.
This estimate of f0 and its harmonics
are then used to subtract corresponding
peaks from the thinned Fourier spectrum,
and the SHS algorithm re-run to produce
3 new f0 estimates, again weighted 1,2,3.
As a consequence of the use of a log fre-
quency scale, the resolution of the fa esti-
mates is non-linear (being 4810g2 f).

No distinction is made between voiced
and unvoiced speech, both being treated
identically.

DP PITCH TRACKING
By maintaining multiple candidate [a val-
ues, improved pitch estimates can be
obtained by dynamic-programming (DP)
tracking. We use the method described
by ‘Ney [13] which performs a DP optimi-sation constrained by a (weighted) ‘mea-surement’ cost and a ‘smoothness’ cost.

The input to the DP algorithm is ann x m time-frequency matrix, where n is
the number of possible f0 values and mis the number of frames in the compos-
ite token. Because f0 is assumed to lie
between 32 and 512 Hz, values 5 32 are
considered to be 0 while values 2 512 areconsidered to be 512 Hz. Hence, there are
n = 48(log2512 — logz 32) = 192 ‘fre-
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Figure 2. Time-frequency matrix for typical
composite token and the pitch tracks (solid
lines) for the two talkers found by dynamic
programming.

quency indices’, according to the loga-
rithmic resolution of the PDA. The cells
of the matrix contain the measurement
cost, and are initialised to a high value.
W,,,,-. The weights of the 6 f0 estimates
(W 6 {1,2,3}) from the SHS algorithm
are then entered in the appropriate cells.

The smoothness cost, D, was imple-
mented as the absolute difference between
frequency indices for consecutive frames,
so penalising departure from a constant
pitch value. The total cost is then the lin-
ear combination W + aD.

With W,,,,- and a set empirically (at 100
and 0.2 respectively). the DP algorithm
was applied to the matrix to find the opti-
mal pitch track for one of the talkers. The
values in cells on this track were then re-
placed by MM and the algorithm re-run tofind the optimal pitch track for the second
speaker. This is shown in Figure 2 for a
typical composite token.

It is difficult to validate the pitch tracks
found. However, use of a commercially-
available speech analyser (Kay CSL) gave
excellent agreement for one speaker and
reasonable agreement for the other.
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SEPARATION ALGORITHM

First, the Fourier spectrum is differenti-
ated to find all its maxima, which are
listed. The separation algorithm then
takes the larger of f3 and f3, and uses
this to calculate tentative values for the
harmonic frequencies. These are then
matched to the list of maxima; if there
is no peak at the exact harmonic value,
the points either side are checked to see if
they are maxima.

Each harmonic peak thus found be-
comes the centre of one tooth of a comb
filter. Each tooth is 5 FFT points wide,
and has a Hanning window shape. Mul-
tiplication of the Fourier spectrum by the
comb filter response then yields a frame of
separated data corresponding to the higher
f0. Peaks allocated to this speaker are then
deleted from the list of maxima. and the
process repeated for the lower f0.

When this has been done for all frames,
separated tokens are produced by overlap-
add re-synthcsis.

CONCLUSIONS

As judged by informal listening, the pro-
totype separation system works extremely
well for some of the composite tokens
but less well for others. Separation is
better for female than for male talkers —
the male separated tokens being more af-
fected by cross—talk. Given the relatively
small database used, this may simply re-
flect lower pitch variation among the fe-
male talkers which results in more accu-
rate pitch tracking.
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SPEAKER IDENTIFICATION USING A SPECTRAL MOMENTS
METRIC WITH THE VOICELESS FRICATIVE Isl

R-M. de Figueiredo and S-L. Olivier
Department ofLegalMedicine-FC114-UNICAMP, Campinas, Brazil

ABSTRACT
FFT spectra of 26 voiceless fiicatives

/s/ (10 speakers) were treated as a
random probability distribution fiom
which the first four moments were
computed In the first experiment a
discriminant analysis based on the four
moments resulted in correct classification
of speaker identity ranging from 60% to
90%. In a second experiment, a cross-
validation test showed that new samples
may be correctly matched with the
reference material in 8 cases out of 10.

INTRODUCTION
Fricative sounds have already

been shown to carry relevant information
concerning some of the speakers'
characteristcs such as sex and identity [1,
2, 3, 4, 5]. However, the experiments
conducted in the studies which proved
that to be true concentrate on perceptual
evaluation of fiicatives produced in
isolation and/or in the same phonetic
context, neglecting the expected
variation intra—speaker in the production
of fluent speech. The present work aims
at evaluating the efficacy of the fiicative
/s/ in identifying speakers, using speech
samples extracted fi'om fluent reading in
various phonetic environments and at
two diferent speech rates.

METHOD
Subjects

Ten male subjects aged between 24
and 42 were selected for study. the
speakers were free from any speech
defect and spoke general Brazilian
Portuguese

Materials and recording conditions
The speakers were asked to read a

text extracted from a cientific journal in
two different conditions: (a) at a normal
and comfortable rate, and (b) as fast as
possible, while mantaining intelligibility.
Speech samples were all recorded
analogically using a high-quality
equipment (GRADIENTE Esotech DII
tape recorder, and REALISTIC 33984-C
microphone) in an acoustically isolated
room with no specific reflection
characteristics.

Fifty-two voiceless fricatives ocurring
in various contexts were extracted from
this basic material (twenty-six for each
speech rate condition). Only fricatives in
CV stressed syllables were used. V is one
of the seven Brazilian Portuguese oral
vowels (/a, e, e, i, o, o, u/). The

words that were analysed in this study
were not balanced for vowel context. It
means that the number of cases in each
vowel context is not, necessarily, the
same.

Procedures
The CSL 43003 (KAY Elemetrics

Corp.) was used for all acoustic analysis.
The signal was digitized by 12-bit ADC
at a sampling rate of 25 KHz. Following
sampling, a digital high-pass filter with a
200 Hz cutoff frequency was applied to
the speech waveform, in order to reduce
low-fiequency extraneous interference
resulting fi'om room vibration.

Only the median third of each fricative
was selected for the extraction of each
cross-sectional spectrum, in order to
minimize any effects of anticipatory co-
articulation with the neighbouring vowel.
For each [s]-kemel a 512-point fast
Fourier transform (PET) was computed.

Afier normalized by peak, each m-
spectrum (only range 0.5-10KHz) was
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treated as a random probability

distribution from which the first four

moments (mean, variance, skewness and

kurtosis) were calculated. Figures 1 and

2 show pairs of spectra that differ in

some of these values.
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Figure 1: Two spectra, of different
speakers, that difler in skewness and
mean. The thin-lined spectrum has
higher mean and slightly negative

skewness, while the thick-lined spectrum

has lower mean and markedly positive
skewness.
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Figure 2: Two spectra, of different
speakers, that are basically different for
the value of the kurtosis (positive in the
thick -lined spectrum and near zero in
the thin-lined one)

The values of mean, standard
deviation, skewness and kurtosis, derived
from the cross-sectional spectra, served

as input for a stepwise discriminant
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analysis accomplished with the program
BMDP-7M [6]. The program finds the
combination of variables that best
predicts the group (speaker) to which a
case (represented by the four moments)
belongs. At each step, the variable that
adds the most to the separation of the
groups is entered into the discriminant

function. In the end of the process, all
variables that, in any way, contribute to

the separation of speakers (according to

a predetermined minimal F-value) enter
the discriminant fimction.

At a first stage, the efficacy of this
spectral moments metric was tested by
using only the 26 fricatives produced at a

normal speech rate. At a second stage,

the results undergo a cross-validation

test, in an attempt to classify the 26

fricatives produced under the fast speech

rate condition, on the basis of the

discriminant fiinctions obtained in the

first stage.

RESULTS
Table 1 shows a classification matrix

obtained in the first stage of the

experiment. The basis for the results

found at this point was only the 26 [s]~

kernels extracted from the speech

samples at normal speech rate. Table 2

shows the results of the cross-validation

test. At this point, the newset of 26

fricatives extracted fi'om the fast speech

was classified according to the

discriminant function obtained in the first

test. The observation of table 2 reveals

that only two out of ten speakers were

not correctly classified (S3-F and S6-F).

It should also be noticed that the

percentage of correctedness in general

decreases considerably in relation to the

first test (see table I), in which only

fricatives extracted from speech samples

at normal speech rate were employed.

CONCLUSION
The results suggest that voiceless

fricatives /s/ in CV stressed syllables are,

potentially, good indicators of the
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identity of the speaker, even if extracted

from fluent speech and in different vowel
contexts. Nevertheless, due to expressive
alterations in the speed of production, the
percentage of correct classification
decreases considerably.

It is also important to observe that the
efficacy of fn'catives [s] in identifying

speakers is doubtful in the forensic

paradigm in which the recording quality
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and bandwidth, both present in this

experiment, should not be expected. On

the other hand, in speaker automatic
verification systems, in which it is

possible to control a series of conditions
(background noise, sound quality, etc)
the use of fricatives seems to be
potentially interesting.

Table 1. Classification matrix showing the percentage of cases classified in each group
(speaker). The cells in boldface show the percentage ofcorrect classifications.

Subject SI 52 S3 S4 SS S6 S7 S8 S9 $10

81 92.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.8 0.0

$2 0.0 65.4 7.7 15.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.7 3.8 0.0

S3 3.8 7.7 76.9 3.8 0.0 3.8 0.0 0.0 0,0 3.8

$4 3.8 7.7 11.5 61.5 3 8 0.0 0.0 7.7 0 0 3.8
S5 00 0,0 0.0 0.0 80.8 0.0 7.7 0.0 11.5 0.0

S6 00 00 3.8 3 8 00 73.1 00 0.0 0.0 192

S7 0.0 7.7 3.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 88.5 0.0 0.0 0 0

$8 0.0 3.8 0.0 7.7 0.0 7.7 0 0 73.1 7.7 0 0

S9 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.7 0.0 0 0 0.0 76.9 15 4
$10 0.0 0.0 15.4 38 00 115 00 00 77 61.5

Table 2. Results of the cross-validation test showing the percentage ofclassifications of
the test group (only samples offast speech: SI-F, SZ-F, etc) in relation to the reference
group, based on the discriminant functions obtained in the first phase. lhe cells in
boldface highlight the higher percentage on each line.

Subject Sl S2 S3 $4 $5 S6 S7 58 S9 S l 0
Sl-F 61.5 11.5 0.0 0.0 15.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.7 3.8
SZ-F 0.0 34.6 0.0 26.9 0.0 23.1 0.0 3.8 11.5 0.0
S3-F 42.3 3.8 38.5 0.0 0.0 11.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
S4-F 15.4 23.1 0.0 53.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.7 0.0 0.0
SS-F 3.8 0.0 0.0 3.8 57.7 0.0 3.8 0.0 15.4 7.7
Sé-F 0.0 46.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 30.8 0.0 19.2 0.0 3.8
S7-F 0.0 3.8 7.7 0.0 7.7 0.0 80.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
SS-F 19.2 26.9 0.0 3.8 0.0 7.7 0.0 42.3 0.0 0.0
S9-F 0.0 11.5 11.5 0.0 7.7 0.0 0,0 0.0 46.1 23.1

SlO—F 0.0 0.0 7.7 11.5 0.0 19.2 0.0 0.0 15.4 46.1
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ACOUSTIC CIIARACTERISATION OF SPEECH DATABASES:

AN EXAMPLE FOR THE SPEAKER VERIFICATION

M Falcone and U. Contino
Fondazione Ugo Bordoni, Roma, Italy

ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose a simple set

of possible measures to describe speech
databases in terms of acoustic features.
Features may be 'global' or 'target
dependent', i.e. they may or may not be
functions of the objective of the corpus
design. We focus our attention on the
specific problem of speaker verification.
In particular we analyse the SlVA
database, collected over the telephone
line in our Institute during the last
summer.

INTRODUCTION
Lasting no more than ten years ago,

there were no speech databases
available. Although the exigency of
speech database was a reality also at that
time, only with the success of data
driven algorithm in speech research (read
HMM and NN), the availability of
speech database become a need. The
industry also promoted and pushed
initiatives in this direction as they well
know that no commercial applications
are possible without large databases.
Thanks to CD technology evolution [I],
nowadays there are no difficulties in
realisrng and distributing such databases.
The pioneer in this field was the TIMIT.
Its prototype was available in 1988, and
from that time it is a reference in a
Widespread research and industry sites.

Today we have more than one
hundred of CDs as public database; and
many others (probably more than one
thousand) have been collected for
‘commercial’ purpose, i.e. for setting up
specrfic voice applications.

So, in conclusion, we now have a lot
of databases. But if we are starting a new
research, or we are developing a new
application, and we understand that a
speech database is needed, do we have
enough information to make a choice?
Probably no!

In fact the description and the
characterisation of a database is usually
much more expensive than its
‘realrsation’. For example you may

imagine the effort, in term of man power
i.e. in term of money too, needed to
make (or just to check) manually a
transcription.

Speech technology may overwhelm
these problems when word-spotting,
automatic text alignment, segmentation,
etc. algorithms will reach sufficient
performance, higher than the actual one.
Today these are far from desired target.

0n the other side, a speech database,
may be characterised under a pure
acoustical point of view. As it is a
collection of speech signals, these may
be characterised objectively, without
human decision, simple by well defined
measures and algorithms.

Generally speaking we may say that
there are three different levels of
possible description of a speech
database:

' descriptive: the design of the
collection, the population description,
the instrumental set-up, etc.

' annotation: all the possible
annotations and transcriptions, including
word transcription, phonetical labelling,
prosodic annotation, etc.

0 acoustical: the measures related to
the physical description of the signal.

Excluding the annotation, that is
often the most important, expensive and
difficult one, it will be commendatory
that each database has a detailed
descriptive and acoustical description, in
order to make clear its possible use.

We shall explore the “sea of speaker
verification”, that is a small part of the
“ocean of speech technology” in this
direction, aiming to define a set of
possible measures that should be
attached to the speech database, in order
to give a clear and useful description of
the physical characteristic of the signals.

AVAILABLE DATABASES
As speaker recognition, that includes

speaker verification and speaker
identification, is just a marginal field.
there are few public databases on this
topic. Here it is a list of what it is
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available, i.e. the databases utilised in

the most important experiments.
For a more detailed description of

these see [2].
T[MIT & NTIMIT

Certainly this is the most famous

database. Even if it was designed for
speech recognition, it has been widely
used also in speaker recognition.

Its telephonic version NTIMIT, has a
detailed technical description. This is the
unique case of acoustic description, that
we know, and it is devoted to describe
the transformation of the original
database in a telephone quality speech
database.
KING

It is the first database designed for
speaker verification. It is also famous for
the “great-divide”, an effect related to
some variations in the acquisition
instruments. The effect is described in
term of system performance, and not in
relation to the characteristic of the
speech signal (that is of course a more
reasonable and interesting description).
YOHO

A database collected under a US
federal contract in speaker verification.
The public version of this database
contains compressed speech file. It is not
clear the “degradation" (if any) of the
speech after the LPC based compression.
SPIDRE

A selection from the most famous
“switchboard” database. Also in this
case, there is no acoustical description
available.
SlVA

The database we collect over the
telephone PSTN line last years [3]. It
contains 18 repetitions of 20 male
speakers. Each session contains a list of
Isolated words, a dialogue and a read
passage, for a total of about 180 seconds.

It IS the one used in this work.

ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISATION:
A PROPOSAL

Definition and standardisation of
acoustical measures in speech are
available only for telephonic speech [4].
Many of these may easily be moved to
any other kind of speech signal. but the
main problem is: which measures must
be performed; using which instruments
or algorithms; how the results should be
grouped and reported; how to create a
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‘standard report’ that will be easy to use
and undertake a familiar look.

This is absolutely not a trivial task,
and a definitive and comprehensive
definition must be validate by the
appropriate international commission
and institute as CCITI', NIST, etc.

We do not intend here to give an
exhaustive contribution. With this paper
we only want to promote this initiative,
and give a first contribution in this field.
The amount of work and of graphical
representation we have done cannot,
obviously, be shown here; they will be
part of the final release of the SIVA
database. It is also our intention to run
the same procedures on the previous
speech databases, in order to identify
different characteristics of the signals.

MEASURES: SOME EXAMPLES
The speech signal we use is a

standard 8kllz sampled signal, coded
with the American mu-law format. All
the analysis are executed on a 256 points
window, with a 128 points shifi, i.e. with
half frame of overlapping. Where
spectral transformation is used the
signals have been preenphatised with a
factor of 0.95, and frames have been
windowed using the Hamming mask.
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Figure 1. Two speakers' mean energy

distribution, speech peaks are at 10dbm

Energy
It is a trivial measure. Nevertheless it

is very important that the given values

are ‘objective’, that is no offset is present
and the scale reference is correct in
relation to the international
recommendations. For these reason is

quite important that the algorithm
respect the CCITT 6.711 [5]
recommendation, where the numerical
values (both in mu-law and a-law) of a
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IkHZ tone that corresponds to a OdBm
energy are given. Energy normalised
histograms clearly give an overview of
the recording quality.

These measures should be reported
for each session; for each speaker and
eventually for ‘speaker groups’ (e.g. the
speakers calling from the same city, or
using the same handset, etc.).

stilling;
btophono ull

Figure 2. Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
for one speaker collection

Signal to noise ratio - SNR
It is based on the energy histograms

and it is not (unfortunately) an error free
measure. More appropriately we can say
that it is an estimation, i.e. it is given as
the result of the estimation of the mean
signal level and the mean noise level.
The procedure to measure these mean
values range from simple max.
estimation to adaptive filtering, and their
performance change depending on the
speech quality. A human supervision
may solve this problem when ‘speech’
signal to noise ratio is near to the zero
value, or when extra signals are added to
the speech. Usually, for standard
telephone quality signals, automatic
methods are adequately. Results may be
reported exactly as in the previous case.
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Figure 3. Power spectrum for one
speaker, 18 calls existence zone
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Long term spectrum
Power spectrum is another classical

measure. As for the energy, also in this
case it is very important to respect the
‘reference signal’ so that results may be
objectively compared among different
databases. This representation is very
useful for diagnostic purpose. If the SNR
value may insinuate a suspicion, that
something is wrong in the signal, the
analysis of the long term spectrum will
solve in round numbers your doubts. It is
difficult to define which kind of
‘averages‘ make sense, as in this specific
case a mean over several signals, may
mask some important information. So,
grouping must be done very carefully
and to the averaged spectrum should be
added its standard deviation. The first
and second order statistical description
(mean and standard deviation) of the
long term spectra will be, under our
experience, sufficient for a diagnostic
analysis, if grouping is correct.
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Figure 4. Intro-speaker and inter-
speaker variability distribution

Inter-Intra speaker variability
With this measure we are moving

towards the specific field of speaker
recognition. Inter speaker variability IS
also important in speaker independent
speech recognition, while intra
variability is mandatory for speaker
dependent speech recognition. In our
specific case, they are both crucial. To
measure ‘variability' a metric, and a
matching algorithm must be defined. A
plot of an inter or intra speaker
variability do not make any sense if the
object, the metric and the pattern
matching strategy are not defined. Of
course comparison between different
databases must be done only if these
three quantities are the same, otherwise
you are not comparing speakers (01'
signals) but the quality of the speech
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model, of the mathematical choices you
have done, i.e. your recognition or
verification system.
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Figure 5. FA and FR using a short
utterance (less than 1.5s)
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Figure 6. FA and FR using the complete
telephone call (about 180s)

“Reference” system performance
It is very important to have an anchor

point, a reference that gives the origin of
me Cartesian axis where you want to
plot the system performance. It seems
reasonable that the speaker verification
system should be based on the same
metrics and parameters used in the inter-
Intra speaker variability.

Table 1. Performance of the reference
system, using 13 LPCC with zero mean

Training EER% (PR for FA=0.01)
305 605 1505
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Test 53 16.5 (47) 12.5 (41) 15.5 (48)
10s 13.5 (41) 9.0 (25) 13.6 (43)
155 8.5 (30) 7.5 (18) 10.7 (32)

. As it is always possible to measure
inter-intra variability and define a
reference system using exactly the same
base, it will be foolish to do it in a
different way. More difficult is to define
reference tests, as usually each database
contains a set of files that are not
comparable across different databases.
The definition of test procedures is
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probably the most important and difficult
point, and we do not address this
problem here. In this work we have used
a 12th order LPCC parametrisation and a
AHSM [6] as distance between two
speech samples. We have run several
tests; in table one we summarise these
reference system performances.

CONCLUSION
Far to define the ultimate

recommendations for an acoustical
characterisation of speech database, we
have outlined the exigency of parting
three manifold characterisations of
speech databases: one of these is the
acoustical description. We suggest a set
of possible measure for the speaker
verification case, and we report the
analysis obtained for the SIVA database.
According to the experience we done,
these analysis are very useful for the
researcher and for the application
developer that, starting from the
acoustical description, easily obtain a
clear and objective View of the
characteristic of the database, i.e. check
the usefulness of the speech database in
relation to his specific purpose.
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IDEM: A SOFTWARE TOOL TO STUDY VOWEL FORMANTS
IN SPEAKER IDENTIFICATION

M. Falcone, A. Paoloni, 1V. De Sario

Fondazione Ugo Bordoni, Roma, Italy

ABSTRACT
We introduce the new version of the

IDEM system, that is a software
package, running under Windows, for
speaker identification. The recognition
algorithm is, in summary, based on the
comparison of a set of parameters, e.g.
the pitch and the first three forrnants of
the five vowels /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/
estimate in the stable portion of speech.
In particular we describe the SPREAD
module, that is the decision module that
performs the identification task.

INTRODUCTION
The IDEM system [1] is a set of

software tools to perform speech
analysts and speaker identification tests
on. a personal computer, under the
Windows graphical environment. It
originally utilised a special high cost
professional audio board, but now it
works also with the standard audio
boards compatible with the MPC
definition like the Sound Blaster, it only
required that the board support the 16bit
audio. It was designed to help operators
to carry on a speaker identification test
in_foren5ic, and special attention was
paid to realise an efficient and simple
interface as expert and non—expert people
should use this package as well. Several
reViSions of the product have been
released. The present one is the V1.8, but
new features and powerful
characteristics will be added in the
future. An update 32bit version for the
NT platform or Chicago softwareplatform is also under evaluation.
OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM

The _ system consists of eightapplications plus the acquisition onethat IS usually bounded with the audit;board or With the operating system of thecomputer, when MPC workstation isused. In the previous versions of thesystem the acquisition module was partof. the package as it manage, underWindows, a specific audio board butnow it is not part if the IDEM padkage

anymore, as the audio is under the direct
control of the operating system. Figure 1
shows all the modules of the latest
version of IDEM.

a _.,.., IDEM l

3 l3 3 ‘

3;; 3%
Figure I. ARES and SPREAD are two
applications ofthe IDEMpackage

“Conv” is the unique new module; it
converts the speech and data file from
the old to the new format and vice versa,
this make possible to move from the old
to the new version without any shocks.
For a description of all the modules see
[1], here we only describe ARES and
SPREAD.

ARES
This module, written in MSVC 1.5, is

dedicated to the spectral analysis of fixed
length signal window. On the top of the
main window a 2.5 second waveform of
the audio signal is represented. The
cursor is a tick line, wide as the selected
zone (you may select any power of two
cursor from 128 to 4096 points, default
is 512). In the bottom left you have the
zoom of the selected window. In the
bottom right the power spectrum of the
selected window, optionally in thlS
window you can plot the LPC and the
CEPSTRUM smoothed power spectrum.
Fine tuning is possible by clicking the
two buttons on the zoomed Sign
window. According to the defined
number of formant you want to estimftte
(from one to four, default is three) “1 the
power spectrum window you have 50.111e
vertical bars, that you may move usmg
the mouse. The position (in Hertz) 0f the
line you are moving is monitored on the
left side of the window. Just down the
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waveform you have plotted two scalar

quantities (default are pitch and energy).

—_
A?!" p... p...“ inn-LEL___

Figure 2. Main window of the ARES
module.

Once you have find the signal portion
from which you want to estimate the
formant value, you had to move the
vertical lines on the supposed formant
frequencies. Now you may fix (i.e. save
in a file) the information that includes
the pitch value, the formants values, the
vowel, the context of the word.

it":Ah‘lFBP'iQ‘il-Px‘fiiflé

Figure 3. Expanded (modifiz parameters)
window ofthe ARES module.

The symbol of the labelled vowel will
now appear aligned to the audio wave on
the screen. If you want to modify, cancel
or. control any data, just double click on
this symbol and a new window where
you may read/modify all these
parameters appears on the screen.
SPREAD

_This application has been written in
Visual Basic 3.0. SPREAD (SPeaker
RecOgnition by Automatic Decision)
reads the file created with ARES, or with
any other manual or automated method
that produces compatible files, and let
you set up an “experiment” where the
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parameters (in our case the forrnants of
the vowels) associated to each single
speaker may be analysed and compared.
You can reach the final decision
following a simple step procedure: first
step, load the data files; second step,
check data consistence and eventually
data filtering; third step, run statistical
decision test and create reports and
documentation. SPREAD also contains
several tools that can be utilised along
the “experiment” execution, to obtain a
deeper insight of data, i.e. of the
forrnants distribution.

Double clicking on the icon runs the
application, and the main window is
opened. Only two menus are active at
this stage: “Utility” and “Experiment”.

Utility
Under the “Utility” you have the help,

that follow the Window standard, and
the program configuration. It is possible
to select the word processor (e.g.
Notepad, Word, Write, etc.) to be
utilised for document creation and
manipulation, as well the symbols that
will be associate to the different speakers
in the graphical reports. Once you have
made your choice, the configuration is
automatically saved, the Utility menu
will not be utilised furthermore, unless
for the ‘exit’ command that close the
session.

Experiment .
It must be clear that SPREAD is

based on the “experiment” object.

. l 3 ’2

”mild . - llltvi Alialisi lcsl

Nuwo
Leggl...
Filit

fnriiianti

Cuneclla...
Matliri

Figure 4. The main window ofSPREAD,

when run the appIication

You can work on, modify or delete

previous experiments, or create new one.

Inside the active experiment you must

define: which formants (at least two) you

want to use for each vowel; which data
files you want to load (you can load and
download files as you like it); the
reference matrices that model the
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population [2]. Once you made your
chOice and loaded the files, you are
ready to the intermediate step 2.

wwvnmrvvwwwuvw EV?

o—r—. . 4, Wm M
mission-mums mum-initial: a ;
nun-s . ._.m........ w

m

Figure 5, The edit window where the
data files are added or deleted inside the
experiment.

nmmn-ou-um I

Filters and Analysis
If you believe that your data are not

clean, you maybe want to run some
filtering. There are five possible filters:
one of these is mandatory and it is
automatically executed before the test.
This filter check data consistence, and
looks for missing values or singular
matrix, i.e. it checks all the possible
causes that make the mathematical
procedure senseless. The other filters
check for “out of range” values, or
performs decimation according to the
standard deviation or to the population
reference or internal matrix.

Once your data have been validated
you may want to look at them. The
analysts ’ menu has three choices:

. ° create a report file containing all the
information, for each speaker, or for
each phoneme (including all data values
mean, standard deviation, occurrence,
covariance matrix, etc.); ’

- plot the data on a Cartesian axis, you
may plot the data of any numbers of
speakers, for any combination of the
used vowels. The variables to plot may
be chosen by a selection menu, usually
the standard F 1 versus F2 plot is used as
shown .in figure 6. The graph is
automatically updated when you click on
the menu, so that it works as an
again»; graphical environment. It is

n a wa t 'speakers. y 0 compare different

Many other options, as zoom
selection, title and legenda inserti’o‘iidgt‘:
are also available. ’ .
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Figure 6. The F1 vs. F2 plot of the four
vowels (a, e, i, o) for two speakers

Plots as the previous one only give an-
immediate overview of the distance
among different speaker in a two
dimensional space (e.g. Fl, F2, or F2,
F3, etc.) and their intrinsic limitation
must be clear. In fact they may give a
wrong indication due to the limitation
that only two dimensions are shown.

O

O

0
O

Figure 7. Result of non linear mapping
procedure. File 1 and 2, belonging to the

same speaker are quite near.

An alternative measure that take into
account all the variables [3], may be
utilised. In this case you have a mapping
of an n-dimensional distance in a two
dimenSional space. The non linear
mapping is an iterative procedure based
on.a randomised initial disposition of the
paints. When convergence is reached.
speakers With the ‘same’ voice looks as
neighbourhood in a plane space, as
shown in figure 7. This representation is
useful only for diagnostic purpose, it is
{lot a real test as it is the result of a
Iterative approximation methodology, in
other words it ‘may’ happens that two
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speakers that have short distance in this

space are not identified, while others

with greater distance are identified.

Test and report creation

The last step is the execution of the

identification test. Under this windows is

shown a table containing on both axis

the different speakers name. Each cell

contains the value/result between the

indexed speakers. You may have

numbers in these cells (e.g. the distance

between speaker for a given vowels), or

the YES/NO identification result of a

CHI-2 or a Hotelling test. In this case

you have the default value of p=0.0l but

it it possible to change this value by a

simple click. In figure 8 the results for

the four files we have used in this paper

are shown. As the non linear mapping

indicated, the file SI and 82 belong to

the same speaker, this according a CHI-2

test with p=0.01, i.e. with a probability

of 99% of correct identification.

No

0 Dist-in

O swim ‘ _
Onwsm ’0- “ '_‘__:
gs_inio____ «£8e .-

iSIINo Iotalql ‘1. , "Ob : . ..

; Slump. Solo SI 5,-

: sum. sun “ii i-

a: . i S‘““m‘-#'

WENT-13.280 .5"""U"irli4‘i;v7'5

FUJI): 4.359 ' ~ A

Figure 8. The result of the identification
test, is easy to understand

. It is also possible to estimate the false
identification error. i.e. the probability
that a unknown speaker will be identified
With some of the speakers used in the
experiment. This measure is possible
With both analytical and simulated
methods, as shown in figure 9.

A set of ASCII reports, with different
degree of information, may
automatically created afier the execution
of the tests. It is also possible to create
report for single speaker, or in relation of

e test result itself. For example you
may have a report that describes only the
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data that give a positive (or negative)
identification score. Many other
combinations are possible, but we have

no space to describe them here.

Figure 10. The False Identification

Error is computed with analytic method,

and with Montecarlo simulation

CONCLUSION
We introduced the last version of the

IDEM system. In particular we describe

two modules: ARES that let you create

data files containing the value of the

vowel formants, it has a easy to use

interface with audio and visual feedback;

and SPREAD that starting from these

files let you analyse and filter the data

and perform identification tests. This
package is now available only for Italian

language and it is used, mainly, for

forensic purpose. We are currently

evaluating a new and powerful (English)

version for the Windows NT platform.
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. ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the problem

caused With similar voices like the voices
of identical twins for text independent
speaker verification. Three approaches to
speaker verification were experimented: i)
by human listeners, ii) by comparison of
long-term spectra, and iii) by automatic
methods [1]. A twin identification test
was also conducted. Speaker verification
experiments were achieved using LVQ3
and a Second Order Statistical Measure
(SOSM). The results show that our
automatic speaker verification systems
discriminate the voices of identical twins
worse than listeners familiar with them. It
maybe explained by the fact that twins
relatives and their friends have received
much more speech material for training
than our automatic systems.
1. SINTEODUCTION

pea er verification al or'
perform well under controlled cgndittildhlss
but their performance usually decreases
when _a user is recorded in otherconditions or when he/she is in an
emotional or pathological state, or whenan impostor. an imitator or a person witha‘Similar voice tries to be verified inhis/her place. Twin brothers or sistershave Similar voices in most casesRosenberg [4] and Cohen et a1. [6ireported on speaker verification andidentification experiments on voices oftwins. Rosenberg did experiments with asingle pair of twins. In his experimentshis automatic system performed bettei'than human listeners. Cohen found thatCepstra and delta Cepstra yield adequateseparation of voices of twins in a s akeidentification task. Our experipntient;concern text independent speakerverification with 11 pairs of identicaltwms and Siblings. These complementexperiments are described in sectionsargand 4. Section 2 specifies the content and

recording conditions of the data base used
for these experiments. Section 5 compares
the results of speaker verification
experiments done by human listeners and
automatic systems.

2. THE TWIN DATA BASE
. A telephone data base was recorded
including recordings of 45 speakers
consisting of 9 pairs of identical twins (8
males and 10 females) with similar
v0ices. and 27 other speakers (13 males
and. 14 females) including 4 non-twin
siblings. Each twin or sibling spoke for a
total of 24 to 30 minutes in three sessions
conducted with at least one week interval
between sessions. In each session
subjects were asked to read three different
texts of one page. The speakers called
from their office or from their home.
Subjects were recorded over the telephone
using an OROS AU32 PC-board at 16
bits linear form, 8 kHz sampling
frequency.

3. LISTENING TESTS
For the aural method [5]. listeners

heard pairs of stimuli (55 pairs of 65
stimulus) extracted from the twin data
base and decided whether they belonged
to the same speaker or not. Two tests
were conducted: In test I, there was no
pair where both stimuli belonged to a twin
pair. while test 11 included only pairs of
stimuli belonging to twins or siblings.
Test I was common for all the listeners
but test II was different for the pairs of
twm. Listeners were familiar or not with
the twins or siblings.

Listening tests were conducted for the
following purposes:

' 1) Is it an easy task for the human
listeners to discriminate twins? What is
thedecrease of performance on twins.

11) Is there a large difference in speaker
verification performance when the
listeners are familiar or not with the
twms?
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iii) Are the results of speaker

verification by human listeners

comparable to those of automatic systems

on a twin data base?
In a further test (test III), family

members of the twins were asked to listen

at each time to a 65 stimulus of one of the

twins and to identify him/her by using

their a priori knowledge of the twins'

voices. The result of this test and test 11
can serve to verify the hypothesis that
when a listener is familiar with the twins
(test 111). he/she provide a smaller
verification error rate (test 11). Table I,

present the results of Test 1.

Table I - Results of speaker verification
listening tests for test I and test I] with
Listeners Familiar With Twins (LFWT)
and Listeners Not Familiar With Twins
(LNFWT). FA and FR are False
Acceptance and False Rejection error rates
respectively. MER=(FA+FR)/2.

LFWT

CS!

65! . .

CS! . . .. .

A 8.2% twin identification error rate (test
III) was obtained for listeners familiar
with the twins. It is much lower than the
MER (18.3%) of test II for LFWT. Table
1. shows no bias in our population of
listeners since identical results for LFWT
and LNFWT are obtained on test I. On the
contrary a highly significant difference is
found between LFWT and LNFWT on
test II. The error rates increase slightly
from test Ito test 11 when the listeners are
familiar with the twins, while this increase
is much more significant for LNFWT. A
detailed observation of listening test
results showed that when listeners are
familiar with the twins. the twins
identification error rate is directly
proportional to twins speaker verification
error rate. These results will be compared
to those of our automatic approach in
section 5.

4. AUTOMATIC APPROACH
Long-Term Spectra (LTS) and two

automatic systems were developed and
used for speaker verification. The
automatic systems are based on a LVQ3
superVised neural net algorithm [4] and a
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SOSM measure[2]. 22 subjects

comprising 18 twins and 4 siblings were
considered as clients and 23 other subjects
are impostors for our experiments with
LVQ3 and SOSM.

4.]. Speech Analysis
Long silences were first removed. The

recordings were pre-emphasised with a
first order filter with transfer function of

l-0.952'1. Each analysis frame of 30ms
was multiplied by a Hamming window
that was shifted by 15 ms. A vector of
length 24 was retained which comprised

12 LPCC and 12 ALPCC [3]. Cepstral

coefficients were normalised by

subtracting from the cepstral coefficients

their averages over the duration of the

entire telephone call. This removes any

fixed frequency-response distortion

introduced by the transmission system.

The ALPCC coefficients represent the

slope of the time-function of each
coefficient in the cepstral vector; so it

reflects the transitional information in

speech signal. The regression slope is

computed over 135 ms. Each coefficient

in the feature vector was weighed by the

reciprocal of its standard deviation

obtained using 2s of training speech from

each of the 22 clients.

4.2. Long-term Spectra

The identical twins have an identical. or

at least very similar anatomy. So the

speech differences between them is more

related to their speech habits. This

explains why most of our twins showed

very close LTS when they were recorded

over the same telephone line. LTS was

very different when twins were recorded

over different telephone line or handsets.

Therefor LTS was rejected as a relevant

feature to distinguish between twins.

4.3. LVQ3
Two speaker verification tests were

conducted using a LVQ3 method adapted

for speaker verification [1]. This

technique allows to take other speakers

into account during the training phase. A

codebook for client i, contains three

classes: one specifies Client i, one for non-

client i, and a class of noise and silence.

The training data (reference vectors) for

each client is obtained using 13.5s of

speech from client i, 13.55 of speech from

other clients having the same sex and 3.8s
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of data representing silence, background
and respiration noise. For a client i, the
initial codebook contains 160 codes: 64
codes representing the class of client i, 64
codes representing the class of non-client
i. and 32 codes representing noise. The
initial codes were obtained by the classical
LBG vector quantization algorithm using
training data and were then tuned with the
LVQ3 algorithm as explained in [1]. In
the verification phase, the feature vector
of a test utterance was compared to all
vectors in the codebook and the code label
of codebook-vector with the smallest
distance to this feature vector was
selected. This procedure was repeated for
all feature vectors in the test utterance. A
verification score was obtained which is
equal to the number of testing vectors
classified with the label 1 divided by the
total number of vectors in test utterance
minus the vectors classified as silence or
noise. A speaker was accepted if his/her
verification score was higher than a
decision threshold, otherwise he/she was
rejected.

Two experiments were conducted.
They differ in the training phase. In thefirst experiment (1), training of a model
for client i was done with data from anyclient of the same sex other than i. In the
second experiment (2) training was doneWith 4 closest clients to i excluding twinor Sibling. Verification tests wereconducted with identical protocols for thetwo experiments:

x-a: tests on impostors
x-b: tests on twins and siblings.
where x reflects differences in training(x=1, 2). A test utterance duration of 6seconds was used to conform with humanlisteners test conditions. The tests onimpostors (test x-a) corresponds toprotocol I of the listening tests while thetests on twins (tests x-b) is closer toprotocol II of the listening tests. The FRobtained from the listening tests is appliedto the ‘FR/FA Receiver Operatingcharacteristics Curve (ROC) of each clientto find the corresponding FA. The meanof FR and this FA is considered as theerror rate for this client (MERl). Similarlythe FA of listening test is used to find thecorresponding FR error rate and theiraverage (MERZ) is averaged with MER]to'find the Mean Error Rate (MER) forthis client. The average of total error ratesof all twins and siblings for the two sets
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of experiments is given in table 2. The
speaker verification error rates are also
presented by Equal Error Rate (EER).

Table 2. Results ofspeaker verification
tests by LVQ3 method (experiments I and
2 ).

'2!

-a

4.4. SOSM
Another set of experiments were done

with a SOSM technique [2]. The training
speech data of the client 1 was used to
compute a covariance matrix X for this
speaker. A weighted symmetric sphericity
measure u(x. Y) is defined between a test
covariance matrix Y and the reference
covariance matrix X as the quantity:
l1 SPH sym (X. Y) = A+B
where:
A=p mn .log (tr (YX-l)) +p nm . log (tr (XY—l))
B: - \F(1;m) . (p m - p nm) . log [ \F(det(Y);
d§I(X))i-10g(m)
With: p mn = \F(m; m + n) and p nm =
\F(n; m + n)

where m represents the number of training
vectors and n the number of test vectors.
For each client an individual covariance
matrix was obtained using the same size
of training speech material as used for
training the LVQ3 models. Table 3
provides the results of the MER error
rates obtained for experiments 3-a and 3-b

Table 3-Results of speaker verification
test by SOSM method (experiment 3).

MER EER
3-a 13.5 8.7
3-b 30.0 28.5

4.4. LVQ3/SOSM
SOSM performs slightly better than

LVQ3 on the protocol a. No significant
difference is found on the protocol b.
Both LVQ3 and SOSM show an increase
in the verification error rate when a
client's twin is considered as an impostor
(tests x-b) compared to the case where
speakers (non-clients) are impostors (tests
x-a). The performance of our automatic
systems degrades when a twin brother or
Sister tries to be verified in his/her place.
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his decrease in performance is more

irmportant for SOSM method. A

comparison of the results of experiment 1

and 2 for LVQ3 shows that when a larger

number of speakers are taken into account

for training a codebook for a client, a

better speaker verification result can be

obtained.

5. MACHINE vs. HUMAN
A comparison of Tables], 2 and 3.

shows that neither human listeners nor

our automatic systems are robust against

voices of identical twins. Our automatic

systems and listeners not familiar with the

twins have about the same ability to

discriminate between identical twrns..The

performance of human listeners didnt
decrease significantly from test I to test II
when the listeners are familiar With .the
twins. Our automatic systems behave in a
way similar to listeners not familiar With
the twins. The MER error rates which are
obtained by taking into account the
listening tests are higher than EER for
both systems SOSM and LVQ3 methods.
It shows that human listeners familiar
with the twins and the two automatic
systems studied here present different
ROC (Receiver Operating Curve)
characteristics.

6. CONCLUSION
Listening tests on twin voices showed

generally an augmentation of false
acceptance error rate for listeners not-
knowing the twins and a smaller increase
for listeners being member of the family
or friends of twins. Human listeners
familiar with twins may proceed with a
first level of identification prior to
discrimination. Long—term spectrum of
speech was not found to be a relevant
feature to discriminate between twrns.
Automatic speaker verification systems
use only low level features which are
related to the acoustic aspects of speech.
The spectral representations of speech
such as Cepstrum and delta Cepstrum
parameters can not capture the behavroural
differences between the twins. So a
speaker verification system may take mto
consideration those features which
represent the behavioural characteristics of
a Speaker to be more robust against the
twins with similar voices. More efficient
features and/or training procedures remain
to be discovered to match the performance
of listeners familiar with twins. But, of
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course, it should be noticed.that twrn

relatives and friends have received much

more speech material for training than our

automatic systems.
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ABSTRACT
Numerous factors influence speech

timing. Statistical analysis can identify
an order of importance and mutual
influences between such factors. A
three-tiered (segment-syllable-phrase)
model was created by a modified step-
wise statistical procedure. It predicts the
temporal structure of French of a single,
highly fluent speaker at a fast speech
rate. The model's predictions correlated
with the 1204 syllables of the original
corpus at r = 0.846.

INTRODUCTION
Research on French speech timing

has documented influences at the
segmental, syllabic and phrase levels.
On the basis of numerous readings of a
phonetically balanced short text,
O’Shaughnessy [1, 2] proposed a model
using 33 rules for the modification of
segment duration according to segment
type, segment position and phoneme
context. For sound classes without
prepausal lengthening, the model
predicted durations with a standard
devration of 9 ms, yet was less accurate
for the prediction of prepausal vowel
durations.

The model supposes that timin
phenomena can be captured by the
segment. However, syllable-sizeddurations are generally less variable thansubsyllabic durations, and may thus
represent more reliable anchor points forthe calculation of a general timing
structure [3, 4]. Furthermore, stressvariations and variations of speech ratetend to modify at least syllable-sized
units, the syllable may be apsycholinguistic perception unit, and itmay also be a minimal unit of rhythm.Syllabic duration can be influenced bythe posrtion in the prosodic group, theposttlon in the word, degree of stress,the length of the prosodic group, theposmon according to the stressedsyllable, semantic focus, proximity of

syntactic boundaries, the lexical or
grammatical status of the word, and
emotional factors [5-24]. Some of these
may be redundant. e.g., lexeme-final
position may be redundant with phrase-
flnal position.

Bartkova [5, 6] added supra-
segmental coefficients to her formula for
segment durations. Some depended on
lexical! grammatical status and on intra.
word position, while others depended on
the following consonant, the presence of
a syntactic boundary, the presence of
clusters, or the syllabic structure near a
pause. A comparison of predicted and
measured durations in 10 sentences gave
a mean difference on segmental duration
of :t15 ms. Such a difference can be a
handicap for short segments. In our
corpus the mean duration for /d/ was 50
ms and a 15-30 ms divergence would
correspond to a 30-60% error.

The strategy of this study was to issue
from segmental predictions, and to treat
syllabic information as additional
information. Beyond the syllabic level,
word- and phrase-level information was
also considered (syntactic, prosodic,
rhythmic, intonational groups) [8. 15.
17, 19, 20, 25, 26], in order to account
for syllable duration with the smallest
number of factors. At each succeeding
level, relevant parameters were chosen
to explain the greatest proportion of the
variance in the residue of the previous
analysis. In this manner, a three-tier
model based on segmental, syllabic and
phrasal information was constructed.

METHOD
The Corpus and Segmentation

A fluent speaker of French was
recorded with 100 phonetically balanced
sentences. He spoke quite rapidly (6-5
syllables/sec. or more), with a normal.
unexaggerated intonation. Acoustic
recordings were made in studio
conditions on DAT-tape. The digitized
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data was transferred to computer and
was downsampled to 16 kHz. .

The time occupied by phonetic
segments was labelled with the
SignalyzeTM program according to a
method defined in our laboratory.
Specifically, segment transitions were
analyzed according to three articulatory
levels: labial, lingual and laryngeal. For
example, the coarticulatory overlap at
the /e/-/s/ transition was marked by
symbols representing “onset of frication,
associated with the lingual level”,
followed by “offset of fundamental
frequency, associated with a cessation of
vocal cord activity". Segmentation
reliability was assessed by examining
how and where points of transrtton
between inferred articulatory states were
marked. Interjudgmental agreement on
robustness (the application of criteria to
state transitions) was scored 1 (low) to 3
(excellent), and agreement on precision
was scored on 1 (more than two Fo
periods difference) to 3 (less than 1 F0
period difference in measurement). Over
50 types of state transitions, there were
no cases of low robustness or low
precision. The average robustness was
2.53 and the average precision was 2.68.

Analysis and Results .
A modified step-wise statistical

regression technique for segmental.
syllabic and phrase level information
was used to develop a model of the
speaker‘s timing behaviour. An issue
concerned the calculation of segment
duration in a corpus where
coarticulatory transition zones are
marked explicitly. Is segment duration
considered to be the steady-state portion
of the signal, or does it include one or
both zones of acoustically prominent
coarticulatory overlap with adjoining
segments? The issue was resolved with
reference to durational variation. Since
the coefficient of variation over the three
zones was systematically smaller
(average 0.375) than that of the steady-
state zone (average 0.412), the combined
duration of the three zones was
considered to correspond to “segment
duration". Syllable durations were
constructed from segment durations by
taking into account transitional overlaps
(i.e., syllable 2 was overlapped with
syllable 1).
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The Segmental Model
Raw segment durations were non-

normal in their distribution and a log
transformation produced a close
approximation to a normal distribution.
Subsequent to log transformation,
segments were grouped according to
their mean durations and their
articulatory definitions. Eight types of
segments could thus be identified.
Groups showed roughly comparable
coefficients of variation, and an
inspection of histograms and normal
probability plots showed roughly normal
distributions for all classes whose N was
greater than 100. . .

Using the Data Desk® statistical
package, a general linear model for
discontinuous data (based on an
ANOVA) was calculated with partial
sums of squares. The following main
and interaction factors (up to two-way)
were postulated: Duration (log|o(ms))
= constant + previous type + current
type + next type + previous type *
current type + current type * next type
+ previous type * next type.

Expressed in terms of a Pearson
product-moment correlation, the model 5
predicted segmental durationslcorrelated
with empirical segment durations at r'=
0.696. To test Model 1 in the syllable
context, syllable durations were
calculated and were compared to
measured syllable durations. The
correlation coefficient was r = .647 (N =
1203. p<.0001). The residue from the
model (= observed - predicted) was
termed “Delta 1" and served as the basrs
for further factorial modelling at the
syllabic level.

Modelt

Figure 1. Prediction of the Segmental
Model (Model 1): Syllable durations

predicted by segmental durations (r .=
.647). Values of Figures 1-3 are m

sqrt(ms).
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The Syllabic Model
After much experimentation with

syllable-level factors described in the

literature. a three-factor model,

including two-way interactions, was

retained for the syllabic analysis: delta 1

= constant + function + position + schwa

+ function * position + function * schwa

+ position * schwa, where “function"

distinguishes lexical vs. function word

status, “position" identifies three

positions in the word, “monosyllabic and

polysyllabic-initial". “polysyllabic pre—

schwa" and “other", and “schwa"

indicates whether or not a schwa is

present in the syllable. All main and

interaction factors were significant at

p<.05 by ANOVA.
Syllable durations obtained from the

segmental model were additively

combined with those for Delta 1 to

produce the Syllabic Model (Model 2).

Syllable durations showed roughly a

square root distribution and were square-

root transformed before analysis.

Predictions for syllable durations were

correlated with transformed observed

durations at r = .723 (N=l203) (Figure

2). The residual data from this model

was termed Delta 2.

8 12 16 20

Model 2

Figure 2. Prediction of the Syllabic
Model (Model 2): Syllable durations

predicted by segmental durations and
syllable-levelfactors (r = .723).

The Phrase Model
Predictions of Models 1 and 2

showed a noticeable deviation from the
regression line in the higher values.
Specifically, most syllable durations in
the > 280 ms range were
underestimated. Furthermore, Delta 2
showed the most pronounced residual
error for utterance-final syllables ending
in a consonant. A phrase—final correction
term was thus calculated for Model 3.
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The predictions of Model 3 correlated

with the observed square root-

transformed syllable durations at r =

.846 (Figure 3). The residual values

from Model 3 varied quasi-randomly
around 0. At the present time. it appears

that only more sophisticated rules for the

generation of the schwa vowel may still

be able to improve this model‘s

predictive capacity to some degree.

a 12 16 20
Models

Figure 3. Prediction of the Phrase

Model (Model 3): Syllable durations

predicted by segmental durations,

syllable-level factors and phrase-final

lengthening (r = .846).

DISCUSSION
A general model for the prediction of

the fast—speech performance of a highly

fluent speaker of French was

constructed. In view of current

discussions surrounding segmental and

syllabic contributions to timing models,

it is interesting to note that segmental

information accounts for a major portion

of the variance explained by the model.

The correlation of 0.846 between

predictions of Model 3 and the original

data set is encouraging. Further

improvements in the modelling may

come about by the prediction of the

presence vs. the absence of schwa, by

explicit prediction of speech rate

manipulation, and in longer texts. by a

better modelling of pauses.
In the present fast—speech corpus, no

phrase—level effects other than phrase-

final lengthening were identified, in

contrast to our findings on the

production of French at a normal speech

rate, where a systematic increase of

lexeme-final syllable durations was

observed over the extent of the prosodic

phrase [25]. It seems likely that in

conditions of considerably accelerated
speech rate, our speaker sacrificed some

lCPhS 95 Stockholm

of the "niceties" of phrase-internal

tinting modulation, and limited himself

to a single, phrase-final durational

marker.
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ABSTRACT
The influence of native-language

background on the ability of speaker
recognition was tested with different groups
of subjects: group 1 had no knowledge of
the target language (i.e. German), group 2
had some knowledge. and group 3 spoke
the target language as its native language
(control group). In a direct identification
task, subjects had to recognize a speaker's
voice with which they were familiarized
before. The differences in performance
between the groups were significant.

1. INTRODUCTION
In forensic speaker recognition, it

sometimes occurs that the voice from a
speaker of a foreign language has to be
evaluated in a voice line-up or by an expert
witness. The question arises in how far this
process is influenced by the native—language
background of the listener. Human listeners
may make use of linguistic information
when remembering voices (in addition to
purely acoustic information) (cf. [1], [2]).
Therefore, it may be the case that the
performance in auditory speaker recognition
is related to a listener‘s familiarity with the
language under consideration.

Few studies have focussed on the effect
of native-language background on speaker
recognition. Goldstein et al. [3] found that
native American English listeners showed
no differences in recognizing speakers with
and without a foreign accent and concluded
that "[...] voice recognition is just as good
(or as poor) for foreign voices as it is for
native voices" (Goldstein et a1. [3]: 220).
Thompson [4] investigated monolingual
English natives listening to speech samples
from Spanish speakers. native English
speakers and English speakers with Spanish
accents. and found that the monolingual
English listeners identified speakers of their

own language best. Goggin et a1. [5] tried to
quantify the relationship between language
familiarity and performance in speaker
recognition. They concluded that "[...] voice
identification is increased approximately
twofold when the listener understands the
language relative to when the message is in
a foreign language" (Goggin et a1. [5]: 456).

In the experiment reported here, we
examined the performance of different
groups of subjects in a speaker recognition
task, with the groups differing in the degree
of familiarity with the target language.
Additionally, the influence of the voice
transmission condition (hifi vs telephone)
was tested. This is of primary interest in the
forensic situation where most of the
recorded speech material is transmitted via
the telephone.

2. EXPERIMENT
To test the ability of listeners with a

different native-language background in
speaker recognition, a direct identification
test was designed, in which four different
groups of listeners had to recognize the
voice of one German speaker in a set of six
different German speakers.

2.1. Subjects
Subjects consisted of 53 female and 21

male listeners (n = 74). The age 01't
subjects was between 16 and 56 years (m =
26.28, SD = 11.85). Subjects were divided
into three groups with respect to their
knowledge of German. The first group
consisted of native English speakers with
no knowledge of German at all. The second
group consisted of native speakers who had
some knowledge of German.I The 135‘

I Subjects of group 3 were students of German; the!
100k part in a university exchange program and had
already been in Germany for several months when
the experiment was run.
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group included native speakers of German
(control group).

The first group of English speakers was

further divided into two categories of age:
group 1 (n = 15) included all subjects 2 30
years of age (m = 47.4, SD = 8.23), group 2

(n = 24) consisted of subjects under 30

years of age (m = 18.42, SD = 3.32).

Subjects in both group 3 (n = 18; some

knowledge of German) and group 4 (n = 17;

German controls) were all under 30 years of

age (group 3: m = 21.22, SD = 1.32; group
4: m = 26.28, SD = 3.38).

All subjects took part in the investigation
voluntarily. None of them reported any

hearing problems.

2.2. Speech material
The speech material used in the

experiment was produced by six different
male speakers. Speakers were of similar age
(m = 29.67. SD = 5.45) and spoke Standard
German with Hessian influences. The F0 of
the six speakers ranged from 86 Hz to 142
Hz (m = 109.5, SD = 18.7). All speakers

had to read a small German text of
approximately one minute in length onto a
DAT recorder. Then three parts of the text
between four and eight seconds in length
were spliced out of the recordings of every
speaker. To record exactly the same
material under telephone transmission
conditions. the speech samples were
recorded again through a telephone line.
Each of the six speech samples was re-
recorded three times. In total, we obtained
108 speech samples’. All of the speech
samples were randomized and re-recorded
on DAT.

One speaker was designated as speaker
X. the target voice. From speaker X, the hifi
text was re—recorded on DAT five times to
obtain a speech sample of approximately
five minutes.

2.3. Method
All four groups of listeners were tested

individually. Firstly, subjects were
familiarized with the voice of speaker X by

I 3 pans of the text x 2 transmission conditions (hifi
vs telephone) x 3 repetitions x 6 speakers = 108
Speech samples.
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listening to speaker X’s five minutes speech
sample. Subjects were instructed to
concentrate on the voice in order to try to
memorize it. After this familiarization.
response sheets were handed out to the
subjects. After a short break of
approximately five minutes, the subjects
were given a forced-choice test. They were
instructed to listen to the tape with the
randomized speech samples carefully. After
each sample the sujects marked "Yes" if
they thought the voice was from speaker X

and "No" if it was not. There were five
seconds between each stimulus which the

subjects considered to be enough time to

make a decision. After every tenth speech
sample, there was a sine tone of 300 Hz to

help subjects to keep track of the task.

3. RESULTS

The design of the experiment allows to
differentiate between two error categories:

subjects could either reject the target voice

speech sample when it actually came from

speaker X (false rejection; FR) or identify a

speech sample as the target voice when it

was in fact produced by one of the dummy

speakers (false identification; F1).

Furthermore, FRs and Fls were split into the

errors made under the hifi vs telephone

transmission conditions to see whether

there was a difference.

3.1. False rejections vs false

identifications

1f subjects were randomly identifying the

speaker, we would expect an FRs to Fls

error ratio of 1:5 (18 target voice samples

compared to 90 dummy samples). The
observed error ratios fall below the

expected value in all four groups: group 1

made 67 FRs (m = 4.4, SD = 2.5) and 256
Fls (m = 17.07, SD = 14.11) (ratio =

1:382), in group 2 there were 141 FRs (m =

5.88. SD = 5.18) and 163 Fls (m = 6.79, SD
= 8.09) (ratio = 121.16). in group 3 there

were 26 Fls (m = 1.44, SD = 2.43) and 39

Fls (m = 2.17, SD = 4.07) (ratio = 1:15),

and group 4 made 24 FRs (m = 1.41, SD =

1.97) and 37 Fls (m = 2.18. SD = 2.71)
(ratio = 1:1.54).
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x’-tests revealed that the FR to F1 error

ratios fall significantly below the expected

value of 1:5 in all four groups (group 1: x}

= 18.16, df= l, p < .001, group 2: x’ =

416.69, (If: 1, p < .001, group 3: x” = 63.7,

df: l,p < .001 and group 4: x’ = 57.41, df

= 1, p < .001). The respective error

proportions are given in figure 1.

50 l I I l

20-

10—
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Figure 1. Error proportions for IRS and

FIs, respectively.

To see whether there were differences in

the amount of errors (RS and F15) between

the four groups ANOVAs were carried out

with the degree of knowledge of German as

the dependent variable. The data therefore

were arcsin transformed (cf. Winer [6]:

400). The results were highly significant for

both the FRs, F(3, 70) = 7.85, p < .001, and

the F15, F(3, 70) = 11.897, p < .001.

Post-hoe analyses (pairwise

comparisons; Scheflé tests) revealed that

with respect to the Rs, group 2 made

significantly more errors than either group 3

(p = .003) or group 4 (p = .004).

Concerning the F15, group 1 made

significantly more errors than any of the

other groups (group 2 p = .007, group 3 p <

.001 and group 4 p < .001). None of the

other differences between the four groups

were significant.
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3.2. Hil‘i vs telephone transmission

condition

The ratio of speech samples recorded under

hifi vs telephone transmission conditions

was 1:1 (54:54). Within the 18 target voice

samples (9:9) and the 90 dummy samples

(45:45), the respective ratios were also 1:1.

The expected error ratio both for FRs and

F15 was therefore 1:1. Again, the observed

ratios deviated from this a priori value in

different ways (see tables 1 and 2).

group FRs hifi teleph. ratio htt

l 67 25 42 1:1.68

2 141 44 97 12.21

3 26 13 13 1:1

4 24 9 5 1:0.56

Table I. FRs in the two transmission

conditionsfor the groups.

group Fls hifi teleph. ratio hzt

1 256 99 157 1:1.59

2 163 71 92 1:1.3

3 39 16 23 1:1.44

4 37 5 32 1:6.4

Table 2. HS in the two transmission

conditionsfor the groups.

With respect to FRs, group 2 made

significantly more errors when the speech

sample was recorded over the telephone (x’

= 9.96. df = l, p < .005). The difference

between the number of errors for group 4

reached only marginally significance ()6 =

4.08, (If: 1, p < .05). But note that in this

case there were fewer errors for the

telephone transmission condition.

Concerning Fls, all four groups made

fewer mistakes in the hifi condition.

Significance was reached for group 1 (12 =

6.57, (If: 1, p < .025) and for group 4 (X =

9.85, df= l, p < .005).

4. DISCUSSION
All four groups made significantly fewer

FIs relative to FRs than could be

theoretically expected. This means that. 0“

the average. subjects were inclined not to

identify a speech sample as coming from

speaker X. This leads to the interpretation
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that subjects were in general quite prudent

with identifying a voice as the one from the

target speaker. This result is in contrast to

the result obtained by Kiinzel [7]. Kiinzel

tested the speaker recognition abilities of

linguistically naive listeners and found that

in his groups on the whole subjects showed

the tendency to identify two speech samples

as coming from the same speaker even

when this was not the case (cf . Kilnzel [7]:

35).
As the statistical analyses revealed, there

were significant differences in performance

in the speaker recognition experiment

between ' the four groups. The results

indicate that unfamiliarity with the target

language affects the ability to recognize a

speaker, as subjects with knowledge of

German performed generally better than

subjects without any knowledge of German.

It seems that speaker recognition does not

only involve purely phonetic features, but

also incorporates linguistic information.

The results further permit the interpretation

that the degree of knowledge of the target

language seems to be of less relevance

because group 3 and 4 performed equally

well.

The influence of the listeners’ age on the

performance in speaker recognition remains

rather unclear. Whereas the younger

subjects of group 2 made fewer FRs than

the older ones of group 1, the situation is
reversed with respect to the F15; here. group

1 made significantly more errors than group

2. This last result is in accord with Kiinzel

([7]: 54) who found that the amount of HS

rose with increasing age.
The effect of the acoustic quality of the

speech samples was investigated by

recording the speech samples under hifi vs
telephone transmission conditions. The

speech signal is reduced to the bandwidth
interval between 300 and 3400 Hz when

transmitted over German telephone lines
and contains additional noise. On the

Whole, performance was worse when the

Speech sample was recorded via the
telephone. The only exceptions were the
ratios of groups 3 and 4 for the FRs (see

“bk? 1)- This leads to the interpretation that
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the acoustic quality of the speech sample is

very important for speaker recognition

purposes. In accord with what Klinzel ([7]:

26) found, it seems that in the speech

samples recorded via the telephone some

speaker specific features that help in voice

recognition are missing or obscured.
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ABSTRACT
The main goal of this study is to

establish a reliable automated method of
Voice Onset Time (VOT) estimation. It is
shown, that VOT measurements can
reliably and accurately be performed by
combining the information about stop
release from acoustic signal with the
information about voicing initiation
derived from the laryngographic signal.
This task can be performed automatically.

PREFACE
VOT, defined as the time difference

between stop release of a plosive and the
start of vocalisation of the following
vowel. is a common parameter in the
investigation of speech and language
disorders [2]. The proposed method uses
two-channels recording of the speech
signal. The Laryngograph was used to
monitor the activity of the vocal folds (Lx
signal) with the acoustic speech signal
simultaneously recorded on the second
channel (Sx signal). The starting time
instant of vocal fold vibration is based on
the Lx signal analysis, while the closure
release impulse is found in the Sx signal.

THE Lx SIGNAL
The Laryngograph [3] enables direct

measurement of vocal fold activity.
Thanks its non-invasive measure method
(laryngeal conductance measured by pair
of electrodes situated on the neck, both-
sides of the cricoid cartilage) and mostly
high SNR ratio, the laryngograph is often
used as a reference signal for pitch period
determination. Nonetheless, the output
from laryngograph (Lx) is not free from
problems: it is influenced by vertical
movements of the larynx (so called Gx
signal) and it does not match some
movements of the vocal cords. For some
speakers the Lx regristration may even
fail temporarily. The amplitude of the Lx
depends on speech loudness. However, as
it was continued in [l] the Lx signal
matches exactly the vocal fundamental

frequency. The Lx signal is also used in
more detailed analysis of vocal folds
activity. Of special interest is the use of
the Lx signal to differentiate pathological
modes of phonation. To achieve that, an
undistorted form of the Lx should be
used, i.e. the influence of the Gx should
be eliminated, but the distortion of the
shape of the Lx waveform shuld be
avoided at the same time.

minimum“

ii“ iii"

spam

Figure I. Phases of the 1.): signal.

The individual pitch periods of speech
signal are determinated in the Lx signal
through position of the peak change of the
laryngeal conductance, which is adequate
to the instant of glottal closure. The
changes of the conductance during one
pitch period are presented on Fig.1. When
the glottis is open, the conductance is low
and flat. During closing phase, the
conductance rises steeply and remains
high during closure. Then, during the
opening phase of the vocal folds the
conductance is falling, but not so steeply
as during the closing phase. The position
of the maximum change of the
conductance is determinated by zero-
crossing and/or by thresholding of
differentiated Lx signal. Previous to the
use of this method it is necessary to pass
the 1.x signal through low-pass filter to
avoid the influence of the Gx signal. The
vertical movement of the larynx may be
fast, so it is not easy to determine cut-off
frequency of the filter. As it was pointed
by Baken [1] such filtering may strongly
influence the shape of laryngographic
waveform, making it unsuitable for
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further analysis. Hess and Indefrey [4]

proposed more sophisticated algorithm

(with very good temporal resolution), but

it also needs filtering of the Lx signal and

fails in case of rapid vertical movements
of the larynx.

The proposed algorithm works on the

raw, unfiltered Lx data The algorithm
may be divided into 3 steps:
1. The markers are set at the positions of
local maxima. Markers are set only when
the local maximum occurs after given
time (thresholding in the time domain)

and next samples differs significantly in

amplitude to the maximum (thresholding

in the amplitude). Then the positions of
local minima are found, also with
tresholding in time and amplitude
domains. Further analysis is based on the
pair of markers: maximum-minimum.
The temporal difference between them
may be used as pitch period estimate. The
positions and amplitudes of maxima and
minima are compared to their neighbours
and, when they are significantly weaker
and shorter, they are attached to stronger
pairs (such situation occurs in creak-like
or laryngalized phonation).
2. The parameters of whole record of the
data are taken into account in the second
pass of the analysis. The pairs of markers
which occur in isolation or in very short
train of markers (<4) are recognised as an
error and removed if they occur between
long unvoiced segments of speech (at
least 200 ms). Differences in the pitch
periods length are analysed and if the
length quotient is greater than 5, an
algorithm tries to recover the min-max
pairs from the original signal. Thereafter
the begining and the end of each voiced
segment is marked. In every voiced
segment each maximum-minimum pair is
again analysed to find disturbances from
mean length and mean relative amplitude
Within the pitch periods. If deviations are
greater then given threshold, the weaker
pairs are connected to the stronger ones
(If a resulting pair is not too long
regarding mean pitch length). The min-
max pairs segment the Lx signal
according to pitch period length.
3. The glottal shape encoded in the Lx
waveform is established on the third pass
of analysis. Based on minimum-
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maximum pairs the time instants of the
opening, the open, the closing and the
close phases of the glottis are found. To
find the time instant of the approximated
begining of the closing phase the 3-point
smoothed Lx waveform is analysed and
the point of maximum of the first
difference is chosen. The starting point of
opening phase is more difficult to find,
especially when rapid movements of the
larynx occur. It is assumed. that the
opening starts at the same level of
conductance as at the begining of the
closing phase. so the next start of the
opening (point 5 on Fig.2) is found as the
crossing point of Lx waveform with
straight line connected to the closing
phase markers (dotted line between points
2 and Sin Fig.2).
Every period of Lx signal is than
described as resented on Fi .2.

Figure 2. The description of the Lx signal
using straight lines.

The shape is described using six idealized

straight lines and deviations from those

lines are used as indices for the signal

classification.

THE STOP RELEASE
The impulse characteristic the stop release

has to be found in speech channel of the
record.
The direction of search for stop release

depends on the form of the speech signal

after the start of the vocalisation. In fact.
the vocalised friction phases of plosives

contains only low-frequency component.

Thus, the zero-crossing (2C) rate for

every pitch segment is very low,

distinguishing it from following vowel

segments (after F2 release). The decision

is made based on the ZC rate for the first

10 periods of the speech signal. If ZC rate
is low (and its variation is also low) it is

assumed, that the VOT will be negative.

The closure impulse for the negative
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VOT forms a short (and rather weak)
noise-like burst on the top of speech
signal (Fig.3). In order to find this
impulse the differentiated speech signal is
consulted, but only on its positive pans.
The segment with the highest ZC—tate
points the period with the closure (short
noise burst). Within the founded segment
the greatest jump in the amplitude of the
speech signal points to the release of the
impulse. Additional conditions on length
and strength of the burst prevent
accidental determination of the VOT.
The search for the stop release in positive
direction is based on the difference in the
signal energy between the silence
(occuring before closure) and other
phases of the plosive. In fact. between the
begining of the stop release and the start
of the following vowel (its. in the burst
phase) some noise is present, thus short
time energy shows a rapid step indicating
the start of the plosive (given appropiate
SNR and the initial position of the
plosive). Thereafter. in a window where
the energy changes most rapidly, the time
index of the sample with the biggest
difference is determinated as the starting
point of the closure release. As a
validation, the energy between segments
before and after the stop release is
compared (the following one should be
bigger than the preceding one).

RESULTS ‘
The method was tested on recordings

done using the Laryngograph processor
(Lx) and small electret microphone (Sx).
The recordings included 3-4 logotomised
words (like : lbabal. Ipapal, lgagal). The
method was tested not only on normal
speakers with modal voices, but also on
patients (with neurological disorders)
showing some voice disoders (breathy
creaky voice). The recordings of the
patients have substantially lower quality
as the control ones. especially regarding
the SNRs. The VOT was measured only
in the initial position. The results are
summarised in Table 1.

DISCUSSION
As can be seen from Table I the

results, althought quite good for so
complicated signals, are not fully
sausfactory regarding the percentage
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error. The most errors were caused not by
troubles in the perfect localisation of the
closure release impulse, but rather by the
imprecise localisation of the start of vocal
fold vibration. Within the vocalic
segment, the first one or two periods of
vibration are destroyed, their amplitude
and duration is irregular and non~
stationary (see Fig.4). To overcome this,
a kind of soft-tresholding (the parameters
are used with additional weights) in the
amplitude and the time domain was used
to find the begining of the Lx-vibration.
This method was quite sucessfull for
control speakers (the one major error
within this group was caused by
intcntionaly unnatural, very long negative
VOT) but failed for other groups of
speakers, whose speech was very slow
and quiet. It was observed, that for so
quietly speaking persons, the Lx signal
was distored or even lost for some
moments. The Lx signal exceeded also
the pcrmited range of the A/D converter
due to rapid movements of the larynx
(swallowing). The minor errors (smaller
than 1 ms, typically about 0,5 ms) are
caused by distrurbances in location of the
closure impulse. The overall description
of the Lx signal, however, performed well
and the single periods were precisely
located.

CONLUSIONS
It was shown that VOT measurements

can reliably and accurately be performed
by combining the information about stop
release from acoustic signal with the
information about voicing initiation
derived from the laryngographic signal
[2] and that task can be performed
automatically.
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was no plosive at he heginine nfthe voiced segment.

Group of Number of No. of small No. of big No. of not or
voices VOTs errors (< lms) errors (> lms) false recogni-

sed VOTs

control - 15 3 l [1]
modal voice

aphasia - 12 4 3 l
modal voice

dysarthia - 12 5 3 2
creaky voice

parkinsons - 12 4 3 [l]
breathy voice

2 51 16 10 6(2]

%crrors 31 19 11(5)
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CONTROLLED ELICITATION AND PROCESSING

OF SPONTANEOUS SPEECII IN VERBMOBIL
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IPDS, Kiel, Germany

ABSTRACT
Within the framework of the German

Verbmobil project, a large amount of
spontaneous dialogue data had to be col-
lected. This paper describes the recording
environment and the means of elicitation
and transcription which have been devel-
oped at Kiel to fulfill this task.

INTRODUCTION
The ultimate goal of the Verbmobil

project [I] is the development of a porta-
ble translation system with voice input and
output.

The aim of data collection in the first
phase ofVerbmobil was to provide a large
amount of German spontaneous dialogues
associated with appointment making. The
data should consist of high quality speech
signals together with their orthographic
and phonemic transcriptions. Part of the
signals should also be segmented and la-
belled. The dialogues should be elicited in
a controlled situation, but still be as spon-
taneous as possible.

Part I of this paper describes the tech-
nical details of the recording environment
and the signal processing developed to
meet the requirements imposed on the
speech recordings. Part II describes the
elicitation of appropriate material and the
subsequent steps involved in its tran-
scription and segmentation.

PART I: SIGNAL RECORDING AND
PROCESSING

The following requirements were im-
posed on the speech recordings:
- Synchronous capture of the speech sig-

nals of two dialogue partners.
- High quality recording (low back-

ground noise level, large dynamic
range).

- The actually recorded “tums” should
not overlap in time.

We furthermore needed to reckon with a

recording session lasting up to an hour.
The end product should be a series of
speech files each containing one “turn”,
arrived at with as little manual labour as
possible.

Recording Environment
To meet these requirements, a hard-

ware/sofiware recording environment has
been implemented with the following fea-
tures (see Figure l):
- The dialogue partners are placed in

separate sound-treated rooms. They
communicate via headsets.

- The speech signals are recorded direct-
ly to hard disk into a multiplex stereo
file (2x16bit/16kHz), on a PC
AT486/66 platform with about 500MB
disk space, sufficient for recording ses-
sions in excess of one hour.

0 Both microphone signals are recorded
on DAT for backup purposes.

- A DSP Motorola 96002 controls the
high quality analogue U0 channels as
well as the digital 1/0.

- The dialogue is controlled by speak-
buttons and lights. Both speakers may
request their input channel by pressing
their button. Requests are granted on a
“first come, first served“ basis. Service
is indicated to a speaker by his light be-
ing turned on. Thus, only one speaker's
signal is recorded at a time.

' The experimenter may at any time dur-
ing the recording session communicate
with the dialogue partners via his
microphone without interfering with
the signal recording.
The DSP programme controls the A/D

and D/A conversion and monitors the but-
ton actions.

If no buttons are pressed, a zero signal
is output to both headphones, a distinct
constant marker signal is recorded on both
channels and both lights are turned off.
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speaker A F\
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F‘ speaker B
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l i T DAT Recorder
7

/ .ll\‘ 9) : dig. [/0 analogue [/0
O O DSP Motorola 96002 + E
exnerlmenter pc “436/“ ~500MB hard disk rep/1p

Figure 1. Recording environment: hardware set-up.

As soon as the first speaker presses his
button, his speech signal is routed to his
partner's headphones and recorded on his
channel, his light is turned on until he re-
leases his button.

If, during this time, the other speaker
presses his button, his light remains turned
off, a zero signal is still output to his part-
ner's headphones, but a different constant
marker signal is recorded on his channel.

Thus, the marker signals recorded on
both channels reflect the exact timing of
button actions. Furthermore, the DSP pro-
gramme continuously checks the input
sample levels and signals these to the PC
programme.

Running in parallel, the PC programme
does the actual data transfer to the hard
disk and provides the user interface to the
experimenter. During a test session a peak
level display may be used to optimize the
recording level for the extreme dynamic
range of spontaneous utterances.
Signal Processing

The resulting data file is transferred via
Ethernet to a UNIX workstation, where it
IS de-multiplexed and split into two files,
one for each channel. At the same time the

embedded markers are detected and con-
verted to a list with the time intervals of
the turns. Afier inspection and, if desired,
correction of the interval markers (cg.
because a speaker has released his button
for a short time within his turn), a second
programme uses them to split the two files
into the desired series of turn files. Start-
ing from the original multiplexed file, the
names of the respective output files are
generated automatically and contain at the
end stage a code for the dialogue scenario
(eg. appointment making), a code for the
recording site, a recording identification
number and information on the channel
(speaker) and the position of the turn in
the dialogue. Finally, a programme is
available to convert the files from local
format to the delivery format.

PART II: ELICITATION, TRAN-
SCRIPTION AND SEGM ENTATION

In this section we describe the elicita-
tion ofappropriate material and the subse-
quent steps involved in its transcription
and segmentation.

Elicitation
The recordings had to contain the fol-

lowing material:
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- names of months
. dates

names of days
names of holidays

times
deictic time expressions
proper names
names of towns
spelling
To guarantee systematic coverage of

the material the following scenario was
developed [2].

Each speaker was given a set of calen-

dar sheets each covering a two-month pe-
riod, together with timetables covering the
weekdays The calendar sheets and timeta~
bles were placed face down in a pile in
front of the speaker together with a pen
for making notes.

Apart from the names of months, dates
and the names of days, the calendar sheets

also contained names of holidays, exemp—
tion blocks (shaded areas representing
days on which the speaker could not make
an appointment) and simple appointments.
The timetables had the names of days,
times and exemption blocks.

The calendar sheets and timetables
served to elicit the names of months, the
names of days, times and the names of
holidays. Appointment entries in the calen—
dar sheets were designed to elicit names of
German towns, eg. “Dienstreise nach
Kiel” (“Business trip to Kiel").

In order to make speakers utter letter
names, appointments had to be arranged
at an exhibition (“1AA in Frankfint") and
at a conference (“ICPhS in Stockholm”).

Finally, deictic time expressions were
elicited using a portion of a timetable. The
names of the days were lefi out and the
speakers were told that the first day on the
timetable was today, and that three meet—
ings had to be arranged over the next two
days, i.e. today, tomorrow and the day
after tomorrow.

Each recording session was split up
into eight tasks. Each task involved the
speakers arranging three appointments in
the period specified on a calendar sheet.
The appointments were noted at the bot-
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tom of the calendar sheet and also briefly
explained by the experimenter.

The first seven tasks allowed the
twelve months of the year to be covered
with six calendar sheets. The first task was
used as a dummy to get the speakers ac-
customed to the set-up and enable record-
ing levels to be set. The eighth task
involved the elicitation ofdeictic time ex-
pressions using the cut-down timetable.

Before the first recording, the speakers
were instructed on the tasks and on the
use of the speak-button.

Orthographic Transcription
The transcription system provides an

orthographic representation of the dia-
logues [3]. The system must fulfill two
requirements. First, it must be simple to
allow for a relatively fast transcription of a
large amount of data. Second, it must at-

tempt to meet the demands ofboth signal
processing and linguistics.

As well as transcribing the lexical con-
tent, the system must also capture charac-
teristic aspects of spontaneous speech.

For lexical items and semantic-syntactic
structure the transcription is based on the

Duden conventions [4] as far as possible.
In addition, the following objects typical

for spontaneous speech are included in the

system:
- interjections

agreement and negation particles
particles indicating hesitation
non-words (neologisms, slips of the
tongue)
laughing, coughing, lip—smacking etc.
articulatory lengthening
breathing and pauses
breaks and repairs
stretches of utterance, either poorly
understood or not understood at all by
the transcriber

- commentaries on idiosyncrasies in a
speaker's production, stylistic and dia-
lectal forms, etc.

- non-articulatory noises (finger-tapping,
rustling ofpaper, etc.)

- interruptions in the recording, caused
by incorrect use of the speak-button
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- numbers
. abbreviations and spelling

The transcription symbols for these
objects are chosen such that the objects
can readily be identified and easily be dis-
tinguished fiom the lexical items.

Segmentation and Labelling
For segmenting and labelling the sig-

nals, the orthographic transcription is con-
verted into a phonological transcription
representing the canonical pronunciation
of the utterance. The canonical transcrip-
tion is used as the basis for a list of labels.
These are to be time-aligned with the sig-
nals and where necessary modified to indi-
cate differences from the canonical form
(deletions, insertions and replacements).

Segmentation is discrete and exhaus-
tive. The segmentation of each signal file
begins at the onset of utterance and ends
with the cessation of utterance. The place—
ment of a label simultaneously symbolises
the beginning of one segment and the end
of the previous segment.

9097a003.s1 h
ANSOO3: das +fis<Z>=I+ freut mich , da"s

lhnen das pa'st <A> <#Klicken> .
oend
das+ QIsz:=/+ tr'OYt mlC+ , das+
Qi:n@n+das+ p'ast h: . :k

kend
c: d-has+ Q--q Isz:=l+ fr'OYt m IC+
.d-has+ Q--q"i:n@-%n* d—has+
p-h'ast-h h: . :k

hend
‘ 1809 #c:

1809 ##d
2994 3h
3379 $3
3720 35+
4959 ##0-
4959 $—q
4959 $l
5662 $5
10424 32:
10424 $=/+

Figure 2: Example ofa labelfile. From
top to bottom: orthographic transcription,
canonicalform, the modified labels after
Segmentation andpart of the labels with
their sample numbers.
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The product of the segmentation and
labelling is a text file containing the ortho-
graphic and canonical phonological tran-
scriptions and a list of (modified) labels
and their times (see Figure 2).
. The system for segmenting and label-

ling was originally developed for read
speech [5]. It has been extended to include
labels and conventions for the objects in-
troduced for spontaneous speech. As with
phonetic-phonological labels, the new
ones are time aligned with events in the
signal [6].

In addition, a system for prosodic label-
ling is at present being developed [7].
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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the possibility of

describing vowels phonetically using an

automated method. Models of the pho-

netic dimensions of the vowel space are

built using two multi-layer perceptrons

trained using four primary cardinal vow-

els. Test vowels processed by these per-

ceptrons are placed onto a cardinal-like
vowel chart. These automatically derived

positions are compared with the positions

of these vowels in a similar space as

judged by a phonetician, and with the

acoustic space derived from these vowels.

The differences observed are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Vowels are described in phonology and

traditional phonetics with the three ma-

jor parameters of height, backness and
rounding, as well as additional parame-

ters like nasality and tenseness. Although

backness, height and rounding are often

defined articulatorily, it is now widely as-

sumed following Ladefoged [1] that the

labels are primarily acoustic or percep-

tual, and relate to perceptually motivated

transforms of F1 (height) and effective F;

(backness and rounding).

Vowels are traditionally described by
phoneticians by listening to the vowels,

and then placing a vowel symbol onto the
cardinal vowel chart or assigning it appro-

priate diacritics according to learned au-

ditory models. Figure 1 illustrates a three

dimensional cardinal vowel system. This

traditional method is very tedious, and is

not feasible for non-phoneticians. This

paper investigates the possibility of de-

scribing vowel quality without the skills

of an experienced phonetician, using a

novel method which automatically places

a given vowel into a space which is de-

fined by a set of reference vowels.

front

rounded I \

[i] 1 [w] 16

DUE] 12
[n] 13

Figure I. A three dimensional model of

the vowel space (after Ladefoged [2])

A preliminary study [3] was carried out

in which the vowels of four speakers of

Australian English were analysed by this

method. Models of each speakers’ vowel

space were trained using three reference

vowels from an existing data corpus to
encode the form of acoustic evidence for

phonetic features which correlate with the

dimensions of the vowel space (e.g. open-

close, front-back). The reference vowels

were chosen according to their relatively

extreme positions on the cardinal vowel

chart and their stability within Australian
English. While the results of this study
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Figure 2. Test results averaged over
six stop contexts ofeight reference vowel
model: 11 pseudo steady state vowels on
a Closeness versus Backness plane.

were encouraging, it was clear that the
choice of the reference vowels was cru-
cial for more accurate positioning of the
vowels on the vowel chart.

In a further study [4], eight cardinal
vowels which represented the extremes of
the dimensions: front-back, open-close.
rounded-unrounded. produced by an ex-
perienced phonetician were used for the
model training. English vowels in stop
consonantal context produced by the same
speaker were used for testing. The results
showed that the method worked well with
respect to the front vowels, but badly for
the back vowels (see Figure 2). It was
suspected that this result was due to the
lip rounding of some reference vowels
introducing some misleading information
into the models.

In the present study, we aim to min-
imise this potentially misleading informa—
tion by choosing a different set of refer-
ence vowels.

REFERENCE VOWELS
The reference vowels used in this study

were derived from the vowel model ex-
pressed by Figure l. The aim was to use
primary cardinal vowels that were maxi-
mally extreme on the two dimensions of
front-back and open-close. The four pri-
mary cardinals (vowel l [i], 4 [a]; 5 [a]
and 8 [u]) fit this specification.

. Five repetitions of each primary car-
dmal were recorded in a sound booth by
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our speaker, who is an experienced pho-
netician trained in the British tradition.
The reference utterances were hand seg-
mented. The parts of the signal where
Fo remained stable were used for this
study. An F1/(F2-F1) plot was made
of these vowels from conventional wide
band spectrograms, as shown in Figure 3.

F. (Hz)

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Figure 3. F1 vs Fg-Fl plot for phoneti-
cian's cardinal vowels CV l 4 5 8.

ENGLISH VOWELS
Five repetitions of English vowels in

the context of [stop][vwl]d utterances
were produced by our speaker, where:
[stop] represents one of the six phonemi-

cally voiced and voiceless labial, alveolar,

and velar plosives of English (lb, p, d, t,
g, kl); [vwl] represents one of the eleven

nominally monophthongal phonemes (/i,
I, e, as, u~ n, a, u, u. A, 3/); and d

is /d/. The [stop][vwl]d utterances were

manually segmented and labelled accord-
ing to the procedures described by Ran
[5]. Only the pseudo steady-state vowel

interval was of interest for this study.

These vowels were transcribed by the

phonetician, and placed on a traditional

chart showing height and backness, with

rounding indicated separately -- see Fig-

ure 4. This figure shows an unremark-

able auditory configuration typical for the

British English accent of the speaker, with
some apparent influence from Australian

English. Thus the /u/ is considerably
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fronted ([u] >); the /o/ is a close-mid [o];
the /e/ is closer than open-mid, and the

/3/ is closer and more front. An Fl/(Fz-

F1) plot of the English vowels from con~
ventional wide band spectrograms also
reflects this pattern (Figure 5).

Front Central Back
(‘lme o/i/ . I“

\ a \ . ,.Close-mid a .
/ I:

0 id o /e/pen-m

\ JA/ [a
Open 0 8 0/0

a neutral rounding
. rounded

- slightly rounded

Figure 4. English vowel description by a
phonetician.

F2- F1 (Hz)
2000 1500 1000 500

Figure. 5. E; vs Fg'Fl plot for pho-
netician's English vowels in b-g context.

DATA PRE-PROCESSING
The data, including the pseudo steady-

state English vowel intervals and the ref-
erence vowels, were processed in ‘frames’
of 12.8ms, with adjacent frames having a
6.4ms overlap, by passing them through
a Hamming window, and then deriving
13 Linear Predictive Cepstral Coefficients
(LPCCs) for each frame.
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MODEL TRAINING
Two Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs)

were used to model the articulatory di-
mensions of front-back and open-close in
order that they may be used as articulatory
descriptors for backness and closeness.
Each MLP was implemented with one
hidden layer of two nodes and was trained
by using the back-propagation algorithm.
The inputs for this training comprised
frames of four repetitions of the four ref-
erence vowels, and comparator outputs
were their articulatory labels as shown in
Table l.

cardinal articulatory back close
vowel description

i l front-close 0 l
u8 back-close l l
05 back-open l 0
a4 front-open 0 0

Table I. Articulatory labelsfor the refer-
ence vowels.

MLPs with one hidden layer were used
because they are theoretically able to en-
code relationships of any complexity [6].
The number of hidden nodes was chosen
by experiment starting with one hidden
node, then incrementing the number one
by one. The architecture which gave best
performance on the training data was cho-
sen. The number of hidden nodes for the
backness and closeness descriptors was
two.

VOWEL DESCRIPTION RESULTS
The cepstral data of the pseudo-static

intervals of the English vowels were pro-
cessed by the trained articulatory descrip-
tors (i.e. the closeness descriptor and the
backness descriptor), on a frame by frame
basis. The outputs from the descriptors
were the activation scores of the output
nodes of the MLPs, which indicated with
what probability a given input frame can
be labelled with the articulatory label of
the descriptor.

Figure 6 reports the results by combin-
ing the output from the two descriptors.
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ROCKIES

Figure 6. Test results averaged over
six stop contexts offour reference vowel
model: 11 pseudo steady state vowels on
Closeness versus Backness plane.

The horizontal axis represents the back-
ness, where the left represents maximal
frontness and the right represents maxi-
mal backness. The vertical axis represents
the closeness, where the top end repre-
sents maximal closeness and the bottom
end represents maximal openness.

Analysis of Figure 6 reveals that, com-
pared with the phonetician’s auditory
judgements (Figure 4) and the Fln-Fl
plot (Figure 5), the automatic method us-
ing the four reference vowels resolves the
English vowels well. The positioning of
the vowels approximates more closely to
the positioning in the Fln-Fl plot than
to the positioning of the auditory judge-
ments, especially for the back vowels.

Because of the restrictions of space,
test results in individual contexts are not
included here. The resolutions appear
to be rather sensitive to differences in
the consonantal frame. It can only be
assumed that differential consonantal as-
srmilation is occurring which is currently
being studied.

Comparing the test results of eight ref-
erence vowel models [4] with that of four
reference vowel models, the latter has im-
proved substantially the description of thevowels, specially with respect to the back
Vowels. One noticeable problem is that
some VOWels (/i, I, u, 0/) are positioned onthe extremity of the maximum closeness
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which is unrealistic.

CONCLUSIONS
This study arose from our concern to

improve the reference vowel set over that
used in [4]. The results have clearly
shown improved vowel positioning by
choosing four primary cardinal vowels as
reference vowels instead of all the eight
cardinal vowels. The method provides a
normalised system of automatic phonetic
quality description. The challenges that
remain include further understanding of
the impact of consonantal context on the
method and ways of accounting for it. It
is also important to find ways of training
naive speakers to produce reference vow-
els which may then be used to normalise
automated phonetic description of their
vowels.
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this paper is to compare
different acoustic and articulatory representa-

tions on a vowel classification task. Classifica-
tion results were obtained based on linear
discriminant analysis and decision trees algo-
rithm with cross—validation on the speakers.
The cepstrum, the formants and the articula-

tory representations achieve similar perfor-
mances with linear discriminant analysis. The
decision tree algorithm provides accurate
classification rules for the formants and the
articulatory representations. The resulting
articulatory rules are consistent with our
knowledge on vowel production and could be
efficiently used in knowledge—based systems.

INTRODUCTION

A problem of long—standing interest in
speech analysis and recognition concerns
the most appropriate representation for
acoustic-phonetic decoding. In this work
we will focus on vowels; results for plo-
sives place of articulation identification
can be found in [1]. Vowels are tradition-
ally described in term of static spectral
characteristics or articulatory configura-
tions.

From the acoustic point of view, global
spectrum descriptions in term of a small
set of coefficients (for example the LPC
coefficients) can be used. However, the
standard representation for vowels con-
sists in the first resonance frequencies of
the vocal tract (the formants frequencies).
It is well known that, even if the first for-
mants frequencies are efficient cues to
classify vowels, there exist an important
speaker variability — for example, the dif-
ferences between male and female
speakers [2]. Moreover, in fluent speech,
the target vowels are not always reached
when produced in a consonant context
[3]. Nevertheless, this phenomenon does
not introduce any degradation in the
human recognition capabilities [4]. A
large amount of work continues however

to focus on static description of vowels
(see for example [5] and [6]).

From the articulatory point of view,
one can describe a vowel by the configu-
ration of an articulatory model that pro-
duces similar spectral characteristics.
Unfortunately, the computation of the
articulatory configuration from the acous-
tic parameters (the acoustic-to-articula-
tory inversion) is not a trivial problem. In
previous work [7], we developed a tool
that realizes this inversion in the frame-
work of an articulatory model, based on
the first three formant frequencies.

Our aim in this work is to compare sev-
eral acoustic and articulatory representa-
tions on a vowel classification task.

ACOUSTIC REPRESENTATIONS

The speech signal was passed through
a 5 kHz cutoff low-pass filter, and sampled
at 10 kHz. The si 7nal was then preampha-
sized (1 - 0,95 2‘ ) before further process-
ing. Six different acoustic representations
have been chosen. Three of them are
directlycomputed from the speech signal,
and are widely used in statistical speech
recognition systems (e.g. HMM). The
three remaining ones are related to for-
mant frequencies, prevalent in knowl-
edge-based recognition systems.

0 LPC (LPCA): The LPC coefficients were

computed with the autocorrelation
method on a 25,6 ms frame multiplied
by a Hamming window. The number of
poles of the predictive filter was fixed to
12.

0 LPC cepstrum (LCPS): The LPC cepstral
coefficients were derived from the pre-
dictive coefficients obtained with an
LPC analysis [8]. As before, we used the
first 12 coefficients.

0 Cepstrum (CPST): Cepstral coefficients

were computed from a 16 ms frame mul-
tiplied by a Hamming window. The first
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12 coefficients of the cepstrum were
used in order to describe the spectral
characteristics of the signal at the mea-
surement point.

0 Formants (FORM, BARK, MEL): The
formant values were extracted semi—au-
tomatically on the basis of the different
acoustic representations. We used 3 dif-
ferent scales for the frequency axis:
Hertz (FORM), Bark [9] (BARK), and
Mel [10] (MEL).

ARTICULATORY REPRESENTATIONS

Four articulatory representations were
selected. The first one is computed from
the LPC coefficients. The other three cor-
respond to the control parameters of three
different articulatory models. These con-
trol parameters are provided by a neural
network performing the acoustic-to-artic-
ulatory inversion on the basis of the first
three formant frequencies [7].

0 LPC area (LAREA): The LPC area func-
tions are computed from the LPC reflec-
tion coefficients as suggested by [11].

0 DRM (DRM): The distinctive regions
model [12] is an 8 regions acoustic tube
with transversal control. The model is
derived from acoustic properties of the
uniform acoustic tube. The control pa-
rameters are the sections of the 8 re-
gions. The length of the tube was kept
constant (18 cm).

0 Maeda (MAEDA): Maeda’s model [13]
IS an articulatory model derived from X-
ray sagittal cuts. A set of 7 parameters
controls the shape of the sagittal cuts.

0 Lin Fant (LF): Lin and Fant’s model [14]
IS a geometrical model with longitudi-
nal control. There are 3 main control pa-
rameters (two for the principal
constriction, and one for the lips).

EXPERIMENTS

In order to study the effectiveness of
these different representations for the
classification of vowels, a set of vowel-
consonant-vowel (VlCVZ) was recorded
(Where C is one of the six plosives [p, t, k,
b, d, g], and V1 or V2 one of the five vowels
la, 03,1, ll, y]). The resulting 150 VCV were
recorded by 11 male speakers, giving a
total of 1650 tokens and 3300 vowels. The
10 representations are computed in the
stable part of the vowel V1 and V2.

In a first experiment, vowel recogni-
hon results were obtained based on linear
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discriminant analysis [15] with cross-val-
idation on the speakers: the tokens from
each individual speaker are successively
removed from the training set, and used
as a test set. The results can therefore be
considered as speaker-independent. Each
training set consists in 3000 vowels, and
each test set in 300 vowels. The results are
presented in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Results of discriminant analysis for the
ten representations showing percent of correct
classification: resultsfor each test speaker (cross-
es) and averaged performance (in grey).

The formant based representations
obtain the best performances on average.
Their scores are, however, comparable
with those of other acoustic representa-
tions — like LCPS — which have higher dis-
persions. We can observe that LPCA
obtains lower performances.

The performances of LAREA -less
than 80% and a very high variability
among the different speakers — are signif-
icantly lower than the other representa-
tions. On the contrary, the three other
articulatory representations present per-
formances comparable to the formant
cues. Their dispersions are larger than for
FORM but remain lower than for LCPS.
On average, LP is less performant than
DRM and MAEDA.

We observed that the vowel giving the
largest amount of errors is [a], often con-

fused with [as]. This result is illustrated in
figure 2 showing the scatter plot of the
3300 vowels on the two first discriminant
axes for 4 representations.

In a second experiment, we used a deci-

sion trees algorithm named C45 [16].This
technique allows to build a tree that clas-
sify the data with a succession of tests
involving just one attribute. The tree is
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Figure 2: Scatter plot of the 3300 vowels on the
two first discriminant axes for LCPS, FORM,
DRM and MAEDA.

then pruned so that it becomes both sim-pler and more accurate on unseen cases.
Finally, the algorithm generates a produc-
tion rule classifier that is usually as accu-
rate as the pruned tree, and more easily
understood by people. This algorithm has
been applied to four representations:
LCPS, FORM, DRM and MAEDA. As for
the discriminant analysis, the perfor-
mances were obtained with cross-valida-
tion on the speakers. The results are
presented on figure 3.

LCPS obtains bad performances in
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Figure 3: Results of decision trees and rules for
four representations showing percent of correct
classification: results for each test speaker
(crosses) and averagedperformance (in grey)

comparison with the other three represen-
tations. The performances of LCPS are
even worse when using the rules. This
result can be explained by the size of the
trees generated by the algorithm (see
table 1). The trees for LCPS are on average
three times larger than for the other rep-
resentations and their interpretation is
quite intricate. Therefore, the algorithm
does not succeed in generating a set of
rules able to classify efficiently the five
vowels. This indicates that the boundaries
are complex and that thevowels cannot be
separated with simple production rules.

Table 1: Comparison of results obtained with the
decision trees (mean size of the trees ~ lt- and
correct classification scores) and with the rules
after pruning the tree (mean number of rules
— # - and correct classification scores).

Decision trees Rules

Method it Classified # Classified

LCPS 121.5 91.28 % 8.8 67.83 96
FORM 39 97.43 % 9 97.66 %

DRM 25.7 98.25 '36 6 98.31 %
MAEDA 34.3 97.67 % 7.3 97.67 %

On the contrary, the performances of
the three other representations are similar
to those obtained by discriminant analy-
sis. Moreover, the rules generated by the
algorithm are quite intuitive :
0 The rules deduced from FORM make ef-

ficient use of the formant frequencies In
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order to discriminate the vowels.
0 The rules deduced from the two articu-

latory representations DRM and MAE-
DA are very intuitive and consistent
with our knowledge on the production
of vowels. They use the main constric-
tion and the lips opening to distinguish
among the vowels.
Finally, it is interesting tonote thesmall

sizeof the tree for DRM, able toclassify thefive vowels with, on average, only six
rules.

CONCLUSIONS

We compared 10 representations of the
speech signal on a vowel identification
task with two different classification pro—
cedures: the linear discriminant analysis
and the decision trees algorithm. The cep-
strum, the formants and the articulatory
representations achieve similar perfor-
mances with linear discriminant analysis.
When using the decision tree algorithm,
similar performances are only obtained
for formant and articulatory representa-
tions. Indeed, for the cepstrum, the per-formances of the rule-based classifier are
found to be significantly worse. This canbe explained by an overfitting of the train-
ing setwhich results in very complex treesthat are unable to abstract the data.
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ABSTRACT

A phonetically oriented database for

Mandarin Chinese speech is designed

Using two electronic corpora of 77,324,

lexical entries and 5,353 sentences, 1,455

lexical items and 599 phrasesl sentences

in discourse/short stories that cover all

possible segmental, syllabic plus tonal

combinations in Mandarin Chinese were

generated Tailored software is designed

to perform phonetic and acoustic

analyses for collected speech samples .

INTRODUCTION

The need to establish a large scale

database of Mandarin Chinese speech has

been existing ever since research in

speech synthesis and speech recognition

began in Taiwan over a decade ago.

Synthetic speech and automatic speech
recognition by computers offer the most
optimal and eflicient method of

communication between humans and

computers. [2, 3] While researchers in
Taiwan have been actively conducting
research in both speech synthesis and
speech recognition in Mandarin Chinese
without a large scale database, a

consensus has been reached that a

database that would provide
orthographic, phonetic as well as
acoustic information would be essential.
The paper reports part of an ongoing
project toward that goal. The project
consists of a knowledge database, a

corpus database, a parsing database, a
speech database and finally an application
end. Resources and specialties from
various sectors in Academia Sinica,

Taipei, Taiwan has been delegated. This

report is the first attempt to describe the

speech database only.

Although officially beginning in the fall

of 1994, researchers at Academia Sinica

have initiated and participated in several

previous efforts to collect of speech

database in Mandarin Chinese. We

realize such a database would be crucial

because the acoustic realizations of

segments and tones and their interactions

depend on complex interactions among

many factors. At the present stage, we

are prepared to deal with factors that are

phonetic and acoustic, emphasizing the

tonal aspect of Mandarin Chinese in

particular and therefore using syllable as

the basic unit . The long term goal is to

establish a large scale database that

would incorporate intra—speaker and

inter-speaker factors. However, the

present focus is a phonetically-oriented

database that aims to include all possible

intra- and inter-syllabic and tonal

combinations in most frequently used

words so that speech collected under

such guidelines would enable us to

investigate phonetic properties that

would be of use for developing a speech

synthesis and recognition system.

THE SPEECH DATABASE

The database consists two types: (1)8

word database and (2) a continUOS

speech database. Both types are now

being developed by collecting Speech
data from different speakers.

DESIGN OF THE DATABASE

Both the word database and the

continuous sentence database are

designed to be phonetically balanced.
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For the word database, an electronic

dictionary corpus called Modern Chinese

Corpus [11 that include more than 80,000

lexical items were used. Software was
designed to first select lexical entries of

at most four syllables in structure. A total

of 77,324 items were derived. Software

was then designed to select items that

cover all possible intra— and intra-syllabic
plus tonal combinations from three sets

of sub-corpus, i.e., the most frequently

used 20,000, 40,000, and 77,324 lexical

items from the text corpus. Table I
summarizes the results.

Table I. Statistical analysis of
phonetlcally specified lexical Items from
3 text corpora.

Total ll of lexical
items 20,000 40,000 77,324

mono- # 3,177 4,369 6,974
syllabicfi of possrble
words tones 5 5 5

di- # 14,276 27,431 48,349
syllabic ft of possible

words tonal 20 20 20
combinations

tri- # 1,674 4,380 11,562
syllabic ll of possrblc
words tonal 78 92 97

combinations

quadri- # 873 3,820 10,349
syllabic it of possublc

words 10m“ 235 300 354
combinations

ll of possible inter-
syllable 1,351 1,536 1,649

combinations
Results demonstrate that choosing

lextcal items with the above-mentioned
phonotactic and phonetic specifications
from a corpus of only 20,000 most
frequently used words would suffice.
Therefore, the chosen word database
consrsts of 1,455 frequently used words
that the include 393 monosyllabic, 676
dlsyllabic, I45 trisyllabic and 241
quadrisyllabic words of altogether 3,144
syllables. Table 2 summarizes the results.
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Table 2. Statistical analysis that shows
the distribution of the chosen words that
formed the described database.

Total # of lexical items 1,455
monosyllabic # 393

words # ofpossible tones 5
disyllabic it 676

words ft of possible tonal 20
combinations

trisyllabic ll 14 5
words it of possible tonal 78

combinations
quadrisyllabic It 24 1

words # of possible tonal
. . 235

combinations
# of possible inter-syllable

. . 1,351
combinations

The continuous speech database, on
the other hand, consists of 599 sentences
that are constructed from 5,353

sentences that included ten stylistic
variations of narratives and/or speech.
Duration of sentences/discourse varies
from 2 to 180 syllables.

DATA COLLECTION
The initial goal of the database is

intended to collect homogeneous speech

to set up standard references phonetically

and acoustically because large-scale

speech data to be collected in later stages

will include a variety of inter- and intra-

speaker differences due to dialectical

pronunciations. We recruited pro—

fessional Mandarin language teachers

whose production of Chinese is of the

standard of professional narrators. Sound

proof chambers equipped with PC486

and beyerdynamic MO9N(C) microphone

were used during recording sessions. The

words and sentences were read at a

normal speaking rate. Each complete set

of speech data by each speaker came to 7

hours of recording time. Table 3

summarizes the speakers of our standard

references.
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Table 3. Summary of speakers whose
speech serves as standard reference for
the database.

age gender # of speakers

65 years and male I
above female I

35- 65 years male I

female I
under 35 male I

years female I

SEGMENTATION AND LABELING
Segmentation and transcription of the

database were done by hand in order to
keep the quality of the reference speech
data as high as possible so that it could
serve as our basis for designing the
software that would perform the initial
segmentation and labeling when large-
scale speech data is collected Four
windows displayed (l) waveform of the
utterance; (2) spectrogram; (3) peak of
auto correlation function. root mean
square. probability of voicing. and
fundamental frequency patterns; and (4)
phonetic labeling respectively on one
screen. are also displayed. A trained
personnel inspects the diSplay of the top
three windows while segmenting the
speech signal phoneme-by-phoneme.
Note that at the current stage. only
phonetic transcription is provided. Since
it is a difficult task to define boundaries
between phonemes. especially between
two adjacent vowels. boundaries were
defined as the center of the formant
transitions between the two phonemes [4]
while listening through headset at the
same time. Figure I shows an example of
segmentation and labeling.

When establishing the electronic files.
tagging system was designed following
specifications from the Linguistic Data
Consortium (LDC) with additional tags
for tonal information. Phonetic
information is yielded to provide possible
in-depth investigation of spoken
Mandarin Chinese in general. Statistical
analyses are were also performed to
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further yield results of phonetic
phenomena that not available otherwise
Table 4a and 4b illustrates the kind of
statistical results from analyzed speech
data of one speaker.

Table 4a. Statistical analysis of
Mandarin (‘hinese consonants from the
described database produced by one
weaker.

. mean std . mean std
Wm“ (ms) (ms) I'M” (ms) (ms)

b l5 II J 75 22
p 79 23 q I64 33
m 90 25 x I72 41
f 106 28 2h 73 98
d IS [3 ch 128 47
t 85 23 sh 202 l07
n 71 24 r 90 65
l 70 25 z 129 90

24 9 c [88 ”3
k 101 20 s 204 97
h Ill 33

Table 4b. Statistical analysis of
Mandarin (‘hinese vowels from the
described database produced by one
s ealrer.

mean std "ham mean std
(ms) (ms) ’ (ms) ms

i 236 97 iao 298 l07
u 2” l08 iou 336 104

308 In ian 304 “6
a 249 87 in 29l 92

247 80 iagg 3l7 “7
e 237 I I8 ing 283 88
ai 279 94 ua 3H ”5
ei 256 IO6 uo 275 127
a0 294 Ill uai 296 84
ou 263 [21 uei 265 l03
an 268 103 uan 337 ”2
en 253 92 uen 289 98

an 302 HO uang 333 IL.
33g 276 98 ong 283 100

cr 278 99 yue 316 83
ia 304 104 yuan 341 97
ie 29] 98 yun 296 92

nhnnpr

iai 577 l yung 313 I“-
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figure 1. Example of the 4-windtm' display ofan utterance from the screen. From lopto bottom. window I displays the waveform; window 2 the spectrogram: wittdow 3 autocorrelation functions. probability of voicing. and the fundamental frequency patterns:window -I the phonetic labeling.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
An outline of a Mandarin Chinese

speech database is described . At the
current stage. it consists oftwo types of
databases. Speech data are transcribed
with fine acoustic-phonetic labels to meet
a variety of needs for speech research, So
far, data from six speakers. three males
and three females have been completely
digitized. The project is at its first year of
a 5-year endeavor. Next year effons will
be devoted to collected speech data using
statistical methods so that a large number
0f speakers. each providing a fraction of
the above designed set. will participate.
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JITTER-MEASUREMENTS
FROM TELEPIIONE-TRANSMITTED SPEECH

Isolde Wagner
edeskriminalam! - FB Sprechererkemnmg Wiesbaden, Germany

ABSTRACT
The present study investigates the va-

lidity of a new jitter-algorithm on tele-
phone-transmitted speech samples which
are particularly degraded by band-Width
limitation. The algorithm has been deve-
loped for specific use in forensic speaker
identification and allows for the quantifi-
cation of hoarseness not only from isola-
ted sustained vowels but also from
vowels in connected speech. The results
of a pilot study are presented here. They
show that the algorithm is valid to differ-
entiate speakers with certain kinds of
pathological hoarseness from speakers
with normal voices.

INTRODUCTION
In order to quantify voice qualities

which are perceived as hoarse, special
attention has been paid to a phenomenon
which refers to the temporal irregularities
of the vibration process of the vocal
folds. The phenomenon is called jitter. It
is defined as the involuntary short-term
variation of the voice fundamental fre—
quency (fo) from one cycle to the next, in
contrast to the voluntary and controlledlong-term variation of to which is thephysical correlate of sentence intonation.

While several studies have proposedmethods to allow for jitter measurementsin high quality recordings of isolated sus-tained vowels [l,2,3,4,5,6 for example],there seems to be no reliable method ofmeasuring jitter in connected or degraded
speech. These problems, however, arisein forensic speaker identification (SI),
where (a) non-cooperative speakers haveto be examined who are not inclined to
produce sustained vowels, and (b) the
majority of the speech samples to beanalysed are telephone-transmitted with apass-band between about 300 to 3400Hz. Therefore a new jitter-algorithm wasdeveloped by the Forensic Science Labo-ratory of the Bundeskriminalamt (FederalCriminal Police Office) and the Universi-ty of Trier which was designed to yieldreliable results even under forensic condi-

trons.

JITTER-ALGORITHM
The new algorithm differs from pre-

vious ones by allowing jitter measure-
ments either from sustained vowels or
from vowels in connected speech,
irrespective of the underlying sentence
intonation. It has been implemented on a
MEDAV SPEKTRO 3000 computer
system and consists of two analytical
procedures: (a) a new to analysis method
which is based on frequency demodula-
tion procedures providing high resolution
fo values, and (b) a new method for the
computation of jitter taking up the basrc
idea of relative average perturbation
(RAP) as suggested by Koike [4].

The two procedures have been ex-
plained in detail in an earlier study [7],
however, the specificity of the new algo-
rithm is described in more detail here. It
consists in treating the high resolution fo
contour as a multidimensional vector. A
second, auxiliary vector is derived from
the first using a method of approximation
with a third order polynomial function - a
contour with one point of inflexion, ser-
ving as a reference vector of the fo con-
tour. In Figure l, the second wmdow
from the bottom gives an example how
the procedure works with jitter in a por-
tion of 120 ms duration of the sustained
vowel /a:/ produced by a hoarse male
speaker at an average fo of 88 He. The
steps represent the high resolution it)
contour including short-term variations;
the smooth curve represents the long-
tenn variations derived by a third order
polynomial function which describes the
intonation contour. The deviation of the
actual values from the polynomial func-
tion is calculated and the result is shown
in the lower right corner in terms 0f
RAP. The value is 2.8655 %.

EXPERIMENT
In order to test the validity of the

algorithm based on speech samples which
are degraded by band-pass filtenng and
thus do not contain the limdamental tn
the signal, the study uses a harntonfl7
rather than the fo as a multidimensronal
vector in the procedure. The results of
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the jitter measurements obtained in this
way are compared to the results of mea-
surements on the basis of high quality re-
cordings.

SUBJECTS AND MATERIAL
The material consists of recordings of

seven male German speakers with normal
voices and seven speakers with patholo-
gical hoarseness of various origins devi-
ding the hoarse speakers into two sub-
groups: speakers who suffer (a) from
hypo- and (b) from hyperfimctional dys-
phonia. The recordings were made under
sound treated conditions using high qua-
lity equipment. Subjects were required to
produce difi‘erent types of sustained
vowels, both in isolation and in a lm/-
context, and also various sequences of
connected speech.

ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
Recordings of both of the two sus-

tained productions of the vowels /c/, /£/,
/a/, and /o/, and one sample of the same
vowel from connected speech were digi—
tized in the MEDAV SPEKTRO 3000
computer system in a two channel mode,
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where subsequently one of the two chan-nels was band-pass filtered from 300 to3400 Hz, thus simulating the degradingcharacteristic to telephone-transmission.Jitter-measurements were made using thefo from the channel containing the highquality recording, and the third harmonic(h3) from the filtered channel, becauseeven in low male voices, it can be safelyassumed to be within the range of tele-
phone-transmission.

RESULTS
Because it was observed that jitter

values vary with the duration of the mea-
sured portion of the vowel and because
of the fact that in connected speech
vowel durations of more than 120 ms are
rare, portions of 120 ms were used for all
measurements. Furthermore, it was found
that the four different vowels /e/, /e/, /a/,
and /0/ did not yield any systematical dif-
ferences in jitter values. Therefore, these
vowels were pooled in the study.

For the purpose of comparing be-
tween high quality and degraded speech
samples distributions of high and low jit-
ter values were investigated on measure-
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Figure 1. Procedure ofthe newjitter-algorithm working in the sustainedproduction ofthe vowel /a:/
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Figure 3a. Distribution ofjitter values:
measurements based on h3 of sustained
vowels

merits based both on to and h3 for the
hoarse and normal speakers and for both
vowel conditions separately. Mean jitter
values, as well as minimum and maxi-
mum values were computed for the dif-
ferent types of measurements for the nor-
mal speakers and the two groups of
hoarse speakers.

Jitter-measurements based on fo
Figure 2a shows the distribution ofjit-

ter values for measurements based on to
for the two sustained vowel productions.
The fiill line represents the values for the
normal speakers, the broken line the
values for the hoarse speakers.

It was established that most of the
values for the normal speakers range be-
tween 0.2 to 0.3% RAP. Values of more
than 0.5% are rare. The means are 0.3%,
the minimum values 0.1% and the maxi-
mum values 0.7% RAP for both of the
two sustained productions. The values
for the hoarse speakers, however, show a

DOJI'JIIJSQJIAI
RAP“)

Figure 2b. Distribution ofjitter values:
measurements based on [0 of vowels
from connected speech
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Figure 3b. Distribution ofjitter values:
measurements based on h3 of vowels
from connected speech

very large range of between 0.1 and
4.4% RAP. But, whereas the values for
the hypofiinctional group are well Within
the range of the normal speakers, the
values for the hyperfunctional group are
clearly higher, and values of less than
0.5% RAP are very rare. The mean
values are 1.0 and 1.1% RAP for the two
sustained productions, however, the van-
ation within this group is large.

Figure 2b shows the distribution ofjit-
ter values for measurements based on To
of the vowels from connected speech. It
emerged that jitter values were lughef
than in the sustained vowel productions
for all groups of speakers, and both of
the two groups of hoarse speakers differ
from the group of the normal speakers.
Whereas the range of the normal spea-
kers' jitter values amounts to 0.2 to 0.7%
RAP with a mean of 0.4%, the hoarse
speakers exhibit jitter values rangingfrom 0.4 to 4.3% RAP with a mean of
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0.7% for the hypofunctional and a mean
of 1.6% for the hyperfimctional group.

Jitter-measurements based on b3
Figure 3a shows the distribution ofjit-

ter values for measurements based on h3
of the sustained vowel productions. It is
evident that the jitter values of all groups
of speakers are lower than the compara-
ble values obtained from measurements
on the basis of f0. Nearly all of the jitter
values (51 out of 56) of the normal spea-
kers are distributed between 0.1 and
0.2% RAP for the two sustained produc-
tions. The minimum value is 0.0%, the
maximum value is 0.3% RAP. The
hoarse speakers, however, exhibit larger
variation in the jitter values ranging from
0.1 to 0.5% RAP for the hypofunctional
and from 0.1 to 1.6% RAP for the hyper-
functional group. The means are 0.2 and
0.3%, respectively, for the hypo— and 0.4
and 0.5% RAP for the hyperfimctional
group for the two sustained productions.

Figure 3b shows the distribution ofjit-
ter values for measurements based on h3
of the vowels from connected speech. As
for the sustained vowels it was observed
that all jitter values obtained from mea-
surements based on h3 are lower than
those based on to. However, the values
of vowels taken from connected speechare higher than those based on sustainedvowels. The normal speakers show val-ues from 0.1 to 0.6% RAP with a meanof 0.3%, and the hypofiinctional groupyields values which are well within therange of the normal speakers. The valuesof the hyperfimctional group, however,range from 0.2 to 1.9% RAP with amean of0.8%.

DISCUSSION
_ The jitter-algorithm was found toifl‘erentiate speakers with certain kindsof pathological hoarseness from normalspeakers through measurements based onh] as well as on fo and on both types ofvowel production. Whereas speakerswho suffer from hypofiinctional dyspho-the show. jitter values which are more orless Within the range of those of normalSpeakers, .speakers who suffer fi'omhyperfunctional dyphonia exhibit values“(hell are much higher and more widelydistributed. The boundary line betweenthese hoarse speakers and the normal
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speakers is about 0.5% for the measure-ments based on to and about 0.3% RAPfor the measurements based on h3. Jittervalues based on vowels in connectedspeech were found to be slightly higherthan those based on sustained vowels.This can possibly be explained by theinfluence of coarticulation on the vowelsin connected speech. All these findingscorrespond with the results of a previousstudy by the present author [7], wherejitter~measurements were made on the
basis of to from the vowel /a/ only. Theobservation that jitter values obtained
from measurements based on to are sys-
tematically higher than those based on h3
is considered to be related to the working
principle of the algorithm.

It can be concluded that the algorithm
is in principle able to measure jitter inconnected speech which is degraded by
the particularly band-pass filtering of
telephone-transmission. However, before
the procedure can be established in foren-
sic SI, more research is needed.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a very flexible

environment in which to perform speech
related experiments along with some ex-
amples. A complete range of operations
for the speech researcher is available
from low-level signal processing to high-
level phonetic analyses and semi-auto-
matic transcription using neural net-
works. Entities such as signals and tran-
scriptions are all represented as objects
and can be stored between sessions via a
transparent database system.

INTRODUCTION
Speech databases have been developed

for the major European languages and
have been available for use for several
years already [1]. However, the lack of a
comprehensive and transcribed speech
database for Finnish has hindered re-
search in speech analysis and recognition
for this language. In 1991 we initiated a
project in which Finnish speech material
was collected into a database and tran-
scribed manually by phoneticians [2].

Since we desired a very flexible envi-
ronment in which to perform speech ex-
penments we decided to implement the
database on top of our object-oriented
QuickSig signal processing system [3].
The entire system is written in Common
Lisp and CLOS and provides for a
seamless integration of all activities. The
system includes input and output audio
channels, graphical tools for the user to
move around in the database, and tran-
scription frames with semi-automatic
transcription aids, such as diphone de-
tectors implemented with neural net-
works. Loading, caching, and storing of
signals is managed by the system auto-
matically and transparent to the user. An
advanced speech representation frame-
workrs used to represent phonetic and
linguistic information and can be used in
speech processing tasks such as analysis,
synthesis and recognition. The frame-
work allows for abstract, structural, spe-

cific, and fuzzy phonetic objects to exist
over different scales, e.g. from sentences
down to acoustic segments.
Transcriptions are automatically trans-
formed into these linked speech represen-
tation objects when accessed from persis-
tent store.

Predicate functions can be designed
and applied to search over all or part of
the database. For example, a search over
part of the database that includes 20,000
transcribed phonemes can be performed
in a few seconds. The search returns the
phonetic objects that matched the predi-
cate, e.g., a set of phonemes. These
phoneme objects are all linked to their
original signals and thus can be used in a
wide variety of signal processing meth-
ods and techniques found in QuickSig
such as spectral averages calculated over
specified regions of the speech signal,
formant analysis, and duration analysis.

LABELING PROCESS
Labeling of speech signals is accom—

plished with the aid of transcription
frames. The transcription frame serves as
a graphical user interface between the
technical aspects of the transcription pro-
cess and the transcriber. Any number of
different transcriptions may be linked to a
signal since different interpretations may
be required in some situations.

Segmentation
To ensure reliable and consistent seg-

mentation it is important that the user can
utilize decision-aiding transcription tools.
Conventional tools include time-wave-
form, FFT-spectrogram, and energy
contour displays.

In addition to these standard tools we
have implemented more advanced meth-
ods that rely on auditory modeling. An
auditory spectrogram on the Bark scale
and a loudness contour usually permit
more accurate segmentations to be made-
A spectral change measure calculated
from auditory spectra covering the SP3“
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Figure I. Transcription frame for labeling speech signals. An auditory spectrogram, aloudness contour, and the time waveform are shown along with a word and phoneticlevel transcriptions.

of the signal often indicate fairly accurate
locations for segment boundaries.

Neural networks can also be used to
determine segment boundaries. Diphone
detecting networks can offer reliable
semi-automatic hypotheses for phoneme
boundaries.

Labeling
. Signals are usually segmented accord-

g to their structure on a phonemic level.
In addition to this phonemic representa-
tions it rs possible to label material in
several hierarchical levels ranging from
low-level acoustical segments to sylla-
bles, words, and sentences.

e user can define the symbols used
for labeling operations according to spe-crfrc needs. For instance, a more narrow
ltanscnptron may be required in some
cases. This may be accomplished by
adding a new representational level to the
exrstrng transcription, or, by creating analternative transcription altogether.

Reading of other transcribed materialfrom databases is also possible and canViewed in the transcription frame.

Figure 1 shows a transcription frame
for the Finnish sentence <tarkka kirurgi
varoo niikt'iiiiin). Besides the time-wave-
form, loudness contour, and auditory
spectrogram, two different levels of tran-
scription are visible: a phoneme and a
word level. Frequently used operations
have been assigned their own buttons
and allow the user to perform different
functions such as playing portions of the
signal, assigning boundaries, and invok-
ing different transcription aids.

DATABASE
The database system has also been im-
plemented in an object-oriented pro-
gramming fashion and is designed for
simple and user transparent operation.
Besides containing signals, the database
can store transcriptions, speaker related
information, and in general any user de-
signed object. Links between different
objects allow for deferred loading, i.e..
an object is loaded into memory only
when required for a calculation and dis-
carded when not needed. This means that
an entire speech database can exist in
working memory simultaneously. Fast
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and efficient analyses can thus be per-
formed on large amounts of material.

Objects in the database are arranged in
a hierarchical manner. When a user ter-
minates a session the database system
automatically checks for objects that have
been created or changed and are trans-
ferred to permanent store.

Figure 2 shows a graphical represen-
tation of part of a Finnish speech
database. Nodes in the tree are mouse-
sensitive and allow for different opera-
tions to be performed, e.g., opening a
transcription frame, playing signals, and
inspecting the state of specific objects.

rr"

Figure 2. A graphical representation of
part of a speech database. By default
nodes are collapsed but may be opened
with the mouse.

The database currently contains ap-
proximately two hours of labeled speech
from two male and two female native
aish speakers. At this stage most of
the database consists of isolated words
but sentence material is being added.

PHONETIC HIERARCHY
All of the phoneme symbols created

during labeling are transformed into in-
stances that have is implicit feature stnrc-
ture. Figure 3 shows part of this network
seen from a phonological viewpoint. The
use of object-oriented CLOS class hierar-
chies define the specific structural rela-
tions between different phonetic units.
These relations can be used to represent
phpfnetie and lingtlilistic information when
pe orrnrn searc es and analthe databas‘e. yses over
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ANALYS ES
In this section we briefly present some

of the methods that are available for ad-
vanced phonetic analyses.

Duration Analysis
In this example the duration distribu-

tion of the vowel /i/ in a C/ilC context is
to be calculated for a single speaker.
First. a predicate is defined using Lisp
syntax:

(define-predicate C/i/C
(and
(previous—phoneme is—not-a V)
(x 13-: /i/)
(next-phoneme is-not-a V)
(speaker—is 'MV') ))

- Then a search over the entire database is
performed and a set of phonemes
matching the predicate is returned. Each
phoneme object has its own internal state
and can determine its duration in time. A
histogram can be built from these
phonemes and is shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4. Histogram of the vowel /i/ in a
consonant context (x-axis represents time
in seconds).

Spectral Average
Each phoneme not only knows it du-

ration but also its absolute position in
time. This information may then be used
by any analysis method. One such inter-
esting analysis is to calculate the auditory
spectrum at the midpoint of each
phoneme’s signal span. The average
spectrum and the spectral distribution for
all 412 /i/ vowels found in the previous
example are shown in figure 5.
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Figure 5. Auditory spectral average (top)
and distribution (bottom) for 412 /i/
vowels (amplitude vs. frequency on the
Bark scale).

Formant Analysis
Each individual phoneme's auditory

Spectrum can also be automatically ana~
lyzed for formant locations which can
then be displayed on a F1/F2 chart Infigure 6 the same 412 /i/ vowels have
been analyzed and displayed. Individual
vowels have their formants represented
y.c1rcles which are mouse sensitive.

Tlus allows the user to inspect each item
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separately and access information such as
exact formant locations, the transcription
and word in which the phoneme is situ-
ated, and other related information such
as speaker identity and recording
information. In this figure the actual
spectrum for the vowel pointed to by the
mouse is also shown at the bottom of the
figure. This allows the user to interact
with the analyzed data.
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Figure 6. Interactive FI/FZ chart, infor-
mation related to a specific /i/ vowel
(pointed to by the mouse), and its corre-
sponding auditory spectrum

SUMMARY
This paper presented a powerful and

flexible object-oriented speech database
system. The tools used to transcribe sig-
nals, the database system, as well as the
phonetic hierarchy were described.
Finally, some speech analysis methods
were presented. Since the system is built
on top of the extendible Lisp, CLOS, and
QuickSig DSP substrate, users are free to
add new analysis methods according to
their needs.
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AUTOMATIZED FORMING OF INDIVIDUAL SPEECH FILE
FOR AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION

AND SYNTIIESIS SYSTEM

Taras K. VINTS]UK
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ABSTRACT
The automatized Individual Speech

File (ISF) forming process is proposed.
ISF is intended for introducing into
computer to start automatic speech
recognition and/or synthesis for a given
person. For this the training procedures
are used. They automatically calculate
phoneme-threephone prototypes, tempo-
ral, prosodic, energetic and other
parameters and characteristics of speaker
voice which constitute so-called
Individual Speaker File.

GENERAL PRESENTATIONS
ISF forming procedures appeal to

Individual Speech Signal Archives
(ISSA) and process all its signals.

ISSA is a set of original speech signals
(e.g. speech realizations) expressed in
amplitude-time domain. ISSA is
considered as fulfilled then each speech
realization is accompanied by such
descriptions: l) onhographical text;
2) phoneme (phonetical) transcription;
3) phoneme signal bounds (marks);
4) current pitch periods and bounds, and
others.

ISSA forming is doing in laboratory
conditions and controlled by an expert
(e.g. researchers-phoneticians). The
expert can correct the phoneme segment
bounds using the mouse and by the way
of hearing speech segments and
regarding original and/or description
speech signals (current autocorrelation,
spectrum or cepstrum for example)
through the computer audio-video-
monitor. The marks accepted by the
expert are then transferred automatically
from one supported realization onto
others ones. The expert can correct the

realization transcription too. Each fixed
speech segment (with fixed bounds) is
considered as a realization of the
phoneme-threephone, that is a base
phoneme accompanied by both
preceeded and followed phonemes
accordingly with the phonetic context,
The phoneme-threephone history that is
word, sentence, realization number is
conserved too. Further, fixed phoneme-
threephone segments are used then as
prototypes for automatic segmentation of
speech realizations which correspond to
other words and sentences. So, there are
many procedures which copy expert
actions and automatize the labelization
process and ISSA forming.

ISSA and ISF for one supporting
speaker are then used in ISSA fulfilling
for a new speaker. The researcher-
phonetician invasion into the process of
forming of both Individual Speech Signal
Archives and Individual Speech File
expands the speech knowledge and
improves the accuracy of individual
automatic speech recognition as well as
the quality of individual automatic speech
synthesis.

ILLUSTRATIONS
As an example a speech signal

realization of the Ukrainian word 0.0M”
( ONE in English ) is presented in the
Figure l. The top graph is an amplitude-
time speech signal. Then current
autocorrelation, cepstr and spectr are
shown in three lower graphs respectively.
For these preprocessing presentations as
well as for segment bounds the uniform
discrete time with the step 15 ms was
used. The phoneme-threephone bounds
were arranged by the expert. Phoneme
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segments are accompanied by phoneme
symbols # (pause), O (O non-stressed),
_,q_ (voiced stop phase of D), A
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II

(plosive phase of D), M (I stressed), H
(N sonorant).

Figure I. Monitor presentation ofspeech signal realization of the Ukrainian word
OAHH (ONE in English).

The result of automatic transferring of
phoneme-threephone bounds accepted by
the expert (see Figure 1) onto a new

realization of the same word is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. lhe result ofautomatic transfln'ring of the phone boundsfrom the supported
realization onto other onefor the same word.

Figures 3, 4 and 5 present in detail the
fragments of the speech signal realization
shown in the Figure 1.

STATE OF THE ART
Now the Individual Speech Signal

Archives and the Individual Speech Filefulfiling technologies are being near

completion. Mainly ISSA and [SF are
made for Slavic languages especially
Ukrainian and Russian.

The result of the study is used in the
designing of Multilingual Speech
Dialogue Systems [I], [2], Oral Dictation
Machine, Oral Translation Machine.
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Qt. h 'L‘x Kerrk” i. tt

it

£9.c

Figure 3. Detail monitor presentation of the
Ukrainian word Ofll'lH airstfragment).

supported speech signal realization of the

Zfimnnkl Masoni-
911549 . .. ..

7290 A ' ' ' ‘
v 'v
_—7280
_:.1.«_1648_ . .._

......................................

SKI-ctr
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Figure 4. Detail monitor presentation of the supported speech signal realization of theUkrainian word O/II’IH (secondfragment).
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ABSTRACT
Problems around the interpretation of

glides arise in a recurrent way in Spanish
phonological descriptions. Nevertheless,
phonetic properties are usually neglected:
the term "semiconsonant" is based on the
syllabicity but the property of syllabicity
is not phonetically defined in a precise
way. In this study, the aim is to
characterise from a phonetic point of View
the semiconsonantal elements versus the
vocalic and consonantal elements related
in the Spanish sound inventory and to
observe their manifestation depending on
communicative factors. Two groups of
data have been used: speech samples
excerpted from conversations between
two speakers participating in the
consecution of the map task and the
reading of the same sequences in a neutral
way.

The findings suggests that phonetic
data obtained from the study of
spontaneous speech provide additional
information that should be included in the
phonological descriptions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Spanish phonetic descriptions allude to

different allophonic manifestations of li,
u/ and to some consonantal segments
associated to them. With respect to /i, u/,
syllabic and nonsyllabic vowels are
described, and related to this distinction,
differences between vocalic groups in
hiatus ~vowe1+vowe1 sequences-,
diphthongs -glide+vowel and
vowel+glide sequences- are stablished.
With respect to the consonant,
approximant, fricative or affricate
realisations of /j/ are found [1].

Nevertheless, phonetic properties are
usually denied in the descriptions: the
criteria determining the difference
between glide and vowel are based in the
syllabicity but the property of syllabicity
IS not phonetically defined in a precise
way. The purpose of the present study is
to provide additional data for Spanish

showing which are the acoustic cues that
distinguish between vowel, glide and
consonant, and which modifications due
to a change in speaking style are found.

2. PROCEDURE
A corpus of bisyllabic words with the

combination of interest appearing in the
first syllable has been constructed. Two
variables have been taken account: the
phonetic category -vowel. glide,
consonant (only the approximant
realisations have been taken into
account)-, and the vowel environment.
The sequences considered are the
following: the syllables ['je, 'ja, 'jo, 'ju,
'wi, 'we, 'wa, 'ao], the hiatuscs ['ie, 'ia,
'io, 'iu. 'ui, 'ue, 'ua, 'uo] and the
diphthongs ['je, 'ia, 'io, 'iu, 'ui, 'ue.
'ua, 'uo]. All the sequences are stressed.
In addition, the stressed vowels [i, u] in a
consonantal environment have been
included.

The occurrences of the items have been
observed in two communicative
situations: dialogues and reading.

In order to obtain a group of dialogues
large and natural enough, the model of
the HCRC corpus has been adopted [3]:
speakers are required to collaborate to
reproduce in the map of one of the
participants a route which is printed in the
other participant's map. In the maps, the
toponyms correspond to the words of the
corpus.

To carry out the reading task, the items
of the corpus were inserted into camer
sentences. There are different types 9f
carrier sentences so as to avoid the 11st
effect, and the sentences are presented 1n
separate sheets to regulate the elocution
rate of the speaker.

Sixteen male speakers aged between 20
and 30, with medium and high-level
SlUdit‘aS, participated in the experiment.
For each speaker, samples of both speech
situations were obtained.
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The recording sessions took place in a
sound-treated room at the Phonetics
Laboratory of the UAB using a Tascam
112 cassette recorder and a Sennheiser
MKHZO microphone.

The items of the corpus were analysed
by means of the speech analysis software
Waves+. Waveform displays and broad-
band spectrograms were plotted for each
sequence, and the following
measurements were taken: duration, F l
and F2 frequency.

Mean and standard deviation for
duration and frequency values have been
calculated, and significant differences
between the conditions have been
assessed by means of ANOVA tests.

3. RESULTS
From the obtained data, two questions

can be highlighted: on one hand, it is
possible to discriminate from an
acoustical point of view between vowels,
glides and consonants; on the other hand,
phonetic reduction phenomena affecting
vocalic groups have been found.

3.1. Vowel vs. vowel in hiatus
vs. glide vs. consonant

Table 11 presents the mean values of
data duration of a vowel in consonantal
environment, a vowel in hiatus, a glide
and a consonant in the two types of
corpus. Data corresponding to palatal and
velar quality have been pooled.

Table I]. Number of cases (n), mean
vulures (n) and standard deviation (sd) of
data duration ofa vowel (V), a vowel in a
hiatus (H), a semiconsommt (SC) and a
consonant (C) in the corpus of reading
and in the dialogues.

Reading Dialogues
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present similar durations; only the vowel
in a hiatus presents a longer duration. A
one-way ANOVA analysis shows
differences at a level of signification of
5%, in reading and in dialogues.

With respect to the consonant, a
difference related to the style have been
noted: in the corpus of reading, the
consonant is longer than the glide
whereas in the corpus of dialogues, it is
shorter.

As far as frequential domain is
concerned, any differences between the
compared categories have been found in
the F1 frequency values. On the
contrary, the F2 frequency can be
considered as an acoustic cue
distinguishing the phonetic categories
(see Table III).

Table III. Number of cases (n), mean
values (x) and standard deviation (3d) of
the F2frequency data of the vowel [i, uI,
the vowel (i, u] in a hiatus. the
semiconsonant [1', g] and the consonant
[j, w] in the corpus of reading and in
dialogues.

Reading Dialogues

n x(sd) n x (sd)

[1] 62 2216 (108) 54 2104 (129)

[UV 248 2155 (103) 152 2117048)

[1] 248 2116(96) I71 2019(163)

[j] 71 2124 (130) 137 2001 (190)

[u] 62 808 (92) 49 891 (129)

(111v 124 875 (205) 154 892 (188)
m 124 903 (196) 206 872 (191)
[w] 123 739 (93) 116 737 (1 17)

n 11 (st!) n x (sd)

124 78(16) 103 65(16)
496 104 (27) 306 86 (23)
491 76 (22) 374 59 (16)
I94 72 (23) 212 66(14)\

O
D

I
<

The glide, the consonant and the
Vowel 1n a consonantal environment

In the palatal set. the glide and the
consonant show frequency values lower
than the corresponding to the vowels in a
consonantal environment or in a hiatus,
in both types of corpus. A one-way
ANOVA analysis shows important
differences due to a change in the
phonetic category (p:.0(101).

1n the velar set, a difference due to the
speaking style can be described. In the
corpus of reading, two groups
corresponding to vowel and vowel in
hiatus, on one hand, and to glide and
consonant in the other hand; on the
contrary, in the corpus of dialogues, the
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glide shows the highest F2 frequency.
However, this difference doesn't arise as

significative when a two-way ANOVA
analysis (category x style) is applied on
the data: there are significative variations
related to a change in the category
(p:.0001) but not to a change of style
(p:.l638).

3.2. Phonetic reduction
phenomena in vocalic sequences

The main characteristic of a
communicative situation such as the
participation in the map task, where
subjects engaged in the achievement of a
common aim lose the attention paid to
their discourse, is the presence of
segmental reductions.

Three types of phonetic reduction
processes can be observed in the data: a)
diphthongisation, where a hiatus is
pronounced as a diphthong, b) deletion in
a hiatus. and c) vocalisation of a
diphthong.

From an acoustic point of view, it is
considered that a hiatus have become a
diphthong when the duration is reduced
and the formant frequencies are displaced
with respect to the ideal values of a
hiatus; deletion and vocalisation is noted
by the presence of a single segment.

3.2.1. Reduction of vocalic
groups in hiatus

All the sequences observed in the
dialogues show at least one case of
reduction to a diphthong, as presented in
Table IV.

Deletion is a less frequent process and
it can affect the fast element in the group,
as in ['ie] found as [e], the second
element in the group, as in ['io] which
becomes [i], or it can result in an
ilntei'mediate segment, as [0] coming from
‘ui .

Globally considered, hiatuses are
reduced to diphthongs a 9.5% of
occurrences whereas the 2% of cases is
pronounced as a single vowel.
Table IV. Number of cases analysed in
the corpus ofdialogues (n tot), number of ‘
sequences realised as diphthongs (n dip),
number of vocalisations (a vowel) and
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vowel derived from the reduction
process.

n tot Red. Reduction to a
dipht vowel

n dip vowel n vowel

['iu] 31 2

['io] 28 3 [i] 3

['ia] 34 1 [i] 1

['ie] 20 2 [e] l

['ui] 29 5 [o] l

['ue] 31 3

['ua] l9 3

['uo] l7 1

3.2.2. Reduction of diphthongs

Table V presents the number of
deletion cases found in the diphthongs
analysed in the corpus of dialogues and
the adopted solution for each case.

Table V. Number ofdiphthongs analysed
in the corpus ofdialogues (n lot), number
of cases appearing as a vowel (n) and
observed vowel; when several solutions,
number ofcases ofeach solution.

ntot nred vowel n

['iu] 30 3 [u] 2

[i] 1

['io] 39 7 [i] 5

[0] l

[e] 1
['ie] 34 8 [1] 6

[e] 2

['ue] 41 14 [o] 6

[U] 8
['ua] 30 4 [a] 1

[01 3
['ttOl 28 l [n]

Diphthongs are reduced to a vowel in
18.31% of occurrences and there is not
an important difference between the
behaviour of palatal groups (17.47%) and
velar ones (19.19%).
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Focusing on the vowel derived from
the reduction process. it has been
observed a strong tendency to preserve
the first element in the group: the 56.75
% of diphthongs shows an ellision of the
final element in front of the 16.21%
where deletion affects the initial element.

Table VI . Number of diphthongs
reduced to a vowel in the corpus of
dialogues (n red), number of cases of
deletion of the first element (% first),
number ofcases ofdeletion of the second
element (n second), number of cases in
which the solution is a new element (%
vow).
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11 Del. init. Del. final New
red. element element element

['iu] 3 2 l

[‘10] 7 1 5 1

[‘ie] 8 2 6

['ue] l4 8

['ua] 4 l 3

['uo] 1 l

4. DISCUSSION

The analysis of speech samples
obtained from different communicative
situations provide data about the acoustic
cues of the segments and about the
modifications dues to a change in
speaking style. The experiment presented
here have shown that both in reading and
in dialogues, duration and F2 are the
primary acoustic cues distinguishing
between the phonetic categories of
vowel, glide and consonant. These
properties shapes the minimal but
sufficient contrast for the identification of
the categories.

The duration of the vowel in hiatus,
different in a large degree from the
duration of the rest of segments,
suggests the presence of a process of
strenghthening of the vocalic quality that
preserves the group as hiatus, stopping
the diphthongisation, usual in Spanish.

The main acoustic cues are the same in
reading and in dialogues, but some
questions referred to the processes
observed in relaxed speech should be
taken into account. The behaviour of
phonetic reduction processes -when they
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are applied, which are the affected
elements- can provide additional data in
the description of the segments.

Observing the solution adopted in a
majority of cases as a result of the
vocalisation of a diphthong, a clash
between phonological intuitions and
phonetic behaviour is found.

If phonetic reduction was related to a
hierarchy of strengthness of the elements
[4], a higher percentage of deletion of the
glide would be expected.

On the other hand. if we focus on
syllabic role, the result is similar: given
that the vowel occupies the position of the
nucleus. the element more susceptible to
undergo a phonetic change should be the
glide.

0n the contrary. in presence of
phonetic reestructurations, a strong trend
to delete the vocalic element has been
found. It could be hypothesized then that
the position in the syllabic group exerts a
stronger influence than the phonological
nature of the element.

These findings suggests that
information coming from phonetic
analysis of speaking styles provide
additional data in the phonetic and
phonological description of the linguistic
systems and should be integrated in the
theoretical accounts [5].
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ABSTRACT
Segment frequencies in two represen-

tative corpora of Brazilian Portuguese

are interpreted as evidence for a lexi—

cally-based phonetic pattern. The pattern

consists in underexploiting the vowel in-

ventory, allowing for much coarticula-

tion to the right of the vowel and favor-
ing auditorily salient segments to the left

of the vowel.

INTRODUCTION
Maddieson [l] convincingly argues

that cross-linguistic frequency studies of
segments and segment sequences may
help clarify the interplay of articulatory
economy and acoustic/auditory distinct-
iveness in shaping sound patterns. At the
same time, he regrets the insufficiency of
the current statistical knowledge about
the sound units of the world's languages.
The study of a particular language may
thus contribute directly to fill this em-
pirical gap, shedding at least some indi-
rect light on the theoretical issues.

There are nevertheless some more di-
rect ways to gain theoretical insight
from the statistical study of a single lan-
guage. If the database is large, rich and
carefully coded, segment frequencies
may be taken as an estimate of the lan-
guage's phonetic preferences, whatever
their ultimate articulatory or acoustic
interpretation may be. The question then
arises whether such preferences are
consistent with what is independently
known about the language's sound pat-
tern. For example, do preferred and
avoided segments form phonetically
consistent classes? Are such classes re-
lated to allophony and sound change
trends? Do they agree with other aspects
of the pattern such as syllable structure?
If so, can segment preferences throw
fiirther light on the pattern itself? In
particular, can they contribute to the
phonetic interpretation of the segmental
notation?

This paper is a progress report on an
investigation of such questions in Brazil—

ian Portuguese. Segment preferences
were found to be stable in the language
by comparing a dictionary to a large oral
language database whose unity had been
established through the comparison of
several samples. The local differences

between the dictionary and the oral lan-

guage database, rather than obscuring

their correlation, were useful in inter-
preting the segment preference pattern

that emerged.
This pattern can be summarized as

follows: Brazilian Portuguese underex-
ploits its vowel contrasts and balances
its consonant preferences between those
which can be loosely coaniculated with
the vowel (cf. [2]) and those which rank

high in acoustic/auditory distinctiveness
(cf. [3]). Such an interpretation is con-

sistent not only with the historical and

synchronic trends of the language's pho-
nology but also with a deductive pho-

netic stance on the problem of sound or-
ganization and selection, as currently ad-

vocated by some leading phoneticians
[4, 5, 6].

METHOD
The dictionary sample consists of the

entire set of orthographic entries
(27,074) from Ferreira [7]. The spoken

language sample consists of 57 orthog-
raphically transcribed tapes from a pub-

lic database originally collected for a
nationwide oral language survey
(Projeto Norma Urbano Culra, hence-

forth NURC). The NURC team had re-

corded a representative number of highly
educated adults from five major Braztl-
ian state capitals in various lecture and
conversation settings. We have used all
the available electronic data, which
amounts to 72 hours of recording on 58
males and 43 females.

Both corpora were convened from
official orthography to an abstract pho-
nological code with the aid of a com-
puter program which determines syl-
labification and lexical stress and re-
solves onhographic ambiguities by
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means of rules (including some gram-
matical ones) and exception lists. The
initial version of this code (to be further
discussed below) distinguishes a total of
seven vowels [i, e, s, a, o, o, u] and
twenty-four consonants [p, b, m, f, v,
t, d, s, z, n, .I, l, K,_n,j,‘j, I, 3, k, g, w, W,
K, N]. Consonants are further classified
as to whether they occur to the lefi (L)
or to the right (R) of the vowel. All
vowels are considered oral, since nasal
vowels and diphthongs are dealt with by
allowing three nasals (unspecified N,
labiovelar w, and palatal ]) in R position.
For morphophonological coherence,
orthographic e and g are always as-
signed to /e/ and lol, though phonetic [i]
and [u] tend to surface in most post-
stressed and some pre-stressed contexts,

To funher inquire into the differences
between the lexicon and connected
speech, two subset files were derived
from the NURC corpus: GRAMNURC,
containing all the occurrences of gram-
matical words, and CONTNURC, con-
taining the remaining (content) words. A
computer program was then elaborated
to make the segment counts in the dic—
tionary (henceforth DIC) and in the
NURC files.

The lexicographers' convention of
listing infinitives, which are rather infre-

quent relative to other verb forms in the
language, introduced a bias for /J/ in the
DIC file, which was corrected by simply
ignoring infinitive lil's in the counts.

RESULTS
Figure 1 displays the segment per-

centages in the DIC and NURC data,
wrth syllable positions shown in stacks.
Spearman's p is 9.4 (p<0.001), which
indicates a high correspondence between
the two rankings. At this point, double
stacks apply only to [s, .1, l], since the
functional distinction between [i, u] and
[1, w] is built into the segment code. It is
already clear, in any case, that vowel se-
lection does not conform to a "maximal
contrast" [8] or "quantal" [2] principle,
as the high vowel and semivowel bars
generally add to less than the mid vowel
bars.

Equally intriguing is the question of
consonant selection. The ability to oc-
cupy R position clearly pushes [5, .1] into
higher ranks, but the same cannot be
said of [l], at least in the NURC data. As
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[N], in turn, ranks very high in both cor-
pom without ever occurring in L posio
tion, a possible explanation for the high
ranks of R consonants might be fieedom
to coarticulate with the vowel. This in-
terpretation cannot, however, be pushed
too far, since it leaves unexplained the
lower rank of [l] as well as the general
pattern of L consonants, where coronals
rank higher than labials and velars.

0n the other hand, the presence of a
certain drive for distinctiveness is very
clear in these data. Seven out of the ten
most frequent consonants in both sam-
ples correspond to the "salient" seg-
ments which Stevens and Keyser [3] de-
duce from the combination of their
"primary" features (sonorant, continu-
ant, and coronal) with their "enhancing"
features (voice, strident, nasal, etc).
This set consists of four voiceless ob-
struents [p, t, s, k], two consonantal
nasals [m, n], and one lateral [I]. As
should be expected, ranks are slightly
higher in the DIC than in the NURC
corpus, though the total percentages are
about the same (26.4% vs 27.4%, re-
spectively).

Let us now look at two rearrange-

ments of the same data.
Figure 2 is a remake of Figure l with

high vowels and semivowels collapsed
into a single category (i e, [j—>i] and
[w—)u]). Note that the linearity deliber-
ately adopted in the initial notation has
been abandoned here: nasal semivowels
are reassigned simultaneously to high
vowels and [N] (i.e., [],viI—> j+N, w+N]).

Figure 3 displays the count made on
the GRAMNURC and CONTNURC
files, with the reduced (less linear) in-
ventory.

It is now clear that high vowels pat-
tern with R/L consonants in ranking be-
tween L consonants and [a, e, o]. This
tendency is evident in the NURC data,
and somewhat more dispersed in the
DIC data, due to the high rates of [t, d].
In addition, the conformity of L conso-
nants to Stevens & Keyser's predictions

is much clearer in these graphs.
Note, for example, that the set of less
optimal L consonants [b, f, v, z, A, p, j,
3, K] - which amount to l0.5 and 7.5 %
in the BIG and NURC data, respectively
- is very small in the GRAMNURC file
(1.17%), where prosodic weakness in-
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creases the need for efficient encoding

of selected distinctions.
The role of the other not so "salient"

L segments [d] and [.1] is also clarified

by comparing the GRAMNURC With

the CONTNURC data. Their near com-

plementarity in these graphs suggests

that the crowded coronal region of the

language's consonant space is sensitive

to lexical strata, with grammatical words

accounting for most of the [d]‘s and con-

tent words, in turn, largely accounting

for the rather conspicuous auditory
contrast between [t] and [.I].

It follows from all of the above that
the reason why Brazilian Portuguese

does not fully exploit the basic vowel

triangle in lexical distinctions is that
acoustic distinctiveness and articulatory
economy divide the spoils within the
syllable: onsets tend to be auditorily sa-
lient while rhymes tend to be free from
any restrictions on coarticulation. Non-
high vowels are preferred underlyingly
because they coarticulate easily with
most R segments including high vowels
while leaving enough room for surface
raising, which does in fact occur very
frequently.

CONCLUSION
A simple conceptual and graphic

analysis of segment preferences in Bra-
zilian Portuguese has shown that both an
ideal lexicon (DIC) and the lexicon ac-
tually used in connected speech (NURC)
exhibit trends which are consistent with
processes observed in the language's
synchronic and diachronic phonology.
These trends can be summarized as a
preference for loosely coordinated geSF
tures to the right of the vowel, counter-
balanced by a preference for auditorily
salient gestures to the lefl of the vowel.

The tension generated by this asym-
metry has been responsible for the his-
torical loss of stops in syllable final po-
sition and for the emergence of syllable
initial approximants in word medial po-
sition. It is also currently responsible for
a number of phonological processes tak-
ing place in various dialects such as rho-
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tacization of laterals in syllable initial
clusters and loss of lateral. sibilant and
rhotic gestures in some medial and final
environments.

However preliminary. the results of
this study support experimental ap-
proaches to phonology and point to the
need for firrther quantitative studies of
Brazilian Portuguese. In addition, they
indirectly support theories which trans-
late segments into articulatory gestures,
particularly those which allow for the
interaction ofauditory and motor factors
in their selection and distribution [9].
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THE DELETION OF ld/ IN PREPOSITION 'DE'
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ABSTRACT
In Southern French from Marseilles, a

consonantal reduction phenomenon
concerning the deletion of the /d/ of the
French preposition "de" in noun phrase is
described. An explanation of these
segmental simplifications is proposed in
the theoretical framework of generative
phonology. Involved phonological
processes are presented. The deletion of
/d/ leads us to take into account the
behaviour of its two adjacent vowels.
The proposed analysis relies on both
theoretical and empirical arguments, in
particular on the general nature of the
mechanisms of elision in French.

INTRODUCTION
Spontaneous speech is subject to

various reduction phenomena general
enough to be taken as such in the
grammar of a particular language. The
interest of such an option has
considerable implications in the fields of
speech synthesis and recognition, in
particular, in the perspective of adapting
systems to the dialect forms of specific
communities of users. In the framework
of an investigation of spoken Southern
French, a morpho—phonological
phenomenon concerning the deletion of
MI in preposition 'de' in noun phrases
has been observed. An explanation of
these segmental simplifications (which
suppose the existence of non-reduced
abstract forms) is proposed in the
theoretical framework of standard
generative phonology [41 The deletion of
/d/ leads us to take into account the
behavrour of its two adjacent vowels.
INFORMANTS AND CORPUS

The corpus we have constituted for
the general investigation of Southern
French consists of tape-recorded
conversations with 6 middle-class
informants (30 minutes for each
speaker). Since our purpose is to bring to

light the linguistic regularities for a
sociolect, we have to define at once a
level of investigation. We can thus
eliminate most sociological variability
factors. For methodological reasons, the
6 male informants were chosen the same
area in Marseilles. They share a number
of common sociological references (sex,
school level, socio-eultural category,
birth place) but they are divided into three
age groups (23-27 years, 58—64 years,
more than 75 years). Taking into account
these sociological indicators allows a
better generalization of the observed
phenomena.

A phonetic transcription, corroborated
by a segmental acoustic analysis of the
occurrences was carried out. This allows
us to establish an inventory of the various
realizations and to bring to light the
different behaviours of the sequence.

ANALYSIS
At first, we briefly expose how the

underlying representations are defined for
the representation of final sehwas of
polysyllabic words which intervene in the
subsequent devlopment. In this regional
variant final schwas belong to the
underlying representation of words. This
position is justified for spoken French of
Marseilles because of its validi at a very
deep level. Brun [2] observed that in this
dialect 'L'e dit muet, n‘est pas muet.“
(1978 : 31).Today, schwas are still
pronounced by native speakers as
described in recent studies [1, 3, 6].
Speakers also delete these final schwas ;
thus the word ubeille (bee) can also be
realized labejl. But by contrast to
Northen French in which this deletion is
obligatory [5], in Southern French it
remains a variable process which is a
function of different factors (social,
phonetic, stylistie,...).

A last remark concerning the
realization of sehwa. We consider that
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schwa is phonetically present, only if its
realization is as long as the other vowels.

We observe that MI is not realized
when it is preceded by a polysyllabic
lexical unit which ends with sehwa. This
does not depend on the nature, nor the
number of consonants which precede the
final schwa of the polysyllabic word of
the noun phrase, or the one that follows
the preposition, eg.: les e‘le‘ves de so
classe (the students of his classroom)
[lezelevasaklasa], le centre de gravile’
(the center of gravity) [las'itragraviteL
la crosse de son fusil (the butt-end of his
riffle) [lakrasas3tgstl, la ville de Sanary
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(the town of Sanary) [lavtlasanarilL la
place dc l'église (the place of the church)
[laptasategtizalksee Figure 1 below).

This deletion is however optional, eg.:
Ia pone de I'Orient (the door of the East)
[lapartadalorj‘a'L une mine de charbon
(a mine of coal) [mtnadajarb’i].

No deletion case has been found,
when the preposition is preceded by a
word ending with a consonant or a vowel
different from sehwa. eg.: le gaz de ville
(the town gas) [gazdavtlaL Ie cure’ de
Saintulien (the priest of Saint-Julien)

[kgredas'53glj'é’l
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Figure 1. : Specirogrum of the phrase 'sur In place de l'e’glise"

When a pause or a hesitation mark is
realized after the preposition, W is never
deleted, eg.: Illlt’ page (le un ralrier
(l'e’cole (a page of a school note-
book).

In the same structural environments.
the sequence /_ Xa##da#/ can also be
realized in some different ways, in
particular it can be pronounced with the

deletion of the final schwa of the word
that precedes 'de". For example, the
phrases une bouleille (le 'batloil' (a bottle
of ‘Badoit'), and l'e'r'ole de la vie (the
school of life) are respectlly realized

lgnabutejdabadwal, and [lekoldalev'tl
The comparison of dilterent

realizations seems to suggest that the ttrst
way of analysing the reduced forms
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consists of deleting the final schwa of the
word that precedes the preposition, and
then of truncating ld/. This solution
presents a major drawback. When a /d/
deletion process takes place, it is likely to
treat without distinction the forms derived
from the phonological sequences
/__Xa##da#l whose final schwa could be
deleted, and those derived from the
sequences /_X##da#/, in which it must
not apply in order not to generate false
realizations, eg., le gaz de ville
/gaz"da'vtla/ > *[gazavtlal

The second alternative consists in
admitting that the truncation process
precedes the final schwa deletion
process. So, when whatever segment,
different from schwa, precedes 'de", the
consonantal deletion can not operate, and
/d/ remains.

After /d/ deletion, the two adjacent
schwas are now contiguous. However,
only one of them appears in phonetic
representations, the other one is deleted
during the phonological derivation. Two
obligatory phonological processes in
French are traditionally considered
responsible for schwa deletion in vocalic
environment, if one admits that 13/ can be
defined like any vowels by the [+
syllabicl feature. These processes are
schwa elision in pre-vocalic and post-
vocalic environment, that can affect
respectively the first and second schwa of
the sequence. It seems a priori that there
is no difference between one or the other
of the processes taking in charge the
deletion of one or the other of the
schwas. In both cases, the required
realization at the output of the
phonological component is obtained. The
two processes operate at a lexical-
morphological level, i.e. their application
domain is word bounded, in inter or
intra-morphematic sequences, eg.: une
robe bleue (a blue dress), lbl¢+al > [bio],
pri’ncesse (princess) lpr’ésresa/ >
lpresesal. But pre-vocalic schwa elision
operates also, like the /d/ truncation
process, at a post-lexical level, i.e. it
applies between word boundaries, eg.:
l'ami (the friend) lla'amt/ > [lam'tl The
application domain of post-vocalic schwa
deletion could be enlarged. But this
procedure has to be set aside at once,
because it has neither theoretical nor
emptncal scope. At the difference of pre-
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vocalic elision, it has only a weak
application domain, limited to this
particular phenomenon. In this sense, it
does not satisfy the maximal generality
condition required by linguistic theory.
As Dell [5] underlines, 'Une grammaire
doit exprimer le fail que l'existeltce de
re’gularite’s linguistiques n'est pas
fortuite, mais de’coule de certaines
propriéte’s de la langue comme syste‘me
stucture’. Elle doit prendre [es fails dans
un re’seau de généralisations aussi serre’
que possible."(p. 85) On the contrary,
this analysis is licit and satisfactory in the
ease of pre-vocalie schwa elision.
Futhennore, this analysis is corroborated
by an argument relying on the general
nature of the mechanisms of elision in
French, as confirmed by various
linguistic facts.

1- The definite article or subject
pronoun "la" has its vowel deleted before
a feminine word begining with a vocalic
initial, eg.: [(a) armoire, je [(11) (11' range’e
>l'armoire, je I‘ai range’eIlarmwara
3aler333l (l have put the wardrobe in
order). In the same way, /i/ of the adverb
I'si" is deleted when it is followed by
masculine subject pronouns "il, ils" (he,
they (masc.pl.)), eg.: s(i) il mange > s'il
mange [stlmSaal (if he eats). In these
two cases, the first vowel elision is
represented by the symbol of the
apostrophe in the orthography.

2- A frequent vocalic elision process
has been observed in our corpora. lts
application domain is limited to a few
words that belong to non-lexical
categories, like pronouns ”w" or "qur",
eg.: t(u) apprends (you learn) > ltaDral.
t(u) as (you have) > [to], qu(i) e’mit (who
was) > lkete]. In this very common use
of casual French, the two successive
vowels sequence is reduced again by the
deletion of the first one.

3- Like the preposition "dc”, the /d/ of
the contracted article "du" can be omitted
under the same conditions, eg., la
traverse du Maroc (the Morocco cross-
bar) [latraversgmarokL la place du
rapport (the place of the report)
[Iaplazgraporl The processes used are
similar ones to those we have seen for
I'de'. After the truncation of /dl, the two
vowels are contiguous. The first of them,
here a schwa, is deleted to the benefit of
the second, lyl.
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We illustrate our analysis with two
derivation examples.

la ville de Sanary

/vi.ta”da'sanari./
d_Trunc vita" a‘sanart

a_elision vtt ” a'sanart
[lavtlasanartl

la traverse du Maroc

/traversa”dg‘marok/
d_Trunc traverse" g'marak

a_elision travers ” g’marok
[latraversgmar‘akl

CONCLUSION
This segmental reduction phenomenon

which is not described in the literature of
Southern French seems to be quite
frequent among our informants. It is also
generalisable to the whole group of
sociolects of spoken French from
Marseilles we have observed. However,
nothing allows us to affirm here that
these forms characterize this regional
variant in particular. In other words, it
could be simply specific forms of spoken
French in general. Only complementary
investigations can state precisely and
evaluate the geographical, stylistic and
sociological variability of these forms.
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ANOTHER MARGINAL PHONEME OF ENGLISH

Laurie Bauer

Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand

There is a relatively large - and still

growing - literature conceming a

distinction in many varieties of English

between a short [as] and a longer and/0r

diphthongised [aer] (Bernard 1963; Fudge

1977; Lass 1984: 34; Lawrence 1993;

Trager 1930). The precise words in

which this distinction is found vary from

variety to variety, but may include

minimal pairs such as band and banned,

madder (the colour) and madder ('more

mad‘), pans ('pots') and pans ('criticises

strongly“), can (modal) and can (noun or
derived verb) and may give rise to pairs
which do not rhyme properly such as
buddy and daddy, sad and glad, stag and

slag, clammy and jammy, passion and
fashion and so on. What is particularly
interesting about these two 'types of ze' is
that most speakers appear to be unaware
of them until specific attention is drawn
to them, and even then may have ~
difficulty in saying which occurs in any
particular word; also, they do not behave
like prototypical phonemes, most of the
distribution being predictable, and the
places where it is distinctive apparently
differing from speaker to speaker or at
least from dialect to dialect. Accordingly,
people cannot use this distinction to
stress which word they mean ('Did you
say madder or madder?‘). In all these
senses, the contrast between [re] and [ae:]
is marginal in the English phonemic
system.

in this paper I wish to consider what
appears to be another equally marginal
phoneme in my own speech. Some
biographical details are thus in order. I
was brought up in the north of England,
from the age of seven in what is now
North Yorkshire. My parents were both

speakers of varieties of RP, though my
mother had traces of both Scottish and

Welsh English on occasions. At the age
of 17 I went to university in Edinburgh,
where I remained for eight years. I then
went to live in Denmark for three and a

half years, before moving to New

Zealand, where l have now lived for 16

years. My wife is a New Zealander, as

are our two children. My basic accent

remains north of England, much modified

towards a standard, but with influences

of Scotland and New Zealand audible.

I discovered this extra phoneme in my

speech by reading lists of homophones

given by Carney (1994: 401-7). One of

his pairs of homophones is told and
tolled, and to my surprise I discovered

that I did not pronounce these the same
way. To my surprise' because I have

been reading and writing transcription for
many years, have always considered

these two words to have the same

phonemic structure, would take them to

be good rhymes, and have even found

myself making puns on these two words.

I thus appear to have a phonemic

distinction of which I was completely

unaware. Moreover, having become

aware that there is a distinction there, I

was still not able, for a long time, to tell
which phoneme occurred in which

words. Within a psychological theory of
the phoneme such as those proposed by

Baudouin de Courtnay or Sapir, it is
clear that these distinct vowels would not

be regarded as different phonemes in my
speech.

My first step was to attempt to

characterise the two vowels in terms of

their formant structure. Ten tokens of

each of told and tolled and other words
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containing the GOAT vowel both before

Ill and in other environments were

recorded in carrier sentences using the

SoundScope software on a Macintosh

LCllI. The carrier sentences were chosen

so that the word under consideration

would be in stressed but not tonic

position: He said he told the story and

He said he rolled the bell respectively,

with a high head beginning on said in

each case and the nucleus on story and

bell. Similar sentences were used to

embed other words which were

considered. In each token, the onset of

the diphthong was marked and its end,

and five formant readings were taken

(using SoundScope’s LPC facility) at

equal steps between these two points.‘
The first point noted showed clear

influence of the preceding consonant, and

is not significant; the last shows some of

the structure of the III in words like told

and tolled. The middle three show the

general trend of the diphthong. The

diphthongs in the two words are

indistinguishable from each other on this

measure.

Next I considered the length of the

diphthong + /|/ sequence in the two

words. Although there was a fair amount

of overlap in the lengths, nevertheless the
length of the diphthong + III in tolled was
significantly greater than that for told

(p<0.05 using a one-tailed t-test).

Finally I considered the quality of the

/l/ in the two words: Where the two
words were spoken in isolation adjacent
to each other, the /l/ in tolled was
noticeably darker than that in told. Using
the formant structure of the III derived
from SoundScope and applying a simple
sign test, this was easily shown to be
significant (p < 0.05). But the fact that a

' l should like to thank Anita Easton for
allowing me to use the application she had
developed within SoundScope as part of her
work towards an MA thesis.
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significant difference can be documented
here gives a new interpretation to the
phenomenon. It appears that the
distinction is not so much in the quality
of the diphthong (though that is affected)

but in the resonance (Kelly & Local
1989) of the whole syllable. The

distinction is carried as much in the /l/ as

in the diphthong, and it is the quality of

the III which makes the distinction most
easily perceptible to me. Rather than

saying there are two distinct vowel

phonemes here, we might just as well say

that there are two distinct III phonemes

here - though of course they would be

just as marginal within the system of

English as the vowels would be.

Various phenomena have been

described in the literature which appear

to be similar to the distribution l am

describing here. In New Zealand English

there is a marked difference in the

phonetic qualities of the vowel in code
and cold, though given the degree of

Ill-vocalisation in New Zealand it might

be better to say that lau/ in code and /ou/

in cold are separate phonemes. But the

element found in cold is found

everywhere there is an underlying Ill, and

so is not the same distinction as the one

in my own speech. Harris (1994: 29)

(following Wells l982) talks of the molar

/roller distinction in London English. In

his data, there are two allophones 0f the

GOAT vowel, one which occurs before

Ill followed by a #—boundary and the

other of which occurs elsewhere. Molar

and roller contain different variants

because of the presence of the boundary

in roller. My distinction is different from

this one in that molar and roller are good

rhymes, and that toll and rolled have

different nuclei. Yet the presence of the

#—boundary does seem to play a part in

my told vs tolled distinction.

The lengthening of vowels before #d#

is reminiscent of a process in other

varieties of English which is usually
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described under the title of Aitken's Law.
Aitken's Law, which applies to Scottish
dialects of English, lengthens vowels
before [v, 6, z, r] or a #—boundary. In my
non-rhotic variety, [r] is not a relevant
environment and [v, 6] do not appear to

have any lengthening effect (grebe and
grieve, breed and breathe, for example,
having similarly long vowels). The effect
of [z] is less clear in my variety, but the
effect of a #-boundary is interesting,
since I, like the Scots, make a difference
between brood and brewed. If we extend
this to told and rolled, it is arguable that
precisely the same thing is happening.
The case is not absolutely
straightforward, because of the
morphological structure of told, where
the /d/ is presumably at least part of the
marker of the past tense or past
participle. However, most authorities
seem to agree in seeing irregular
morphology of this type being either
lexical or introduced at Level I in a
level-ordered model, so that there would
be no #—boundary in told Where my
variety differs from those varieties in
which Aitken's Law has applied is that
while Aitken's Law would predict the
same nucleus in toll and rolled with a
different one in told, I get the same
variant in told and tall, and a different
one in tolled. More accurately, I seem to
get free variation between the two
variants in roll, with the variant occurring
in told the more common one. That is,
while Aitken‘s Law is triggered by any
#-b0undary, the version in my speech is
triggered by a single #-boundary, but not
by a double fiat-boundary. Even that is an
oversimplification, since it has already
been stated that roller and molar are a
good rhyme for me, despite the #-
boundary in roller. Rather it seems that
my distinction is triggered by the
sequence #C within the domain of the
word. So Rolls(-Royce) and rolls (a ball)
are different, but roll and roller are not.
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At this point, there are two
possibilities: either I have started to
acquire Aitken's Law and have not
acquired it fully, or this is a completely
new rule. Pairs which I appear to keep
apart (at least sporadically) by this rule
include the following: bald, bowled,-
band, banned; bruise, brews: choose,
chews; Claude, clawed; clause, claws;
find, fined; forth/Forth, fourth; furze,
furs; grade, greyed: praise, prays/preys;
road, rowed; seize, sees/seas; tide, tied;
Clearly, there is not just one marginal
phoneme here; either there is a whole
series, or we have to accept grammatical
conditioning of allophones and none of
these distinctions is phonemic. Such a
conclusion might be strengthened by the
sporadicness mentioned above. Several
informants have independently suggested
that it is possible to lengthen the short
member of the pair under appropriate
intonational conditions, but never to
shorten the long member. The
distinction, can, therefore, be masked
even for speakers who make it.

If this is an improperly acquired rule,
that is of itself interesting, since there are
not many such cases attested. However, I
think it more likely that this is a different
process. One thing which leads me to
believe that this is a completely separate
rule is that it is generalised into areas
where Aitken's Law does not apply (eg in
making a distinction between bruise and
brews). Having discovered this
distinction in my own speech, I have
found other speakers of English who
appear to have similar distinctions. Some
of these, speakers of New Zealand
English, also appear to have Aitkerl's
Law operative in their speech. If the two
processes apply either independently or
together, this seems like good evidence
for their separateness. It is not clear to
me how widespread this rule is: that
remains a matter for further research.
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Accordingly, I should like to postulate

a new rule which I shall irnmodestly

entitle Bauer's Law. In terms of

distinctive features, this can be written

[+ syllabic] —)

[+ long] I_ ([+ sonorant])#[- syllabic]

However, such a rule fails to capture

the fact that where the sonorant is III, the

III (or perhaps better, the syllable) takes

on a darker resonance as a result of the

rule. This rule has effects which are

similar to those of parts of Aitken‘s Law,

and also reflects some distinctions

between [ae] and [act] to which I referred

at the beginning of this paper.
Nevertheless, it appears to be a separate
process, worthy of its own recognition.
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FEATURE GEOMETRY
AND BRAZILIAN INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES (Macro-Jo)

Wibnw do Roclm D’Angeh's
Laboratorio de Fonén'ca Acfim'ca e Psicolingfltm‘ca Erpa‘imenml

UNICMMP, Carmina: (SI), Bran‘l

ABSTRACT

Kaingang, Xoldeng and Maxakali are
indigenous languages of Brazil belonging
to the Macro-1e stock. This important
South American linguistic stock includes
more than 30 languages, all located only
in the Bradlian territory. Research in
these languages has shown a close
relationship between the features
[voiced], [nasal] and [sonorant] in
phonological processes. A treatment of
such processes in autosegrnental
phonologywiththe more recent "feature
geometries" points to problems in the
hierarchical structures attributed to such
features.

PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES
of Kaingang, Xokleng and Msxakall

Kaingang is a language spoken by
about 14 thousand persons livingin the
thrzle southernmost states of Brad.
Xo eng is a very closely related
language which is spoken by about

650 persons in the state of Santa
Catarina. Finally, Maxakali is the
language of an indigenous nation with
about 600 persons living in Minas
Gerais, a state in the southeast ofBrad].

Kaingang, Xoldeng and Maxakali have
two phonological processes involving
voicing. nasalization and sonority: in the
first, the nasal quality of a vowel in the
syllable nucleus spreads to other elements
in the same syllable marked with the
value [+ sonorant] ; in the second,
voiceless obstruents in initial word
position afiect nasal consonants in
final position of the preceding word in
relation to the features [voiced], [nasal]
and [sonorant]

The first process

The first process of spreading of the
feature [nasal] from the vowel in the
syllable nucleus to other elements in
the same syllable marked with the value
[+ sonorant] reults in the msalization of
apprarr'mantr { j, w, r } in syllables
confining nasal vowels, as well as an

Table 1

Kalngang : me —s [ '52]

no —l [ 'EO] = "arrow"

Xokleng : bya + m

M+a+n =>

Maxakali :

.- First Phonological Process - Examples

'— nun _, [ 't—IEuES‘J = "stomach"
in -s [irjfi‘] =Pr. 1"p.sg.
meg -> [ 'EEE‘] = "large"

a) byaSr-n'

mbadn
m + 10 => 310 a "to swim" pla + r) => P133; = ”to bite"

n 9 av a) 3-day I "clay pot"

"mother- in- law / aunt "

na —-> ['rTg'a] a "land"

has -—s [ 'haEr-i‘] = "to make"

= "to requite"

= "to kill"

——
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mlcontom'tonasalconsonants adiacen' t
moralvowels. Examplescanbe 80min
Table 1.

The second process

The second process changes nasal
consonants preceding voiceless
obstruents (stops or fricatives) into
[— voiced], [- nasal] and [- sonorant]
andmayoccurintotalityorinpart,
depending on whether they have been
affected by the first process (Table 2).
Notice that in the Kaingang examples,
there are two distinct types of cases.
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distinctive feature structm'e which
attempts to express the actual relations
among them, on the other. The results
of this search are a number of diflerent
"geometries" reflecting difl'erent
analyses of the hierarchical relations of
specific features.

A critical review of these ”feature
geometries" - from Mohanan 1983 to
Clements & Hume 1993 [2]- reveals
an inconsistent treatment of the so called
"manner features", among them the
features [nasal] and [sonorant], which are
central in the two processes involved in
these indigenous languages. Phonological

Tabl e 2

Kaingang: Group 1 .-

Group 2 .-

ko-fiEE + 'fI

Xokleng : eaES . ca =>
Maxakali :

fo+r3.fo+m=>

m‘im . koy =>

: Second Phonological Process — Examples

fi5n. 'km => [p53?lkm] = "mouth"
'm’i‘rJ-i- 'fl’ => [mfg—WIT] = "cat"

ka'f’in + 'fa => [kafi’nt'fa] = "leg of prea‘"

foo—S. 'fej =>

=> [kojit'fi]
'bfi+-bfi ”[bmfl

eaKca = "forked"

min—pkoy = "canoe"

f0; . fob; => fokfofii = "animal"

1: kind of rodent

[fok'fej] = "otter"

= "small son"

= "to lighten/flash"

THE MANNER FEATURES

In the past fifteen years, phonological
theory has advanced in the analysis of
the central issue that processes oflen
ol>°fate on consistent subsets of
distinctive features within a segnent [1].
The attempt to overcome the
unsatisfaction of very powerful models
based on a feature matrix has led to
some fundamental claims of more
recent models in phonology, such as the
autonomy of ”tiers” in the phonological
Ptpresentation, on the one hand, and the
hierarchical characteristics of the

processes involving “manner features"
have thus presented difficulties for an
adequate representation using such
models. By way of example, in Table 3
we present a possible description of the
first phonological process of Kaingang,
Xokleng and Maxakali adopting the
Clements & Hume (1993) geometry.

Table 3 shows the example of the

Kaingang word /nen/ = "thing". The

spreading of the [nasal] feature from the
vowel to the nasal consonants m
the syllable provokes a change in

these consonants resulting in a contour
[— nasal] and [— sonorant], so they
become, respectively, [nd] e [tin]. This
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Table 3 — Representation of the first process

[: :°::.]
/

[+ nae]
\

or

. 'IL a
nd e. dn
x x x

I l I
- cons

R R [+ son ] R [: :°::.]
\

[+ nos]
/

[- nae]

requires a simultaneous change in the
specification of the feature [sonorant],
but, in the model of geometry used, this
feature, since it is inert, is placed close to
the Root node. Though change is
possibleintheRoot, theresult is a
feature with double values - i.e, [+ and
— Feature] - instead of a segment with
double marking for the same feature,
ie, [+ Feature] [— Feature]. The
Eminence“: very important: in the

ms ce, it represents the
abandonment of the gains in the auto-
segmentalviewmdsrennnatlinear
phonology, in line which Anderson's
solution for the problem of the pre-
nasalized stops [3].

For the second phonological process
fiom Kaingang, Xoldeng and Maxakali,
the Clements & Hume (1993) geometry
seems to provide an adequate treatment
(Table 4). The solution - very similar to
that given by Clements (1987) for the
"inmisive stops" in English [4] - consists
of a spreading of the class node ”oral
cavity" fi'om the nasal consonant to
the following obstruent. This simple
solution, however, appears acceptable as
aproofofthefitnessmodel onlyifthe
same geometry can explain other
processes involving the same features,
[sonorant], [voiced] and [nasal], but it
wasunabletoaccountforthefirst
phonological process as seen in Table 3.

kaf’fn

(n)
x

l
R [+ cone]

/ + Ion

Laryngeal \

[+vcic] [Hun]

oral cavity

i-cont] /

C-Placo

l

Table 4 - Representation of the second process

(1:)

/

f a

( f )
X

+ cone

/ R [- son ]

/ / laryngeal

/ l-naa] [-voic]

oral. cavity

\ [+cont]
C-Placo

l
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Table 5 — Alternative representation for the first process

0

I 1 fl
n dad n
x X X

I I +-+cona I +
+ cone R R -+-aon R cone

+ non // / \ + 5°"

[+naa] / // \ [+naa]

(-nasi \
oral. oral \ oral

cavity cavity cavity

[-ccnt] / l [+co<t]l \ [-cont]
C-Place c-Place C-PLaoe

There are other ways to attempt a REFERENCES
solution for the first process (also
inspirated by Clements 1987), such as
that in Table 5, but the result is counter-
intuitive.

CONCLUSION

The failure of Clements & Hume
geometry to provide a solution for a
fundamental phonological process in
some indigenous languages of Brazil,
presents practically unsurmountable
difficulties for geometries which
emphasize the inert or not-active
characteristics of features such as
[sonorant], even though they provide
adequate solutions for other processes.
The phonological processes of indigenous

es discussed here thus point out
the need for more research on
relationships among the features
[sonorant], [voiced] and [nasal], and
further, about how to treat features of
manner in the feature geometries.

[1] Cf. McCARTHY, J. J. (1988).
Feature geometry and dependency: a

review. Phonetics, 43, p.84.
[2] MOHANAN, K. P. (1983). The
structure of the melody. Ms.
Carnbridge/ Mass, MIT.

CLEMENTS, G.N. & HUME, E.
(1993). The internal organization of
speech sounds. Version 2 (12/05/1993).
Unpublished. p.52.
[3] ANDERSON, S. R. (1976). Nasal
consonants and the internal structure of

segments. Language, 52, (2):326-44.
[4] CLEMENTS, G. N. (1987)
Phonological feature representation and

the description of intrusive stops. In
BOSCH,A. et al. (eds). Parasession on

Autosegmental and Metrical

Phonology. Chicago Linguistic Society,
p.29-50.
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CONCEPT FORMATION AS A TOOL FOR THE INVESTIGATION
OF PHONOLOGICAL UNITS IN TAIWANESE

Bruce L. Derwing
University ofAlberta, Canada

ABSTRACT
Using a concept formation task, 140

subjects were exposed to one of eight
different target sets of real Taiwanese
words, with each target defined in terms
of a different subcomponent of a CVC
syllable. Results showed that the onset
targets were easier to learn than the
coda targets, while the rime and body
targets were about equally difficult. The
general difficulty of all tasks, however,
suggested that none of the words were
readily analyzed into subcomponents.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Since the invention of the
lntemational Phonetic Alphabet over a
century ago, western linguists have
tac1tly assumed that the speech streams
of all languages were naturally
analyzable into segment- or phoneme-
Sized units. i.e., into individual
consonant (C) and vowel (V) elements.
Thus westerners have traditionally
treated syllables like /na/ to be
segmented into a C plus a V unit (i.e., asCV) and ltun/ into CVC, with both ofexamples sharing a common /n/ elementin this case. Although this is aseemingly obvious conclusion to bedrawn by speakers of languages that usea segment-based alphabet, such as theLatin or the Greek, the universality ofthis assumption may not be valid. TheChineselanguages pose a particularlyinteresting case for testing thisassumption, in that the syllable patternsthey exhibit are relatively simple (oftenWith CYC as the most complicatedcase), With the result that none of theselanguages involve more than about 1000distinct syllable types, a number thatcould in principle be readily perceivedand stored by speakers as unanalyziedwholes.
. Though experimental psycholinguis-tic research in the Chinese languages islamentably rare, one recent study haspmVided some hard evidence in favor ofthe non-segmentation or “whole syl-lable” hypothesis for these languages.Spec1fically, in an experiment performed

H. Samuel Wang
Nat'l Tsing Hua University, Taiwan

on the Chinese Mainland, Read et a1. [1]
demonstrated that some native speakers
of Mandarin had great difficulty in
performing a seemingly simple substitu-
tion task, namely, to replace one initial
consonant in a Chinese word or syllable
by another consonant (e.g., to change a
word like lsan/ into Inanl). Interestingly,
the speakers who had this difficulty were
all older ones. who, though literate in the
use of Chinese characters. had not been
exposed in school to the Latin-based
pinyin transliteration scheme, which is,
of course, segment-based. The authors
concluded from this that the segment
may not be a natural phonological unit
for Chinese. but only one that is learned
through exposure to a writing system
that represents each segment as a distinct
orthographic unit.

The present study is an attempt to
extend this line of research to another
language in the Chinese family and to a
wider range of potential syllable sub-
components. Taiwanese was chosen as
the specific vehicle for this extension
both because of its structural properties
(specifically, because it exhibits a wider
range of coda consonants than is typical
of the family) and especially because no
segment-based writing system is directly
assoeiated with it in the Taiwanese edu-
cational system.l
THE CONCEPT FORMATION
TASK

The particular experimental task that
we have selected for this investigation is
the so-called “concept formation” tech-
nique. This is a widely used technique in
experimental psychology, where it has
been applied to test subjects’ cate-
gorization ability with a variety of com-
plex stimuli [2.3.4]. It has also been
fairly widely used to test a variety of
linguistic concepts, including word
meanings [5], sentence types [6]. pho-nemes [7], phonetic features [8] and
even vowel alternation sets linked to
hypothesized morphophonemic rules
[9]; See [10] for an overview.

lCPhS 95 Stockholm

The particular version of the CF
technique that is employed here is called
the identification method [2], in which
subjects are exposed to one stimulus at a
time. In this task. subjects are trained to
recognize a target set defined on some
structural property of interest (e.g.,
words containing the onset N, which
would include words like /ta51/, /tun24/,
/tap33/, etc. but exclude words like
/pa51/, lkun24l, laplll, etc.2). As the
training proceeds, the subjects’ best
guesses as to the defining property are
reinforced through feedback to
responses of either “Yes” (used when a
subject thinks that a particular test item
is included in the set) and “No” (when
hc/she thinks that a particular test item is
not included). Success in mastering a
target can be measured in terms of the
number of subjects who satisfy some
fixed response criterion (e.g., ten con-
secutive correct responses), the average
number of trials to reach this criterion
and/or by the total number of correct
responses on the test.

The main assumption that lies behind
the use of this technique is that a target
set will be more readily mastered if its
defining property is already available to
subjects (i.e., if they readily recognize it
as a salient property on the basis of their
prior experience) than if it is not (which
means that the subject would presu-
mably have to work it out for the first
time during the course of the experiment
itself). Thus for a language in which
CIVC2 syllables were naturally broken
into onset (C1) plus rime (VC2) sub-
components. targets defined in terms of
these elements ought to be more readily
identified than targets defined in terms
of an arbitrary body (CIV) vs. coda (C2)
subdivision.

TAIWANESE PHONOLOGICAL
UNITS AS TARGET CATEGORIES

. Our study focussed on the following
eight different potential subdivisions of
the Taiwanese C1VC2 syllable:
{1) the onset, C1 (e.g., words beginning
In lt-l);
(fin/)the coda, C2 (e.g., words ending in

(3) the nucleus V, with a fixed falling
tone (e.g., words containing Ia5 ll);
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(4) the nucleus V. with varied tones
(e.g., words containing any /a/ vowel,
regardless of tone);
(5) tone alone (e.g., words containing a
falling 51 tone, regardless of the vowel
or either of the consonants, i.e., V51);
(6) the time, VCz (e.g., words containing
both the vowel with varied tones of (4)
and the coda of (2), i.e., /-an/);
(7) the body, ClV (e.g., words contain-
ing both the onset of (1) and the vowel
with varied tones of (4), i.e., lta-l); and
(8) the margins C1...C2 (e.g., words
containing both the onset of (l) and the
coda of (2), regardless of the vowel or
the tone. i.e., /t-...-n/).

Since attention was focussed on po-
tentially competing elements at both the
monosegmental (onset vs. coda vs. nu-
cleus) and bisegmental (rime vs. body
vs. margins) levels, distractor sets with-
in each level were carefully selected to
maintain a balance in terms of number
and range of variation from targets, and
the reinforcement schedule was exactly
the same across all eight target cate-
gories. The final stimulus set consisted
of 100 words for each target category,
half of them conforming to the defining
characteristics of the target and the other
half not (distractors).3 After the master
lists were organized to maximize
parallelisms across target categories. the
stimuli were then placed in a fixed.
random order for recording and presen-
tation to subjects.

SUBJECTS AND PROCEDURE '
Subjects were 160 army recruits

stationed at a military base near Hsm-
chu. Taiwan. Soldiers were chosen as
subjects because of their representative-
ness in terms of educational_ back-
ground, and also because of their rela-
tively limited exposure to English, es-
pecially in comparison With umversny
students. Twenty of these soldiers were
randomly assigned to each of the eight
target categories. All subjects were male
and each was paid NT$100 for his
participation in the experiment. .

Before the administration of the main
experiment, subjects were given two
short pretests, one to assess their ability
to discriminate a sample of the stimuli
and a second to illustrate the CF experi-
mental procedure. This latter practice
session consisted of 50 Taiwanese com-
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pound words, 24 of which were targets
defined in terms of the syllable lki33/ as
the first element of the compound. (Per-
formance on the practice test showed an
understanding of the task and varied
only slightly across the subject groups.
There were no discrimination problems.)

In both the practice session and the
main experiment, stimuli were recorded
on individual tapes for presentation in
the language laboratory at the National
Tsing Hua University. Each stimulus
was presented twice, with a pause of 4
seconds to allow the subject to record
his “Yes” or “No" response before the
correct answer was provided. Subjects
were tested together in groups of 40.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Responses were recorded as 2

(“Yes"), 1 (“No”) and 0 (“no response").
Because of a large number of “no
response” answers (over 30% of the
total), 20 subjects were eliminated from
the analysis; for the remaining 140 sub-
jects the "no response" rate averaged a
respectable 2.8%. For each of these 140
subjects, a “percent correct” (%C) figure
was calculated, based on total number of
matched responses to the key (i.e., all
mismatched and null responses were
tabulated as errors).

Since less than 20% of the subjects
managed to supply ten consecutive cor—
rect responses, this criterion for mastery
was abandoned as too rigid under the
time constraints that were imposed on
responses in this particular experiment.
For the purpose of making trials to
criterion calculations, therefore, the
cnterion was set at 12 correct out of 14
consecutive responses, which does not
require a long string of error-free
performance but is still very difficult to
achieve by chance (p = .0065 for a bi-
nomial distribution). For subjects who
satisfied this criterion, the number of
trials to reach it was tabulated directly;
for the remaining subjects, a figure of
101 was arbitrarily assigned for pur-
poses of the analysis (i.e., one more trialthan the total number of stimuli provided
on the test).

Table 1 below shows the number of
subjects in each target group, the subset
of these who reached criterion (#3), the
average number of trials required toreach it (#T) and the overall mean
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Table 1. Total number of subjects
number of subjects reaching criterion,
average trials to criterion and overall
percent correct responses for each
target category.

large] N #S # I 24:
(l) Onset 18 7 80.4 56.9
(2) Coda l7 1 96.3 49.6
(3) /a51/ l6 8 78.8 57.6
(4) /a/ 20 2 96.7 55.1
(5) N51/ 19 4 86.7 53.9
(6) Rime l6 7 80.0 56.6
(7) Body 17 8 74.5 58.5
(8) Mar 17 4 88.3 51.9

percent correct (%C) for each of the
eight target categories. These results
indicate that the coda category (2) was
more difficult to identify than either the
onset (l) or the toned nucleus (3). by all
three measures: far fewer subjects
reached criterion (1 vs. 7 and 8), the
average trials to criterion was higher
(over 96 vs. about 80 for the other two),
and the overall percent correct was
significantly lower (49.6 vs. 56.9 and
57.6; p < .05). There was no significant
difference in percent correct between the
time and the body, nor, in fact, between
any of the other %C means that did not
involve the coda. (This special status of
the coda is consistent with our earlier
finding [1 1], based on global sound
similarity judgments, that the coda is the
least salient component of a Taiwanese
syllable.) The #S and #T figures also
show a big difference between the /a51/
and la/ targets, suggesting a problem in
separating a vowel from its tone (cf.
[12]); this difficulty is not reflected by a
significant difference in the %C results,
however.

Perhaps the most outstanding feature
of the results summarized in Table 1,
though, is that performance on all eight
of the tasks was relatively poor. Even in
the quantitatively best case (Body).
fewer than half of the subjects (8/17)
reached criterion over the course of 100
trials, with an average value of about 75
trials. (Ignoring the subjects who did not
reach criterion, the average trials for
those eight subjects who did was still a
rather unimpressive 44.6.4) Moreover.
even in this best case, the average
percent correct was less than 59% (with
50% to be expected by chance for overt
responses).
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In sum, therefore, we conclude on the
basis of the present data, at least, that
while Taiwanese syllables can be sub-
divided into smaller units by some
subjects, in response to task demands of
the kind that were imposed by this
experiment, most subjects find this to be
a very difficult and unnatural thing to
do. For most purposes, therefore, we see
the syllable as the smallest viable
phonological unit in Taiwanese, and
probably in Chinese generally. At least
this is true for speakers who have not
been trained in pinyin or any other
segment-based alphabetic scheme.

NOTES
lAlthough elementary school children in
Taiwan are exposed to an onset-rime
based transliteration scheme for Chinese
called chuyinfuhao, this system is used
only for the teaching of Mandarin in the
early grades and is never used for
Taiwanese. The same is true of the Latin
alphabet, which is only used in basic
English classes.
2The numbers in these and other exam-
ples represent tones.
3Since all target words had to be
repeated at least once in order to
achieve 50 items, 10 distractors were
also repeated to discourage the strategy
of focussing on repeated words.
4Overall, the mean #T figure is 51.3
trials for the 25 out of 140 subjects who
satisfied the more rigid criterion of ten
consecutive correct responses; this com-
pares to an average of 38 trials in an
earlier study [9], where 25 out of 35
high school students satisfied the same
criterion on the quite abstract task of
categorizing a variety of English vowel
alternation sets.
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TIIE PHONETIC FATE OF FOREIGN WORDS
P. Durand

Institut de Phonétique, URA 26! CNRS, Aix, FRANCE

ABSTRACT
A set of loanwords from American—

English are examined in two languages
Polish and French. Assuming that
speakers of both communities tend to
preserve the communicatively important
aspects of speech. even with monolingual
listeners, the fitting of borrowed words
into their new surroundings seems to be a
promising tool for isolating the main
phonic aspects of a specific language.

INTRODUCTION
The increasing number of languages

borrowing words from American English
I l ] allows the parallel study of the phonic
fate of foreign words. The phonic
adaptation that they undergo is restrained
by linguistic factors which have to do
with the listeners' perceptual process,
which is language—dependant [2]. In
order to point out the main aspects of this
problem, a classification is proposed
[3]which allows further acoustic
compansons.

THE PROBLEMS
Since the end of the XlXth centuryl4]

the borrowings have attracted the
attention of linguists, especially that of
structuralists who posed the question of
coexrsting phonemic systemsl5]. Among
the various studies on the subject, we
give a particular importance to those of
M.Cling[6] who gives evidence that
borrowings are not, at the present time,
the product of monolingual subjects. But
all of these works do not attach sufficient
importance to the way these exolinguistic
elements enter their new surrounding (the
processus and its result).

The choice of languages
A-E was chosen as the source

language for its importance in current
rntemational communication. Target
languages ought to be sufficiently distinct
to show differences both between them,
and between each of them and the source
language. They ought to share the same
way_ of adapting the phonic form of
foreign words instead of translating its

component lexical morphemes in
morphemes of its own. For this purpose,
the two selected borrowing languages are
French and Polish. At the stress level, as
opposed to A.-E., Polish has a fixed
lexical accent while French has a
syntagmatic accent. At the vocalic level,
Polish shows a very simple system and
French a more complex one (Fig. l and
2). For the consonant system, Polish
offers enough consonants to convey
nearly all the consonant information of
the source, but French does not have this
possibility. Finally, if Polish gives
foreign words a new spelling with
respect to its own system, French keeps
them in their original written form.

n . N JJ”
300- {1/ a [if fun!

_ .r I! I /u/400 /U/ I

500- la! I n/e//3/' lo: a/

600- 3 I

‘ I83/I A’V’ '
700-

. [a/E, I'd/-

see r2 20'00 ' who
Figure 1 :American-English( I ) and
Polish( ) vowels .

In '. (if xii/4
00- ”- fy/ lu/ I

. m. m/
- le/I / / lgf '.

O -1

o- fuels/909A

0°; ’69" 03/
, la/ an I la/

00 la/

‘2 2600 ' .1000
Figure 2 :American-English( l ) and
French ( I ) vowels.
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The method
A set of words that the two languages

borrowed from A.-E. was selected, and
rules for their adaptation were looked for.
They were recorded in an sound proofed
room by French and Polish speakers in
order to look at the phonic fate of these
exolinguistic elements. As it was not
possible to find in both languages
speakers with a total ignorance of the
source language, it was decided to
choose subjects with only an academic
knowledge, i.e. nearer to the situation of
a large part of the population of both
countries. The borrowings were inserted
in a carrying sentence with three syllables
preceding the word, the word, and three
or four syllables following it. The
meaning and the grammatical structure of
this sentence was identical. This
procedure was chosen to integrate the
word in its new linguistic surroundings
in order to allow a pronunciation
matching that of the target language.The
sentence form to read were :
" Powiedziat i poszedt“
[po'v’ece’aw... ipo'j'edw] in Polish
and" [1 a dit et il est sorti"

[ila'di...eiles:>15'ti] in French .
Further experiment in running speech
will be also necessary to collect more
useful data. As dictionnaries do not
mention some of the borrowings.
perceptual interpretation and acoustical
measurements were made, a part of the
interpretation has not yet been achieved.

THE IIYPOTHESIS
0n the basis of the data collected a set

of hypotheses was made concerning
various aspects of the fitting of
borrowings to their new linguistic
surroundings.

- The first of them is on the stress
regulation by the target language of the
ongmal one. The former is considered as
an emphatic one. intended by the speaker
to valorize this new significant unit, for
the listener. As a consequence. it will be
suppressed and will give place to, in one
case the lexical penultimate stress. in the
other, to the syntagmatic final accent.

- The second is that low-level rules of
production and phonotactical regular-ization will apply to the new word.

- The third is that the transformation
0 the original word is largely dependent
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on the way - oral or written - in which the
word is entering the new language. If the
original spelling is kept, the graphot—
actical rules of the target language in the
conversion grapheme-phoneme will
apply unless another set of specific rules
take precedence.

- The original phonemes will be
transformed not only by reference to the
acoustic distance from the sound of the
other language but also by reference to its
distribution

THE RESULTS
- The hypothesis that the stress pattern of
the original word would be replaced by
the Polish penultimate lexical accent and
the French syntagmatic final accent was
confirmed in acoustic data for trisyllabic
words. Measurements of intensity, length
and F0 variations were made and show
stress changes. The distribution of
loanwords shows small number of
trisyllabic (< 16%), more monosyllabic
(245%) and many bisyllabic words
(61%). This patterns descriptive findings
but not statistical interpretation, because
of the small number of subjects in the
corpus.

- The hypothesis of the application of
low-level rules is confirmed both on the
segmental and suprasegmental aspects.
As A.Cutler says "listener characteristics
can determine aspects of the message
form"[7]. Among them, linguistic ones
are important and can increase or reduce
the use and the acceptance of a word.

- The phonic form of a loanword
depends largely on the way a loanword
enters its new language. As quoted
J.B.Carroll|8|, a native American
imitating the French phonic word "pain"

[pg] will say |phan| and reading the

same word will say |pejn|.As the lack
of isomorphism between the orthographic
code and the phonology is well known
[9]. ifin a language the original graphy_rs
kept. the phonic shape of the word Will
be different from the one of another
language which has interpreted the sound
sequence with the use of its phonic
system and transcribed it on IIS own.

From the analysis of the corpus. three
kinds of borrowings can be identified.
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I - The original written word is
kept

In this case, which is frequent in
French, the pronunciation of the
loanword may follow one of the
graphotactic rules of the target language,
keeping to the graphic unit one of the
values it has in that language. So. for the
"er" of "joker,charter" the graphotactic
conversion will give [9:15] one of the
values of this sequence (fer, cher, hiver)
This value will be the same under stress,
in unstressed or in reduced syllables. So t
"a" will be a [a] in all position as in
"apache".When the written element does
not have the same phonetic value as the
"u" of "trolleybus", it will be spoken [y]
in French and [u] in Polish.The same
letter may correspond to a sound or a
zero as the ”h“, zero in French or [x] in
Polish as in "hockey".

II - Phonic and graphic adaptation
This kind of adaptation is more usual

in Polish, where the graphic code is
phonologically regular, even if it does not
deal with the palatalization oppositions.

In French, if we find "kidnappeur",
"fioul", and sometime "ticheurte", this
processus is not usual.

In Polish, the graphic adaptation will
be conditioned by the phonic system of
the language. As the vocalic system hass1x elements (if we do not take into
account the nazalised vowels), with only
one central vowel [i] acoustically not
very distant from [I], the central [a], the
anterior [88] will be interpreted as /e/
phonetically [E].The graphic "u" of
"business" will be rewritten as "i". TheEnglish long vowels and diphthongs thathave not counterparts in Polish will beinterpreted when possible by twoelements a vowel followed by anapproxrmant as "crawl” in "kraul'
[krawl], "hokey' in "hokey"[xok€j].The graphic adaptation is also systematic
with “1',n] which are written with their
graphic Polish equivalent "cz,d2,sz“.
For phonotactic rules [10] /d,t,r,5,t3/
ought to be followed by [i] that will be
noted "y" as in 'brd, szer f, d n"for "bridge, sheriff et gin" Y ZY
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III - Phony and graphy are kept
In some cases, when the spelling is

kept, in the target language a new
graphotactic rule may appear. So for
"er",or "an" often pronounced as [815] or
[5] in French, it is possible to find [033]
or [an] as in "leader, speaker" or
"gentleman", or [an] in Polish as in "big-
band". In front of this new rule, may
appear alternate prononciation as in
"ketchup" with [EB] ou [0] in French and
[a] or [u] in Polish. In this late category,
some loanwords do not follow
phonotactical rule of the target language
as in Polish for the sequence
[d,t,r,5,g]+[i] for "sherry, jury, tee-
shirt...", and sometime graphy do
confirm this change "dZinsy" "jeans"
instead of "'d2ynsy"("d2yn" for
"gin").The English affricates that have
no equivalence in French are interpreted
as biphonematic elements in a word
"budget" [byd+3s] are simplified as
word initial or final elements "jazz"
[3321] get a new alternate pronunciation
[(BaIZUn this last category, we find
phenomena that are missing in the two
others. For these words, the linguistic
fitting is not yet achieved, and it is
possible to say that we see in them the
process of borrowing, and in the two
others, the result of this process.
CONCLUSION

From the study ofloanwords, we can
see firstly that the phonic shape that they
adopt is a function of the target language.
This divergence, as the acoustic data
show, will be largely the result of the
phonologic and prosodic systems of the
borrowing language but also of the
phonotactic rules which apply and may
transform the phonic aspect of the word,
even if the same phoneme exists in both
languages, but not with identical
distribution. Acoustic cues of the
phoneme in source language are changed
for the ones of the new language.
Hearers will hear their input according to
phonotactic rules of their language andmodify both their listening and their
reproduction of foreign word to fit the
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linguistic surrounding where it takes
place. _

As loanwords are often wntten
words, it is necessary to know what kind
of graphy the source language has and
the target language has, and the way in
which people adapts foreign words. The
level of adaptation will be different, and
the role of the phonic input will be more
or less important. .

From our data, it is posstble to
classify loanwords in three categories that
explain the phonic fate of foreign words.

The first deals with the words for
which no graphic adaptation is made. In
this case, the grapheme-phoneme rules of
the target language apply, when specific
new rules do not operate.

The second category unites the words
for which a graphic adaptation is made.
in this case, the adaptation is near phonic
interference, which is frequent in second
language learning, with the difference
that the new pronunciation is not
sanctioned in learning.

The third category is the one in
which, with the conserving of the
original graphy speakers want to follow
the original pronunciation. The study of
data shows that the borrowings are recent
ones and that for them two or more
pronunciations coexist. In this category
also, it is possible to find examples that
do not follow phonotactical rules of target
languages or show consonantic groups
which do not exist in the target language.
ln this case, we have the borrowing
process, and not the result of the process,
as in the two former categories.
Therefore, the replica is not yet
assimilated, and still appears as a foreign
word to the speaker.
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LEXICAL STRESS IN GERMAN MONOMORPHEMES

Caroline Fe’ry

University ofTt'ibingen, Germany

ABSTRACT
Lexical stress of German monomor-
phemes has been systematically studied
with the help of CELEX. a large lexical
database developed at the Max-Planblns-
titute for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen.
The investigation has revealed that Ger-
man is a quantity-sensitive language. in
the second part of this paper, a theoretical
account of word stress in the Optimality
Theory (01‘) framework is sketched.
German has no exhaustive footing. but
only a final trochee and an initial foot,
preferably also trochaic.

GERMAN STRESS
In German, lexical stress. which we

only consider on di- and trisyllabic mono-
morphemes. has been systematically
examined by means of words listed in
CELEX which contains 11,900 disyllabic

unstressed suffix), and some redun-
dancies (like words listed with two or-
thographies), there remain about 2,500
monomorphemic disyllabic words and
ca. 1,300 trisyllabic ones.

Disyllabic words
Some examples of initially stressed
disyllabic words: (11 = mom)
211211: Gecko, Pudding, Mammut. Dra-
ma. Judo. Efeu, Scharlach. Firma.
Kiirbis.
211311: Pharynx. Gepard, Dcmut. Platin,
Index, Schicksal, Turban, Kleinod
311211: extra, Arktis, Muesli, Plankton
311311: Leutnant, Sandwich. Labskaus
Some examples of finally stressed
disyllabic words:
211211: Kopie, Panei, Schafott, Pardon,
Biiro, April
211311: Figur, Fasan, Student, Alaun.words and 19.227 trisyllabics. If one eli- Menthol, Reptil, kompakt, Kamelminates compounds. proper names, 311311 Symptom, extrern

derived words (most of which have an

Table I. Disyllabic words

full vowel in secondWk schwa in second syllablestress on the lst syllable 577 approx. 1930
stress on the 2nd syllable 918 0

Table 2. Moraic count in initially stressed words

211211 211311 311211 311311
472 83 I7 5

Table 3. Moraic count infinally stressed words

211211 2H3“ 311311
195 706 17
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Trisyllabic words

Examples ofinitially stressed trisyllabics:

211211211: (pronounced as disyllabics)

Primie Linie Stadion Thymian

211211211: (true nisyllabics) Embryo Ozean

Pinguin Februar stereo Exodus Kolibri

211211011: Roboter Araber

Examples ofmedially stressed trisyllabics:

211211011: Schimpanse Oktober Forelle

Lavendel

Table 4. Trisyllabic words
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21t21121t: Inferno Albino Veranda Pyja-

ma Meniskus Bazillus Inspelttor
Professor

Examples offinally stressed trisyllabics:
211211311 Appetit Korrnoran Vitamin

Diamant Katafalk Vagabund

211211211 Omelet! Kamsell KompromiB
lorie

stress on the first syllable 255 (38 with final schwa. 217 others)

stress on the second syllable 664 (528 with final schwa, 136 others)

stress on the third syllable 393

Table 5. Moraic count ofthe stressed syllable

211 311

Stress on the fast syllable 254 1

Stress on the second syllable 663 1

Stress on the third syllable 94 299

Total 101 l 301

OPTIMALITY ACCOUNT
German has nonmoraic syllables (with a

schwa or a syllabic sonorant as nucleus).
bimoraic syllables (with a tense vowel. or
a lax vowel plus a consonant), and
(usually final) trimoraic syllables (tense
vowel plus consonant or lax vowel plus
two consonants). but no monomotaic
syllables (consisting of a lax vowel). Final
trimoraic syllables attract stress; otherwise
the default stress location is on the penult.
The antepenult can be stressed if the final
syllable is bimoraic and the penult is open
(Paprika, Brau‘tigam, but Veranda.
Fore'lle).

Stress can also be prespecified: some

final bimoraic syllables are stressed

(Theorie, Spine’tt). Optimality Theory

(presented in [I] and [2]) accounts for

these intricate data in an elegant way. The

following constraints are needed: FOOT-

BINARITY (Feet must be binary under

syllabic or moraic analysis), FOOT-FORM

(TROCHAIC) (Ft —> as 0‘“, or Ft -> as).

ALIGN-TROCHHE—RIGHT (Every Prosodic

Word ends with a syllabic trochee).

ALIGN-FOOT-LEF'I‘ (Every Prosodic

Word begins with a foot).
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Figure]. Tableau ofthe word 'Mdmmut'
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° ° FOOT- ALIGN- ALIGN-Foor- FOOT-FORM
’ ‘ I ‘ BlNARl'I'Y 'mocmaz. Lap-r Mme)

i“? in“ m”
m a m u tMammut

a. ( x . )
'3’ Mammut

b- ( X) ( X) I'! out

Mam mm

c. ( - X ) ’l t
Mammut

d. ( x ) a a-

Mammut

Figure 2. Tableau of the words ‘Sekzinde’.(0n the bottom of the tableau, the stress

pattern of the quadrisyllabic ‘Apotheo’se’ and ‘Marsupilémi ' is shown.)

o oo

l\l\

uuuu
\/II
It: ku n da Sekunde

FOOT-
BlNARlTY

AUGN-
TROCHEE-
RIGHT

ALIGN-FOOT—
LEFT

Poor-FORM
(mocrwc)

1 mo: .)
“' Selrunde

b. (x .)(X)
Sekun de

*!

(X .) (x .)
'3' A p o the 65c
Hr Marsu pi larni

Further relevant constraints are: ALIGN-
HEAD (The right edge of every PrWd
coincides with its head. THREEMORAS:
TWOGRIDPOSITIONS.

This last constraint forces a trimoraic
syllable to project two grid positions, as
proposed in [3]. thus to form a trochee.
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Figure 3. Tableau of the words 'Kamel'

a a 3u=2x Foor- Aum- Aman- Aum- F001“-
I\ II\ BINAR TROO-tEE Foor- HEAD FORM

W W1 '1 l'l'Y -RIGHT [JEFF $3?

II V |
kam e l Kamel

X
D

(X) (X-)
If Ka mel

b. x
(x .) ‘!
Kamel

c' (.i. ) t! . ’
Kamel

d. x .

(X)(X-) ’1
Ka mel

Prespecifted stresses are accounted by a

constraint called FAITH (All input grid

positions are kept) which, like FOOT-

Figure 4. Tableau of the words ‘Spinert

BINARITY and THREEMORAS = TWO

GRIDPOSTHONS, is unviolated.

66

unutl B“
Illl

Spin ett Spinen

/\ /\ FAITH Foor- AUGN- ALIGN ALIGN- FOOT-FORM

110‘ -- HEAD ocrwc)
mom H m

X

(X) (X)
I? Spinett

0.

b. x
(’9 ) ant

Spmett '
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SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR CESTURAL UNDERSPECIFICATION AS A

RESULT OF THE ANALYSIS OF GERMAN /t/ ASSIMILATION

Anja Geumann and Bernd Kroger

Institute ofPhonetics. Cologne, Germany

ABSTRACT

As can be shown for English data, the
assimilation of the alveolar stop can
result from an increased gestural overlap
of the following oral closure gesture.
Our experiment with German synthetic
speech showed similar results. Further, it
suggests that it is neccessary to complete
the gestural specification of the glottal
state. A voiced stop should be
represented not only by an oral gesture,
but by a glottal one as well.

1. INTRODUCTION

In German as well as in English,

reduction or assimilation of word final
alveolar stops in the case of a following
labial or velar stop can be found. These
phenomena have been described as
speechrate, -style dependent. In a
gestural approach [1], [2], they can be
explained by increasing gestural overlap
of the following oral closure gesture.

It is not yet clear what types of
gestures are explicitly given for the
glottal state, e.g. opening, critical
closing. At first approximation, a total
underspecification of voicing is found to
be underlying, i.c. the default is an
critical closed glottis (phonation), even
in the case of an oral closure (a stop) [3],

l4].

lb] [p] [9“]

as»
m m o”°

Figure 1. Gestural representation of
voicing contrasts. (To be revised).
Vertical length of the boxes represents
gestural duration.

The sound thus results from the
activity of gestures in a certain time
interval and in a particular temporal
relation, e.g. between labial closure
gesture and glottal opening.

In our gestural model, the /b/ vs. /p/
distinction in German is represented as
the leftmost vs. the rightmost gestural
configuration in Figure 1.

Our goal is to model the assimilation
in the sequences /t#p/ and /t#b/, where it
is that an intermediate morpheme or
word boundary is found. As proposed in

segmental descriptions, e.g. [5], It]
should be assimilated into the place of

the following labial stop, as in [thb] > [b]

and [9‘9"] > [Phl-

2. EXPERIMENT

In our experiment, synthetic speech
stimuli were used containing /t#p/ and

/t#b/ stop sequences (as a minimal pair
contrast) in three-word phrases: <Er geht
packen> ('He is going to pack'), <Er geht
backen> ('He is going to bake'). The
stimuli were synthesized using a gestural

based articulatory speech synthesizer at
the Cologne Phonetics Institute [6]. In
this model, a self-oscillating glottis
model is implemented [7]. In both
contexts the gestural overlap of the
following labial gesture was increased in
7 equidistant steps from 0% to 100%, as
could be seen in Figure 2. The glottal
gestures are temporal associated to the
respective oral gesture. Thus, the overlap

of the glottal gestures increases in the
same way.

In a second part of the experiment, in
addition to the overlap of the oral
gestures, the first glottal opening gesture
(associated with the apical gesture)
decreases in temporal and spatial
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extension (see Figure 3). Thereby, the

offset of the glottal gesture is

synchronized with the onset of the labial
gesture. The stimuli were randomized
and presented to 32 native listeners,
without experience in synthetic speech.

In a forced choice situation they were
asked to decide whether or not there was

/t/, and if there was lp/ or lbl.

In this way, listener judgements

should show if place assimilation was

perceived at all, and, whether there was -

as proposed - a perceptual salient lb/ vs.

Ip/ discrimination even at full overlap.

no overlap partial overlap full overlap

fcap fcla {cap fcla

a oi.»
._. . an: 0lit 0"

0n 0pg! 0n Opel 0n Opel

fca fcla fca fclafifi —- 08‘,
1t ”' o<§

l:l l l G’

0n 0n

Figure 2. Increasing gestural overlap in
the /tp/ (upper row) and My (lower row)

sequence, with unreduced first glottal
opening gesture. Gesmres: fcap — apical
fit” closure: fcla - labial full closure:
0n - glottal opening.

no overlap partial overlap full overlap

fcap for fcap fcla \,

° 9’
[ml _ . 06

Opel org! 0n Opal

fee 1' l f f I f f lE ca caE ca eager: 69:9'

[lb] 0
I: [I I o"
oval l 0n 0n

Figure 3. Increasing gestural overlap
and decreasing glottal opening gesture.
wilh a total reduced 0n atfill! overlap.
In fact, at full overlap, the (first) opgl
has disappeared.
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Firstly, it was found in the
experiment that gestural overlap is
perceived as /t/ assimilation or reduction.
The results for /t/ assimilation were
significant in all four contexts (/tb/, /tp/;
with/without glottal reduction). In
Figure 4 a general survey is given. (It
should be noted, that the data in Figure 4

differ from those of Byrd [2]. This might
result from the somewhat differing
gestural specification. Within the model
used by Byrd, after 67% of gestural
inherent time, the full closure was

reached; in our configuration, this

occured after 45% of inherent time. This

might have led to assimilation

judgements at a lower percentage of

overlap in our experiment.)

100,--
90..

30..

7° ..

60 -

50..

40 -

30..

20 -

10‘-

0 .—-—o—t-——-t—t——t-—'l

0 17 33 50 67 83100

gestural overlap In %

It!
ju

d
g

e
m

e
n

ts
In

%

Figure 4. /t/ judgements for all fimr

contexts. (non-/t/ = assimilation)

Secondly, the results suggest that

there has to be a reduction (in space &

time) of the glottal opening gesture in

the ltttb/ context. In the /t#p/ sequence,

there was no significant difference in

whether the first glottal opening gesture

was reduced or not. As seen in Figure 5,

listeners tend, with increasing gestural

overlap, to perceive a /p/ in the /ttib/

sequence if the preceding glottal opening
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gesture is not reduced. The acoustic data
in Table I confirm this.

100
so
so
70
so
so
40
so
20
10
o

o 17 33 5067 83100
gestural overtap In %

+mreduoed +deereased
glottal glottal
open‘ng opening

Figure 5. /b/ judgements for the /tb/
sequence. (non—/b/ = /p/ju(1gement)

lb
/

ju
d
g
e
m

e
n
ts

In
%

Table 1. Duration of aspiration of the
/tb/ sequence, without reduction ofopgl.

Overl in % in ms
0

I7

33

50

67

83

100

3. CONCLUSION

There seems to be a kind of
asymmetry in the behavior of glottal
gestures for /tp/ vs. /tb/. For /tp/, we
assume that it is unnecessary to reduce
the first glottal opening gesture as in
Figure 2. In the /tb/ sequence, on the
other hand, it was shown necessary to
decrease the glottal opening gesture, as
in Figure 3.
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The temporal association of the
glottal gesture with the onset of the
followingoral gesture, certainly, is a
first attempt. If one does not want to
give up the autonomy of the oral and
glottal articulators, the problem should
be solved within the glottal articulator. It
seems reasonable to secure the voicing
of the labial stop by an additional glottal
gesture.

For this reason, we suggest
introducing a glottal critical closing
gesture associated with the '/'b/' oral
closing gesture in German, which
dominates (blends with) a preceding
glottal opening gesture. This means one
must have contrastive gestural
specification for the glottal state of
stops.

Further, if the glottal critical closing
gesture (negl), as in Figure 6, has only a
short duration, it allows at least partial
devoicing, as might often be the case in
German [b], see [5].

no overlap partial overlap full overlap

fcap fcla {cap fcla {cap {cla v
:5": r-.-~ a .- J Vm ISM 0 y.[at] e

opglncgl opglncgl opglncgl
DEJ 9/0

Figure 6. Contrastive gestural specifi-
cation ofthe glottis.

The introduction of this additional
gesture also seems to be appropriate
from a phonological markedness point of
view. This means, in a gestural model, a
voiced stop should be specified with no
fewer gestures than a (unmarked)
voiceless stop.
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CODA CONDITION IN ITALIAN
AND UNDERSPECIFICATION THEORY

Giovanna Maratta
Department of Philology, University ofSiena. Italy

ABSTRACT
In Italian syllable coda licenses only

a skeletal slot, associated with a small set
of consonants. The coda condition which
filters the segments admitted in this syl-
lable constituent has to be sensitive to the
manner as well as to the place of arti-
culation. According to Underspecification
Theory, [coronal] is assumed to be the
unmarked place of articulation.
Therefore, the coda condition would
simply mark as [cont] the segment
associated with that position.

CONSONANTS IN CODA
Like many other natural languages,

Italian shows asymmetric distribution of
segments in Coda with respect to the
Onset, since the latter is much richer than
the former, both regarding the number
and kind of segments involved. The rea-
sons for such asymmetry are both pho—
netic and phonological. Phonetically, we
should consider at least the different
degree of muscle tension as well as the
strength of articulation. Phonologically,
the typologieal studies carried out since
Jakobson have documented the greater
diffusion of the onset constituent over the
coda (the well-known universality of the
CV syllable).

In the syllable structure of Italian, the
onset can be empty (e.g. a.mico "friend')
or filled by one or two consonants (e.g.
pane "bread". tre.na 'train"). The coda
also can either be empty (e.g.fi.ni "(he)finished") or it projects on the skeletal tier
a position, which may be filled by a
glide, in case of a falling diphthong (e.g.
pawsa 'pause") or by a small set of
consonants (see Nespor [l] for a general
sketch of the Italian syllable template).
We will consider here only the conso-
nantal codas, in order to find an auto-
segmental condition which could re-
present the constraints available in the
language.

The consonants admitted in coda are
the following:

a dental liquids; e.g. ['salto] "jump",
['pErla] "pearl", ['kOrpo] "body"

b. dental sibilant; e.g. ['asta] "pole",
['v8spa] "wasp";

c. homorganic nasals; e.g. ['kampo]
"field", ['dEnte] "tooth”;

d. the first half of a geminate; e.g.
['fetza] "slice", ['pel:e] "skin".

To capture significant generalizations
from this picture is not simple, since the
segments occurring in coda do not seem
to form a natural class in terms of tradi-
tional phonological features.

A FIRST CODA CONDITION
Considering the articulation manner,

we find that a formulation of the Coda
Condition in terms of the features [snrt]
and [cont] cannot exaustively account for
the linguistic data

he [2] proposes the following filter
for the coda in Italian:

1) * C 3
l

[- snrt]
[— cont]

But such a filter is incorrect, since it
allows all liquids and nasals, which are
[+snn], while in actual fact only the den-
tal [l r] are found, and not even the palatal
M n]. On the other hand, the occurrence
of /s/ is predicted, since it is [+cont], but
also that of the other fricatives of Italian,
i.e. /f v II, which do not occur in coda
position. Moreover, it is unclear why the
nasal in coda has to be homorganic with
the subsequent consonant; e. g. ['kampo]
"field”, not *['kanpo], ['batjka] "bank",
not *['banka]).

As to If It Al, there are arguments
for claiming that these consonants are
underlyingly long. Firstly, they cannot
form consonant clusters with other seg-
ments (e.g. *-Vrj1V/, *-VprV/. Secon-
dly, If pl select the allomorphs ending
with vowel of the article and other deter-
miners (e.g. [lo 'f:e:mo], *[il 'jezmo]
"the fool“, [,kwelzo 'fizmmo] "that
gnome"); the palatal liquid can occur only
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in internal position of the word (e.g.
['fih:o] ”son", but *[Xzo-D. Therefore,
the treatment of these segments should be
considered part of the more general case
of geminates. .

The intn'nsecally heterosyllabic nature
of a geminate allows it to occupy the coda
constituent. In fact, in non linear pho-
nology, a geminate projects two skeletal
slots, the first one associated with the
coda and the second one with the fol-
lowing onset; i.e.:

2) C:
/ \

x x
l I

Cd 0

Given this representation, each geminate
segment occurring in the language can fill
the syllable coda, since in this case the
phonological content of the coda con-
stituent is totally governed by the onset.

As far as the rule order is concerned,
a filter like 1) should follow the sillabi-
fication by default of a long consonant as
in 2). However, with a negative condi—
tion such as that formulated in 1), it is
still impossible to explain the lack of fri-
catives other than /s/ in coda or the
constraint on homorganicity holding for
nasals.

UNDERSPECIFICATION
If we once again consider the in-

ventory of segments allowed in coda, we
observe that, apart from gcminates and
nasals, all other segments share the same
pomt of articulation, i.e. they all are
dental. In terms of articulatory features,
they are marked [+coronal] and [+ante-
nor]. Inside the feature geometry. the
Coronal node is assigned a special status
by the Underspecification Theory, both
Radical and Contrastive: Coronal is
assumed as the unmarked Place of
Articulation. This hypothesis is suppor-
ted by different arguments: a) coronal
_Segmcnts are normally present in the
Inventory of natural languages; b) the
number of coronals in a language is
n0rmally higher than that of other points
of articulation; c) in language acquisition
anterior coronals appear early; d) theyshow a special behaviour in phonological
Processes, as they are often assimilatedand, at the same time, transparent tovowel harmony; e) in linguistic errors,
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especially in the case of substitu-
tions, coronals are involved more often
than segments in other articulation places.
All these data together indicate that the
coronal place is special, i.e. it is un-
marked (see [2] and [3]).

The basic idea of Underspecification
Theory is that the underlying repre-
sentation (UR) shows only the relevant
information, while redundant values and
unmarked features are excluded. Among
coronal segments, only the anterior ones
(i.e.3 dental or alveolar consonants) are
recognized as unmarked for Place at the
level of UR.

In Italian, there are two series of
coronal segments: the dental /t d s ts dz l r
n/ and the palatal It] d3 j' [1 Al. Only
the first ones are anterior and therefore
they can be assumed as being unmarked
for Place of Articulation.

According to the Underspecification
Theory, we could assume that in Italian
only segments unmarked for Place in UR
are licensed in coda. The corresponding
filter would have the following form:

3) *C$
I

PlArt

With such a negative condition, all
segments of the anterior coronal series
would be possible in coda position. But,
again, this would not be correct, stnce
dental plosives and affricates, both [+cor]
and'[+ant], are not allowed in coda
position, unless they are gem-inates.
Something else is then necessary in order
to exaustively capture the data of the
language.

A SECOND CODA CONDITION
Baroni [4] has recently proposed a

Coda Condition which, assuming the
underspecification for Place of anterior
coronals, prevents the occurrenceof
dental stops and affrieates by the addition
of the feature [step]; formally,

4) ‘(II$

Pl Art
[+stop]

Baroni rejects the traditional feature
[com] and instead introduces two distints
features, [stop] and [fn'cative].

This hypothesis is grounded partly on
the analysis by Lombardi [5], who refu-
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ses a representation of the affricates as
contour segments with two ordered va—
lues of the feature [cont], since this repre—
sentation would not be able to interpret
some relevant phonological processes
occurring in natural languages. Lombardi
proposes to replace [—cont] with [stop],
maintaining the [+cont] feature, while
Baroni claims also the substitution of
[+cont] with [fricative].

The introduction of two features
instead of the more traditional [cont]
allows to keep separate the different ob-
struents of the dental series: /t d/ will be
marked by [stop], Isl by [fricative] and Its
d7] by both these features. However,
such an hypothesis, which appears to be
supported only by the represention of
affricatcs as complex segments, is rather
expensive in the phonological analysis.
Since Baroni follows the framework of
Radical Underspccilication, he is obliged
to represent the affricates as marked by
two different features; but, in Contrastive
Underspecification, a same feature can
receive a different value, even at the UR
level too.

On the other hand, apart from ob-
struents, the new features could not be
applied, while [com] is relevant even in
the interpretation of other segments.
Moreover, the representation of affricates
as complex segments with two unordered
features, [stop] and [fricative], does not
hold for the palatal series, where, besides
ltf d3/, there are not palatal stops in
Italian. For palatal affricates, it would be
necessary to postulate - as Baroni does -
a redundancy rule which assigns the
values [+stop, +fricative] to the coronal
segments [-ant] which are unmarked by
other features in UR, with a conflation of
the component relative to the derivation.

Finally, with the introduction of
[stop] and [fricative], a coronal plosive
like /t/ must be marked by [stop] in the
UR, in order to be opposed to the
fricative /s/ on one hand and to the
affricates on the other; at the same time,
the other plosives, /p/ and Ikl, have to be
marked for place, by [labial] and
[dorsal], respectively. In this way, since
all the stops are marked by at least one
feature in UR, coronals risk losing their
special status of being consonants more
underspecified than the others.
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As a consequence of the afore men—
tioned arguments, we do not agree with
the proposal of rejecting [cont] in favour
of two different features, [stop] and
[fricative].

A NEW CODA CONDITION
Another Coda Condition for Italian

can be formulated, a condition which
takes into basic account the feature
discussed up to now. Sharing the hypo-
thesis of anterior coronals as unmarked
for Place in UR, we propose that the
segment associated with the coda position
has to be marked [+continuant]. The
underspecification for Place of anterior
coronals on one hand and the constraint
on [cont] on the other lead to the follo-
wing filter.

5)‘<l3$

Pl An
[- cont]

Such a negative condition predicts that
the consonants admitted in coda have to
be marked by the positive value of [com],
but, at the same time, the point of
articulation in UR must be absent.

To assume [continuant] as the feature
constraining the segments licensed in
coda position entails the marking of this
feature at the level of UR. As we saw,
the adoption of [cont] is problematic for
the representation of the affricates in
Radical Underspecification, where only
one value for each feature is admitted.
This is not the case in Contrastive
Underspecification, where the same fea-
ture can assume different values in UR in
relation to the specific contrasts occuring
in the language.

In the framework of Contrastive Un-
derspecification, an affricate like lts/ can
be represented with reference to [cont]
either as a contour segment (see 6a) or as
a complex segment (see 6b):

6a) lts/ 6b) [-colnt]
l
x x
l \ l

[-cont] [+cont] [+cont]

The dental affricates will be kept
distinct from the fricative Isl, which is
only [+cont] and from the stops lt d/.
which are only [-cont].
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LICENSING
However, the Coda Condition for-
mulated in 5) as a filter is able to license
directly ls l r nl as possible codas. It
should be underlined that we assume that
nasals segments are marked as [+cont],
like liquids and fricatives. Such a mark
does not imply the absence of some
occlusion in their articulation.

We have now to interpret the homor-
ganicity constraint on nasals as well as
the occurrence of geminatcs in coda
position. In both cases, we believe it is
relevant to make reference to the notion
of licensing as formulated in Goldsmith
[7]. The basic assumption is the reco-
gnition of the coda as a secondary li-
censer with respect to the other syllable
constituents, i.e. onset and nucleus. The
reduced autosegmental potential assigned
to this syllable constituent accounts for
the fewer contrasts available in coda, as
to those possible in onset. As regards the
topic under examination, the coda cru-
cially does not licence a point of articu-
lation autosegment.

In other words, in Italian, as in many
other languages, the coda licenses only a
skeletal slot, associable with a small
subset of features, which do not include
those relative to place. Thus, consonants
that appear in coda position may receive
by default an unmarked point of arti-
culation, i.e. they must be coronal or can
be filled by the autoscgmental content ofa following onset.

In the case of the nasals, we assume
that a nasal licensed in coda is under-lyingly coronal. For Italian, such aninterpretation is supported by the occur-rence only of /n/, and not of other nasals,In word fma] position in functional, clitic
Elements, such as prepositions (e.g. inin , can "with") as well as in deter-miners, like articles and adjectives (e.g.an "a, an”, nessun "no, not any"). The
omorganicity constraint on nasals maydirectly derived from their syllable

POSition: in coda, a nasal cannot licensean autonomuos point of articulation. The—refore, it IS either coronal or it assumesI 6 place of the following consonant inOnset. Even homorganic nasals thus ap-
pear to respect the Coda Condition for-mulated in 5)
A ~Regarding geminatcs (palatals If I)
I InchldCd). we saw already that they
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project two skeletal slots, which are asso-
ciated by default with different syllable
constituents: the first slot goes with the
coda, while the second one with the
following onset (see 2) for the formalrepresentation). Since in the case of a
geminate the coda is licensed by the
following onset, its position is basically
empty, i.e. without phonological content.
The coda becomes filled by the autoseg-
mental spreading of all the features from
the onset position.

The syllabification by default of
geminatcs entails the possibility for these
segments to occupy the coda position. At
the same time, their special licensing
from the onset position allows segmental
features normally not permitted in coda to
be present in this position. For instance,
in Italian the feature [-cont] is prevented
from occuring in coda by the Coda Con-
dition we proposed (see 5). However, it
may mark a coda position in the case of a
long consonant (e.g. ['fetza] 'slice', like
['fajza] 'band”).

In such a perspective, geminatcs once
again must be syllabificated before the
Coda Condition, which in fact does not
apply to long consonants. After the
syllabification of the geminatcs by de-
fault, as in 2), the filter given in 5) will
apply to the segmental strings.
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A PROSODIC ACCOUNT OF ENGLISH VOWEL LENGTHENING
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ABSTRACT
The famous rule of English Vowel

Lengthening may not be directly
attributable to the voicing of the final
consonant, but may rather be related to
the rhythmic organization induced by
stress-timing in English.

INTRODUCTION
One of the classic problems in English

phonology/phonetics has been the rule
lengthening vowels before syllable—final
voiced consonants. As is well-known, at
least in American English, vowels are
much longer before syllable final voiced
consonants than they are before syllable-
final voiceless consonants. The reason
that this is a problem is that the
lengthening is far too much to be
accounted for by the universal phonetic
effect found in other languages. For
example, French shows lengthening, but
the difference is on the order of 10% or
so, while American English lengthening
may approach 100%, at least in
utterance-final position. For example,
the Klatt synthesizer calculates a value
for lai/ before a voiced stop as 286ms,
and before a voiceless stop as 167, a
ratio of 1.71:1 [1]. So the question is,
why does English have this mle?

Some have suggested that this is an
instance of phonologization—the
exaggeration of a pre-existing tendency
for phonological purposes. The problem
with this proposal is that voicing
lengthening is a purely allophonic, or
post-lexical process. It is a typical
instance of something that native
speakers are not consciously aware of,
but which can be brought to
consciousness in a phonetics classroom.
As numerous honologists have said,
rules at this evel are not normally
available for conscious manipulation.
Consequently, it is unlikely to have been
‘seized upon’ by the language for
exaggeration.

In addition, no other instance of a
phonetically-motivated allophonic rule
that I am aware of has this roperty—
namely that a univer speech
implementation tendency is exaggerated,

stretched or otherwise distorted,
resulting in an allophonic rule. For
example, languages normally front velar
stops before front vowels: the point of
articulation of the stop in ‘key’ is
different from that of ‘caw’. However, I
know of no language in which this
fronting has been extended to front velars
to, say palato-alveolars allophonically
(although subsequent language change
may make alternations between velars
and palatals a morphologically-
conditioned rule in the language).
Similarly, we find that aspiration is longer
afier velars than afier labials, but no
language makes velar aspiration longer
still (or conversely, deaspirates labials).
In languages that have aspiration it is
generally the same length cross-
linguistically. It appears to be only
English vowel-lengthening that is so
extreme. This leads us to wonder
whether the length alternations found
connected with voicing contrasts in
English are in fact caused by the voicing
of the following consonants at all, and
are in stead due to other features of
English.

BISYLLABIC SHORTENINGS .
There are other principles governing

vowel length in English, but they are not
related to segmental factors at all, but
rather deal with metrical structure.
Syllable length in English is sensitive to
foot type. I am suggesting here, instead,
that vowel lengthening is a rhythmic
phenomenon, and is somehow related to
the mapping of syllables onto timing
beats in speech production.

It has been argued for a long time that
English is a stress-timed language
(Classé, [2] is the first definitive
discussion). In a stress-timed language
the same amount of time is assrgried to
every foot, where a foot consists of a
stressed syllable and optionally one or
more unstressed syllables. Some have
said ([3]) that, based on measurements of
spoken English, this dichotomy is an
auditory illusion. It goes beyond the
scope of this paper, but I believe that the
reason Bauer and others have been
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unable to find stress timing is related to
their definition of ‘foot', which they
normally define independent of the words
being measured. The data to be reported
below, both that found in the literature
([4],[5]) and collected for this paper,
show that the stress-timing effect is
found at least for isolated words.

LENTHENING IS RHYTIIMIC
Let us suppose that every stressed

syllable in English is associated with at
least one beat. Unstressed syllables form,
with the preceding stressed syllable, a
single beat as well, being roughly
equivalent to a trochaic foot in
contemporary Metric Phonology (see,
eg. [6]). Let us also assume that the real
time length of the beat can vary
depending on such extralinguistic factors
as speed of speech, but that the ratio of
stressed to unstressed syllables will
remain relatively constant under variation
for tempo and other extralinguistic
factors.

Let us suppose, further, that segments
are mapped onto syllables following
language specific implementations of
umversal principles, governed overall by
something very much like the traditional
sononty hierarchy. Thus, a full vowel
Will receive a single beat, but (for
English) a coda consonant will not. Thus
English will differ from, say, Japanese,
where coda consonants do in fact receive
beats.

If we assume that beats receive
roughly the same amount of time, given a
similariate of speech, there should be
rough isochrony in English among one
and two syllable feet. Thus stead andsteady should occupy roughly the same
amount of time. [4], [7] investigated thisWith words like stick:sticky, sleepzsleepy,
Speedispeedy, shadezshady.

'11 were the case that every foot
received an identical amount of speech
time _(which is what we mean by
aSSlgflmg a beat to each foot), then weshould expect that tight, tied, tie, and tidyshould each receive the same amount oftime, This is however, not what we find.Specrfically, the stressed vowel lengthsdiffer, and not in the way that one wouldexpect. The vowel length in tight andtidy are (roughly) the same, and short,While those in tie and ride are also
roughly the same, but much longer than
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in the preceding pair. Given these facts it
is surpnsrn that the voicing of the
syllable-ti consonant should be posited
as the cause of the differences in vowel
hingth: This can be seen in the following
C art:

Short Vowel Long Vowel
tight tied
tidy tie

We can explain the mnce,
however, if we assume that vowel length
is detemiined by foot structurehif every
foot gets an equal measure of time, tie
and tidy should receive an equal measure.
Since the latter word has two syllables,
each must be much shorter than any
single syllable by itself. Borrowing from
musical principles, ifwe assume that each
beat is worth a quarter note, tie would be
assigned a quarter note, while tidy would
be assigned two eighth notes. As a
consequence, the /tai/ of the former
should be much longer than the hail of
the latter. For example, in [7], Lehiste
found the following average values for
‘sleep’, ‘sleepy’, ‘speed’ and ‘speedy’:

Table I. Mean values of the nucleus
/i'/ for sleep, sleepy, speed, speedy,
expressed in ms.

sleep sleepy speed speedy
180.3 131.45 297.85 163.3

But now we must ask, why is the
vowel in tight so short, and the vowel in
tied so long? If we continue our
assumption that we are dealing with
rhythmic principles here, perhaps we can
make the same assumption as with the
preceding pair. Suppose that there is
something special about voiced
consonants specifically that they are
extrametrical. This is an assumption that
is made about all final consonants in
English nouns (see, eg [8]) for early
discussion). However, in the Metrical
phonology literature the extrametiicality
assumption is made solely in order to
place stress on the correct syllable in
words like cannon, whose final syllable
must be light. In these cases the
extrametiicality is posited solely to make
stress assignment rules either regular (in
some cases) or simpler (in others, such as
penultimate stress). I am here assuming
that extrametricality is a real rhythmic
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phenomenon, and that final voiced
consonants do not ‘count’ for vowel
length assignment, but that final voiceless
consonants do.

The result of this set of assumptions is
that, given the word tight, the entire
syllable will be assigned a beat. Since
final consonants take up real time, the
vowel must shorten to permit the entire
assemblage to occupy only a beat’s
worth of time. On the other hand, since
final voiced consonants are extrametn'cal,
only the vowel will be mapped onto the
beat, and as a consequence, the vowels in
tied and tie will be of roughly the same
length.

Now, what justification, other than the
fact that the results come out right, can
we find for making voiced consonants
extrarnetrical while voiceless ones are
not? Overall I have no definitive answer.
However, if we consider only stops, we
can note that syllable final voiceless stops
in English are normally accompanied by
simultaneous glottal closure, while
voiced stops are, of course, not. Thus it
is ofien the case that voiced stops are
released, while voiceless ones are not. It
may be the case that this is somehow tied
in to the timing relationships we have
been discussing.

In any case, whatever the justification
for assrgning extrametn'cality to voiced
obstruents, it ought to be possible to
experimentally test this rhythmic account
of VL in a number of ways. One would
be simply to closely examine the
differences between vowel allophones in
final position and those before voiced vs.
voiceless consonants. There are, of
course, obvious cases like Canadian
English where the prediction seems to be
confirmed. Canadian English has an
3110 honic rule relating higher and lower
nuc ei of the diphthongs lai/ and /au/,
with the higher nucleus (normally close
to [o] occuring exclusively before
syllable-final voiceless obstruents and the
lower nuclei occurring elsewhere. The
facts are suficiently well known not to
need rehearsal here, but it is the case that
we find the raised vowels not only in
classic cases such as write (vs. ride), but
also in the shorter vowel contexts
discussed above (such as writer).
Exactly what happens with rider seems to
be a matter of conjecture at this point,
and- the raising rule seems to be
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generalizing at this point to include not
only voiceless stops but also /n/, which
poses problems for any theory of
phonology (including mine, incidentally)
that believes that features rather than
arbitrary classes of phonemes condition
phonological rules. Other possible cases
that bear investigation would include
those dialects ofEnglish where only long
allophones are diphthongs. For example,
Northern Central US English seems to
have monophthongal /e/ and /o/ in short
contexts, with diphthongin'ng [ei] and
[ou] only when either final or before
voiced sounds.

In sum, while I have no definitive
proof that word-final voiced consonants
behave as if they were not located in the
syllable they close, the length of the
vowels preceding them indicates that
they are not. As a consequence, we
could also conclude that the supposedly
‘un’natural rule of English voicing
lengthening might be somewhat more
natural than was previously thought.
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THE BALKAN SPRACHBUND IN THE LIGHT
OF PHONETIC FEATURES
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ABSTRACT
In the paper the division of the Balkan

Sprachbund according to the phonetic
features is shown. The main areas are:
l. the Eastern one, 2. the Central Balka-
nic, 3. the Mediterranean one.

INTRODUCTION
The Balkan Sprachbund is a linguistic

community defined by morphosyntactic
features. As far as phonetics is concerned
it presents a completely different picture
as that resulting from morphosyntax. In
fact, we cannot speak anymore about the
Balkan community. There are, however,
several relatively compact areas charac-
terized by a considerable similarity. Bor-
ders of these areas often extend beyond
the territory of the Balkans.

A certain convergence characterizes:
l. the Eastern microregion, 2. the so-
called Mediterranean microregion, and,
the'less compact 3. the Central Balkanic
region.

THE EASTERN BALKANIC AREA
This area consists of the territory of

Rumania and Bulgaria, especially their
Eastern parts, and the North-Eastem
Greece. Apart from Rumanian and Bul-
garian it comprises other dialects occur-
ring within its frames, such as Aruman-
ian or Turkish. As in the case of other
regions the borders of the Eastern area
cannot be precisely defined; particular
features have various extentions with
central areas overlapping. This area has
been considered the center of the pho-
netic Balkan Sprachbund [1]. In my
opinion, it is rather an extention of the
Eastern Slavic strip which presents the
same phonotactic type. Its pronunciation
is characterized by a number of vocalic,
as well as consonantal, assimilations —
it can be described as an accomodative
type‘of phonotactics.

First of all, this is a kind of syllabic
harmony, requiring an adjustment of seg-
ments in a syllable with regard to palatal-
rzation and/or labialization. However, the
realization of this property varies from
dialect to dialect. Besides, it regards ei-

ther phonemics or only phonetics. This
feature is connected with a rich conso-
nantal system. Apart from that, reduc-
tions of vowels in unstressed positions
appear in the Eastern area. Generally
speaking, unstressed vowels become
higher. In Nonhem Greek, in addition,
high unstressed vowels are lost.

The presence of a centralized vowel,
functioning as a separate phoneme, is
usually considered a Balkanic feature.
One or even two centralized vocalic pho-
nemes occur in the languages of Eastern
Balkanic area, however with the excep-
tion of Greek. On the other hand such a
phoneme is also found in the Southern
Albanian — a Western Balkanic region.

THE CENTRAL BALKANIC AREA
This is the less compact region, al-

though it is characterized by the most
typical Balkanic features. They are con-
centrated on the strip of land containing
Macedonian, Albanian, Greek. However,
particular features do not have identical
extentions, some of them occur also in
Bulgarian, Serbian or Italian. These fea-
tures are: merger of the palatal affricatcs,
among others resulting from the ten-
dency eliminating palatalization from
consonantal systems (this takes place in
Albanian, Macedonian and Serbian); the
loss of [x] (in the same dialects), a ten-
dency towards proclisis of the clitical
forms of personal pronouns and the most
characteristic feature of the Balkans —- a
set of phenomena regarding clusters of a
nasal sonorant and homorganic stop ob-
struent. These facts are linked by the ten-
dency towards functional equivalence of
these clusters and corresponding voiced
stops. Phenomena contributing to this
equivalence are: voicing of stops after
nasal sonorants (Greek, Northern Alban-
ian, Southern Italian), a very fused,
monosegmental pronunciation of these
clusters (Northern Albanian), simplifica-
tion of the ND clusters to N (Albanian:
in Southern Italian the change of ND into
NN is found), or to D (Albanian, North-
em Greek), appearance of unmotivated
voiced stops after nasal sonorants. CSPC'
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cially the change of mr, ml into mbr, mbl
(Albanian), appearance of the unmoti-
vated nasal sonorants before voiced stops
(Albanian, Greek), the preservation of
the motivated nasal sounds (reflexes of
the Old Slavic nasal vowels) before
voiced stops, whereas in other contexts
nasality is lost (Southem Macedonian di-
alects). As a result of the tendency to-
wards functional equivalence of the clus-
ters in question and corresponding
voiced stops, in some dialects ND and D
can replace each other, and generally,
options and hesitations in pronunciation
of ND clusters are quite frequent in the
Balkans.

The most unusual feature, connected
with these clusters is that they can appear
at the beginning of the word (Albanian,
colloquial Greek, dialectal Italian) [2].

In my opinion, this very area should
be regarded the center of the phonetic
Balkan Sprachbund, and not the Eastern
part of the Balkans.

THE MEDITERRANEAN AREA
The Balkan Sprachbund partially

overlaps with another linguistic commu-
nity characterized by certain conver-
gence in the field of phonotactics. Lan-
guages and dialects located on the penin-
sulas of the Mediterranean Sea share,
first of all, a similar syllable and word
pattern with the last syllable open or
closed by a single consonant [3]. Usually
it is a sonant or [s]. Consonant clusters in
Mediterranean languages have simple
acoustic patterns; in final positions they
occur quite exceptionally, mainly in
loanwords.

Features concerning syllable patterns
cut the Creek area into two parts — in
the Northern Greek dialecs, as a result of
vowel reductions, word final syllables
can be closed.
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Another Mediterranean feature is the
restriction on intervocalic voiced stops.
In the Romance languages this restriction
is solved by fricativization — obligatory
(Spanish, Catalan), optional (Portu-
guese), or it occurs only in colloquial
and dialectal speech (Italian). Although
fricativization is known in the history of
Greek phonetics, today the restriction on
intervocalic voiced stops is being solved
by the shift of VDV into VNDV. Again
this feature does not exist in Northern
Greek where the ND clusters have been
simplified into D.

These two phonotactic features op—
pose the Mediterranean languages to
other European languages, including the
Balkan languages.

The Mediterranean languages share
with the Balkanic languages one prop-
erty, namely in these languages senten-
ces can begin with pronominal clitics.
They also have similar question intona-
tion contours [4].
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the issue of

vowel quantity contrast in a northern
Italian dialect in the light of a typology of
so-called quantity languages. The results
show that in this Italo—Romance variety
the quantity contrast has the stressed
vowel segment as its domain. The short
vowels are less than half the duration of
the long vowels, which indicates that this
ratio is the main cue for the contrast.
Some spectral variation is dependent on
the long-short distinction.

INTRODUCTION
It is a widespread belief that Italo-

Romance languages lack vowel quantity
contrasts. Our previous studies, though
limited to the northern Italian dialects of
Emilia, led us to a different opinion. A
preliminary phonological interpretation of
the large vowel inventory found in a
dialect of the Frignano area was
proposed. In stressed syllables thirteen
vowels are used distinctively: the nine
long vowels fi:, y:, u:, e:, a:, 0:, 8:, 0:,
a:/, and the four short vowels /e, a, o, a/.
This analysis received later some
instrumental support. A first research
was focussed on the durational
differences between the long segments
/e:, a:, 0:, a:/, and the short segments /e,
o, o, a/ [1]. In a following research the
spectral properties of all the thirteen
phonemes of the system were examined,
but the paper discussed only the formant
frequency patterns of the nine long
phonemes [2].

These early studies raised several
questions which require further
experimental investigation and
discussion. Firstly, it seems important to
establish whether and to what extent
quantity contrasts exist in an Italo-
Romance variety. Another issue concerns
the position of this northern Italian
dialect within a typology of so-called
quantity languages. A further problem is
to propose a hierarchy among the

multiple factors serving as cues for the
Frignanese speaker‘listener.

To this purpose, the present study
investigates the acoustic correlates of the
quantity contrasts in the dialect, with
particular regard to the temporal and
spectral parameters. The first aim is to
determine the magnitude of the duration
of long and short stressed vowels and the
possible durational differences in the
consonant following the long/short
stressed vowel, to establish whether the
domain of the quantity contrast is the
vowel segment or the VC sequence. A
second objective is the analysis of the
spectral differences between the long and
corresponding short vowels, and their
location in the vowel space of the dialect.

DATA AND METHODS
The speech material presented here

includes both monosyllabic and disyllabic
meaningful words stressed on the first
syllable, the target vowels are fi:, y:, u:,

e:, a:, 0:, a:, 0:, a:, e, a, o, a/ and occur in

the context of different prevocalic
consonant and constant postvocalic
consonant, i.e., an alveolar lateral /l/ of
the common voiced approximant type.
The choice of this corpus was due to the
decision of using only meaningful words
and reducing the number of variables to
simplify the present analysis. The
limitations on the distribution of certain
vowels in the dialect makes it difficult to
find minimal and/or quasi-minimal pairs
containing all the vowels under study and
forced us to choose the lateral consonant
as a postvocalic context. On the other
hand, the context which was kept
constant was that of the postvocalic
consonant, since the duration of the
stressed vowel is commonly held to be
more affected by the following than the
preceding consonant. _

The words were put in 3 came!
sentence and spoken two times by three
male native speakers of the dialect. The
recordings took place in the subjects
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homes in reduced noise conditions, using
a Uher professional tape recorder and
monodirectional microphone. The data

were analyzed on the 14 bit Sensimetrics

SpeechStation system, sampled at
lOkHZ. Measurements were taken of the
stressed vowels and postvocalic

consonants durations from both
spectrograms and waveforms. For the
formant values for F 1, F2 and F3, LPC

spectra with order 10 were computed in
the middle ofeach vowel.

RESULTS

Durations
The measurements on vowel durations

indicate that the speakers of the
Frignanese speakers make a very clear
distinction between the long vowels /e:,
0:, 3:, a:/, and the short vowels /e, o, o,
a/. As can be seen from Table l, the
mean short vowel durations are less than
half the mean long vowel durations in
both CVCV and CVC structures. Vowels
have shorter durations in disyllabic than
in monosyllabic words, conforming to a
common tendency in world languages
[3]. Note that this shortening occurs to a
similar extent for both short and long
vowels, and therefore the VN: ratio is
unaffected.

Table I. Mean durations in ms and VJ":
ratio ofthe short and long vowelpairs.
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122 ms (in /a/) to 225 ms (in /a:/), so that
the VN: ratio increases along the high-
low dimension.

Table 2. Mean values of WV: ratio by
vowel We and word structure.

e/e: ill/fl: 0/0: a/a:

CVCV 36.56 40.00 55.17 55.56

CVC 44.79 43.39 43.23 64.47

We looked for possible correlations
between the absolute duration values of
all the thirteen vowels and the quality
differences along the high-low, front-
back and round non—round dimensions.
Systematic correlations were found only
for the high-low dimension, exemplified
in Table 3 only for disyllables. The vowel
duration values, grouped in sets by
degree of height, show that, for both
long and short vowels, vowel duration
increases from the high to low series.
These data are in agreement with the well
established phenomenon of intrinsic
vowel duration [3, 4].

Table 3. Mean durations of all vowels,
in sets, in CVCV structure.

Long Short

/i: y:u:/ 201.8

Short Long V/V:

/e:ia:o:/ 206.3 leo/ 81.3

CVCV 100.3 209.6 46.13

/e :o:/ 211.4 /3/ 116.7

/a:/ 225.2 /a/ 122.0

CVC 119.7 245.9 46.33

Differences in the mean values of the
VN: ratio by vowel type and word
structure were found. These are reported
in Table 2. In general, the VN: ratios
vary wnh degree of vowel height. It can
becbserved that in CVCV words the
ratios are smaller for the mid high than
for the mid low and low vowels and in
CVC words the ratio for the low vowel is
the largest. This is explainable if one
consrders the absolute vowel duration
values in relation to the height dimension.
As an example, in CVCV words, the
vowel having the shortest intrinsic
duratronranges from 78 ms (in /e/) to
220 ms (in /e:/), while the vowel with the
longest intrinsic duration ranges from

The data of the single subjects show
some interspeaker variability in the

absolute vowel duration values. In short,

there are greater temporal differences

between our three subjects in their

production of long than of short vowels,

Though limited, these data seem to

suggest that the short vowels display a

relative stability with respect to the long

vowels. ‘
With regard to the duration of the

consonant following the four pairs of

long/short stressed vowels, our prevrous

study [1], based on one subject, showed

different duration values for the target

consonant in the CVCV vs. the CVC

stmcture: the C/C: ratio. resulted

negligeable in disyllables while it was
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.77.75 in monosyllables, so that long

vowels were followed by relatively short

consonants, and short vowels by

relatively long consonants. The present

data confirm the observation for the

consonants occurring in the CVCV

structure, where the C/C: ratio is around

.100. For the consonants in the CVC

structure the C/C: ratios for the three

subjects are very different: for one

subject it is .8129, while the other two

subjects have larger ratios. In this case no

generalization can be made.

Vowel quality
The analysis of the spectral properties

of the Frignanese vowels has revealed a

certain amount of variation in formant

frequencies between the long and short

vowels The data relating to the mean

differences in Fl and F2 are visualized in

Fig. 1. It can be observed that, for F1 of

all the vowels, the three subjects exhibit,

though to a different extent, the same

tendencies. For F2, subjects SG and RI

show a similar pattern, while subject GB

behaves in a very different way for the

vowel pair /o:, 0/, as can be seen from

the direction of the bars in Fig. l. The

figure also illustrates how the spectral

characteristics differ systematically from
vowel to vowel. For Fl, the subtraction

value is positive for /a:, a/ and negative
for the other pairs. This indicates that the
durational distinction affects the F1

values of short vowels so that they are
smaller in /a/ and larger in /e, o, 0/ than in

the corresponding long vowels. For F2,
the variation from long to short is more
remarkable in /e, ta, 0/ than in /a/: with

the mentioned exception of GB there is a

a decrease in frequency for the front
vowels /e, o/ and an increase for the back
vowel /o/. The effects of duration on the
quality of the four vowel pairs can be
seen also in Fig. 2.

For representing the data in the
formant chart, the F1 and F2 values were
convened into Mel using the formula
given by Fant [S]. Fig. 2 shows the
location of the four vowel pairs in the
thirteen-vowel system of the dialect for
two of the subjects. The quality variation
due to duration is found on both the F 1
and F2 axes. For the high-low dimension,
a comparison of the short and long
members of the pairs shows a lowering of
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the vowels /e, to, 0/ and a raising of /a/.
It is interesting to note that short /e/

lowers to such an extent that it
approaches the quality area of long /e:/.
As concerns the front-back dimension,

the short vowels /e, 0/ centralize with

respect to their long counterparts; the

shift in F2 for the pair /a:, a/ is minimal.

Subject GB’s divergent behavior
regarding the vowel pair M2, a/ can be

observed also in the formant chart. While

for 50 short lo/ has a smaller F2 value

than long /o:/, for GB the formants shih

in the opposite direction.

500

___, §LGB_.. RL

400 _———’—-r#__‘# - I.

U I .
ez-e oz-o oz-o a:-a

Figure 1 Differences in mean formant

frequencies for the pairs of Iong’short

vowels by the three subjects. Values of

vowels in CVCV and CVC structures are

averaged and expressed in Hz.

DISCUSSION
The main findings of our research on

the acoustic correlates of the vowe

quantity contrasts in the ananese

dialect examined are the followrng. There

is a considerable distinction between the

long and the short vowels, which Is

constant and independent of speakers.

vowel type and word structure. t

regard to the postvocalic consonant},

their duration appears to be unvaried In

disyllables, but somewhat variable an

speaker dependent in monosyllables. The

vowel durational differences are

accompanied by spectral . differences.

which vary in extent according to vowe

type.
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Figure 2. Mean Fl and F2formantfrequencies for the thirteen-vowel system (two sub-

jects). lalues ofthe vowels in Cl 'CVand CVC structures are averaged and expressed in

Mel.

On the basis of our production data, a
tentative conclusion can be drawn as to
which acoustic correlate is most
Important for the quantity contrast. It
seems unquestionable that the crucial
factor Is the vowel duration distinction,
the other two factors being additional.
Qualitative vowel variation is dependent
on the long/short distinction, like in many
languages [4] As for consonant duration,
the fact that two different patterns were
found for the two word structures poses
a problem of interpretation. Of course we
are aware that, to determine the actual
hierarchy of importance among the
phonetic factors serving as cues for the
ananese speaker-listener, perceptual
experiments are needed.
'FInally, at a more general level of

drscussron, It is worth adding some
concrse remarks. As far as the data
analynd are representative of this
dialect of the Frignano area, the results
of the present study support our early
hypothesis that this halo-Romance
varIcty is a quantity language. We
attempt a brief definition of the
FrIgnano-specific characteristics in the
framework of the languages which
make contrastive use of durational
differences. Our analysis seems to
suggest that the domain of the quantity
contrast in the dialect is the vowel
segment. There is a two-way quantity

contrast which is found only between
vowels occurring in stressed syllables.
The durational distinction applies only
to some phonemes of the thirteen—vowel
system, that is, the four pairs /e:, e2,

3:, a:/ and /e, Z, 0, a/. So, the qualities

of the four short vowels are a subset of
the qualities of the nine long vowels

[6].The short-to-long ratio is about .46

(i.e., 1:21) in both CVCV and CVC

structures, which classifies this dialect
among the languages having strong

vowel quantity contrast.
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ABSTRACT
This paper explores whether the syllable

in Taiwanese, a language with about 800

distinct syllable types. is divided into
phoneme-sized units. An experiment was

conducted in which the subjects were

asked to delete a segment ofa syllable, to
add a segment to a syllable. and to re-
place a segment ofa syllable with another.
It was found that the subjects who were
less exposed to an alphabetic language
were poor in performing the task, while
those who were explicitly taught to use
alphabet to spell the language performed
excellently. It was thus concluded that
the ability to segtnent the syllable into
phoneme sized units arose through
training in alphabetic orthography.

THE PHONEMIC ANALYSIS

Traditional linguistic analyses have
proceeded with the assumption that the
speech stream is analyzable into pho-
neme-sized units. However, such an as-
sumption has been seriously questioned
in recent years. Experiments in segmen-
tation have shown that such ability is
achieved mostly via training in orthogra-

Phy [l]. [2]-
Read et al.'s study [2] found that

Mandarin speakers were not able to add
or delete segments in the syllable if they
were not trained in alphabetic writing. In
this study we ask the same question of
another Chinese language, viz. Taiwan-
ese. Because Taiwanese is normally not
used as a means of education. the native
speakers‘ phonological knowledge is
typically not influenced by orthography.
On the other hand. most of the native
speakers are educated in Mandarin and
English. This gives us a chance to see
whether their phonological knowledge is

influence by Mandarin and/or English. In
this study we are interested in finding out
whether phoneme-sized segments are
operating units in Taiwanese, and if they
are. whether such ability is influenced by
the alphabetic language, i.e. English.

TIIE EXPERIMENT
Three groups of subjects were tested

in this experiment. The first group of
subjects (N=21) were vocational high
school students who worked at daytime
and went to school at night. These stu-
dents spoke a lot of Taiwanese at work.
and because of the nature of their study,
they did not have as much experience in
English as the normal high school stu—
dents. The language ability ofthis group

of subjects is regarded as representative
of ordinary Taiwanese speakers. The

second group of subjects (N=20) com-

prised university students. Because they

were going to the university, and because

most of the university textbooks are in
English, they were more exposed to

English than the first group subjects. We
are interested in seeing whether their
ability to manipulate the Taiwanese syl-

lables in terms of phoneme-sized seg-

ments is influenced by their training in
English. The third group of subjects
(N=I9) were also university students. but

these students had been self-taught to

read, and sometimes to write, Taiwanese

using Roman alphabet (the so-called
Church Romanization). It is expected

that because of their experience in using
Roman letters for Taiwanese, the third
group subjects will perform much better

than the other two groups.

The Procedures
The subjects were first introduced

to the concept of sound similarities
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through a popular Taiwanese folk song.

The subjects were shown that a word can

be converted to another word by adding,

deleting or changing part of the sound of

the word. Then the subjects were pre-

sented with pairs of words showing dif-

ferent phonetic relationships. Specifically,

the following relationships were shown:

(1) Initial consonant deletion

e.g. tun33 -->un33

(2) Initial consonant addition

e.g. an24 —>tan24

(3) Final consonant deletion

e.g kimSS —>ki55
(4) Final consonant addition

e.g. caSI —)canSI

(5) Initial consonant replacement

eg. piSl -—>ki51

(6) Vowel replacement

eg si55 —>su55

(7) Final consonant replacement

eg. t'anSS ——>t'amSS
In each case. four examples were

given to the subject to show that by

adding (such as [t] in (2)), deleting ([t] in

(l)) or replacing ([k] in (5)) a particular

segment in the syllable, one can derive
another syllable. Then in each category.
two test items followed these examples
to see whether the subjects could

perform the task as exemplified. Among
these two test items, one ofthe predicted
correct answer would be a real word
while the other would be a nonce word.

Results

Correct scores were tabulated for each
subject. Mean percentages were calcu-
lated for each group (Group l=6.89%.

Grouv 2=49.17%, Group 3=7l.67%).
Mann-Whitney (1 tests were run
comparing the ranks of correct scores
among the groups. The results showed
that the differences were all great. The
percentages of correct answers in each
item by groups are shown in Table I.

A second set of the same tests was run.
This time all answers containing expected
changes were considered correct, with or
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Table 1. Percentages of correct answers
(r and n in item numbers refer to real
word and "once word correct responses)

Grpt Grp2 Grp3
1r. 19.0 15.0 63.0
In. 4.3 45.0 100.0
2r. 4.8 80.0 94.7
Zn. 9.5 90.0 78.9
3r. 4.8 35.0 57.9
3n. 0.0 10.0 36.8
4r. 4.8 60.0 78.9
4n. 9.5 55.0 84.2
5r.I 9.5 45.0 68.4
5n.I 4.8 35.0 57.9
6r.‘ 4.8 55.0 84.2
6n.' 19.0 65.0 89.5
5r.1 0.0 70.0 78.9
5n.2 0.0 20.0 68.4
6r.2 4.8 20.0 31.6
611.1 0.0 35.0 36.8
7r. 23.8 85.0 94.7
7n. 4.8 65.0 84.2

without concomitant other changes; that

is, when the subject tnade the correct

change but at the same time made

changes in other parts ofthe syllable, the

answer was still considered correct.

Gradations of group means were as

above (Group l=l2.l7%, Group

2=6l.39%, Group 3=8l%), and Mann-

Whitney tests were significant. Table 2

shows the percentages ofcorrect answers

under such considerations.

As can be seen from Table 1, Group 3

subjects did the best in every item except

in (2n). and Group 2 did better than

Group 1 in every item except (1r). No

such exceptions were found in Table 2.

If we list these percentages by their

magnitudes. we find more consistency

between two items in a category in Table

2. which we do not find in Table I. Still,

no obvious patterns emerge. Category

(3), which required the subjects to delete

___________._.._—-—

lThese replacement items are uith CV syllables.

2Thcsc replacement items are with CVC

S)llablcs.
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Tub/c 2. I 'L‘I“ cult/gas rill-array! (III.\1I't‘I‘.\‘
wit/1 ummmilunl climrut'x (r and n in
item Hum/vers- rcfi'r In real and IIUIlt'L'
H‘Ill'tl L'm‘l't't'l responses)

Grpl Grp2 Grp3
lr 28.5 65 .0 100.0
In 33.4 75.0 100.0
Er. 4.8 90.0 94.7
2n. 14.3 90.0 94.7
3r. 9.6 40.0 63.2
311. 0.0 10.0 47.4
4r. 4.8 75.0 84.2
4n. 9.5 55.0 84.2
5r.' 9.5 55.0 68.4
5n.l 4.8 40.0 57.9
6r.l 9.6 60.0 94.1
6n.' 19.0 65.0 89.5
Sr.2 0.0 70.0 78.9
5n.2 0.0 45.0 84.2
or.2 23.9 55.0 63.2
6n.2 0.0 45.0 63.2
7r. 33.3 85.0 100.0
7n. 14.3 75.0 100.0

the final consonants. scored the lowest.
This is expected if we consider the final
consonant as part of the rhyme. But
Category (7), which required the subjects
to replace the final consonants. was
among the easiest. It is rather difficult to
understand why a segment is hard to de-
lete but easy to replace in the saute posi-
tion. It is not that segments are easier to
replace than to delete, for Category (I)
was to delete the initial consonant. and
was among the easiest categories, while
its replacement counterpart, Category (5),
was rather hard.

1n the case of real vs. nonce word
responses. none of the comparisons
(correct only or with concomitant
changes) showed significant differences
except for Group 2. where the compari-
son of correct answers with concomitant
changes between real and nonce words
showed significant difference (Wilcoxon
:=2.79‘[)< .01).
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DISCUSSION
From these results, it is clear that edu-

cation played an important role in making
the speakers aware of the segments.
Group 1 subjects did not have as much
contact with alphabetic language as
Group 2 subjects. and as expected. their
performances were much poorer than
Group 2 subjects. Group 2 subjects and
Group 3 subjects were all university stu-
dents. and had similar education back-
grounds except that Group 3 subjects
explicitly learned to read Taiwanese in
Roman letters Presumably they were
more able to manipulate speech sounds in
terms of the orthography based on Ro-
man alphabet. This is evident when we
consider the answers given to item (It)
by some Group 3 subjects, where they
were required to change [miss] into
[i33]. The subjects made 37% expected
answers with concomitant changes. and
the concomitant changes were all [i33]
instead of the expected [i331 One of
the reasons for such response is the fact
that in Church Romanization, the
stimulus [mi] is written as mi. with the
nasalization in the vowel left unspecified.
while in other cases the nasal vowel is
marked with a raised ‘n', as in [ti’ISS]
'sweet'. This is because in Taiwanese
nasal consonants occur only before nasal
vowels [3] When the initial consonant m
is taken away, there is only i left in the
orthography. In fact this is precisely
what was pointed out to the
experimenter by one of the subjects in
Group 3.

As reported by the subjects after the
experiment, many of the Group 2 and
Group 3 subjects explicitly made use of
the orthographic symbols. Some Group
2 subjects reported that they used the
Mandarin Phonetic Alphabet (Jr/yin Fil-
hlw). as did some Group 3 subjects.
Some other Group 3 subjects reported
that they used Church Romanization. l!
is interesting to find that there was not
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much evidence that Group 1 subjects
made use of Mandarin Phonetic Alphabet,
although they also learned it in school.
One' of the possibilities for such differ-
ence may be that Group 2 subjects use
Taiwanese a lot more frequently than the
other two groups. They are more used
to operating the language without re-
course to Mandarin. unlike the other two
groups (especially Group 2). Perhaps
primarily because of this, they were not
inclined to use the Mandarin Phonetic
Alphabet in doing the task.

As mentioned above. even if we admit
concomitant changes. Group 1 subjects
only achieved around 12%. With this
percentage we can hardly say that the
subjects could operate the language in
terms of segments. The success with the
other two groups was mostly based on
their familiarity with alphabetic writing.
Since the education backgrounds of the
second and the third groups were similar
except that the third group learned to
read Taiwanese in Roman alphabet. the
better performances by the third group
subjects ought to have been due to their.
explicitly applying this knowledge in the
segmentation tasks.

We have also noted above that final
consonants are hard to delete but easy to
replace, while initial consonants are easy
to delete but hard to replace. These facts
are hard to explain if these elements are
individually considered. However, there
is a possible explanation from the point
of view of the distinguishability of the
syllables. There are only three possible
final consonants in non-entering tone
syllables, but there are 14 possible con-
sonants in the syllable initial position. Fi-
nal consonants contribute a lot less than
the initial consonants in distinguishing
syllables.[4] Replacing a final consonant
only means replacing a nasal consonant
with another nasal consonant. The dis-
tance between these two syllables is
rather small. But replacing an initial con-
sonant can be a major operation. as re-
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placing it would result in a rather differ-
ent syllable type. On the other hand, de-
leting a final consonant would also result
in a very different syllable type. It is a
change from a closed syllable to an open
syllable, and the syllable types are com-
pletely different. In the case of initial
consonant deletion, the two syllables still
rhyme after the deletion. and the contrast
between the two syllables is not as great
as that in initial consonant replacement.
because in this case one syllable is with
initial consonant while the other is with-
out. What this indicates is that the sub-
jects evaluated the effect the changes had
on the whole syllable. rather than just
changing part ofthe syllable.

We therefore conclude that explicit
orthographic knowledge plays a signifi-
cant role in realizing the segmental rela-
tionships among Taiwanese syllables. It
seems that segmenting the Taiwanese
syllable is a superfluous operation.
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PROSODIC VARIATION IN PARENTAL SPEECH IN
SWEDISH

Anne-Christine BredvadJensen
Department of Linguistics, Lund University, Sweden

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to describe
the prosodic adjustments made when
going from child-directed speech to adult-
directed speech in Swedish. 12 parent—
child dyads are studied with children aged
between one and four. F0, amplitude and
duration will be analysed in a sentence
perspective and discussed in relation to
generality for the adult and to function for
the child's language acquisition and
learning.

GENERAL PRESENTATION
Adjustment in speech directed to

children up to three years of age has been
considered to be a special speech register
called BT (Baby Talk), [1] Snow &
Ferguson 1977, or CA (child—adjusted
communication), [2] Junefelt 1987. This
paper will highlight the following
questions: To what extent is child directed
speech adjusted in the prosodic domain?
Will the same physical adjustments occur
in speech irrespective of the parent's
speaking style and the child's age? Could
there be a possible interaction between the
child's acquisition and the parent's
prosody?

MATERIAL
Parental speech directed to children

between one and four years old was
collected through bookreading which
turned out to be a good combination of
eliciting both spontaneous and "semi-
spontaneous" speech. The parents did not
only read the text but used the text
material (as well as the illustrations) to
engage the child in conversation. For
comparison, adult-directed material was
collected for each parent in adult—adult
dyads. In order to facilitate the analysis of
F0, which in Swedish is used to signal
sentence intonation, phrase», sentence,
and word accent as well as boundary
phenomena carefully prepared texts were
used, (see [3] Bredvad—Jensen 1991).

RESULTS
Data show that all speakers adjust

irrespective of their intention /not/ to talk
Baby Talk to their child. All three
parameters (F0, amplitude and duration)
are affected, but to different extents for
the different speakers. More specific
results will be presented at the congress.
Individual speaking styles are preserved
within the child—adjusted register which
also varies according to the child’s age.
Typical features of child-adjustment are a)
defocusing which seems to be used in
order to give extra prominence to the
sentence accented word, b) an added
phrase accent even in very short
sentences and c) pauses which are used
more frequently than in adult-directed
speech.

DISCUSSION
A developmental line can be seen in

parental speech starting with the use of
special tonal contours which are used to
attract the baby‘s attention already during
the preverbal period, (see for example [4]
Bruner 1983). Once the child's
acquisition has started, the role of child-
adjustment is more complex; it will still
serve as an attention-getting device, and it
may at the same time facilitate the child's
understanding and learning. Functional
aspects of the physical parameters used in
child—adjusted speech are threefold:
pedagogical, affective and
communicative, (see [5] Junefelt 1987).
These aspects may of course characterize
any dialogue, but their dominance in the
child—adjusted speech is noticeable. As
the child gradually will grow in verbal
and communicative skill, the need for the
parent to catch the child's attention will
decline to a more adultlike level. This W111
result in a gradual decline in the use of the
physical parameters. The question may
remain as the last child-adjusted speech
device which is interesting as the question
itself is a verbal attention—getter.

[6] Bolinger 1978 pointed out that
questions may be interrogative to
different degrees, strong or weak
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questions (my terms) depending on the
interrogative load. It is argued here that
this appproach will also hold for child-
adjusted attention-getters which then may
be strong or weak to different degrees,
depending on the attention-getting load.
For both child-adjusted speech and for
questions in general the same. physical
parameters may be used in sim11ar ways.
The dividing line here can be seen
between the more "neutral" questions and
the more emotionally loaded child-
adjusted speech. The important role of
affection in mother—child interaction has
been emphasized by, among others, [7]
Trevarthen 1988.

Even if child-adjustment is regarded as
a special speech register with unique
qualities it is at the same time part of
man's universal capability of attracting
somebody's attention and it will be
performed with much the same physical
means as in other situations. This might
then be one explanation for the gradual
decline from child—adjustment which can
be seen in this study.
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CHARACTERIZING THE ADULT TARGET: ACOUSTIC STUDIES
OF SWEDISH AND AMERICAN ENGLISH M AND /p/.

E. H. Butler”, K. Williams”, and C. StoeI-Gammon‘
“University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA
”Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden

ABSTRACT
Work by our group has investigated

phonetic development of language-
specific segments, including study of
differences in place of /t/ articulation
(Swedish: dental, American English:
alveolar). We have reported acoustic
measures showing language-specific
spectral shapes for these bursts in both
adults and 30-month-old children [1]. In
this paper we examine factors that
support the interpretation that these
differences are indeed due to place.

INTRODUCTION
A recent study [1] revealed perceptual

and acoustic differences between Swedish
(S) dental and American English (AE)
alveolar /t/ bursts. Listeners were able to
categorize 15 ms burst portions of word-
initial his in both adults and 30-month-
old children as dental and alveolar.
Acoustic measurements indicated that
spectral diffuseness (measured as std.
deviation in Hz of the burst spectrum
(SD)) and burst intensity (measured in dB
difference fi'om the following vowel)
were significantly shorter across
languages. Bursts were more diffuse and
less intense in S than in AB. Shorter
VOTs were also typical of Swedish /t/-
initial tokens in both adults and children.

This paper reports similar differences
in S and AE adults’ word initial /p/ bursts
from the two langiages, suggesting that
some language-specific acoustic features
are shared among the stop consonants in
our data. The central question guiding the
present investigation is whether the
spectral shape measures we have applied

to /t/ bursts are uniquely associated with
the alveolar/dental place distinction.
Before continuing to investigate this topic
in development, we need to characterize
the adult targets using measures that
uniquely capture this distinction. We
therefore present data addressing two
factors that may have affected earlier
results: I) that some of the differences in
spectral shape may be due to differences
in recording (eg. equipment and room
acoustic differences), and 2) that some of
the spectral shape differences in both /t/
and /p/ are related to lower intensities and
shorter VOTs of Swedish word-initial
bursts.

RECORDING EFFECTS ON
SPECTRAL SHAPE

Spectral shape measures of stop bursts
based on a “moments” analysis of Fourier
spectra have been of central interest in
our work, following earlier work on the
technique [2], [3]. Briefly, the spectmm
can be characterized by its mean (M) and
std. deviation (SD) in Hz and also by the
higher moments-based dimensionless
coefficients of skewness and kurtosis.
Stoel-Gammon et al. [I] reported
differences in all these measures when
comparing adults’ and children’s lt/
bursts in S and AE, but acknowledged
that some differences may have been due
to recording effects such as room
acoustics, microphone types, and the
different standards of videotape recording
media used (PAL in S, and NTSC in A5)
Informal calibration efforts led us to
suspect artifactual influences on the
absolute validity of spectral M and the
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higher moments, but the effects in SD

seemed too large to be artifactual.

Further acoustic investigations of /p/

bursts revealed that SD differences were

in the same direction as for the /t/ bursts.

In order to better calibrate recording

effects, synthetic burst tokens were

developed using filtered and dynamically

shaped white noise to create 15 ms

transients centering at four frequencies

(f, 2, 3, and 4 kHz) and with two

different bandwidths to emulate the

alveolar/dental contrast in diffuseness.

These burst tokens were recorded by
playback over identical versions of Kay

CSL sofiware and the same speaker (IBL

Pro-III) in both recording environments,

with the same equipment used to record

the actual speech data under
investigation. Analysis of these data then

proceeded using the same methods as

Stoel-Gammon et al. Results indicated
small yet systematic differences between

S and AE recording environments in
spectral M and SD, and larger differences
in skewness and kurtosis. Because M

and SD are the most powerful and
interpretable in our speech data we
focused on calibrations of these measures

(see [3] for further discussion of
difficulties with interpretation and
statistical analysis of the higher
moments). See Table l for adjustment

values obtained from the calibration data.

Table l. Adjustments to spectral mean
and SD due to recording differences.

Stec. M SICC. SD

s-Amerence
Adjusting our adult /t/ and /p/ burst

measures accordingly, the calibrated data
were used to measure and statistically

analyze (by t—tests) the language
differences reported in Table 2. As can
be seen, VOT and Burst intensity are
significantly different across languages
for both It! and /p/. However, the cross-
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language differences between spectral
shape measures change when the
measures are calibrated: an apparently
non—significant difference between /t/
burst spectral Ms becomes significant,
and a nearly significant difference
between lp/ burst spectral Ms becomes
non-significant. Regarding spectral SDs,
the significant language difference in NS
remains significant, and a significant
difference in /p/ SDs is reduced, but still

significant, when the measures are

calibrated. The next section of this report
investigates this further by assessing

relations among VOT, burst intensity,

and calibrated spectral shape measures.

VOT, BURST INTENSITY, AND
SPECTRAL SHAPE MEASURES

It is possible that some degree of
spectral shaping is related not to place of

articulation but instead to burst intensity

and VOT. In terms of intensity, the
turbulence noise of a /p/ burst may

become lower in central frequency and

more compact when the stop is released

with greater pressure as it appears to be

in AB. In terms ofVOT, a release burst

may become higher in frequency and

more compact when the longer VOT of

AE yields a stop release that is followed

by more aspiration. These possibilities

seem supported by regression analyses

investigating the effects of VOT and

intensity on our spectral shape data.

Burst intensity is a significant predictor of

SD in S /p/s (p<0.001) and in AB lp/s

(p<0.05), lower SDs correlating with

higher intensities. Higher intensity Is also

a significant predictor of lower spectral

means in S lpls (p<0.01) and in AB lp/s

(p<0.001). In AE /t/s, longer VOT is

correlated with higher spectral means

(p<0.05) and with lower spectral SDs

(p<0.05).
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Table 2. Acoustic measures ofSwedish (S) and American English (AE) adult ’t/ and 1%
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bursts. with t-test comparisons across languages,

S average AE average t p

/t/

VOT, ms 49 74 7.163 <.001

Intensity, dB below 177 12.8 —6.376 <.001

vowel

Uncalibrated, kHz

Burst Mean 5.158 5.501 1.793 n.s.

Burst SD 2.127 1.194 -9.477 <0.001

Calibrated, kHz

Burst Mean 5.015 5,501 2.555 <0.05

Burst SD 2.054 1.149 -8.747 <0.001

/p/

VOT, ms 41 66 7.061 <0.001

Intensity, dB below 205 18.1 2.287 <0.05

vowel

Uncalibrated, kHz

Burst Mean 2.957 2,604 -l .833 <0.10
Burst SD 2.015 1.689 -3.794 <0.001

Calibrated, kHz

Burst Mean 2.814 2.604 -l.090 ns.
Burst SD 1942 1.689 -2.945 <.01

To investigate the effects among all
these variables in a multiple regression
framework, a logistic model can be used
[4]. This type of regression model must
be used when the dependent variable is
categorical; here the continuous acoustic
variables of VOT, intensity, burst spectral
M and burst spectral SD can be entered
as continuous predictors of the

categorical language variable (S/AE).

The logistic regression model is also

appropriate because the model assesses

the percentage of observations that are

successfiilly classified according to
language. By comparing the successful

classification of a model incorporating

VOT and intensity alone with the
improvement in classification of a model

Table 3. Language classification success percentagesfor logistic regression models
With and Without calibrated spectral shape measuresfor S and AE /t/ and /p/ bursts.

/t/
VOT and intensity alone
VOT, intensity, burst mean and SD

/p/
VOT and intensity alone
VOT, intensity, burst mean and SD

Classification Success

75%
85%

71%

73%
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that also incorporates the calibrated

spectral shape measures, we see the

extent to which spectral shape measures

uniquely improve language discrimination

above and beyond VOT and intensity

alone. Table 3 lists these models and

their classification success in the /t/ and

/p/ bursts of our adult dataset. In the /p/

bursts, the marginal increment of

classification success in the model

incorporating spectral shape measures

indicates that language differences in

spectral shape do not contribute much

additional predictiveness. 1n the /t/ bursts

however, the addition of spectral shape

measures contributes predictiveness that

clearly goes beyond VOT and intensity.

This result is consistent with the

hypothesis that our spectral shape

measures of /t/ bursts correlate with the

alveolar/dental place distinction, and

helps to explain the spectral shape

differences in lp/ bursts as epiphenomenal

to VOT and intensity differences.

CONCLUSIONS
After 1) calibrating spectral shape

measures for effects of recording

environment and 2) demonstrating effects

of VOT and burst intensity on spectral

shape, we conclude that burst spectral M

and SD can be used as measures for

language specific aspects of /t/,
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presumably correlating with place of
articulation. Based on these

demonstrations with adult speech

samples, our future research will continue

to use spectral shape measures to
examine the development of place of

articulation in children’s speech.
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ASSIMILATION OF VOICE
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ABSTRACT
In Dutch, assimilation of voice is a

common phenomenon. In adult speech
many factors influence the assimilation
process. In the present study we report -
on assimilation of voice in children. The
data show that speech development is a
factor which strongly influences the
assimilation process. The data are inter-
preted within a phonetic and a phonolog-
ical framework.

INTROCUCTION
Assimilation of voice in Dutch has

been investigated in several phonetic and
phonological studies. With respect to
phonology. the assimilation process can
be described by an ordered set of rules
(see [1]). Summarizing, it may be said
that, in a two-obstruent cluster, the first
phonemically voiceless obstruent be—
comes voiced if followed by a voiced
stop (e.g. 'klapdeur’ /pd/->/bd/, and
'stofdoek’ /fd/->/vd/). This process is
called regressive assimilation. When the
second phonemically voiced fricative be-
comes voiceless if preceded by a voice-
less obstment (e.g. 'potvis’ /tv/->/tf/) it is
called progressive assimilation.
Zonneveld [2] argues that progressive
assimilation is fed by the rule of final
devoicing (e.g.‘rondvaart ltv/ -> /tf/) and
that the voicelessness of the cluster could
be generalized lexically in Dutch.

From a phonetic point of view the
assimilation process is characterized by
an overlap of articulatory gestures; an
inherent feature in a sound segment is
altered under the influence of a
neighbouring segment, and, since this
accomodation occurs systematically, it is
incorporated in the phonology of the
language. In a phonetic empirical study
by Slis [3] assimilation of voice is de-

scribed in terms of laryngeal adaptation
in which several articulatory parameters
are involved. Slis assumes that the as-
similation process is a form of coarticul-
ation based on the mechanical and aero-
dynamic properties of the vocal cords.

Many factors influence the assimila-
tion process [4]. such as 'sex of the
speaker’, ‘speaking rate’. ’phonological
composition of the cluster’, 'word stress’,
and 'linguistic boundary'. In a recent
study by Menert [5] it is argued that
voice assimilation is a gradual and op-
tional process; a discrete classification on
the basis of articulatory features is arbi-
trary. Thefore, she assumes that. primari-
ly. assimilation of voice is part of the
grammar of the language user and origi-
nates in the internalized phonological
rules.

So far, all findings on assimilation of
voice in speech production were deduced
from adult speech utterances. Actually,
assimilation of voice in child speech has
never been examined. although it will be
most instructive with respect to both the
phonetic and phonological explanation of
voice assimilation. The research ques-
tions in this production study are: Do
young children assimilate to the same
extent as adult speakers? How are pr0-
gressive and regressive assimilation
distributed across age groups? Do chil-
dren also assimilate more frequently
within compound words than across a
word boundary (influence of a lnguistic
boundary)?

METHOD
Participants

Three age groups participated in the

e"Periment; 6-year-olds (mean age 6:4),
lZ-year-olds, (mean age 12;2). and adults
(between 25-30). In each group there
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were three male and three female speak-
ers. 0n the basis of a pilot experiment
we excluded a group of four-year-old

children because of problems with both
the word material and the recordings.

Material
In total 21 items were selected; 8 two-

syllabic compound words. and 13 two-
word items (all adjective-noun combinat-

ions). In each item the first syllable was
stressed. The items contained heteroganic
stop-stop, fricative-stop. stop-fricative.

and fricative-fricative (ClC2) clusters
(see Table I). All words were known by

6-year-olds. and they were represented
by pictures.

Table 1. Illustration of the word: with word-
medial two-obstruent clusters (for instance,

(stropdas= ’tie’. knapdier= ’clever animal’)

cluster compound twopword item

stop-stop stropdas knap dier
fric-stop lecsboek zes ballen
stop-fric broekzak leuk vest
fric-fric grasveld zes vogels

Task
In all groups the words were elicited

by picture cards in a sentence completion
task. e.g. 'A book for reading is a
reading book’ (leesboek). In this way the
segmental characteristics of the item
would not be disturbed. In the two-word
items the adjective was always stressed
by asking the opposite qualification. e.g.
’These are not five balls but six balls'
(zes ballen).

Recordings
Recordings were made of both the

microphone signal and the electrolaryn-
gograph signal on separate channels of
an audiotape (recorder Revox A77).
Exact timing of the glottal activity was
registered simultaneously with the output
of the microphone. All subjects were
recorded twice and both recordings were
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used for further analysis. Besides, no
problems occurred during the recordings.

Measurements
Both signals were stored on a

microVAX 11 computer. For actual mea.
surements both visual and auditory infor~
mation were available. For the adult
speakers we maintained the standard
criteria of Slis (see [3]. [6]). Since the
laryngeal configuration of children dif-
fers from adults we normalized the adult
criteria for the children‘s realizations.
The normalization was done on the basis
of voice continuation (voice tail) in
intervocalic voiceless stops. In child
speech we considered the first obtruent

of the cluster to be voiced if the voice
tail exceeds 31.5 ms. For the adults the
standard 50 ms criterion was used. All
other parameters were identical in the

children and the adults.

RESULTS
Phonological composition

With respect to the clusters with final

fricative (C2) both children and adults

display 100% progressive assimilation.

This corresponds to the phonological

rules [I]. With respect to the clusters

with final stop, voice assimilation is

either absent, progressive, or regressive.

The latter group of items are analysed

further for the different age groups.

Age groups
The assimilation categories are distrib-

uted differently across age groups (chi2=

36.54; p<0.00l; data pooled across

words). Both groups of children pro-

nounced the C1C2 clusters with predomi-

nantly progressive assimilation (see also

Figure l). The adults show mostly re-

gressive assimilation. Assimilation does

not differ significantly between younger

and older children. but it does differ

between both groups of children and

adults (chiz= 29.45; p<0.001) . The num-

ber of words without assimilation do not
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’age', ’manner of articulation of Cl‘ (i.e.
stop/fricative), and ’assimilation catego-

ry'. A significant difference was found

for the interactions ’age‘ by 'category'

and ’age’ by ’C1’ whiz-54.52; p<0.001
for fric-stop, and chi2-10.81; p<0.01 for
stop-stop). In the fricative-stop clusters
regressive assimilation increases system-
atically with age. while in the stop-stop
clusters at less regular pattern is present.

Linguistic boundary

So far. we did not take into account
the linguistic boundary. In one part of
the corpus the two-obstruent clusters

were situated within a compound word,

in the other part they were situated

across a word boundary. In the (adult)

literature it was found that regressive

assimilation occurs more frequently in

compound words than across a word

boundary. In the present study the adults

maniested the same tendency; a signifi-
cant difference was found for the interac-

tion 'assimilation category' by ’linguistic

SlX-yelr-olds

ADULTS

within

Figure 2. Categorization of assimilatio - . mmpound Wm

n Withtn compound words and across

for data pooled across age groups. andfor the jaw, age groups. a Word boundary
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boundary' (chi2=28.89; p<0.001). No

significant difference was found for the

interaction 'age’ by ’linguistic boundary‘.

However. a significant difference was

found between children (age 6 plus 12)

and adults for the clusters within words

(chi’=18.10; p<0.001) and across a word

boundary (chi’=18.70; p<0.001). The

data are indicated in Figure 2. Briefly.

children use predominantly progressive

assimilation irrespective of the linguistic

boundary.

DISCUSSION
We have seen that two-obstruent

clusters with a rightmost phonemically

voiced fricative, are always assimilated

progressively in all age groups. The

voiced character of the fricative (closing

gesture of the glottis) is overruled by the

voiceless character of the preceding

obstr‘uent (opening gesture of the glottis).

Devoicing of the obstruent-fricative

clusters seems to be internalized in the

phonological system of the speaker. The

data of the young children affimt this

claim.
With respect to the obstruent-stop

clusters the results lead to the following

answers to the research questions. The 6-

and lZ-year-old children do not assimi-

late less than adults. but they assimilate

differently. While adults show more

regressive than progressive assimilation

(43% vs. 31%). 6- and 12-year-old chil-

dren display more progressive than re-

gressive assimilation (50% (6) and 57%

(12) vs. 23% (6) and 20% (12). Further-

more. voice assimilation in children is

not influenced by the linguistic context.

In adult speakers regressive assimilation

occurs more often within words than

across a word boundary, whereas in

children progressive assimilation domi-

nates irrespective of the strength of the

linguistic boundary.
From a phonetic point of view, the

predominance of progressive assimilation

in children can be explained by the fact

that children have more difficulty in
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maintaining voicing during an obstruc-

tion than adults. The articulation-based

persistence of voicelessness is easier, and

will also be stronger than the influence

of the linguistic boundary.

From a phonological point of view,

the children’s data can be interpreted

within a phonological framework. First,

they have a general rule deleting voice.

fed by the final devoicing. The learning

process consists of recognizing that right-

most fricatives cause a voiceless cluster

but stops don‘t. Later on. the interaction

between voice assimilation and strenght

of the linguistic boundary will be incor-

porated into their phonological system.
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ABSTRACT
This paper is a partial progress report
from an experimental study addressing
the question of whether “prosodic
markers” help infants to discriminate
between naturally presented word
contrasts. The speech materials were
carrier sentences in which target words
are presented for discrimination. The
prosodic characteristics of the carrier
sentence were varied to enable
comparisons between contrasts when the
target word receives the main sentence
stress and contrasts when the main stress
is shifted to a non-changing word. The
infants were randomly assigned to one of
two groups — the infant-directed speech
group or adult-directed speech group. At
this point, 10 infants, with an average age
of 8.5 months, were tested with the head-
tum technique. The current results
indicate that, contrary to what might be
expected on the basis of infants’
preference for motherese, adult-directed
speech leads to better discrimination
between the target words than infant-
directed speech.

INTRODUCTION
Adults talking to young infants tend to
use a type of speech generally referred to
as motherese or infant-directed speech.
This type of speech can be generally
characterised as containing exaggerated
features in relation to an adult-to-adult
reference speech —- higher F0, larger F0
excursions and lower speech tempo than
adult-directed speech [5]. Because
infants attend preferentially to infant-
directed speech [1, 3, 12], it is possible
that the exaggerated prosodic features of

the motherese may also assist the infant
in structuring the linguistic information of
their ambient language. In addition it has
been reported that young infants are
sensitive to the correct placement of
prosodic juncture markers [8]. Thus, if
infants pay preferential attention to
motherese that convey rather explicit
prosodic information [4], if they can
correctly use prosodic information to
detect word boundaries, if they are
capable of detecting virtually all phonetic
contrasts that they have been tested with
[6] and if they also are sensitive to the
phonotatic patterns of their native
language by 9 months of age [9], then
infant-directed speech may assist the
infant in extracting relevant linguistic
information from its ambient language
[2, 7].
To test this hypothesis we assessed the
infants‘ capacity to discriminate target
words embedded in carrier sentences.
Our hypothesis was that the target words
were presented in focal position in
sentences produced as infant-directed
speech should be easier to discriminate
than when the same target words
occurred in non-focal position or were
presented in adult-directed speech
sentences.

METHOD

Stimuli
The stimuli were two sets of natural
sentences produced by an adult female
native speaker of Swedish -— one set
produced as infant-directed speech and
the other as adult-directed speech. The
sentences can be described as a
presentation sentence (a carrier sentence,
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“Det ar sma dar", “There are

small there”) in which the target

word and/or the word in focus is

changed. Table 1 shows how the
sentences contrasted within one of the set
of infant-directed speech.
The stimuli were produced by editing the
target-words in the appropriate carrier
sentences and calibrated with adult
listeners.‘ The sentences were organised
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consecutive correct responses the infants
proceeded to the criterion phase,
including both change and no-change
(control) trials. In this phase the infants
were also requested to generalise from
the single contrast to two less clear
contrasts. The infants had to produce 7
correct responses within 8 consecutive
trials to proceed to the test phase in
which only contrasts within a speech

Table 1. Reference and contrast sentences used in the experiments. The word in focus is
underlined

Reference sentence Word contrasts Prosodic and word contrasts

Det fir smfi mjaor dar minor, manar Detfl... minor, manar, myror

in one set of infant-directed speech and
another of adult-directed speech

sentences.

Subjects
The present results were obtained from
10 infants living in monolingual Swedish
language environments. The infants had
an average age of 8.5 months, with a
standard deviation of 0.6 months. The
subjects were randomly assigned to the
“infant-directed speech” group or the
“adult-directed speech“ group.

Procedure
The infants’ ability to discriminate
between the reference sentence and its
variants was tested with the head-tum
paradigm [10]. The test procedure
consisted of three phases -——
conditioning, criterion and test phase. In
the conditioning phase the infants were
trained to produce head-tums in response
to a large contrast between sentences
involving differences in direction, focus
and maximal change in the target word
(“myror”/“manar”). All trials in this
phase were change trials. After three

' The details of this procedure and results from
the adult pcrccption tests will be published
elswhcre [l l ].

direction were used.

Discrimination measures

The discrimination metric used here is the
unbiased d’ measure. Because d’ helds
infinite values if the percentage of hits or
false-alarms is either 0 or 100, these

bottom and ceiling values were adjusted
to 0.1 and to 99.9 before performing the
d’ computations. The d’ scores were

submitted to a one-way analysis of
variance in which the (1’ obtained for
each of the contrasts involving word

change, with or without change in the
sentence focus were treated as repeated

measures. The factor was the intended

direction of the speech — adult-directed

vs. infant-directed.

RESULTS
The average scores obtained for the

adult-directed and for the infant-directed

speech are displayed in figure 1.

Discrimination scores were poorer for

infant-directed speech than for adult-

directed speech in four of the five word

contrasts. Only the myror/minor contrast

in non—focal position had higher average

scores for infant-directed speech than for

adult-directed speech.
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Figure 1. Average discrimination scores
(d) for adult-directed speech and for
infant-directedspeech.

An analysis of variance in which the five
discrimination scores fiom the word
contrasts were modelled as repeated
measures with direction of the speech as
a factor, revealed no significant
differences between the two types of
speech (F(1,8)=1.620, p<0.239). The
within subjects’ measures indicated a
significant difference among the
responses to the five word-contrasts
(F(4,32)=3.127, p<0.028). Since the
“myror/minor" non-focal contrast did not
match the pattern of the other four
contrasts, an additional analysis of
variance was performed in which thiscontrast was excluded. Also this analysis
failed to reveal a significant differencebetween the adult-directed speech vs.infant-directed speech (F(I,8)=2.938,p < 0.125).
To assess specific differences indiscrimination performance for each ofthe word contrasts involved, a series ofKruskal-Wallis analysis of variance wasmade. The results (two-tailed) reveal astrong tendency for a difference betweenadult- and infant-directed speech in thecase of the single focus contrast, i.e. nochange in the target word (“myror”, focalvs. non-focal, p < 0.054). For the focalvs. non-focal contrast involving changeof the target word, “myror” vs. “manar”the two-tailed probability was onlyp < 0.199.

The consequences of the change in thesentence focus were analysed by the
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Wilcoxon's test. The results indicate only
a tendency (p < 0.08) towards sensitivity
to focus changes in the case of the
“myror"/“minor" contrasts, produced
with adult—directed speech.

DISCUSSION
In this paper we considered only our
current data on infant sentence
discrimination. The present results are
based on a very small sample. Thus,
given the variance in the responses of the
subjects, it is wise to view these results
only as a preliminary indication of
possible response patterns.

Subjects’ sensitivity to segmental and
prosodic cues
The within-subjects’ results indicate that
the infants’ performance varied
significantly depending on the word
contrasts that they were tested with.
Within each group, discrimination of a
target word without associated changes
in focus seems to be dependent to the
relative prominence of the segmental
changes involved. The discrimination
scores for “myror”/“minor" contrasts in
focal position are lower than those for
“myror”/”manar", as it might be expected
on the basis of the phonetic differences
involved. The contrasts involving
displacement of the sentence focus
produced large differences in the d'
scores but there seems to be a complex
interaction between focal displacement
and magnitude of the word contrast. It
could be expected, for instance, that the
within-subjects’ discrimination scores for
a contrast involving only changes in the
target word would be systematically
lower that those involving both a lexical
and a focus change. In fact this was only
true for the contrasts between “myrol'”
and “minor”, in adult-directed speech.
Thus, it seems that the contrast
“myror"/“manar” was so salient by itself
that the additional change in focus did
not contribute significantly to fimher
improvement in the discrimination scores-
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Influence of the type of speech on the
discrimination performance
The pattern of variation in the (1’ scores
suggests a difference in the performance
of the adult-directed speech group and
the infant—directed speech group.
However, the variance within each of the
groups is too large to enable a
statistically significant difference. Since
previous research indicates differences in
the infants’ attention to infant-directed
and adult-directed speech, it would not
be surprising to find significant
differences in this case too. However,
because the present results were obtained
from a very small sample there is high
probability of type II error.
One important aspect emerging from the
present results is that the possible
significant difference between the adult-
directed and the infant-directed types of
speech does not occur in the expected
direction, The discrimination scores are
actually worse in the case of infant~
directed speech than for adult-directed
speech, If this pattern holds, it suggests
that the infants’ attention may be
overloaded by a focus on paralinguistic
aspects. Infants prefer to listen to the
prosodically richer speech involved in
infant-directed speech [4] but they seem
to dr0p their attention to the segmental
information it conveys.
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ABSTRACT
Developmental aspects of four

infants' ability to express emotions
through vocalizations were studied
based on perceptual rating experiments
against 9 reference words for 200 voice
samples recorded at 2 months of age.
Infants even at 2 months of age can
produce vocal elements necessary to
express emotional contrasts which are
identifiable for adult listeners.

INTRODUCTION
There is a hypothesis proposed

that "infants begin to communicate
through nonlinguistic aspects of voice
rather than linguistic aspects at very
early stage of their life”[l]. One way to
test this hypothesis is to observe
interaction scenes between the infant
and the parent and collate the contents of
such interaction with the infant's
vocalization or expression. Several
attempts to explore this field have been
made so far[2]. Another way to test the
hypothesis is to determine
experimentally whether conditions
necessary for communicating through
nonlinguistic aspects of voice exist at an
early stage of the infant's development.
We adopted the latter method, defined
"emotion" as "information
communicated through nonlinguistic
aspects of voice" and have conducted
several experiments. The object of our
study was to confirm some of the
following conditions for communication
through nonlinguistic aspects; (a) infants
can produce vocalizations necessary for
communication, (b) the parents as well
as surrounding adults can interpret
meanings contained in the infant's
vocalizations with a certain degree of
regularity, and (c) Infants can also
interpret meanings contained in the
vocalizations of other infants at some
stage of their life.

Our previous reports suggested
the following: (i) adults listeners canperceive a rich variety of emotional
contrasts such as "pleasant vs.

discomfort" even in voices made by
infants older than 6 months of age[3];
and (ii) there were significant
consistency in adults attributions of
infants' vocalizations, although
significant differences due to the child-
rearing experiences were also
observed[4].

The purpose of the present study
is to test (1) if 2 months age young
infants can express emotions through
vocalizations, and (2) if so, what
acoustic aspects of voice convey such
emotional information.

METHOD
Recording

Totally 200 voice samples were
recorded from four Japanese infants
(three male, one female), during playing
with their mothers at home, on the day
when they were just 2 months of age.
They were raised in households where
standard Japanese was spoken. Through
a questionnaire. it was confirmed that
the infants showed normal development
and behavior. The voice samples were
presented in a random order repeating
each sample five times.
Perceptual Rating

The listeners participated were
15 university students with normal
hearing whose mother tongue was
Japanese. They rated each voice sample
using nine 9—point dipole scales related
to emotions, listed in Table 1. Nine
relatively independent items (happy, sad,
laughing, pleased, frightened.
demanding, rejecting, seeking affection,
angry ) were selected as the basic rating
scales through preliminary experiments,
and "calm", "surprising", "friendly" and
"awful" were included to form dipole
scales. Five terms representing the
manner of vocalization, such as
"speaking", "singing", “crying", "shout"
and "secret talk" were added to study the
relationships between voicing modes
and emotional contents.

The experiments were conducted
in a quiet room where voice samples
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(a)
Table I . Nine 9- point-rating dipole '0 , . .
scales used in Experiment . 0 552::

Ha vs. Sad 05 _ m .
Lagging vs. Crying Seekin flag"
Pleased vs. Frightened saga “a
Demanding vs. Rejecting ~ mama
Seeking . VS- Angry i °° - 00551,, spam Hwy .. affection _ "- o mum 0
Singing vs. Speaking g"?°"’“
Secret talk vs. Shout M _ {Wm _
Calm vs. Surprising
Friendly vs. Awful Stamina o

ShoutO
Ha +--+--+---o—-+--+--+--+--+Sad .m . - -ppy_4 _3 _2 _1 0 1 2 3 4 -ID 05 FSLI 0.5 1.0

Fig. l. A dipole scale used in perceptual (l l , o .
rating. Singing

were presented via a loudspeaker at
listeners’ most comfortable level. 05 - H y ~

Obtained rating scores were Lrugungg
analyzed by a principal factor analysis Rq‘ecting Secretuk OCalm F91“:
and analysis of variance. " on _ Any, 5 °' ' ”8"“Acoustic Analysis - é OAwful 0’8” Seekmsflmtma

Using an acoustic analysis “' 'h Sgrprisirg Danmdrng
system, ten acoustical parameters were %*g,§:§
extracted from the voice samples. For 60 as - 5.1 -
voice samples which had a large positive
or negative factor score on a factor speaking
extracted by the principal factor . 0 . 1analysis, an analysis of variance was "9“ a, M a, ,0
carried out to extract significant mm
relationships between the acoustic
parameters and the perceptual factor
scores.

Table II.
measured.

1: Total length
No. of segments
Segment type
Segment length
Type of F0 pattern
Initial value of F0
Final value of F0
Maximum Fo

: Minimum F0
10: F0 range

Acoustic parameters

‘O
P

P
E

’Q
‘M

fk
’E

‘?

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Perceptual Rating

A principal component analysis
was carried out to extract a few essential
components from the rating scores on
the nine dipole scales. Three principal
Components were extracted. Their

Fig. 2. Factors extractedfrom the rating
scores given by the listeners. (a) Factor
I vs. 2. (b) Factor] vs.3.

accounting for rates in percentage were
56%, 11% and 8%, adding up to 75% rn
total.

Factor loading of the rating
scales after Varimax orthogonal rotation
is shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that
Factor 1 represents emotions relevant to
"laughing vs. crying"(0.833), "pleased
vs. frightened"(0.833), "happy vs.
sad"(0.79l). "friendly vs. awful“(0.775),
"seeking affection vs. angry"(0.767) and
"demanding vs. rejecting"(0.762).and
that Factor 2 represents emotrons
relevant to "secret talk vs. shout"(0.86l),
"calm vs. surprising" (0.753). Factor 3
represents emotions relevant to "srngrng
vs. speaking“(0.869).

The above results suggest the
following; (1) Factor 1 can be
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considered as information pertaining to
" laughing / pleased / happy / friendly vs.
crying / frightened / sad / awful";
"pleasant vs. discomfort" (2) Factor 2
can be considered as information
pertaining to "secret talk / calm / vs.
shout / surprising";"calm vs. surprising"
(3) Factor 3 can be considered as
information pertaining to "singing vs.
speaking."

The factor scones were analyzed
by an ANOVA to test the significance of
individual differences between infants.
Differences between infants were
significant with respect to all three factor
scores (p<0.0001).

Figure 3 (a) shows the 90%
confidence area of the factor scores on
Factor 1 (Fl) vs. Factor 2 (F2) for the
four infants of 2 months of age, whereas
Fig. 3 (b) the 90% confidence area of the
factor scores for the six infants of 2
months of age. The later results were
obtained from our previous report.

Although individual differences
are observed as predicted by the analysis
of variance, the 90% confidence areas of
2 months of age infants are narrower
than those of the 6 months of age
infants. The 90% confidence areas of the
former group are restricted in the area
representing emotional contrasts
between "pleasant vs. discomfort," while
those of the later group expand toward
the area representing not only emotional
contrasts between "pleasant vs.
discomfort" but also “speaking” vs.
“singing”.

These results suggest that
although even 2 months of age infants
can produce vocalizations inducing
significant infant-dependent differences
in emotional contrasts, their ability to
express emotional contrasts seems to
develop with their age.

Acoustic Characteristies
Table III shows the relationships

between the acoustic parameters and the
perceptual factor scores. .

For Factor 1 representing the
emotional contrast between "pleasant vs.
discomfort," only three acoustic
parameters, length, No. of segments, and
nummum F0, had significant differences
at .1% level. Voice samples perceived as
“discomfort" had a longer length of
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Figure 3. (a) Scatter diagram of the
factor scores on F1 and F2 extracted
from four 2 months of age infants. (b)
Scatter diagram extracted from six 6
months of age infants.

vocalization with a less number of
segments, and a lower minimum Fo than
the ones perceived as ”pleasant”.

For Factor 2 representing “calm
vs. surprising", two parameters were
significant at 1% level and other two at
5% level. The voice samples perceived
as “surprising" had a less number of
segments with a higher and wider range
of F0 than the others. Fo patterns of the
“surprising” voice samples were more
complex than the others.

Many acoustic parameters
correlated with Factor 3 representing
“speaking vs. singing." The vorce
samples perceived as “speaking" had a
longer duration with more number of
segments, and lower F0 with a narrow
F0 range than the others. The vote:
samples perceived as “spea|_(ll_lg" had
rising-falling or falling-Ming F0
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Table III. Relationships between the acoustic parameters andperceptualfactors.

Factor Fl: Pleasant vs. Discomfort F2: Calm vs. Surprise F3: Singing vs. Speaking

Length short long“ short long short long”

No. Seg. many less‘ many less” less many”

lnit Fo high low low high high low”

Final F0 high low low high high low”

Max. F0 high low low high’ high low"

Min. Fo high low" high low high low”

Fo Range narrow wide narrow wide‘ wide narrow
FoType n.—./. U U.—. 0.00. -./,\. n,u

\.c0mplex . n n /, \ complex“ 0 ”complex

patterns, while the ones perceived as
“singing" had fiat, rising, falling or
complex F0 patters.

These results suggest the
following. (1) Infants even at 2 months
of age can produce vocal/acoustical
elements necessary to express emotional
contrasts which are identifiable for adult
listeners. These acoustical elements
were estimated as Fo range. F0 pattern,
minimum and maximum F0 values,
vocalization length, and the number of
segments. (2) Even 2 months of age
infants can produce various voices
which induce consistent interpretations
or responses in adult listeners about the
infants‘ emotional states. Even if the
induced responses or interpretation of
the emotional contents might not be the
same as the infants' actual emotional
state, surrounding people tend to
interpret infants' vocalizations in a
lawful way. This is important because
lawful responses by the surrounding
people may induce infant’s notice on the
social meanings of his/her own
vocalizations.

CONCLUSION
. Developmental aspects of four
infants' ability to express emotions
through vocalizations were studied

ased on perceptual rating experiments
against 9 reference words for 200 voice
samples recorded at 2 months of age. By
a factor analysis for perceptual rating
scores, three factors representing
emotional contrast of “pleased vs.
discomfort", “calm vs. surprising,” and
"Speaking vs. singing" were extracted.
Acoustical analyses showed that these
factors significantly correlate with the
acoustical parameters such as F0 range.

FO pattern, minimum and maximum F0
values, vocalization length, and the
number of segments. These results
suggest that infants even at 2 months of
age can produce vocal elements
necessary to express emotional contrasts
which are identifiable for adult listeners.
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VOICE ONSET TIME

IN SPEECH DIRECTED TO INFANTS AND ADULTS

Ulla Sundberg

Department ofLinguistics, Stockholm University

ABSTRACT
Voice Onset Time (VOT) was

measured in three Swedish mothers’
infant-directed speech (IDS) and

compared to VOT in their adult-directed
speech (ADS). In this preliminary study
VOT was significantly shorter in IDS
than in ADS. The impact of stress was

very clear in both IDS and ADS

showing significantly longer VOT in

stressed positions as compared to the
unstressed. The shorter VOT in IDS and

the finding that the absolute range of

VOT values was smaller in IDS than in

ADS, may suggest vocal

accommodation [1] from the mothers’

part.

INTRODUCTION

Infant-directed speech (IDS) differs
in several aspects fiom adult-directed
speech (ADS). The most striking
differences are the well documented
prosodic modifications with
exaggerated intonation contours, shorter
utterances and longer pauses, for
example [1]. Acoustic investigations of
IDS and ADS at the segmental level are
rather scarce although some studies
have been performed regarding vowel
formant structure [2] and vowel
modification [3] and pre-boundary
vowel lengthening [4] e.g. IDS is ofien
referred to as being more clear and
informative than ADS [3, 5, 6]. One
factor that might influence clearness in
speech is Voice Onset Time (VOT), i.e.
the duration of the gap between the
burst marking the release of the
articulatory closure and the onset of
voicing in stops. In most languages

VOT may serve as one factor separating
voiced from voiceless segments [7, 8]
into the two phonemic categories. In
speech directed to children during their

early language acquisition period, it was

found that, in contrast to ADS where

VOT varied drastically in duration, the

mothers prolonged VOT in voiceless
stops, thus producing extreme ones, and

in this way efficiently separated

voiceless stops from their voiced

cognates, (Bemstein-Ratner, 1984, [4]

referring to an unpublished

investigation by Moslin, 1979.)

One other aspect of IDS that could be

illustrated by analysis of VOT is

phonetic accommodation, i.e. the

interactors’ mutual affective

engagement resulting in accommodation

of speech style to one another [1]. One

expression of intimacy in the interaction
between the mother and her baby might

be reflected in the mother’s way of

mimicking young children’s early

speech with e.g. unaspirated stops [9] l .

The objective of the present study is

to make a preliminary assessment of

how Swedish mothers’ use VOT in IDS
and ADS.

PROCEDURE
Three Swedish mothers interacted

with their three-month old infants, two

girls and a boy, in an isolated booth for

10 to 15 minutes. The mothers were

instructed to play with some toys in a

way they would normally do at home.

The IDS sample was collected from this

' Older children at the age of 3-4 years may

produce longer VOT than adults [IO].
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session. The ADS sample was collected

immediately after this session. The

investigator entered the room and talked
informally with the mother about

different topics concerning the infant.

The sessions lasted 20—30 min. The first

4-5 minutes of the IDS and ADS

samples were selected for analysis.

Before analysing the data the

investigator made an auditory

judgement of the dialogues marking the

words that were perceived as being the

most prominent one(s) in each

utterance. VOT in the syllables carrying

lexical stress in these prominent words

are in the following called stressed. The

VOT was defined as the time gap
between the onset of the burst and the

onset of voicing, both marked on the
speech wave signal.

RESULTS

0.060 _. ...., Hiveifflfi.

0.050

0040 I

0.030
i

0.020 i g g, .
l..- ”is: _0.010 s

Figure la. Mean VOT in msec, in IDS.
The bars indicate the standard error.
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Figure 1b. Mean VOT in msec, in ADS.

VOT values in stops in word initial
and medial positions were subjected to a

0.010
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3-way analysis of variance. Addressee,
consonant type and stress were the three
factors. All three mothers showed great
overlap of VOT within the categories
voiced and voiceless in both speech
directions. VOT was significantly
longer in ADS as compared to IDS,
(F(1,222)=3.955, p < 0.05). A very
significant difference was found
regarding consonant type and VOT
duration, (F(2,222)=6.8 I 2, p<0.001),
showing that the labials had shorter
VOT than the dentals, and the dentals

had shorter than the velars, see figure 1a

and b. The voiced stops were excluded

from further analysis due to uneven

numbers or missing values in some

cells, which in turn reflects the finding
made in earlier investigations e.g. [7]

that Swedish voiced stops lack

npiration phase.

The results revealed significantly

longer VOT in words with stress than in

words without stress ( F(1,222)=9.656,

p < 0.002). No interaction was found

between the two factors of stress and

consonant type (F(2,222)=0.326, p >

0.7). A strong interaction, on the other

hand, was found between stress and

addressee (F(I,222)=3.128, p < 0.08).

DISCUSSION
Adults use a speech style

qualitatively different in their

interaction with infants as the style that

is used amongst adults. The mothers in

this investigation produce shorter VOT

in IDS, regardless of stress, than in their

ADS. These results may indicate that

mothers adjust their speech to a style

closer to children’s own early speech.

(Phonological reductions in IDS may

serve a similar purpose as suggested by

Shockey & Bond (1980), [II], by

“setting a tone of intimacy in a

dialogue”). Vocal accommodation have

mainly been suggested in the context of

children‘s vocal behaviour [I]. There
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are no obvious reasons though, to
believe that adults wouldn’t adjust their
speech to closer conformity with
children’s speech when interacting with
infants.

The influence of stress on VOT was
shown very clearly in this study by the
significantly longer values in stressed
positions as compared to unstressed
positions. These results are in
accordance with earlier investigations of
both so called lab speech [7, 12] citation
form, [13, 14] and spontaneous speech
[14]. Krull (1991) who made the first
VOT measurements of VOT in
spontaneous Swedish found 30-100%
longer VOT in stressed CV-sequences
than in corresponding unstressed
syllables. A noteworthy aspect in the
present study is that the range of the
VOT values in IDS was smaller than in
ADS, suggesting a less pronounced
separation of voiced and voiceless stops
in IDS by means of VOT. This is
contrary to the expectations, but it must
be kept in mind though that VOT is
only one out of several acoustic features
affecting the voiced/voiceless
distinction. Lofqvist (1976), [12] e.g.
suggests a complex differentiation of
voiced and unvoiced segments in terms
of closure duration, which is inversely
related to VOT, comprising acoustical
duration of the consonant, acoustical
duration of the vowel, duration and
spectral extensiveness of the vowel
formant transitions, to mention some.

The narrower range of VOT values
in absolute terms in IDS as compared to
ADS lends support to the suggestion
mentioned earlier that VOT in IDS may
be one phonetic feature signalling the
mothers’ vocal accommodation [1]. At
the age of 11 months children‘s
production of stop-vowel syllables is
ofien characterised by simultaneous, or
almost simultaneous, release of the stop
and onset of voicing [9]. By using a
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speech style mimicking children’s way
of speaking, virtual ‘Baby Talk‘, the
mother adjusts her speech into closer
conformity with her interlocutor, a
phenomenon that according to Giles
(1984) may unconsciously be increasing
the perceived attractiveness to the
listener and the level of involvement.

The discrepancy between the results
from the present investigation showing
shorter VOT in IDS than in ADS and
those from Moslin (1979), [4], who
found the inverse relationship are
striking. A possible explanation may be
a developmental change of the
characteristics in IDS related to the age
and language development of the
addressee [15]. In Moslin’s
investigation the children were “in the
first stages of language learning”, i.e. in
the age range 12 to 20 months. The
function of IDS to children of these ages
are often related to object play and
language acquisition [15] that may
affect a phonetic feature such as VOT to
have a more definitive clarification
function. The age of the addressees in
fire present study is only three months,
and the social context and the kind of
interaction is here very different from
that mentioned in the previous study. In
the interaction with young infants the
goal is to engage them in a face-to-face
play, the tone is intimate and in the
present study the mothers often
encouraged the infants to vocalise. The
differences in context and in goal of
interaction in the two studies may thus
account for the discrepancy of VOT in
the observed IDS and ADS patterns.
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INTRINSIC F0 IN THE BABBLING OF MANDARIN—LEARNING
INFANTS

D. H. Who/en, Andrea G. Levitt], Pal-Ling Hsia02,Julia Irwin2 and Winified McGowan
Haskins Laboratories (Ialso Wellesley College) (Zalso University ofConnecticut)

ABSTRACT
Intrinsic F0 (IF0) is the tendency for

high vowels to have a higher F0 than low
vowels. We previously found IFO in
babbling of French- and English-leaming
infants, suggesting an automatic effect.
Here, we find IFO in four 12-month-old
Mandarin babblers, even though they are
learning a tone language. Thus it seems
that IFO is to be explained not as an
enhancement of the vowel quality
difference but rather as an automatic
consequence of vowel formation.

INTRODUCTION
Languages differ on many dimensions,

but other features are consistent across
languages. One phonetic feature that has
been found to accompany vowels is
"intrinsic F0" or "intrinsic pitch" (IFO,
from here on). This is the tendency for
the high vowels, such as [i] and [u], to
have a higher fundamental frequency
than the low vowels, such as [a] and [(3].
IF0 was first noticed for German [I] and
has since been found in every language
that has been examined for it. In a
previous survey, we found evidence of
IFO in 31 languages from 11 of the 29
major language families of the world, and
no instances of a lack of [PO [2].

There has been considerable debate
about the mechanism responsible for this
effect . The present work does not
directly support any particular
explanation, so the reader is directed to
the various surveys of the explanations
to‘be found elsewhere [3-7] All of theprior explanations have assumed thatIF0 is an automatic consequence ofarticulation, probably due to the pull ofthe tongue on the laryngeal system, or toan acoustical interaction behveen F l andF0. (Steele [8] argues that there must bea contribution of subglottal pressure.)Some authors suggest that only acombination of explanations can accountfor all of the facts.

However, more recently there havebeen proposals that IFO is a deliberatemanipulation of F0 that is introduced in

the signal to enhance the differences
between vowel categories [9-1 I] On this
account, speakers try to accommodate
their listeners by making F0 closer to F1
for high vowels and farther from F1 for
low vowels. There is some evidence that
listeners perceive vowel height not in
terms of F l by itself but by a difference
between F1 and F0 [12]. The
enhancement account, then, asserts that
speakers have control over this aspect of
the F0, and [PO is simply a particularly
useful enhancement.

There are two predictions that come
from the enhancement account. First,
there should be some population that
chooses not to enhance its vowels in this
way. Second, there should be some
developmental change in the use of IFO if
it is an enhancement that needs to be
learned.

The first prediction, of a language
which chooses not to use IFO, has not
been borne out. The survey of Whalen
and Levitt [2] found no instances of
languages which lacked IFO. The survey
included languages with quite different
vowel inventories, and still found no
difference across languages, even though
an enhancement would seem to be more
useful in a crowded space than in a
sparse one. It is never possible to prove
that there is no language that exhibits a
certain trait, since an example could be
waiting to be discovered. For IFO,
however, the sample of languages was
broad and also included cases where one
would expect to find no difference. A
cogent example of such a language is one
which uses F0 for lexically distinctive
tones and, at the same time, has a small
vowel inventory. (Enhancement by IFO
would seem to be most useful in
crowded vowel spaces.) OnC.SUCh
language is Mandarin, and Mandarin has
in fact been shown to have IFO [l 3].

The second prediction, that the IF0
effect should change during language
development, has also not been
supported. Whaler-i, Levitt, Hsrao and
Smorodinsky [14] examined infants in
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two language environments (French and
English), at the ages of 6, 9 and 12
months. Despite the fact that these same
infants showed significantly different
use of F0 for intonation [15], they
showed a typical IFO effect that did not
differ across language environment or
across age. That paper also surveyed six
studies with older children (6-11 years),
and found no developmental trend at
older ages either. If the IFO effect is
present from the beginning of linguistic
production (and there is very little
linguistic phonation before 6 months), it
seems very unlikely that it is a learned
enhancement.

An enhancement account might
assume that infants are imitating IFO. It
is true that every language the infant
hears will show IFO (since it is
universal), and it is thus logically
possible that the IFO in babbling is
imitative. However, it is not clear how
the infant would know to extract this
property of the signal, since the infant
lacks vowel categories in the babbling
stage. Furthermore, the speech directed
to infants ("motherese") contains very
large changes in F0 [16], which would
make the extraction of the relation
between vowel height and F0 that much
more difficult. Finally, children learning
a tone language would also hear each
vowel at very different F0s, depending
on the tone used with it. All of these
factors make the task of detecting the
lFO extremely difficult for the child.

Nonetheless, if any population were
to benefit from avoiding IFO, it would
seem to be learners of a tone language.
Tone is crucial for lexical distinctions,
and it depends largely on F0, which is a
phonetic dimension that seems to be
under the infant's control earlier than
segmental ones. Indeed, tonal categories
seem to be mastered sooner than
segmental categories [17]. Even if the
IFO contribution were a deliberate
enhancement in tone languages, it would
seem that the learner of a tone language
Would’be most likely to use F0 just for
emfirging tone distinctions instead. In
order to test this directly, we recorded
the babbling of four Mandarin-leaminginfants and measured the F05 of the
Vowels to see whether the IFO effectfound for French- and English-learning
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infants also appeared for these infants
learning a tone language.

THEEXPERIMENI
We measured the F0 ofall non-central

vowels in the babbling of four Mandan'n-
learning infants.

Subjects
The infants were being raised as

monolingual speakers of Mandarin.
Infants were selected for the study only
if both parents were native speakers of
Mandarin Chinese. Most were from the
Beijing area. The children were living in
Storrs, Connecticut, while one or both
parents attended the University of
Connecticut. Most of these students
planned to return to Mainland China
after graduation and were therefore
raising their children as monolingual
speakers of Mandarin. One of the four
had a monolingual Mandarin-speaking
grandparent taking care of him for the
duration of the recording sessions.
Another had a grandparent visiting
during part of the recording period.

Recordings
The infants were recorded in the

home every other week for a session
lasting 30-45 minutes. Recordings
started at six or seven months of age and
ended at 11-16 months. A Panasonic
SV-3700 DAT tape recorder was used in
conjunction with a Realistic wireless
microphone. The microphone itself was
sewn into a vest (concealed as the center
of a flower) which the infant wore during
the session. In this way, a relatively
constant distance between the infant's
mouth and the microphone could be
maintained without restraining the child.

Analysis
The recordings were transferred to a

VAX computer for analysis. The
utterances were selected as being
speech-like and separated from other
sounds by 750 ms or more. All
utterances were then transcribed by a
native speaker of Mandarin” The
symbols of the IPA were used, With the
understanding that some of the
utterances would be ambiguous at this
level ofdetail.

For the present analysis, only the 12
month recordings were used. One
subject (BX) returned to China in his
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eleventh month, so his eleventh month
recordings were used instead. We further
restricted the analysis to non—central
vowels; we also excluded /e/ (a very
common vowel in these transcriptions)
as a practical way of reducing the
number of tokens to be analyzed without
sacrificing the points of interest.

F0 was measured by delimiting ten
pitch periods by hand in the acoustic
waveform. This was performed with the
program HADES, written at Haskins
Laboratories [18]. We tried to take a
measurement at a point 40% of the way
into the syllable. In the best case, there
were five periods on either side of that
point, which would give us a single,
average value for that stretch of speech.
If that portion turned out to be
unmeasurable, a stretch of ten periods as
close to the 40% point and still within
the syllable was found. These selection
criteria resulted in 3155 vowel tokens
that were measured. F0 values greater
than 850 Hz were excluded to reduce the
influence of occasional outlier, resulting
in a final analysis of 3054 tokens. Of
these, 2752 were transcribed as /e/.
RESULTS

As Table 1 shows, IFO is present in
the babbling of these four Mandarin-
learning lZ-month—olds. (Analyzing the
results according to front/back as well as
height was not possible because all
subjects had gaps in their results that
way.) The one negative difference (TZ)
can be presumed artifactual, because ofthe small number of low vowels for thissubject. Similarly, the large differencefor BX also depends on a small numberof low (and high) vowel tokens. Theother two subjects show a difference ofJust the size we would expect based onour prev1ous work with babbling. Theoverall difference is smaller thanexpected only because a large proportionof the low vowels happen to come froma speaker (EW) with a high overall F0.

DISCUSSION
Intrinsic F0 (IFO), which has beenfound 1n every language measured so farand in our previous study of babbling,has been found here in the babbling ofMandartn—Ieaming infants as well. Thesrze of the effect is of the samemagnitude as in the earlier study ofFrench- and English-leaming infants.
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Table 1. Average F0 for vowels ofthree
heights (in Hz) for the four subjects and
in a weighted average across subjects.
Number of tokens is given below the F0
value.

Vowel
Height

High Med Low H-L

EW 404 369 348 56
(41) (781) (82)

TZ 328 293 336 -8
(25) (718) (17)

YL 332 311 279 53
(70) (996) (25)

BX 395 346 253 142
(10) (274) (15)

Mean 356 326 324 32

Thus even in a language that uses a
sparse vowel space and lexical tones,
infants exhibit IFO in their own
productions.

These results are incompatible with
the notion that IFO is a deliberate
enhancement of the speech signal. That
position assumes that the increase in F0
for high vowels helps to shift the
effective F1 and thus enhance the vowel
category differences. Infants learning
Mandarin need to learn to produce the
tone contours if they are to become
successful speakers. Therefore, they
have every reason to attend to the tonal
aspects of F0 and to ignore, if possible,
confounding factors such as IF0. If there
was a population that would seem to
benefit from ignoring this (potential)
enhancement, it would appear to be the
Mandarin learners. The fact that they do
not is further evidence that IFO is not an
enhancement. Rather IF0 appears to be
an automatic consequence of vowel
production (from whatever source or
combination of sources), even in infants.
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PALATOMETRIC SPECIFICATION OF HINDI /S/ AND /S/*

R. Pro/cash Dixi!
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, La, USA

ABSTRACT
The area of tongue-palate contact, the

length of front cavity, the place of
groove, the width of groove and the
length of groove during /s/ and /S/ pro-
duction were obtained from a native
speaker of Hindi using the technique of
dynamic palatometry. Nonsense words
of the form /bi-ib/, /ba-ab/ and /bu-i'ib/,
containing the sibilants in a symmetrical
vocalic context and embedded in a car-
rier sentence, were used for data collec-
tion. On average, the area of tongue-
palate contact was greater, while the
length of the front cavity and the side-to-
side width of the groove were lesser for
/s/ than for /S/. Front-to-back length of
the groove was similar for /s/ and /S/.
Both /s/ and /S/ were found to be pro-
duced in the prealveolar zone (anterior
part of the alveolar ridge) of the roof of
the mouth. However, the location of the
groove center for /S/ was about 4 mm
behind than that for /s/.

INTRODUCTION
'Hindi /s/ and /S/ are, traditionally,

said to . be produced by placing the
tongue tip against the back of the upper
front teeth and the palate, respectively,
and by leaving an opening along the
central line of the tongue tip. (Shanna
[1]). There is , virtually, no information
on the type of opening (groove/slit), the
Width of opening (broad/narrow) and the
length of opening (long/short). Moreo-
ver, there is a complete lack of quantita-
tive data in Hindi on the above produc-
tion parameters of /s/ and /S/; quantita-
tive data on the place of groove, the
length of the front cavity and the area of
tongue-palate contract are also not avail-
able on Hindi sibilants. Importance of
some of these parameters in distinguish-

ing /s/ from /S/ and in constructing elec-
trical or mechanical models of the vocal
tract, which may be capable of predict-
ing acoustical consequences of /s/ and
/S/ production cannot be over stated.
Thus, the purpose of the present study
was to generate quantitative data on the
/s/ and /S/ production parameters indi-
cated above.

METHOD
An adult male native speaker of Hindi

who had no apparent articulatory ab-
normalities, served as subject.

A custom-made palatometer
(electropalatograph) containing 96 elec-
trodes arranged from front-to-back in 11
rows with a 2x2 mm regular grid pattern
was used. The first row was located in
the dental zone and the eleventh row in
the prepalatal zone 5 mm and 25 mm
above and behind the edges of the cen-
tral maxillary incisor teeth, respectively.
The front-to—back location of the elec-
trode rows in relation to the maxillary
teeth of the subject is shown in figure 1.
This figure also shows the typical pattern
of tongue-palate contact for /s/ and /S/.
Such plots as those shown in Figure l
were used to take measures of various
production parameters of /s/ and /S/.
Threshold for generating the plots was
80%.

During recording session, the subject
was seated in an anechoic room and was
allowed 15 minutes to adapt to the elec-
tropalatograph after it was positioned in
his mouth. The subject practiced the test
sentences during this time. For data col-
lection, the subject produced in a ran-
dom order 15 repetitions of each of the
nonsense words Ibisibl, lbasabI, lbusiib/.
IbiSibl, /baSéb/ and lbuSi'ib/ in the car-
rier sentence /didi-lizije/ “Elder sister -
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(please) take”. Recording system, de-

scribed in detail elsewhere (Fletcher et al

[2]), was calibrated before data collec-
tion began.

RESULTS
Quantitative data on various produc-

tion parameters of /s/ and /S/ are pre-

sented in Table I. As shown in this table,

the area of tongue-palate contact, in
terms of contacted electrodes, was con.

sistently greater for /s/ than for /S/. It

was 43.20 (range 40.33-45.33) elec-

trodes for /s/ and 36.82 (range 36.53-

3700) electrodes for /S/.

The front-to-back length of the
groove was slightly greater for /s/ than
for /S/. It was 3.69 mm (range 2.93-4.13)

for /s/ and 3.16 mm (range 2.27—4.27

mm) for /S/. However, the difference in

the individual measures of the groove

length between /s/ and /S/ were small

and unsystematic. Thus, the groove
length for /s/ and /S/ can be deemed as

similar,

The side—to—side width of the groove

was consistently smaller for /s/ than for
/S/. During /s/, the width of the groove
was 5.07 mm (range 4.67-5.60 mm),
while during /S/, it was 8.44 mm (range
7.20-9.33 mm).

Both /s/ and /S/ were found to be pro-
duced in the prealveolar zone of the roof
of the mouth. However, the center of the
groove for /s/ was consistently located
about 4 mm anterior to that for /S/.
During /s/, the groove center occurred
1.42 mm (range 1.06-1.66 mm) behind
the lateral incisor (gingival incisor) line
which forms the boundary between the
dental zone and the prealveolar zone,
whereas during /S/, the groove center
occurred 5.33 mm (range 4.46-5.93 mm)
behind the lateral incisor line.

The length of the front cavity was
consistently smaller during /s/ than dur-
ing/SA It was 8.42 mm (range 8.07-8.67
mm) during /s/ and 12.33 mm (range
ll.47-12.93) during /S/. The length of
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the front cavity was determined by add-
ing 7 mm - the distance between the
edges of the central maxillary incisors

and the lateral incisor line - to the meas-

ures of the location of the groove center.

DISCUSSION
The area of tongue-palate contact was

found to be consistently and substan-

tially greater for /s/ as compared to that

for /S/. Fletcher and Newman [3] re-
ported similar differences in the area of

contact between /s/ and /S/ of English.

This is not an unexpected result since

the area of contact and the contour of

airflow channel largely depend on the

location and the width of the groove: the

more anterior and narrower the groove,

the larger the area of contact.

In standard phonetic texts, it is gen-

erally assumed that the groove during /S/

from front—to—back is longer and from

side-to-side is wider than that during /s/

(See, for example, Pike [4]). Contrarily,

the front-to—back length of the groove

was found to be similar during /s/ and /S/

in this study. Probably, the groove length

does not play any role in separating /s/

from /S/. .

On the other hand, the assumption

that side-to-side width of the groove was

broader during /S/ than during /5/ was

strongly supported by the results of the

present study. Further support for the

above assumption comes from the stud-

ies by Fletcher [5] and Fletcher and

Newman [3]. Like their studies, the

groove for /S/ as compared to that for /s/

was found to be broader by about 3 mm

in the present study. However, one of

their subjects showed a difference of

about 6 mm between the groove widths

of these sibilants.
Supporting another assumption of the

standard phonetic texts, the place of the

groove was found to be more posterior

for /S/ than for /s/. The difference in the

place of the groove between /S/ and /s/

was about 4 mm. Similarly, a difference
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of 3 - 4 mm between /S/ and /s/ groove
places was reported in Fletcher [5]. In
Fletcher and Newman [3] the difference
in the groove places of IS/ and /s/ was,
however, about 7 mm. Contrary to the
phonetic description of the place of pro-
duction for /S/ and /s / given in Shanna
[1], both /S/ and /s/ were found to be
produced in the prealveolar area about 2
mm anterior to the canine line and about
2 mm posterior to the lateral incisor line,
respectively.

The front cavity length was found to
be about 8 mm during /s/ and 12 mm
during /S/. Similarly, Fletcher and New-
man [3] reported the front cavity length
of about 7 mm during /s/ and 14 mm
during /S/ for one of their two subjects.
These measures of front cavity length
are close to those used in modeling
studies by Heinz and Stevens [6], and
Shadle [7]. A 10 mm front cavity length
was found to be appropriate by Heinz
and Stevens for the production of /s/
resonances using an electrical circuit
model; and a 15 mm long front cavity
was considered adequate by Shadle to
produce /S/-like sibilant noise using a
mechanical model of the vocal tract.

CONCLUSION
Consistent and substantial differences

observed in the measures of the groove
width, the place and the front cavity
length suggest that these parameters
singly or in a certain combination play
an important role in distinguishing /s/
and /S/.

It is expected that the measures of the
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above parameters, reported in this study,
will be useful in constructing electrical
circuit models or mechanical models of
the vocal tract, which may be capable of
predicting acoustical consequences of /s/
and /S/ productions.

Vocalic context did not influence
systematically any of the production pa-
rameters of /s/ and /S/ suggesting their
resistance to coarticulatory effects.
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/S/

Subject's rlght Subject's let! subject‘s rlght Subject‘s tel!

Canlne line

Lateral heisor line

15! Premolar IIne

2nd Premolar line

Figure l. Front—to—back location of I 1 rows of 96 electrodes on the oral surface

ofthe palatometer in relation to the maxillary teeth ofthe subject. Also shown are

the typical patterns of tongue-palate contact for s and S'. 7he electrodes con-
tacted in 80% or more of the tokens are shown byfilled squares. Notice that the

airflow channel is skewed to the right ofthe subject '3 mouth.

Table 1. Means (Y) and standard deviations (SD) for the area oftongue-palate contact,
the front-to-baclt length ofthe groove, the side—to-side width ofthe groove, the place of

the groovefrom the lateral incisor line, and thefront cavity lengthfrom the edges ofthe

central maxillary incisors to the location ofthe groove center.

Area Groove Groove Groove Front Cavrty
Context Contacted Length (mm) Width (mm) Place (mm) Lgigth (mm)_____

m/él X SD R so )‘t SD x SD x so
/i-i/ 40.33 2.19 2.93 1.28 5.60 1.12 1.53 0.63 8.53 0.64

/a-a’ 45.33 3.09 4.13 1.19 4.67 1.45 1.06 0.59 8.07 0.59
lu-u/ 43.93 2.96 4.00 1.51 4.93 1.03 1.66 0.81 8.67 0.82

Gmup 43.20 3.45 3.69 1.41 5.07 1.25 1.42 0.72 8.42 0.7-

/S/ 7

/i-i/ 36.53 2.00 2.93 1.03 9.33 0.98 4.46 0.51 11.47 0.5..
la-a/ 37.00 3.30 2.27 0.70 7.20 1.26 5.60 1.18 12.60 1.18
lu-u/ 36.93 3.43 4.27 1.98 8.80 1.01 5.93 0.59 12.93 0.52

Group 36.82 2.92 3.16 1.57 8.44 1.41 5.33 1.02 12.33 1.0..
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GLOTTAL OPENING IN GERMAN OBSTRUENTS

Michael Jessen
Institute ofNatural language Processing, University ofStuttgart, Germany andDepartment ofModern Languages and Linguistics, Cornell University. Ithaca, New York

ABSTRACT
A transillumination study was carried

out on the production of stops and
fricatives by a native speaker of German.
Different parameters involving the glottal
opening gesture were measured and
evaluated with phonation type and place
of articulation as the independent
variables. Maximum degree of glottal
opening was found to be the most reliable
correlate of phonation type. Parameters
of oral-laryngeal coordination turned out
to be prominent as correlates of place.

1. INTRODUCTION
Compared to our knowledge of glottal

opening in the obstruent production of
most other Germanic languages,
relatively little evidence exists for
German [4]. Using the transillumination
technique two tasks are addressed in this
study. One is to investigate the realization
of the opposition between the tense
obstruents /p.t,k,f,s/ and the lax
obstruents /b,d,g,v,z/ in terms of
laryngeal behavior and oral-laryngeal
coordination and to compare the results to
the realization of related two-way
phonation type oppositions in other
languages (cf. [3]). A second task is to
address how differences in place of
articulation are expressed articulatorily. It
has been shown that aspiration
differences due to place of articulation are
associated with the coordination between
the location of maximum glottal opening
and jstop release in English and German

2. METHOD
The set of obstruents that can occur ina phonation type opposition in Germanwere produced by a male speaker ofGerman. The obstruents occur in twodifferent contexts, one being intervocalicposition preceded by [i] and followed byschwa (e.g. [ipha, n». [the] etc., whichare nonsense words), the other beingword-initial position preceded andfollowed by [i] (e.g. nie dir [ni: din]

'never you', nie Tier [niz this] 'neveranimal' etc., which are existing words in

German). Recordings were made in two
different experimental sessions three
weeks apart. Data across sessions were
not pooled in the analysis since values for
degree of glottal opening are partially
specific to factors of the session such as
the exact location of the fiberscope.
Recordings were made of both the
acoustic signal and the transillumination
(TI) signal. Both the TI signal and the
calculated velocity curve were smoothed
to facilitate extraction of the relevant
parameters of the glottal opening gesture
(Figure 1). Further details of data
recording and processing follow the
methodology reported in [7].
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Figure I. Spectrograrn, unsmoothed Tl
curve, smoothed TI curve, and smoothed
velocity curve ofone representative token
of[Ipha]. Outmost cursors indicate 00
and EG, innermost cursor indicates P.

The following set of parameters was
measured. Aspiration duration (Asp) and
closure duration (Clos) in stops, and total
duration (Total) in fricatives were
detemtined in a spectrogram on the basrs
of the end (Clos, Total) and beginning
(Asp, Total) of F2 in the adjacent vowel.
Maximum degree of glottal opening
(Gmax) was measured as the intensrty
value in the smoothed TI signal at the
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int in time corresponding to a zero
grossing in the velocity curve (P). The
remaining parameters are temporal
intervals involving the followmg oral
and laryngeal events: onset of consonant
(0C), onset of vowel (0V), and stop

release (R), as employed in the
measurement of Asp, C105, and Total! as
well as the onset of the glottal opemng
gesture (CG) and its end (EG), and
finally the moment of peak glottal
opening (P) that is employed for the
Gmax measurement. CG and EG were
defined as the point in time
corresponding to 10% of maximum and
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minimum velocity, respectively. The
interval between 0G and EG was taken
as the duration of the glottal opening
gesture (Gdur).

3. RESULTS
The results are presented in Table l.

The values in each cell of Table 1 are
mean values from the measurements of
approximately 20 tokens. For many lax
fricatives in word-initial position glottal
opening was too small for measurement
application or absent. This context was
therefore not considered for fncatives.

' ' he differentbl I. Mean values and standard dewattons (separated by a slash) of t .
zzraineters (first column) in two contexts (second column), and two experimental
sessions (third column) for the stops /p,t,k,b,d,g/ (above) and the frrcattves /f,s,t;,1z/
(below). ”P-R", for example, stands for "P minus'R". The values are m mrlltsecon s,
exceptfor Gmax which is expressed in arbitrary units.

1
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EG—OV La 44/10 37/1 1 36/9 25/6 1 8/3 27/7
EG-OV t#_r’ 1 30/7 22/3 1 7/4 1 7/6 l4/3 14/7
EG-OV r#_t’ 2 2 lfl 22/6 1 7/3 1 0/4 1 l /5 10/4
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One-way ANOVAs were calculated,
separately for stops and fricatives and for
each context and session, with each of
the parameters as the dependent variable.
In one set of ANOVAs the independent
variable was phonation type (tense, lax),
in another set, in which only the tense
obstruents were included, the
independent variable was place of
articulation (labial, alveolar, velar). Not
all details of the statistical results can be
reported here. Instead the results are
presented on a more general level,
focusrng on the question of the reliability
of the parameters across different factors.
A given parameter will be considered a
maximally reliable correlate of phonation
type if tense and lax obstruents differ
Significantly in this parameter across the
factors of context, session, and place of
articulation. and if in addition the
difference has the same directionality
across these factors (e.g. Asp in tense
stops always longer than in lax stops).Similarly, reliability for place of
articulation is determined with respect to
statistical significance and
unidirectionality across contexts and
sessrons. In addition, reliability for
stops. that involve three places ofarticulation. has been further determined
on the basis of post-hoe tests (FisherELSD) as the occurrence of significant
differences in all three possible pairwise
compansons ofplace.

The parameters Asp, Gdur, Gmax,
and P-OC emerge from the statistical
analysis as maximally reliable correlates
of phonation in stops, since differences
between tense and lax stops are
Slgmfrcant and unidirectional across
place, session, and context. P—OV is
lower in reliability, since in one
combination of factors (word-initial velar
stops of the first session) tense/lax
differences are nonsignifrcant. Likewise.
one nonsignificant case is found for the
parameter EG-OV, which is the same as
for P-OV. P-R shows nonsignifrcant or
heterodirectional instances in two
combinations of factors (first and second
sessron of intervocalic labial stops). Next
in reliability is OG-OC with two
nonsignificant and one heterodirectional
case all involving velar stops. Lowest in
reliability is Clos that basically shows
reliable differences only for intervocalic
posrtton. Turning to fricatives, the
parameters Total, Gmax, and P-OV are
maxrmally reliable phonation correlates.
The remaining parameters come out as
basrcally nonreliable, since in two out of
four possible combinations of place and
session tense/lax differences are
nonsrgnificant or counter to the dominant
directionality. Evaluating the complete set
of obstruents. the single parameter that is
maximally reliable across stops and
fricatives is Gmax. Thus tense obstruents
are reliably produced with a larger
maximum glottal opening than lax
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obstruents in German according to the
present results. .

Evaluating place of articulation for
stops, none of the parameters is a
maximally reliable correlate in the sense
defined above. Most reliability is
achieved by Asp and P-R on the one
hand, and Clos and Gmax on the other.
For Asp and P—R results are significant in
all conditions, but differ in directionality
across contexts. Clos and Gmax are
nonsignificant for certain place
comparisons, but are unidirectional
throughout. The other parameters are less
reliable, since they involve several
nonsignificant cases and reversals of
directionality. Among fricatives, Total
and P-OC is maximally reliable. The rest
of the parameters are of lower reliability.
because each of them is significant in
only one session, although all parameters
are unidirectional across sessions.

4. DISCUSSION
The results show that the tense

obstruents /p,t,k,f,s/ of German are
produced with a significantly larger
maximum degree of glottal opening than
the lax obstruents /b,d,g,v,z/. German,
like many other Germanic languages (but
not Dutch) distinguishes tense from lax
stops in terms of aspiration. Assuming
that aspiration is to a large extent caused
by a widely opened glottis [5], it is
expected correctly that tense stops in
German show a much wider opened
glottis than lax ones. which is also
reported for other aspiration-based
languages (cf. [3] for references). Other
than the degree of glottal opening,
aspirated and unaspirated stops differ
also in terms of oral-laryngeal
coordination, most strikingly in terms of
P-OC. The relation between this
parameter and aspiration has also been
shown for Swedish [6], independent of
the fact that aspiration investigated in [6]
was allophonic (depending on stress),
whereas it is phonemic (expressing the
tense/lax opposition) here.

e question arises whether the small
glottal opening found for most of the lax
obstruents is produced actively, as
claimed by some authors for Danish and
Icelandic (cf. [3]), or whether it results
passtvely from an increase in oral air
Pressure [1]. The passive account is
supported by the fact that lax fricatives.
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which are expected to have lower oral air
pressure than lax stops. have been
produced more often completely lacking
glottal opening than lax stops in this
study.

This study can confirm earlier results
for German [4] and English [2] that in the
articulatory expression of place of
articulation factors of oral-laryngeal
coordination, most specifically P—R, are
of particular importance. A comparison
of the parameters Asp and P-R in stops is
revealing in this respect. For both
parameters the directionality is vel. > alv.
> lab. wordvinitially and alv. > vel.> lab.
intervocalically, suggesting a close
relationship between P-R and Asp in the
expression of place of articulation.
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ABSTRACT
Two experiments tested the effects of

lexical stress, phrasal stress, and position
in utterance on the epg contact of onset
and coda /t/ and /d/. Onsets have more
contact than codas; utterance-initial onsets
have by far the most contact. Effects of
stress are variable and effects of accent
are not significant.

INTRODUCTION
Several previous studies have shown

that English non-continuant consonants
in syllable- or word-initial position
(onsets) generally have larger oral
gestures and more oral contact than they
do in syllable- or word-final position
(codas) (e.g. [l], [2], [3], [4], [5])-Descriptively, this difference can be
called coda weakening. Coda weakening
is not due to some simple left-to-right
weakening in an utterance: even codas
which precede onsets have less contact
[3]. It is not the same thing as American
English flapping: coda weakening of
alveolars is less extreme than flapping
and occurs in non-flapping contexts [5].
It affects stops but not the fricative /s/
[3]. Aside from these observations,
however, not much is known about thegenerality of coda weakening, inparticular, whether coda weakening islimited to, or is enhanced by, particularprosodic positions. Prosodic here refersboth to stress/ prominence and to phrasalgroupings of various sizes. The twoexperiments reported here consider theeffects of lexical stress, phrasal stress(sentence stress with a pitch accent), andphrasal position on word-initial andword-final /t/ and /d/. Additional datawill be reported at the Congress.

The reason to consider the effect oflexxcal and phrasal stress on codaweakening is that they all appear toinvolve effects on degree of stricture.DeJong [6] shows that English stressresults in a hyperarticulation, orstrenthening, of segmental contrasts inthe stressed syllable. It seems to beassumed that this hyperarticulation

applies to all segments in the syllable,
codas as well as onsets. It is possible,
though, that because codas are generally
weakened they would not be subject to
the contradictory effect of prosodic
strengthening. More subtle relations
between the two are also possible. Expt.
I was designed to test the effects of
lexical and phrasal stress on onsets and
codas.

The reason to consider the effect of
phrasal position on coda weakening is
that we know that glottal articulations are
sensitive to phrasal position. Glottal
opening associated with /h/ and with
aspiration increases in magnitude word-
initially and phrase-initially ([2],[7],[8]),
just as it increases in magnitude with
stress ([7]). We could expect initial oral
articulations to pattern similarly. Since
word-final aspiration is relatively rare
[9], and glottal opening is reduced [2]
word-finally, we could expect coda oral
articulations to be reduced, rather than
strenthened, word-finally. At the same
time, we do not know much about how
coda consonants are affected by prosodic
groupings above the word. Expt. II was
designed to test the effect of position in
utterance on onsets vs. codas. Taken
together, the two experiments explore
how these three potentially different
effects on degree of stricture (coda
weakening, stress, phrasal position)
interact.

METHOD

Equipment
The data in these experiments comes

from electropalatography (EPG). EPG
contact shows the net effect of jaw and
tongue position on degree of stricture.
The Kay Elemetrics Palatometer uses
custom pseudopalates embedded with 96
contact electrodes to measure contact
patterns over the hard palate and the inner
surface of the molars. The EPG
sampling interval is 10 ms, with the
Palatometer taking 1.7 ms to complete a
Single sweep of the 96 electrodes.
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Subjects .

Subjects included in the present repon

were two middle-aged women,_one a

native speaker of Californian English and

the other a native speaker of a mid-

Atlantic dialect (the author). Because

only two subjects have been tested, the
results reported here may be Viewed as

preliminary.

Experimental materials
The test sentences were composed of

real English words. In Expt.. I, the
variables under study were posmon of
the consonant in the word (onset vs.
coda), whether the consonant's syllable
had lexical stress (stressed vs.
unstressed), and whether the test word
had sentence stress (nuclear pitch accent).

The consonant /t/ occurred at the
beginning or end of the test words,
which were: timid (t is initial and
stressed). timidiry (t is initial and
unstressed), limit (I is final and
unstressed), emit (t is final and stressed).
Each word appeared in the sentence "I
wonder if (word) means anything".
Phrasal stress was varied so that in half
the sentences the test word had the
nuclear accent of the sentence: "I wonder
if EMIT means anything"; in the other
half the nuclear accent was on
"anything": "I wonder if emit means
ANYTHING". No instructions were
given about sentence accents other than
the nuclear accent.

In Expt. II, /d/ occurred at the
beginning or end of the test words,
which were all content words of one or
two syllables. Since the monosyllabic
words had a lexical stress, the
consonants in those words were in the
lexically-stressed syllable. The disyllabic
words had lexical stress on the syllable
which did not contain the test consonant.
Thus the test words were flea/(d is initial
and stressed), fezt (d is final and
stressed), demand (d is initial and
unstressed), aphid (d is final and
unstressed). Thus the stressed /d/s come
from monosyllables and the unstressed
/d/s come from disyllables, but they Will
be referred to simply as stressed vs.
unstressed.
. These 4 words were put into sentences
In three different positions: initial,
medial, and final. I will refer to initial,
medial, and final onsets and codas even
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though when a word with a coda /d/ is
utterance-initial, the ld/ itself is of course
not initial in the utterance, and so on.
The segmental contexts were kept very
similar across utterance conditions.
Absolute initial and absolute final
positions might have special articulations
due to a neutral or rest position.
Therefore the test sentences were
preceded or followed by extra words,
though the subjects were instructed to
produce the test sentences as separate
utterances. The test sentences for deaf
were: (up. ) DEAF bugs go out.

Pick up DEAF bugs now.
Pick them up DEAF. (Bugs. )

In this experiment, the test word
always hada pitch accent, which was
the nuclear, and only, accent of the
sentence.

Procedure
Subjects read the test sentences from a

printed sheet, 8 times each for Expt. I
and 9 times each for Expt. II, in a
different order each time.

Analysis
The percent of all electrodes that were

contacted was measured for each token at
the point of greatest contact for the
consonant. These measures were then
analyzed by ANOVA. Because the
results for the two subjects .were
somewhat different, only indiVidual-
subject analyses will be discussed here.

RESULTS

Experiment I .
ANOVA showed that the two subjects

shared only one significant effect, the

main effect for onset vs. coda /t/. Both

subjects showed some effects of both

lexical stress and accent, but in different

ways. _
Both subjects had some kind of

significant effect of lexical stress on ERG

contact. For subject P there was a main

effect of stress: stressed consonants had

significantly less contact than stressless

consonants (Fig. 1). For subject B there

was an interaction of stress With syllable

position: onsets had more contact when

stressed; coda contact showed no effect

of stress. Furthermore, for this subject,

onsets differed from codas only in

stressed syllables (Fig. 2).
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_ Both subjects also had some non-
Significant effect of accent on EPG
contact. For subject B, accent had a
tendency (p<.08) to result in morecontact for both onsets and codas. Forsubject P, there was a non-significant
tendency (p=.06) for accent and syllable
poSition to interact. The onset/coda
difference was much stronger in accented
than in unaccented syllables, and the
efrf‘ect of accent was seen only in codas
w ere accented c ’
thaii unaccented. odas had less contact

n sum, the only consistent eff
the two subjects was that onsetscliafyg
more contact than codas in stressedsyllables. Lexical stress clearly affectsEPG .contact too, but in differentdirections for the two subjects. Only forone subject did it affect onsets differentlfrom codas. The effect of accent, ixcontrast, was on] a trendsubject. y for each
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Experiment II
For this experiment, statistically-

reliable results will be presented only for
subject P. However, the results appear
Similar for the other subject. with one
exception to be noted. In Expt. II, accent
was not varied, but lexical stress was
again varied, in addition to the new
variable of interest, position in utterance
all for-the consonant Idl. All factors gave
significant main effects for subject P.
First, as before. onsets have more contact
than codas. Second, with respect to
stress, the result was different from
before: stressed consonants, whether
onset or coda, have more contact.
Finally, with position in utterance, for
subject P all three positions are
significantly different from one another:
initials have the most contact, finals the
next, and medials the least.
64 .
62 _ —O-onset _
60 _ +coda _

58 ' r
56 ‘ -
54 -i

u-

52 ‘ -
so —

u-

48 -
-

46 -
—

44 47*
S ini S med S final

Figure 3 Percent contactfor /zl/, subject
P: posttion in syllable x position in
utterance
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Figure 4. Percent contactfor /d/, subject
P: stress x position in sentence
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This effect is fairly specific: there is a

large increase in contact for utterance-
initial onsets and a smaller boost of

utterance-final codas. (Subject B appears
to have no such coda boost.) As a result,

the onset/coda asymmetry is much

stronger utterance-initially than utterance-

medially (Fig. 3). Furthermore, stress

and position interact: the effect of lexical
stress (which is to increase contact) is

strongest in utterance-final position (Fig.
4).

CONCLUSIONS
These results suggest that "coda

weakening" is a fairly robust

phenomenon; indeed, it is the only
consistent result of the two experiments.
However, it does not occur all the time:
for one subject it is not observed
utterance-finally, and for the other it is
not observed in unstressed syllables.

In these data. we see first that lexical
stress and phrasal accent are not the
same; lexical stress has significant effects
on consonant contact while phrasal accent
has only weak effects. Lexical stress for
one subject operated in a way that is
difficult to understand, because Expts. I
and II showed opposite effects. Possibly
the results of Expt. I were contaminated
by an asymmetry in the carrier sentence,
which had "if" (with [1]) before onsets
but "means" (with [i]) after codas.
Under an intricate scenario of how words
overlap, it might be possible to explain
the stress effect in codas as an artifact of
the experiment. Expt. II used a more
symmetrical carrier frame, and in this
experiment the results were in accord
with one of the predicted outcomes:
stress resulted in more consonant contact
in both onsets and codas. even against
the fact that the stressed vowels in these
test words were more open. Here, stress
and coda weakening are independent
effects, with the hyperarticulation of
stress affecting both consonants about the
same.

On the other hand, lexical stress for
the other subject increased contact only in
onsets, and only in stressed syllables was
the onset/coda asymmetry observed.
Possibly this result is also due to the
asymmetry of the frame. However, for
this subject. it is also entirely possible
that the onset/coda difference is due to an
asymmetry in the realization of stress:
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that stress causes hyperaniculation in CV
but not VC within the stressed syllable.
Statistically-reliable data from Expt. II
will be needed to distinguish these
interpretations for this subject.

With respect to phrasal position, we
see in Expt. II that lingual contact is
greatest adjacent to an utterance
boundary. Most notably, onsets are
strongest utterance-initially, with more
contact than any other consonants. For
one subject, codas are strongest
utterance-finally, though the strength-
ening of onsets utterance-initially is much
greater in magnitude than the strength-
ening of codas utterance-finally. As a

result of this strengthening. codas make
up somewhat for their overall relative
weakness, so that these strongest codas
have about the same contact as a weak
onset for this speaker. For the other
subject, no final coda strengthening is
seen. Clearly, to the extent coda

strengthening occurs, it is a small effect.
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ABSTRACT
In Hindi, Swedish and Tamil

retroflexes show a more posterior
articulation at the beginning of the
closure than at the release. Also their
exact place of closure is vowel-
dependent, whereas that of dentals is
constant. Locus equation parameters
provide a clear basis for separating
dentals from retroflexes at closure onset,
but fail to support the idea that degree of
vowel-consonant coarticulation varies
with place, and/or is language-
dependent.

MEASUREMENTS
The present data come from two

speakers of Hindi, two speakers of
Swedish and two speakers of Tamil.
Electropalatographic and acoustic
records were obtained from all of them.
The Hindi and Tamil speakers were
asked to produce isolated words of either
[a'CV] or ['VCa] structure with V = /i/,
/e/, /a/, /0/ or /u/. The Swedish
utterances, prosodically similar to gul
hatt, had symmetrical ['V:'CV:]
structure. The present findings are based
on measurements for V = /i/, /e/, /a/, /a/,
/0/ or /u/. The test words were read five
to six times. Formant estimates were
made from spectrograms and short-term
spectra using the MIX software of R
Carlson (KTH). For all samples, formant
frequencies were measured in the first
vowel 80 ms before the VC boundary; at
the last glottal pulse of first vowel before
closure (=VC boundary); at the burst; at
the first glottal pulse of second vowel
(=CV boundary); and in the second

vowel 80 ms after the CV boundary. The
EPG data were collected using the
Reading system [1].

RESULTS
Figure 1 compares several aspects of

the data. Average values are shown from
a Swedish speaker (OE, left two
columns) and for a Hindi speaker (RM,
right two columns). For dentals the place
of articulation is at the first row of EPG
electrodes. There is no variation with
vowel context. Nor is there a change
from the VC to the CV condition.
However, the retroflex data differs in
that the exact place does indeed depend
on the vowel front vowels having more
anterior variants of retroflection. Also
there are marked differences between the
VC and the CV samples: During the
closure the place of contact slides
forward so that the contrast between
dental and retroflex is larger at the VC
than at the CV boundary. The retroflex
data for the other speakers exhibit
similar patterns of vowel dependence
and closure displacement. These findings
confirm previous findings on Hindi [2].
The formant measurements are in the
form of "locus" plots with the F2 and F3
onsets-offsets plotted against the F2 in
the adjacent vowel (first vowel for VC.
second for the CV). There is a marked
difference between the lines fitted to the
F3 data. For dentals, horizontal patterns
prevail. For retroflexes, lines are steeper
roughly parallel to those ofF2.

A comparison of slopes and intercepts
for locus equations fitted to the F2 data
for each speaker individually reveals no
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major differences between dentals and
retroflexes. This is in agreement with the
results reported by Sussman et al [3].
Since, theoretically, F2 ought to be
associated mainly with the cavity behind

the closure, this finding implies that
dentals and retroflexes invoke similar
coarticulation patterns with respect to
underlying tongue body configurations.
Consequently, a more posterior
retroflection does not necessarily
presuppose a tongue body which is also
more posterior. Sublaminal articulations
are allegedly typical of Tamil retroflexes
[4]. They involve the tongue underside
and might therefore be assumed to
constrain the mobility of the tongue
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body even more severely than lamina]
retroflexes and dentals. Krull [5] has
suggested that, for a given place of
articulation, variations in the slope
andintercept of locus equations could be
seen as variations in degree of
coarticulation

However the present investigation
provides no basis for identifying
significant differences in slopes and
intercept values in the F2 of Swedish and
Hindi laminal retroflexes and Tamil
sublaminal retroflexes.

A partial summary of the locus
equation results is presented in Figure 2:
The diagrams pertain to F3 at the VC
and at the CV boundary.
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U ou my (left), Data for all speakers indicated by language name initial.
ppercase standsfor retraflexes, Iowercasejbr dental articulations.
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Here slopes are plotted against

intercepts for all speakers. Dentals and

retroflexes form clearly separated

clusters in the case of VC, but they are

less distinct for CV. There is no clear-cut

or systematic grouping of the speaker

pairs which leads us to conclude that

coarticulation patterns are similar in the

six speakers investigated.

CONCLUSIONS
1. With respect to the time course of

retroflex production, it was found that, in

all three languages, retroflexes showed a

more posterior articulation at the

beginning of the closure than at the

release. Also their exact place of closure

is vowel-dependent, whereas that of

dentals is constant (Figure l).

2. Do locus equation parameters

provide invariant place correlates

separating dentals and retroflexes in a

vowel-independent manner [6]? The

answer based on the present data is no

with respect to F2, but yes in terms of F3

(Figures 1 and 2).

3. Is there evidence of a more

restricted tongue body variation (less

coarticulation) in retroflexcs than in
dentals? On the basis of considerations
of articulatory synergy [7], it might be
assumed that a more posterior
retroflection would create a preference
for a tongue body which is also more
posterior. Applying the reasoning of
Krull [5], we conclude that, for the
present analyses, degree of
poarticulation does not seem to be less
in retroflexes. This conclusion is based
on the fact that the slopes and intercepts
of F2 locus equations were found to be
remarkably similar in comparisons of
each speaker's dentals and retroflexes.

4. We were unable to identify reliable
articulatory or acoustic evidence for the
laminal variant of retroflection
Supposedly characteristic of Hindi and
SWedish as opposed to the sublaminal
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articulation of Tamil [4]. That may be
due to the need for more fine-grained
analyses than the ones undertaken so far.
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ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on the

development of the feature voic-
mg and its VOT implementation.
The VOT values of early stops
produced by German and Spanish
monolingual children were
analyzed and compared. A lan—
guage—specific difference of the
mean VOT values was already
found at the babbling stage.
Mocrieover, in early German word
pro uction significant voicing
contrasts for coronals and labialswere found. The Spanish dataprowded no statistically signifi—cant VOT differences.

INTRODUCTION
ph It hlas beeln proposed that at the_ ono ogica evel voicing is abinary feature, phonetically im—plemented by means of two outof three discrete categories of theVOT continuum: voiced (=lead)v0iceless unaspirated (=short lag)and v0iceless aspirated :longlag), depending on the particularlanguage; and that, at the phone-tic level, short lag is the unmark-ed option, whereas lead and longlag are marked [1]. This entailsthat vmceless unaspirated willalways implement one of theterms of the phonological voicingcontrast. In this respect, researchon early child stop productionprovides relevant data to test theparticular hypotheses, althoughthe available literature - [2], [3],

l4], [5], [6] and [7] among others -
does not present a unitary picture
and leaves many questions open.
th This paper is concerned with

e acqmsition of the voicing
contrast and with its implementa-
tion by means of VOT. It deals
With some of those questions on
the acquisition of VOT which
current research has left partly
open: When do the VOT values
begin to constitute a contrast, and
when is a voicing contrast of the
target language acquired? Do stop
consonants at the babbling stage
already manifest a tendency to the
VOT values of the target lan-
guage? Do babbling data and
early words exclusively contain
v0iceless unaspirated stops?

In order to find an answer to
these questions, data on early stop
production by four German and
four Spanish monolingual child-
ren were selected for VOT analy-
Sis. The target languages German
and Spanish were chosen because
of their opposing implementation
of the feature voicing: German,
like English, implements m;
leg by means of long lag and it
implements voiced by means of
short lag, whereas in Spanish
vorceless corresponds to short lag
and voiced to lead.

METHODS
The data reported here belong

to a larger longitudinal investiga-
tion of five children acquiring
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German in Hamburg and four
children acquiring Spanish in
Madrid. Both groups were audio-
recorded at their homes in un-
structured play sessions, using a
high-fidelity Sony TCD—DIO
PRO cassette recorder and a
portable Beyerdynamic micro-
phone. Due to the nature of the
recordings as unstructured play
sessions, the collected data are
heterogeneous, and the number of
tokens for analyzable stops varies
considerably within sessions and
children. Many relevant data
could not be taken into conside-
ration, because of disturbing
noise; this was especially true for
the Spanish data, which had thus
to be extensibly reduced.

Utterances beginning with
stops (voiced and voiceless) in
initial stressed CV sylables were
selected for analysis, correspon-
ding to three developmental
points: babbling, 25 word point
and 100 word point. The material
for the word stage was classified
according to the intended target
consonant and not according to
the produced sound; a stop was
further considered for analysis
only if it had the same place of
articulation as the intended target
consonant. In the babbling stage,
no target model being available,
the classification was made ac-
cording to the produced sound.
Stops selected for analysis
belonged to the three places of
articulation: labial, coronal and
velar. The relevant speech signals
were digitalized at a 22KHz rate
from a Revox—BZIS tape recor-
der. We used both wide band
(300 HZ) and narrow band (59
H2) FFT, with 6 dB pre-emphasis
and 0.5 frame advance for the
acoustic analysis. The acoustic
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analysis was made with a compu-
ter-implemented program (Sound
Scope 16 for Macintosh). Two
windows were used: the time
signal in the lower window and
the power spectrum in the upper
window. Time as well as
frequency signals were taken into
account to calculate the values. If
the time signal was not very clear
we additionally measured the
power spectrum (both narrow
and wideband) and compared the
results with the time signal va-
lues. Only if the results were
similar, we took them into ac—
counL

To test statistical significance.
variance measures (two-tailed
student-t tests) were conducted on
the VOT scores for the various
places of articulation within each
language group and across lan—
guages, at the three developmen—
tal points.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our results confirm some of

the findings of other researchers,
but bring some new points to
light. At the babbling stage,
German children made a statisti-
cally significant difference .be‘
tween tw0 coronal categories.
which were perceived as voiced
and voiceless, respectively (p =
.001). No other relevant differ-
ences could be ascertained neither
in the German nor in the Spanish
data. .

A crosslinguistic comparison
was only possible at the coronal
articulation place. VOT values
for coronals in both language
groups cluster around the short
lag and (short) lead, but a
significant difference between the
mean VOT values of the two lan-
guage groups was found (P —
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.0369), German children being
more at the short lag side and
Spanish children at the (short)
lead side. Even though lead voi-
cing predominates only in the
Spanish data. it has to be empha-
sized that it is manifested in both
language groups. As expected, in
German lead voicing decreases
in the course of time. i.e.. at the
early word stage, only two child-
ren manifest a preference for
lead voicing in the production of
target voiced stops. This result is
only comparable to l5], who
found more voicing lead than
other researchers, i.e., [4].

At the 25 word point German
children produce significant voic-
ing contrasts for coronals (p =
.0118), whereas there is no con-
trast for labials (p = .4991) nor
for dorsals (p = .5). At the 100
word point, there is a significant
contrast for coronals (p = .0325)
as well as for labials (p =
.00592). The values for target
voiced and target voiceless velars
are not significantly different at
any of the two word points. At
both word points, the categories
implementing the voicing con-
trasts are different from those of
the target language. Thus the
mean values for voiced stops are
slightly under null at the three
articulation places and the values
for the voiceless stops are within
the short lag domain, showing the
expected progression from a
shorter lag for labials, slightlylonger for coronals and definitely
longer for dorsals, especially atthe 100 word point.

The Spanish data provide no
statistically significant differencesof 'VOT, neither at the 25 word
point nor at the 100 word point.
This agrees with the findings of
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[4]: at the early word stage, VOT
does not play a significant role in
Spanish. In our data, this finding
is also due to the scarcity of the
data: very few target voiced stops
fulfilled the criteria for analysis.
As regards the target voiceless,
their values lie in the short lag
range, also showing the expected
progression from a (short) lead
for labials to a short lag for co-
ronals and a slightly longer lag
for velars.

A crosslinguistic comparison
of the word data gives the follo-
wing results. At the 25 word
point stops corresponding to the
target voiceless have a signifi-
cantly higher VOT in German
than in Spanish at the labial place
(p = .0253). And at the 100 word
point a slight tendency to signifi-
cancy is manifested at the coronal
point of articulation (p = .1 15).

These results agree with the
expectations only insofar as the
first phonetically implemented
stops are in the domain of short
lag. Unexpectedly, the first con-
trast produced in German appears
between short lag and (short)
lead. regardless of the target lan-
guage distinction between short
lag and long lag. In fact, accord-
ing to at least part of the litera-
ture [6, 7|, the first expected op-
position should be established
between short lag and long lag.

CONCLUSION
The data presented in this

paper have shown that the short
lag option is by no means the
only category present at the bad
bling stage nor at the early word
stage. Short lag and short lead
were both present at this early
stage in both languages, although
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only the target language Spanish
contains lead voicing. ObViously,
the VOT values do not match

those of the target languages.
This is especially true for the
German data, the target language
not implementing lead voice.
Assuming that at the early stages
of language acquisition unmarked
options are chosen, the present
results call into question the
exclusive unmarked status of
short lag. Lead voicing, although
at the short range, seems to con-

stitute an unmarked category as
well, already present at the bab-
bling stage. interestingly. the first
voicing opposition at the 25
word point is made between‘short
lag and (short) lead. in spite of
the fact that the target language
opposes short lag to long lag.

As to the question when child-
ren start making a contrast be—
tween a voiced and a voiceless
series of stops, no significant op-
position could be found in Spa-
nish. In the German data, a signi-
ficant contrast was already found
for coronals at the 25 word point
and for labials at the 100 word
point. Furthermore, at the bab-
bling stage, German children
made a statistically significant
difference between two coronal
categories, perceived as voiced
and voiceless, respectively.
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STOP CONSONANT PRODUCTION:
AN ARTICULATION AND ACOUSTIC STUDY

Kelly L. Poor!
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA USA

ABSTRACT
Articulation and acoustic data for stop

consonant production were examined
with the aims of (l) describing the
movements and coordination of the
articulatory structures and (2)
developing procedures for interpreting
acoustic data in terms of articulatory
movements. Findings were placed in the
context of existing acoustic and
aerodynamic models.

INTRODUCTION
Articulatory information for the stop

consonants, derived from recordings of
the. physical movements of the
articulators, was combined with
Simultaneous acoustic recordings. The
vmceless stop consonants were chosen
for detailed study because there is less
acoustic information present
immediately following the release than
for voiced stops. In particular, the labial
and alveolar voiceless stops were chosen
for m-depth investigation. This paper
focuses on the production of the labial
vorceless stop consonant /p/. The
production of the alveolar stop [V will be
discussed in the presentation in August.
The coupling of articulatory and acoustic
information provides an improved
understanding of stop-consonant
production, leading to knowledge of the
sequencrng and timing of articulator
movements as well as the resultant
acoustics. The primary objective of the
study is to refine existing acoustic and
aerodynamic models to reflect the new
level .of understanding. In addition,
examination of the articulatory
information leads to improved
interpretation of the acoustic signal, such
that in the future the acoustic waveform
will be. the only information required to
detemiine many of the important aspects
of the vocal-tract movements for stops.
The _results of the investigation are
applicable to the areas of speech
recognition, speech synthesis, and the
study and remediation of disordered
speech production.

PROCEDURE
Movements in the midsagittal plane

of points on the lower jaw, lips, tongue
blade and tongue body were measured
using an electromagnetic midsagittal
articulometer [1]. Acoustic data were
recorded simultaneously. Three normal
speaking, normal hearing male subjects
spoke single-syllable words /CVt/,
composed of one of the voiceless stop
consonants /p, t/ followed by one of the
vowels la, i/ and the consonant lt/,
imbeddcd in a carrier phrase. Half the
tokens were preceded by the fricative
consonant /s/. One example is, “Say spot
again." A minimum of three repetitions
of each utterance were recorded per
speaker.

Events in time, such as the end of the
vowel in sax, the end of Isl in the token
(if present), the stop release, and the
onset of the vowel following the stop,
were identified in the acoustic waveform
based upon researcher’s judgment. The
corresponding times were located in the
time-aligned articulatory displacement
waveforms. In order to preserve the
times and magnitudes of each of these
event times in the articulation data, as
well as the general shape of the
displacement waveform between event
times, the standard technique of linear
time warping was adapted and applied.
The repetitions of each utterance for a
given speaker were averaged together
usrng the adapted technique. For
example, the eight repetitions of “Say
spot again.” recorded by one of the
speakers were averaged together using
the modified linear time warping
technique to become one, representative
displacement waveform for that speaker.

An estimate of the constriction cross-
sectional area change with time
following the release of the stop
consonant was calculated with the aid of
the articulation data. The upper and
lower lip transducers are located on the
vermilion borders of the lips. The
movements of these two transducers.
averaged as described above, were used
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to determine rate of vertical lip
separation following release. The
difference between the upper and lower

lip trajectories was used as an estimate
of the rate of lip separation, with the

difference at the time of release zeroed.

The rate of horizontal lip separation was

taken from a study by Fujimura [2]. An
estimate of constriction cross-sectional

area change with time following stop
release was obtained by approximating
the lip opening cross-sectional area as a
rectangle whose height and width
change with time according to the
vertical and horizontal lip separations,
respectively. For example, the cross-
sectional area of the lips in the labial /p/,
derived in this manner for one subject
speaking the token SIN—L increases by

approximately 35 cm2/sec within the
first 5 - 10 msec following the stop
release.

ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS
During the first few milliseconds

following the stop consonant release, the
constriction cross-sectional area change
with time can be related to the
corresponding acoustics in two
important ways: (I) by modeling the
vocal tract as a series of tubes of varying
cross-sectional area (in the case of a
labial stop, a Helmholtz resonator) and
calculating the transition of the first
formant frequency Fl; and (2) by
calculating the time course of the burst
when the constriction cross-sectional
area is used as a parameter in a circuit
model of the vocal tract [3].

Fujimura, in a stroboscopic motion
picture study [2], observed a three-stage
transition in the first formant frequency
Fl following labial stop release into a
vowel. The first stage occurs during the
5 - 10 msec immediately after the lips
begin to open. It consists of an abrupt
increase in lip opening cross-sectional
area corresponding to a rapid upward
shift in Fl. Within just the first 5 msec.
Fl will shift from 0 Hz (assuming the
vocal tract walls are rigid) to a value of
200 - 400 Hz, depending upon the
following vowel. The rapid rise of F 1 is
modeled as a Helmholtz resonator. The
shon front tube represents the lips during
the production of the bilabial stop
consonant. The second stage consists of
a slower rise in F1, corresponding to a
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continued increase in lip opening cross-
sectional area in conjunction with a
downward movement of the jaw. The
third stage is the movement of F1 during
the initial portion of the following
vowel.

The present study has also
investigated the FI transition following
the stop release. The constriction cross-
sectional area change with time
following release, as calculated from the
articulation data, is utilized as the rate at
which the cross-sectional area of the
short front tube of the Helmholtz
resonator increases with time. A
correction term of 180 Hz has been
incorporated into the model to reflect the
impedance of the vocal tract walls. From
the solution of the Helmholtz resonator,
Fl transitions from 180 to 400 Hz during
the first 5 - 6 msec following labial stop
release in the utterance spot. This study
finds that the rate of constriction cross-
sectional area change with time
immediately after lip opening is less than

the 100 cmzlsec determined by
Fujimura. Consequently. Fl does not
initially transition upward as rapidly as

predicted by Fujimura [2].
An aerodynamic circuit model of the

pressures and flows in the vocal tract [3]

was employed to calculate the airflow

through the lips for the first few

milliseconds following the stop release.

The derived constriction cross-sectional

area was utilized in the determination of

one of the parameters in the crrcuit

model, specifically the rate of decrease

in constriction resistance followrng the

stop release. From the constriction cross-

scctional area of the lip opening and the

airflow through the lips immediately

following release, the amplitude and

duration of the frication noise source can

be calculated [4, S, 6. 7 and others]. The

burst contains a peak in amplitude

approximately 5 - 6 msec after the

release. The duration of the norse burst

up to a time where the amplitude is l0

dB down from the burst peak in §_p_o_t is

approximately 8 - 10 msec. Both the

shape and location of the peak in the

noise burst as well as the duration of the

burst derived from the model in this

fashion agree well with the shape and

duration of the noise burst in the

corresponding acoustic waveform for

smut»
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ARTICULATION ANALYSIS
In addition to the constriction cross-

sectional area calculation discussed
earlier, the articulation data were
examined to determine effects of
phonetic context on production. Findings
include a constraint on lower jaw
position during /s/ production, maximum
downward velocity for the lower jaw
occurring approximately at the time of
the consonant release, and a correlation
between increasing distance articulators
must travel and faster rates of
movement. In addition, the articulators
not involved in forming the constriction
were found to anticipate the positions
required for the upcoming vowel much
more so than the constriction—forming
articulator(s). For example, the lips are
constrained to form the constriction for
lp/ in m; however, the jaw and tongue
can and do move to some extent into
position for the following vowel during
the production of lpl. In a similar
fashion, the restriction on jaw movement
during the production of Isl forces the
jaw to remain in a high position
throughout the duration of lsl. As a
result, there is a more rapid downward
velocity of the jaw at the time of the /p/
release in suit than in pot. This finding
is thought to be a compensating
mechanism. In order to reach the low
jaw position required for the production
of the vowel la/ in spot in approximately
the same amount of time as it takes to
reach the la/ in pot, the jaw increases its
downward velocity. Relating the finding
to an earlier observation, the jaw must
move downward faster for /p/ in spot
because it travels farther.

CONCLUSION
One of the primary results of the

study is the ability to obtain an estimate
from the articulation data of the
constriction cross-sectional area change
with time for the first few milliseconds
following the stop consonant release. For
example, this rate for lpl in spot is 35
cm 2/sec. An acoustic model representing
the vocal tract as a Helmholtz resonator
yields a rapid transition for F1 following
the stop release of 35 - 45 Hz/msec for
the same utterance. An aerodynamic
model coupled with calculations of the
frication noise burst reveal an agreement
between calculated (utilizing the
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articulation data) and acoustic waveform
noise burst shapes and durations. The
shape is found to contain a peak
approximately 5 - 6 msec after release
and the duration is approximately 8 — 10
msec for lp/ in m. This agreement
suggests that the original estimate of the
constriction cross-sectional area change
with time of 35 cmzlsec for /p/ in m
during the first few milliseconds
following the stop consonant release is
reasonable.

Inferences, such as those described
above for lp/ in spm, made from detailed
examination of the articulation and
acoustic data will aid in developing a
more comprehensive model of stop
consonant production. From comparison
of model outputs and acoustic data,
refinements can be made to the existing
aerodynamic and acoustic models to
more accuraw represent the acoustic
signal. The quantitative variations in
production resulting from various
phonetic contexts can be incorporated
into the models in order to broaden their
applicability to essentially all stop
consonant production. The findings of
the study contribute to the goal of a
single comprehensive model which
incorporates all the acoustic,
aerodynamic, and articulatory
observations in order to explain the
resultant acoustic output.
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ASPIRATED STOPS IN SCOTS GAELIC

Henry Rogers
University of Toronto

ABSTRACT
Aspiration is the primary difference

between the lenis and fortis stops in Scots
Gaelic: postaspiration initially, and pre-
aspiration medially and finally. With faster
speech, the postaspirated stops show gen-
eral shortening, and the preaspirated stops
are shortened in the voiceless duration
preserving the perceptual salience of the
aspiration. The details of the aspiration
and the shortening are viewed as
controlled, language—specific behaviour.

INTRODUCTION
Recent research [1, 2] has emphasised

the role of non-automatic, allophonic
phonetic activity. This paper presents data
on pre- and postaspirated stops in Scots
Gaelic at different rates of speech and ar-
gues this aspiration is an example of such
controlled, subphonemic activity.
In Scots Gaelic [3] the fortis stops /p t k/
have postaspiration [phth kh] in initial
position, and preaspiration [“p “t xk] me—
dially and finally. In the dialects analysed
here, preaspiration before /k/ is realised as
a velar fricative. The term ‘fortis’ is used
for the phonemes /p t k/ and ‘lenis’ for the
phonemes /b d g/; ‘voiceless’ and ‘voiced‘
refer to activities of the vocal folds. The
lenis stops are typically voiceless in all
envrronments.

Two speakers read the material,
consmting of 120 one- and two-syllable
words in a frame of Can X a nis Ikan X a

mill ‘Say X now’, four times at a normal
speed, and then twice at a fast speed.
Speaker RM is from Harris and F5 from
Lewis; both women have lived in Toronto
for several years.

Preaspiration
Preaspirated stops have aspiration pre-

ceding the closure as opposed to
postaspirated stops with aspiration fol-
lowing the release of the stop. This is a
rather rare phenomenon in the world. re-
ported primarily in Northern Europe
(Icelandic, Sami, Scots Gaelic) and in
North America (Fox, Hopi, and Malecite/
Passamaquoddy) [4-6]. Most of the re-
search on preaspiration has been on Ice-
landic [7-12] with less on Sami [13-16].
Relatively little work has been done on
preaspiration in Scots Gaelic [17-19].

Measurements
Preaspiration (Preasp), Closure Dura—

tion (CD), Voiceless Duration (VlessD),
and Voice Onset Time (VOT) were
measured [20]. VlessD is the entire period
of voicelessness including VOT. Figure l
tobhta /tota/ [thohte] ‘walls of a house’
shows both postaspiration and
preaspiration. The waveform is shown
with the individual portions labelled. The
breathy voice which has been mentioned
in some research [17, 19] was only
sporadically present and where found has
been considered part of the aspiration.

Figure 1. Waveform of tobhta /tota/ [fights] ‘walls ofa house '.

h h.t. o .t. a
200 .0 300.0 400 .0 500 .0 ms
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Table 1. Means of lenis and fortis stops in milliseconds. The means of all fortis—lenis
pairs are significantly (p < .05) diflerent except those in. boldface; italics indicate pairs
with a significant difference. but in the unexpected direction. In slow speech, FS paused at
the end of the elicited word so that measuring the end of votcelessness was not poss1ble .

RM F S

S l o w N Preasp CD VlessD VOI‘ N Preasp CD VlessD V01‘

1 ‘tial
mlenis 35 202 172 27 54 161 186 20

fortis 36 142 191 77 65 145 243 97
Medial

lenis 38 114 117 47 41 105 119 22
fortis 35 171 66 267 31 39 148 76 255 33

Final
lenis 75 140 170 61 83 133

fortis 25 181 81 349 7 3 36 220 90

Fast

Initial
lenis 45 87 88 42 77 95 17

fortis 39 73 1 10 49 89 162 75
Medial

lenis l7 7 8 95 20 86 97 2 2
fortis 11 94 6 6 189 20 102 65 187 2 6

Final
lenis 39 86 96 38 108 113 2 2
fortis 45 107 68 200 18 151 79 241 2 2

Gestures
In the postaspirated stops. the oral

gesture begins before the laryngeal gesture
begins and ends before the laryngeal
gesture ends. With the preaspirated stops.
the laryngeal gesture completely overlaps
the oral gesture extending beyond it at
both ends. From the acoustic data, the
measurements are consistent with the hy-
pothesis that, with aspirated stops, the
peak of the glottal gesture is coordinated
with the end of the oral gesture [7]. The
acoustic activity of the preaspirated stops
suggests, however, that the peaks of the
glottal and oral gestures cooccur. but that
the glottal gesture is larger.

RESULTS

Lenis v. fortis
Table 1 compares the lenis and fortis
stops. The lenis stops have a voiceless
closure followed by a short period of
asPiration. The fortis stops have a
voiceless closure with longer aspiration,
postaspiration initially and preaspiration
elsewhere. As expected, the fortis stops

often have a longer closure duration than
the lenis stops; in two cases, however, the
difference is not significant, and in one,
the fortis closure is longer. The lenis stops
always have a significantly 'shorter
voiceless duration than the fortis stops.
The VOT is longer for the fortis stops in
initial position. as we would expect;
otherwise, it is erratic.

1f slow and fast rates of speech are
compared (Table 2), the lenis stops show
a general shortening in all portions of the
consonant. except for F8 medial lenis
VOT. The fortis stops show a's'imtlar
general shortening in initial posrtion; in
medial and final position. however, the
closure duration and VOT are not always
significantly different, especrally w1th RM.

DISCUSSION

Lenis Fortis .
Aspiration is the feature which always

serves to distinguish fortis and lems_ stops:
postaspiration initially, and preaspiration
medially and finally. Closure duration is
not a reliable cue in distingurshtng the
stops. The total amount of voicelessness
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Table 2. Means oflow andfast rates ofspeech in ms. The means ofall slow—fast pairs aresignificant (p < .05) exceptfor those in boldface. In slow speech, FS paused at the endofthe elicited word so that measuring the end ofvoicelessness was notpossible .

RM F S
Initial N Preasp CD VlessD VOT N Preasp CD VlessD VOT

lenis
slow 35 202 172 27 54 161 186 20

fast 45 87 88 22 42 77 95 17
fortis

slow 36 142 191 77 65 145 243 97
fast 39 73 1 10 53 49 89 162 75

Medial

lenis
slow 38 114 117 47 41 105 119 22

fast 17 78 95 36 20 86 97 2 2
fortis

slow 75 171 66 267 31 39 148 74 255 33
fast 39 94 66 189 2 8 20 102 6 5 187 26

Final

lenis
slow 75 140 170 61 83 133
fast 39 86 96 33 38 108 1 13 22fonis

slow 25 181 8 l 349 73 36 220 88
fast 45 107 6 8 200 22 18 151 79 241 22

is distinctive; however, the aspiration.
produced with an open vocal tract, is the
most audible and perceptually the most
salient pan of this voiceless period. The
unsystematic variation of VOT in noninitial
posrtion is not important since
preaspiration serves to distinguish lenis
and fortis stops in those positions.

Kingston & Diehl [2] have argued thatpostaspiration in English is a controlledallophonic aspect of production. Their
arguments would apply equally well toScots Gaelic. Further, the argument thatpreas-piration is also nonautomatic can bemade even more strongly, given its rarity
in the world.

Rate of speech
In faster speech, in contexts wherethere is no preaspiration, a generalshortening occurs. With the preaspiratedstops, all shortening tends to be in theVlessD. The relative stability of the CD atdifferent rates of speech implies that the

major adjustments for rate of speech are
made during the adjacent pre- and
postaspirated periods.

To speak faster, something has to be
shortened. This Shortening is not neces-
sarily done evenly in all parts of the utter-
ance [18, 21]. In previous work, 1 have
shown that languages use a variety of
language-specific strategies to shorten el-
ements in order to talk faster. In Mongo—
lian [22-24], the VlessD for fortis st0ps
remains steady at different rates of speech;
in French [23], the VOT remains
unchanged, but the voiceless portion of
the closure is shortened; in Turkish
(Rogers. 1994) the fortis stops show
general shortening. Now, in Scots Gaelic,
the stops without preaspiration shOW
general shortening, but the preaspirated
stops show a shorter voiceless duration.

These findings are consistent with the
position of Docherty [ l] and Kingston and
Diehl [2] that considerable allophonic
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variation must be accounted for in the
grammar of the language, and not by re—
course to automatic processes.

CONCLUSION
Aspiration has been shown to be the

primary difference between the lenis and
fortis stops: postaspiration in initial posi-
tion, and preaspiration elsewhere. Both
types of aspiration are produced by con—
trolled activity at an allophonic level. With
an increased rate of speech, a language-
specific observation was made that stops
with postaspiration show general
shortening, and those with preaspiration
are shortened in the voiceless duration.
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ABSTRACT
The class of /r/-sounds is quite

heterogeneous from the acoustic and the
articulatory point of view. Many /r/-
allophones are the result of phonetic
reduction processes. In contemporary
standard German /r/ can be realized as an
apical or uvular trill, a fricative, an
approximant or a vowel. In the experimental
study presented here, two German subjects
were investigated by means of EMA and
spectrography. The results provide
articulatory evidence for the gestural affinity
between the different /r/—allophones.

1. INTRODUCTION
Laterals and /r/-sounds (or so-called

rhotics) have many phonological and
phonetic similarities (cf. [1], [2]) (e.g.
distribution in the syllable, behaviour in
sound change, articulatory, acoustic and
perceptual features) and therefore belong to
the class of liquids. The liquids constitute a
small sound class; but nevertheless, they are
represented in the majority of languages (cf.
[3], [4]). For instance, /r/-sounds can be
found in 76% of the UPSID languages (cf.
[3]: 73). But the subclass of rhotics is
phonetically quite heterogeneous (cf. [5]:
114) and a definition of /r/-sound is not
available. Beside a set of core elements (e.g.
trills. taps and flaps), there are some
fricatives, approximants and vocalizedallophones of M. The reason why there are
so many allophones of /r/ is to be found inthe phonetic nature of the rhotics: some /r/-sounds, e.g. trills, are quite complex in theirarticulation. They are learned relatively lateby children, and their articulation causes
serious problems for many adult speakers
(of. [6]). That is why trills are not very stable

sounds; they are prone to undergo sound
change resulting in different allophones.

In German, e.g., historically there was
(presumably) only an apical-alveolar trill [r]
(cf. [7], [8]); a uvular-postdorsal trill [R]
developed later (cf. [9]) and was considered
to be a sub-standard allophone of /r/ fora
long time (cf. [10]: 51). In contemporary
Standard German there are different
fricatives, approximants and vocalized
forms called /rl—sounds (cf. [11], [12]).
Whereas acoustic analyses of different /r/-
sounds have already been published (cf. [2],
[13]), to our knowledge articulatory studies
are not yet available. One of the few
experimental studies on the production of
/r/-sounds was provided by Recasens ([14]).
He found in an EPG study that "[...] an
alveolar tap and an alveolar trill show
contrasting degrees of resistance to
coarticulation from the adjacent vowels"
([14]: 279). Recasens concluded that taps
and trills are produced by means of two
different gestures.

The aim of this paper is to show that the
different allophones of M in German are
closely related to each other articulatorily.
Our hypothesis was that the constriction
location for a certain class of /r/-sounds, c.3-
uvular MS, is the same, and that the
allophones of that particular class differ only
in the constriction degree. To 81'"
articulatory evidence for the relatedness of
superficially different looking /r/-sounds an
EMA experiment was can'ied out.

2.EXPERIMENT
An experimental investigation was

carried out to examine the articulatory
relatedness of different forms of /r/-
reduction in German.

1
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2.1. Subjects .

Two German speakers served as subjects.
Subject 1 was a male speaker of standard
German with an uvular variant of /r/.
Subject 2 (the second author) was a female
speaker of standard German but spoke an
apical allophone of /r/ because of her
Bavarian dialectal background.

2.2. Speech material
Test utterances were designed to test

several aspects of /r/ articulation in German:
coarticulatory effects, position dependent
reductions and articulatory similarities
between sounds with a similar place of
articulation. Accordingly, the first part of the
corpus consisted of items including /r/ in
varying vowel contexts, e.g. /bara/, lbar‘il,
lbira/ etc. The effect of syllable position was
tested by means of pairs such as /rup/ vs
lburl, Irip/ vs lbir/ and /rapl vs lbarl. To
compare /r/ with neighbouring sounds, items
like /tap/, /sap/, lpatl, /pasl were tested for
[r]. [R] was compared with lkapl, lpakl,
lxapI, /pax/. Both subjects produced the test
items in the carrier utterance "Ich habe_
erwahnt" ("I mentioned _ "). 50 test
utterances were designed in total. Five
repetitions were run with the test utterances
randomised in all repetitions.

2.3. Method
Electromagnetic articulography (EMA.

AG 100, Carstens Medizinelektronik.
Gottingen, Germany) was used to monitor
tongue movements (cf. [15]). For this
method three transmitter coils (mounted on
a helmet) are used to generate an alternating
magnetic field at three different frequencies.
Five sensor coils, attached to the subjects'
atticulatory organs by means of
Physiological glue, detect the magnetic field
strength which is roughly inversely
Proportional to the cube of the distance
between sensor and transmitter (cf. [16] for
details). The raw distance signals are then
convened to the x-y coordinates in the mid-
Saggital plane. Three coils were mounted on

e mid-saggital line of the tongue from
about one to five cm from the tongue tip
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(coil 1 was placed one cm behind the apex,
coil 2 was attached to the tongue blade and
coil 3 was positioned approximately five cm
from the tongue tip on the tongue dorsum).
To compensate for head movements two
reference coils were attached to the upper
incisors (coil 4) and to the bridge of the nose
(coil 5).

Simultaneously to the EMA recordings,
acoustic recordings were made. Subjects
read the corpus of 50 test utterances five
times to get 250 recordings from each of the
two subjects.

3. RESULTS
In this chapter. due to space limitations.

we will mainly relate to the observed
reductions of uvular /r/.

3.1. Acoustic analyses
The acoustic analyses were run with the

XHADES program on a VAX computer at
the NICI' .

On the whole, it can be said that the
uvular trill was rarely realized by speaker I.
[R] was only produced in initial position or
in initial C—clusters. Most often, /r/ is
reduced to a fricative (see figure I). In final

position after a long stressed vowel, /r/ is
realized as a vowel [B] (see figure 2).

The apical /r/ is initially realised either as

a trill or as an approximant. Apical lr/ is not

pronounced as a fricative because [2]
already has phonological status in German.
In syllable final position, apical /r/ is most

often vocalized or articulated as an

ll.'1i‘ l[t] ttltl‘lt
_ll__t-_Ja__m__m._ uh.

Figure I. Waveform ofthe test stimulus lrip/

[Kipl

' Nijmegen Institute for Cognition and Information,
Nijmegen. The Netherlands.
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t
Figure 2. Waveform ofthe test stimulus lbirl

[biz].

3.2. Articulatory analyses
Articulatory data were rotated in such a

way, that the line from the upper incisors to

the bridge of the nose was parallel to the y-
axis. Due to problems with the hardware,

some recordings were lost or expelled from

the data analyses.
Articulatory analyses of uvular /r/ were

carried out for all repetitions of /bar/, lbirl,
lburl, /rap/, hip! and /rup/. Therefore, steady
states of the movement signals of coil 3
served as the criterion for the target
positions of uvular Irl. As can be seen in
figures 3 and 4, the position of the tongue
dorsum was higher when It! was in initial
position in the vicinity of high vowels (Iu/
and /i/) and lower when /r/ was produced in
final position. No dependency on syllable
position could be observed when /r/ was
adjacent to the low vowel /a/ (see figure 5).

a
v
e

—
—

15X
156
154 . °
152 ‘ o
150 1.13

146 . 0 a
55 so 65 7'0 75

front x back

Figure 3. Plot of the tongue body position
(coil 3) for initial vsfinal uvular Ir/ (V=[u]).
I = syllable initial position, U = syllable
final position.
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1515
O

156 . a

15-1 CBB'.
152
150
148. we

5 5 6'0 6'5 7'0 75
f r o n t x b a c it

Figure 4. Plot of the tongue body position

(coil 3) for initial vsfinal uvular /r/ (V=[1]).

0 = syllable initial position, [1 = syllable

finalposition.

15%
156 on
154 . .

152 ’ D

150 _ 1:1

148 .
5 5 6 0 6 5 7 0 75

f t o n t x b a c it

Figure 5. Plot of the tongue body position

(coil 3)for initial vsfinal uvular/r/ (V=lallv
O = syllable initial position, D = syllable

finalposition.

4. DISCUSSION .
The acoustic analyses of the productrons

of uvular /rI revealed several forms. .Of

articulatory reduction. In syllable initial

position, uvular /r/ is often produced as a

post-dorsal fricative. In syllable final
position after a stressed long vowel,
however, uvular /r/ is often vocalized. Thrs

is in accord with previous studies on the

reduction of /r/ (cf. [11]). The articulatory

analyses carried out by means of EM

showed that, in general, the tongue body

position is higher when uvular /r/ is syllable

initial and lower when it is syllable final.

This is true when /i/ or /u/ was the nucleus

of the syllable; when /a/ was the nucleus. the

situation was rather unclear.
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These findings are in accord with the
hypothesis that the different forms of
articulatory reduction for uvular /r/ result
from different degrees of tongue body
constriction in the post-dorsal area. In the
framework of Articulatory Phonology
developed by Browman and Goidstein (cf.
[17]) this can be described in a very simple
way. It seems that the uvular trill and its
forms of reduction (fricative. approximant
and vowel) all belong to the same gestural
family, e.g. a post-dorsal constriction
gesture. The only difference between these
allophones lies in the degree of tongue body
constriction.
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VARIABILITY OF LINGUAL STOPS IN ENGLISH:
AN ELECTROPALATOGRAPHIC STUDY
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ABSTRACT
This electropalatographic (EPG) study

investigates aspects of normal
articulatory variability in English lingual
stops in VCV sequences. Variability due
to the efi‘ects of vocalic context, voicing
and type of speech material (real versus
nonsense words) are examined. The
methodology for data collection,
segmentation and analysis is described.
Results of the analysis will be available at
the Stockholm Congress.

INTRODUCTION
Quantification of the extent of normal

variability of articulatory movement
during speech is of importance both in
the development of robust automatic
speech recognition systems and in the
assessment and remediation of disordered
speech. For the latter, it is essential to
use baseline normative data against
which to compare abnormal articulatory
patterns. EPG investigation of tongue
contacts with the hard palate during
speech offers a means of making
systematic investigations of aspects of
normal articulatory variability. Previous
studies have suggested various factors
potentially affecting the variability of
EPG patterns [1,2]. This study
investigates variability associated with
inter-speaker difi‘erences, vowel context,
effects of voicing and of different types
of speech material (real and nonsense
words). It contributes towards
establishing regions of relative invariance
and variability in tongue contact patterns
for lingual stops in English.

DATA

The speech data (from the EUR-
ACCOR database, [3]) consisted ofVCV
sequences in English in both real and
nonsense words, where V = fr, 8/ and C =
/t, dl. Five English speaking subjects
each produced five repetitions of each
VCV combination in nonsense and real
words ( 80 tokens from each subject).
Data were acquired with the mulitchannel
system developed by Reading University
and IBM. Electropalatographic (Reading
EPG), laryngographic and acoustic data
were recorded simultaneously for each
item. [4, 5].

DATA SEGMENTATION
PROCEDURE

A multi—level approach was adopted in
the segmentation of the data. The
placement of armotation points was based
on infomiation from the acoustic
wavefomr, the electropalatographic data
and the laryngographic signal. Twelve
annotation points were marked and
labelled for each VCV sequence. They
were saved in separate annotation files
for each utterance. These files were then
used for firrther analysis of the data. Five
of these annotation points are relevant
for the current analysis of stops.

Annotation points
sce (stop closure) Taken at the first EPG

frame showing complete constriction at
the alveolar region. In cases of
incomplete closure it was identified.“
the first frame of maximum constrictron
in the alveolar region.
we (stop release) Taken at the last frame
of complete constriction at the alveolar

region. In cases of incomplete closure 1t
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was taken as the last frame of maximum
constriction at the alveolar region.
m (stop mittooint) Taken at the temporal
midpoint between ‘sce’ and ‘sre’.
mce (maximum contact from the EPG)
Taken at the first time of maximum
constriction in the first four rows of
electrodes during the stop closure.
lg (last glottal pulse) Based on the
laryngographic signal this point was
taken at the end of periodic pulsing after
the onset ofclosure for the consonant.

DATA ANALYSIS
Analyses were carried out using the

Paradox 3 relational database and
statistical analyses were performed using
a PC running the SPSS statistical
package. A number of quantitative and
qualitative analysis procedures were
undertaken to answer specific questions
concerning the nature of articulatory
variability of the two alveolar plosives.

Preliminary analysis of the data had
indicated a number of cases where the
stops were realised as fricatives with
evidence of turbulent noise in the
acoustic waveform trace. Such items
were excluded from the quantitative
analysis, however they were annotated
separately and included in the qualitative
analysis. The following analyses were
carried out.

Contact totals
The total number of contacted

electrodes in the four fi'ont and four
back rows of the EPG palate were
calculated separately. These measures
were made for each It] and /d/ token
involving symmetrical vowel
environments. The measurements were
made at the three consonantal points
‘sce’ (onset of constriction), ‘mce’ (firstflame of maximum constriction in thefirst four rows) and ‘sre' (end of
constriction). This analysis aimed to
ldenfiiyanydifl‘erences inthe amount of
contact between voiced and voiceless
Plosives. Because of the aerodynamic
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requirements for the production of
voicing during stops the prediction would
be that /d/ would involve less lingual-
palatal contact than /t/.

Variability Index
EPG prototypical frames displaying

frequency of electrode contact in five
repetitions were computed. Based on
these a variability index was calculated
following Fametani & Provaglio [6]. This
index was calculated for consonants in
symmetrical sequences at point ‘sm’ and
used to examine differences in variability
between the two consonants, between
the two utterance types and among the
five subjects.

Coarticulatory index
Contextual variability was quantified

using a coarticulatory index (CI) [7].
This index quantifies the amount of
tongue-palate contact in different vocalic
environments. Cls calculated for
symmetrical environments show global
effects of the vocalic environment on the
consonant. Contact for symmetrical
sequences can then be compared with
asymmetrical environments to determine
possible anticipatory and carryover
effects at the beginning (sce) and end
(sre) of the consonant respectively.

Voicing

A descriptive analysis was made of the
percentage of voicing during the closure
phases for the consonants /t/ and /d/.
Comparisons were made among subjects
and between the two kinds of speech
material (real and nonsense words).
Results are displayed in the form of
histograms.

Qualitative Analysis
Further descriptive analysis was

carried out in order to display examples
of contact patterns for /t/ and /d/ at the
extremes of variation (maximum and
minimum contact required for the
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production of /t/ and /d/) for each
subject.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Various statistical analyses are

currently being explored. The factors to
be examined are:
Subject. Five subjects.
Consonant. /t/, /d/.
Vowel l. / i l, /a/.
Vowel 2. / i /, /a/.
Speech Material. Real word, nonsense

word.

RESULTS
At the time of writing the above

analyses are in progress. Results will be
displayed as a poster at the Stockholm
Congress and will be made available in
printed form to delegates, together with a
discussion of the results, as a supplement
to this paper.
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ABSTRACT
The present study focus on the

influence of intentionality of the speech
act in the characterisation of speaking
styles. Two procedures to elicitate
spontaneous speech in a laboratory
environment are presented: the map task
and a semidirected interview, both
performed with the same speaker.
Differences in elicitation procedures are
interpreted in basis of the intentionality of
the speech act. Related to this, phonetic
behaviour of vocalic groups in Spanish
for a given speaker is observed. Results
show that speech obtained by means of
the described procedures is spontaneous,
even when intentionality in the speech act
appears.

1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that in all languages

speakers have some pronunciation,
lexical or grammatical choices which are
not a matter of the basic structure of the
language but a matter of style; moreover,
they have an implicit knowledge of the
appropiateness of the speaking style they
are using with respect to the situation
where they are. Nevenheless, variations
are presented in a continuum scale and
the factors shaping a given speaking style
can have a linguistic. sociolinguistic or
pragmatic nature [1, 2].
' In this study, we focus on the
importance of intentionality of the speech
act in the characterisation of speaking
styles: Searle [3] uses the structure of the
speech acts as a heuristic guide in order
to elucidate the structure of intentional
states.

Two procedures to elicitate
spontaneous speech in a laboratory
env1ronmcnt are presented: the map task
and a semidirected interview, both
performed with a same speaker.
Differences in elicitation procedures are
Interpreted in basis of the nature of the
speech act. An overt intentionality in the
speech act exists in the map task: both

speaker and listener are involved in the
task and they want to achieve the objectif
with the maximum success. The
semidirected interview, on the contrary,
lacks of intentionality: there is not an
explicit purpose to reach.

The manifestation of vocalic reduction
phenomena in Spanish is taken as the
index of study to determine if the
presence of intentionality affects the
speech in a sense of more carefulness
and in a loss of naturalness. From an
experimental point of view, the main
interest consists in determining if the
described procedures are suitable to
obtain spontaneous speech.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURE

2.1. Speech Situations
In order to study the influence of the

intentionality of the speech act in the
phonetic manifestation of vocalic
sequences, two types of corpus have
been used: the model of HCRC Map
Task Corpus [4, 5] and the model of
semidirected interviews.

Elicitation procedures are different.
but some variables are controlled: the
participants are the same. they maintain a
familiarity relation and they have
comparable speech rates.

The aim is to compare different
speaking styles with the same linguistic
content for a given speaker.

2.1.]. Map Task
The map task follows the model in

which two actors inhabiting a simple
micro-world cooperate to get practical
goals: in this case, the completion of a
route designed in one actor's map but
inexistent in the other actor's map. In the
course of the task, conversation arises.

The collection of the corpus by means
of the map task allows to considgpthe
degree in which a communicative act
characterised by an overt intentionality
and requiring cooperation, affects the
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language use: there is a clear objectif,
which must be reached and can be only
achieved by means of the verbal
interaction of the speakers.

2.1.2. Semidirected interview
In the semi-directed interview, the

roles of the interviewer and the
interviewee are previously determined.
although both participants are familiar.

The interviewer proposes the subjects
of conversation which change depending
on the interest of the speakers; both
interviewer and interviewee participate
actively in the conversation so it is far
from being a monolog.

2.2. Recordings
Samples of the speech of a male

speaker aged 25, with high-level studies,
were collected from both situations.

The recordings have been done in a
sound-treated room in the Autonomous
University of Barcelona. The recordings
for each speech situation takes
approximately an hour and a half .

2.3. Corpus
In Spanish, the difference between

vocalic groups in hiatus -vowel+vowel
sequences- and diphthongs —glide+vowel
and vowel+glide sequences- is an
important idiosincrasy of the language:
the fact that a sequence can be realised as
a hiatus or must be pronounced as a
diphthong is a lexical property of the
words, and speakers have strong
intuitions concerning the pronunciation in
hiatus or in diphthong of the vocalic
sequences. In spontaneous speech. a
continuum of reduction going from
hiatus to diphthong to vowel can be
described [6].

In this study, the following vocalic
combinations are observed: hiatuses
['53]. ['io]: diphthongs [1a], [i0]. The
vowels [a, o]. acoustically distant from
U]. have been chosen in order to
determine easily the reduction to a
diphthong or to a vowel.

2.4. Procedure analysis
The traditional nondynamic procedure

of acoustic analysis of diphthongs and
hiatus consisting in the segmentation of
the sequence in three areas corresponding
to an initial segment, a transition and a
final segment [7, 8] has been adopted
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here. If transition can not be observed,
the sequence is segmented in the initial
segment and the final segment.

As for the analysed parameters, in the
temporal domain global duration and
duration of the initial segment, the
transition (if possible) and the final
segment have been considered; in the
frequential domain, the first two formant
frequencies in the centre of the initial
segment, the initial boundary of the
transition, the final boundary of the
transition (when existing) and the centre
of the final segment are observed. Data
have been obtained by means of the
MacSpeech Lab II speech analysis
software.

3. RESULTS
Results are organised around two

questions: the manifestation of phonetic
reduction processes related to vocalic
sequences, and the acoustic cues that
differentiate hiatuses, diphthongs and
vowels in each of the observed speech
situations. We have considered hiatus
when two segments appear clearly,
diphthongs when a transition existed
from one segment to the other, and
vowels when only one segment can be
observed.

3.1. Phonetic reduction processes
Concerning vocalic groups in Spanish

three types of processes can be observed:
a) strenghthening, where a diphthong

is realised as a hiatus; _
b) maintenance, where the vocalic

group doesn't change its phonetic
quality;

c) weakening, which can show a
three-fold result: a diphthongisation,
where a hiatus is pronounced as a
diphthong; a vocalic deletion in a hiatus;
or a vocalisation of a diphthong,
manifested as a fusion in an intermediate
element, sharing properties of the
original segments of the group. or as a
deletion of one of the segments.

Figure I shows in percentages the
phonetic results of the hiatus and

diphthongs in the map task and in the

semidirected interviews.
Cases of strenghthening have been

found only in the speech excerpted from
the semidirected interviews (10.26%),
mainly due to the presence of emphasis.

On the contrary, the processes of
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weakening are present in both types of
corpus, referred to hiatuses and to
diphthongs: in the semidirected
interviews, the 27% of hiatus is
pronounced as a diphthong and 12.1% as
a vowel, whereas in the map task corpus,
any case od diphthongisation is found
but a 33.33% of vowel reduction;
concerning the acoustic manifestation of
diphthongs, 59.09% is reduced to a
vowel in the map task corpus and
43.59% in the semidirected interviews.

diphth-l.

I hiatus diphthong a vowel

Fig. l. Percentages of the phonetic
results of the hiatuses and diphthongs in
the map task (M) and in the semidirected
Interview (I).

If we pooled data referred to vocalicsequences, we found 44% ofmamtenance cases and 56% 0fweakening cases in the corpus of map
task; in the semidirected interview,52.7% of maintenance cases, 41.6% ofweakening cases and 5.55% ofstrenghthening cases are obtained.

3.2. . Acoustic Parameters
H1atuses, diphthongs and vowels, thethree acoustic manifestations which arethe result of the vocalic sequences
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analysed, can be differentiated in basis of
the total duration, and the duration and
the second formant frequency of the first
segment.

The number of cases (11), mean values
(x) and standard deviation (sd) of these
parameters can be observed in table I. A
hiatus is always longer than a diphthong
in the two type of corpus, and both are
longer than the vowel, fact that could
favour the bivocalic nature of a
diphthong; with respect to the frequency,
the first element of a hiatus shows a
higher value of F2 than the first element
of a diphthong in the semidirected
interview corpus, but in the map task the
relation is inverse: the initial element of
the diphthong presents a higher value
than the initial element of the hiatus. The
consonantic context, in most of cases of
{the map task, a vibrant, could explain this
act.

An ANOVA analysis shows that the
differences between the global duration of
the sequence, the duration and the F2
frequency of the first element are
s1gnif1cative at a 5% level of significance.

If we focus on the source of
procedence of diphthongs, a difference
between hiatus becoming diphthongs
(weakening cases) and those diphthongs
Wth come from diphthongs
(maintenance cases) can be noted: the F2
frequency of [i] is higher in diphthongs
coming from a hiatus than in diphthongs
which have not suffered a change: 2067
Hz. and 1754 Hz respectively.

Finally, as far as interstyle differences
is concerned, any important difference
have been found. An ANOVA analysis
applied to the global duration of hiatus,
diphthongs and vowel in each type 0f
corpus, and to the duration and F2 of the
first element in hiatus and in diphthongs
have not shown significative differences
at a level of 5% in any case.
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Table I. Number of cases (n), mean values (x) and standard deviation (sd) of the global
duration of hiatus and diphthongs, the duration and the F2 frequency of thefirst element
ofhiatus, and diphthongs, and the duration and the F2frequency of the vowel in the map
task corpus and in the semidirected interview.

Total dur. Dur initial segment F2 initial segment

H D V H D H D V
M n 2 9 14 2 9 2 9 14

a x 137 104 68 69 47 1842 1997 1729

P sd. 31 33 I6 21 7 432 90 258

l n 24 25 21 24 25 24 25 21

x 144 88 58 69 48 2134 1993 1813

" sd. 38 26 19 19 13 200 139 225

4. CONCLUSIONS
The comparison of the acoustic

manifestations of vocalic sequences in
speech obtained in two types of corpus,
which are differentiated by the presence
of intentionality, shows two main trends.

On one hand, phonetic reduction
processes appear in both types of speech,
pointing out the tendency to
hypoarticulation, characteristic of relaxed
speech styles. The presence of
strenghthening processes in the
semidirected interview is related to the
presence of emphasis.

On the other hand, acoustic cues
between vowels, diphthongs and hiatus
are the same in both types of speech:
duration and F2 frequency [6, 8,9].

It can be said that the strategies
described in this study are suitable to
elicitate spontaneous speech: the presence
of intentionality, in the map task corpus,
can not be directly related to the presence
of a higher degree of carefulness —by
contrast, these fact depends on emphasts.

On the other hand, naturalness is not
affected, as it is shown by the presence
of phonetic reduction phenomena: this
fact can be explained by the behaviour of
the speaker involved in the map task. The
implication in the task shifts the
speaker's attention over his language.
and an unconstrained speech is obtained.
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ABSTRACT
The paper examines the potential of

acoustic phonetics in dialectology. Using
Wells's standard lexical sets as our
frame of reference. we discuss the
methodological issues that arise in the
reconstruction of a Somerset speaker’s
vowel system from spontaneous speech.
They include vowel-internal variation.
lexical type and token variation, the
effects of the immediate phonemic con-
text, and linear as opposed to logarithmic
scaling of the results.

ACOUSTIC DIALECTOLOGY?
Over the last decades, acoustic mea-

surements have been gaining ground in
urban sociolinguistics. They are typically
used in vowel studies to show individual
speakers' vowel systems within a frame-
work that readily lends itself to further
interindividual comparisons and general-
izations [1]. We think that this method-
ology could also be profitably applied to
more traditional dialectology.

The focus of our study [2] is method-
ological: we explore the various options
that acoustic analysis opens up to a
sociolinguist and dialectologist, as well
as some of the problems connected with
the approach. In this paper we show how
the results of the vowel analysis may dif-
fer depending on a) the exact temporal
location of the measurement point, b) the
number of measurements per lexeme
category. and c) the phonemic context of
the sound studied.

DATA: EAST SOMERSET VOWELS
The material of our study consists of

the stressed monophthongs of a rural
West Country speaker. Our topic and
data were first suggested to us by the late
Professor Ossi Ihalainen, who made
recordings of Somerset folk speech in
the 19705. Our study is based on a 45-
mrnute spontaneous interview with a 69.
year-old farmer from Wedmore, East
Somerset, in his home in 1976. Although
its quality is not ideal, the tape recording
is fully intelligible and thus lends itself
to acoustic analysis.

We identified the possible vowel con-
trasts (not necessarily all phonemic) in
our data on the basis of Wells’s [3] stan-
dard lexical sets. They consist of twenty-
four matching pairs for vowels in strong
syllables in standard British (RP) and
American English (GA). More compre-
hensive, these sets seemed preferable to
using either RP, ‘Middle English', or
GA alone as a baseline for the analysis
of dialectal speech. A valuable earlier
source of comparison was provided by
the Wedmore data from 1956 in the
Survey ofEnglish Dialects [4].

The lexical sets examined in this
study are: l. KIT, 2. DRESS, 3. TRAP, 4.
LOT, 5. STRUT, 6. FOOT, 7. BATH. 8.
CLOTH, 9. NURSE, 10. FLEECE, 12.
PALM, l3. THOUGHT, 15. GOOSE, 21.
START, 22. NORTH. and 23. FORCE.

ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS
The data were acoustically analysed

with the Intelligent Speech Analyser
(ISA) system designed by R. Toivonen
[5], implemented in a Macintosh Quadra
700 computer. The ISA is an interactive
speech analysis system which enables
the analyst to make measurements from
several simultaneous displays (FFI‘ and
LPC spectra, sound spectrograms etc.)
and to monitor the digitized signal audi-
torily. The system also makes it possible
to show the measured values graphically
in different ways; e.g. the frequency
scales in formant (Fl/F2) charts can be
linear or psychoacoustic (Bark scales).

In this study each vowel target was
first located by means of a wide-band
spectrogram and an intensity curve and
by auditory monitoring of the signal. An
LPC-based automatic formant analysrs
was used to suggest values for F1 and
F2. which were accepted only if they
conformed to the visual appearance of
the formant structure in the spectrogram
and the FFT spectrum. Usually only one
pair of F1/F2 values was recorded. for
each vowel token, i.e. its possible diph'
thongization was not traced in thlS
analysis (except for Fig. 1 below).
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F' I. The e ect o vowel-internal variation. The spectrogram in A shows the target
witgrudrin contextfij‘... cider did get, ...", the three LPC spectra in B were calculatedfrom
the time points indicated in A, and the FI/FZ plot in C shows the changes in the for—
mant values of the target voweL

RESULTS

Vowel-intemal variation .
As only one LPC spectrum IS normal-

ly determined for each monophthong, we
may ask how stable the vowel is acousti-
cally. To study its internal stability, sev-
eral measurements can be made from
one vowel (but care should be taken to
exclude formant transitions, usually < 50
ms, due to neighbouring consonants).
Fig. 1 shows changes in Fl/F2 values
caused by making the measurements
early or late in the vowel, in addition to
the normal mid-point measurement. As
can be seen, in this case the effect rs
more pronounced in F1 than in F2 (160
Hz v. 30 Hz), indicating a slight lower-
ing during the vowel in the word get.
Cases like this seem to support the stan-
dard practice of using the vowel mid~
point (2 in Fig. l) as a value representa-
tive of the whole monophthong.

For the rest of the measurements, a
total of 511 instances, we located the
steady state of the vowel. a pointwhere
its quality would stay reasonably invari-
ant for at least 30 ms in the middle
region of the target vowel.

Lexeme token variation '
Vowels may also differ in different

tokens of the same word. Each dot in
Fig. 2 shows the Fl/F2 values from the
middle points of four instances of the
target word get pronounced in varying
sentence stress conditions. The range of

variation is 120 Hz for F1 and 70 Hz F2.
The variation between tokens is thus
approximately as large as the vowel-

intemal variation discussed above.
F2”

F!
M

E
ifi
fi
fi
fi
lfi H

FZW

Figure 2. The distribution offour mea-

surements representing drfl’erent tokens

ofthe word getfrom the contexts
(a) ...the cider did get,...;
(b) ...you could get ‘em for...;
(c) ...you could get ‘em,...;
(d) ...you could get ‘em to what...
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Lexeme type variation
Lexeme types may also give rise to

variation. Fig. 3 shows the range of 35
Fl/F2 values measured from the middle
of the target vowel in the following
lexemes which all represent the lexical
set DRESS: bed, dead (2), elm (3), fell
(2), get (3), head (2), help, left (2), let
(3), neck (3), net (3), plenty (2). press
(3), sell (3), and went (2). The number of
lexeme tokens is shown in brackets.

F!
M I

fl
fl
ifi
fl
fi
fi
l‘
fi

F2?!

Figure 3. The distribution of 35 indi-
vidual measurements representing 15
difi‘erent word types from the DRESS set.The 9 instances of the context [C(C)_t#']
are shown by white squares, the others
by black circles. (Adaptedfrom [2].)

As might be expected, the phonemiccontext of the vowel has an effect on itsacoustic realization even within one andthe same lexical set. In Fig. 3 most of thecentralized tokens of the DRESS vowel(lowest F2) occur before /I/ in elm, fell.help and sell, and following /w/ in went.Fronted tokens (highest F2) are found inhead, where the vowel lengthens beforea vowed stop.
One way to minimize the effects oflexeme type variation is to introduce afixed frame for all vowels. We testedthis common practice with our materialby selecting a context shared by themajority of our lexical sets, [C(C) t#].The white squares in Fig. 3 indicate thedisperSion of values in this fixed contextwhile the black circles show all the otheiinstances. As can be seen, the fixedflpntext cleaigy reduces F2 variation inis case, w ereas F1 ' ' '

reduced at all variation IS not

Another, more laborious a roach itake the vowel of the lexicalpslet to bestli:mean value of all its lexical tokens. Fig4 shows that in the DRESS set there is nogreat difference between the means ofthe fixed context and the whole material.
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Mean values in fixed contexts
When reconstructing vowel systemscontextual variation is usually mini:

mized by calculating mean values for thedata. Fig. 4A shows the average valuesobtained for eleven of our sixteen sets(i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 13, 15, 21, and
22) in the fixed context [C(C)_t#]. For
the sake of comparison, Fig. 48 givesthe mean values for all the lexeme types
representing each of the sixteen sets.

Fl

°"“ A 3
§
§
§
I§

§
§
3
§

F2?!

1'3 a

FZHZ

Figure 4. Average formant values mea-
suredfrom [C(C)_t#] contexts (A) com-
pared with the corresponding values
from all available phonetic contexts (B).
(B adaptedfrom [2] .)

_ Fig. 4 indicates that the fixed frame
yields a more regular distribution for the
front vowels in I‘LEECE, KIT, DRESS and
TRAP by increasing the distance between
the close front vowel /i/ in FLEECE and
the half-close /i/ in KIT. The START, LOT
and STRUT vowels are similarly kept
separate in both figures, but the fixed
frame suggests a more central realization
for LOT.

_ The GOOSE and FOOT vowels are also
distinguished in the two figures, but the
value for GOOSE is more central in 4A.
Finally, the main distributional dif-
ference between the two figures can be
seen in the values for THOUGHT and
NORTH. 4A clearly separates them, while
48 suggests little or no difference. The
reason for this is that, as opposed to 26
cases in 48, our material only contains
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two tokens for THOUGHT in the fixed
context, caught and thought. Their mean
in 4A also conceals a 100 Hz difference
in their F 1 values. Hence the distinction
between the two vowels suggested by
4A may be more apparent than real.

Visual scaling of the results
How salient are the vowel differences

in Fig. 4 perceptually? Various scales
have been proposed for presenting vowel
formant values [1, 6].

EH
§

§
§

§
§

§
§

§
E

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

33
%

F2

3
§

!B
§

§
§

§
§

=
§

FIR

Figure 5. Average FI/FZ values for all
lexical sets. A: linear frequency scale
(with an arbitrary circle size); B: Bark
scale (with a one-Bark circle size:
adapted from [2]); C: Bark scale with
the F1 scale and the circle size expanded
by 35% (see [6]).

In this study we have used the Bark
scale, which modifies the frequency
scale according to the critical bands of
human hearing. Bark-sized circles mark-
ing F1/F2 values visually simulate the
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psychoacoustic distances that separate
any given pair of vowel qualities that are
clearly distinguishable for the listener.

Fig. 5 shows the mean Fl/F2 values
of our lexical sets using three different
frequency scales: linear, psychoacoustic
(Bark), and a modified version of the
latter with the F1 scale expanded by 35%
(see [6]). When we set out to explore our
speaker’s phoneme system, the advan-
tages of the psychoacoustic display are
obvious. A comparison of different vi-
sual scaling methods in Fig. 5, however,
shows that the relative differences
between linear and logarithmic displays
are in fact not very great

FINAL REMARKS
Acoustic vowel studies offer dialec-

tologists a neutral basis for comparing
sound systems across speakers. The
‘free’ variation contained in spontaneous
speech may also be an invaluable indica-
tor of a sound change in progress.

Compared with the Sim, our data, for
instance, suggest changes in progress in
the rural speech of East Somerset. The
open front vowel la/ is losing some of its
functional load. while the rounded back
vowels are undergoing both qualitative
and distributional changes [2].
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GESTURAL OVERLAP AND GESTURAL
WEAKENING IN CONNECTED SPEECH

Martin C. Bony
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports an investigation into

the temporal characteristics—duration and
relative timing— of coronal and dorsal
lingual gestures in Ink], [tk] and similar
clusters in English and Russian.
Electropalatographic evidence is consid-
ered in relation to the question whether the
‘assimilations’ described in this context
for a number of languages may be viewed
as instances of gesmral overlap, gestural
reduction. or of genuine assimilation
(change of one entity into another).
Electropalatographic evidence suggests
that the general case involves, initially. in-
creased overlap between coronal and dor-
sal gestures, accompanied by a reduction
in the magnitude of the coronal gesture
once this is masked by the dorsal; there
may additionally be some compensatory
lengthening of the dorsal gesture. The pa-
per therefore gives qualified support to the
account proposed in the theory of
Articulatory Phonology, while contribut-
ing to well-motivated explanation of the
phenomenon.

l. ‘ASSIMILATION’ IN [nk]
CLUSTERS

The phenomenon attested in many of
the world's languages, whereby a se-
quence of consonants consisting of a den-
tal or alveolar consonant followed by a
velar may exhibit a process generally (but
loosely) termed ‘assimilation’, yielding
what has generally been identified as a
genunate or partial geminate sequence [kk]
or [e], has been widely reported. A
number of studies (cf. [1]) have sought to
investigate whether ‘assimilation' stricto
sensu might not be an appropriate label for
the process, since implicit in the use of the
term is .the assertion that one entity
changes into another at some level of de-
scription (e.g. the underlying It! phoneme
becomes a /k/; or the consonantal occlu-
SlOn is formed entirely, and for gcminate
duration. at the velar place of articulation.)
One‘ approach which has sought to con-
tradict the conventional view is that of
Articulatory Phonology [2], according to

which the phenomenon under considera-
tion, like all phonetic and phonological
phenomena. is attributable not to an as-
sirnilatory change of identity of a phonetic
or phonological object, but rather to a
change in the relation between these ob-
jects. The relationship in question—
“phase” in the terminology of the theory—
is that governing the relative timing of two
independent articulatory gestures, which
are themselves the primitives of the repre-
sentation. It follows from this that the the-
ory proposes a simple and economical ac-
count of the so-called 'assimilation’ phe-
nomena, from which any notion of an
arbitrary change in the nature of the repre-
sentation is eliminated.

Figure 1. Schematic gestural trajectories
for coronal and dorsal gestures in Ink] se-
quence.

The durational aspects of the data in
question are cmcial in evaluating the rela-
tive merits of the competing accounts.
While the conventional ‘assimilation’
treatment predicts a significant durational
difference between, e.g. the velar closure
in a surface [tk] cluster (i.e. one in which
the assimilation has not taken place) and a
[kk] cluster resulting from such an assimi-
lation. the Articulatory Phonology version
of events predicts no such distinction.
srnce the [tk] has been reduced to [H by a
shortening of the interval between the
coronal and dorsal gestures, with the
original [t] finally masked from the listener
by the now-simultaneous velar closure.
Under these conditions, the masked [t] is
then subject to deletion, since both the on-
set and the offset of the closure phase of
the consonant cannot, by virtue of the
overlapping velar closure, be audible to
the listener.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The study reported here involved the

acquisition of electropalatographic data

from speakers of both English and

Russian (5 English speakers, 3 Russian

speakers), uttering carrier sentences in-

volving target sequences of coronal plus

velar consonants at controlled speaking

rates, giving a range between slow, care-

ful and rapid colloquial speech. EPG data

was recorded at sample rates varying from

100 Hz to 220 Hz (the experimental was

conducted in various laboratories in the

UK, determined by availability subjects,

particularly Russian speakers). From the

raw EPG signal time varying plots corre-

sponding broadly to gestural trajectories

were calculated by summing contacts over

regions of the palate corresponding to tar-

get contact regions for consonants in the

dcnti-alvcolar and velar regions.

Figure 2. Sub-regions of the EPG palatal

surface used for calculating coronal and

dorsal (and, redundantly here, palatal)

gestural trajectories.

This, I have argued, yields gestural

plots of comparable quality to those de-

rived from X—ray microbeam tracinng data;

the same might be argued for the compari-

son between EPG data and data from

electromagnetic articulography. Figure 2

shows the delimited sub-regions of the ar-

tificial palate which were used for calculat-

ing coronal and dorsal gestures.

w
Coml

Figure 3. Schematic trajectories for

coronal and dorsal gestures in underlying

[nk] sequence pronounced as [13k]
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The plots derived in this way were
smoothed by the fitting of ninth-order
polynomials over the data range, such that

the coefficient r for the correlation between
the data points and the smoothed curve
was consistently greater than 0.97. The
curve fitting served the dual purposes of

smooth interpolation between the data

points and the simple determination of on-

sets and maxima in the gestural trajecto-

ries; these tasks were performed by com-

puter software written specrally for the

purpose, which permitted the results from

a relatively large body of data to be accu-

mulated. 60 tokens were considered from

each of the eight speakers.

3. HYPOTIIESES
The data collected was used to evaluate

a number of competing hypotheses as to

the patterns which might be discerned in

the gestural trajectories for coronal-dorsal

sequences.

M. /\
M
Figure 4. Schematic gestural trajectories

for coronal and dorsal gestures "I [nk] se-

quence with increased gestural overlap.

II othesis l:

t increased rates of speech the coronal

gesture is replaced by a prolonged dorsal

gesture, with a closure duration for the

stop comparable to thatof a genunate se-

quence (Figure 3). This is the phonetic

realisation predicted by the ‘asSimilation

analysis, and, if observed, would there-

fore support the view that'at some cogni-

tive level the speaker substitutes a velar for

the original coronal consonant.

I othesis 2:
I yxt increased rates of speech the coronal

and dorsal gestures both remain intact, but

the interval governing their relative timing

is reduced (Figure 4). This is the pronun-

ciation which the Articulatory Phonology

account appears to propose. tinder this

view the perceived “assimilation . 15 Simply

a consequence of the overlap in time of the

two gestures.

Hypothesis 3:
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Figure 5. Schematic trajectoriesfor com-
nal and dorsal gestures in Ink] sequence
With coronal weakening.

At increased rates of speech the coronal
gesture srmply diminishes in magnitude
(Figure 5)._ This has been proposed [3] as
an alternative explanatory mechanism for
the loss Via apparent assimilation of sylla-
ble-final coronals. This view carries with
it the prediction that the coronals will be
subject to assimilation or loss in contexts
Ether than before a heterorganic non-con-

uan consonant. This rediction,
though, beyond the scope of It)he investi-
gation reported here, does not appear to be
3:): out by the general descriptive litera-

4. RESULTS

4.1 Sample of detailed r
single speaker esults for a

The results obtained may best be illus-
trated by consideration of the patterns dis-
cernible in the articulatory activity of a
smgle speaker. Figures 6-8 show the
mean measured gestural trajectories over

‘b
tim

e
o
n
ta

ct

Tune (ms)

Figure 6. Mean gestural tra'e '. €10
girl/:15 clusters in slow utteranées(§1l1ee:1{::

twenty tokens for [nk] clusters utte
one of the English speakers at themtgrlet):lself-selected speaking rates slowly nor-mal conversational rate and quickly. '

It IS evident from these figures that thedata are consistent with none of the threehypotheses outlined above considered in
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1

1
Figure 7. Mean gestural tra 'ectorier
[nk] clusters in normal converjsattbnalorzer
utterances (Speaker DM)

&
Figure 8. Mean gestural trajectories for
$1511) clusters in fast utterances (Speaker

q

isolation, but they appear to show tenden-
cies reflecting both hypotheses 2 and 3:
gestural overlap increases, and at the same
time the magnitude of the coronal gesture
reduces. Hypothesis 1. on the other hand.
appears to receive less support from the
data: tn the general case, the duration of
the dorsal gesture does not vary signifi-
cantly across speaking rates, and there is
no tendency exhibited for the velar gesture
to lengthen in compensation as the sup-
posed ‘assrmilation’ takes effect. This last
tendency rs subject to certain exceptions,
discussed below in 4.3.

4.2 General trends in the results
The tendency in the data for the speaker

consrdered above to show compatibility
With a hybrid version of hypotheses 2 and
3 (gestural overlap plus coronal reduction)
was repeated for all speakers and for
both languages. The question proposes
itself: are there genuinely two independent
forces at work in connected speech, induc-
ing increased gestural overlap simultane-
ously with but independently from coronal
reduction? This would, naturally, be an
uncomfortable result, since (for the eight
speakers and two languages considered
here) the two phenomena appear to be
closely linked, since we do not encounter
either effect in the absence of the other.
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A clearer picture may be obtained by
observing the
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dorsal gesture. These tokens, then, do in-
deed display

detailed pair- I00
wise correlation

between the two ,5.
dimensions
being measured.
Figure 9 shows 5°
a plot of mea-
surements from 2.5.
all the tokens -’
recorded in the ‘

compensatory
lengthening in a
process which
is perhaps most
aptly
considered
‘assimilation’.
What appears to
be the case is
that English

study. The C'm .5'0 0 5'0
2:23)?” at: Figure 9. Plot of inter-gesturalphase interval (in ms;
intcrva1 betwcon horizontal axis) against magnitude ofcoronal gesture

(in % of national maximum; vertical axis) for all
the peak value
(corresponding
to the mid-point
in time) of the coronal gesture and the
peak value for the dorsal gesture; thus the
nearer to the left of the diagram, the
shoner the phase-interval between coronal
and dorsal gestures. The vertical axis
shows the magnitude of the coronal
gesture (as % of the maximum degree of
lingual-(dcnti)alveolar contact for a fully-
articulated stop closure). A point on the
graph therefore shows the degree of
coronal reduction for a given inter-gestural
phase interval.

The pattern of distribution observed
here is once again broadly consistent
across all speakers and both languages,
and suggests that significant coronal
weakening is encountered (predominantly.
though not exclusively) in tokens where
the interval between mid-points of the
coronal and dorsal gestures is less than
around 60—70 ms, in other words, in to-
kens in which the release of the anterior
closure (and perhaps in some cases also its
onset) is masked by the closure at the
velum. This relationship perhaps allows
one to argue that the motive force here is
gestural overlap, in line with the

Articulatory Phonology account; whereas
coronal weakening is a subsidiary effect
dependent on the overlapping of conso-
nantal closures.

4.3 Exceptions in English
In the English data. though not the

Russian, a significant subset of tokens did
not follow the general pattern outlined
above, but rather showed total or near~to-
tal reduction of the coronal gesture at the
same time as significant lengthening of the

speakers.

‘phonologises'
the general
phonetic effect
(sc. of gestural
overlap
sometimes
leading to loss

of the coronal) observable in the English
and Russian data, by making available to
speakers a categorical phonological rule
allowing the substitution of a germinate (or
partial-geminate) velar for the original
alveolar consonant—thereby forestalling
the implementation of increased gestural
overlap which would have led to a similar
result, namely the percept of a velar-only
consonantal sequence.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The data considered here give support

to the principle embodied in the theory of
Articulatory Phonology, that changes in
inter-gestural phase relationships may be
taken to be a motive force in the derivation
of phonetic and phonological patterns. At

the same time, it would appear that coronal

weakening is licensed by the masking of

one stop closure by another, again as a

consequence of shifting phase relation-

ships. English. at least. also allows the ar-
ticulatory effects generated by these forces
to play a role in the phonological system.
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ABSTRACT
Filled pauses as, e.g., uh, eh, signal dis-

fluencies, i.e. hesitations or repairs. They
do normally not occur in read speech and
were therefore up to now rather seldom
investigated; they must, however, be ac-
counted for in the (automatic) processing
of spontaneous speech. We present de-
scriptive statistics and the results of an au-
tomatic classification of filled pauses in the
database ofthe VERBMOBIL project and
discuss the relevancy of different prosodic
features for the marking of different types.

INTRODUCTION
Filled pauses (henceforth FPs) as, e.g.,

uh, eh, signal disfluencies and can be clas-
sified into

(1) Hesitations (FPHs) that are due
to planning, control of turn taking, orspeaker idiosyncrasies. Functional equi-valents are unfilled pauses and hesitation
lengthening that is not caused by accentu-
ation or normal preboundary lengthening.

(2) Cue phrases (edit signals) for re-petitions or repairs of words and phrases,
or for restarts of syntactic constructions(FPRs). Functional equivalents are wordslike no, that means, etc. Often, such dis-fluencies are not marked by cue phrasesbut only with prosodic means.

Basically, the processing of FPs in hu-man perception/comprehension and in au-tomatic speech processing is analogous:FPHs should be disregarded with respectto linguistic content, FPRs can be takenas cues for a new parse where not onlythe FP but the reparandum as well hasto be disregarded. A full account of thesephenomena is given in [I]. In word recog»nition, FPs are usually only modelled asa waste paper basket category and dis-regarded. They are often confused withother words. More important than animprovement of word recognition might,

however, be the use of F Ps for higher lin-
guistic modules as indication of different
kinds of phrase boundaries, as an indica-
tion for the necessity to start a new parse,
etc. It is not likely that FPs can be clas-
sified reliably only with spectral features.
Several prosodic features are, however, re-
ported in the literature as being relevant
for the marking of FPs in English, cf. e.g.
the results of [3] and [4]: The F0 of FPs is
lower than that of the context, the restart
after a FPR is often more stressed than
the reparandum before the FPR, FPs at
major boundaries are longer than within
syntactic constituents.

MATERIAL AND PROCEDURE
Our material was recorded at four dif-

ferent sites for the spontaneous German
database of the VERBMOBIL project
(domain of appointment scheduling [5]).
Because of inconsistencies in the rest of
the material, only data recorded at the
two sites Karlsruhe and Munich will be
used. In total, 2422 turns (339 minutes of
speech) from 56 female and 81 male speak-
ers were investigated.

In the basic transliteration, there are
four different types of FPs with the fol-
lowing tokens given in SAMPA notation:

<5h> 6:,6, E:,E, 0:,0, 2,9
<t!) Gm, 611:, 61:, En, En, El.

0m. 01:, On, 21:. 21:, 9-1:, 9-
<hl> hn, hm, I, I:

<his> pu, pm, I, f:, pt, pfz,

In the transliteration, FPRs can easily
be distinguished automatically from FPHS
because the disfluencies in their vicinity
are labelled separately. The distribution
of the four types of FPH and FPR within
the 2422 turns is given in Table 1 togelllt‘l'
with their sum (FP) and, so to speak, their
functional complement (C). There, either
a <Z> denotes a lengthening of the final
syllable in a word that is not only callsPd
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Table 1: Distribution of FPs

471 368
m. 63 23 7 811

by a following higher syntactic boundary

(i.e. ‘regular’ preboundary lengthening)

or repetitions/repairs/restarts are found
without FPs. 4% (35 cases) of the FPs
are adjacent to <Z>, and 3% (25 cases)
to pauses (<P>, 687 tokens) that are la.~
belled if a clear silent interval of more
than 0.5 sec can be perceived; 35% (387
cases) of the F P5 are adjacent to breathing
(<A), 3001 tokens). ‘Adjacent’ in this
context means ‘strictly adjacent’ i.e. not
separated by any other event. Hesitations
are thus almost always signalled either by
FPH or by <Z> but not by both. Breath-
ing cooccurs very often with higher syn-
tactic boundaries and thus also with FPs
at these boundaries. In the average, al-
most every second turn or every 19th sec,

3. FP can be observed. FPs amount to
2% of the vocabulary; in comparison, the
most frequent word ich amounts to 3%;
ca. 85% ofthe FPs are <ah> and (ahm>.
FPHs are roughly ten times more frequent
than FPRs. No gender specific difference
could be observed as for average length
of turns or overall frequency of FPHs or
FPRs.

For the prosodic characterization, we
used a. large set of 47 syllable based
features similar to those that proved to
be relevant for the automatic classifica-
tion of phrase boundaries and accents [2]:
Duration: (dur) in ms and normalized
(durno) as in [2]; for energy (“loudness”):
mean (enmean), median (enmed), maxi-
mum (enmax), regression coefficient (en-
'eg), and squared mean error of the re—
gression coefficient (enerr); for F0, nor-
malized with respect to range (logarith-
mized) and utterance (mean of utter-
ance subtracted): mean (FOmean), me-
dian (FDmed), maximum (FOmax), regres-
sion coefficient (FOreg), squared mean er-
ror of the regression coefficient (F0err),
minimum (FOmin), onset (F00ns), and off-
set (F005); length of pause (pause) be-
fore and after the (FPs). The features
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Table 2: Percentage of FPs at boundaries

1 type 1 position %

Wi word internal 0
BO any other word boundary 6
Bl constituent boundary 25
I32 weak/intermediate boundary 15
B3 strong/phrase boundary 3]

Ti turn initial 14
TI turn final 0
R repair/restart/repetition 9

were extracted for three syllables before
the FP (Index El), the FP itself (Index
0—0), and three syllables after the FP (In-
dex 1—3). These features are of course often
highly correlated with each other. Their
combined use, however, prevents from ex-

cluding features that are more relevant
than those that might have been chosen
by purely phonetic reasoning.

The position of syllable boundaries was

computed by an automatic time alignment

using a HMM based word recognizer. F0

and energy features were extracted auto-

matically. For paradigmatic comparison,

two control syllables with similar phonetic

shape were processed as well: [vEm] in

November, 125 tokens, and [sr] in wd‘r’,

185 tokens.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following, we will disregard the

waste paper basket category <h5s> be-

cause of its varying phonetic substance,

and combine the remaining three types.

Table 2 shows the distribution of FPs for

different positions; the very few Wi and Tf

types will be disregarded as well: B0, BI,

and B2 constitute the class FPHweak at

weak, I33 and Ti the class FPHstrong at

strong boundaries [2]. These types were

labelled manually in the transliteration,

B2 e.g. in the vicinity of a. comma, B3 in

the vicinity of a period or a question mark.

Final correction of the punctuation in the

transliteration and of the labelling of FP

types was done by one of the authors; even

if these labels are not strictly based on a

linguistic analysis, they are thus fairly re-

liable. '

A thorough discussion of the results 18

beyond the scope (and especially space) of

this paper. We will only present the most

evident and important findings that are
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Table 3: Automatic classifications
constellation of classes feat. %
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(l) (BO)(BI)(BZ)(B3)(FPR)
(2) (BO Bl Bz)(B3 Ti)(FPR) oofi 55
(3) (Bo Bl B2)(Ba)(FPR)
(4) (Bo Bl B2 Bs)(FPR) 3—1. ofi 68
(5) (Bo Bl B2)(B$) LEE 77
(6) (B3)(Ti) o‘fifi 84
(7) (BO Bl B2 83 FPR) 7,3,1“ 85

(vEm)(vE:r)
(8) (BO Bl B2 83 FPR) _l,—0,l_ 91

(vEm vE:r )

based on an automatic classification (lin-
ear discriminant analysis) where all fea-
tures were used in a learn:test, forced
entry design. Overadaptation takes place
with learn:test, and the percent correctly
classified can therefore not be taken as a
realistic estimate for real life application.
We can, however, estimate the relevancy
of the features looking at their correlation
with the discriminant function, and we
can estimate the difference in predictabil—
ity between those constellations that are
given in Table 3 that shows classes to pre-
dict, features used (feat.), and percent cor—
rect (%). Chance level for the five classes
in (1) is 20%, for three classes 33% and
for two classes 50%. For Ti-FPs, preced—
ing context, i.e. 3T~features, are not avail-
able. It was therefore necessary to either
exclude these features as in rows (2) and
(6) or to exclude this class as in the other
constellations from the analysis.

All results in Table 3 are well above
chance level. Promising are the results
of (7) and (8) because they show that
prosodic features really can help in telling
apart FPs from other syllables, the most
important feature being durno, cf. below.
In the other analyses, fewer classes result
in better classification; that could be ex.
pected because the chance level increases
as well. We can doubt whether in real life
applications, different types of FPS can be
told apart with a reasonably high prob-
ability but in the long run, not only the
prosodic features used can be fed into the
analysis but other features as well; e.g. the
presence of breathing, cf. above, makes it
more likely that a FP belongs to FPstrong
etc. Even a rather simple language model
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might be very useful as well. Another fac-
tor might be that the database so far is
relatively small; more data will hopefully
result in a better statistical modelling and
thus in better classification rates. (Note
that the influence of random errors that
always are contained in automatically ex—
tracted feature values diminishes if more
data are used.)

We want to discuss row (3) in more
detail, where (B0 Bl B2), i.e. FPHweak,
(B3), i.e. FPHstrong, and FPR are con-
trasted. FPR tends to be confused more
with FPHweak than with FPHstrong and
vice versa, pause being more pronounced
for FPHstrong than for the two other
classes. In Table 4, mean values are pre-
sented for the most relevant four cover
classes and for most of the features apart
from enmed, FOmed, FOmax, and FOmin
where the relevant information is mostly
encoded in other features (mean values or
range). For convenience, energy values
apart from enreg are divided by 10, and
FOrange is multiplied by 100. If we look
at these mean values and at the correla—
tion of the features with the canonical dis-
criminant function, we can, with due care,
assume that pause, energy and duration
features (in this order) are most impor-
tant for contrasting FPHstrong from the
other two FPs on the one hand, and on
the other hand, that energy and F0 fea-
tures, esp. FOregfi and FOregfi, are most
important for contrasting FPRs from the
two FPH classes. That means that pro
totypically, FPHstrong has longer adjacent
pauses than FPHweak or FPRs and less en-
ergy on the preceding syllables; this find-
ing is plausible as higher syntactic bound-
aries are expected to be marked With
pauses and with a final energy decline. For
FPRs, the F0 regression line on the pl't.L
ceding syllables is more falling, and the
F0 regression line on the following sylla-
bles is more rising than in FPHs. The en-
ergy on the adjacent syllables is lower in
FPRs than in FPHs. It might not surprise
that energy on the following syllables is
lower for F PRs than for FPHs even if usu-
ally, it is assumed that the reparandum is
more stressed than other syllables: energy
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Table 4: Mean values of relevant features for four cover classes
type FPHweak 1‘P115trong (B3) FPR viim U sr
context fi W K H m fi fi 00 fi i M fi
pause 225 — 301 419 —~ 791 292 — 242 22 — 35
du! 108 215 87 104 193 79 111 201 81 77 65 77
dumo .83 2.32 .11 .59 2.46 .01 .77 2.09 -.00 .01 ~.]2 .11
enmean 324 367 329 298 359 344 296 354 308 296 414 309
enmax 720 500 705 620 522 744 671 487 679 643 641 651
enreg -4.49 37.64 16.34 -5.05 -3.00 22.79 -5.82 81.02 22.69 7.81 158.97 ~14.54
ene" 1685 416 1416 1370 480 1512 1566 348 1345 1285 536 1301
Fomean .027 —.042 .017 .005 -.040 .030 .013 -.060 .026 .023 -.008 .010
FOons .022 —.026 -.020 —.000 —.032 -.026 .034 -.046 -.041 .031 «.017 .017
F000. .010 —.045 .030 .013 -.043 .063 -.032 -.060 .058 -.012 .012 .013
FOIange .272 .085 .268 .294 .073 .241 .306 .083 .289 .243 .110 .238
F0reg -.000 -.078 .070 .036 -.052 .179 —.097 -.117 .226 >083 .132 -.010
Foe" .574 .104 .462 .574 .090 .409 .636 .090 .519 .413 .095 .367

might be less important for accentuation
than duration or F0 features, e.g. the ris
ing F0 regression line after F PRs.

If we compare FPs with the control syl-
lables, the most important feature is du-
ration, regardless whether it is normalized
or not. This might be due to the fact
that the control syllables are intrinsically
rather short, and that we simply have cho-
sen “biased” control syllables. But even
without all durational features, classifica~
tion is only ca. 5% worse than with dura-
tional features. That means that the other
features encode enough relevant informa-
tion, most important being the adjacent
pauses that are way shorter for the control
syllables than for the FPs. F0 values are
lower and F0 regression line is more falling
in FPS; this finding corroborates the hy-
pothesis that FPs behave like parentheti-
cal chunks that have lower F0 than their
surrounding.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results achieved for our sponta-

neous German database are similar to
those of e.g. [3] and [4] where English ma-
terial was investigated. (They are, how-
ever, not identical: in contrast to [3],
FPHstrong is, e.g., not longer than F PH-
weak.) We didn’t have a close “phonet-
ically minded” look at some selected fea-
tures but have tried to include a very large
set of prosodic features. The picture that
emerges from this data driven approach is
possibly more complicated than expected;
it is e.g. rather difficult to judge and to ex-

plain the relevancy of the different energy
features. More data is needed and more
space to disentangle matters. But we can
expect that very large databases are avail«
able in the near future and we hope that
with such an approach, the epistemologi—
cal gap between knowledge based methods
(phonetics) and statistically based meth-
ods (automatic speech processing) will di»
minish in the long run.
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ABSTRACT
Young, middle-aged, and older adult

subjects were asked to select the most

suitable mean pitch level for speakers of

three adult age groups. The subjects

chose a high pitch for young people, a

low pitch for middle-aged people, and an

intermediate pitch for older people. The

rated differences between the age groups

decreased as subject age increased. A

relation is postulated between suitability

judgments and stereotypical social

characteristics of age groups.

INTRODUCTION
Mean pitch changes with age. This

holds not only for childhood but also for

adulthood. Various studies have been

conducted into pitch change as a function
of the age of the adult speaker (e.g. [1]

[2] [3]). Most studies agree that the mean
pitch of both male and female adult
speakers lowers from the age of 20 until
middle age. For older speakers the

picture is less clear, but most studies
seem to agree that the pitch of men rises
slightly after they have reached middle
age whereas the pitch of females remains

constant or lowers slightly.
Pitch change in adult life often is

explained by refening to physiological
processes. Thick and flexible vocal folds
produce a lower pitch than thin and stiff
ones. The lowering of pitch until middle
age could reflect an increase in the
thickness of the vocal folds [2]. The
slight pitch rise of older men can be
explained by laryngeal processes of
ageing which result in thinner and stiffer
vocal folds [1] [2]. This ageing process

also affects the pitch of older women,
but hormonal changes in menopause may
cause a lowering of pitch which
counteracts this [2] [3].

In addition to being the result of
physiological processes, pitch also has a
meaning in a social context. There are

several ways of describing the social
meaning of voice qualities (including
mean pitch) [4], of which the

sociobiological and the social

psychological are particularly relevant for

the present study. A proponent of the

sociobiological explanation is Ohala [5].

According to Ohala, pitch is used by

animals to signal body size, strength, and

dominance. A high pitch indicates small,

weak, and submissive; a low pitch

indicates large, strong, and dominant.

This "frequency code" may also be used

by humans. High pitch will then be

associated with small, insecure,

dependent people of relatively low social
status, whereas low pitch will be
associated with large, secure,
independent people of relatively high

social status. Graddol & Swann [4]
argued that this fits well with a range of
social psychological experiments in

which higher pitched voices are heard as

less competent or less "potent". In line

with the scope of their book on gender

they point out that such characteristics

are components in more general

perceptions of masculinity and
femininity. These characteristics are also
components in general perceptions of

specific age groups. Harwood et al. [6]

studied young people‘s impressions of

the group vitality of young, middle—aged
and elderly people in Hong Kong and

California as measured on the
dimensions status (e.g. sociohistorical.
economic) and institutional support (e.g.
in the media, education). They measured.
for example, the degree to which the
three age groups were perceived to have
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strength in : advancing knowledge in
society; controlling the economy; local
and national government; general status
of the group in the past, present and
future; wealth; home ownership; etc. A
difference in ratings for the three age
groups was shown: ratings of the middle-
aged exceeded those of young and old
across both cultures and the Californian
subjects rated the elderly higher than the
young.

Both pitch as a physiological process
and the meaning of pitch in a social
context can influence people's
impressions of the most suitable mean
pitch level for various groups of people.
The aim of the present study was to
examine which line of approach provides
the best explanation for suitability
judgments of the mean pitch level
("pitch" from now on) of various age
groups. An experiment was conducted in
which subjects listened to the same
speech fragment at different pitches and
indicated which pitch they found most
suitable for a person of a certain age.
The suitability judgments might vary as
a function of the age group the subjects
are in, so the experiment was done with
adult subjects of various age groups.

METHOD

Speech material
Fifteen men and 15 women from

three different age groups served as
speakers (see Table 1). For each speaker
seven seconds of speech material were
selected from an interview about eating
habits. Of each speech fragment three
versions with different pitches were
made by manipulating pitch by means of
Linear Predictive Coding (LPC). The
speech fragments of the male speakers
were synthesized at 98 Hz, 117 Hz, and
137 Hz. For the female speakers the
three mean pitch levels were 171 Hz,
195 Hz, and 221 Hz. The three pitch
levels will be referred to as low, middle.
and high pitch. The frequencies of the
pitch levels were determined by first
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calculating the average mean pitch for all
speech fragments of the male speakers
and all speech fragments of the female
speakers. These average pitches were 117
Hz and 195 Hz, respectively. These were
taken as the middle pitches. To
determine low and high pitches that were
perceptually equidistant to the middle
pitches, a psychoacoustic scale was used,
the equivalent-rectangular-bandwidth-rate
(ERR-rate) scale. This scale tries to
approximate the way in which the human
ear detects pitch [7]. The ERB values for
the two middle pitches were calculated
and the low and high pitches were
geéemrined by adding and subtracting 0.5

B.

Table 1. Speaker age groups.

RANGE MEAN N
WOMEN 20-30 25 5

48-52 51 5
73-84 78 5

MEN 21-29 24 5
47-55 50 5
71-83 77 5

Subjects
Pony-five men and 45 women from

three different age groups participated in
the experiment (see Table 2).

Table 2. Subject age groups.

RANGE MEAN N
WOMEN 20-31 24 15

41-56 50 15
62-83 73 15

MEN 20-30 24 15
39-53 45 15
62-74 66 15

Procedure
The subjects heard the three pitch

versions of each speech fragment
consecutively and had to indicate on an
answering form which one they found
most suitable for the speaker. The
subjects were given the speaker's sex
and age. The speech fragments were
presented in two blocks, male and female
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speakers separated. Within the blocks of

male and female speakers the speakers

were randomized. For each speaker the

three versions of the speech fragment

were also randomized.

RESULTS
The data resulting from the

experiment were frequency data;

information was available on how often

the low, middle, and high versions of the

speech fragments were chosen by the

subjects. To analyze the data, log—linear

analysis, more specifically logit analysis,

was used. In this type of analysis the
relative contributions of the (interaction

between the) variables to the variance of

the responses is expressed by R2, a
coefficient similar to the corresponding
index of multiple regression, but only in

a relative sense. R2 can yield low values
in spite of a strong connection between
variables [8] [9]. All significant effects
are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Eflects represented by
significant parameters (p<.05) and their
relative contribution to the variance of
the responses (R2). SpA = speaker age,
SuA = subject age, SpS = speaker sex,
3145 = subject sex.

EFFECI‘ R2
SpA .047
SuA .003
SpA*SuA .003
SpA*SpS .001
SpA*SuS .001
SuA*SpS*SuS .001
SpA*SpS*SuS ,001
SpA*SuA*SpS*SuS .003
Table 3 shows that effects with only

age variables have relatively high
indexes of association. Correspondingly,
inspection of graphical representations of
the effects in Table 3 revealed that the
interaction between the two age variables
(speaker age and subject age
(SpA‘SuA)) gave the most informative
representation of the results of the
experiment. The differences in ratings
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between the male and female subjects
and the male and female speakers were
negligible.

Figure 1 presents the interaction effect
between speaker age and subject age.
The scores of the subjects are
represented by an index value, similar to
indices used in other sociolinguistic
research (e.g. [10]). The index value can

vary between 0 and 100. Low values
indicate that lower pitches are chosen
more often, high values correspond with

a more frequent choice of higher pitches.
In general the subjects chose a

relatively high pitch for young speakers,

a relatively low pitch for middle-aged

speakers, and an intermediate pitch for

older speakers. However, the three
subject groups differed in the pitch they

considered suitable for the middle-aged
speakers; the younger the subjects, the

lower the pitch chosen. For the young
and the older speakers, the scores of the

three subject groups are nearly identical.

o
2030 47—55 71414 SPA

Figure l . Interaction between speaker
age (SpA) and subject age (SuA).

DISCUSSION
From the results of the experiment we

conclude that suitability judgments are

best explained by referring to the
meaning of pitch in a social context.

There are two reasons for this. First, the

subjects did not differentiate between

suitability judgments for men and
women, whereas there is evidence that

the pitch of older men and women

develops differently. The suitable pitch

of both older men and women in general

was rated higher than the suitable pitch
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of middle—aged men and women.

Because a high pitch is associated with,

among other things, a relatively low

status, this corresponds well with the

study of Harwood et al. [6] in which

young subjects rated older people lower

on group vitality than middle-aged

people (Harwood et a1. did not include

gender as a separate variable).

Second, the three subject groups

differed in their choice of a suitable pitch

for the middle-aged speakers. This can

only be explained by elaborating on the

social meaning of pitch. We hypothesize

that when people age the assumed

difference in vitality between middle-

aged and older people disappears, and

the contrast between younger and older

people in this respect becomes less

salient. The older subjects in the present

study, however, were active people who

lived entirely or for the greater part

independently, so the results of the

experiment cannot be generalized without

due consideration. More research on the

relation between vocal suitability

judgments, vitality judgments, and age is

needed to confirm the hypothesis.
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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the notion that

perceptual isochrony may be used by
participants in a dialogue as a method of
timing and coordinating tum-taking. Re-
sults from the two experiments reported
here provide no evidence for this notion.
Instead it would appear that isochronic
processes are at best heavily masked by
pragmatic and cultural factors, and some
form of linear cognitive processing.
INTRODUCTION

It has long been recognised that
speech possesses a certain degree ofrhythmicity. However, the extent, sourceand uses of this rhythmieity have over the
years been subject to a great deal of de-bate. Earlier research [1. 8, ll] sug—gested that relatively strict productiveisochrony existed. But these observationsmay have reflected a different and moreplausible process. namely perceptualisochrony. Indeed. it is now beyondcontention that listeners tend to impose aregularity on the rhythmic structure of anutterance even where no acousticallymeasurable regularity exists [4, 6, 7, 9].The arguments in favour of a cognitivemechanism which organises raw acousticdata into perceptual chunks also appearnot unreasonable [10].

Claims have also been made regardingthe roles that isochrony might play in theinteraction between speaker and bearer5]. For example, Couper—Kuhlen hasspecifically cited tum~taking as a possiblearea for the use of perceptual isochrony.The coordination of turn-taking is ex-tremely fme [12], and it has beensuggested by Couper—Kuhlen that apurely linear model of the timing of tum-taking is insufficient to account for this.Instead, a hierarchic model is proposed,where there exists an unmarked case oftum-taking in which a bearer (H) wouldpick up on the rhythmic structure of aspeaker's (S) utterance, such that the firstrelatively prominent syllable of H's turnwould coincide with the rhythmic beatset up by S. Notice that this predicts that

the duration of an inter-tum interval (ITI)would be a function of the perceived in-terval between stressed or prominentsyllables in S's turn. However, Couper-Kuhlen's hypothesis remains largelyspeculative.
In a pilot study [3] I found that whenrecordings of exchanges with alteredITI's were presented to subjects, theycould distinguish between ITI's whichwere longer or shorter than in the orig-' recording. or of the same length.Having established that such differentia-tion was at least possible, the two‘

experiments reported here were carriedout to ascertain preferred ITI's. lreasoned that if the values chosen by
subjects clustered about one or more
points this would provide evidence that
some very powerful mechanism was at
work - one which could have been basedon rhythmic principles.

Results from both experiments re-
ported here do not seem to support this
hypothesis, however. Instead, the picture
appears to involve far more factors than
can be accounted for by a rhythmic
pricniple, and the role of isochrony in
turn taking is at best one of several
possible cues to the end of a tum.
EXPERIMENT I
Method

Twenty-five exchanges. consisting of
a turn lasting a few seconds. a natural
III. and a second turn lasting a few sec-
onds. were selected from the HCRC Map
Task Corpus [2]. a corpus of spoken
task-oriented dialogue. The exchanges
chosen did not contain any major disllu-
encies, and appeared to involve a minimalamount of thinking time on the part of
the bearer in the recording. The ITI's oc-
curring in the original recording
(hereafter Original ITI's) were wellspread between 0 and about 1000ms.

The Original ITIs for each exchangewere then altered, being replaced with
ITI's between 0 and 1000ms, generated
semi—randomly. The artificially generatedITI's consisted of low-volume 'noise'. and

20m5 of speech adjoining this noise were
acoustically tapered to prevent a notice-
able click which might otherwise have
acted as an unwanted cue to the subjects.

The altered exchanges were presented
to each of the subjects in a randomly
generated order, over headphones. A
transcript was provided to facilitate
comprehension.

The subjects were instructed to listen
to the presented exchange and to modify
the ITI from the duration they first heard
(hereafter the Start ITI) until they felt
that the IT! was the length it would be in
a natural discourse environment (Finish
ITI). Subjects were able to make the lTI
longer or shorter by pressing keys which
altered the duration of the In either by
50ms or 150m as often as they wanted.
hearing the exchange with the altered ITI
each time a key was pressed. They were
also able to repeat the exchange with the
unaltered l'l'l.

In designing the experiment it had
been considered that subjects' responses
might be influenced by Start ITI's. To ac-
count for this possibility. the subjects
were split into two groups of fifteen.
each group being given a different set of
semi-randomly generated Start ITI's.
Results & Discussion

A multiple regression analysis was
carried out on the data. indicating that a
significant proportion of the variance in
Finish lTl's could be accounted for by
Start ITI's and Original ITI's (R2 =
0.3766. F (2. 747) = 225.673. p <
0.0001). The results clearly show that
Start ITI's had a significant influence on
Finish ITI‘s (B = 0.61, p < 0.001).
Original ITI's had no significant effect.
however ([3 < 0.01. p = 0.98).

A comparison was also made between
the choices made by the two groups of
subjects. Each group was presented with
exchanges which had a significantly dif-
ferent set of Start ITI‘s (r = 0.02. p =
0.924). One would have expected this
difference to have been eliminated if
subjects were to rely on a common
rhythmic mechanism for determining
ITI's. A simple regression analysis of the
mlationship between Finish ITI's of
STOUP A, and Finish lTI's of group B
showed no significant correlation
between the Finish IT['3 of the two
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groups of subjects (r = 0.035, p = 0.505),
indicating further that Start ITI's must
have had a significant bearing on the
results.

Finally, one pattern which emerged
was the tendency for the Finish ITI's to
be grouped within a tighter range than
the Start ITI's (Start ITI mean =
499.2ms, sd = 293.75ms; Finish 1T1 mean
= 521.06ms. sd = 248.93ms). It was
found that Start ITI correlated with Start
ITI less Finish ITI (r = 0.574, p < 0.001).
That is, relatively large or small Stan
ITI's tended to yield greater alterations
on the part of the subjects than did less
extreme Start ITI's. Although the effect
was not massive. it was large enough to
conclude that subjects tended to choose
Finish ITI's smaller in range than Stan
ITI's, and hence tended toward some
'average' ITI.

EXPERIMENT II

Method
The aim of Experiment 11 was to as-

certain the effect that dialogue context
has on the task in Experiment I. Instead
of hearing only a few seconds of speech
either side of the turn transition, subjects
were presented initially with tapproxt-
mately ten seconds of speech either srdc
of the turn transition. the exact amount
depending on the details of each dra-
logue. A transcript of each dialogue was
provided. The turns immedrately sur-
rounding the target transition pornt were
highlighted. so that subjects knew which
turn transition in the dialogue to pay at-
tention to. Having heard the entire dra-
logue, subjects then heard only those
turns immediaw around the target
transition. as in experiment 1. Note that
the Stan ITI in both the first presentation
of the dialogue and the first presentation
of the target exchange were Identical. At
no stage was the Original ITI heard.

Results & Discussion ‘
A multiple regression analysrs was

again carried out. again indicating that}:
significant proportion of the variance In
Finish ITI‘s could be accounted for by
Start ITI's and Original ITI's (R2 =
0.4519, F (2. 747) = 307.919. p <
0.0001). Start ITI's had a significant
influence on Finish ITI's (B = 0.65.
p<0.001), and that Original ITI's had a
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very small. yet significant, influence (B =
0.07, p = 0.01). It would seem, therefore,
that given greater context subjects were
influenced to a small extent by the
Original ITI's, which at no stage did they
hear. This suggests that an increased
amount of context may yield a greater
number of cues to some idealised ITI. In
particular, the increased amount of
conversation heard by the subjects may
have given them a better impression of
the rhythmic structure.

A comparison was again made be-
tween the choices made by the two
groups of subjects. A simple regression
analysis of the relationship between Fin-
ish ITI's of group A, and Finish ITI's of
group B showed no significant corre-
lation between the Finish ITI's of the two
groups of subjects (r = 0.1, p = 0.053),
although the correlation only just missed
the standard 95% significance level.
Therefore, while this result indicates as in
Experiment I that Start ITI's must have
had a significant bearing on the choice of
Finish ITI, it also backs up the findings
from the multiple regression analysis that
Original ITI‘s had a greater influence than
in Experiment I.

As in Experiment I, a tendency
emerged for the Finish IT['5 to be
grouped within a tighter range than the
Start ITI's (Stan ITI mean = 499.2ms, sd
= 293.75ms; Finish ITI mean =
476.38ms, sd=265.34ms).

It was also found that Start ITI corre-
lated well with the difference between
Start ITI and Finish ITI (r = 0.498,
p<0.00l). So, similar evidence emerged
as in Experiment I that subjects tended. if
only to a small degree, to choose Finish
ITI's which were grouped about some
'central' range of ITI's.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS &
DISCUSSION

Experiments I and II lead one to con-
clude that subjects were primarily
influenced by factors other than percep-
tual isochrony to judge the 'ideal' ITI in
exchanges.

Experiment II did reveal a very small
yet significant relationship between
Original IT1's and Finish ITI's. indicating
that a greater degree of contextual
information has a small effect on the
choice of Finish ITI. This finding is not
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surprising if one assumes that context
plays an important role in all aspects of
language. The problem here is to decide
whether a greater amount of context
would give subjects a better sense of the
rhythmical structure of a dialogue, which
would be necessary for the notion of
rhythm-as-coordinator. But according to
this notion, the only rhythmic structure
that ought to be necessary are the few
beats occurring before the turn transition.
These were present even in the low-
context situation in Experiment I, where
Original IT['5 had no significant effect on
Finish ITI‘s. It should also be emphasised
that any contextual effect was substan-
tially smaller than the effect of Stan
ITI's.

One possible objection to these find-
ings is that subjects. rather than altering
the ITI's freely until they were completely
satisfied that they had reached a 'natural'
ITI, felt that they were under some time
pressure and chose a value which was
not vastly different from the Start ITI.
Anecdotal evidence from the subjects
would suggest however that this was not
the case.

Also. an explanation for the lack of
correlation between Original ITI values
and Finish ITI values may have been
caused by the non-spontaneous nature of
the task. That is, that subjects were
aware of an upcoming turn transition
point through repeated exposure to an
exchange, whereas in natural dialogue
hearers would possibly be able to detect
a turn transition point before it occurred
through syntactic, pragmatic. intonational
or other cues. Of course, if a rhythmic
process were being used in natural dia-
logue, the results ought not be affected
by repeated exposure, since in both
natural and artificial situations the same
rhythm would be timing the start of the
second turn. But overriding these con-
siderations is the observation that in both
experiments the Original IT] was at best
significantly less of a factor than Stan
ITI.

An interesting result emerged in the
range of Finish ITI's for each experiment.
While there were significant correlations
between Start ITI's and Finish ITI's, there
was evidence that longer Start IT['8 pro-
duced Finish ITI's which were slightly
shorter, and vice versa. Subjects seemed
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to be sensitive to different ITI's, in that
they were able to detect whether a given
Start ITI was particularly long or short.
They then attempted to adjust the ITI on
this basis. The findings of [3] confirm this
by showing a relatively broad tolerance
of what constitutes a 'natural' ITI, yet
with subjects' being able to recognise
long from short ITI's.

Even if there exist rhythmic cues, the
claim that they are used directly in timing
entry to the floor does not seem to be
borne out by this data. It is possible that
there are rhythmic processes which facili-
tale the detection of tum-transition
points. even if it is not in a precise
enough manner to be detected by these
experiments. However, these processes
co-exist with a variety of cues signifying
the imminent closure of a turn, and pos-
sible passing of the conversational floor.

One of the arguments used in favour
of rhythmic coordination is that the
mutually constraining principles of
earliest possible start and intelligibility
[12] would by default yield latching in
conversation (latching being that situ-
ation where the close of a speaker's turn
coincides with the start of a second
speaker's turn). However. Couper-
Kuhlen points out that this is not gener-
ally the case, and reasons that one of the
causes for this is that the coordination
process is determined rhythmically. But
the reasons why participants in a conver-
sation often overlap, or delay their entry
to the floor by fractions of a second after
the close of a previous turn are, as 1 hope
to have pointed out here, apparently
highly complex, involving cultural norms,
pragmatic concerns and cognitive limita-
tions. but not necessarily rhythmic
factors. The evidence that perceptual
lsochrony plays anything more than a
minor role in timing and coordinating
turn-taking is currently thin.
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EVALUATIVE JUDGEMENTS

Rianne Doeleman
Research Group on Language and Minorities, Tilhurg. The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
This paper reports on the evaluation of

the speech of Dutch first-generation adult
immigrants by native Dutch listeners. An
attempt is made to explain speaker
evaluations on the basis of both supra-
segmental deviancy from standard (non-
accented) Dutch and ethnic group evalua-
tions.

INTRODUCTION
The results presented here are part of

the research project “Native judgements
on non-native Dutch". The components in
the project and the relations between them
are represented in Figure 1. The present
exploratory study is concerned with three
questions. 1. To what extent do supra-
segmental phonetic features in non-native
Dutch deviate from native Dutch? (i.e. a
partial description of the input in Fig. 1).
2. How do native Dutch speakers evaluate
the personality characteristics of non‘
native speakers? (i.e. the output). 3. Are
these speaker evaluations based on the
suprasegmental deviations or on the social
judgements and stereotypicalviews the

native Dutch judges hold about ethnic
groups? (i.e. what triggers the output).

METHOD

Speech material
Four ethnic groups were selected from

the Dutch multi—ethnic society: three non-
native groups and one native control
group. Each non-native group was repre-
sented by two countries of origin. The
native group contained both speakers with
a regional accent and those speaking the
standard variant (see table 1, next page).
The speakers selected and interviewed
were 18 to 35 years old male. They were
attending (or had attended) higher educa-
tion. They all spoke the language of their
country of origin as their mother tongue
(for the Moroccans and Surinamese in
this study this was Moroccan-Arabic and
Sranan).

For each speaker an identical text
fragment of 15 sentences was selected
from a reading text. Each fragment lasted
approximately one minute. The text was

about a family having a car problem.

in ut triggers restriction output

phonetic speech
/ properties

segmental + supra-
segmentalfeatures
& accentedness

non-native speech

read out texts &
spontaneous speech
from non-native ethnic hierarchy &
Dutch group evaluations

social judgements &
stereotypic views ' _—’

. ; ‘ . .i ..;

7 . i

\

Speaker evaluation 3

.- , ,. i. . ._-:......; =.__ ., :.- aw?-
identification ethnic' language attitudes &
group membership social distance
identification of
speaker origin

Figure 1. Components in native judgements ofnon-native speech.
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Table 1. Speaker origin and number

(N=number ofspeakers used in the

present study).

ethnic origin group N

group (country)

non-native Medi- -Turkey 2
terranean -Morocco 2

Dutch former -Surinam 2
colonial -the Antilles 2

West— —England GB 2

European —Germany 2

native Dutch -Brabant l

-Randstad 1
-Standard 1

The (read out) speech fragments were
identical at the morphological, syntactic,
and lexical level. Thus, any differences
between fragments as well as the evalua-
tion of fragments can be attributed to the
phonetic differences between speakers
and speaker groups.

Judges and judgements
The speech fragments were presented

to three types of judges. These represent
the three central components in the
Brunswikian lens model, used by Scherer
to describe the operation of personality
markers in speech: distal cues, percepts
and attributions [l]. Firstly, three phonetic
experts rated the phonetic features of the
speech fragments at the suprasegmental
level: the distal cues. The method used to
describe the suprasegmental features was
based on Laver’s phonetic description of
voice quality [2]. The experts made an
auditory description of the settings for
pitch, tempo, loudness, articulation and
voice on a total of 25 bipolar scales. Two
more scales were added to evaluate
intelligibility and the strength of non-
native accent.

Secondly, a group of 15 language stu-
dents at the University of Tilburg judged
the salience of several phonetic features:
the percepts of the distal cues. Due to
space limitations these results will not be
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presented here. However, they will be
attended to at the poster.

The third group of judges were 67
other language students, who reported the
attributions of personality characteristics
on 13 bipolar semantic differential scales.
The scales represent the three dimensions
which, according to previous studies, un-
derlie language attitudes: attractiveness,
status and social distance between
speaker and rater [3]. These judges also
rated their social judgements and stereo-
typical views of non-native groups. The
group evaluations were rated on the same
differential scales as the speaker evalua-

tions. Attractiveness, status and social

distance were judged for the average
member ofgroup x. No stimulus tape was

played. The ethnic groups filled in for

‘group x' were those represented in the

speaker evaluation: non-native Turks,

Moroccans, Surinamese, Antilleans, Ger-

mans, and native Dutchmen. The English

happened not to be represented here.

RESULTS

Suprasegmental phonetic properties

To attend the first question in this study,

suprasegmental deviancy from standard,

non-accented Dutch was computed. Mean

deviancy scores were computed for

intelligibility, non-native accent, pitch,

tempo, loudness, articulation, and voice.

As was expected, deviancy from standard

Dutch was stronger for the non-natives

than for the natives. Obvious differences

were found for intelligibility, accent,

pitch, tempo and articulation. Within the

non-native groups suprasegmental set-

tings seem to be personally defined, not

depending on the mother-tongue of the

speakers. The weak relation between ori-
gin and suprasegmental deviancy may be

because each country of origin was repre-

sented by only two speakers

Speaker evaluation
The speaker evaluations were given by

the third group of judges (lay people.

n=67).
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The speaker evaluations were performed

to answer the second question in this

study. It was found that differences

between ratings of speakers’ personality

characteristics were significant. The re—

sults are presented in rankings on the un-

derlying dimensions (attractiveness, status

and social distance) in table 2.

Table 2. Rankings ofspeaker evaluation

(most positive = I, most negative = 15).
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Table 3. Rankings ofgroup evaluation
(most positive = I, most negative = 6).

attractive- status social
tress distance

Turk 3 5 5
Moroccan 5 6 4
Surinam 1 3 3
Antillean 2 4 2

German 6 1 6
Dutch 4 2 l

attractive— sta— social

ness tus distance

Turk-l 14 ll 13

Turk-2 13 15 15

Moroccan-1 8 14 10

Moroccan-2 6 13 12
Surinam-l 7 6 8
Surinam—Z l 8 1
Antillean—l 5 10 5
Antillean-Z 2 12 6
German-l 15 3 14
Gennan-2 10 7 9
English-1 3 4 3
En lish-2 11 9 11
Brabant (South) 4 5 2

Randstad (West) 12 2 7
Standard Dutch 9 1 4

Within the native group status and at-
tractiveness are opposites. This finding is
in accordance with previous studies on
language attitudes [3]. However, this is
not found in the rankings of some non-
natives; both Turks, for example, are
judged negatively on all three dimensions.

It is also striking that the Dutch are not
consistently rated more attractive and at
closer social distance than all non-natives,
which was expected on the basis of socio-
psychological research [4]. The Surinam-
ese and Antillean speakers are rated
equally (or even more) attractive and
close to the raters as the in—group: the
Brabant natives.

Group evaluation
Differences between ratings on the

three dimensions were significant; the
results are presented in tanks in table 3.

The rankings show a clustering of
evaluations of non-natives belonging to
the same ethnic group (i.e. Mediterranean
and former colonial). Non—native Dutch
groups seem to be evaluated differently
according to where they were born and
raised. However, as table 3 indicates, the
difference in ethnic group membership

might be more important than the actual

country of origin.

TRIGGERS IN SPEAKER
EVALUATION

The third question to be answered in

this study was (a) whether the supraseg-

mental deviations have an effect on the

speaker evaluations, and/or (b) whether

social judgements of ethnic groups de-

termine the evaluation of a speaker of this

group. The answer may be found in the

correlation matrix, which is presented in

table 4. (NB. the suprasegmental scores

of the English have not been incorporated

here because there were no group evalua-

tions on them.) It can be seen that attrac—

tiveness in speaker evaluation is closely

related to attractiveness in group evalua-

tion. In the evaluation of the speaker’s

status both the group evaluation of status

and some of the suprasegmental features

seem to be important (i.e. intelligibility.

accent, pitch and tempo). The high corre-

lation with social distance is caused by
internal correlation of group evaluations.

The evaluation of social distance appears

to be related to the social distance towards

the groups, and the ratings on intelligi-

bility and strength of accent.
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Table 4. Correlation among speaker
evaluation, suprasegmental deviancy, and
group evaluation (two-tailed significance
at *:5% and **.'1% level).

, Session 57. 7

attrac— status soc.dis-
tiveness lance

intelligibility .42 .56‘ .62“
accent -.06 =69“ -.58*

pitch .19 -.72*“ -.22
tempo .03 -. 9** -.39
loudness -.41 '.03 -.20
articulation .07 -.25 —.32
voice quality .27 —.17 .12
group eval.:

attractiveness .69" —. 18 .51
-status -.21 .84“ .22
-soc. distance .29 .61* .73"

To gain more insight into the correla—
tions, a regression analysis was per-
formed. In the equation for speaker‘s at—
tractiveness, only group attractiveness
was included (R=.69). The equation for
speaker’s status included group status as
well as intelligibility and voice ratings,
resulting in a high multiple R (.97). (NB.
intelligibility was strongly correlated to
accent, pitch and tempo, therefore these
latter features are not included in the
equation.) The regression equation of
speaker’s social distance included only
social distance towards the group (R=.73).

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
The suprasegmental analyses of the

read out text do not show that differences
in suprasegmental deviancy from standard
Dutch can be related to differences in
mother-tongue of the non—native speakers.
It might be that using deviancy from
standard Dutch is too broad a measure—
ment. At the poster a more detailed
analyses of the exact scores on the su-
prasegmental scales will be presented
also. On the other hand, it may be that
most distinctive features between ethnic
groups are to be found in the segmental
analyses, which will be perfomred in the
near future.
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The present study indicates that the
ideas judges have about the ethnic groups
are most important in determining the
ratings on social speaker evaluations.
Suprasegmental deviancy does not seem
to have a large influence on the speaker
evaluations. However, it was found that
ratings of speaker's status increase as in—
telligibility and voice quality get better.

In Figure l the restriction on using
group attitudes in speaker evaluation is
the identification of the speaker’s origin.
In a previous pilot it was found that the
origin of speakers could be fairly well
identified for the four ethnic groups
(Mediterranean, former colonial, West-
Europeans and native Dutchmen), but the
actual country of origin was identified
significantly less well [5]. It is now as-
sumed that when speaker identification is
easy, group attitudes form the basis for
social speaker evaluations. The (supra-
segmental) phonetic features probably in-
fluence speaker evaluation when identifi-
cation of speaker origin is difficult. Supra-
segmentals may also be the cause of dif—
ferences in speaker evaluations between
speakers from the same ethnic group.
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PROPERTIES OF FRENCH INTONATION
AT FAST SPEECH RATE

Cécile Fougeron * and Sun-Ah Jun '*
* Inst de Phon., CNRS URA-1027, Paris 111, °* Dept. ofLinguistics, UCLA, USA

ABSTRACT
Effects of fast speech rate on French

intonation in text reading are reported.
Modifications at fast rate were found in
both the shape of F0 curves and the
prosodic organization of the text
(phrasing and realization of underlying
tones), with different patterns across
speakers. The results suggest that F0
realization at fast rate is not a simple
“speeding up” compared to normal rate
but involves a prosodic reorganization.

INTRODUCTION
The realization of intonation

patterns has been found to be
influenced by several sources of
variation, such as pitch range, sentence
structure and length [5], or focus.
However, very little is known about the
effect of speech rate on intonation other
than its effect on the number of
intonational phrases [2, 8]. As far as we
know, no systematic description has
been done regarding the phonetic
properties and phonological patterns of
intonation when its physical domain of
realization is shortened by an increasein rate.

So far, the observation of the effects
of speaking rate has mostly been
restricted to the segmental domain.
showing modifications in the temporal,
spectral, and articulatory organization
of speech. Articulatory data have
shown that there are different strategies
for overcoming alteration in articulation
time; mainly, target undershoot with
reduction of the magnitude ofmovements, and/or increase in stiffnessfor faster transitions between targets [6,1]. If we assume that a tune is
composed of a sequence of underlyingtonal targets [7], we can use the same
analysis techniques as used in studies of
segmental articulation to observe the
effect of fast rate on intonation.

By examining F0 curves, we can
test the hypothesis that there is a
modification in the physical realization
(F0 shape) of the underlying intonation

structure as well as a reorganization of
the prosodic structure.

METHOD
The text “La bise et le soleil" (“The

wind and the sun", given in Table l)
was read by one male and two female
Parisian French speakers at self selected
normal and fast rates, with three
repetitions at each rate. The full text
was analyzed for one of the female
speakers (1F). For the two other
speakers (2F, 3M) the comparison was
limited to the first half of the text where
most variation between fast and normal
rate was found for Speaker 1F.

Acoustic measurements were taken
for each tonal pattem at the rising onset
and falling offset (hereafter called F0
minima), and the peak (F0 maxima).
Duration of accented syllables and
intonational phrases were measured.

Qualitative comparison of the
prosodic structure is based on the model
of French intonation developed in Jun
& Fougeron [3] where the lowest
tonally defined prosodic level is the
Accentual Phrase (ILHLHI), and the
highest prosodic level is the
Intonational Phrase.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Differences depending on the
position in the text.

The reduction of duration at fast rate
for Subject IF was about 33%
compared to her normal rate. While
this reduction is constant for the whole
text, the rate acceleration seems to have
different effects on F0 depending on the
position in the text. In the first part of
the text (see Table 1), rate acceleration
induced reductions in the shape of F0
curve, as well as some changes in the
prosodic organization of the phrases.
while in the second part of the text we
observed only phrasing differences. _

In the first part (Fig. 1), F0 range IS
reduced at fast rate (32%) with the
highest F0 value being lowered and the
base line (lowest F0 value) being stable-
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In addition, the displacements between
L and H targets are also reduced by
significantly (p<.01) lowering the
maxima (17%) more than the minima
(9%). Despite this overall lowering of
the peaks, the peaks at major prosodic
boundaries (#3, 10, 12, 19 in Fig. 1),
critical points of prosodic organization,
are not reduced. Comparison of F0
movement velocity (displacement
Hz/time) shows very little difference
between the two rates. The movements
are not stiffer at fast rate, with the
reduction of displacement being
proportional to the reduction of
duration.

In the second part of the text (Fig.2),
rate acceleration induces a small
reduction of F0 range (6%) but no
change in displacement with small and
equal degree of lowering of maxima
(5.8%) and minima (5.5%). The
velocity of F0 movements are not
affected.

Considering the prosodic
organization of the text, we found there
is a change in the realization of tonal
patterns at fast rate: in an Accentual
Phrase ILHLH/ [3], the initial
underlying high tone (initial accent) is
often not realized (63% and 73% for Ist
and 2nd part). We also found fewer
prosodic groups at fast rate.
Intonational Phrase boundaries were
reduced to lower level boundaries (50%
and 42% for the first and second part),
and some of the lowest boundaries (AP)
were deleted (22% for both the first and
second part).

In sum. different strategies are
adopted in the first and second parts of
the text. When comparing the range of
variation of F0 targets in the two parts.
evidence is found for a saturation effect.
In the first part. the F0 range is wide.
which allows some variation in the
displacement towards F0 targets
without changing the prominence
relations between successive targets. In
the second part of the text, range of
variation is reduced with a smaller F0
range (1241-12 compared to 213Hz in the
first part). A second indication of
saturation is found in the fact that the
lowering of the maxima at fast rate is
Proportional to their height at normal
rate: as shown in Fig. 3, in both the first
(Empty square) and the second (circle)
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part of the text, the higher the peak is,
the bigger the reduction is at fast rate
(R2=0.28 at both positions).

U
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Figure 3: Lowering of F0 peaks
between normal (N) and fast (F) rate
depending of the height of the peaks at
normal rate.

B. Differences between speakers
The three speakers show two

patterns both in the way of reducing
displacement in F0 movement and in
prosodic organization.

The male speaker (3M) shows a
pattern similar to Speaker 1F (presented
above). With a reduction of 44% from
the normal rate, this speaker
significantly (p<.01) lowers his high
and low targets. The lowering of the
maxima is correlated with the height of
the peak at normal rate (Fig. 3.
R2=0.56). Reduction of displacement is
achieved by lowering the maxima
(17%) more than by lowering the
minima (5%). This speaker also shows
a similar reduction in the number of
phrases (55% IP and 28% AP
reduction) and tonal realization (81% of
the initial high tones are not realized ).

Speaker 2F shows a totally different
strategy. With a rate acceleration of
25% between her fast and normal rate,
she doesn‘t change F0 maxima (2%,
p=0.3) but significantly raises F0
minima (5%, p<.Ol), compared to the
normal rate, as shown in Fig. 4. There
is also no difference in velocity or pitch
range. This speaker also differs from
the others in that she doesn’t modify the
prosodic organization of the text. At
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fast rate. the phrasing is exactly the
same as in the normal rate, and the
tones are realized as they are in the
normal rate.

Thus, at fast rate, this speaker
obtains displacement reduction by
undershooting her low targets, keeping
the high constant, while the other
speakers reduce their displacement by
lowering high targets.

When we compare the distribution
of F0 targets within the range of the
speakers, we can observe that for
speaker 2F, the targets are equally
distributed around the mid-range. For
speaker IF, the dispersion is more
concentrated (74% of the L and H
targets) in the lower part of her range.
Since she uses the lower part of her
pitch range more often, movements
toward high targets located in the upper
range require more energy than the
displacement within the restricted lower
region. Thus, when the time is limited,
at fast rate, the targets at the extreme
end of the upper range would be more
likely to be reduced (cf. [4]). For
speaker 2F, the interpretation is less
clear; since she uses both parts of her
pitch range equally, her target
distribution doesn't provide any
indication of a preference for reducing
high or low targets. Therefore, there
must be other factors to account for her
raising of the low targets. Since high
targets (mostly boundary tones) are
linguistically more important in the
prosodic grouping of our text, we can
expect she may prefer to modify 10w
targets. This factor may not be the main
constraint for speaker 1F whose
reduction of the high targets does not
jeopardize their prosodic salience.

It should be also noted that the
occurrence of target lowering is not
determined by the extent of a speaker's
pitch range. For example, although the
male speaker 3M has a rather small
pitch range (139Hz), he shows a high
degree of displacement reduction when
he accelerates his rate. In contrast,
speaker 1F shows little reduction in the
second part of the text, where her pitch
range is reduced to a value (124Hz)
similar to the male speaker’s. Thus, the
saturation effect we found for speaker
1F must be due to the reduction of her
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full pitch range at the end of the text,
but not because of a small range itself.
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we showed that an
acceleration of rate induces a reduction
of pitch range and displacement
between H and L targets. but no change
in the velocity of F0 movements.
Moreover, at fast rate, lower prosodic
units are regrouped into higher prosodic
units leading to fewer phrases, and
some of the underlying tones are not
realized. We also found that the effects
of an acceleration of rate vary across
speakers, and depend on the nature of
the target tone (H or L), its position
relative to the pitch range, its linguistic
function (strength of boundary), its
position in the text, and the distance
between target tones.
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Ta le 1: Text “La bise et le soleil " and boundary codes used infigures I, 2, and 4.
First part: La bise (1)ct le soleil (2) se disputaient (3), chacun (4) assurant (5) qu'il était
(6) le plus fort (7). Quand ils ont vu (8) un voyagcur (9) qui s‘avancait (10), enveloppé
(n) dans son manteau (12), ils sont tombés (13) d‘accord (14) que cclui (15) qui
arriverait (16) lc premier (17) a le lui faire (18) 6ter(19) serait (20) regardé (21) comme Ie
plus fort (22).
(Second part: Alors (23), la bise (24) s'est mise a souffler (25) de toutes ses forces (26),
mais plus elle soufflait (27), plus le voyagcur (28) serrait son manteau (29) autour de lui
(30). Finalement (31), elle renonca (32) a le lui faire oter (33). Alors (34), Ie soleil (35)
commenca a briller (36) et an bout d‘un moment (37) 1e voyageur, réchauffé (38). ota
son manteau (39). Ainsi (40), la bise (41) dut reconnaitre (42) que le soleil (43) était le
plus fort (44).
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ABSTRACT
Effects of listener adaptive

temporal adjustments in dialogue were
investigated by analyzing vowel
devoicing in the speech of teachers
directed to hearing-impaired (HI) or
normal-hearing (NH) children, and read
speech (RD). The teachers did reduce
the devoicing rate more in the HI vs. NH
and RD samples in such a manner that
contrasts between the highly devoicablc
mora groups versus the others are
enhanced within phonological and
phonetic constraints of Japanese.

INTRODUCTION
Listener-oriented adaptation of

speaking style appears to affect various
stages in speech production processes.
Our previous analyses [1, 2] of
dialogues between professional teachers
and normal-hearing (NH) or hearing-
impaired (HI) children found that the
teachers tended to use simpler and
shorter sentences for the HI children
than for the NH ones. They also reduced
their speaking rates by inserting longer
pauses at phonological phrase
boundaries and producing longer
syllable durations. The teachers also
reduce their vowel devoicing, probably
to improve the listener's comprehension.
. The purpose of the present paper
IS to elucidate acoustical and perceptual
effects of listener dependent adjustments
of speaking style by analyzing vowel
devoicing in dialogue between teachers
and NH or HI children. The main focus
was put on the relations between listener
dependent adjustments of speaking style
and a phonological constraint.

METHOD
Recording of Dialogues

' Dialogues were recorded during
a simple picture-searching game through
which a teacher attempted to assess the

speech communication ability of a H1 or
NH child.

Two different panels were
prepared, A or B, with each displaying
ll pictures (illustrations) of boys/girls
labeled with their names. The A panel
was set in front of the child and a copy
of it in front of the teacher. The teacher
instructed the child to point to a picture
as fast as possible after a name was
called out. The teacher randomly called
out all the names one by one.

The question was fixed as
"Donokoga /CVCVCV/ desuka?" (Who
is ICVCVCV/ ?), where /CVCVCV/
represents the name of a picture. If the
teacher mistakenly used a different form
of question, the sample was not used.

Recording of Read Speech
To clarify the differences

between dialogue and read speech, a
read list was also recorded and analyzed.
Six teachers read the target sentences
"Donokoga ICVCVCV/ desuka?" five
times at three tempo of fast (RDF),
normal (RDN) and slow (RDS). The
abbreviation RD is used to represent the
read speech tokens.

Analyzed Samples
The names of the pictures

consisted of target moras used to
analyze the structure of dialogue. Each
name consisted of three moras, that is,
/C1V1C2V2C3V3/, where one mora is
formed by one consonant C and one
vowel V.

Six types of moras were
analyzed, i.e., Afflni, Frilni, StoMed1,
AffMed, FriMed. and StoMedz, which
represent the manner of articulation of
the component consonant (fricatives,
affricates, or stops) and mora position
(initial or medial). Accent was placed on
the initial mora. Afflni and Frilni were
the initial moras followed by Ikil. While
StoMed1 was lki/ following the narrow
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vowels ill or lul. Both the initial and
medial moras can be devoiced for
Affini, Frilni, and StoMed1. All the
moras in AffMed, FriMed. and StoMedz

were preceded by an open vowel Ial.
StoMed1 and StoMedz were treated

separately because devoicing can be
different depending on whether the
preceding mora can be frequently
devoiced (StoMed1) or not (StoMedz).

Subjects
Six professional teachers and

seven corresponding HI or NH children
participated in the test. All were
speakers of the Tokyo dialect of
Japanese.

Measurements
All the target moras, totally

2740, were examined using an acoustic
analysis systemll]. For each target mora
sample, Mm, the length of the unvoiced
segment, Um, and that of the voiced
segment, Vm, and their sum, L»; = Um +
V", , were measured. Mm was classified
as "Voiced" unless Vm = 0. For each
sample, the classification variable Voice
was as either "Devoiced" or "Voiced."

Modeling
Four classification variables

(Mode, Mora, Teacher and Voice) were
defined as follows: Mode with five
levels (HI, NH, RDF, RDN, RDS),
Mora with six levels (Afflni, Frilni,
StoMed1, AffMed, FriMed, StoMedz),
Teacher with six levels (TEl - T56).
and Voice with two levels (Devoiced,
Voiced). Each mora sample was
characterized by the continuous
variables Um, Vm, and Lm, and by the
classification variables of Mode, Mora,
Teacher, and Voice.

A four-dimensional contingency
table, Fijkl. was constructed first. Fi 'k!
represents the frequency of sampfes
classified at the cell, Cijkl. of the i-th
Mode, j-th Mora, k~th Teacher, and l-th
Voice. The devoicing rate, Pr(CijkI).
was calculated as the ratio of the number
of devoiced moras versus the total
number of moras for each cell, i.e.,

P’(Cijkl) = Fijkl I (Fijkl + Fijkz).
Two statistical models were

constructed, i.e., a generalized linear
model (GLM) describing the
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relationship between the mora length
and classification variables, and a
logistic regression model predicting the
devoicing rate using the mora length and
classification variables [3].

Perceptual Analyses
The perceptual characteristics of

the tokens were analyzed using the
semantic differential method. As
previously reported, 24 pairs of
adjectives were used as 9-point dipole
rating scales. The listening subjects were
8 normal hearing students. The tokens
used were 30 samples of lDonokoga
hikita desuka?/ spoken by the 6 teachers
in the five modes. Obtained rating scores
were analyzed by a principal factor
analysis, and then a regression analysis
was carried out to extract any significant
correlations with the temporal structure
of the speech.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mora Length Adjustments

The ANOVA obtained by the
GLM procedure showed that L», was

significantly affected by the four
classification variables (Mode, Mora,

Teacher and Voice).
Figure I shows bar plots for the

total mora length, Lm, with respect to

the Mode vs. Mora. As shown in Fig. l,

the teachers significantly lengthened the

moras in speech directed to the HI

children vs. the NH children and read

speech. Frilni had the longest mora

length which was significantly longer

than the other mora groups. There was

no significant difference in Lm between

StoMed1 vs. StoMedZ, Afflni vs.

AffMed.

Devoicing Rate Variations .

Figure 2 shows the predicted

logistic regression curves for the

devoicing rate of the HI, NH, and RD

tokens. As Lm increases, the predicted

devoicing rate clearly decreases more

for H1 than for NH, and even more than
for RD, which confirms our prevrous
report [i]. .

Some common tendencres,
however, were observed regardless the

modes. The accented initial mora
groups. Frilni and Affini, tended to have
a lower devoicing rate than the medial
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mora groups, FriMed, AftMed and
StoMed2. Frilni, the accented initial
moras followed by /ki/, had the lowest
devoicing rate, while AffMed and
StoMedZ. the medial unaccented moras
preceded by an open vowel Ial, had the
highest devoicing rate.

Furthermore, the devoicing rate
was significantly different between
StoMed1 and StoMedz. Both were the
unaccented medial Ikil. StoMed1 was
preceded by a high vowel which was
frequently devoiced, while StoMedz by
an open vowel Ia/ which was seldom
devoiced. This significant difference in
the devoicing rate cannot be accounted
for by the mora length variation because
there was no significant difference in
Lm. This result suggests that the
devoicing rate depends on the devoicing
probability of the preceding vowel.

These common tendencies
observed regardless the modes may be
explained by a phonological rule
proposed by Kondo [4]. She showed that
vowels tended not to be devoiced
consecutively over two moras to avoid
creating series of consonant clusters on
the surface level, which is not a favored
structure in Japanese.

From our point of view, these
common tendencies further suggest that
the teachers reduced the devoicing rate
more in the HI vs. NH samples, and
even more in the HI vs. RD samples,
wrthin the phonological constrain. The
mora groups, AffMed and StoMedZ,
which were highly devoicable from the
phonological point of view were kept
devoiced even when the teachers tried to
talk carefully to H! children, while the
others were highly voiced. The teachers
did reduce the devoicing rate so as to
enhance the contrasts between the
highly devoicable mora groups versus
the others within the phonological
constraint of Japanese. Connecting the
results of our previous report[l],
listener-oriented adaptation of devoicing
occurred within phonological and
phonetic [2. 5] constraints of Japanese.

Perceptual Characteristics
The perceptual profiles of tokens

could represented by four factors Fl, F2.
F3 and F4. F1 represents the contrast
between discomfort ("Rough, Uneasy,
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Busy,") and pleasant (”Easy, Kind,
Friendly, Restful, Polite“).
corresponding to the perceptual
difference between the RD and the other
modes (NH and HI). F3 represents the
contrast between "Slow. Stiff.
Unnatural, lntelligible, Strong" and
"Busy. Lifeless, Tense, Rough, Dull,"
corresponding to the differences
between H] and the other modes (RD
and NH). F2 and F4 could be interpreted
as representing differences among the
teachers. These results suggest that
listener-oriented adaptation of speaking
style produced significant perceptual
effects.

CONCLUSION
The teachers did reduce the

devoicing rate more in the HI than NH
and RD samples in such a manner that
contrasts between the highly devoicable
mora groups versus the others are
enhanced within phonological and
phonetical constraints of Japanese.
Listener-oriented adaptation of speaking
style created significant acoustical and
perceptual effects.
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ON THE EFFECTS OF VOCAL TRAINING
ON THE SPEAKING VOICE QUALITY OF MALE STUDENT ACTORS

Timo Leino & Pa'ivi Kdrkkiiinen,
Institute ofSpeech Communication and Voice Research, University ofTampere, Finland.

ABSTRACT
Male student actors were given as an extra
element in their ordinary voice training a
special training period of eight months for
strengthening of the overtones especially
around 3.5 kHz. A spectrum analyzer
was used troughout for visual feedback.
The reading samples after training had a
less steep slope in the long-term average
spectrumandthepeakat3.5 ksasin
some cases more prominent. Samples
were rated to sound better. After two
years the changes still existed.

INTRODUCTION
In earlier studies Leino [1, 2] found

that in the long~term average spectra
(LTAS) from text reading samples good
and poor male actors' voice qualities
differed from each other the former
having a less steep slope and a strongpeak at 3.5 kHz. This peak was named an“actor‘s formant" by the author

overtones was chosen for a goal of aspectalvoice training period included inthe ordinary voice training of male studentactors. The present article summarizes theresults of this project.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
' _ one year of ordinary voicetraining seven male student actors on afour year training course for professionalactors received an extra 8 month voicetraining period. A training session of 20 -minutes was given once a week. Theordinary voice training continued at thesame time. Special attention was payed tostrengthening of the overtones especiallaround 3.5 kHz. Therefore a real timespectrum analyzer (S tral D ‘csSD3OIISD309) was aseptic to yvmimfeedback throughout the trainingsessrons. The vocal exercises consisted ofnasal-vowel syllable strings producedarming at a clear, bright, well projectingvorce quality.

Before and after the training period thesame prose extract of about one minute

was recorded in a sound~treated studio
using Revox A700 tape recorder and
Electrovoice REll microphone 40 cm
from the subject's mouth. The loudness
was kept at normal reading strength on
both occasions. Long-tenn average
spectra were made from the text reading
samples with a Hewlett-Packard signal
analyzer (3561A). A four-hundred point
narrow band FFI' analysis was used. The
frequency span was 10 kHz. Voiceless
segments were excluded. The time record
length was 40 ms. The display resolution
was 25 Hz. The Hanning weighting
window with the frequency band of 37.5
Hz was used.LTAS were made of
individual samples and averages
calculated from individual LTAS with a
microcomputer. LTAS were compared
according to the slope. For this purpose
the spectra were studied on a relative scale
where the strongest amplitude peak was
given the value zero.

The samples recorded before and afler
training were played in random order to
various groups of listeners including
university students and theater and speech
professionals.Text reading samples by the
students were re-recorded and analyzed
after two years of ordinary voice training,
where no special attention was paid to
strengthening of the overtones and the
spectrum analyzer was no longer used In
training.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 compares average LTAS (a)

before and after special voice training and
(h) before the special training period and
two years after it was over and only
ordinary voice training was given. The
figures show only the frequency range 0-
4 kHz. since no significant changes were
observed above this. It can be seen that
on average the spectral slope became less
steep and the peak around 3.5 kHz
became somewhat more prominent after
the special training period (Fig. l a)-
After two years these characteristics were
mainly still seen but weaker (Fig. l b)-
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Ii'i ure 1. Avera e LTAS (a) before (thin line) and after (thick line)_ the eight-month '
spgcial training?(b) before (thin line) and two years after the special training (thick line).
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Figures 2-5. Changes in the LTAS offour individual student actors after the eight-month
Special voice training. Thin line = before, thick line = after.
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Figure 6. LTAS of one student, whose
voice quality after the special voice
training (thick line) received conflicting
evaluations.

Figures 2-8 compare LTAS before and
after the training period for each student.
After the traimng in all but one case the
slope became less steep and the peak
around 3.5 kHz slightly more prominent
in four cases. Only in two cases the peak
of 3.5 kHz was as strong as the peak of
2.5 kHz or stonger than that, which
according to the earlier findings of Leino
[1]. seems to be one characteristic feature
of a very good voice.

The text samples read after the training
period were in the listening tests evaluated
to sound better. .Only in one case (Fig. 6)
the hsteners disagreed. Obviously that
student, who had before the training
period already had strong overtones and a
prominent peak at 3.5 kHz. had tried too
hard to make his voice even better with
the result that the overtones became too
strong for some of the listeners. In his
LTAS the difference between the
strongest spectral peak and the peak at 3.5
ls‘tlilge vtt/sasmonl):fif1f4 dB while for other

n is erence w -aftelretraining. as 20 25 dB

ino [2] has earlier found that '
speaking voice sample is altered lfb;
filtration, the voice quality is evaluated to
be better if the amplitude difference
between the 3.5 kHz peak and the
strongest spectral peak is about 15-30 dB.
The votce quality rating is impaired both
when tlus difference increases and when
it decreases.

w
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r a 3 4.
Figures 7 and 8. LTAS of two

students before (thin line) and after (thick

line) the training period.

Another student (Fig. 7) behaved in

the opposrte way. He also had already

rather strong overtones, but he did not try
too hard to make them stronger. Instead.
most likely he tried to change his voice

quahty in the exercises through

resonatory changes by only increasing the
prominence of the 3.5 kHz peak.

Similarlythe student whose LTAS can be
seen in Fig. 8 seems to have changed his

gmgtgryl lsiletting, which has

n ve e to th 'the peak. y e disappearance of

In general. the spectral changes related
to .vmce training and improvement of
vorce quality may be explained from the

basis of both phonatory and resonatory

changes. The spectral slope is known to
be related to the glottal closing speed so

that the increasing closing speed gives a

1—?
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less steep slope [3]. Also kjzer-Jensen

& Prytz [4] and Wedin et al. [5] have

found that vocal training decreases the

spectral tilt and increases the perceptual

"sonority" of the voice quality. However,

the clear peak around 3.5 kHz which has

been found to be one characteristic of a

very good male voice quality [1-2],

seems also to require resonatory bases.

The valleys separating the peak from its

surroundings suggest that it is formed by

a formant or a cluster of two or more

formants, most likely F4 and PS. This

frequency range has been regarded as

more prone to resonatory changes than

phonatory ones [6]. Nolan has also found

a clear peak at 3.5 kHz in his voice [7].

This peak was especially prominent in

creak and creaky voice. largely absent in

falsetto. in whispery voice as well as in

raised or lowered larynx voice and totally

absent in whisper. Nolan considers the

possibility that this peak is a phenomenon

similar to singer's formant, which,

according to Sundberg, [8] is a result of

laryngeal resonance arising when the

cross-sectional area of the outlet of the

larynx tube is sufficiently different from

the cross-sectional area of the pharynx.

In conclusion. the results suggest that

by vocal exercising it is possible along

with consciously set goals to strengthen

the overtones and also in some cases

increase the prominence of the peak

around 3.5 kHz. and that this change in

voice quality is perceptually evaluated as

positive. Spectrum analyzer seems to be a

useful aid in visualising the aims of the

exercises to the students. This may make

the learning process faster and increase

the motivation of the students. ”Die results

also show the limits beyond which the

strengthening of the spectral peaks and

overtones in general is no more

perceptually acceptable and most likely

also from the voice hygienic point of view

questionable. The importance 0

individually set goals for every student

must be emphasized.
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THE EFFECT OF REGISTER VARIATION ON THEPERCEPTION OF TIIE FRENCH Iw— ql DISTINCTION BYNATIVE SPEAKERS OF AMERICAN ENGLISH

Andrea Levin
Wellesley College, Wellesley, MA. USA

ABSTRACT
The words Louis /lwi/ and lui /lqi/ were

produced by a female native speaker of
French in three registers: Native Talk,
Foreigner Talk and Child Talk. Perception
of the /w-q/ contrast by Americans who
had never studied French was significantly
worse in Child Talk than in the other two
registers. Acoustic analyses of the stimuli
suggest that these results may be due to
Significant F0 and fomiant differences in
Child Talk as compared to the other tworegisters.

INTRODUCTION
Forms of speech that vary as a functionof the addressee are frequently referred to

as speech styles or registers. For example,speakers often modify their speech for
listeners whose linguistic competence is inquestion..Such listeners include both
young children learning their first languageas well as older individuals learning a
second language. Speakers frequently
Simplify grammar and vocabulary and alsomake prosodic and phonetic adjustmentswhen addressing such listeners [1-4].Although some researchers believe thatsuch modifications can aid the languagelearner [5],.few direct tests of the effects ofregister variation on language
comprehension have been conducted [6]especially on the effects of register ’variation on the perception of phoneticcontrasts, although there is at least onesuch study showing such an effect withinfants [7].
' The present stud was thus desiinvestigate the effecils of speech styieled tovariation on a normative phonetic contrastthat is_ normally difficult for adultAmericans who are second—languagelearners of French. The phonetic contrastchosen was /w—q/, as in the words Louis/lwi/ and lui /lqi/. If, in fact, registervariations do aid the language learner thenthe discrimination of this contrast b ,nonnative adults ought to be better when

the tokens tested are produced as Child
Talk (CT) and as Foreigner Talk (FI‘) than
when produced as Native Talk (NT). In
Part I, we report the results of a perceptual
test of this hypothesis. In Part II, we
describe the results of an acoustic analysis
that was undertaken in order to see which
of the prosodic and/or formant features of
the stimuli may have contributed to the
outcome of the perceptual test.

PART I: PERCEPTUAL TEST

METHOD

Subjects
Twenty—four female native speakers of

Amencan English who had never studied
French were paid $6 for their participation
in the experiment.

Materials
Eight tokens each of the words louis

llwr/ and lui /lq were embedded in a
longer list ofFrench words. These lists
were read by a female native speaker of
French three times, once as to another
native speaker of French (Native Talk or
NT), once as to a one-year-old child leamer
of French (Child Talk or CT) and once as
to a normative, adult learner of French
(Foreigner Talk or FI‘). The speaker was
chosen from among a group of IO talkers
whose speech style variations on two read
paragraphs had been acoustically analyzed
prevrously [8].

All the tokens that were used to
construct the three AXB tapes, one for each
register, had been perfectly identified by
three native speakers of French. In an AXB
test, three stimuli are presented in
sequence, the first (A) and the third (B)
representing members of two different
categories, here Louis and lui. The middle
item (X) can be from either category, andthe subject's task is to decide whether X is
a member ofcategory A or B. There were
48 AXB trials in each test, with an equal
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number of the four possible word orders:
AAB, BBA, ABB, and BAA. The first two
orders test for effects ofprimacy, which
occurs when subjects perform better when
X matches the initial item, whereas the
latter two orders test for etfects of recency,
which occurs when subjects perform better
when X matches the last item. The words
ineachirial wereseparatedby I secand
trials were separated by 5 sec. There was a
longer pause of 10 sec at the end of each
block of sixteen trials.

Procedure
Subjects first filled out a language

background questionnaire. Anyone with
exposure to French was excluded from the
study. Subjects were then told that the test
had three parts. In each part, a speaker
would pronounce sets of three words. In
each set, the first and third words would
always be different, even if they sounded
very much alike. The middle word would
be a member of the same category as either
of the first or the last of the three words.
The subjects were told to write a '1' on
their answer sheets if they thought the
middle word was a member of the same
category as the first word and a "3" if they
thought it was a member of the same
category as the last word in the triplet.

The three tapes, CT, FI‘, and NT, were
presented to subjects in a modified Latin
square design to control for order effects.
After subjects had listened to all three
tapes, the experimenter then asked them
which of the tapes they had found most
difficult and why.

RESULTS
The data were analyzed in an ANOVA

with one between group factor (Order) and
two within group factors (Register and
Primacy vs. Recency). The main effect of
Register was significant [F(2,42)=7.688,
p=.0014]. Subjects' responses were 86%
correct for NT, 85% correct for PT, and
79% correct for CT. Post hoc tests
(Newman-Keuls) showed that the results
for CT were significantly different from
those for the other two registers (p<.01),
which did not in turn differ significantly
from one another. There were no other
significant main effects or interactions.

DISCUSSION
The results of the test of the effect of

speech style variation on the perception of
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the lw-q/ contrast by Americans who had
never studied French indicate that, contrary
to expectations, the CI‘ tokens ofLouis and
lui were harder to categorize than the NT
tokens. Furthermore, the FT tokens also
did not improve subjects' ability to
discriminate the contrast when compared
with the results for NT tokens. The latter
result suggests that the prosodic and
phonetic modifications made in FT may not
aid subjects' discrimination of difficult
nonnative contrasts. However, the fact that
subjects found the CT tokens significantly
more difficult to identify is surprising.
Subjects did comment that they found the
CI‘ tape more difficult because of the large
F0 excursions associated with those
tokens. An acoustic analysis of the proso-
dic and formant characteristics of all tokens
used was conducted in order to verify
subjects' impressions of the tokens and to
see if there were other possible sources for
their difficulty with the Cl“ tape.

PART II: ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION
Previous research has indicated that a

major acoustic feature distinguishing /w-q/
in French is F2 [9]. However, since it is
nonetheless possible that concomitant
prosodic and formant differences
influenced the perception of this contrast by
nonnative speakers, acoustic measurements
were taken and submitted to statistical
analysis. Our goal is to find a feature of the
stimuli that is significantly different for
Louis and lui in the native and FI‘ registers,
but not in the CT register.

METHOD
The prosodic measurements made on the

stimuli included duration and mean,
minimum and maximum F0. F0 range was
calculated as the percent increase over
minimum F0 represented by the difference
in the minimum and maximum values. The
first and second formant for each phonetic
segment was also measured.

RESULTS _
Separate Word (Louis/lui) by Register

(NT, CT, FI‘) ANOVAs were run on the
measurements for duration, mean F0 and
percent increase in F0. (See Table I). There
was a significant main effect of Register in
the duration analysis [F(2,40)=41.39,
p<.0001]. Post hoc tests (Newman—Keuls,
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p<.01) revealed that the duration of the
words in NT was significantly shorter than
in the other two registers, which did not
differ from one another. There was also a
Significant main effect for Word [F(1,40)=
32.26, p<.0001], with Louis overall longer
than lui. There were no significant effects or
interactions in the mean F0 analysis. In the
F0 range analysis, there was a significant
main effect of Register [F(2,39)= 25.30,
p<.0001]. Post hoc tests revealed that all
registers were significantly different from
one another (Newman-Keuls, p<.05).

Table I. Mean valuesforprosodic
measurements ofLouis (I) and lui (2) in
the three registers.

in ms in Hz increase
Word in HQ

Separate Word (louis/lui) b Re ister(NT, CT, FT) ANOVA were nln ong the
measurements for Fl for each segment.(See Table 2). For Ill, there was a
Significant Word effect, with the mean F1for Louis higher than that for lui (240 vs.224 Hz), [F(l,40) =5.047, p=.0303]. Thevalues were somewhat lower than
afflicted, tgerhapfs because of the

icua ry e ects of the roundin of /w-til. For /i/, there was a significant effect ofRegister, With the means for CT, NT, andFT 330, 271, and 293 Hz respectively,[F(2,40)=5.79, p=.0064]. For the crucial/w—q/, there was also a significant Wordeffect, With mean F1 again higher for Louis(346 vs. 269 Hz), [F(l,40)=34.086p<.0001]. More interestingly, there wasalsoa marginally significant Word byRegister interaction [F(2,40)=2.854,p=.0694]. Post hoc simple effects indicatedthat the F1 for lw-q/ was different for thetwo test words for NT and FF (p<.001)but not for CI‘, precisely the pattern that,parallels the perceptual results.
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Table 2. Mean F1 values in Hzfor the threephonetic segments in Louis (I) and lui (2)
in the three registers.

or
/q/ for 2

Word

For F2 for /1/, there was a significant
effect of Register [F(2,40)=13.330,
p<.0001] with means for CT, NT and FT
1900, 1997, 1793 Hz, all significantly
different in Newman—Keuls post hoc tests
(p<.05). There was also a significant effect
of Word with F2 for Louis lower ( 1630 vs.
2163 Hz)_[F(l,40)=27I.223, p<.0001],
and a Significant interaction of Word and
Register [F(2,40)=10.644, p=.0002]. But
here, post hoc tests indicated that the F2
values for /1/ in Louis were different for the
three registers but the same for lui
(Newman-Keuls, p<.05). For lw-ql, there
was the expected significant main effect of
Word With the F2 for Louis lower than for
ha (112] Hz vs. 2513 Hz)
[F(1,40)=287.204, p<.0001]. The high
values for F2, particularly for [Lil (see Table
3). may have been due to the effect of the
followrng /i/. There were no other
Significant main effects or interactions for
/w-q/ or lil.

Table 3 Mean F2 in Hzfor the three
phonetic segments in louis (I) and lui (2)
in the three registers.

01‘

/q/ for 2
Word

DISCUSSION
It is not clear exactly what role each of

the features showing a Word effect
(duration, F l and F2 for Ill, and F1 and F2
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for /w-q/) played in aiding subjects'
discrimination of Louis/lui, although the F2
difference for /w-q/, the traditional
differentiating acoustic parameter [9], was
undoubtedly important in contributing to
subjects' above chance performance in all
registers. Recall, however, that our goal is
to find a parameter that shows a Word by
Register interaction, with a significant
difference for Louis and lui in NT and FF
but not in CT, thus providing a possible
explanation for subjects' lower
performance with tokens from the CT
register. Duration is not a good candidate
for this parameter, because the main effects
in the prosodic analyses for Register and
Word do not explain the pattern of results
across the three registers. Furthermore,
although subjects claimed they were
distracted by the F0 range in the CT
tokens, and F0 variability is hard to ignore
[10], the pattern of range differences also
does not coincide with the register results.

In the F2 analyses, there was an
expected significant main effect for Word
for /w-q/. The significant Word effect for
/1/ was probably due to a coarticulatory
influence of the F2 of /w-q/. Neither effect,
however, parallels the perceptual results
across registers, which require a Word by
Register interaction. Such an interaction
was found for /l/, but post hoc tests
showed that a pattern of significant
differences emerged only for Louis across
the three registers.

For F1, the Register effect for lil, while
it distinguishes CT from the other two
registers, fails to discriminate between the
words, and the significant F1 Word
difference for /l/ is probably due again to
the coarticulatory influence of the Word
effect for /w—q/, which in itself is not a
traditional discriminating factor. Of
particular interest, however, is the marginal
interaction of Word and Register for F1,
which in post hoc analysis fit our criterion
of showing a significant difference for
Louis and lui in the NT and FF, but not in
CT. Thus, discrimination of the Louis /lui'
contrast, for which the F2 difference in /w/
and /u/ is undoubtedly very important, may
have been enhanced for nonnative listeners
for the FT and NT tokens by a small
concomitant difference in F 1. Interestingly,
this F 1 formant difference for lw-q/ led to a
pattern in which the F 1 transition for NT
and FF was rising for lw/ into /i/ and
falling for /q/ into /i/, whereas in CT the F1
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transition into /i/ rose for both /w/ and [ill
(see Table 2). This transition pattern may
also be relevant for explaining subjects'
performance on the perceptual test, which,
contrary to expectations, did not provide
evidence for the hypothesis that speech
styles addressed to language learners
would increase the discriminability of this
nonnative phonetic contrast.
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PHONOLOGY OF NON-NATIVE ACCENTS IN ENGLISH: 5EVIDENCE FROM SINGAPORE ENGLISH i 3- INSTRUMENTATION
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National University ofSingapore

ABSTRACT

In most Commonwealth countries, it has
been fashionable to promote the use of
English that has a native—speaker base
with everyone being encouraged to
speak like a native speaker (Smith
I985). Therefore most of research on
nonnative varieties (Bansal I966; Tiffen
1974; Tay 1982) has sought to identify,
in the past, the ways in which a non-
native accent deviates from a native
accent. This paper considers Singapore
English (a non-native accent) in its own
right. and sets out to attempt a scientific
description of vowel system in
Singapore English (hereinafter referred
to as SSE) by means of studying the
visual sound patterns produced with the
help of a D8? sonograph. A
comprehensive picture of the acousticcharacteristics of vowels in SE based on
the quantitative and qualitative analysis
of the data will be presented, and someof the areas of its application will be
discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
. The consonant system of English
is relatively uniform throughout the
English-speaking countries. Accents ofEnglish mainly differ in terms of their
vowel systems as well as in the phonetic
reahsations of vowel phonemes.Singapore English is not monolithic; it isactually a gradient ranging from speechfomis like those of standard English, theAcrolect, through the medium range, theMesolect, and to the ‘lowest' variety, theBast/ear (Platt 1977). The variety ofStandard English spoken in Singaporehas few lexical and syntacticcharacteristics that set it apart from theStandard English used in England. SSEIS, however, spoken with an accent that

is slightly different from any other
accent of Standard English. This paper
deals with Standard Singapore English.
The speaker of Standard Singapore
English is typically one who has studied
in English medium school up to at least
GCE ‘A' Level, and uses English as his
predominant language both at home and
at work.

2. TEST MATERLALS
The data on vowels in Singapore

English has been collected from 8
subjects (4 Chinese, 2 Malays and 2
Indians) who represent fairly well the
proto-typical speaker of Standard
Singapore English. The subjects chosen
are adult male Singaporeans between
twenty and twenty five years of age.
Each speaker was asked to read a list of
words in the carrier frame “Say C-V-C
again" where C represents a consonant
and V represents a vowel. The list
contained words representing 10
relevant vowels as given below:

PETE 6. PUT
PART 7. POT
PIT 8. PU'IT
PET 9. PORT

M
P

P
N

r

BOOT l0. PAT

It is hoped that the cam'er frame will
provide a context and ensure that speech
resembles natural spoken language. The
recording was done under ideal lab
conditions in a sound-proof Recording
Studio. The subjects were advised to
read in their most natural way and at
their normal conversational speed. Each
speaker read the list of words, repeating
each phrase three times. As a result.
there were three tokens for each vowel
for each of the speakers.

The use of the sound
spectrograph in describing the vowels
enables reliable and objective
measurements of the vowels based on
formant frequencies. Descriptions of
vowel quality based on auditory
perceptions discussed by Brown (1988)
are impressionistic and rather subjective.
The two features of tongue height and
backness are best ‘defincd in acoustic
terms' (Ladefogcd 19822207).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table I shows mean values ofFl

and F2'. These mean frequencies of F l
and F2'(the distance between F2 and F1)
were computed for all tokens of 10
vowels for all the subjects and have been
plotted on the logarithmic scale with Fl
on the ordinate. reading downwards on
the vertical axis, and F2‘ on the abscissa,
reading right to the left as shown below
in the vowel formant chart.

§
fi
fi
fl
fi

[m M: (or Yeah I: IS!

A vowel is identifiable by its Fl
and F2' frequencies. A close
examination of the vowel formant chart
clearly points to the phenomenon of
conflation of some pairs of vowels such
as [i] and [r], [e] and [a2], [a] and [A]. [v]
and [3], and [o] and [u] in SSE. Since
vowel segments of each pair tend to
cluster together, there seems to be hardly
any significant qualitative difference
among these pairs of vowels. No
wonder, pairs of words like beat and bit,
set and sat, cot and caught, but and bar!
and should and shooed very often sound
indistinguishable from each other in
SSE. Vowel length however is one of
the features used. though not
consistently, to distinguish these pairs of
vowels.

Based on the acoustic results, the
vowels in SSE can be classified as
follows: '

VOWEL DESCRIPTION
i/ 1 high from
e/a low-mid front
a/A low back
v/ a low-mid back
0/“, high-mid back

5. CONCLUSION
The present acoustic study,

though small in its sample size, provrdes
enough evidence that an SSE speaker
fails to maintain sufficient perceptual
distance between two vowels in each
pair. In English, each of these pairs has a
high functional load. If a speakerpf SSE
fails to maintain this distinction, It could
cause a lack of ‘comforrable' mutual'
intelligibility when a SSE speaker
interacts with speakers of other varieties
of English.

An acoustic analysis of vowels-of
SSE is useful in areas such .as the
codification of Singapore English and
Speech Therapy. Besides, language
trainers could profitably use these
insights in the preparation of teaching
meterials and language planning.
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Table I: Mean Values of_F_l_& FZ’ Frequenciesfor SSE Vole?

éEEEEeEE:__L___3___ 3 4 5 6 7 ___§ MEAN
‘$%%&%%%%% a
‘aaaaaaaaa a
eaamaaaamm %
aaaaaaaeaa %
Lemmaaaaaa a
“aawaamaaa a
”aammmaeaa a
°aaaamaaaa a
“amaaaeaaa a
“smegmaaaa a
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ABSTRACT

Keywords .' phonological variability, text-to-
phonemes conversion, speaking styles, spontonous
speech, speech synthests.

The study presented in this paper has been carried
out in the framework of phonological variability in
French, with applications to automatic speech
processing in mind. The specific aim of this study is
to both characterize and model intra-speaker
segmental variants (at and within word boundaries)
in two speaking styles. Data have been collected
from casual and careful speech corpus. Examples
of phonological rules are given here.

INTRODUCTION

When a speaker tries to change his way of
speaking from casual to careful speech, intra-
speaker segmental variants can be observed which
could be modelized by phonological rules. This
implies the collect and the study of both casual and
careful speech data: the ICY database (for the study
of inter and intra-speaker variability and the
characterisation of speaking style) is first described.

The methodology used to analyse data is
described. A segmental analysis of the data is then
provided in terms of statistical quantification. A
comparative and qualitative study of segmental
strategies both between two styles for a given
speaker and between different speakers for one
given style is also presented, Finally, we present
examples of phonological rules, with consequences
of their modification on synthesized speech.

PRESENTATION OF THE DATABASE

Corpus, task and speakers
Style concept implies choice between several

possibilities. Thus, in a given setting and for a
given speaker, a modification of the speaker's
intention could lead to style variation.

The ICY database [I] has been developped to
study inter- and intra-speaker variability which
occurs when a speaker try to speak more carefully.

ICY has been recorded to collect three
different styles of speech: two spontaneous and one

read. Spontaneous speech is considered as non read
speech. Here a remark may be noted: the structure
of speech of a speaker vary with the context of
discourse (setting) and with his psychological state
Thus a lot of different spontaneous speech exist,
and to collect speech in a laboratory in a specific
context for a specific goal gives one of them. With a
view to collecting the data (and to generate a
modification of the speaker's performance
corresponding only with style variation) a
methodology has been developped: the speaker‘s
task is a description of two drawings which differ in
some of their parts. Each speaker has to describe
each object which dilTered from one drawing to
another, with its colors and spatial positions. A lot
of phonological contexts (i.e. where phonological
variation could occur) are obtained by constraining
the speaker to pronounce them in his description:
each object which differ in the two drawings may
be, with the constraints imposed during the task,
described with groups of words which contain
phonological context at word boundaries (for
example: roMleue, context of gemination lbbl).
The phonological contexts choosen are: gentination,
palatalisation, nasalisation, voicing, devoicing, and
schwa.

With a view to obtaining the three different
styles, a goal is given to the speaker for all of
recordings: this consist of making recordings to
help hard of hearing children to learn lip-reading.
The speaker goes throught the task three times. The
casual speech is collected first when the speaker
describes the four drawings just to "rehearse”. The
careful speech is obtained when the speaker does
the "real" recording in front of a camera.
The results presented concerned only four speakers:
three female (RF, GS, GM) and one male (BP).

THE SEGMENTAL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

OF VARIANTS

The variation studied . ,
The study is about the phonological vanation

which occurs in two speech styles ((3351131 and
careful) between different speakers. The
phonological variation considered corresponds W
the variation which leads to a complete
modification (i.e. insenion, deletion or substitution)
of one or more segmental units which consume a
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phonological system of reference of Parisian's
speech: GRAPHON[2].

The use of a reference is imposed because to
make a straight out comparison between two
speakers, the linguistic content of their two
recordings must be the same, but that is not the case
here because the speech is spontaneous. Thus, by
first using a comparison with a reference the results
obtained on each of the two speakers could be used
to compare them.

The methodology
The analysis method is to do ortographic

transcription of the recordings for each speaker, and
to use it to obtain by GRAPHON and a specific
automatic treatment a homogeneous translation
grapheme to phoneme with pauses, word
boundaries, and syllable boundaries within word,
which will be called the “ideal" phonemic
transcription for a given speaker. Then a correction
of the ideal phonemic string is done according with
what the speaker has really pronounced, by
listening and using acoustical representation. Then,
the corrected phonemic transcription, which will be
called the "real" phonemic string, is compared
automatically to the ideal transcription. In this way
a characterization of the phonological variation as
compared to the reference GRAPHON is obtained
for each speaker. For example: the speaker says "il
y a un nuage jaune sur lc dessin de droite"; by
GRAPHON and others semi-automatic treatments
the ideal phonemic string obtained is:

#lLfllflA#<#NAAJ$#JON$#SYR#LE#D(~S<
#DE#DRWAT$#;
the corrections give the real phonemic string:
#Y#A#<#NAAJ$#:ON#SY‘R#L#D(~S<#D#D
RWAT$#.

The string comparison leads to specific information
files[3]. The sharp sign ‘#' mark the word
boundaries; the tilda '~' the intraword syllable
boundaries; and the 'S' the graphcmes '8'
corresponding with linguistic E cadncs.
Then the resulting information files are semi-
automatically analysed as follow.

The data analysis
Different kind of events are obtained from the

automatic analysis: insertion, deletion or
substitution of one or more segmental units. To
each event may correspond a specific phonological
event. For example the deletion of 'E' in the
monosyllabic word 'DE‘ is in fact a schwa deletion.

The results present here concern the deletion
of schwa (i.e. linguistic E caduc); and the
substitution of one consonant by another consonant
correspondind to voicing; devoicing; and
palatalisation. For example 'grande table',
translated in #GR‘DSflTABLSit, may lead to
#GR‘T$#TABLS#; thus we obtain the substitution
01' 'D' by ‘T' which is in fact a devoicing event in a
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regressive form (the second phoneme influences the
preceding one); and between word.

Some results about the schwa have been
given [3] but here the name of schwa is given to
linguistic E caduc, which corresponds to a
graphemic 'e' in the And in the semi-automatic
treatment a distinction have been done between
different realisations of E.

For example in the utterance 'Euh ce
film(e) tchequ(e)', four timbres of E caduc may be
distinguished. Euh is an hesitation vowel; (c)e is a
'true' E caduc (i.e. a linguistic E caduc); (film)e is a
non-linguistic E caduc; and (tchequ)e is a E caduc
links to the pronunciation of a final consonant
before a pause. [4] [5].

The results given here concern only the 'true'
E caduc, but a more complete study will be done on
different kinds of E caduc. [6].
The devoicing analysis is about the substitution of
one of the consonant {/B/, /D/, /G/, N/, /ZJ, Ill} by
the unvoiced corresponding one from the set {/PI,
[17, /K/, /F/, /S/, /X/). This event is considered in
all devoicing context between word (i.e. of type:
voiced consonant#unvoiccd consonant).
The voicing analysis concerns the substitution of
one of the unvoiced consonant {/P/, /T/, /K/, /F/,
/S/, /X/) by the voiced corresponding one from the
set {/B/, /D/, /G/, N/, IZJ, Ill). This event is studied
in all voicing context between word (i.e. of type:
unvoiced consonantttvoiced consonant).

The palatalisation analysis concerns the
substitution of one dentale fricative consonant /S/ or
/Z/ by the palatale fricative consonant /X/ or /J/.
This event is observed in all 'palatalisation context'
between word (i.e, S#X; S$#X; etc).

For these three analysis, two different kind of
set of contexts have been considered: a) of type
consonantstlconsonant (where '5' is a potential
schwa); and b) of type consonant#consonant.
Thus for one given analysis and one given type of
context, six events are considered.

For voicing regressive inter-word context
cl$ttc2 (eg. xxxF$#Dxxx): l)voicing (i.e. cl is
substitued by cl' which is voiced; eg. F substitued
by V); 2) progressive devoicing (i.e Cl is substitued
by c2“ which is unvoiced; eg. D substitued by T);
3)[E]-E caduc 'insertion' (i.e. S is substitued by E;
e.g. F$#D becomes FEfiD); 4)nothing (i.e. cl$#c2 is
not modified); 5)[E:]- hesitation insertion (i.e. S is
substitued by E: which represents an hesitation
realized on linguistic E caduc; e.g. F$#D becomes
FE:#D); 6)[p]- empty pause insertion (i.e. there is a
pause insertion in the context cl$#c2); but this last
event may correspond in fact to several sub-events
as 6)a)only pause insenion (i.e. cl$#c2 becomes
cl$#p#c2; e. g. FS#D becomes F$#p#D); 6)b)[&]- E
caduc 'pre-pausal' insenion (cf. above the E caduc
of the word 'tchéqu(e)'); (e. g. FWD becomes
F&#p#D); and 6)c)[E4]- hesitation pre-pausal
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insertion (cg. FWD becomes FE4#p#D). The
distiction between the sub-events have not been
done: only pause insertion is considered in the three
cases.

The same considerations are done for
devoicing regressive inter-word context cl$flc2
(e.g. DS#F) except for the points I) and 2):
i)devoicing (i.e. is substitued by cl' which is
unvoiced; e.g. D is substitued by T); 2) progressive

voicing (i.e. c2 is substitued by c2' which is voiced;
e.g. F is substitued by V).

The two first points change also for the
palatalisation analysis with progressive or
regressive inter-word context cltc2 (cg. XSfiS or
ZSflJ): l)progressive or regressive palatalisation
(i.e. cl (or c2) is substitued by cl' (or c2‘) which is

palatale; e.g. X$#S (or Z$#J) becomes X$#X (or
J$#J) ).

In the same way, for voicing regressive intcr-
word context cl#c2 (cg. xxxFfiDxxx): l)voicing
(i.e. cl is substitued by cl' which is voiced; cg. F
substitued by V); 2) progressive devoicing (i.e c2 is
substitued by c2' which is unvoiced; cg. D
substitued by T); 3)[E3]- non-linguistic E caduc (cf
above the E of the word 't'ilm(e)') 'insertiorr' (eg.
F#D becomes FESfiD); 4)nothing (i.e. cl#c2 is not
modified); 5)[E2]- non-linguistic hesitation
insertion (E2 represents an hesitation realized on
non-linguistic E caduc; eg. F#D becomes FEZflD);
6)[p]- empty pause insertion (i.e. there is a pause
insertion in the context cl#c2); biit this last event
may correspond in fact to several sub-events as 6)a)
only pause insertion (i.e. cl#c2 becomes cl#p#c2;
eg. F#D becomes F#p#D); 6)b)[&2]- non-linguistic
E caduc 'pre-pausal‘ insertion (eg. F#D becomes
F&2#p#D); and 6)c)[E5]- non-linguistic hesitation
pre-pausal insertion (e.g. F#D becomes FE5#p#D).
The distiction between the sub-events have not been
done: only pause insertion is considered in the three
cases. And again, the same considerations are done
for devoicing regressive inter-word context cl#c2
(e.g. D#F) except for the points 1) and 2):
l)devoicing (i.e. is substitued by cl' which is
unvoiced; e. g. D is substitued by T); 2) progressive
voicing (i.e. c2 is substitued by c2' which is voiced;
e.g. F is substitued by V).

The two first points change also for the
palatalisation analysis with progressive or
regressive inter-word context cl#c2 (cg. XflS or
ZttJ): l)progressive or regressive palatalisation (i.e.
cl (or c2) is substitued by cl‘ (or c2') which is
palatale; e. g. XilS (or ZflI) becomes XilX (or MD).

Results
The first results presented concerned the sehwa (i.e
the linguistic E caduc defined before) and four
speakers: three females (GS, GM, RF) and one male
(BP). To illustrate the great variability that occurs
for the sehwa between ditTerent in a given style, the
percentage of deletion of E caduc obtained by
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comparison between the real phonemic string of
each speaker for each picture and the corresponding
ideal phonemic string obtained by GRAPHON have
been plotted. (see figures 1 and 2).

figure 1

[Ipicture1 IplctureZ lpicmres Dpiclllol Ipiclius

% E caduc 3°
deletion so
in casual

style
20

GM GS RF BP on

figure 2

I I picture‘l Epicture2 I pictures Dpicturu Ipicturesl

to
5‘ E caduc

deletion
in earelul

style

GM GS RF BP GRA

The comparison above between two styles for a
given speaker shows that a fixed description (given
by the rules of GRAPHON here) is not enough to
describe speech communication. The GRAPHON
rules on the sehwa seem to be more appropriate to
describe the careful style.
It seems again that the casual style for each s cr
is marked by a more important percentage of E
caduc deletion than careful style. But the percentage
between speakers are very different, thus the
phonological mles that will govem this event will

be variable.
The second results concerned the voicing

defined before. For the contexts clS#c2 in the two

styles (see figures 3 and 4).

figure 3

event % 100%

mantis:
elite! 60%

In casual “m
style 20%

0%

Ivoicing In IE Dnotntng

I E: El devote. I other:
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figure 4

0

event In 100*

voicing 80%

context 60%
:18!t

tn carelul 40%

style 20%

0%

lvoicing Hp IE Dnoth.

IE: mdevoic. Iothers

Then figures 5 and 6 represent the c1#c2 contexts.

figure 5

llvtrlli'k "my. ‘
n voic n9 - .—

contut 80%

cute: 60%
in casual 40%

style 20%

0% * "
GM 65 RF BP

Ivoicinq Hp IE3 Dnothing

IE2 Edevoic. Iothers

figure 6

'L 01
event In 100*

voicing trim
content ‘0*

:1c
In careful ‘0‘

:1e 10%

0%

Ivolelng up IE8 Dnoth.

IE2 ndevolc. Iothers

The same variability between Speakers and

styles have been obtained for devoicmg and

Palatalisation contexts.

Phonological mics .

The results show in all cases that for a given

the phonological behaviour is very difl’ercnt

between the two styles studied, Moreover, in a given

Style, different strategies can be observed.

The role played by E caduc and pauses seem very

important to distinguish the two styles. Moreover

presence or absence of potential E cadnc t'S‘)

implies different strategies for a given speaker in a

given style (see figure 3/ figure 4).

These results led us to test on the KTH

synthesizer some phonological niles using pause

and hesitation insertions and sehwa deletions to
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characterize both a given speaker and a given style.

(See figure 7).

Figure 7: examples of phonemic rules.

(1) if casual style
FWD ~> VSWD; HID --> FE2#D;

(2) if careful style

FWD —> FMMD; F#D --> FE3#D.

CONCLUSION

The study presented here have shown that to

generate phonemic rules modelling strategies used

by different speakers in difl'erent styles it scents to

be necessary to take into account phonotacuc

constraints and specific phonological events.

In futur, perception tests on speech synthesis from

the kth synthesizer will be developp. to test

intelligibility and naturalness involve by this type of

mics.
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AN ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS OF IIESITATION
PARTICLES IN GERMAN

M. Pdtzold and A. Simpson
IPDS, Kiel, FRG

ABSTRACT
A spectral analysis of the vocalic por-

tions of hesitation particles produced by
three speakers of North German was un-
dertaken. For two of these speakers vocal-
ic portions of similar quality in lexical
items were also analysed and found to be
significantly different from the vocalic
portions of hesitation particles.

INTRODUCTION
During the course of an interactional

exchange movements in a speaker’s vocal
tract are fulfilling linguistic, interactional
and primary biological functions. These
functions can be carried out in temporal
overlap, e.g. German ja produced on a
pulmonic ingressive airstream is doing
both linguistic and interactional work;
counting out loud can be carried on while
inhaling, allowing talk to continue while a
primary biological function is performed.

In the majority of cases it is possible to
assign the phonetics being produced in
talk to one of these functional categories
or, if need be, tease the various compo-
nents apart if two or more functions are
being accomplished simultaneously.

For a small number of items in
German, however, the assignment of the
phonetics to one or the other category is
not always transparent. Hesitation pani-
cles in German are an example of this. By
hesitation particles we mean a syllable
comprising a vowel (plus bilabial nasal)
employed by some speakers at trouble
spots in talk, often represented in conver-
sational transcripts with uh(rn) (English)
or ah(m) (German). While it is clear that
hesrtation particles only do interactional
work, they do consist of a vowel (plus
nasal for some speakers) and the question
arises as to whether the phonetics which
make up these particles are correlates of
the same phonological systems and struc-

tures which make up lexical items.
Levelt [l,2] suggests that both possibil-

ities must be entertained: while the vowel
in hesitation particles may represent the
neutral position of the oral cavity for many
languages, the [8] quality found in hesita-
tion particles in Swedish may be one con-
sequence of acquiring a form of derived
lexical status [1:74].

In this paper we would like to provide
tentative acoustic evidence from German
that shows hesitation particles to be pho-
netically different from lexical items, i.e.
although they make use of the facilities
provided by the vocal tract hesitation par-
ticles do not take part in the phonology of
the language. However, we will also dis-
tance ourselves from Levelt’s claim that
the vowels in these items represent the
neutral position of the oral cavity.

We examine the acoustic details of the
vocalic portions in the hesitation particles
of three speakers of German and for two
of these speakers we compare the vocalic
portions in hesitation particles with those
found in a selection of lexical items. We
show that the vocalic portions in hesita-
tion particles are significantly different
from those of lexical items having similar
quality.

The phonetic description of hesitation
particles has received relatively little atten-
tion and has been largely restricted to F0
and duration [3,4]. The treatment of quali-
tative aspects is rare and restricted to brief
impressionistic description [5:246].

DATA AND METHOD
The material analysed here was col-

lected at the [PDS Kiel as part of the
Verbmobil project [6]. Speakers were re-
quired to arrange a number of appoint-
ments within a two-month period dis-
played on a sheet they had before them.
Appointments could not be made on cer-
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tain days in the two-month period. These

days were indicated by shaded areas which
were different for each speaker. The

speakers communicated via headsets and
had to press a button if they wanted to
tallg at the same time blocking the channel
for the other speaker, This set-up elicited
spontaneous data which excludes turn
overlap, back channel responses, etc. For

more details on the technical set-up used,
elicitation materials, etc. see [7].

The hesitation particles produced by
three speakers (henceforth TIS, OLV,

6151’) were subjected to an LPC spectral
analysis and the first two formant frequen-
cies at around the mid-point of the vocalic
portion were measured.

For two of the speakers (TIS and
OLV) values for the first two forrnants
were also obtained at the midpoint of vo-
calic portions in lexical items considered
to lie in the vicinity ofthe vocalic portions
in hesitation particles. The lexical vowels

chosen for comparison are e (e. g. fest), a

(e.g. ne), a (e.g. bittg) and 2 (e.g.

wiedg). We will use 3 to represent the
vowel found in hesitation particles under
investigation, although, as with the sym-
bols being used for the other vowels, 3 is
not meant to directly represent the pho-
netic qualities found.

One ofthe problems of making a com-
parison of the vocalic portions in hesita-
tion particles with those in lexical items
are the considerable durational differences.
The vocalic portions of hesitation particles
are very long, having mean durations more
than twice that of long open vowels in
lexical items. So, whereas any contextual
effects produced by neighbouring are
likely to be negligible the same can not be
said for vocalic portions in lexical items.
In an attempt to minimize these contextual
effects only vocalic portions in lexical
items with a duration greater than 80ms
were analysed.

RESULTS
Both GE? and OLV produced hesita-

tion particles comprising only vocalic por-
tions. These had central quality both in the
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height and front-back dimensions. The
hesitation particles produced by TIS con-
sist of a half-open central vocalic portion
followed by a bilabial nasal. The vocalic
portions in all cases were monophthongal.

Table 1: Mean andstandard deviations of
Fl and F2 of vocalic portions in
hesitation particlesfor the three subjects.
Measurements made at around the mid-
point of the vocalic portion.

F1 F2

X S 7 S n

OLV 520 38 1556 93 38

TIS 569 35 1273 46 40

GEP 377 28 1475 95 30

As we can see from Table l the impres-

sionistic differences are supported by the

inter-speaker differences in the formant

values. TIS has a higher F1 and lower F2

indicating a vocalic portion more open in

quality than those found for OLV and

GEP.

Table 2: Mean and standard deviations of

Fl and F2 of the vocalic portions in
hesitation particles and a selection of

vowels of similar quality. Measurements
made at around the mid-point of the
vocalic portion.

a) TIS

Fl F2

R S X S n

s 501n.s. 92 1797‘” 169 9

e 556n.s. 77 1371‘" 120 21

a 438‘“ 62 1387" I83 18

a 695‘“ 46 l289ns. l08 67

3 569 35 1273 46 40
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b) OLV

F1 F2

)1 s s s n

e 561‘“ 44 1680‘" 155 26

e 616*" 81 1353‘“ 133 34

a 461‘“ 53 1569n.s. 230 16

a 659‘“ 51 1236‘“ 87 70

3 520 38 1556 93 38

The comparison of the vocalic portions
in hesitation particles with those in a selec-
tion of lexical items is shown in Table 2
for two speakers. For US the quality of
the vocalic portions in hesitation particles
is closest to that found for e, for OLV it is
the phonetic realisation of a which is clos-
est. Although in all cases either F 1, F2 or
both formant values are significantly dif-
ferent from those found in the vocalic por-
tions of lexical items.

DISCUSSION
We set out to show that the phonetic

quality ofthe vocalic portions in hesitation
particles is significantly different from that
of vocalic portions in lexical items. Our
results show that for two speakers of
German this would seem to be the case.
The vocalic portions of hesitation particles
have their own quality suggesting that
they are phonetic correlates of a phono-
logical system which is different from
those employed in lexical items. This re-
sult is hardly surprising when one consid-
ers that these particles serve to indicate
linguistic trouble, a function which can be
successfully fulfilled by being different in
form fi’om surrounding linguistic material.

Our results in part lend support to
Levelt's claim that hesitation particles are
different from words. But Levelt's claim is
stronger than this. He suggests that the
vowel of a hesitation particle is a neutral
sound which varies phonetically with “the
neutral position of the oral cavity fi’om
different languages" [1:74], a vowel which
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he slightly later refers to as schwa. This
claim is far harder to substantiate since it
is not clear how one would go about as-
certaining the “neutral position of the oral
cavity” for a language, or even an individ-
ual speaker. Levelt is presumably referring
to a cavity position which is dependent
upon the articulatory setting [8] of a lan-
guage and not to an independently moti-
vated articulatory (e.g. [9: 137]) or acous-
tic construct [10249f]. Levelt’s later use of
schwa is equally problematic as it can only
be referring to the auditory product of the
neutral position and not to the phonetic
vowel category [0] or the phonetic corre-
late of a phonological item such as /a/ of-
ten proposed for languages such as Eng~
lish and German.

On the basis of our data, we would like
to make a claim which can be tested and
refitted. The vowel quality found in hesita-
tion particles is different from vowel quali-
ties found in lexical items. A consistent
difference is maintained, although the ex-
act nature of this difference varies from
speaker to speaker. The three speakers we
investigated all produced vowels which
were central, but with considerable inter-
individual variation in height.

Indeed, it would be possible, to test our
claim on a language, such as Swedish in
which the non-central [a] quality of the
vowels in hesitation particles led Levelt to
claim that such items were taking part in
the phonology of the lexis. It would be
interesting to see if the vowel quality
found is different from that found in lexi-
cal items such as ldra, ldkare.

Problems of Comparability
One of the biggest problems we en-

countered in this study was the degree to
which the items we are comparing are in-
deed comparable. Hesitation particles are
in general prominent, brought about by
factors such as length and loudness. We
would therefore have been justified in
comparing hesitation particles with vowels
from prominent syllables in lexical items.
i.e. those which are stressed. Although
this comparison would have been simple,
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we wanted to go one step further and

demonstrate that the vowels of hesitatron

particles are even different from those of

central vowels in the language. Thrs

causes a serious problem since the central

vowels in German (2 and a) are always

unstressed and the quality varies greatly,

not least because of the often short dura-

tion in various consonantal and vocalic

contexts. We therefore imposed a mim-

mum duration of 80ms in an attempt to

minimize these effects, while still being

able to get a sufficient number of tokens.

However, the setting of a lower duration

is also not without problems as it almost

exclusively returns central vowels in open

syllables, which in the case of 3 were also

utterance final. One way of overcoming
this problem may be to record the same

speakers producing spoken prose. This

would allow the structures and frequency

ofoccurrence to be controlled.

Other aspects of hesitation particles

In the course of analysing the vowels of

hesitation particles, we made a number of

other observations which suggest that hes-

itation particles make use of a different set

of phonetics from lexical items. So, for

instance, the hesitation particles produced

by TIS consisted of a vowel plus nasal
sequence, however, the vowel was rarely

nasalized and the soft palate was ofien
lowered shortly after bilabial closure was
made for the nasal, leading to nasal plo-

sion. What is of interest is that this com-
plex was different from similar complexes

in lexical items, i.e. either vowel-stop-na-

sal sequences (e. g. eben) or vowel-nasal

sequences (e. g. gemeinsam).
We suspect that as the amount of pho-

netic material gathered on hesitation partr-
cles in German and other languages

grows, so too will the catalogue of differ~
ences between them and linguistic items.
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ABSTRACT
This paper summarises the findings of a

study investigating temporal-based speaker
sex differences. Measures taken include
sentence durations, syllable rates,
consonant elisions. vowel reductions. VOTs
of plosives and durations of fricatives. The
findings are discussed within a sociophonetic
framework.

INTRODUCTION
Speaker sex differences have been

shown to exist in the acoustic signals of read
speech. Some studies have looked at
fundamental frequency differences and
formant frequency differences [1. 2. 3].
Other studies have investigated differences
in the glottal source [4] and first formant
bandwidths and amplitudes [5]. However,
there is also some evidence to suggest that
differences also exist in the temporal
domain [6]. For example in the TIMIT
database women tend to speak more slowly
than men. men tend to reduce their vowels
to [a] more often than women and women
tend to release sentence-final plosives
more often than men. These findings were
statistically significant [6].

This paper presents the results of a
preliminary acoustic~phonetic investigation
into speaker sex differences in the temporal
domain. It focuses on the read speech data
of three men and three women speakers
with a British General Northern accent.

METHOD

Sublectc
Three male and three female adult native

speakers of English served as speakers. All
speakers came from North of England and
represented a British General Northern
accent which can be defined as a non-rhotic
accent of Standard English characterised in
the vowel system by COULD/CUB and
GAS/GLASS rhyming and a tendency to
retain strong vowels where FlP shows
weakening e.g. computer /k_ompjuzta/ [7].

Speech materlal
Ten repetitions of five sentences were

read by three men and three womenspeakers. This made a total of three hundred
sentences (150 for the men and 150 for the
women). Both the sentences and the

speakers formed part of the APLAWD [8]
speech corpus of British General Northern
(GN) accent speakers. The sentences are as
follows:
Sentence One.: George made the girl
measure a good blue vase.
Sentence Two. : Why are you early you owl 7
Sentence Three .: Cathy hears a voice
amongst Spar‘s data.
Sentence Four. : Six plus three equals nine.
Sentence Five. : Be sure to fetch a file and
send theirs off to Have.

Recording procedures
High quality recordings were made in a

sound proof studio at the University of
Leeds, using recording procedures
described in [8]. High quality audio cassette
copies were used to digitise the speech
samples onto a Macintosh LCII computer
using a FarallonTM Macrecorder and
SignaiyoM_ A sampling rate of 11kHz was
used.

Analysis

Using SignalyzeTM [9] the durations of
each of all the three hundred sentences were
measured. It must be noted that these
durations did not include any of the pauses
observed in the sentences as the observed
pauses were subtracted from overall
sentence duration. However, the incidence
of pauses was noted and some of these
observations are discussed below. A
summary of the sentence duration results can
be found in table 1. Syllable rates (syllables!
second) for each of the sentences were also
calculated. A summary of these results can be
found in table 2. In addition each group of
sentences (60 data items for each sentence)
was examined for specific linguistic and
acoustic phonetic phenomena as outlined
below. Observations were tested for
statistical significance using a statistical

package (Statview TM)- The results of these
tests are summarised in tables 3 to 7 where
an asterisk (‘) indicates statistical significance.

Sentence 1 (/ their; ' meld Ge ' 931‘
31639009 'wd 'blu: 'val) ' ‘ .

i) The occurrence of schwa elisions in
'measure a' was examined. Whether the
speakers realized the utterance as [‘mess

9]. I‘Incsn] or ['mesale] was noted using

EECHL
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auditory and acoustic analysis; ii) In addition
the occurrence of pauses after 'girl' was
investigated. It was predicted that the
occurrence of pauses would coincide with a
lengthening in the duration of 'girl'; iii) VOT
values were taken for lg! in 'girl' and 'good'; iv)
the duration of [3] in 'measure' was measured
and whether it was voiced or devoiced was
noted and v) dB differences between the
amplitude peaks of the vowels lot in 'George'
and 10/ in 'vase' were noted. See table 3 for
statistical analyses.

Sentence 2 ( /'wai 'a/a jut 'azli ju: 'aull)
i) Whether 'are' was fully represented as

the vowel [a]. reduced as the schwa [a] or
elided altogether was noted. Auditory and
acoustic analysis was used to make these
decisions. The presence of a schwa was
noted it there was a separate intensity peak in
the speech pressure waveform; ii) The
incidence of pauses after ‘early‘ was noted
together with iii) dB differences between the
peak amplitude of lail in 'Why‘ and the peak
amplitude of lau/ in 'owl'. See table 4 for
statistical analyses.

Sentence 3 (/'kzc61 ha a 'vois a'munst
'spczz 'deital)

i) Pausing after 'voice' was noted; ii) In
addition the duration of 'voice' was measured
for each speaker; iii) The duration of the lsts/
cluster in 'amongsjfipai’s' was measured; d)
Whether speakers realized this cluster as a
reduced form ([5 s]. [s]) or as a full
representationflstsl) was also noted. The
criteria used for these judgements included
auditory and acoustic analysis. Speech
pressure waveforms were used for the
acoustic criteria where: [sts] was realized as
fricative followed by a closure phase and a
subsequent pulse/transient which was
followed by a fricative; [s s] was realized as
two fricatives separated by a reduction in
amplitude in the speech pressure waveform
and [s] was realized as a single fricative; iv)
VOTs were measured for /k/ in 'Cathy‘ and Id!
in 'data': v) the duration of /z/ in 'hears‘ was
measured. it was also noted whether this
segment was devoiced or not; vi) the duration
of ls/ in 'voice' was measured and vii) dB
differences between last in 'Cathy‘ and led
and /9/ were also measured. See table 5 for
statistical analyses.

Sentence 4 (/‘srks plus 'Ori: izkwolz
'nairil)

i) The vowel pair in I'Orflzkwalz/ was
examined to see whether speakers had fully
realized the vowels acoustically or reduced
them to a single vowel. Auditory analyses
were also used in this procedure; ii) the
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duration of I‘0rir 3'1 was also measured; iii)
the occurrence of a pause after 'three' was
examined for each of the 60 sentences; iv)
duration measurements were made for: initial
and final Isl in 'six‘, the word 'nine', /s/ in ‘plus'
and lz/ in 'equals'; v) whether [2/ in 'equals'
was devoiced was noted; v0 dB differences
between the vowel peaks in 'six‘ and 'nine'
were measured and vii) whether speakers
showed pre-plosive glottalization in 'six‘ was
also noted. Statistical analyses for this
sentence are given in table 6.

Sentence 5 (/bi 'o ta 't'eu‘ a 'fail an(d)
'send 'beez of to 'hauvl]

0 Whether speakers paused after 'file' was
noted; ii) the duration of the word ‘file' was
measured for each of the 60 sentences using
the speech pressure waveform and auditory
analysis; iii) duration measurements were
taken for /I/ in 'sure'. MI in 'fetch'. Isl in 'send'
and M in 'theirs'; iv) it was also noted whether
I?! was devoiced or not; v) dB differences
between the vowel peaks of l:)/ in ‘sure' and
laul in 'Hove' were measured and vi) the
occurrence of glottalization in 'fetch' was
noted. See table 7 for statistical analyses.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 shows that sentence durations

are longer for the women versus the men,

with the women showing larger standard
deviations. These results agree with those of
Byrd [6]. The women also show lower syllable
rates than the men as shown in table 2.

Table 1. Mean sentence durations and
standard deviations of sentences 1 to 5 by
speaker sex

IMeg lmen
Sent. Mean s.d. Mean s.d.

(ms) (ms) (ms) (ms)
2479.1 113.9 3045.2 483.2

1420.6 94.1 1872.2 259.1

2325.9 131.2 2978.4 493.0
1706.6 177.2 2124.0 236.7
2705.1 224.0 3442.0 541.3(J

'I
b
‘p

II
V

-t
|

Table 2. Mean syllable rates (syllables per
second) and standard deviations (s.d.) of
sentences 1 to 5 by speaker sex

Men Women

Sent. Mean s.d. Mean s.d.

1 3.853 0.264 3.234 0.393
2 4.735 0.434 3.806 0.51
3 4.313 0.242 3.44 0.592
4 3.144 0.14 2.844 0.341
5 4.466 0.378 3.584 0.644
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Table 3. Statistical analyses for Sentence 1

A & X2 test

speaker sex (SS) & sentence
F=38.997 =0.0001'

sentence
8.17 .000 '

elisions
.4343

=13.469 .0002'

7

8 SS

Table 4. Statistical analyses for Sentence 2

sentence
a

o

sentence
I

sentence

For Sentences 1 to 4 (tables 3 to 6), this
small group of speakers shows a link
between speaker sex and pausing. In
addition. there is also a link between the
occurrence of pauses and longer duration
values when words precede a pause. The
findings here differ from those of Byrd [6]
who found that there was no link between
speaker sex and the occurrence of pauses.
However what is interesting to note is that
the findings here mirror some of the
evrdence of previous research which has
shown that men tend to pause less
frequently than women during a
conversational speech setting. By not
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pausing men tend to dominate a
conversation as this reduces both turn
taking and any interruptions. Conversely
women tend to pause more thus allowing
themselves to be interrupted more
frequently [10 £11].

The differences between Byrd's [6]
findings and those here could be due to
cultural differences between British English
and American English speakers. That
cultural differences exist in conversational
style has been reported elsewhere [11].
However it is also possible that these
differences are purely a result of individual
speaker variation in the speakers
investigated this study.

Table 5. Statistical analyses for Sentence 3

Single factor ANOVA 8. X2 test results
speaker sex (SS) & sentence durations
F=49.087, p = 0.0001'

SS & pausing after ‘voice'
F=11.505. p= 0.0013'
SS 8. duration of 'voice'
F=14.132, p=0.0004'

SS & lstsl cluster durations
F=25.67, p=0.0001'

$8 a. cluster reductions
F=34.208. p = 0.0001'
lstsl reductions at lstsl durations
F=47.823. p . 0.0001'
VOT lk/ ‘Cathy & SS
F=3.451, p=0.0683

Voiced/devoiced lzl ‘hears' & SS
12: 30.0. p=0.0001'
Duration (ms) 11/ ‘hears' a. SS
F=10.529, p=0.002'
Duration (ms) ls/ 'voice‘ & SS
F=22.348. p=0.0001‘
VOT ldl 'data' & SS
F=3.924. p=0.0529
Voiced/devoiced lz/ 'hears' & duration
(ms) l‘z/
F=32.492, p=0.0001'

dB differences between la! in 'Cathy' a.
let/ in ‘data‘ & SS
F=14.007, p:0.0004'

dB differences between la?! in 'Cathy' 81
la! in 'rhta'
F=38.545, p=0.0001'

Tables 6 and 7 showed no speaker sex
differences in glottalization and few
differences in VOTs. Tables 3 to 7 however.
do show that the men in this study tended to
either elide or reduce both vowels and
consonants which contributed to shorflir
sentence durations. Conversely the women
showed a tendency to realise speech
segments more fully. This therefore memi
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Table 6 Statistical analyses for Sentence 4

A test results

speaker sex sentence
F—J>9. = 0.0001 '

.479 = 0.0001‘
pauses ‘three'
F=34. = 0.0001'

pauses
F: = O.

F:

16. P=0,0001‘

duration value
F=23 .0001'

F=1 4 '

F=1

All showed effects

Table 7 Statistim/ analyses for Sentence 5

test results

sex ) sentence
= 0. '

sex pauses
61 = 0.1116

pauses
F=1 . = 0,

Its!
F=1 064

F=51.992 .0001'
[2/

.727 .0001'

devotced III
.254. .0001'

F=9.998 0025'
differences

lau/ in 'Hove' & SS
F:27.608 .0001 ‘

In
All showed
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that the women's speech segments were on
average longer than those of the men.
These results agree with the finding that
women enunciate more clearly than men
[10]. We can argue that enuncialing more
clearly requires greater articulatory effort.
From this we can suggest that the significarl
differences (tables 3 to 7) in the dB ratios for
sentenceinitial and sentence-final syllable-
nuclei for the men and women speakers
reflect greater articulatory effort by the
women speakers, who had lower dB ratios.
The findings may also reflect the different
strategies men and women adopt in a
conversational setting. However this is pure
conjecture at this stage and reflects the
need for further research.

The results of this preliminary
investigation provide some acoustic-
phonetic evidence that the men and the
women in this data sample realise sentences
differently when they are read in a controlled
laboratory situation. Further research is
planned using another British English
database.
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THE PHONETIC OF IBN DURAYD

S. 1. Sara, SJ. andA. 0. Zawawi
Georgetown University

ABSTRACT
Arabic sources since the eighth

century have provided treatises on the
phonetics of Arabic. Ibn Durayd, in the
process of composing his lexicon of
Arabic pre-pended the lexicon with a
treatise on the phonetics ofArabic . In it
he classified the sounds of Arabic
according to three types of articulatory
criteria that yield multiple sets of
features, and which in turn distinguish
each letter, and group different letters
into distinct subgroups.

IBN DURAYD
Ibn Durayd (223-321H/ 838-

933A.D.)[1] is an Arab essayist, poet,
lexicographer and linguist. He was born
in Basrah, Iraq (223/838), grew up in
Oman and died in Baghdad in (321/933).
Among his many teachers are listed
nineteen prominent savants of his time,
and among his students are listed forty
five influential thinkers who shaped the
development of Arabic studies. His
biography is related in thirty seven
biographical and historical records. Of
his works eight have been published,
and nineteen others have been
mentioned in the sources, though not yet
published.

INFLUENCES
Even though Ibn Duryad was an

independent innovator and thinker, in
composing his own lexicon he refers
specifically to the book of Al-
Khalil(lOl-l75/7l9-79l)[2] who had
provided the first model for the study of
the science of lexicography and the
science ofArabic phonetics. Ibn Duryad
would re-arrange the lexical entries of

the Arabic lexicon according to a new
organizational principle . He grouped
together all the lexical items that shared
the same number of radicals,i.e. all the
bi-radicals together, all the tri-radicals
together, etc. He made other
innovations into which we can enter
here. In addition, he pre-pended to this
massive undertaking an introduction that
included a treatise on phonetics
explaining the sounds ofArabic, just as
Al-Khalil had done with his Kitab Al-
Yayn, the first Arabic Dictionary.

PIIONETICS
The treatise on phonetics of Ibn

Durayd keeps alive the tradition of
explaining to the user of the dictionary
the basic elements i.e. the letters, of the
lexical items, the arrangement of the
lexical items, and the manner in which

the letters are produced. What is of
interest in this treatise on phonetics, is
not only that it maintains the tradition
of Al-Khalil, but it has new groupings
and new terminology that is not found in
Al-Khalil. However, the arrangements
that the author discussed, had only
limited lexicographical function, since
he ignored the phonetic order of the
letters and reverted to the traditional
order of the letters in his dictionary.
One can only conclude that this was a
mere courtesy by the new author to the
first lexicographer by keeping the
tradition alive. The author stated that he

was aware of the work ofother linguists,
but he was explaining the phonetics of
the language in his own way for the
benefit of the user of the dictionary.
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MUSMATAH & MUOLAQAH
Thefirsttaskoftheuseristo

know the letters of the dictionary, since

they are the poles around which the

words are constructed. Hence the reader

must know their exits (maxing), their

progressive stages (madarig), their

remoteness from each other (tabYaud),

their closeness (taqarub) to each other

and what may or may not co-occur

(taTalut) with each other, and the
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reasons for such allowance or

disallowance. According to Ibn Durayd,

the letters of Arabic are of seven types

that are grouped under two major

headings: Twenty two letters are

Imusmatah/ ‘silent’, three of which are

weak, and nineteen are strong; the other

six letters are /muélaqah/ ‘edge letters’.

They are schematically arranged in the

following Chart 1:

Class type letter

/musmatah/ ‘silent’ I. throat 7, h, h, Y,y, x- L‘Db't’t

2. lowest part of the q, k, g, I - JAE”:

3. tongue 3, z, s - 9.5,“.

4. middle of the tongue I, t, d - .:.,.L,.:

5. nearest in the mouth 6 , 6, 6, d’ - 1,5,3“;

nearest upper concavity

/mu61aqah/ ‘edge’ 6. labial f, b, m - 4,9,,

7. tip of tongue r, n, l- ,,,_-,,J

Chart I: First Binary classification of the letters ofArabic

Even though the above chart is binarily

conceived, it parallels the classification

of Al-Khalil in dividing the vocal tract

into eight subdivisions except that 2 & 3

subdivisions are a conllation of three

locales in Al-Khalil, Sara[3]. While Al-

Khalil emphasized the divisions of the

Upper perimeter of the vocal tract, Ibn

Duryad’s emphasis was more on the

active articulator, the tongue, and the

lower perimeter of the vocal tract.

EXITS
For Arab linguists, the term

/maxrag/‘exit’ is a description of the

narrowing of the vocal tract. It

corresponds, in a broad sense, to the

‘point of articulation’ in our current use.

Each segment or group of segments

were characterized by their appropriate

‘exit’. The following is Ibn Durayd’s

classification of the letters of Arabic

according to sixteen exits as in chart II:
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Cavity Exit letter

THROAT 1 Lower part h, 7, A-4,.,l
2 Middle part T, h - bC
3 Upper part y, x- 56

M 4. Farthest q. k- M
5. Uvula g. I- EM"0 6 middle of tongue y - 9'
7 side of tongue/upper incisors s, z, s,- 9., 9., 3U 8. right edge oftongue n - c,
9. Right edge close to /n/ l - J

T 10. Close to /n/ but inner r - _,
1 1. Edge oftongue, base of incisors t, d, t - 5,4,1.H 12. Inner lower lip f- ._'n
13. between the lips w, b, m -_,..__..,14. light /n/ n '0
15. Edge of tongue/edge of incisors 6,9, 6, - Inch;
16. Middle ofthe tongue/ right edge d - Us

Chan ll: Classification ofthe letters according to exit

The above Chart with its sixteen exits
reflects the organization of Sibawayh in
his treatment of Arabic sounds [4].
Sibawayh had arranged his sounds
according to 16 exists. There are to be
sure points of difference, but the general
organization is similar. To be noticed
again, lbn Durayd’s emphasis on the
tongue and the lower perimeter of the
oral cavity, while Sibawayh gave equal
recognition to the palate and the upper

FEATURES
There is yet another classification

that the Ibn Durayd provides when
discussing the letters ofArabic. He
noticed that though the letters may have
different exits, they still may have
features in common. ‘Sofi’ letters may
be found in the throat region or the
mouth region. Consequently he
regrouped the letters according to these
common features as in chart III.perimeter of the cavity.

Feature Letters

Mahmt'is ‘muted’ h, h, k, x, s, I, 6, s, t, f

Maghfir ‘loud’ 7. A. Y. v.41. g. y. d’. I, n, r, 2, d, 6. t, d, b. W. m
Rixwah ‘soft’ h,h,k,x,S.L Y.y.s.d’.6,d,0. f.z
Madd& Layn ‘length' w, y, A

Mutbaqah ‘covered’ 5, t, d’, d

Shadidah ‘tight' t, I. g, etc [7, q. k, l, r. n. d. b. m].Chart Ill. Classification of the lctters according to features
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Several comments are in order when one
reflects on the above chart of features.
The features are identical with those
found in Sibawayh, even though not all
the features of Sibawayh are accounted
for. There are also variations in the
selection of letters that share the same
feature. First the sequencing of letters is
not identical in the two sets, even though
the letters are the same. For the feature
Shadida ‘tight’ he did not list all the
letters, but only a sample of three. The
balance of letters that share this feature
is supplied here from SIbawayh and
included betweenfl. There are, however,
two significant deviation in the above
organization: first /k/ is included with
the Rixwah ‘soft’. This is completely
contrary to the features of this letter. As
one notices mat all the letters under this
feature are of continuant type, and they
have been so classified by the other
linguists of the time. In a similar
manner, he grouped II/ with the
Shadidah’tight’. The subgroup of letters
that are listed as Shadidah are all of
closure type. By putting /f/ with
Shadidah it effectively puts it with both
Rixwah and Shadida, i.e. ‘continuant’
and ‘interrupted’ types. Since he did not
list all the letters that share this feature,
and what is supplied above is from
Sibawayh, whom he seems to follow so
closely, this classification is again out of
character. It is not easily explainable
why /k/ and /J’/ are grouped under these
features, i.e. out of their natural classes.
We have no reasonable explanation at

this time except to say that this may
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have been an error due to the nature of
the composition of the dictionary, which
was dictated by the author. Needless to
say lbn Durayd did not employ all the
features that were available to him, and
were readily available in the literature.
One can only conclude that he was
doing this by way of example, and that
he was not necessarily giving an
exhaustive listing of all the phonetic/
phonological lore ofhis time. Even with
this brief outline of the sound system of
Arabic, he was able to point reasons
why certain letters do not co-occur
within the same word, and why some
regional dialects substitute one letter or
sound for another in their speech due to
the proximity and the articulatory
congruity of the confused or substituted
letters. There is a great deal in this
treatise that is of historical and linguistic
value.
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IBN JINNI’S CONTRIBUTION TO PIIONETICS
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ABSTRACT
The tenth century AD. witnessed a

tremendous surge and expansion in
avenues of Islamic scholarship both
quantitatively and qualitatively. Arabic
linguistic and phonetic scholarship is no
exception. Towards the middle of the
century, lbn Jinni (d.lOOl), a Greec-
Roman Arab pioneer in linguistics and
phonetics advanced various ideas in these
fields including their descriptive-
interpretive techniques, methodology,
technical terminology. definitions, as well
as statements ofuniversal validity. Most of
these and other notions are scattered in
some fifty works of his. especially Sirr
Sinfi‘at al-I‘rfib or SS [l] and Khast'z’ is
[2]. Only some general phonetic issues are
being discussed below.

DEFINITION OF LANGUAGE
Being aware of the numerous

languages of the Islamic Empire of his
time, Ibn Jinni (U) defines the human
language as follows : “Language is a set of
sounds which are used byeach community
to express their ideas and intentions”.
Although modern linguists usually
emphasize the arbitrary nature of the
sound system of all languages, 11 appears
to be aware of this fact and the social role
of language too [2].

ORIGIN OF LANGUAGE
II presents the three theories

about the origin of language, which are
current amongst his contemporaries.
(1) Language is of divine origin;
(2) Language is a convention and social
agreement between two or more people in
one and the same community; and
(3) Language origin is based on
onomatopoeic consideration where the
adherents to this theory advocate the idea
that languages started as a result of

imitating the sounds in nature such as the
roaring of the wind, the crashing of
thunder, the murrnuring of water, the
braying of donkeys. the cawing of crows.
the neighing of horses. etc. [2]. He seems
to subscribe to each of the three theories.
though he acknowledges that most lcamed
men adhere to the second one.

SOUND SYMBOLISM
U is considered to be the foundcrand

proponent of a theory known in Arabic
morphology as the major etymology. He
observes that certain words clearly show a
kind of natural association between
sounds and meaning. According to him no
matter in what order their radicals may
occur, certain consonantal roots are
connected with a main concept orcommon
meaning. However, he admits that only a
small portion of the vocabulary displays
this symbolism [3].

DEFINITION OF VOCAL SOUND
U defines the vocal sound as “a

perceptible though fleeting event which
accompanies the pulmonic air-stream and
lasts as long as it continues. Wheneverthe
air passage is obstructed in the throat.
mouth, or lips. the sound resulting from the
obstruction by the articulators is called
burif. The sounds or timbres of {rurfif
differ from each other according to their
places of articulation” [1]. Here he alludes
to the two classes of speech-sounds.
namely the vowels (V's) whose production
ischaracterized by having free airpassage:
and the consonants (C's) which have
varying degrees of obstruction as treated
separately by him later. Also. reference 15
made here to the various points .Of
articulation along the vocal tract. which
will be dealt with below. Underlying lus
distinction between harm?! (sounds) and
(lurif (phonemes) is what in modem
phonetic terminology is referred to as
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allophones and phonemes, respectively.
This explanation can be substantiated by a
newly—coined term he introduces for the
first time, viz. ‘ilm I’aswat wa hurif,
meaning. the science of phonetics and
phonology [ l].

SPEECH AND WRITING
I] clearly points out the precedence

of speech over writing. According to him.
speech had interceded writing in existence
and, thus. the latter is considered
secondary and ancillary to speech. He also
makes a clear distinction between speech-
sounds and letters of the alphabet. In his
presentation of the sound system of
Arabic. he discusses some sound variants
which have no written symbols at all [I].

THE SPEECH APPARATUS
Prior to and during the tenth century

there exists an abundant literature on the
anatomy and physiology of the human
body in general, and the organs of speech
in particular [4]. The influence of such
works on Arabic phonetics cannot be
denied, as the latter draws a host of
physiological and perceptual terms from
the former. Here I like to refer to the
earliestever recorded diagram of the vocal
tract which appears in a twelfth century
linguistic work by Sakkaki [5].

SOUND AND MUSIC
In his definition of the vocal sounds.

I) appears to recognize the fact that the
human vocal apparatus can produce
innumerable varying sounds.This idea can
also be supported by the comparison he
draws between the human speech organs
and musical instruments such as the my
and the lute for their similarity in making
varying sounds (or notes). He maintains
that the vocal tract which can produce
various speech sounds in a language as a
result of being articulated at different
Places. may be likened to the nay. When
blown unchecked. it produces a simple
long sound just like the simple long vowel
a: which is produced by an unchecked
vocal tract. Alternating the fingers, while
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blowing the nay, can produce various
sounds in the same way as the organs of
speech can make different sounds at
different points of articulation. Similarly,
II also maintains that the lute may be
likened to the speech apparatus. When an
unchecked string is plucked, it produces a
simple sound. But the checked strings of
the late can produce various sounds when
plucked at different places with varying
states of the strings. Here, the lute string is
likened to the human vocal tract; and
plucking at various places is compared to
the articulation at different points.
Although he admits that musicology is not
relevant to his book [1], he maintains that
the science of phonetics is relevant to
music in so far as sound-making is
concerned. It is interesting to note that Dr.
William Holder, an early English
phonetician and music theorist (d. 1698)
makes similar comparison with the lute,
horn, comet and trumpet [6].

CONSONANTS AND VOWELS
IJ recognizes the two main classes of

sounds for Arabic and other languages
namely the C's and V's. This is based on
his criterion of the free vs non-free air
passage along the vocal tract, as stated
earlier. He discusses these classes in two
different sections of the Introduction to
SS. Furthermore. in his analysis V’s are
unlike C’s in terms of lengthening. V’s can
be freely and naturally prolonged [l].

SOUND PATTERNS
Speech sounds are pattcmed in

every language in accordance with its

phonological and phonotactic rules. 1]

makes numerous statements regarding the

arrangement and combination of the

Arabic C’s and V‘s. His discussions

concerning their distribution, co-

occurrenccs, possible / impossible and

acceptable lnon-acccptable combinations.

syntagrnatic I paradigmatic relations are

quite intelligent and interesting even for a
modern phonologist. For instance he

remarks that Arabic has no word-initial

vowels or clusters. unlike other languages,

such as Persian [1]. [2] and [7].
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PHONETIC ORDER OF ALPHABET
Although many of 11‘s statements

concern Arabic, their implications are

universally valid. He presents a list of the

Arabic letters based on the ascending

phonetic order. That is to say. the 29 letters

are ordered according to their points of

articulation starting from the larynx.
through the various areas of articulation
along the vocal tract, until finally ending
with the labials. In this ordering, he differs
slightly from his predecessors [7].

POINTS OF ARTICULATION
Il acknowledges 16 points and,

again, he lists them in the ascending
phonetic order as follows :

A. ' GUTI’URALS
I. Laryngeals .’, a:, h

Pharyngeals ‘, l:

X

2.
3. Uvulars R,
4. Post-Uvulars q

B. SOFTAND HARD PIATE
5. Velars k
6. Palatals j, y, f
7. Palato-Lateral

C. ALVEOIARS
8. Lateral l
9. Nasal n
10. Trill r
11. Alveolars r, d, g

D. DENIAL?
12. Dento-alveolars s, z, s
13. Inter-Dentals 6, 3, 5,
r4. Labio-Dental f '
15. Labials b, In, w
16. Homorganic Nasals 1], N

. He is also aware of the active and
passrve articulators as can be deduced
from his description. This arrangement is
both interesting and practical, though his
inclusion of a: amongst the laryngeals,
and the homorganics is not accepted in
modern phonetic practice.
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MANNER OF ARTICULATION
Afterwards I] classifies the Arabic

phonemes in terms of the manners in
which they are produced. The phonemes
are grouped under one ormore than one of
the following classes :

. Voiced or Voiceless

. Plosive or Fn'cative

. Emphatic or Non-Emphatic
Raised or Lowered back of tongue
Lateral or not

. Trilled or not

. Strongly-released plosive or not

. Nasal or notm
4

o
p

§
w

-
DISTINCTIVE FEATURES (DF's)

Underlying this description there
seems to be a kind ofa binary DF analysis.
There are many statements which may
lead to this deduction. To exemplify, we
know that velarization or emphaticness is
a DP in Arabic. U states: “without
emphaticness 3 would become I; s would

becomes; and §would be 5" [l].

EXPERIMENTATION
The phonetic description of the

speech sounds as presented by I] is based
on a thorough knowledge of the structure
of the Arabic language, a very good
observation of its sound mechanism. and
an underlying theoretical approach to the
phonetic phenomena. In addition, the
phonetic descriptive techniques are
enhanced by empirical methodology. In
his analysis. 11 resons to experimentation
whenever it is possible in order to support
his data or arguments. This can be shown
from the following statement concerning
the nasals: “the voiced m and n are
articulated in the mouth as well as in the
nose and hence they are characterized by
nasality. To demonstrate, if you hold your
nose while uttering them you will not be
able to produce them” [1].

Another example demonstrating his
inclination to experimental method can be
inferred from the following quotation
from SS: “If you intend to get the right
sound ofa consonant, you must pronounce
it alone, unfollowed by a vowel since this
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can change its quality. But since Arabic

does not allow initial clustering, you add

the sequence ?i— before the consonant.

Thus you can say: ?ik, ." , ?ij, etc.”

Although this shows a phonological

influence on the analysis, yet it is clearhere

that U tries various empirical techniques to

get the correct results.

CONCLUSIONS
The presentation above is both brief

and incomplete. Yet the intention here is to

demonstrate [J's contribution to general

phonetics. The ideas or statements

extracted from his works are arranged

herein in such a way as to reflect genuinely

the organization of the data and

information in his own works. This paper

has only touched on some of the salient

issues in the present discussion. There

remain some other notions such as pause,

lengthening. syllable. speech defects. and

suprasegmental features which deserve

further consideration. Ibn Jinni‘s works

and contribution to phonetics and

linguistics deserve to be acknowledged in

any scientific account of the history of

linguistics and phonetics.
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ABSTRACT
In the first experiment, the phonetic

transcription of three undergraduate stu-
dents was subjected to protocol analysis to
determine whether proficient vs. mediocre
transcribers used different strategies. A
second experiment compared the transcrip-
tion strategies used by two students early
and again later in their training.

INTRODUCTION
In spite of its importance, the process of

learning to transcribe phonetically has re
ceived little empirical attention. We inves-
tigated the hypothesis that proficient vs.
mediocre students apply different strate
gies when faced with a transcription task
and that student strategies change with
practice. Protocol analysis [1]. a procedure
devised to investigate problem solving,
was adapted to discover strategies used in
phonetic transcription.

EXPERIMENT I
Three undergraduate students in intro-

ductory phonetics, one earning an A (LF),
and two who were less skilled (LD, ST)
transcribed a 170 word passage. They were
instructed to talk their thoughts out loud
while transcribing. All their comments were
recorded. They reported no difficulty in
verbalizing and found it to be quite natural.

Student comments were written as pro-
tocols. Analysis yielded the following clas-
sification which represents the expected
FLOW of the process of transcription:

1) SCAN: preliminary reading ofa sen-
tence or phrase.

2) RECOMBINATION: grouping pre-
viously transcribed material with new
material.

3) FOCUS: attention in the attempt to
transcribe a unit: phrase; word; partial word;
syllable; consonant; or vowel.

4) METHOD OF ATTACK: repetition
ofa unit; blind repetition with no variation;
systematic repetition with changes in pro-
nunciation; memory aids or other devices
for transcription; orthographic cues.

5) DECISION: exit, final unit uttered
signifying completion of transcription;
evaluation, comments about transcription.

LF, the proficient student, completed
the transcription in 15 min. with 34 errors.
The mediocre students required more time;
LD required 30 min. with 154 errors and
ST 37 min. with 94 errors.

Analysis of the protocols showed three
systematic differences between the profi-
cient and the mediocre transcribers: 1)
their initial approach to the task, 2) the
primary units on which they focused dur- I
ing transcription, and 3) the method of
attack.

LF SCANNED up-coming phrases be-
fore she attempted to focus on a unit for
transcription. This preliminary scan was
rarely used by the other two transcribers.

LF used RECOMBINING more than
twice as often as LD and ST. LF read
lengthy phrases such as “By way of intro-
duction, I’d like..." Almost all LF's efforts
were preceded by some type ofscan before
focusing on a unit for transcription. In
contrast, both LD and ST limited their
recombinations to two or three words, and
sometimes even partial words.

Initially, the students FOCUSED on a
unit and subsequently experimented with
the details of the unit. They differed in the .
size of the unit for focus. LF dwelt on
relatively large units such as phrases or
words. LD initially focused on words but
quickly fragmented words into syllables
and vowels. When LD did focus on words.
she selected short words such as the, to or
have while LF concentrated on multi-
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syllabic words such as united, immigrant,
or introduction. ST typically focused on
segments or syllables. The numerical dif«
ferences of units of focus are given in

Table 1.
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ST’s transcription of problems con-
tained two vowel errors as might be ex-
pected from her piecemeal approach.

After selecting a unit for focus, the
subjects employed a METHOD of attack

Table 1. Units offocus selected in transcription.

Phrase Word Word-part Syllable Vowel Consonant

LP 73 70 15 37 5 2

LD 14 80 12 83 60 8

ST 16 46 27 1 I6 67 l 5

Table 2. Methods used in transcription.

Repetition Blind-rep Sys-rep Mem aids Onhography

LE 68 9 144 26 3

LD 59 75 20 19 32

ST 25 103 24 7 2

In a few instances. LF focused on smaller
units but with considerable recombining,
as in the following sample;
51. by way of introduction
52. [lntroddqan]
53. by way of [ lntr an]
54. [Introdnkfan] “My
55. [tntrednkjon]
56. [an]

57. Introdnk an].
ID initial y focused on words and then

fragmented the word into smaller and
smaller units:
88. [Intradksan]
89. [Introj

90. Ida]
91. ldAkl
92. [ ].

rarely focused on words as units but
instead attacked syllables and sounds. It
was sometimes difficult to detemtine just

which word she was working on:
196. [pra]

197. [pa]
198. [pd'a]

199- [ml
200 lb?! tmz].

fortranscription. initially. a RliPETlTlON

seemed to be used to replay or recheck a

word. LP and LD rechecked a unit more

than twice :5 often as ST. LF rarely used

BLIND REPETITION whereas LD and

ST repeated words without any variation

in pronunciation.

On occasion, subjects used MEMORY

AIDS about transcription. These were help-

ful whencorrcct, but comments were some-

times crroneous. LD used ORTllOGRA-

PHY as a cue. The numerical differences

given in Table 2 point out preferences in

method.

LFusedSYSTEMATlC RLI’ETITION,

varying her pronunciation to determine

the most appropriate for her transcription.

The following shows her approach to Iran—

scribing “immigrant families".

33. [tnrmt famlrz]

34. [tu rrmgrant]

35. [lmrgrmt]

36. [lmagrmt]

37. unstressed

38. ['rmagrant]

39. [lm'lgrant]

40. [‘lmogrant [1111111]
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41. [fanllz]
42. You don‘t say [faerrullz]
43. [femallz]

In contrast, LD repeated blindly. In her
attempt to transcribe each, she confused
orthography with phonetic symbols.
464. [its]
465. I don't hear the a
466. [its]
467—470. [i]
471. [ac]
472. [its]
473. Why don‘t I hear a in these words?
474—475. [its]

ST also used blind repetition ofparts of
words. In working on promised, she pro-
nounced the word only when hertranscrip-
tion was complete. Her repeated vowel
was [a] although she wrote [3] as in
259. [pi]
260. [p31
261—264. [a]
265. [3“]
266. [a]
267—268. [I]
269. [1st]
270. [pramist]

In addition, ST used memory aids such
as cow to remind her of the diphthong [ad]
more often than the other two transcribers.

The subjects used different patterns to
indicate that they were satisfied with the
results of transcription. LF used repeti-
tions, usually recombining them with up-
coming material. For example, after tran-
scribing united, she combined the word
with the next item states. Both LD and ST
tended to repeat only the target word when
completing transcription.

In summary, the proficient transcriber
attacked the problem of transcription in a
different manner from the two less compe-
tent transcribers. She initially scanned a
portion of the material to be transcribed
before focusing on units for transcription.
Her units of focus were typically phrases
or words. Her predominant method of at-
tack was systematic repetition. She com-
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bined previously transcribed material with
upcoming material before focusing on the
next unit. In contrast, the mediocre tran-
scribers used scanning to a limited degree
and tended to focus on small units. LD
focused first on words and then fragmented
them into syllables and sounds. ST worked
from a sound-up direction and often did
not pronounce the whole word. Repeti-
tions by LD and ST did not seem to be
experimental but simply another attempt
to hear the word.

The resulting question is whethera pro-
ficient transcriber uses more advanced strat-
egies because of competence or is compe-
tence a result of advanced strategies? If
students are provided with additional train-
ing, will changes in strategies occur? The
second experiment is designed to answer
these questions.

EXPERIMENT II
In the second experiment, two students

(LH and KT) were asked to transcribe the
original passage midway in theirphonetics
course (T1) and another 154 word passage

six weeks later (T2). Protocols describing
their thoughts while transcribing were ob-
tained at both times. The protocols were
analyzed as in the first experiment.

KT. the proficient student, transcribed .
the T1 passage in 25 min. with 15 errors
and LH, the mediocore student, in 30 min.
with 49 errors. At T2, both students re-
quired the same amount of time as in T1.
Both errorcounts were reduced: KT‘s tran-
scription was nearly perfect with three
errors while LH made ten errors, a vast
improvement in accuracy over her first
attempt.

Both transcribers SCANNED words and
phrases, both scanning phrases more often
at T2 than T l . Only LH scanned sentences
at T2. KT used recombining of transcribed
material with new material, often as a
check of her previous work. LH recom-
bined syllables to build up words at T1 but
abandoned this procedure by T2.

Both transcribers FOCUSED on words
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and syllables as units at T1 with LH focus-

ing on syllables more often than KT. By
T2, LH changed her unit of focus from

syllables to words and phrases, indicating
an ability to handle larger units. The

changes in focus for LH and KT at T1 and

T2 are given in Table 3.

LH and KT used many Systematic Rep-

etitions as a METHOD OF ATTACK in
transcribing words, especially those which

they found difficult. KT increased the num-

ber of times she used systematic repetition

from T1 to T2 while LH used approxi-
mately the same number. KT monitored

her transcription more than LH did, offer-

ing comments such as “I hear a schwa”. KT

referred to orthography surprisingly often,

with observations such as “That’s not a t”

in transcribing a word with initial [5-].
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words and phrases rather than syllables

and segments. The accuracy of her tran-

scription improved at the same time.

In conclusion. we believe the observed

evidence between strategies and perfor-

mance in transcription is compelling. Al-

though our data are based on association

rather than a cause-and-effeet relationship,

the differences in strategies between profi-

cient and mediocre students reflect greater

accuracy in transcription. Changes are evi-

dent with additional training as well. We

plan to incorporate some explicit instruc-

tion in transcription strategies in the fu-

ture. Training will be based on an orga-

nized FLOW in which the initial SCAN on

mega-units rather than micro-units is em-

phasized to the extent that students can

handle larger units. Scanning will be fol-

Table 3. Units offocus selected by LH and KT at T] and T2.

Phrase Word Word—part Syllable Vowel Consonant

LH(T1) 11 107 10 106 17 6

LH (T2) 20 77 13 40 2 4

KT (T1) 8 109 17 84 18 3

KT (T2) 12 63 13 82 6 5

Both LH and KT repeated words or

phrases in EVALUATING their work, in-

dicating satisfaction with the transcrip-

tion. KT sometimes made evaluative com-

ments when terminating transcription. For
example, she would reread as in this ex-

ample, “...or at least reduce static electric-

ity in your body...yeah!” Both made extra-

neous comments or sighed audibly. par-

ticularly when faced with difficult stretches

of transcription.
KT was a fairly accurate and proficient

transcriber at T1. Since she was doing

well. she may not have seen any need to
make major changes in her approach to

transcription, either in her initial scans, her

units of focus, or in her methods of attack.

LH was probably aware of some need to

improve her performance. At T2, she be-

gan to scan longer units and to focus on

lowed by FOCUS on the unit to be scruti-

nized for transcription. SYSTEMATIC

REPETITION of the focal units is the

METHOD recommended in determining

sound-symbol relationships. RECOMBIN-

ING as a strategy throughout will provide

for check on old material and the approach

to new material. Final EVALUATION of

the unit under attack will provide greater

assurance of accuracy in the transcription

process.
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WHAT DO TRANSCRIPTION AGREEMENT INDICES SAYABOUT TRANSCRIPTION ACCURACY?

Calia Cucchiarim'
Centre for Language and Migration, Louvain, Belgium

ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the drawbacks

of a common measure of transcription
agreement, percentage agreement. It is
argued that this metric does not give a
realistic representation of transcription
similarity and that it can be easily
inflated by adopting a higher level of
abstraction (one involving fewer cat-
egories) than the one recorded in tran-
scriptions, when calculating agreement.
An alternative measure of transcription
(dis)similarity is presented and its advan-
tages over percentage agreement are
discussed.

INTRODUCTION
In the last few years the issue of

transcription reliability has received
considerable attention in the literature
(for a review see [1]). Since it is known
that phonetic transcriptions tend to con-tain an element of subjectivity, it is nowcommon practice to check the objectivityand accuracy of transcription data beforeusing them for research. To give anindication of the accuracy of the tran-scriptions on which their findings arebased, researchers usually provideso-called transcription reliability oragreement indices. The most usedmeasure for this purpose is percentageagreement, which is computed by com-paring two transcriptions symbol bysymbol and by taking the percentage ofidentical symbols in the two strings.Although this index in reality expressesagreement between transcriptions, theterm reliability index is often usedinstead [1]. However, this is not correctgiven that phonetic transcription involvesclassification into categories (phonetic

symbols) which are not ordered. In other
words, the variables have the properties
of measurement at the nominal level. At
this level there can be no "proportionality
of ratings" [2], a notion which is crucial
to reliability. For these reasons, the term
agreement index will be used in the
present paper (for further details, see [2]
and [3]).

In general, no standards or levels of
significance are available for tran-
scription agreement indices. Although it
seems that indices should be as high as
75% [4] or 85% [1, 5] in order to be
acceptable, the plausibility of these
agreement values has never been con-
sidered, let alone demonstrated. Conse-
quently, it is not clear whether high
percentages of agreement really corre-
spond to high degrees of transcription
accuracy. This point is addressed in the
following section.

THE IMPACT OF CHANCE AGREE-
MENT

One of the things that tend to be
overlooked in the literature is that the
value of an agreement index does not
only depend on the degree of accuracy of
the transcriptions in question, but also on
the number of categories on which two
transcribers, or one and the same
transcriber on different occasions, have
to agree. The number of categories
involved in the judgement partly deter-
mines the impact of chance agreement.
that part of agreement that is detemtined
by chance alone. It can be stated that
agreement indices tend to be higher for
simple judgements such as comet /
incorrect than for more complex deci-
sions involving a greater number 0f
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categories like. for instance, the precise
description of the vowels produced by a
speaker. Consequently, agreement indices
are expected to be higher for broad tran-
scriptions than for narrow transcriptions.
This means that providing an agreement
index is not sufficient to give a precise
idea of the degree of accuracy of tran-
scriptions. One should also mention the
number of categories out of which
transcribcrs could choose (level of
abstraction).

Unfortunately, the impact of chance
agreement on transcription agreement is
often overlooked in the literature (see for
instance [I], [4]), with the result that in
computing agreement researchers often
reduce the number of categories in order
to achieve the longed for 75% or 85% of
agreement. However, as has been pointed
out [6] "higher coefficients of agreement
that result from use of simpler observa-
tion codes do not guarantee that observer
recordings are accurate".

The fact that agreement indices are so
sensitive to the number of categories
involved has to do with the way in
which transcription differences are
treated, when it comes to determining the
degree of agreement. In general it is
assumed that certain transcription devi—
ations are more serious than others. For
instance, transcribing [b] instead of [p]
would be considered to be less serious a
mistake than transcribing [1] instead of
[p]. Similarly, differences concerning
diacritical marks are assumed to be less
serious than differences concerning basic
symbols.

However, these differences in gravity
are usually neglected when transcriptions
are compared symbol by symbol. The
only thing researchers look at is whether

.the symbols and the accompanying
diacritics are identical in the two tran-
scriptions or not. The result is that any
difference will affect the agreement
index in the same way, regardless of its
degree of gravity. In turn the agreement
index will be extremely sensitive to the
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degree of detail recorded in the transcrip-
tions. This also means that this kind of
index can easily be inflated by reducing
the degree of detail, not when maktn' g
the transcriptions, but when calculating
agreement.

In addition to making percentage
agreement so subject to manipulation,
this procedure is also unrealistic. It is
obvious that a measure of transcription
agreement should take account of the
various degrees of (dis)similarity be-
tween speech sounds. Moreover, when
diacritics are present, one should not
merely check whether the same diacritic
is used or not, as is sometimes done [I].
As a matter of fact, a diacritic is an
integral part of the phonetic symbol,
since it partly determines its meaning, so
it would be wrong to consider them as
separate elements. Furthermore, different
diacritics used with different basic sym-

bols could represent very similar speech
sounds. For example, the two vowel

symbols [0] and [0] can be made more

similar by adding appropriate diacritics
for 'height' properties as follows: [9]

[g]. The higher degree of similarity be-

tween these two transcriptions would not
be reflected by percentage agreement. In

fact, in this metric the two differences

would be combined thus obtaining a very

low agreement index.

AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO

TRANSCRIPTION EVALUATION

In the previous section I have argued
that percentage agreement is no adequate

measure of transcription similarity,

because it is too sensitive to the level of

abstraction of transcriptions and because

it treats agreement between phonetic

symbols in an all-or-none way. In an

attempt to overcome these problemsran

alternative measure of transcription

(dis)similarity was developed, which

does take account of the various degrees

of similarity (or difference) between

speech sounds and of the effect of
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diacritics on basic symbols [3]. This
metric is called average distance because
it gives an indication of the mean dis-
tance between the vowels and/or the
consonants of two transcription strings.

The average distance is based on the
feature matrices defining vowels and
consonants that are presented in [7].
These matrices were obtained by com-
bining results of experiments on proprio-
ceptive speech sound dissimilarity with
phonetic knowledge. The values con-
tained in these matrices make it possible
to express the degree of dissimilarity
between all possible pairs of sounds in
numerical form. Each speech sound is
assigned a numerical value for each of
the defining features in the matrices.
Dissimilarity values for pairs of speech
sounds can be determined by calculating
city—block distances between them. This
is done by comparing two speech sounds
feature by feature and by summing the
individual differences. Overall dissimilar-
ity values for the vowels and consonants
contained in each transcription pair are
obtained by computing the mean for all
vowel and consonant pairs, respectively.

One of the advantages of this method
is that it gives a more realistic impres-
sion of the degree of (dis)similarity
between two transcriptions. For instance.
with this metric it is possible to indicate
that there is more similarity between [b]
and [p] than between [1] and [p]. In other
words, this metric goes beyond the mereappearance of phonetic symbols (are theyidentical or not?) and takes account oftheir meaning (which speech sounds do
they represent and how are they relatedto each other?). Moreover, in this metricit is possible to discount the impact ofdiacritics on basic symbols before com-puting the distance between two corre-sponding symbols. Also in this case themeaning of diacritics is considered (whatis the effect of adding this specific dia-critical mark to this basic symbol?) andnot merely their presence or absence.
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This brings us to another advantage of
this metric, namely that in computing
agreement one can take account of all
the details that have been recorded in
transcriptions in a realistic way. It does
not make sense to carry out transcrip-
tions at a certain level of abstraction. for
instance narrow transcription, and then
compute agreement at a higher level of
abstraction, i.e. broad transcription, in
order to achieve acceptable percentages
of agreement. If researchers make narrow
transcriptions there must be a reason for
this, i.e. the details are relevant to their
research. It is therefore important to
know to what extent transcribers agree at
this level of specificity. It is obvious that
the more details transcribers record, the
less likely they are of agreeing with each
other. However, one should avoid using
a measure such as percentage agreement
which penalizes detailed transcriptions in
an unwarranted way.

That the average distance is a more
appropriate measure than percentage
agreement was also revealed by the
results of an evaluation test described in
[3]. For 50 transcription pairs the overall
dissimilarity between vowels and con-
sonants was computed by means of the
two metrics. i.e. the average distance and
percentage disagreement, the complement
of percentage agreement. The values thus
obtained were compared with the dis-
similarity judgements expressed by 19
experienced phoneticians for the same
transcription pairs. The phoneticians were
asked to assign a mark varying between
1 (no similarity) and 10 (no difference)
to the vowels and consonants of each
transcription pair. The reliability coeffi-
cient computed for these judgements
(formula for composite ratings with
raters as a random factor) appeared to be
high (0.97).

It turned out that the average distance
better reflected the phoneticians' judge°
ments than percentage agreement. As a
matter of fact, the correlation coefficient
was higher in the former case (r = -0.85.
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df = 48, p < 0.01) and lower in the latter

(r = -0.68, df = 48, p < 0.01). The two

coefficients also appeared to be signifi—
cantly different (t47 = -2.94, p < 0.01). It
should be noted that the correlation
coefficients are negative in both cases
because the phoneticians' judgements

indicate similarity and the other two
measures dissimilarity.

On the basis of this test it seems that

when phoneticians judge the degree of

(dis)similarity between pairs of transcrip-
tions. they do not limit themselves to
establishing whether the symbols in the
two strings are identical or not, but try to
determine to what extent they are similar.

Apparently, phoneticians consider agree-
ment between phonetic symbols to be

gradual, not all-or—none. This is precisely
what happens when the average distance

is calculated (for a fuller account of this
method and of its advantages over per-
centage agreement, the reader is referred
to [8]).

CONCLUSIONS
The new measure of transcription

agreement proposed in this paper, the
average distance, differs from the more
common percentage agreement, because
it makes it possible to indicate different
degrees of (dis)similarity between corre-
sponding phonetic symbols. Only two of
the advantages of this method are di-
scussed here. First, the average distance
gives a more correct representation of
transcription (dis)similarity because it

takes the meaning of phonetic symbols
and diacritics into account. Second, since
different degrees of (dis)similarity be-

tween phonetic symbols can be distin-
guished, this measure is less sensitive to

the level of abstraction of transcriptions.
For these reasons it seems that the ave-
rage distance provides a more appropri-
ate measure of transcription agreement
than percentage agreement. This was also
confirmed by experimental results.
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Some figures concerning the transliteration of the Dutch Speech Styles
Corpus

Els den 0:, Marian Ellem‘, Car in 't Veld, and Lou Boves
SPEX, Leidrchendam, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

On the basis of orthographic trans-
literations of monologues, picture
descriptions and read short texts of in
total 127 speakers (in total more than 19
hours of speech), we present data
concerning speech rate, hesitational
sounds, clitic groups, and verbally
deleted words (repetitions, repairs at the
beginning of an utterance (false starts),
and repairs later in an utterance).

INTRODUCTION
The Dutch Speech Styles Corpus was

collected to investigate the voice quality
of speakers of standard Dutch. The
speech material was designed by R. van
Bezooijen and the speech recordings
were made by J. van Rie and R. van
Bezooijen. The corpus contains three
different speech styles: spontaneous
speech (monologues), semi—spontaneous
speech (picture descriptions), and read
speech. The speech was always recorded
in the presence of a female 'interviewer'
of about 30 years old. In all three styles
the. speech contents refer to domestic
topics, eating habits, and food.

There are 127 speakers, in three age
categories: 30 speakers (17 males and 13
females) from 10 to 20 years old, 45
speakers (19 males and 26 females) from
20 to 60 years old, and 52 speakers (24
males and 28 females) between 60 and
86 years old. The total duration of
speech is 19 hours and 10 minutes (4
hours and 40 minutes of monologues, 10
hours and 20 minutes of picture
descriptions. and 4 hours and 10 minutes
of read speech). The total number of
word forms that were transcribed in the

corpus amounts to about 118,000. There
are about 6.300 diflerent word forms.

The whole corpus has been
transliterated. Among other things, these
transliterations offer the possibility to
study disfluencies in several speech
styles. The goal of this paper is to
compare disfluencies in two types of
spontaneous speech and read speech. By
disfluencies we mean in this paper
specifically hesitational sounds (filled
pauses like 'uh'), and verbally deleted
words, i.e. words spoken, but superseded
by subsequent speech.

TRANSLITERATION
The transliteration of the corpus is a

word level transcription of what the
speakers said. The standard spelling of
Dutch is used. This necessarily implies a
compromise between the sounds heard
and what has to be written down.

Because it could be expected that some
reduced forms of words (mostly
containing schwa’s) would occur more
often than the full forms, it was allowed
to write these reduced forms down in a
sometimes non-standard way: see [1] for
a more detailed description of the
transliteration of the corpus.

The Speech Styles Corpus has been
labelled at the utterance level (i.e. a time
stamp between utterances is provided to
allow access to the speech files). The
notion of what constitutes an utterance in
spontaneous speech is necessarily an

arbitrary one. An utterance was defined
as a number of words being semantically
consistent and containing at least a
subject and a verb. In addition. this
string had to be preceded and followed
by a clear acoustic pause.
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Clitization

Clitization which resulted in syllable

deletion was indicated and for this we

could not always use existing spellings.

However, we decided to mark these

forms, since we wanted to know how

often these forms occur in spontaneous

Dutch speech. These forms are of

significance in relation to automatic

segmentation programmes and training

of speech recognizers.

MARKINGS

Next to the orthographic transcriptions,

conventions were used to indicate all

audible events that occur during

speaking. These conventions consist of

different kinds of brackets with or

without additional information, see also

[2] and [3] for comparable markings

used in the ATlS and Switchboard

corpus. Only those conventions will be

presented below that will be discussed in

the following.

Hesitational sounds

A distinction was made between

hesitational sounds which were uttered

in isolation and those which were uttered

connected to the preceding word. 'Ihere

were four types of hesitational sounds

pauses: [uh], [um]. [mm]. and [naa]. For

a hesitational sound to be isolated, a

silent pause has to occur before and after

it.

Words spoken by the interviewer

Words spoken by the interviewer are

indicated with curly brackets { l. The

interviewer interfered most in the

monologues (3700 words) opposed to

1021 words in the picture descriptions

and l word in the read texts. Speech rate

per style was calculated on the basis of

the total number of words (those by the

speakers as well as those by the

interviewer). fins procedure had to be

followed, since we could only use the

total duration per style per speaker to

calculate speech rate. Since the
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interviewer was the same person most of

the time, we think the used procedure is

justified.

Verbally deleted words

Words verbally deleted by the subject

are enclosed in angle brackets. Verbal

deletions are words spoken by the

speaker but which are superseded by

subsequent speech. This can occur

explicitly (<at> <the> <grocery> <1>

<mean> at the bakery..... ) or implicitly

(<at> <the> <grocery> at the bakery...).

Both can occur at the beginning of an

utterance (false start) or later in an

utterance. Verbally deleted words can be

literally repeated or can be repaired.

Word fragments are also indicated by

angle brackets (<ba> bakery).

After the transliterations were

completed, the utterances containing

angle brackets were selected. and a

classification was made in different

types of verbally deleted words:

(1) repetitions: literally repeated words.

word groups or word fragments. They

do not occur at the beginning of an

utterance.

(2) false starts: the speaker starts an

utterance producing a word, word group

or word fragment. but he/she decides to

start all over again. The beginning of an

utterance was defined as the first two

words.

(3) repairs later in the utterance: the

speakers interrupts a Word. word group

or word fragment and continues the

utterance in a different way.

SPEECH RATE

The overall speech rate measured in

words per minute was somewhat higher

for reading texts (156 words per minute)

than for monologues and picture

descriptions (136 and 129 words per

minute respectively). No difference was

observed between the speaking rates of

male and female speakers. Nor was any

great difference observed between the

various age categories. although in the
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monologues the young speakers spoke
somewhat more slowly (123 words per
minute) than the older speakers (143
words per minute). It must be noted that
in this calculation the time spent in
pausing was included.

CLITIZATION
The total number of clitic fomis that

resulted in syllable deletion amounted to
about 450. This is only 0.4% of the total
number of words in the corpus.
Especially the forms including the
personal pronoun ik 'l', the verb form is
'is', and the personal pronoun but 'it'
involve syllable deletion.

FILLED PAUSES
Filled pauses only occurred in the

monologues and in the picture
descriptions. There were no differences
in the number of filled pauses between
these two styles.

Related to the total number of words
produced per speech style by male or
female speakers of one of the three age
categories, the percentage of filled
pauses . is between 2.6% (picture
descriptions by male speakers of 20 to
()0 years of age) and 7.5% (picture
descriptions by male speakers under 20
years of age). The younger speakers
produced more filled pauses (on average
7%) than the older ones (on average
5%). In both styles the relative number
of connected filled pauses was about the
same as the relative number of isolated
filled pauses (2.8% and 2.3%.
respectively). In Dutch. speakers often
connect pauses to function words, e.g.
err/uh] 'and[uh]'. We only observed very
few instances in which the filled pause
was connected to a content word.

VERBALLY DELETED WORDS
In the following, we present the

percentage of words that are themselves
verbally deleted or are involved in a
verbal deletion. The data are given for
male and female speakers, and for the
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age groups separately. We only present
data for the monologues and picture
descriptions, because verbally deleted
words did almost not occur in the read
texts.

Repetitions
In table 1 it can be observed that there

' are no clear differences between the age
groups, sex, or styles for the percentage
of repetitions. The percentages range
from 0.4 to 1.2.

Table 1: Percentage of repetitions for
Female (F) and Male (M) speakers for
the three age categories (l:<20, 2:
between 20 and ()0, and 3=>60 years of
age), for mmmlogues and picture
descriptions.

Monologues Picture description
F] 0.8% 1.0%
F2 0.8% 0.7%
F3 1.0% 0.5%
M1 0.6% 0.9%
M2 1. 1 % 0.4%
M3 1 2% 0.8%

I-‘alse starts
In table 2, the percentages of false

starts are given. It can be seen that the
younger speakers produce more false
starts than the older ones in the picture
descriptions. The male and female
speakers between 20 and 60 years of age
produce relatively few false starts. The
percentages range from 0.4 to 2.1.

Verbally deleted words later in the
utterance

In table 3 the percentages of verbally
deleted words later in the utterance are
given. It can be observed that the older
male speakers produce most verbally
deleted words (2.9%) in the monologues
and that the young male Speakers
produce most verbally deleted words in
the picture descriptions (2.2%).
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Table 2: Percentage of false starts for

Female (F) and Male (M) speakers for

the three age categories (l:<20, 2:

between 20 and 60. and 3=>60 years of

age), for monologues and picture

descriptions.

Monologues Picture description

Fl 0.6% 2.1%

F2 0.5% 0.6%

F3 0.9% 0.8%

Ml 1.3% 1.3%

MZ 0.4% 0.4%

M3 0.8% 0.8%

Table 3: Percentage of verbally deleted
words later in the utterance for Female

(F) and Male (M) speakers for the three

age categories (l:<20, 2: between 20

and 60, and 3=>60 years of age), for

monologues and picture descriptions.

Monologues Picture description

Fl 1.1% 1.3%
F2 1.1% 1.6%
F3 1.4% 1.6%
MI 2.4% 2.2%
M2 1.3% 0.9%
M3 2.9% 1.8%

DISCUSSION ANl) CONCLUSION

Here we will concentrate on the
disfluencies in spontaneous and semi-
spontaneous speech, since it turned out
that disfluencies in the read text were
almost not present. This is due to the fact
that the sentences in the texts were short
and simple. We all know that
spontaneous speech is not fluent:
speakers produce many hesitational
sounds. mispronunciations, and verbal
deletions. As far as we know, the
number of these disfluencies have never
been addressed on the basis of a large

number of speakers of different age
groups.

Our counts show that hesitational
sounds occur on average about once
every 20 words. Verbally deleted words
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(repetitions, false starts, and deleted
words later in the utterance taken
together) occur on average 3 times in
every hundred words. The group of male
and female speakers between the ages 20
and 60 years produced fewer verbally
deleted words than the younger and
older group. Especially in the picture
descriptions, the younger speakers
produced relatively many verbal
deletions.

It must be remarked here, that most
verbal deletions were repaired implicitly.

There were very few instances of
explicitly repaired deletions, like <dog>
<I> <mean> cat. Furthermore, it must be

noted that the disfluencies mentioned
above were actually repaired; there are
only few instances of disfluencies which
were not repaired by the speaker.

Most verbal deletions occurred after a
word was finished (77% of all verbally

deleted words in the monologues and

picture descriptions together). Verbal

deletions after word fragments occurred

less frequently. In the corpus, we

observed very few instances of silent

pauses within words (43 times). In most

of these cases these pauses occur

between the two parts of a compound. In

addition, hesitational sounds almost

never occurred within words. From this,

and the fact that most verbally deleted

words have been completed by the

speakers, we may conclude that words

are preferably articulated as a whole.
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SOME PHONETIC CHARACTERISTICS OF IAAI

Ian Maddieson and Victoria 8. Anderson
University ofCalifornia, Los Angeles, USA

ABSTRACT
Iaai is an Austronesian language with

a relatively large vowel inventory as well
as some less—common contrasts among
consonants. This paper presents the first
detailed phonetic description of Iaai,
paying particular attention to the formant
structure and the lip positions of the
vowels, and the articulation and acoustic
characteristics of the releases of coronal
consonants.

IAAI PHONETICS
Iaai [jazi], one of the twenty-five or so

indigenous languages of New Caledonia,
a French “overseas territory" in the South
Pacific, is spoken by about two thousand
people on Ouve’a, the northernmost of the
Loyalty Islands. Its grammar and lexicon
have been described by Ozanne-Rivierre
[1, 2]. However, there are no studies
which have focussed on the phonetics of
the language, and in particular no
published instrumental phonetic studies.

A number of aspects of this language
are of particular phonetic interest. For an
Austronesian language, Iaai has arelatively large vowel inventoryconsisting not only of ten different vowelqualities, but also a phonemic lengthdistinction. In distinguishing thesevowels, large differences in lip roundingand spreading are used and these areindependent of the front-back distinction.Moreover, there are interesting limitationson the distribution of certain vowelsaccording to the consonant context. Theconsonant inventory is also quiteextenswe. The language has threecoronal places of articulation, dental,retroflex and pie-palatal, for stops andnasals. In the stops, these three placesappear to be acoustically differentiatedalong lines which differ from most otherlanguages of the world which make useof such distinctions. The Iaai consonantinventory also contains voiced andvoiceless sonorants which havephonemic status. What follows willpresent a general phonetic survey of thelanguage, with emphasis laid on thesevarious aspects of particular interest.

Detailed studies of some of these
aspects will be presented, based on
analysis of audio and video recordings of
five speakers (three female and two
male), and palatography for four of them.
To characterize the vowels, formant
measurements, durations and intrinsic
pitch data were obtained from audio
recordings. Using videotape, measure
ments were also made of lip aperture
area, the height and width of this
aperture, the distance between the outside
comers of the lips, and the amount of
side contact between them.

IAAI VOWELS
A standard chart of Iaai vowels is

given in Figure l. The vowels can be
broadly divided into three height sets,
three high vowels, four mid vowels and
three low vowels. Front high vowels
clearly contrast in rounding, as in Itii/
‘tea’ and /yy/ ‘quarrel’ (n.) (cf. /uu/ ‘fall’
(v.)). Mid back vowels Ir, 0/ also
contrast in rounding but the rounding
contrast in mid front vowels is not
functionally robust since /0/ occurs in
only a very few words. This vowel is
always followed by a velar consonant
and almost always preceded by a labial.
The low vowels la/ and /m/ are largely in
complementary distribution, with lie/
restricted to occurrence after the labial
consonants /b, in, m, p, f, q, q/ and the
vowel /y/. This set of sou'nds also
conditions a fronted [tn]-like variant of
the lower mid back rounded vowel lol.
Figure 2 shows the first two formants of
both long and short variants of 9 of these
vowels for the three female speakers. MI
is omitted as data is too sparse.

Figure 1. Chart ofIaai vowels.
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Figure 2. Fonnants ofIaai vowels (long and short combined)from three female speakers.

There are no consistent effects of
length on the formant values; long
vowels do not consistently have a higher
or lower F1 or F2, nor are they more
peripheral or more central in the acoustic
vowel space than meir short counterparts.
Table I shows that the ratio of short to
long vowel durations approaches 2.0.

Table 1. Long and short vowel
durations.

Short Long Difference

Women 116.] 211.1 95.0
9vowels)

Men 89.4 175.1 85.6
(8 vowels)

Lip position .
The time-coded videotape was Viewed

frame-by-frame and the frame in which
the lips reached the culminating position
of the gesture for the panicular vowel
determined. This frame was digitized
and a number of distances between lip
points were measured in the transverse
plane. These distances were Lip Height
(distance between the lower surface of
the upper lip and the upper surface of the
lower lip at the center); Lip Width (the
vertical distance between the point of
contact of the lips at the left and the paint
of contact on the right); Lip Corner
distance ( the horizontal distance between

the corners of the lip, i.e. the lateral
margins of the vermilion border); Sale
Contact distance (the horizontal distance
over which the lips are in contact between
the comers and the aperture, i.e. Corner
distance minus Width ). Also Lip Area
(the area of the visible opening enclosed
by the lips) was measured. Since the
video shows a frontal view, there is no
quantitative data on lip protrusmn.
However, some qualitative idea of the
degree of protrusion can be obtained.
Useful information on the‘position of the
tongue can also be obtained for. those
vowels with a more open Jaw position.

Lip measurement results for three
speakers, one male and two female, are
shown in Table 2. To normalize across
the speakers, all measurements were

converted to standardized scores (With a
within-speaker mean of zero and standard
deviation of 1) before means were

calculated and statistical tests performed.
This transformation of the data, roughly,
sets the value of a neutral lip position to
zero. The values in Table 2 arerthe
means of the within-speaker standardized
scores. One can see, for example. that
the area of the aperture between the lips
in pronouncing h/ is very close to the
mean lip area. ly/ and /u/ have the
smallest area, indicated by the large
negative number, and la/ the largest.
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Table 2. Mean normalized lip measurement valuesfor ten Iaai vowels, from 3 speakers
Word Vowel Lip Height Lip Width
tii I 0.53 0.70
yy y —1.41 -l . 15
eet e 0.19 1.26
mook o -0.45 -0.75
vaeaet a: 1.22 0.87
aat a 1.38 1.03
(ban a 0.61 -0.05
at o —0.75 - l .01
11 r -0.15 0.40
tutu~ u -1.17 -1.29
kaluu

The vertical distance between the lips
(Lip Height) is least for rounded non-low
vowels, and greatest for unrounded low
vowels. Although a three—way class-
ification of vowels by height (high, mid,
low) predicts a significant amount of this
variance, the four mid vowels show quite
substantial differences, with rounded mid
vowels having higher lip position than
unrounded ones. Most strikingly, the
unrounded high vowel /i/ is more openthan /e/ at the lips. The differencebetween /i/ and /e/ is made by raising theJaw independently of the lips, as theframes in Figure 1 show

/_i/ in

“153"

/e/ in 5
cc;

“fish-
ing
net"

Figure 3. Video frames illustrat‘ 'andjaw position in /i/and/e[ mg 1117

Lip Corners Lip Sides Lip Area
0.89 0.31 0.69

-0.63 0.70 —l.l4
1.27 —0.08 0.51

-1.10 0.12 -0.78
0.79 -0.62 1.12
0.45 -1.18 1.51

-0.61 -0.71 0.14
-0.84 0.55 —0.92
0.70 0.12 -0.01

-0.92 0.79 >1.12

Lip Height does not divide rounded
from unrounded vowels but Lip Width
does. The distance between the outside
corners of the lips (Lip Corners),
however, is the best of our measures at
effecting such a separation. All five
rounded vowels have negative values of
at least -0.61; all the unrounded vowels
have positive values of 0.45 or greater.
Moreover, the Lip Comer distance relates
well only to the classification of vowels
by_rounding and not to classification by
height as well. This measure seems the
best Index of lip protrusion when
measurements are only taken in a flat
plane, transverse to the body. Drawing
the comers of the lips closer together is a
consequence of protruding them.

‘Contact at the sides of the lips (Lip
Sides). was measured following the
suggestion of Goldstein [3] that “rounded
vowels must be produced with contact
along the sides". Although rounded high
vowels have the greatest amount of side
contact this measure does not separate the
Iaai vowels into rounded and unrounded
classes, and little of the variance in the
Lip Sides measure can be predicted from
the classification of vowels by rounding
(F (1, 29) = 2.87, p = .1011).

Naturally enough, both Lip Height
and Width measurements are very highly
correlated with Lip Area (.95 and .92
respectively). Since /y/ and /u/ have the
smallest height and width, they have the
smallest area of lip Opening, having
almost identical mean normalized values.
In this respect Iaai differs from a numberof other languages with a similar pair 0f
vowels, such as French, Swedish.
Cantonese and Finnish, where the lip
area for /y/ is considerably larger than
that for /u/, and is actually comparable to
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that for /i/ [4]. Iaai also has a larger than
expected area for /i/. Lip Area broadly
separates rounded from unrounded
vowels. with vowel height ranking
vowels within those groups.

Formants and lip measures
Normalized Fl correlates most highly

with Lip Height. Acoustic theory pre-
dicts a relationship between vowel height
and F1; the more open a vowel, is the
higher the F1 frequency. Despite the Lip
Height/vowel height discrepancy with /i/
and /e/, lip height generally goes with
openness. F2 and F3 both correlate most
highly with the Lip Corner measure (.62
and .59 respectively). This measure is
associated with rounding and is hypo—
thesized to be related to lip protrusion;
low values indicate protruded lips. Since
increasing the effective vocal tract length
by protruding the lips lowers the
frequency of these higher formants, the
correlation is attributed to this component
of their variation. As these formants are
also very sensitive to the location of
constrictions inside the oral cavity, the
strength of the correlations with this lip
measure are quite striking.

1AA] CONSONANTS
The extensive consonant inventory of

Iaai includes three coronal places of
articulation, voiced and voiceless nasals
and lateral and central approximants.
Given the strong constraints operating
between vowel qualities and labial
consonants, it may be the case that all
labial consonants include a secondary art-
iculation of palatalization or labialization.

Palatograms of the three coronal series
of stops were made of four speakers.
Linguagrams were also obtained from
one male speaker. For this speaker, the
dental in /at/ ‘person’ has a relatively
large contact area entirely covering the
upper front teeth and the alveolar ridge.
The linguagram confirms that the contact
is laminal, or more precisely apico-
laminal [5], and includes a considerable
extension of the contact laterally back
toward the molar teeth on both sides.
The postvalveolar (‘retroflex’) stop in /da/
‘blood' involves a much narrower band
of contact entirely behind the teeth toward
the back part of the alveolar region. The
linguagram shows this contact is strictly
apical. with only the narrow anterior-
facmg surface of the tongue tip and a
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small area on the upper surface of the tip
involved. There is markedly less lateral
contact behind the front closure than for
the dental, indicating that the mid part of
the tongue is lower in this articulation.
For the pre—palatal stop in /ca/ ‘leg, foot’
there is a broad contact area from the
back of the alveolar ridge to a point about
at the location of the second molars. The
linguagram shows that the contact is
strictly laminal, with no contact on the
frontmost part of the tongue (about the
first 1 cm).

The palatograms of the other speakers,
who are of a slightly younger generation,
tended to show a less clear articulatory
distinction in the location of the contacts
on the palate and in the tongue contact
area. However, all speakers maintain a
three-way acoustic distinction. Dental
place is characterized by a lack of
frication of the release, and if voiceless
and prevocalic, by a very short voice
onset time. Both the palatal and retrofiex
places are characterized by a noisy and
sustained release. The noise of the
release seems to be concentrated in the
area of the third formant resonance for
the palatal and the fourth formant for the
retroflex. Other languages with dental
and post—alveolar stops seem more
frequently to have a more fricated or
noisier release for the dental rather than
for the post—alveolar [5], [6]. The Iaai
facts show that this is a language-specific
property, not a universal.
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THE ROLE OF SIMILARITY IN PHONOLOGY:
EXPLAINING OCP-PLACE
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ABSTRACT
_ This paper introduces an improved

smulanty model to account for cooccur-
rence. restrictions in the verbal roots of
Arabic, extending the results of [1]. A
new quantitative measure of OCP effects
and a new similarity metric are presented
based on information theory. Similarity is
computed by applying an entropic for-
mulation of the cognitive “basic level" to
a hierarchical representation of natural
classes as in [2]. .

INTRODUCTION
The canonical Arabic verb form is a

sequence of three consonants. Vowels
prOVlded by other morphemes are inter-
leaved with the consonants to produce
surface forms. There are strong, gradient
cooccurrence restrictions among the con-
sonants. in the root. In particular, roots
containing more than one consonant from
one of the following classes are highly
underrepresented [3].
(l) a. Labials = [b, f, m}

b. Coronal Sonorants = (I, r, n}
c. Coronal Obstruents = (t, d, T, D,

0. 6. S. 2. 8.2.!)
e. Dorsals = {g, k, q, x, 8}
f. Gutturals = {1, K, h, S, h, 2‘}

There are also gradient effects within the
major classes. For example, Ill and Ir]
have a stronger restriction than Ill and In].

The traditional account of the OCP ef-
fects relies on categorical cooccurrence
rules. The traditional model encounters a
number of problems. It cannot properly
account for the gradience of OCP phe-
nomena, both among adjacent consonants
and over distance [i]. In addition, it is a
negative constraint, and thus does not
account for the patterns of overrepresen-
tation presented below.

THE SIMILARITY ACCOUNT
According to [l], the degree to which

the OCP is _Violated by two homorganic
consonantsin a root is a function of the
perceived Similarity of those two conso-
nants. In addition, intervening conso-
nants'are Interference and thus reduce the
perceived Similarity of more distant con-

sonants. In this way, the radient nature
of the OCP is capturedgThe OCP is
strongest in the case of adjacent identical
consonants, which have a high degree of
perceived similarity. It is weaker for
identical consonants at a distance and for
non-identical consonants. It is weakest
for non-identical consonants which are
non-adjacent. Given that the similarity
account can capture the gradience of the
OCP effects, it is a more empirically ade-
quate account.

The challenge for the similarity ac-
count is to detem'iine a function that sup-
plies. the best fit between the similarity
gradient over the consonant inventory and
the observed cooccurrence restrictions. In
[I], srmrlarity was computed for each
consonant pair by the ratio of shared to
shared plus nonshared features. Con-
trastive underspecification was used to
capture gradient effects across classes.
For small classes, like the labials and
coronal sonorants. very few features are
needed to differentiate sounds, which in-
creases the value of the similarity func-
tion. For large classes like the coronals,
there are many features needed to differ-
entiate them, which reduces the value of
the Similarity function between members
Within the class.

However, the original similarity ac-
count did not capture all of the OCP ef-
fects [l]. The model failed to capture the
strength of the restriction between /x/ and
ligl and the other dorsals. Also, the divi-
sron within the coronal sonorants, where
/l/ and /r/ form a subclass in contrast to /n/
was not. captured. In addition, the use of
contrastive underspecification is undesir-
able. It is responsible for the failure to
differentiate the subclasses within the
coronal sonorants. Recent work shows
that the phenomena which were originally
taken to support contrastive underspecifi—
cation can be given a more satisfactory
reanalysis in terms of privative features
and licensing [5]. Finally, it is undesir-
able on formal grounds: contrastive un-
derspecification is inherently derivational
and logically intractable [2].
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In the remainder of the paper, we first

present additional evidence that the co-
occurrence restrictions in Arabic are

based on similarity, and not on categori-

cal niles. We then present a new ap—

proach to the similarity function which

more adequately models the data.

COMPUTING OCP EFFECTS
We have studied the Arabic root cooc-

currence constraints using notions from

information theory. Any consonant can

be characterized by examining the quan-
titative extent of its cooccurrence with

each of the other consonants in the sys-
tem. This set of values can be represented

as a cooccurrence vector, the elements of
which are normalized to indicate overrep-
resentation or underrepresentation. The
vectors of two consonants can then be
compared, revealing the degree to which
their cooccurrence profiles match across
the entire consonant inventory. The match
is quantified using information theoretic
interdependence. Two consonants will
have a high degree of interdependence if
the cooccurrence restrictions of one con-
sonant are predictable from the cooccur-
rence restrictions of the other. This can
occur in two distinct ways: either the two
consonants can have identical restrictions,
or they can have complementary restric-
tions. If the restrictions are identical, the
consonants pattern the same way with
respect to OCP effects. If the restrictions
are complementary, the consonants have
opposite patterns with respect to OCP
effects. When the interdependence of two
consonants is low, there is no relation
between the distributions of the conso-
nants.

The computation of interdependence is
based on the entropy of the pattern of
cooccurrence restrictions in the system.
Entropy is a measure of uncertainty of the
outcome of an event. Entropy is

Hm = Htp. p.) = —Zp. log. (a)
l

where p, is the probability of x having
outcome i'. If all outcomes are equipro-
bable, then there is high uncertainty and
the entropy is large. Less equiprobable
outcomes result in lower entropy. as the
outcome is relatively more predictable.

For a single consonant, we are inter-
ested in the uncertainty between two pos-
sible outcomes: overrepresentation or un—
derrepresentation with respect to other
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consonants. For a pair of consonants
there are four possible outcomes. They
may be: both underrepresented, one un-
derrepresented and the other not (for
each), or they may both 'be overrepre-
sented with respect to other consonants.
As the correlation between cooccurrence
vectors increases, the uncertainty of the
joint outcome goes down. So interde-
pendence can be expressed as:

J(x.y) = H(X) + ”(y) - Htw)
Interdependence quantifies the degree

to which entropy is shared by both con-
sonants, an entropic measure of correla-
tion of information. Table l is a sample
calculation on a simplified data set, em-
ploying discrete over and underrepresen-
tation.

Table I: Computing interdependence oft
and 3. All outcomes equiprobable.

Z

l.

S

= , ) =

H(“s") = H(0.25, 0.75) = 0.81

H(“t,s") = H(0.25, 0.5, 0.25) = 1.5
= 1 +0.81 - 1.5 :03]

Table 2 shows the interdependence

computed over the entire Arabic system,

based on the degree of over and under-

representation between consonant .pairs.

Interdependence is normally unSigned,

but a sign has been added for clarity.

Positive values indicate shared cooccur-

rence restrictions, negative values indicate

complementary restrictions. _ .

Gray shading in table 2 indicates inter-

dependence of at least 0.03. All of the
major classes with cooccurrence restnc-

tions have interdependence at or above

this level. In addition, a cooccurrence re-

striction between /w/ and the labials is

revealed.
The interdependence measure also re-

veals a pattern of overrepresentation, in-

dicated by boxes in table 2. Labials are

consistently overrepresented with the

coronal obstruents; the glides /w/ and /y/

are overrepresented with the coronal ob-

struents; and the coronal sonorants are

overrepresented with the dorsals and

gutturals.
We claim these patterns of overrepre—

sentation are another reflex of similarity.

The coronal sonorants share place of ar—
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wy. _ 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.01. 3 cummemsmwmsbflwmsmm comticulation with the coronal obstruents, and
thus are more similar to them than to the
dorsals and gutturals. The glides /w/ and
/y/ involve a dorsal articulation, and thus
are more similar to the dorsals and guttur-
als than the coronals. Finally, the glide
/w/ has a labial articulation, which gives
some OCP effect between the glides and
the labials.

The patterns of overrepresentation areespecially significant, showing that thecooccurrence data cannot be accountedfor solely in terms of a negative con-straint. If the OCP effects were onlybased on a cooccun‘ence restriction, theunrestricted cases should be uniformlyoverrepresented. Instead, pairs of similarconsonants are restricted, and highly dis-srmrlar ones are more likely to cooccur.Thus, the patterns of overrepresentationprovide additional evidence for the simi-lanty account, extending its applicationfrom underrepresentation to overrepre-sentation. We now turn to the new simi-larity model, which provides an improvedfit for the data.

A NEW APPROACH
'The problems with the previous. simi-lanty . account [I] can be remedied byadopting a heirarchical approach to natu~ral classes and feature specification [2].In the approach developed there, the sys-tem of contrasts in a language is a struc-tural relation among the natural classes ofthe language. The natural classes, which

form a partially ordered set, can be repre-
sented as a “tangled” hierarchy, or lattice.

In this model, the classification of the
phonemes of a language into natural
classes is very similar to other cognitive
classification systems. The natural kinds
of mammal, dog, and German Shepherd
are related to one another in the same way
that the classes coronal, coronal stop, and
/t/ are. Research in cognitive science has
shown that within such hierarchies, mid-
level categories, like dog, are privileged
with respect to superordinate or subordi-
nate ones [6]. For example, these so
called “basic level” categories are the first
to be acquired by children and are more
readily accessible (reflected in faster reac-
tion times).

We claim that there is also a cognitive
basic level in phonological systems, and
this basic level is the most important one
in determining OCP effects. We propose
that the correct feature specification of the
Arabic consonant system has the catego-
ries in (l) as basic level categories.

COMPUTING SIMILARITY .
The function we use to compute simi-

larity differs in two ways from [1]. First,
rather than computing similarity based on
individual features, we propose to com-
pute similarity based on natural classes.
Second, we use a weighting scheme to
capture the primacy of basic level catego-
ries in perceived similarity. Natural
classes at the basic level are weighted

higher than those which are above or be-
low it. The weighting function is also en—
tropic and based on the optimization of
information balance inside and outside of
the category [7]. _

Table 3 shows the results of one sinu-
larity computation. Shading indicates
homorganic consonant pairs with smular—
ity greater than 0.]. All of the major
classes are modeled at this level of Simi-
larity. The correct patterning of /x/ and In/
with both the gutturals and the velars rs
captured, and the subclassification of the
coronal sonorants is also obtained. In ad-
dition, the significant overrepresentation
shown in table 2 is accounted for by pairs
with very low similarity. The boxed re-
gions in table 3 show similarity below
0.05.

Weighting replaces the use of contras-
tive underspecification; the higher
weighting of basic level categories com-
pensates for the additional noncontrastrve
features that might increase the perceived
differences within categories. We are still
exploring the proper combination of fea-
ture assignments and weighting func-
tions in order to find the best fit to the
data. The empirical advantage of this ap-
proach obtains regardless of the particular
function used.

CONCLUSION
OCP-Place is a phonological reflex of

a cognitive universal: similarity. The pat-
tern of cooccun'cnce restrictions across
the lexicon of Arabic reflects both cooc-

sonants and an overrepresentation of
highly dissimilar consonants. Perceived
similarity between two consonants is a
function of the natural classes in which
those consonants are found which are
weighted based on their proximity to the
basic level.
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Syllabification of lntervocalic Consonants in Dutch:
Single Consonants or Geminates?

J. Verhoeven. S. Gillis ' and G. De Schutter
University ofAntwerp - U.I.A., Antwerp, Belgium

ABSTRACT

Single intervocalic stops in Dutch are
analysed phonologically as geminates

when preceded by a short vowel, and as

single consonants when preceded by a

long vowel. We investigate the phonetic

conelates of this phonological distinc-
tion. Measurements of consonant dura-

tions show no significant difference

relative to the preceding vowel, and

hence, the underlying phonological
distinction between geminates and
single consonants appears to be
neutralised.

1. INTRODUCTION

Single intervocalic consonants in Dutch
are considered to be tautosyllabic with
the following vowel or ambisyllabic de-
pending on the nature of the preceding
vowel. After a lax vowel the ambisyl-
labicity condition holds (VC1.C1V),
while a consonant following a tense
vowel is syllabified with the following
vowel (V.C1V). This analysis is gen-
erally accepted in the phonological
literature (see Kager's [l] state-of-the-art
overview). It is argued that the syllable
in Dutch is minimally and maximally
bimoraic which means that a long
vowel, a diphthong and a sequence of a
short vowel plus a consonant are legal
syllables. It also follows from this bi-

moraic constraint that an unchecked

short vowel cannot be syllable final. In
other words, short vowels are restricted
to preconsonantal positions in which

'close contact' exists between the vowel

and the following consonant. Hence. a

single intervocalic consonant after a

short vowel is analysed as ambisyllabic

(see Figure 1 bottom) while after a long
vowel the consonant is syllabified in the

following syllable (see Figure 1 top).
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A A
V /\. .

A A
/ t

a d a r

Figure I. Syllable structure of ’ader'

[mdar/ and 'adder' /adar/ (0' =

syllable, rn = mora).

There is considerable disagreement

concerning the phonetic correlates of the

phonological distinction between

geminates (as in ladarl) and single

consonants (as in /a:dar/). On the one

hand, measurements of consonant

duration in Dutch words by Nooteboom

[2] reveals that ambisyllabic consonants

following a short stressed vowel are

significantly longer than tautosyllabic

consonants following a stressed long

vowel. On the other hand, longman &

Sereno [3] and Kuijpers [4] found no

durational differences of the intervocalic

consonants in this environment.

Nooteboom's findings clearly agree

with the phonological analysis in the

sense that the underlying phonological

distinction between geminate and single

consonants is reflected at the phonetic

level. Failure to detect phonetic

differences between those consonants

indicates (contextual) neutralisation. i.e..

the identical realisation of distinct
phonological segments.

In this paper we revisit this contro-

versy. We investigate the duration of

intervocalic stops in disyllabic words as a
function of the quantity of the preceding
vowel.

2. METHOD

A controlled production experiment
was carried out in which informants pro-

duced 15 minimal disyllabic word pairs.
These pairs of existing Dutch lexemes
were chose in such a way that all the oral
and nasal stops were represented. They

contained long - short vowel pairs that

have minimal spectral differences in the
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first syllable. The rhyme of the second
syllable consisted of [3/ followed by /r/
or /l/. Due to difficulties in finding suit-

able word pairs. 3 pairs ended in a vowel.
Words ending in /an/ were avoided

because the final consonant is often

deleted.

The subjects, 5 male and 5 female

native speakers of Dutch produced each

word in a standard carrier sentence. The

word was presented on a computer

monitor in a large font in a particular

colour. 6 different colours were used, and

the subject had to insert the word and the

colour in which it appeared on the screen

in the Dutch equivalent of the sentence

'The colour of is '. Each subject

completed the task three times and during

each run, the subjects were presented

with a different randomisation of the

target word list mixed with 40 distracter

words.

Subjects' deliveries were recorded by

means of a Sennheiser Microphone MKB

66 and a Sony Digital Audio Tape-

recorder TCD-D3. Recordings were

digitised (Fs = 16.000 Hz, Fe = 8.000 Hz)

on a an Apple Quadra 700 by means of a

Digidesign Sound Designer 11 signal

processing card and Audiomedia

software. Resulting Audiofiles were

further processed in Signalizem.

Measurements were made of the

duration of the intervocalic stop. In order

to establish the duration of a segment, the

waveform was used for voiceless stops

only. The total duration of the stop was

measured as the silence during the

occlusion and the release burst.
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Measurements of voiced segments were

based on a time-aligned wideband (125

Hz) spectrogram.

3. RESULTS

In the first instance, the durations of the
intervocalic oral and nasal stops were
compared by means of an ANOVA. The
results of this analysis are summarised in

Figure 2. This analysis turns out to be
highly significant (F (l l, 853) = 86.7828,

p < .0001). Subsequently, a Student’s t-
test was carried out between each
relevant pair of geminate vs. single
consonant, e.g. lb - bbl. lt-tt/ etc. None of
these comparisons turns out to be
significant

Next, intervocalic consonant length
was compared in terms of place of
articulation by means of an ANOVA.
This analysis suggests a significant
relationship between place of articulation
and stop duration (F(2. 862) = 38.4813. p
< .0001). In addition, pairwise
comparisons were made between the stop
durations for the different places of
articulation by means of a Student's t-
test. Each of these comparisons turns out
to be significant : labial-alveolar (t =
4.1233, d.f. = 803, p < 0.001), labial-
velar (t = 10.5903, d.f. = 415. p < 0.001),
alveolar-velar (t = 5.8854, d.f. = 506. p <
0.001).

4. DISCUSSION
The aim of this investigation was to
investigate whether signifit durational
differences could be found between
underlying geminate and single
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intervocalic stops. The results presented
above clearly indicate that no significant
differences exist between stop segments
that are regarded distinct in a

phonological perspective. These results
are in agreement Jongman & Sereno [3]
and Kuijpers [4]. This absence of a
phonetic difference suggests that we are
dealing here with an instance of

(contextual) neutralisation.

The results of this investigation
indicate that no significant durational
differences were found between these
two types of segments. However. the
analysis of stop durations in terms of

their respective place of articulation

reveals a striking difference in that velar

stops are longer than alveolars, which in

turn are longer than labials. The

relevance of this finding are discussed in
Verhoeven, Gillis & De Schutter [6].

These findings are important from a

developmental perspective. Gillis & De
Schutter [5] found that children's intuitive

syllabifications do not reflect the

phonological distinction between

geminates (after short vowels) and single

consonants (after long vowels). At least

there was no trace of that distinction in 5-

year-olds' syllabifications. However 8-

year-olds do syllabit‘y a word like 'addet"
as 'ad.der' in more than 50% of the cases.

It was hypothesised that the older chil-

dren's familiarity with the spelling con-
ventions of the language (esp. the 813““
ting of words: 'adder' is split graphemi-

cally as 'ad-der') was instrumental in their

intuitive syllabifications. The younger
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Figure 2 Comparisons of consonant durationsfor geminate and single consonants.

children who are not familiar with the

written code have no basis for that

syllabification. The present findings

strengthen this hypothesis in the sense

that the acoustic signal does not support

the distinction between geminates and

single consonants.
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THE CENTER OR EDGE: HOW ARE CONSONANT CLUSTERS
ORGANIZED WITH RESPECT TO THE VOWEL?

Douglas N. Hanorofl' and Catherine P. Browman‘
fYale University and ‘Haskins Laboratories, New Haven, Connecticut, USA.

ABSTRACT
Stable inter-gestural timing patterns

were. sought for phonotactically-
permiSSible (CC)CVX and XVC(CC)
accented monosyllables in American
English. Movement evidence for four
speakers confirmed the hypotheses of
Browman and Goldstein [I] that a pre-
vocalic consonant or cluster is organized
With respect to a ‘tautosyllabic’ nuclear
vowel by its center (i. e., C-center), but a
post-vocalic consonant (or sequence of
consonants) by its (first) left edge.
INTRODUCTION

Having examined x-ray microbeam
data. for one speaker of American
English, Browman and Goldstein found
eVidence for the C-center (defined below)
[1]. 'SpeCifically, they argued that,
judging by patterns of articulatory
stability, the C-center of a pre-vocalic
consonant or consonant cluster is more
tightly coordinated with the vowel
gesture that corresponds to a following
acoustic vowel than is either the left edge
(henceforth, LE) of the first pre-vocalic
consonant plateau or the right edge
(henceforth, RE) of the last one.
However, at least for the monosyllabic
target words in their data set, they
suggested that it is the LE of the firstpost-vocalic consonant rather than the

\/i V
Figure 1: The potential hasin rel ’considered in the preset?! expefimeiillz'rl:indicated schematically with bold verticallines and arrows. Those phasingrelations that are arguedfor in [I] areindicated with check mar

C-center of the whole sequence of
consonants (or the C-center of just the
coda consonants) that is most tightly
coordinated with the vowel gesture,
regardless of whether that vowel and
consonant are separated by a word
boundary. (See Fig. 1). They did report,
however, that those vowel-to—LE
measures are even more stable when
there is no intervening word boundary
(but see [2] for apparent counter-
evrdence.)

One implication of this picture of
organization is that increasing the
number of consonant gestures in a coda
should not reduce the acoustic duration
of a itautosyllabic’ vowel. This
implication is at odds with the notion of
‘compensatory shortening’. (See [3].)

The experimental results that we
report here allow us to address these
articulatory and acoustic issues.

METHODS

Design and Stimuli
The present design systematically

varies one-, two-, and three-consonant
pre-vocalic and post-vocalic consonant
‘clusters’ in accented, monosyllabic (real
and nonsense) English target words. The
utterances were designed to disallow
rightward re-syllabification on
phonotactic grounds. (See Table 1.)

Data Collection Technique and
Procedure

All data were collected at the
University of Wisconsin x-ray
microbeam facility [4]. The utterances
were presented to the subjects on a
Video screen in quasi-random order. The
microbeam system then tracked the
Cartesran coordinates of gold pellets
(2:5-3:0 mm in diameter) affixed to the
mid-line surfaces of the subject‘s
articulators as he or she read each
utterance aloud at least five times, while
acoustic data were simultaneously
recorded. Before analyzing the
articulatory data, we compensated for
any head movement added to articulator
movement by using position data
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Table 1 .' List ofutterances. Capital letters

indicate accent.

Frame: ‘1 read [past] again.

Position ofTarget Cs

large! (2,: Prg-vggalig ML-vgcalig
[s] cufiSAYED CUSS fade

lpl cuffPAlD cup fade
[psl —-—-— CUPS fade

[Sp] cuff SPAYED CUSP fade

[sps] ——-— CUSPS fade

[I] cuffLAID —-

[i ———— CULP fade
llPSl -——- CULPS fade
[pl] cuff PLAYED
lspl] cuff SPLAYED

gathered on reference pellets affixed to
the nose and upper incisor. The data
were automatically rotated to the
occlusal plane.

Subjects
Four college students participated in

the present study. All were natives of
Wisconsin between the ages of 18 and
20, three female, one male. All were of
normal speech and hearing ability, with
the exception of Subject STRZ who had
a 30 dB notch at 8 kHz in the right car
only, which we do not believe to have
affected his performance on the task.

Measurement Procedure
The sampling rates for the x-ray data

differed from pellet to pellet (40—160
Hz), and sometimes for a single pellet
from utterance to utterance. Therefore,
when smoothing articulatory data, we
set the number of points in our
(software) triangular filters according to
channel-specific sampling rates so that
Window sizes were always brought as
close as possible to 25 msec. The x-ray
data were then re-framed by
interpolation to 200 Hz (T=5
msec./frame).

ln all cases we followed Browman
and Goldstein in defining consonant and
vowel gestures on the oral tier only [1]
(see also [5]). Wherever possible, we
labeled the relevant articulatory tra-
jectory for each target consonant gesture
by automatic algorithm, first finding the
relevant extremum, then marking as the
LE the first frame whose displacement
amplitude fell within a spatial noise level
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(SNL) equal to five percent of the mean
of the speaker’s mean range of displace-
ment across all displacement trajectories
analyzed for the present experiment
(including those from utterances later
excluded from analysis). We marked the
right edge (RE) as the last frame whose
amplitude fell within that same SNL.

Lip Aperture
In order to label ‘p’ in a principled

way, we computed a trajectory that we
call Iip aperture (henceforth, LA) by sub-
tracting vertical displacement of the
lower lip pellet from that of the upper
lip pellet (positioned on the lower and
upper verrnilion borders, respectively).
Thus, a minima or valley in LA
presumably corresponds to attainment
ofmid-line closure of the lips.

We had hoped to measure ‘p’ as the
LE and RE of a basin around that valley.
indeed, in general this is what we did
(though for one token we were only able

to do so by reducing the SNL by .l mm)
However, in many cases, edges of con-
tiguous ‘p#t‘ and ‘fflp’ sequences were

‘blurred’ in LA, perhaps due to conflict-

ing demands being made on the lower lip

by the two closure gestures. Although

the failure of the articulators to return

consistently to their ‘neutral’ positions

between these two contiguous gestures

presents no theoretical difficulties, in

cases where labial gestures were

contiguous, we were forced to label ‘p’

by automatically picking the ‘p’ edge

that was not contiguous With ‘1‘, and

then calculating the contiguous edge in

terms of an utterance-type-specnfic ratio

of the known edge to the relevant anchor

point. These ratios were calculated on

the basis of various averages of the ratios

for non—contiguous edges to relevant

anchor points for the tokens whose

‘F—contiguous labels were found

automatically (‘ffispfi ‘f#spl’, ‘spsef,

‘ps#t‘ and ‘lps#t‘).

Tongue Tip Constriction Degree

Due to the non-zero slope of the hard

palate in the region where alveolar

consonants are articulated, peaks in mid-

line vertical displacement of the tongue

tip pellet (positioned 7 to 9 mm back of

the actual tip) do not always cmcm In

time with the actual moment of tightest

constriction as measured for that pellet.

Therefore we measured the relative
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amplitude oftongue tip displacement for
‘s' in a trajectory that we call (inverted)
tongue tip constriction degree
(henceforth, TTCD), which is simply the
x and y coordinates of the tongue tip
pellet rotated to the slope of a relevant
segment of a mid-line pellet tracing of
the palate by the formula:

TTCD = - 7TX* SING + 771’ * COSB

where 9 is the slope of the palate
segment found by linear regression.

We also labeled ‘1’ in TTCD. Ourjustification for doing so is found in
Sproat and Fujimura‘s suggestion that
the tongue tip gesture for ‘1’ may beconsonantal, but the tongue bodygesture, vocalic [6]. Because the presentresearch concerns the timing ofconsonant gestures with respect tovowel gestures, we ignored themovement ofthe tongue body for ‘1’.
Right Anchor Point

We labeled the trans-vocalic rightanchor point (henceforth, RAP, i.e., theattainment of target for post-vocalic‘d’—see [l]) by automatic algorithm,choosing the first positive-to-negativezero crossing in the region ofinterest ofthe first derivative of smoothed TTCD(SNL=10% of the subject’s meanvelocity range for that pellet acrossutterances). Our algorithm required twoconsecutive frames to be within the zeroregion, and none without, before theedges of the zero region were declared.
Left Anchor Point

We used a trans-vocalic left anchorpoint (henceforth LAP) similar to thatused in [1]. That is, we identifiedabsolute peak vertical displacement of apellet affixed to the tongue dorsum (58to 64 mm back of tongue tip). Thismeasure is effectively equivalent to theC-center of the singleton onset (‘k’). Theslope of the soft palate remains nearlyhorizontal in the region where tonguedorsum constrictions are articulated forall four subjects, so we found itunnecess to rotate the ton ue dorsdata befoglabeling the LAP. g um
C-centers

Again, following [1], we computedthe C-center as the mean of the temporalmidpoints of the plateaus (or basins)surrounding the spatial peaks (or
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valleys) associated with the consonantgestures in a cluster. However, we werenot always able to distinguish theneighboring edges of‘s‘ and ‘l’ in TTCDwhen both occurred in one cluster, i.e.,‘spl’ and ‘lps’. Nor were we always ableto distinguish the RE of the first ‘5’ fromthe LE of the second ‘5’ in ‘sps’clusters. Therefore, in such case , wechose to label only the LE of the firstTTCD gesture and the RE of the second.
We then counted the resulting ‘plateau'as a single gesture for the purposes ofcomputing the C-center. (However, we
chose not to analyze the post-vocalic
‘sp(C)’ and ‘lp(C)’ utterances of Subject
SCHZ, who appeared to have had
difficulty producing many ofthem under
the experimental conditions.)

For an ‘f#p’ or ‘pttf’ contiguous
utterance, we computed the C-center
with reference to the normalized ‘p' edge
as discussed above.

Acoustic Vowel Duration
e also measured the acoustic

duration of [A] before post-vocalic target
consonants. To this end we segmented
the waveform by placing two labels
without particular reference to
articulatory labels, one at the stan of
aspiration following ‘k' and another at
the instant of gross spectral change
corresponding to the first following
post-vocalic consonant. However, we
were not always able to identify discrete
acoustic boundaries between the vowel
and post-vocalic ‘1’.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the articulatory data, separate

ANOVA were run for each subject for
each position (pre-vocalic and post-
vocalic) on one factor with three levels:
RE, LE, and C-center. .

For the pre-vocalic consonants, in
each case the measure for each of the
three levels was subtracted from the
RAP, as in [1]. For all subjects, the pre-
vocalic C-center organization was more
stable (i.e., had a smaller standard
deviation from the group mean With alower Levene’s p-score) than either of
the other measures, as was found in [1]
By subject, F(2,87)=7.81, Levene’s
p<.01; F(2,87)=4.08, Levene’s p<.03;
F(2,81)=9.67, Levene’s p<.01;
F(2,84)=10.09, Levene’s p<.01.
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For the post-vocalic consonants, the
measure for each of the three levels had
the measure for the LAP subtracted from
it, as in [1]. This time, for all four
subjects, the local LE organization
proved more stable than the C-center or
RE, again as the analysis of data from
the single subject in [1] suggested. By
subject, F(2,99)=27.03, Levene’s
p<.0001; F(2,42)=6.04, Levene’s p<.01;
F(2,93)=l7.56, Levene’s p<.0001;
F(2,102)=l9.41, Levene‘s p<.0001. .

The acoustic vowel duration for [A] in
the accented syllable did not show a
significant or consistent trend toward
increasing or decreasing with cluster
complexity; Levene’s p-values ranged
across speakers from >.17 to >.8_9.
While this finding would not be eaSily
explained by ‘compensatory shonening’
(see [3]), it is expected given the results
of our articulatory analyses in which the
LE was most stable.

We interpret the pre- and post-
vocalic results as strongly supporting
the suggestion in [I] that there we
difference in pre- and post- vocalic
organization (in American English
monosyllabic words ), at least for labial
consonant gestures and consonant
sequences involving labial gestures.
Nevertheless we refrain from drawmg
rigid conclusions until our findings can
be confirmed for other constriction
locations, and until comparable results
obtained from point—source tracking and
linguapalatal devices have been
scrutinized, which we hope to do in the
future.
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ABSTRACT
A correlation between adherence of
consonants to vowel nucleus and
mandibular height has been proposed by
Lindblom and colleagues [1-4]. To
support this proposal [La] and [3,1] in
VC(:)V items were recorded for 2 French
and 2 Moroccan subjects. Results indicate
a mandibular order increasing from low
to high as follows [a]<[l]S[i]<[s], and a
perfect overall correlation between
normalized relative coarticulability (o/m)
and mean height of the jaw.

1. INTRODUCTION
In his proposals arguing for economy of
speech gestures, Lindblom [1] drew a
hypothesis to explain the formation of
complex syllables from VCV behaviour.
Consonant propensity to cluster in
syllables could depend on their jaw height
that determines coarticulatory
compatibility: what we call
coarticulability. This relationship
corresponds to the intuition that
consonants are more assimilated by
vowels than the reverse. At the same time
it explains both propensity for consonants
to settle more or less further apart from
the vowel within the syllable (like s in
straight) and their propensity to
coamculate maximally (relatively) enough
when the same segments occur close to
the vowel (in sane).
Results from Swedish [1] were
reinterpreted by [2]. On the basis of
English data, she pointed out that vowels
and some consonants adopt jaw height to
accommodate other consonants, typically
[5] (to support an aerodynamic rationale
for this behaviour, see [5]). Finally data
from. Swedish and English were
examined [3] : jaw height measurements.
depicted in percentage of maximum
opening relative to clench (for absolute
values, see [4]). are displayed on Fig. l
for [f,b.t.d.s,n,l,r,lr.h] realized in [a-a].
[e-e] and [i-i] contexts. An overall
correlation (r=.80) is clearly visible
between height and coarticulability ranks.
The latter 1s expressed by the coefficient

of variability (o/m), which compensates
better for the fact that overall absolute
variance for high segments like [s] is
smaller than for low segments, say [a]
(the «very high and invariant [sic]» jaw
position, claimed for [SJ] in Palestinian
Arabic and French by [5] in token-to-
token measurements. is not contradictory,
since o/m is not taken into account). In
other words o/m captures the overall
accommodation of the consonant to the
vowel in the opening scale.
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Fig.1— Ranks of mean height (in) and
coarticulability (o/m) for consonants and
vowels (from % jaw opening, see text).
English and Swedish combined (adapted
from [3]). Test segments chosen hereafter
are within circles.
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In this investigation we will use
Moroccan Arabic and French data to
support Lindblom's hypothesis.
portrayed in the frame of the [al-[s]
height scale, with a particular emphasis
on the «meeting-point» of the nearest
consonant to the highest vowel. Hence
the test segments we chose according to
previous results were [i.a] for extreme
vowel magnitude in height. and [8.1] for
the consonants. [1] being the closest
consonant to [i] (following [41- opening
values are in mm: (11:5.50, [bi—4.86 and
[i]=5.29). Arguments for comparing [1]
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and [i] or [i] heights can be taken from
their proximity in the different proposals
of sonority scales by phonologists [6. 7]
and from the frequent confusion of [l]
and [i] in language acquisition [8.9]. As
concerns coarticulability, we will not
consider the most coarticulable «guttural»
[5] consonants [?,h,h,rr,x] and [q,k]. A
recent study of jaw movements in 6
degrees of freedom [10] reports an
interesting case ofpure trwtrlation in a [1i]
syllable, with no rotation component as
for [s] (and U,r,t,k,p,f]). But [1] is
clearly among the consonants that resist
to jaw lowering in the [a] context. Hence
we will show that the correlation between
coarticulability and height holds where it
is not trivial, i.e. for consonants who
display some coarticulation resistance of
their own to vowel opening.
2. METHOD
To show up [1] and [s] jaw heights, in
contact with high [i] and low [a], and
their mutual coarticulation resistance,
three factors were manipulated:
consonantal gemination (simple vs.
double consonants), rate (conversational
vs. fast) and context ([i-a],[a-i],[a-a],[i-
i], for consonants,[-l-],[-ll-],[-s-],[-ss-],
for vowels). Arabic stimuli (9 words. 7
logatemes) were inserted in the carrier
interrogative sentences [a:l —] (he says).
French sequences are preceded by first
name «Al» and contained significant
combinations to obtain comparable
sequences. Arabic stimuli were preceded
by a little glottalization. Note that
Moroccan Arabic gemination is
tautomorphemic and French
heteromorphemic.
Two native speakers of Fez Arabic
(sisters A and N, present author) and two
French (C woman and F man) recorded
sequences in an anechoic room. in
random order, producing 12 repetitions
by item at two speaking rates
(conversational and fast).
The tracking system was a mandibular
kinesiograph (Myotronics KSAR) with a
magnet fixed to the lower incisors,
moving in the linear portion of the
kinesiograph [l 1]. Vertical displacement
was recorded on an FM tape. Analyses
are based on 9 (out of 12) correctly
produced utterances.
Jaw vertical position and audio signals
were digitized in stereo at 8 kHz with
Audiomedia (Macintosh). Then edited
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and measured using SignalyzeTM.
Mandibular signal was undersampled at
500 Hz. Numerical signal values were
converted in mm (owing to the calibration
carried out by bite blocks when
recording). Jaw height was measured for
each segment at about its acoustic centre,
relative to the minimum minimorum
mandibular opening of each subject. A
total of 3,456 values were thus obtained.
3. RESULTS
We will examine here only a global
description for each subject, based on
mean values and standard deviation to
portray his/her height and coarticulability
scales, without regrouping segments on
the basis of the results of ANOVA for
main effects (gemination, rate, context).

This in order to compare our results with
the overall correlation given in Fig. l by
[3]. For all subjects mean values and
standard deviations were normalized
which gives us the general trend for
Arabic and French. Our results will be
annotated progressively in relation to
English and Swedish ones.
3.1. Height and coarticulability:
individual strategies

a l i s

A 7.17 4.62 3.74 2.50
0.150 0.227 0.172 0.262

N 11.96 9.32 7.51 5.05
0.159 0.122 0.177 0.188

C 10.33 9.18 6.73 2.45
0.198 0.136 0.308 0.475

F 8.95 6.18 5.86 3.56
0.231 0.251 0.233 0.333

Table — Mean jaw opening (mm) anc

coefficient of variability (cs/m) for test

consonants and vowels. Arabic (A and

N) and French (C and F) subjects.

Table 1 shows that mean jaw opening

range is clearly subject-dependent (from

4.67 mm for A to 7.88 mm for C), but

that on the mandibular height scaleall

subjects get the same ranking increasrng

from low to high: [a]<[l]<[i]<[s]. Thus

this order is the same for Arabic, French

and Swedish. Separate results taken from

[3] show that velarized English [1] ts

slightly higher than [i] (i.e. in mm:

[al=9.25, [11:453. [i]=5.33. [s]=2_.50).
In summary, an ordering [a]<[l]S[r]<['s]

corresponds to the proximity of [1] et [1],
in Arabic (for A more than for N) and in
French (only for F).
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Coarticulability displays two different
behaviours. which are not language-
dependent since N (Arabic) and C
(French) display the same ranking vs. A
and F (Fig. 2), who show the same
pattern as English and Swedish combined
(Fig. 1). In fact the overall correlation
found by [3] is fairly well reproduced.
since segments are set not farther from
one rank off the positive diagonal
(r=0.80). [s] has the most stable
coarticulability rank vs. [1]. which
changes most, [i] and [a] being in
between.
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Fig.2— Height and coarticulability ranks
for subjects A and F (squares) and N and
C (circles).

3.2. Height and coarticulability:
general trend
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Fig.3— Ranks of normalized (see text)height and coarticulability for the four test
segments. Arabic and French combined.

To get the general behaviour of the four
test segments [a,l,i,s], we normalized
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mean height for each speaker with the
following formula: mnorm%=100(m-
mmm)/(mmax-mmin). o/m is normalized
in two steps : onom%=o/(mmx-mmin);
then Cnorm%/mnorm%. (Note that the
convention of an origin normalized at 0%
for [5] gives corresponding coefficients
of variability tending towards an).
The means mmm% and omm%/mmm%
across the four subjects are displayed on
Fig. 3. showing a perfect correlation
between normalized height and
coarticulability for both languages
combined. Our results support
Lindblom's hypothesis. for whom scales
of mandibular position and variability can
be used as indexes to account for the
economy of the syllable.
4. DISCUSSION
Jaw height scale. [a]<[l]S[i]<[s], resists
to language and speaker difference - and.
just to mention results to be published.
resists also to metrical ([1] vs. [11]; [s] vs.
[ss]) and speech rate changes.
The correlation between mandibular
height and coarticulability scales, that
globally holds for speakers of languages
as dissimilar as Arabic, English, French
and Swedish can meet optimization
principles. In motor control for large and
small targets (like Fitt's law). But also in
the articulatory-to-acoustics mapping
[12], knowing that acoustics is fairly well
related to log-area ratios [13]. a
sensitivity in which the mandible takes
part. synergetically, even if it is not the
end effector of the constriction [5].
More generally. such an approach could
renew the question of the constituency of
the syllable. provided that it is
reconsidered at the control level for the
production of the opening-closing
modulation of the basic cycle of speech.
for which the mandible is the carrier
articulator.
In this frame, questions addressed by
phonologists concerning the sonority
scales and syllable structure could be
reformulated. So the highest mandibular
position for [s], makes [s]+plosive
clusters not so weird. Processed both by
Germanic metric [14] and French pig
Latin (verlan [15]), they are too recunent
to be confined to borrowings from elite
languages [16]. Thus, in mandibular
height terms they don't need
extrasyllabicity [7] or contextual
processing by harmony phonology [17]-
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As concerns the proximity of [l] and [i] or
U], one can ask whether there is some
empirical rationale to such a refined scale
as the one proposed for Meknes Arabic
[l8]: [a]<[i]<[r]<[‘il<ll.n.WJ<[d.S]<lt];
knowing that [l] and [i] are so closed in
the mandibular scale (not to speak of
other sonority proposals from De Brosses
[16] to [6]. and not to mention acquisition
data again [8,9]). More necessary: the
traditional paucity in degrees in the vowel
sonority scale has been repaired up to a
point following [19] in Berber.
Of course one could state. with Ohala
that: "‘Sonority’ [does] not exist" [16];
and of course our interest for proposals
[1] that consider the mandible as a
syllable organizer accounts for the
modulation principle in speech. But
before giving up phonological constructs.
more knowledge has to be gathered on
the dynamic behaviour of the jaw. at least
in our test segments. especially the
nearest ones. [i] and [1], following
emerging pioneering work on the control
of the carrier articulator [10].
Acknowledgement: To T. Lallouache,
R. Kies and A. Amal. for the time they
took to assess our signals ; to C. Smith
and C. Stoel-Gammon. for their relevant
references; to A. Diana for English.
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ABSTRACT
The basic assumptions

of a syllable-less model of
phonology developed by the
author [4] are presented.
The beats-and-binding model,
as it is called, is a na-
tural functional model
constructed within the
framework of Natural Phono-
logy [l,7] and natural
polycentristic theory of
language [2].

INTRODUCTION
The following exposi-

tion will be limited to the
presentation of the prefe-
rences and principles of the
beats-and-binding model
which account for the four
levels of phonological
structure, i.e. level 0: the
level of rhythmical prefe-
rences. level 1: the level
of underlying phonological
binding preferences. level
2: the level of phonotactic
preferences and level 3: the
level of articulatory prefe-
rences.

The unit "syllable" has
been used in phonology toaccount for the processesthought to be conditioned by”syllable boundaries"."syllable weight". and
segments sequences occurringwithin the "syllable". Inthe present framework.segments phonotactics con-stitutes a necessary conse-quence of the operation ofthe binding preferences, inthe sense of counteractingthe latter by keeping a -
propriate sonority distances
between segments. Linguistictiming relationships betweenbeats account for what usedto be called "syllableweight". "Syllable bounda-ries" do not. in principle.

constitute a phonological
issue: speakers of a langua-
ge are able to produce
pauses in between beats as.
among others, a side-effect
of the operation of the
binding preferences. The
notion of so-called "sylla-
ble contact" (of. [8]) is
also untenable: patterns of
consonants are a corollary
of binding consonants to
beats.

PREFERENCES AND PRINCIPLES
Level 0

A preference for iso-
chrony and for the rhythmic
structuring of a sequence in
general is rooted in uni-
versal principles of human
perceptual and motor beha-
viour. Rhythm can be broadly
defined as "the structure of
a sequence" consisting of
not necessarily linguistic
units. Humans possess strong
motor-perceptual biases.
which on the one hand con-
strain their production (in
rate and pattern) and on the
other impose structure on
auditory sequences, even if
the structure is physically
not there. In speech. rhythm
facilitates communication
and intelligibility.

(1) The primary rhythm
units are feet and their
constituents - rhythmical
beats. similarly as in
music. There is a universal
preference for two beats per
foot: the former beat is
preferably strong. the
latter — weak, i.e. they
constitute a trochee (a
metrically falling accent).

(2) A beat (henceforth
notated as "B") is realized
by a phoneme which is tradi’
tionally referred to as a"syllable nucleus"; prefe-
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rentially, it is a vowel

(notated as "V"); secondari-
ly, a consonant may acquire
the function of a beat. A
vowel is a better candidate
for a beat due to its sa-
liency potential based on

its high sonority value and

articulatory openness.

Therefore, those among
consonants which possess the
latter two features to a
higher extent qualify better
for a beat than others.

(3) In accordance with
the semiotic principle of
figure and ground (cf. [3]).
a hiatus between two beats
is avoided by means of
inserting a non-beat (hence-
forth notated as "n") in
between. i.e. a consonant
(notated as "C"). Only in
this way do the figures.
i.e. beats (B), receive a
necessary ground. i.e. non-
beats (n). in the form of
consonants.

So, thanks to the
preferences 1 to 3, speech
flow consists of beats and
non-beats. which are phone-
tically realized by percep-
tually and articulatorily
contrasting sounds - vowels
and consonants respectively.
This is the most general
structural level of phonolo-
8y, the level of rhythmical
preferences (=level 0).

The universal perceptu-
al preferences operate at
two levels:
Level 1: the level of under-
lying phonological binding
preferences between beats
(B) and non—beats (n). and
Level 2: the level of phono-
tactic preferences predic-
ting the preferred actual
sonority distances between
and among vowels (V) and
consonants (C), necessary
for the origin and mainten—
ance of consonant clusters.

Level 1

(4) Beats (B) and non—
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beats (n) in a sequence are
joined by means of bindings
in a binary fashion, i.e.,
e.g. in a sequence (BnB)
there are maximally two
bindings, i.e. a Bn-binding
(a non-beat is bound to the
preceding beat) and a n8-
binding (a non-beat is bound
to the following beat). i.e.
(Bn + nB}. A beat, however,
may potentially stay alone
while a non-beat must be
bound to a beat.

So, non-beats actively
work against beat hiatus.
The latter is a sequence of
two beats, with NO binding
between them. If a (B + B)
sequence is not ”broken” by
a non-beat, it either (a)
reduces to one beat (B),
represented phonemical-
ly/segmentally by a short
vowel. which involves a
change in the structure on
Level 1 or (b) remains
underlyingly a two-beat
unbounded sequence i.e.
(B+B). represented phonemi-
cally either by a diphthong
or a long vowel, which
leaves the structure on the

level of bindings (level 1)

unaffected.
Two neighbouring beats

(by default unbounded)

without any "trace" of a

non-beat in between them

(i.e. no gliding. no. pre-

glottalization) and Without

any morphological boundary

separating them. count as a

long beat on level 0. i.e.

on the level of universal

rhythmical preferences.

Counting of beats on this

level corresponds to what is

usually interpreted as

speakers' intuitions about

the number of "syllables”.

For example. a trochee on

level 0 counts two. while on

level 1 it often consists of

three beats.

"Heaviness" in a beat—

and-binding model is expres-

sed by means of a number of
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beats AND bindings (and
beats and bindings count
equal) contained within a

binary foot. from a beat to
another one or to a phonolo-
gical word boundary. For
example. in a (Bn) cluster
(/VC/) there is one beat and
one binding. i.e. count 2,
and in a (BB) cluster (/V:/,
/VV/) there are two beats,
i.e. also count 2. Another
possibility is to have an
intervening morphological
boundary between two beats
in a hiatus.

Since bindings are
perceptually based. binding
preferences (i.e. how bin-
dings preferably arise and
combine) belong to the
universal perceptual level
of phonology. The latter
consists of two levels;
binding preferences occupy
level 1. i.e. the level of
underlying phonological
binding preferences between
beats (B) and non-beats (n).

(5) The two bindings
differ in strength: the {nB}
binding. i.e. the binding of
a non-beat to the following
beat (preferentially reali-
zed by a /CV/ sequence). is
always stronger than the
(Bn) binding, i.e. the
binding of a non—beat to the
preceding beat (preferenti-
ally realized by a /VC/
sequence).

A subjective perceptual
measure of contrast between
a beat and a nonbeat is
constituted by sonority. At
the level of phonological
bindings beats are uniformly
more sonorous than nonbeats.
In objective terms. it is
the degree of modulation in
several acoustic parameters
(amplitude, periodicity,
spectral shape. F0; cf. [6])
that decides about a (nB}-
binding being uniformly
stronger than a (Bn}-bin—
ding. As Ohala (1990) noti-
ces. larger modulations have
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more survival value than
lesser ones and therefore
will persist in the langua-
ges.

Level 2
(6) Actual distances

between segments in terms of
sonority become relevant
only at the level of phono-
tactic preferences (level
2). At this level sonority
becomes a relative measure
of distances between (and
among) consonants and vo-
wels, the values of which
decide about the fate of
segments in a phonotactic
sequence.

The universal preferen-
ces consist in the strength-
by-distance relations bet-
ween segments measured in
distance among the six
positions on the sonority
scale (e.g. 1a - distance of
two positions. st - distance
of one. ka - distance of
five. etc.: so, e.g., ka >
la > st).

Level 3
(7) Two main functions

of phonology: to serve
clarity of perception and
ease of articulation are
reflected in perceptual.
hearer-friendly preferences.
on the one hand. and in
articulatory, speaker-friend-
ly preferences, on the
other. Another level of
structure. called level 3.
will be reserved exactly for
the speaker-friendly prefe-
rences for articulatorily
easy phonotactic sequences.
While contrast is an under-
lying principle on the
perceptual levels (of. a
figure-and-ground princi-
ple), similarity reigns on
the articulatory level (of.
the proximity law).

The Principle of Balance
(8) Conflicts among

universal preferences. and
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especially those between

bearer—friendly and Speaker-

friendly preferences. are

mediated by the major ten-

dency for balance (of. [5]).

which is realized on a

language—specific level.

Conflict solutions are

implemented language-speci-

fically to establish langua-

ge-specific or typological

relationships between bin-

dings. phonotactic preferen-

ces and articulatory prefe-

rences.
In the present frame-

the effectiveness and

optimality of the balanced

solutions are emphasized.

which is clearly possible

within a functional approach

to phonology advocated by

the natural framework.

work,
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ABSTRACT
Realization of vowel devoicing in

Japanese was examined acoustically by
varying accentual and segmental factors
on nonsense words systematically. Effect
of accent was found to be quite small,
affecting only those vowels which
occurred before [6, c, i]. There was a
tendency for a vowel to resist devoicing
when it was adjacent to [c] and [f]. The
phonetics and phonology of vowel
devoicing in Japanese is discussed.
INTRODUCTION

There has been growing interest in the
phenomenon of vowel devoicing in
recent phonetic literature. These studies
indicate that the phonetic conditions in
which vowels are devoiced across several
languages are extremely similar.

Vowel devoicing has hitherto been
most extensively studied for Japanese. A
standard description is that the high
vowels /i/ and /u/ are devoiced between
the two voiceless consonants, or between
a voiceless consonant and a pause. It is
known that devoicing is influenced by
both segmental and accentual factors.
However, it was not until recently that
the relationship between the two factors
was considered [1, 2]. While these two
studies have concentrated on counting the
frequency/rates of devoiced vowels in a
dictionary and large database
respectively, the present study focuses
on an acoustic analysis, using a well-
controlled material in which segmental
and accentual factors are varied
systematically. Potential spectral,
durational. and intensity changes acrossthese two variants have not been exploredpreviously.

MATERIAL AND ANALYSIS
The corpus consisted of nonsensewords having three CV syllables, wherethe segments in the fust CVC were varied

systematically. All possible combinationsof devoiced vowels were included (cf.Table l). The nonsense words such aspipaka, pitaka, pikaka, were embedded in

a carrier sentence "Korewa _ desu "
(this is _).

The entire corpus consisted of 110
words and it was read twice by a female
speaker of Standard Japanese for each
accent category at a comfortable speaking
rate. Total of 440 samples were obtained.
All speech material was digitized at
ZOkHz sampling rates. Duration and
intensity (dB) were measured using the
spectrograph and energy calculation
commands of the CSL software package
installed on a PC. Intensity was
measured at a point approximately one
third from the end of the frication phase.

RESULTS
Realization of devoicing

Results of the realization of vowel
devoicing in different segmental contexts
are shown in Table 1 with accent in-
formation. It is shown that there were
three types of realizations: (1) those
which were devoiced regardless of accent
category, (2) those which were not
devoiced, and (3) those which were not
devoiced when accented. The vowels in
the categories (2) and (3) all belong to the
syllables which were followed by the
postvocalic [0, c, f]. Those vowels
which were not devoiced regardless of
accent occurred more often with [9] or [f]
as the adjacent consonant.

Acoustic manifestation ‘
In the present material, the vowel in

question appeared in the initial syllable of
CVCVCV, which was embedded in a
carrier sentence. When the vowel w.“
devoiced after a stop consonant. Its
presence was usually detectable in the
much longer duration of aspiration (91'
frication noise), and the difference in
quality (/i/ or /u/) was shown as different
spectral patterns (cf. Figure l). Syllables
such as Ipi, pu, ki, ku/ all had this pattern
with slight reduction in duration and
intensity when unaccented. Differences tn
quality between [cj] and [cu] Wllh
devoiced‘vowels, is more difficult to
identify spectrographically.
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CONTEXTS ON THE
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able 1. E ea 0 accent and segmental context: on the realimtion ofvowel devoicing.Lives deifiicedfX=was not devoiced. A=was not devoiced when accented.
Two tokensfor each syllable.

post-
syllable p

‘ F "f‘ “g 1 It.
I r. -‘. ’u‘ll lg? 'a ‘

ififififlsfiefifiéfifiufierfiufidsufiflafir'm

e:- B

w . FE

Figure 1. Sample spectrogram skewing lkr'kaka. ladmka. cikalra. cukaka/where /r/and
lu/are devoiced.

Figure 2 displays sample tokens for
[klkaka kukaka. cjkaka. cukakal-

The frication phase in accented
syllables always had longer duration and
the difference was found to ”be
significant Figure 2 presents the duration
of frication phase for each syllable type
except for [9] since the recordings for this
sound were unfortunately of poor
quality. . _ .As for intensity, the onginal material
did not render reliable measurements of
intensity partly because the recordings
Was divided into two sessions with a
Pal-‘56. partly because the speaker

acreased overall intensity in the second
session. and partly because the distance
from the microphone was not fixed.
These conditions made it difficult to do

anin ful intensity measurements since
a listgwas randomized. Therefore. the
same speaker “as called for an additional
recording for some selected materials.
this time using a headset nucrophone (cf.
Figure 3). Like duration. the fncatron
phase in accented syllables alas ays had
higher intensity, thoughthe diiterence
“as not found to be significant by Hest
for the pairs (pip. pits. crk. cite].
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pi pu ki ku tcitsu su ci cu fu

Figure 2. Duration offrication phasefor
each syllable type with or without accent.

(IE ' accented

80 unaccented

60

40

20

pip pit pik pite pits cip cit cik citc cits

Figure 3. Comparisons of intensity of the
frication phases of [pi] and [oi] before
stops and affricates with or without
accent.

DISCUSSION
Influence of accent

The influence of accent in the
realization of vowel devoicing in
Japanese has been known for a long time
(cf. Sakurai [3] for a detailed
description). By and large, it has been
described that a potentially devoiceable
vowel tends to resist devoicing once it is
accented. Influence of accent, however,
can appear in a different way by shifting
accent to either the preceding or the
following vowel. Many works using
word in isolation form agree that accent
indeed has a strong influence in
preventing devoicing (cf. [2] for
reference). However, recent works using
longer words [4] and sentence database
[2] found no overriding influence of
accent in preventing devoicing.
However. due to the restricted and
uncontrolled curpus, these studies did not
reveal much clearity as to the relationship
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between accentuation and segmental
contexts.
In the present material of controlled
corpus, the influence of accent on vowels
in different segmental contexts appeared
very regularly. Effect of accent in
preventing devoicing was found only for
those which were followed by [c, c, f].
The phenomenon appears partly
phonological and partly phonetic because
all these consonants are the allophonic
variants before /i/ and /u/ (see discussion
in next session), and because the three
consonants do not behave exactly the
same.

Influence of segmental context
The influence of prevocalic and

postvocalic consonants has been
discussed much in the literature and it has
been indicated that there is a division
between stops and fricatives. The
division into stops and fricatives is also
supported from physiological studies of
glottal opening [8, 9].

Most studies agree that the phonetic
nature of the postvocalic consonant is the
most decisive factor in determining vowel
devoicing, claiming that devoicing rate is
higher when a vowel is followed by a
stop than a fricative [5, 6]. The results of
the present work agree with those of the
previous studies in this respect except
that the difference among fricatives
became clearer in the present study. [5]
and [h] behave besically the same as
stops and affricates as postvocalic
consonant.

The influence of prevocalic consonant
is implicit in Kawakami's division of
devoiced vowels in Japanese into two
types: he says when [ki, pi, ku, pu, cu,
tcu] occur before a voiceless consonant,
they will have devoiced vowels. On the
other hand syllables [ci, tci, ci, su, tsu,
fu] before a voiceless consonant usually
do not even possess a devoiced vowel
[7]. It is notable that the former group
has, except for [(t)cu], stop consonants
while the latter has fricatives.

The results of the present investigation
indicate, however, that it is not adequate
to consider the influence of adjacent
segment in terms of segment alone.
Instead, the nature of entire syllable
should be considered. In the present
study, those vowels which either did not
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get devoiced at all or affected by accent
all occurred when they were followed by
[c, c, f]. It should be remembered that
[6, c, f] are the allophonic variants of /s/

and /h/ in Japanese: [c] for ls/ before /i/,
and [c] and [f] for /h/ before N and /u/
respectively. Furthermore, in the present
material, these syllables were followed
by [k], making the vowels in these
syllables potentially devoiceable. In other
words, in these words including [(5, c, f],
there were two succesive high vowels in
a devoiceable environment. In only one
word, namely in [cicika], both high
vowels were devoiced regardless of
accent. In all other words of this
category, the first high vowel was either
not devoiced at all or was affected by
accent. It is interesting to note Kondo's
results which report that devoicing of two
successive syllables are avoided [4].

One interesting observation in this line
of explanation, is that [to] and [ts] do not
behave similarly to [c, e, f] even though
they too are the allophones (of /t/) before
/i/ and /u/.

It may be at this point that the
differentce between stop and fricative
plays a role. In the acoustic signal, when
a vowel is integrated in the frication
phase or deleted all together, what is left
is a frication phase. When a stop or
affricate follows, there will be an
occlusion after this phase, while if it were
a fricative. another frication follows
immediately. In the present material,
except for [eicika], where both [i]s were
devoiced, no two sequence of frication
phases were observed when the first
syllable was accented.

With few exceptions [10], the
phenomenon of vowel devoicing has
been discussed solely in terms of
phonetics. However, the foregoing
discussion indicates that the role played
by phonology is considerable in the
realization of vowel devoicing in
Japanese. The problem we are concerned
with is not the nature of prevocalic or
postvocalic consonant per se. Rather. it is
the question of which syllable including
the vowel preceeds or follows, and how
these syllables are structured within the
emtre phonological system, where the
allophonic variants of some consonants
are typically found before high vowels.
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SPATIAL PROPERTIES OF SPEECH MOVEMENTS
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ABSTRACT
If there is one characteristic of speech

that has plagued speech production
theorists for years, it is variability.
Acoustic correlates of a given phoneme
and by inference vocal tract
configurations exhibit variability arising
from a number of sources. The present
experiment was designed to examine the
degree of spatial variation among a
limited set of phonetic segments. Results
suggest that variability in vocal tract
positioning may be sound dependent
reflecting different degrees of
perception/production stability.

INTRODUCTION
An issue of theoretical importance in

speech production is to determine the
precision at which articulatory actions
are being controlled. One characteristic of
speech, however, that has plagued the
development of a realistic understanding
of control precision is variability.
Variation may arise from many sources
and it’s understanding is crucial to the
development of a realistic perspective on
speech motor control. A general
perspective can be obtained from
consideration of the structure and
function of the human nervous system as
an'information processing device. As
pornted out by von Nuemann [l] the
nervous system is an analog device that
IS ideally suited for reliable operation not
precrston. In this context it can be
suggested that articulatory performance
ts good enough without incurring
excessive “costs” [2] with the degree of
prectsion inherently dependent on the
listener's ability to extract meaning from
the speech code. Alternatively, variation
may be related to certain
articulatory/acoustic relations such as
those reflected in Stevens quanta] theory
[3,4] which implicitly assumes that
certain consonants should exhibit more
or less articulatory variability as a
function of the proximity of so-called
primary articulators to sensitive regions
of the vocal tract in which small changes
in articulation have large acousticconsequences.

Evaluation of spatial precision as-
sumes that speech movements may in
fact have spatial targets associated with
them. The concept of spatial targets for
speech was suggested by Lashley [5] in
discussing space coordinate systems for
controlling serial movements such as
those for speech. In spite of the intu-
itiveness of speech motion planning in a
spatial reference frame, the notion of
spatial targets for speech have received
little attention. One reason for the lim-
ited attention, again, appears to be re-
lated to the presence of variability in the
observable signal in which variable vocal
tract shapes yield acceptable acoustic
signals [6] However, as noted above, this
limitation may be related more to an un-
realistic expectation regarding the preci-
sion of the articulatory target for speech.
A recent perspective has been offered by
Guenther [7] in which spatial targets for
speech are viewed as regions rather than
points (convex hulls) in orosensory
space and conceptually is more attractive
than target points. While the available
data is limited it is difficult to imagine
that speech is not planned to some ex-
tent in a spatial coordinate frame since
inappropriately placed articulators will
produce seriously compromised sounds.
The purpose of the present experiment
was to examine the spatial variation of a
few of the phonetic segments of the lan-
guage to determine how speech move-
ment control varies as a function of
phonetic identity.

PROCEDURE
The experimental group consisted of

four subjects (two males, two females).
Movements of the lips, jaw, and four
points on the surface of the tongue were
obtained using an electromagnetic trans-
duction device [8]. The tongue receivers
were placed approximately 1 cm behind
the tongue tip and spaced approximately
1 cm apart. Data were hardware low
pass filtered (200 Hz) and sampled at
625 Hz (12 bit resolution). Following the
digitization, the voltages were digitally
smoothed (25 points with a 3 dB pom!
at 18 Hz) and the voltages were con-
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verted to positions in the midsagittal
plane of the device. All data were rotated
to the subjects' occlusal plane.

Subiects repeated a number of words

embedded in the carrier phrase “Say
again." ten times. In order to

examine the spatial variation associated
with different phonetic segments. the two
dimensional positions of the four tongue
receivers were obtained at the time of zero
(or minimum) speed associated with the
target acoustic segment [9].

RESULTS
Shown in Figure l is the average

tongue shape estimated from a cubic
spline interpolation of the four average
receiver locations for one subject for the
three phones N, /r/. and /ae/ along With
one standard deviation bars. For these
comparisons the variability reflects the
variation associated with repeating each
word ten times. The words represented
are Isl-“sack". /r/—“rack". and Mel—“had".
In considering the spatial variation there
are two points of note: the degree of
variation is quite different for the three
segmea and the different tongue regions
display different degrees of vanabihty.
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Figure I. Derived tongue shape, from a
cubic spline interpolation. during the
steady-state or quasi steady-state
behavior during the three phonetic
segments is’, r’, and ae’. The X
dimension represents the subjects
occlusal plane. Error bars reflect one
stanizr‘ ddei‘iation.

To examine the spatial \ar’iatkm in a
more systematic manner the standard
deviations in the spatial positions of the
tongue receivers were obtained at the
minimum speed associatx-d with each
phonetic segment of interest- The
standard durations in each spatial;
dimension were added providing an
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estimate of the average variation for each
receiver location. For these comparisons
the phone of interest was examined When
it “as in the initial position of the word.
The words examined were: for /s/—
“sack“ and “sag“: for .’rv‘—‘rack“ and
“rag”; for ill-"latter“ andfladder"; for
I'm—“need" and “neat“. The standard
deviation in the X and Y dimensions
were added for each of the 20 repetitions
and are plotted as a function of the four
phones reported here. .

Figures 2 and 3 present the combined
standard deviation in the X and Y
dimensions for /s/ and /r/ (Figure I) and
/1/ and In/ (Figure 3). As shown in Figure
I there is a general trend for the variation
at all positions to be greater for /r/ than
for N with a trend for the tongue front
to Show the smallest deviation aim-pared
to the tongue rear. Figure 3 shows the
variation in tongue receiver posruons for
/I/ and ml. The trend for these phones is
for Al to show more spatial variation
than W for all receiver positions
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word initial “need” and syllable medial
“and“. Interestingly, while /I/ demon-
strated more spatial variation than /n/ in a
similar context, the estimated tongue
shape for /1/ is much more consistent
across contexts than is /n/.

- ' [Y-q- Ina ° ‘ run... In.
-

its
Figure 3. Combined standard deviations
for /I/ and /n/ associated with each spatial
dimension for each of the four tongue
receivers for each ofthe/our subjects.

a

figure 4. Estimated tongue shape for /l/
in two different syllable positions. Each
receiver position reflects the average of
20 tokens (10 for each word). The top
trace is an outline of the subjects hard
palate.

Figure 5. Estimated tongue shape for /n/
in two difi'erent syllable positions. Each
receiver position reflects the average of
20 tokens (10 for each word). The top
trace is an outline of the subjects hard
palate.
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DISCUSSION
Informed explanation of articulator

variability rests on a number of
assumptions regarding the control of
speech movements; the degree of control
precision and the goals for speech. At a
conceptual level speech movements can
be understood as goal-directed [10,11]
and reflecting a level of control consist
with obtaining changes in vocal tract
configurations rather than movements of
individual articulators [12,13]. The
present results are consist with nervous
system control operating on ensembles
of articulators with differential degrees of
precision depending on the context in
which the variation is observed.

An example ofthe apparent looseness
in the precision of articulatory control
can also be found in recent simulation
and synthesis results reported by Gay,
Boe, & Perrier [14]. Parametric
manipulation of vocal tract cross
sectional area and constriction location
was used to determine the acoustic and
perceptual boundaries of certain isolated
vowels. It was shown that the formants
for each of the vowels were most
sensitive to changes in cross sectional
area compared to constriction location.
Vowel perception, however, was
insensitive to both manipulations. The
results from Gay et a1. [14] were
somewhat at odds with the notion of the
quantal characteristics of speech [3,4]
suggesting rather that quantal regions
may not necessarily be avoided because
of the tolerance of the perceptual
system. From these results it was
concluded that the speech production
mechanism has "...considerable
latitude..." in specifying the articulatory
targets. Limited kinematic data reported
by Perkell and colleagues [15,16] is
consistent with a relaxed degree of
articulatory control.

_ In summary, the present report, while
limited in scope, suggests that the
specification of control precision can be
thought of as an inherent property of
each of the speech production units
(phonetic segments) of the language.
Moreover, the degree of variability may
be systematically related to and
ultimately reflect the perceptual
tolerance of the language.
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ARTICULATORY KINEMATICS IN STOP CONSONANTS

Anders Lofllvist and Vincent L. Gracco
Haskins Laboratories, New Haven, CT, USA

ABSTRACT
This paper examines tongue

movement kinematics in stop consonant
production with particular emphasis on
variations due to vowel context and
voicing.

INTRODUCTION
The aim of this work is to examine the

nature and extent of articulatory
variability in stop consonant production
as a function of vocalic context and stop
consonant voicing. Such an examination
is useful for understanding the control of
speech movements, since it can reveal
the nature of the variability and how it is
structured by different sources of
influence.

PROCEDURE
The movement data were recorded

using a three-coil transmitter system
described in [l]. Receivers were placed
_on the upper and lower lips, the lower
incisors, and at four positions on the
tongue. For the sake of convenience, the
tongue receivers will be referred to by
their locations as tongue tip, tongue
blade, tongue body, and tongue rear, cf.
Figure 4. In addition, receivers placed on
the bridge of the nose and on the upper
mctsors were used for correction of head
movements. Two receivers attached to a
plate were used to record the occlusal
plane by having the subject bite on the
plate during recording. All data were
subsequently corrected for head
movements, and then rotated and
translated to bring the occlusal plane into
coincidence with the x axis.

The linguistic material consisted of
VCV. sequences with all possible
combinations of the vowels li, a, u/ and
the stop consonants lp, t, k, b, d, g]. Thesequences were placed in the carrierphrase “Say. again” with sentence
stress occurring on the second vowel ofthe VCV sequence. Ten tokens of eachsequence were recorded at self-selected
speaking rates and intensity levels.

The articulatory movement signals
(induced voltages from the receiver coils)
were sampled at 625 Hz after low-pass-
filtering at 200 Hz. The speech signal
was pre-emphasized, low-pass filtered at
9.5 kHz and sampled at 20 kHz. The
resolution for all signals was 12 bits.
After voltage-to-distance conversion, the
movement signals were low-pass filtered
using a 25-point triangular window with
a 3 dB cutoffat 18 Hz.

The tangential velocity of each
receiver was calculated and used for
velocity measurements and also for
locating points in time for making
position measurements. That is,
movement onsets and offsets were taken
as points of minimum (usually non-zero)
tangential velocity. Movement
displacement was calculated as the path
traversed by a receiver between
movement onset and offset. See [2] for a
discussion of issues in the processing of
two-dimensional movement signals.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we shall present results

of tongue movements for two of the four
subjects recorded. We shall first discuss
the closing movement, then the
articulatory configuration during the stop
closure, and finally the release
movement.

Stop consonant voicing has been
shown to influence articulatory kinemat-
ics, but the data have mostly been lim-
ited to lip and jaw movements and are
somewhat conflicting. We have shown
[3] that the raising movement towards
closure for a velar stop consonant was
reliably faster, larger, and longer for}!
voiced than for a voiceless stop in a sum-
lar vowel context. The larger movement
displacement was due to a lower posr-
tion at movement onset for the vorced
stop, as illustrated in Figure 1. For alveo-
lar stops, these differences were not as
robust, however. This is illustrated in
Figure 2 which plots peak tangential ve-
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locity of the tongue tip receiver for the
closing movement

cm
3.5 VG

D OIA.‘

3

a
2 5 U o

‘ —e—aka ‘
— -o - -aga I
—er—aki o
— -l - -agi
—A—-aku
— 1- —agu

2

5.5 6 6.5 cm
Front <———> Back

Figure 1. Average positions at onset and
offset of tongue body receiver ratsmg
movement towards consonantal closure.
Onset positions in lower right, oflfret
positions in upper Iefl.

cm/s
25- VG

20—

15—

ati adi

Figure 2. Peak tangential velocity of
closing movement for alveolar stops
(mean and standard error ofthe mean).

Statistical analysis showed . no
significant effect of vowel or volcrng.
The explanation for this is provrded in
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Fi ure 3 letting tongue tip receiver
pogsitions at onset and offset of the
raising movement towards consonantal
closure for the same data set. In contrast
to the data shown in Figure 1, there ts no
clear difference in the onset posrtions in
Figure 3 between voiced and votceless
stops.
cm

3 VG

D
l3

2.5 A”...
0 o

2
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- .. . .ada
+ati

_ --_ .adi
+atu

- _‘- .adu

D

I A

I

1 I
3 3 5 4 cm

Front (—;—> Back

Figure 3. Average positionsat onset and

offset of tongue tip receiver raising

movement towards consonantal closure.

Onset positions in lower right, ofifret
positions in upper left.

The vowel context has been shown to

affect the articulatory configuration
during stop closure, in particular for

velar stops [4, 5, 6, 7].

Figure 4 shows _ average tongue

receiver positions In stx VCY sequences

with velar stops and Identical vowels

before and after the consonant. The

positions have been identified from
minimum tangential velocrty of each

tongue receiver during consonantal

closure. Cubic splines have been fitted to

the data to get an estimate of the tongue
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shape. The influence of the vowel on the
consonantal closure is clearly evident
from the different horizontal positions of
the signals. The whole tongue is shifted
horizontally depending on the vowel,
an: [thu/e order from front to back is /i/, /a/,
an .

—e—aka
cm -—.—-aga
5 AL +514

-—l--Ie
4 +uku

3

2

--s--usu

3 4 5 6 7 8 910cm
ateflBack

Figure 4. Average tongue receiverpositionsfor velar consonants located atpoint of minimum tangential velocityduring consonantal closure for eachreceiver. Cubic s lines hav bthe data p e eenfitted to

Figure 5. shows average tonguereceiver posrtronsfor sequences withvelar stops and an identical first vowel.

cm

4- VG

3-

2-

1 ‘9‘“‘ nouns:
+au

o_ ~-l-.l9
+aku
~-A--38“

-l.l

2W
Fm"! H Back

Figure 5. Average tongue receiverposmonsfor velar consonants.
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l-lere, the tongue body receiver shows aSimilar, although smaller, horizontalvariation depending on the second vowel.The positions of the tongue tip andtongue blade receivers show largervariability, most likely because they areless directly involved in making the velar
closure.

Figure 6 presents a similar plot for
alveolar consonants in sequences where
the first vowel is identical. Here, the
tongue body and tongue rear receivers
show more variation as a function of
vowel context than those on the tongue
tip and tongue blade. Again, most likely
because the anterior part of the tongue is
making the closure.
cm

4' VG

+ata

— —O— —ada
l— —B—ati

- —I— —adi
+atu

J --A--adu
0

3 4 5 6 7 cm
From <——> Back

Figure 6. Average tongue receiver
posmonsfinr alveolar consonants.

The release movement from the
consonantal closure to the following
vowel was heavily influenced by the
quality of the vowel. Figure 7 plots peak
tangential velocity of the tongue body
receiver for the release movement. The
increasing order of velocity is /i/, /u/, /a/.
which corresponds to the displacement
ofthe movement. While the vowel effect
_was robust, there was no consistent
influence of stop consonant voicing on
the release movement across subjects.

The point of minimum tangential
velocity during consonantal closure
offers an instant in time that can be used
for measuring receiver positions. It is not
necessarily the case, however, that such
a minimum can be found for a given
receiver, in particular for receivers on

lCPhS 95 Stockholm

those parts of the tongue that are not
directly involved in making the closure.
We should also note that at this point
the tangential velocity is usually not
zero. Tongue movements for velar stops
usually follow curved paths, and there is
thus continuous movement during the
stop closure. cf. [6, 8]. This is also
evident from the fact that the vertical and
horizontal velocity profiles do not show
any period of zero velocity. Thus, the
goal in velar stop production should
properly be seen as the making of a
closure and not as a spatial position of
the articulators.

cm/s
20 "' VG

5—

aki agi aku agu aka ag

Figure 7. Peak tangential velocity of
tongue body receiver for release
movement for velar stops (mean and
standard error ofthe mean)

In summary, the present results
exemplify how articulatory movements
in stop consonant production vary as a
function of context. As we have argued
elsewhere [9], such variability can be
seen as the result of dynamic processes
that operate on speech motor programs
to scale them according to phonetic
context.
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AN ARTICULATORY STUDY OF LIQUID
APPROXIMANTS IN AMERICAN ENGLISH

Shrikanth Narayanan, Abeer Alwan, and Kate Haker’
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ABSTRACT

Articulatory patterns of the liquid ap~
proximants in American English are
analyzed through MRI and EPG.
MR images of the vocal tract dur-
ing sustained productions of /I/ (both
dark and light allophones) and /r/
(word-initial, syllabic, bunched, and
retroflexed) by 4 subjects are used for
quantitative and qualitative analyses
of the 3D vocal tract geometry and
tongue shapes. EPG contact profiles
are used for studying inter- and intra-
speaker Variabilities in linguapalatal
contact patterns.

INTRODUCTION
Articulatory patterns of the liquid

sounds /I, r/ in American English are
analyzed through magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and electropalatogra—
phy (EPG). MR images of the vo—
cal tract during sustained productions
of the lateral sound /I/ (both dark
[t] and light [1] allophones) and the
rhotic approximant /r/ (in word-initial
and syllabic positions, and the bunched
and retroflexed allophones) are used
for measuring vocal-tract lengths, area
functions, cavity volumes, and for the
analysis of the 3D vocal tract and
tongue shapes. EPG contact pro-files are primarily used as a source of
converging evidence for the results of
the MRI study and for studying inter-
and intra-speaker variabilities in lin-guapalatal contact patterns.

TECHNIQUES
The sounds were produced in a neu-

tral vowel context by 4 phonetically-
trained subjects (2 males: MI, SC and2 females: AK, PK). MR images were
collected using a CE 1.5 Tesla SIGNAmachine under a fast SPGR protocol
with 3 mm image slice thickness and
no interscan spacing in the coronal,

axial, and sagittal planes. The sub-
jects, in supine position, sustained each
sound for about 13-16 s enabling four tofive image slices to be recorded (about
3.2 s/image/plane). Analysis tech-
niques are similar to those described
in [1]. EPG data were collected us-
ing a Kay palatometer that employs
an acrylic pseudopalate, custom-fit for
each subject, with 96 sensing elec-
trodes. The sweep rate of the system
was 1.7 ms and the sampling period,
10 ms. Eight repetitions of each sound
were recorded with the subjects in both
supine and normal sitting positions.

RESULTS
Lateral approximants: MR images
for both [I] (as in the word ‘led‘) and
[‘l’] (as in ‘bell’) indicate that the mid-
sagittal tongue shapes can be differ-
ent across subjects. Common char»
acteristics, however, are revealed in
cross-sectional and 3D tongue shapes,
area functions. and linguapalatal con-
tact profiles. These sounds are charac-
terized by a lingual occlusion or, just
a constriction as observed in the [‘l’) of
one subject. The occlusion location is
1.0-1.5 cm away from the lip opening
and the occlusion length, 0.5-1.0 cm in
the alveolar region with relatively small
openings (ranging in area between 0.1-
0.8 cm’) around both sides of the oc-
clusion. The side ‘lateral channels' be-
gin appearing from where the alveolar
occlusion/constriction is seen and con-
tinue posteriorly until the lingua-Vela-I'
contact is established (i.e. lingual con-
tact with the roof of the oropharynx
in the velar region which is about 5-6
cm from the lip opening). The right
and left channels appear to be, in gen-
eral, unequal and their areas start in-
creasing behind the alveolar occlusion
(due to inward lateral compression of
the tongue body) and start decreas-
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Figure 1: Area functions, in cm", for
diflerent subjects: solid (AK), dashed
(PK), dot-dashed (MI), dotted (SC).
Top panel: [1], bottom panel: [1’]. The
abscissa for the area functions are dis-
tances (in cm) from the lip opening.

ing again as the lingua—velar contact is
approached. Area functions calculated
along the midline of the vocal tract are
shown in Fig. 1. Note that the lateral
areas in the region of medial occluSion
are not shown in this figure. .

The linguapalatal contact assocr
ated with the alveolar occlusion _ex-
tends laterally into the palatal region,
the degree of which varies between. the
light and dark variants with [l] exhibit-
ing less lateral contacts. The articula-
tions of subjects MI and SC were api:
cal while those of subjects AK and PI\
were laminal. The extent of the lat-
eral linguapalatal contact also appears
to depend on the apical or laminal na-
ture of the articulation, with the lami-
rial articulations exhibiting a more ex-
tended contact than the apical ones.

The cross-sectional tongueshapes
immediately behind the medial. lin-
guoalveolar occlusion appeared either
flat or slightly ‘concave’ (particularly
until the disappearance of the lateral
linguapalatal contacts). The concave
shape was mainly due to a ‘groovmg
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Figure 2: Lateral perspective of the 3D
tongue shape: [1] (subject SC).

tendency along the mid-sagittal line.
Analysis of the 3D tongue shapes, how-
ever, revealed that the general tongue
body shape behind the occlusion tends
to be convex. A sample 3D tongue
shape is shown in Fig. ‘2 for [‘l’] oflsub-
ject SC. The 3D tongue shapes indicate
that the posterior tongue body shows
a tendency towards an inward lateral
compression which is directed towards
the mid-sagittal plane. This enables
the creation of lateral flow channels in
the space between the curved sides of
the tongue body and the teeth. The
anterior medial grooving observed in
the laterals. which is less prominent
than that observed in alveolar sibi-
lants such as /s/ [I]. is attributed to
the inward compression of the poste-
rior tongue body. ['iilike alveolar frica-
tives, the grooving does not continue
through the posterior tongue region as
a concave surface. suggesting that it.is

not a key component of a medial air-
flow channel. llence, the modification

of the tongue body contour. in terms of

surface flattening and/or grooving, ob-

served in some portions of the tongue

surface for some subjects. isnot a pri-

mary articulatory characteristic satis-

fving an aerodynamic constraint, but

riierely represent secondary effects of

the linguapalatal bracmg and the lat-

eral contraction of the posterior tongue
v.

bOdThe merging of the lateral chan-

nels with the central opening along

the palatal region results in crescent-
shaped cross-sections and relatively

large area values (Fig. 1). The extent
of the lateral flow component in the
palatal region behind the linguoalveo—
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lar occlusion is limited by the extent
of the linguapalatal contact behind the
occlusion: [l] typicall reveals more lat-
eral contact than [1’ , thus explaining
the smaller area function values in the
palatal region consistently observed in
[I] when compared to [1']. The back re-
gion areas for [1] show significant inter-
subject variability: the areas of the up-
per pharyngeal/uvular region are much
smaller for subjects MI and SC due to
a slightly raised and retracted posterior
tongue body, perhaps a result of their
apical articulation. In the case of [‘l’]s,
on the other hand, all subjects reveal
decreased areas in the upper pharyn-
geal/uvular regions due to a significant
retraction of the tongue root and/or
raising of the posterior tongue body. In
addition, the efiect of this upper pha-
ryngeal ‘constriction’ is found to ex-
tend either as far as the velar/uvular
region or through the entire lower pha-
ryngeal region depending on the partic-
ular part of the tongue body actively
involved in the constriction formation:
either the upper—part of the tongue root
(together the posterior/dorsal tongue
body) or the entire tongue root. These
results indicate that velarization, which
is typically associated with /‘l’/, is not
a consistent characteristic across speak-
ers although decreased pharyngeal ar-
eas, when compared to those of /l/, is
a consistent feature for all subjects.

The linguapalatal contact profiles
from the EPG data were consistent
with the observations of the MRI data.
In addition, the differences between
the articulations in the supine and up-
right positions, in general, were not
significant. Left-right asymmetry in
relative tongue positions and lingua-
palatal contacts were found only for
subjects AK and PK; subject PK ex-
hibited consistent asymmetry in the
postpalatal/velar region with greater
right-side linguapalatal contact while
that of subject AK was not consistent.
Rhotic approximants: During the
production of the American English
/r/, the vocal tract appears to be char-
acterized by three cavities due to the
presence of two distinct supraglottal
constrictions. The primary constric—
tion occurs in the buccal cavity and the
secondary constriction, in the pharyn-
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sublingual

cavity

Figure 3: Lateral perspective of the .31)
vocal tract: ‘word—initial' /r/ (subject
SC). BC refers to the buccal constric-
tion and PC refers to the pharyngeal
constriction.

biade

Figure 4: Lateral perspective of the 3D
tongue shape: ‘word-initial’ /r/ (sub-
ject SC).

geal cavity. A sample 3D vocal tract of
/r/, by subject SC, and the 3D tongue
shape associated with it are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively. The
buccal constriction may arise anywhere
in the palatal region: the more forward
ones are typically due to a raised ante-
rior tongue and the posterior ones, clue
to a raised dorsum. For our subjects,
the buccal constriction begins 2.4-4.8
cm away from the lips and extends
over 1.5-2 cm with minimum areas any-
where in the range of 025-0.? cm’.
The secondary constriction occurs typ-
ically in the mid-pharyngeal region due
to an advanced tongue root (‘pharyn-
gealization’). Analyses indicate that a
more anterior buccal constriction is as-
sociated with a more superior pharyn-
geal constriction. A large volume 'an-
terior to the buccal constriction arises
due a tongue body that is drawn in-
wards. The anterior tongue body 15
characterized by convex' cross—sections.

opening
/
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”NM-mammogram:
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Wuhan

Figure 5: Area functions for subject
PK’s /r/. ‘rctroflez’ (solid), ‘bunched’
(dashed). The axes are similar to Fig.
1.

Similarly, a large volume posterior to
the buccal constriction (and superior
to the pharyngeal constriction) is cre-
ated by a significantly lowered posterior
tongue body that exhibits a prominent
concave shaping. The change in the
cross-sections, from the convex anterior
shapes to the more concave posterior
shapes, appears to be more abrupt for
the buccal constrictions that are at a
more posterior location in the front re—
gion, resulting in more abrupt changes
in the area functions. Variabilities in
the details of the relative cavity sizes
and their locations, which largely de-
pend on the individual subject’s artic-
ulation patterns and oral morphology,
are expected to introduce variabilities
in the corresponding acoustic patterns.

Subjects AK and MI produced /r/s
as they would appear in ‘word—initial’
and ‘syllabic’ positions while subject
PK produced deliberately /r/s with the
tongue tip curled up (‘retrofiex’ /r/)
in one case and the dorsum bunched
(‘bunched’ /r/) in the other (both va-
rieties occur in PK’s speech). Sub-
ject SC produced only the ‘word-initial’
version. Comparison of the bunched
and retroflex /r/s produced by sub-
ject PK revealed that, in spite of the
raised tongue tip in the latter case,
the primary buccal constriction is at-
tributed to a raised dorsum in both
cases, and a three—cavity vocal tract
description still holds. Area functions
calculated along the midline for the
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bunched and retroflexed /r/ for subject
PK are shown in Fig. 5. The mini-
mum constriction is found at a more
posterior location for the retroflex /r/
and the areas in the constriction re-
gion tend to be slightly larger than the
bunched /r/ due to a relatively flat-
ter tongue cross-sectional surface. The
areas anterior to the buccal constric-
tion tend to be larger for the retrofiex
/r/; the anterior cavity volume was 4.5
cm3 for the bunched /r/ and 6.1 cm3,
for retroflexed /r/. The areas behind
the buccal constriction were similar for
both the bunched and retroflexed cases
(Fig. 5). EPG contact profiles, which
are restricted to the lateral postpalatal
regions, were similar for both cases.
Asymmetry was found in subject PK’s
palato—velar region with a more right-
side favored linguapalatal contact ob-
served in both the MRI and EPG data.

For the other subjects, the gen-
eral tongue body shapes and area func-
tions appeared very similar for the /r/s
in both word—initial and syllabic po—
sitions although syllabic /r/s tend to
show larger areas in the cavity be-
tween the buccal and pharyngeal con«
strictions. The buccal constriction in
the /r/s of subjects AK and MI, in
both word-initial and syllabic cases,
were produced with a raised dorsum re-
sulting in a tongue body shape resem—
bling a canonical bunched /r/. The /r/
of subject SC, on the other hand, was
produced with a raised anterior tongue
body, rather than a raised tongue
tip, resulting in a. more anterior, and
shorter, buccal constriction when com-
pared to those seen in the other sub-
jects.

As in the case of the lateral ap—
proximants, the EPG contact profiles
revealed no systematic differences be-
tween the articulations in supine and
upright positions.
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this investigation is to find
out if vowel quantity contrasts for
Sweedish emerge in the acoustic VC
and CV domains and also on the
movement level, with increased
speaking rate. Results obtained on both
the acoustic and movement levels,
suggest that quantity contrast is not only
portrayed in the domains examined, but
that it is also maintained across speech
rate.

INTRODUCTION
Sweedish, is a language, that uses

quantity for grammatical and lexical
distinctions. It has a contrast between
two lengths, and this contrast occurs
only in lexically stressed syllables,
where the vowel is either reffered to as
being short or long. If the vowel is long,
it is either word final or followed by a
short consonant, VVC; if the vowel is
short, it is followed by a long
consonant, VCC [i]. It should.
however, be noted that while quantity
contrast in Sweedish may also be
accompanied by additional correlates
such as vowel quality and
diphthongization, the importance of
these factors is not easy to pinpoint [2].

The present investigation attempts to
show how vowel quantity contrasts
emerge, not only on the acoustic level
but also, on the articulator movement
level, specified by jaw, lower lip,
tongue tip and tongue body vertical
displacements. Moreover, the CV span
will be examined to see how the
complementary distribution of the
quantities (Le. short-long vs. long-short)
contributes to the distinctivity of

contrasts [2]. The effect of voicing on
contrasts is also examined. Speech
rate will be varied as a perturbing factor
of the linguistic system; thus it would
be possible to evaluate the robustness
of the linguistic contrasts.

METHOD
One Sweedish subject produced

CVCV words and non words that were
embedded in a carrier sentence.
Utterances were produced fourteen
times at two speech rates, normal
(conversational) and at a self—selected
fast speaking rate, with all possible
combinations of the vowels /i, a, 11/ vs.
/i:, a:, u:/ and the stop consonants /p, t,
kl vs. lb, d, g/. Thus there were 24
conditions in all: 2 speech rates (normal
and fast) x 2 vowel lengths (short and
long) x 3 consonant-types (bilabials,
dentals and velars) x 2 consonant
categories (voiced and unvoiced).
Results reported here will only focus on
the vowel /a/ context.

The movement data were recorded
using the Haskins Laboratories three-
coil transmitter system [3]; [4]-
Receivers were attached to the upper
lip, lower lip, jaw, tongue tip, tongue
body, and tongue rear (locations of the
tongue receivers are reffered to
approximately). Additional receivers.
placed on the bridge of the nose and on
the upper incisors, were used for
correction of head movements. Care
was taken during each reveiver
placement to insure that it was
positioned at the midline with its long
axis perpendicular to the sagittal
plane[4].

To obtain instantaneous velocity. the
first derivative of the position signals
was calculated using a 3-point central
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difference algorithm. Velocity signals
were smoothed using the same

triangular window.
Based on articulatory events in the

velocity signal, two cycles were

identified in the movement of each

articulator (jaw, lower lip, tongue tip
and tongue body). These velocity cycles

were determined, as the interval

between successive negative or positive
peaks associated, respectively, with the

lowering or raising movement in the

production of a vowel and a consonant.
An oral opening phase, associated with

the production of the vowel, was
defined within the oral opening cycle,
and an oral closing phase, associated
with the production of the consonant,
was defined within the oral closing
cycle. Two acoustic cycles were also
defined: one as the recurrence of the
onset of a clear formant structure (i.e. in
the VC domain), corresponds to the
vocalic cycle; the other as the offset of a
clear formant structure (i.e. in the CV
domain), corresponds to the consonantal
cycle. Acoustic phases were specified
within the appropriate acoustic cycle, as
the interval that presents a stable
formant structure for the vocalic phase,
and as the obstruent portion, for the
consonantal phase. It is hypothesized
that oral opening and vocalic phases
would reveal quantity contrasts, while
oral closing and consonantal phases
would highlight concomitant
consonantal differences.

RESULTS
Data processing is based on the

percentage of time taken by each phase
in its cycle. ANOVAs were performed
on measured intervals as dependent
variables and grouping factors
Quantity, Voicing, speaking Rate and
Place of articulation.

Quantity contrasts

Acoustic relative timing
In the Vocalic Cycle corresponding

to the VC domain, and at a normal
speaking rate, quantity differences for
the unvoiced category emerge distinctly
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along the vocalic phase (p<0.01), while
cycle or syllabic durations are
comparable for VCCs vs. WCs. These
quantity differences are maintained with
speech rate increase (p<0.01), due to the
relative timing stability of the linguistic
classes at around 58% of the cycle for
long vowels and at around 35% for their
shorter counterparts (see Figure 1, left
panels). This finding is true also for the
voiced category [2]. although there is a
general tendency for linguistic classes
to converge as speaking rate increases;
however, all classes remain distinct due
to the combined effect of vocalic and
syllabic differences (p<0.01).

Movement relative timing

In the articulator lowering peak
velocity cycle — generally associated
with the acoustic VC domain — and at
a normal speaking rate, quantity
differences for the unvoiced category
also emerge distinctly along the oral

opening phases (p<0.01): movement

cycles still show comparable values for

VCCs vs. VVCs. In their vertical

lowering displacements, jaw, lower lip,

tongue tip and tongue body opening

movements for vowel production show

clear-cut phasing patterns. Patterns

obtained for jaw lowering, in the

bilabial context, however, are more

distinct than those observed for lower

lip lowering, thus indicating that the jaw

plays a more critical role in portrayiing

vowel quantity contrasts. Figure l(right

panels) shows how short and long

vowels emerge and differ as to the

opening phases of the articulators; these

differences are further maintained in

fast speech largely by relative intraclass

stability. These results are also valid for

the voiced category.

Closure durations

Acoustic relative timing

In the consonant cycle corresponding

to the CV domain, and at a normal

speaking rate, closure differences for
the unvoiced category emerge distinctly

along the consonantal phase (p<0.01):

the closure duration for the VCC
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category for /p, t, kl take up around
65% of the CV domain, while that of
the VVC category occupy, on an
average, 45% of the cycle for the three
consonant types. When speaking rate is
increased, these consonant closure
differences are maintained for /p, t/

(p<0.01) but tend to dissapear for [It].
The latter remark also applies to the
voiced category. although closure
differences become more critical in fast
speech, especially for the lingual
consonants.

Movement relative timing

In the articulator raising peak
velocity cycle — generally associated
with the acoustic CV domain — and at
a normal speaking rate, closure
differences for both the unvoiced and
voiced categories do not emerge
distinctly along the oral closing phases.
The tendency. however, is for the VCCs
to take up a higher closing phase
percentage of the oral closing cycle.

Voicing contrasts
On the acoustic level, there is a

systematic vowel phase difference, in
the VC domain, between the voiced and
unvoiced categories for both short and
long vowels: the vowel, proportionally,
is longer in the voiced context than in
the unvoiced context at both speaking
rates (p<0.01). In the CV domain,
closure differences are less evident:
unvoiced consonants tend, however, to
take up a higher phase percentage of the
closure cycle than their voiced
counterparts.

On the movement level. the oral
opening phase, associated with vowel
production, does not show clear-cut
patterns, even though the tendency is
for vowels in the voiced context to have
a longer opening phase than in the
unvoiced context [4], especially for lp,
t/. The oral closing phase, associated
with consonant closure, does not show
coherent pattern differences between
the two categories.

In summary, these preliminary
results show that, the effect of rate is
significant as all cycles (syllables) are
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compressed with increase of speaking
rate. However, linguistic contrasts are
maintained by the relative stability of
vowel (and associated oral opening)
phases. The complementary
consonantal differences also contribute
to maintaining the linguistic contrast,
although such differences are less
resistant to speech rate, as revealed by
the tendency for consonantal phases
(and associated oral closing phases) to
converge when the task becomes
difficult. Systematic relative stability
may be accounted for, to some extent,
by biomechanical and aerodynamic
constraints. However, acoustic and
kinematic maintained differences that
correspond to the different linguistic
tasks are presumably constrained by the
perceptual requirements of the linguistic
code [5].
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ABSTRACT
In order to analyse the compensation

strategies develop by 11 speakers to
achieve. in spite of the lip perturbation,
the perceptual goal we proposed two
perceptual tests. Thus, the vowel [u]
produced both in normal and perturbed
conditions are perceptually evaluated.
The results allow us to determine a [u]-
region in the Fl/(F2-F0) plane within
which the produced sound is identified as
a good quality [it].

INTRODUCTION
In .a previous work we proposed an

experiment the aim of which was to test
the respective roles of the articulatory and
acoustic levels in the control of vowel
production. This experiment involved a
lip. perturbation impeding the usual
articulatory strategy for the production of
a rounded vowel [1]. To study how
speakers are able to achieve their speech
goal. in spite of the perturbation, a 20-
mm diameter lip—tube was inserted
between their lips while they produced
the French rounded vowel [u]. Acoustic
and X-ray articulatory data were recorded
for eleven French native speakers for
both normal and lip-tube conditions.
Articulatory measurement in lip-tube
conditions were made first immediately
after. the insertion of the tube (PF
condition) and second after an
adaptation“ procedure of 20 trials (PL

COIl‘qll‘UOI'l).
6 analysis of the results based 0

the F1/F2 comparison [1], showed that:
one out of eleven speakers (speaker CD)
was able to acoustically compensate for
the perturbation. For this aim, he moved
his tongue backwards into the pharyngeal
cavrty. Remaining speakers showed a
large variability in their compensation
ability: four speakers (YP, ML, U, ML)
(paisented duo. notifieable articulatory

nge an 51x ot ers (MP, BC, CH,
GA. JM. IY) displayed variable extents
of tongue backward movements within

the palatal region. Speaker OD's
compensation abilities show that there is
no physiological limitation to move the
tongue backwards. Moreover,
articulatory reactions, when they exist,
were directed in the "right" direction,
namely towards a compensation in the
acoustic space. Thus speech production
seems to be guided by auditory
requirements.

However. for the majority of speakers
the_ compensation is not completely
achieved and the shape of the tongue
remains close to what it is in the normal
condition. One interpretation would be
that speakers experienced difficulties in
producrng unusual articulatory
configurations and hence resorted to the
usual one. Another explanation could be
found at the perceptual level. Indeed, the
perceptual goal is probably not
suffrcrently characterised in the FlIFZ
plane; in spite of an insufficient
compensation in the Fl/F2 plane.
speakers could have reached their
perceptual goal.

To refine the analysis of our data, we
propose in this paper the results of two
perceptual tests which have been achieved
on both normal and perturbed utterances
for all speakers.

THE IDENTIFICATION TEST

Method and procedure
The aim of the first test was to

categorise the vowels produced in
perturbed condition. These vowels were
presented within a set of seven vowels
delimiting the maximal vowel space of
each speaker: the three extreme vowels li.
a, u] and four vowels acoustically located
close to vowel [u], i.e. [0, (c. y. ti]-
Each vowel was recorded in three
conditions: one normal condition (N) and
two perturbed conditions with a lip-tube
(PL and P2). Thus, 21 stimuli are
available for each speaker. All stimuli
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were presented to 17 French adult

listeners.
The procedure adopted for this test

was as follows: in a sound-treated room.
listeners listened to a stimulus by means

of a headphone and then had to choose,

without any time constraint. an answer on

a monitor. The choice was made among

seven possibilities (i, a, u, 0, in, y. a].

Two seconds after the selection. another

stimulus was sent to the headphone.

Results
Only results concerning the

identification of [u] in N and PL

conditions are presented here. For

condition N and for all speakers.

maximum identification (100%) was

essentially obtained. The results for the

PL condition are not so clear: seven

speakers obtained a score near to

maximum identification; 100% for 6 of

them (CH, GA, LR. MP, OD. YP) and

94% (1 error among 17) for one (BC).

For the remaining speakers, identification
varies from 12% (speaker JM) to 0% for

speaker JY (6% for speakers ML and

LI).

Interpretation
In condition N vowel [u] is clearly

identified. We shall consider that an

identification score smaller than 94%

(more than one mistake) corresponds to a

sensitive decrease of the vowel quality.
Thus in the PL condition. 7 speakers

have achieved, in spite of the
perturbation, the required perceptual goal

for vowel [u]. This somehow contradicts

the analysis we proposed on the basis of

acoustic data. We can observe an

increase as high as 60% in F1 (speaker

CH) or 46% in F2 (speaker LR) without
change in vowel identification.

However, when the F1 and F2 values

become respectively higher than 400 Hz

and 1100 Hz, the identification is no
more correct. A large increase of F1
leads to a change of category from [u] to
[0] (speaker Ll); simultaneous increases
of F1 and F2 lead to confuse perturbed

[u] with [re] (speakers W and ML).
The 1M case clearly shows that F1 and

F2 are not sufficient to understand in
detail identification scores: the score was
only 12% correct in spite of a formant
pattern comparable to the one for speaker

LR (Fl = 343 Hz, F2 = 851 Hz versus
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F1 = 344 Hz, F2 = 876 Hz) who
obtained a maximum identification score.

The high perceptual scores obtained

for 7 speakers could incite, in a first
analysis, to minimise the conclusion

made from the study of Fl/F2 pattern:

seven speakers and not only one, appear

to be able to roughly compensate for the

lip perturbation. However, a finer-grain

analysis seems necessary if one looks at

the speakers’ strategy within the

adaptation procedure. Indeed, the large

formant pattern variability observed from

trial to trial suggest that speakers, in spite

of a correct identification score, were

looking for a suitable articulatory

configuration likely to produce a "better"

quality [u].

THE EVALUATION QUALITY

TEST

Method and procedure
To test such a hypothesis, we realised

a second perceptual test the aim of which

was to evaluate the vowel quality

produced in the lip-tube condition for

each speaker. For this objective, listeners

had to rate the quality of the [u] on a scale

from 1 to 7 (l = very bad [u], 7 = very

good [u]). The corpus was made of the

three [11] of each speaker produced in

conditions N, PL, P2 so a total of 33

stimuli have been used. Eighteen

listeners participated to this second

perceptual test, among whom sixteen had

participated to the first one. The same

procedure as in the first test was used.

For this test, listeners randomly listened

to each stimulus five times.

Results
First of all, the analysis made on the

[it] produced in condition N shows that

all the average rate are higher than 5

except for one speaker (1M; 4,09).

Starting from this. we consider that a

stimulus having an average equal or

higher than 5 will be considered as a

sound with the desired perceptual quality.

The average rating between listeners

for all stimuli in the N and PL conditions

are plotted in figure 1 in the Fll(F2-F0)

plane. All frequencies are in Bark [2, 3],

and a normalisation by F0 is adopted for

F2 in reference to Traunmiiller’s studies

[41‘
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3.5 4.0 4.5

Fl (Barks)
Figure I: Distrilmtion ofhthe stimuli produced in the N and PL conditions for the eleven
speakers. _The stimuli having an average rate greater than 5 are represented by circle and
those having an average rate smaller are represented by cross.

From this kind of representation, it is
possrble to propose a [u]-region within
which a vowel has the required perceptual
quality: almost all stimuli having an
average rating greater than 5 are located in
a region where F1 is smaller than 4 Barks
and F2.-F0 is smaller than 6 barks. The
remaining well-rated stimuli correspond
to F2-F0 slightly greater than 6 barks and
Fl smaller than 3 barks. Note that
stimuli produced in the PL condition by
speakers CH, MP and GA are in this [u]-
region. This tends to demonstrate that
these 3 speakers have achieved the
compensation in the perturbed condition.
Notealso that in this [u]-region 2 stimuli
(JM in condition N and OD in condition
PL) have an average rating less than 5.
Of particular interest is speaker OD's
production in the PL case: he produced a
backward movement of the tongue
leading to a complete compensation in the
acoustic plane (attested by the position in
the [uj-region); however, the perceptual
effect is not sufficient (rate: 3.71).
interpretation
.These results shed light on the

different strategies which are possible to

compensate for the perturbation. Speaker
CH did not produce a large reorganisation
of the usual articulatory configuration for
vowel [u]. Hence, his formant F2
remained fairly high. but this was
compensated by a high F0 value leading
to a correct F2-F0 value.

Speakers GA and in a lesser extent MP
moved the tongue backwards inducing a
decrease of F2-F0. This decrease was
reinforced by a F0 increase though not
sufficiently, but a low F 1 value allowed
to reach the desired perceptual quality.

As mentioned above, speakers JM and
OD presented singular characteristics. In
the case of speaker JM in the normal
condition, the low [u] quality in spite of
correct F l and F2-F0 values show that
one must consider all the spectrum to
understand the perceptual effect of a
sound. However, we shall concentrate
further on the perturbed condition.
‘ The case of speaker CD is more
interesting. His F1/F2-F0 patterns in N
and PL conditions are quasi-identical, but
the perceptual evaluation falls down from
6.67 for condition N to 3.71 for
condition PL. The F3 value provides the
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only significant difference between both
conditions. This difference is then likely
to play a decisive role in the perceptual
evaluation. This hypothesis was verified
with a simple perceptual test, in which the
stimuli N and PL of this speaker were
evaluated with and without a low-pass
filtering at 1500 Hz. Results showed that
in the PL condition the perception was
better when the stimulus was low-pass
filtered.

But if the perceptual product was
insufficient, why did this speaker
produce such a backward movement
leading to a strong change of the tongue
shape? The answer is given by the
results of a last perceptual test, the aim of
which was to understand speaker OD's
behaviour through trials during the
adaptation procedure. Results showed
that at the beginning of the adaptation
procedure, the [u] was confused with [(2]
whereas at the end, the confusion was
with [0]. Thus, the extent of the
backward movement of the tongue during
the adaptation procedure had a
perceptually relevant effect: it allowed to
reach, in the PL condition. a clear
categorisation of the perturbed [u] as a
velar vowel whereas before adaptation,
confusion was possible between a central
and a velar vowel.

CONCLUSION
First, this perceptual study confirms

the importance of the perceptual goal in
speech production. Speakers seem to
have a clear representation of this goal
and act in general in the right way to
reach this goal in spite of the
perturbation.

Moreover, this study proposes some
interesting data useful for the
understanding of this perceptual goal. It
appears that in the Fl/(FZ-FO) plane, we
can propose a [u]—region in the acoustic
space within which the produced sound is
identified as a "good" [u].

Finally, the study shows that in such a
complex task where the perturbation
tmposes a complete reorganisation of the
articulatory gestures, one can find: (1)
subjects who do not need to compensate
thanks to a correct initial configuration
(speaker CH); (2) subjects who need to
compensate and appear to know enough
about the articulatory-perceptual
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relationships to be able to perceptually
compensate up to a certain extent (speaker
OD); and (3) subjects who should
compensate and appear not to be able to
do so (for example, speaker YP).
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RECONSTRUCTION OF BASE FORMS IN PERCEPTION OF
CASUAL SPEECH

Linda Shockey, Linguistic Science
Anthony Watkins, Psychology
University ofReading, UK

ABSTRACT
Perception of normal, relaxed

speech involves relating phono-
logically reduced forms to their
mental representations (assuming
that lexical storage does not simply
involve making a list of all
pronunciations of all base forms).
Many researchers into how the
lexicon is accessed assume that
word recognition normally occurs
within the phonological boundary of
the word being processed and that
therfore it is only in exceptional
cases that a decision about the
identity of a word is postponed.
The research reported here sug-
gests that such delayed recognition
may be a very commonly-used
strategy for understanding of con-
versational speech forms.

THE EFFECT OF CASUAL
SPEECH PHONOLOGY ON
PRONUNCIATION

It has been demonstrated [4,6]
that there is 111mm reduction in
words which have once been focal
but have since passed to a lower
information status: the first time a
word is used, its articulation is
more precise and the resulting
acoustic signal more distinct than
in subse- quent tokens of the same
word. By ‘phonetic’ we mean that

the effect can be described in terms
of of vocal tract inertia and ease of
articulation: since the topic is
known, it is not necessary to make
the effort to achieve a maximal
pronunciation after the first token.
We expect the same to happen in
all languages, though there may be
differences of degree.

Phonetic effects are not the only
ones which one finds in relaxed,
connected speech: there are also
language-specific reductions which
occur in predictable environments
and which appear to be controlled
by cognitive mechanisms rather
than by physical ones. These we
term phonologigfl reductions
because they seem to be part of the
linguistic plan of a particular
language. While they may not
make a change in meaning, they
contribute to acceptable relaxed
pronunciation. They help to make a
native speaker sound native.
Among these in English are efl‘ects
such as changing /t/ to ['2] before
another consonant in syllable-final
position, as in “hatbox” pronounced
[hae?boks].

Casual speech processes cause
changes in everyday conver-
sational speech which make some
of the forms found quite difl‘erent
from their dictionary represen-
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tation or “citation form.” They can,
for example, cause ambiguities: the
distinction between In] and /m/ is
often not observed before bilabial
consonants. This means that
“screen play” and “scream play" are
often not pronounced differently.

More extreme differences are
possible: the word “handbag" is
often pronounced “hambag” The /d/
is deleted or suppressed, and the
/n/ which remains changes to match
the following lbl, as in the example
above. The word “can’t” is often
pronounced [kn?], without the [n],
and with the final /t/ changed to a
glottal stop

Phonological effects are common
in casual speech, but some models
of speech perception (e.g. [2])
assume fully-specified input which
is processed in a linear order: there
are no segments absent from the
signal (though overlap of gestures
can occur), nor are there any
segments which are not present in
the phonemic inventory of the
language, but which appear as the
result of phonological processes,
such as the nasalised [o] in [k6?].

Some researchers [6,7] have
begun to explore the changes which
will have to be made in lexical ac-
cess models in order to accom-
modate phonological variation, and
this paper is a contribution to that
exploration].

Sequential lexical access

It is believed that “Listeners

' generally recognise words before
hearing them completely," [9] . A
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special case is made for homony-ms,
which have to be disambiguated by
following information [ 1].

But personal experience tells us
that it is quite possible to revise
our notion of what was heard based
on subsequent information,
especially when we are listening
under unfelicitous conditions, e.g. to
a foreign language with which we
are only adequately familiar, to
our own language in a noisy
environment or even to gated
sentences. Experimental work by
Grosjean [3] and Bard et al [1]
supports this intuition.

We hope to do a series of studies
aimed at finding out how ambi-
guities caused by phonological
reduction are resolved by listeners,

and how, in general, reduced forms

are related to the fully-articulated
forms which (presumably) consti-

tute entries in the mental lexicon.

We assume that the scope of

material used to unravel these

reductions varies with the degree of

reduction: as the phonetic infor-

mation becomes less dependable,

more semantic information is

called for. We also suspect that
subjects vary a great deal in the

extent to which they depend on one
or the other of these sources.

THE PILOT EXPERIMENT

The following sentence was

produced by the experimenter and

recorded digitally:

The screenplay didnt

resemble the book at all.
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The word “screen" was pronounced

with a final in, as is normally done

in this environment in unself-

conscious speech.

The sentence was then presented to
10 subjects using a gating tech-
nique. There were 33 equal gates,
beginning in the middle of the
vowel of “screen.” All of the sub-
jects originally judged the first
word in the sentence to be
“scream.” When the segment (p)
which is the motivation for the /n/
to /m/ change was presented, three
of the subjects reversed their
judgement from /m/ to In]. Even
though this is subsequent to the
end of the word, it is easily
explained by extremely local
factors: the notion of ‘underspeci-
fication’ [7] could explain this
result. Eight subjects had changed
[m] to In! by the end of the word
“play,” but two withheld
judgement on the /m/ or /n/ decision
until clearer, non-phonological,
information was available from
other sources.

The word “didn’t" was even more
reduced, (to [dinD and here there
was even greater evidence of late
recognition: six opted for “didn’t” at
various stages in the word
“resemble," and two subjects
couldn’t commit themselves until
after “book" was recognised.

It is thus clear that here the
identity of the lexical item was not
resolved before its end. Further, it
seems that it was not resolved
purely through phonological
knowledge, though an implicit
knowledge of the sorts of reductions
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permissible in English was called
for.

A similar experiment using the
sentence: »

The scream play was part ofprimal

therapy

showed that many subjects perform
an [m] to In] transformation on this
case also, even though it is
inappropriate, and that this
transformationm be reversed
by subsequent semantic input for
the sentence to be understood. This
suggests both that the influence of
the phonetic conditioning factor is
very strong and that reversal of a
decision based on subsequent
information must be a robust part
of our linguistic competence. As
Warren [10] has it, “...succesful
speech perception cannot proceed
as a Markovian process, with
perception occurring first on lower
and then higher levels oforgani-
sation. Processing of this nature
does not benefit fully from the
redundancy of the message and
does not permit the correction of
mistakes."

This pilot experiment will be
followed by others which explore
whether other conversational
speech processes (such as tapping,
palatalisation, and devoicing) are
perceived similarly and the
consequences for models of word
recognition.
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EVIDENCE FOR DIRECT LEXICAL ACCESS FROM RESPONSE
TIME EXPERIMENTS
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ABSTRACT
Monitoring experiments are reported

that compared response times (RTs) to
three target types in Finnish: whole
words, word-final syllables, and word-
final phonemes. Care was taken to
ensure that the targets could not be
responded to on the basis of only partial
analysis of the stimuli. Throughout,
whole words were detected faster than
cotenninous syllables and phonemes,
suggesting that words are not recognised
through intermediate phonemic or syl-
labic representations.

INTRODUCTION
Both the idea of lexical access

through compulsory intermediate phone-
mic and/or syllabic representations and
the idea of direct access postulating
some other kind of sound representation
to mediate between the sensory input
and the lexicon have support in the
literature on spoken word recognition
(see e.g. [l], [2]). Measurement of ms
to monitoring targets, a paradigm in
which shorter RTs are interpreted to
indicate earlier on-line processing, is a
tool that, potentially at least, could be
profitably used to inquire whether lexi-
cal access is direct or not. To my
knowledge. however, the paradigm has
never been used to explicitly address
this question. The virtual lack of re-
ported comparisons of RTs to words and
their phonological constituents in the
last two decades seems to be due, in
part, to a preconception among some
researchers who use this paradigm to
study lexical access that there is no
alternative to access involving inter-
mediate phonological units and repre-
sentations. The conclusions of McNeill
8; Lindig [3] seem to have been influen-
tial in shaping the preconception, these
authors claiming that that minimum RT
in target monitoring experiments occurs
whenever the linguistic level of the
target and the search list is the same, and
since the level where the target and the
list match is entirely determined by the

experimental design, it is no possible
that monitoring experiments can reveal
the perceptual units of speech. However,
these widely cited conclusions are not
warranted by the authors’ experiments
that have been shown to suffer from a
number of methodological weaknesses
that render the results highly unreliable.
Thus, due to the way in which the
stimuli were constructed, subjects were
able to base their responses on only the
initial portions of the target-matching
stretches of the stimuli (see [4]), they
were in fact urged to do so, and the ex-
periments included conditions involving
what the authors call downward search
in which subjects were required e.g. to
detect target sentences and target words
in search lists consisting of syllables and
phonemes (sic!) (see [5], which also
contains a more detailed account of the
present experiments).

In brief, there is no evidence from
target monitoring studies that would
force the conclusion that phonemes
and/or syllables must be identified be-
fore a word is accessed and recognised.
Prompted by a desire to test the DAPHO
model [6] that postulates one version of
direct access, the present experiments
were designed to measure RTs to words.
syllables and phonemes under as com-
parable bottom-up conditions as poss-
ible. Each target-bearing or target-
constituting stimulus word contained all
three target types. E.g., RTs were
measured to each of the targets
“PALKKI”, “KI” and “I” in the stimulus
word palkki. In a given stimulus word.
the three target types were all cotermi-
nous, and thus the time course of how
subjects were exposed to the distin-
guishing auditory information in the
stimulus was exactly the same for each
target type. And since RTs were always
measured from exactly the same tem-
poral location in a given experimental
word for each target type, any system-
atic differences observed in RTs to these
targets must be due to differences in the
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central processing of simultaneously
available peripheral input.

PROCEDURE
Experiment 1 is described in some

detail below, but for experiments 2 and

3 only major deviations from the pro-
cedure of experiment 1 are indicated.

Experiment 1
In experiment 1, the target-carrying

stimuli were a set of 36 disyllabic
words. each occurring in a list con-
taining from three to six words. In
addition, subjects were presented 10
practice word lists at the beginning of
the test the responses to which were
ignored. and also, dispersed among the
experimental lists, 18 no-response dis-
tractor lists and 9 filler lists. All subjects
heard exactly the same stimulus ma-
terial. The target-carrying stimuli were
chosen in 12 triplets so that, within each
triplet, all three words had a phonemi-
cally identical second syllable, and the
first syllable of each word had the same
general structure in terms of the C and V
class affiliation of its segments. A
further requirement for a word to be
included in a triplet was that at least one
further familiar word must exist that
diverges from the experimental word
with respect the the final phoneme
alone, to guarantee that the uniqueness
point of the experimental words was not
reached until the portion corresponding
to the final phoneme.

Each word in each of such highly
controlled triplets functioned as carrier
of each of the target types Word, Syl-
lable and Phoneme but in three different.
rotated target conditions. The target con-
ditions were rotated in such a way that,
for a given carrier word, subjects in one
condition were given a word target,
those in a second condition a syllable
target, and those in a third condition a
phoneme target. Target assignments
were balanced across the conditions so
that each triplet yielded three instances
of RTs to each target type. Conse-
quently, the RTs to the three target types
to be reported were obtained using
exactly the same set of words.

In the no—response distractor lists the
Word, Syllable and Phoneme targets
were similarly rotated, but the Word
target specified for a list did not occur in
that list. Instead, the list contained a
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word that deviated from the specified
Word target by the last phoneme only.
E.g., one such list had the specified
targets "HELMA”, “MA" and “A", and
the list consisted of the words kuori
kuusi pom' rove helmi tossu, in which
the penultimate word is the intended
distractor. Thus in each no—response list,
the distractor conditions were exactly
the same for the three target types. and
the appearance of finally-diverging dis-
tractors in the Word target condition
should induce subjects to respond only
after a complete analysis of the stimulus
words. Subjects should not respond to
the distractor lists if they were reacting
accurately. and therefore subject re-
acting to more than a predetermined
number of such lists were discarded. 27
of the 30 tested subjects were accepted.

Individual subjects were seated
before a computer terminal, and the lists
were presented through earphones. Sub-
jects were told that they would hear
word lists and that their task was to
monitor for whole-word targets, targets
consisting of a consonant-vowel se-
quence. or vowel targets. and they were
instructed to press the space key as soon
as they were certain that they had heard
the target valid for a given word lrst.

Before each new word list, an alert beep

was sounded and the (fully phonemic)

written target specification appeared on

the screen where it stayed 2.5 seconds,

after which the list was heard.
For each target-carrying word, the

raw RTs were measured from the

estimated onset of the final vowel, but

the raw values were adjusted to grve

RTs from the common acoustic end

point of the three target types.

ExperimentZ .

In experiment 1 vowel-final disyl-

labic real words were used as stimuli,

whereas in experiment 2 phonologrcally

well-formed nonsense items were used,

to allow for more variable yet native-

like structural patterns. Half of the rtems

were disyllabic, half trisyllabrc, and

within each group, half were vowel-

final, half consonant—final. Nonsense

items are also insensitive to word fre-

quency effects which were not com-

pletely controlled in experiment 1. All

subjects again heard exactly the same

stimulus material, and the 48 strmulr
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carrying the three target types were
chosen in 16 triplets following the same
criteria as in experiment 1. Subjects
were instructed to treat the whole—item
nonsense targets as novel words, e.g. as
names of new products. Otherwise, the
procedure was as in experiment 1,
including the use of finally-diverging
distractor stimuli and rotation of the
target types. There were 24 accepted
subjects.

Experiment 3
Experiments 1 and 2 required dctec~

tion of targets in lists of real and non-
sense items that were separated by
pauses, and such lists may favour the
detection of whole-word targets because
the input has already been segmented
into stretches that correspond exactly to
the target units, whereas the onsets of
the phoneme and syllable targets have to
be located in coarticulated speech within
the stimuli. Therefore, experiment 3 was
conducted in which all target types had
to be segmented from both preceding
and following continuous speech. Ex—
periment 3 contained the same target—
carrying words as experiment 1, but this
time embedded in short sentences that
were semantically fully neutral with
respect to the probability of occurrence
of either the specified Word target or its
implicit, finally-diverging lexical com-
petitor(s). 21 subjects were accepted.

RESULTS
The mean RTs observed in experi-

ments 1-3 are shown in Tables 1-3.

Table 1. Mean RTs (in ms) to detect the
target types Word, Syllable and
Phoneme in disyllabic voweLfinal real
words in experiment I.

Wrd Syl Pho Mean

173 271 314 253

In experiment 1, whole words were
detected about 100 ms faster than final
syllables, which were in turn detected
about 40 ms faster than final phonemes;
both of these differences were signifi-
cant.

Experiment 2 replicated the major
results of experiment 1. Thus while re-
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sponses to consonantal Phoneme targets
and consonant-final Syllable and Word
targets were faster than responses to
vocalic or vowel-final targets, RTs to
Word targets were again faster than
those to the phonological targets irre—
spective of the type of final segment,
and final syllables were again detected
faster than final phonemes (all these
differences were significant).

Table 2. Mean RTs to detect the target
types Word, Syllable and Phoneme as a
function of target—final segment class in
nonsense items in experiment 2.

Final Target type
segment
class Wrd Syl Pho Mean

Vowel 175 301 344 273

Consonant 156 260 285 234

Mean 165 280 314 253

The results of experiment 3 replicate
the major finding: Whole words were
detected faster than final syllables and
final phonemes, even when also whole
words had to be segmented from con-
tinuous speech. In experiment 3 all
mean RTs are on average about 70 ms
longer than in experiment 1; this in-
crease may be due to a greater difficulty
of performing target monitoring in
material that is semantically coherent.

Table 3. Mean RT: to detect the target
types Word, Syllable and Phoneme in
disyllabic vowel-final real words in
experiment 3.

Wrd Syl Pho Mean

263 340 370 324

DISCUSSION
Against the background that both

lexical access through necessary inter-
mediate phonemic and/or syllabic repre-

sentations and direct lexical access using
some alternative sound representations

find ample support among researchers of
spoken word recognition, the present
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series of experiments set out to inves-

tigate response times to three acous-

tically coterminous target types. namely

whole words, word-final syllables, and

word-final phonemes. in an attempt to

distinguish between the rival broad

views of lexical access. The results

indicate that whole words were detected

before their final syllables and final

phonemes even when the words were

lexically non-unique prior to the last

phoneme, and when the possibility of

responding on the basis of guessing was

eliminated by stringent distractor condi-

tions. The whole-word advantage was

observed in experiments whose mat-

erials jointly contained variable and

phonotactically representative targets of

each type, it was observed with real

words as well as pseudowords. with

words separated from others by pauses

and semantic incohesiveness, and with

words in connected speech in meaning-

ful sentences. Differences in the manner

in which response times and other

temporal data on on—line speech behav—

iour have been measured and reported

make it impossible to compare the

present results with previous ones, but

the temporal distances here observed

between the end of a word and the

detection of that word are not inconsist-

ent with the intuitive immediateness

with which words seem to be recognised

outside the laboratory.
0n the assumption that shorter RTs

reflect earlier processing, 1 interpret the
results as support for the idea that
lexical access and word recognition are

direct in the sense that they do not
involve compulsory intermediate levels

of representation in terms of phonemes
or syllables. There is no direct evidence
from monitoring studies against direct
access in any language, e. g. findings to
the effect that RTs to whole words are
longer than those to their constituent
phonemes or syllables, and consequently
there is no principled reason for
dismissing the present results as specific
to Finnish alone (which nevertheless
remains a testable possibility).
_ A counterargument against the above
interpretation that l have come across is
that the results are most probably irrel-
evant to the question of the nature of the
sound representation involved in lexical
access because word detection involves
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identifying a familiar unit whereas syl-
lable or phoneme detection does not,
and therefore. even if phonological units
were used implicitly to identify words, it
does not necessarily follow that they
would be detected faster than words. in
an explicit detection task. If this argu-
ment is taken as a sufficient explanation
of the observed detection advantage of

whole-word targets, then obviously the

conclusion follows that it is a priori

impossible to distinguish between lexi—

cal access through intermediate units
and direct access using the target moni-

toring paradigm, because the familiar-

unfamiliar distinction can always be

invoked to annihilate any data that

seemingly support direct access. But if

phonemes and/or syllables are regularly

and compulsorily identified prior to

word recognition, can they really be

characterised as unfamiliar units, es-

pecially in comparison to pseudowords

as used in experiment 2? And if a

familiar-unfamiliar effect is operative,

does its magnitude fully account for the

observed wordadvantage in response

times?
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the present sudy is to

evaluate the effect of the grammatical
gender in word recognition for French.
The focus is on auditory word identifi-
cation when words are presented within
a restricted context, i.e. preceded only
by the French definite article, singular:
“le/la“. In this particular context one
may hypothesize that this syntactic in-
formation could be considered as a
prime for accessing the mental lexicon.
INTRODUCTION

Spoken language comprehension is a
process of high complexity involving a
great number of different processing le-
vels. Among these levels, there is one of
particular importance: the level of word
identification and recognition. Lexical
recognition relies on the mapping of in-
formation extracted from the verbal
stimulus with a particular representation
present in the mental lexicon. Conse-
quently, word recognition consists in
accessing the mental lexicon in which
representations of the constituents of a
given language are stored in long term
memory for all speakers of the lan-
guage.

Models have been elaborated in or-
der to describe the internal mental ac-
cess process. A good amount of these
models posit that recognition of an
acoustic element is based on two types
of information: acoustic-phonetic in-
formation fumished by the input itself
and information present in the context
of the input. Generally, recognition of
words presented auditorily is triggered
by acoustic-phonetic information, also
called bottom-up information; contex-

tual or top-down information intervene
later. Such models, in particular the Co-
hort model -— whose first version was
elaborated by Marslen-Wilson and
Welsh, based on Morton’s model of
Logogenes and on Forster’s model —
aim at accounting for lexical recogni-
tion processes regardless of language
specificity. However, languages have
different organizational structures.
Cutler and colleagues [1] have demons-
trated that French and English subjects
behave differently in segmenting verbal
units when recognizing them and that
this difference in behaviour is linked to
the structure of the language. From such
results, it is judicious to think that the
relevance of contextual information
used in the process of internal lexicon
access, depends, to a certain degree, on
the structural organization specific to
the language. Thus information furni-
shed by the context would be used dif-
ferently depending on particular lin-
guistic structures of languages which
consequently would develop their own
routines in the word recognition process
[1]. So, one would state that in lan-
guages where gender is part of their
lexical organization, this linguistic spe-
cificity should play a critical role in the
mental lexicon access process. The pur-
pose of the gender in a language is to
arrange referential elements (nouns and
pronouns) into lexical classes according
to the formal characteristics encounte-
red by these elements in a sentence. All
lexical classes have a particular charac-
teristic or trait de genre (gender fea-
ture). According to Renault [2] this
gender feature does not appear in the
lexical unit but in a unit associated with
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it. In Romance languages, the gender
feature is represented by an element that
precedes the lexical base, i.e. the de-
terminant. From a psycholinguistic
point of view, one may wonder to what
extent does this contextual element in-
fluence access to the internal lexicon in
a language such as French? Apart from
Grosjean et at. [3], studies in this area
are very rare, even though the gender in
French is omnipresent: there is no sub-
stantive that does not possess the mas-
culine or the feminine gender [4]. To
bring some light to this question, we
decided to study the role of the gram-
matical gender in structuring the inter-
nal lexicon and its influence as contex-
tual information carried by the singular
definite article, masculine or feminine
(le/la), on the word recognition process.
This problem will be addressed experi-
mentally using lexical decision or rela-
ted paradigms.

EXPERIMENTS
Experiment 1: lexical decision task

This experiment consisted of two
tests comparing lexical decision for iso-
lated words and non-words to lexical
decision for words and non-words pre-
ceded by the French singular definite
article "le/la". According to previous
studies [5] [6] a faster lexical decision
for items preceded by an article was ex-
pected.

Method:
Subjects: l9 native French speakers, all
students panicipated in this experiment.
Materials: two different lists of 160 sti-
muli each were constructed. In each list,
the words were mixed in equal number
with non-words and presented in ran-
dom order. All targets in the two lists
were separated by a three second si-
lence.
Procedure: The two lists were presented
in random order and instructions were
given between each list. Subjects were
asked to answer as fast and as accura-
tely as possible by pressing a decision-
key.
Results: Errors and Reaction-Times
(RTS) for correct responses were analy-
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sed. As RTs were measured from the
onset of each item — in order to com~
pane decision time in the two conditions
— the artcile mean duration value
(“la”=137 ms ; “le"=l44 ms) was sub-
stracted from mean decision time to the
sequences “article + real word" and
“article + non-word". A three-way
ANOVA on mean RTs with factors
condition, target type and gender sho-
wed a significant main effect of condi-
tion F(l,128) = 16,992 p = .0001. There
was no interaction effect between
condition, target type and gender. This
means that, a target preceded by the ar-
ticle is recognized faster than a target in
isolation. However, would such a pri-
nting effect, related to the syntactic in-
formation carried by the article, reflect a
specific organization of the internal
lexicon? To answer this question we
elaborated a second experiment.

Experiment 2: gender decision task
This experiment concerned real iso-

lated words: 80 masculine words and 80
feminine ones mixed in a list. The task
was to determine the grammatical gen-
der of the targets by pressing a button
“masculine" or “feminine”.

If the mental lexicon is organized
according to word grammatical gender,
the gender decision would be performed

within the time of lexical decision for

isolated lexical items. If the noun

grammatical gender is explicitly marked

in the mental lexicon, then the gender

decision would be longer than the lexi-

cal decision fot isolated words.

Method: The method is similar to those

of the first experiment.

Results: We compared RTs of the se-

quences “article + real words“ (with the
article duration mean value substracted)

of the second list of the first experiment
with RTs obtained in this experiment. A

three-way ANOVA on mean RTs taking
condition, target type and gender as the

variables showed a significant effect of

condition F(l,140) = 24,888 p = .0001.

The word recognition task is faster than

the gender identification one. According

to this result, it can be supposed that
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mental representations would be orde-
red in the mental lexicon according to
explicit marks. Consequently the
grammatical gender decision would be
post-lexical. In order to verify this hy-
pothesis a third experiment was desi-
gned.

Experiment 3: compatibility decision
task

160 “article + word" stimuli were
used: for 80 out of them the gender of
the article did not correspond to that of
the following word (e.g. *le maison ins-
tead of “la maison”). This decision task
consisted in deciding if in a noun phrase
the gender of the article was compatible
with the grammatical gender of the fol-
lowing word.
If grammatical gender figures in the
mental lexicon, one might suppose that
compatibility decision would occur at
the same time with lexical decision as
regards sequences “article + real wor ".

Method: the method is similar to that of
the two preceding experiments.
Results: Only sequences "article + real
words” of the second list in the first ex-
periment and the gender compatible
sequences “article + real word" of this
experiment were used. Analyses of va-
riance with three factors (target type ;
condition and gender) showed a signifi-
cant effect of condition F(l,l40) =
17,42 p = .0001. So compatibility deci-
sion is significantly longer than lexical
decision.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The various results obtained in the

three experiments support the claim that
the gender plays an active role both in
the mental lexicon access and in its or-
ganization.

According to results from the first
list of the first experiment it is sugges-
ted that the processing of a phonologi-
cal string is the same whether it belongs
to the lexicon or not. There is no signi-
ficant difference in RTs between reco-
gnizing an isolated word or an isolated
non-word (RTs words = 929 ms; RTs
non-words = 1016 ms). Compared to
normal verbal communication, in which
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all elements emitted are supposedly en-
dowed with meaning and would thus
help in the recognition of subsequent
units, in the first experimental condition
there was no contextual cues that may
facilitate word recognition process.
Thus subjects developed a strategy dif-
ferent from those used in everyday
communication. Maximum acoustic-
phonetic information to make decision
about the stimuli was collected. So
words and non-words in isolation are
recognized well after their uniqueness
point [7] and their deviation point [8]
respectively. When such results are
analyzed within the Cohort 11 model [9],
it could be suggested that decisions
about isolated units can only be made
after perfect matching (in the case of
real words) between the acoustic input
and a mental representation.

Results obtained for real words in the
two tests of the first experiment show
that the presence of a gender element
before the word, significantly influences
the process of internal lexical access by
accelerating it (RTs for words of list n°l
= 929 ms; RTs for words of list n°2 =
803 ms). According to Marslen-Wilson
[9], in the Cohort 11 model, top-down
information, i.e. contextual information,
would have facilitating effects on lexi-
cal access. Facilitating effects would
correspond to an increase in activation
level of certain candidates compared
with others. In this perspective, it can be
supposed that the role of the definite ar—
ticle as contextual information, would
be that of increasing the activation level
for candidates of the initial cohort that
share the same gender as that of the de-
finite article. This selective activation
would contribute in reducing the num-
ber of potential candidates that would
fit the context and thus reduce the time
needed for lexical recognition. In the
case of isolated words, there are no
contextual cues that may reduce the
initial cohort.

Results from the gender decision task
suggest that gender decision is post-
lexical as it occurs later compared With
the time needed for the recognition of a
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word preceded by the definite article
(RTs for words in experiment n°2 = 927

ms; RTs for words in list n°2 = 803 ms).

Consequently one may conclude that

access to word gender can be operatio-

nal only when word access has applied.

Thus the strategy used by subjects is not

only that of an acoustic-phonetic analy-
sis of the input but more so that of an

active search in the lexicon. Such a
lexical strategy is strongly influenced

by the nature of the task: subjects knew

that they only had to deal with words.

Compatibility decision is more com—

plex than lexical decision. RTs obtained

in the third experiment are significantly

longer (1049 ms) than RTs concerning

word recognition in context (943 ms).

Such results can be accounted for wr-

thin the Cohort 11 model. From the task

required of subjects, they knew that the

article and the word could sometimes be

incompatible in gender. It follows that

the influence of the context, i.e. of the

definite article, was neutralized by the

experimental paradigm. Not a single re-

presentation present in the initial cohort
could have an activation level higher

than an other with regards to its gender,

since the input article may not corres-

pond to the word that follows. Thus the

effect of the grammatical gender IS no
longer absolute but rather more proba-
bilistic [3].

Following these findings, one may

posit that the grammatical gender inter—
venes in the structure of the mental
lexicon by ordering representations in
relation to their gender. The mental
lexicon would thus ressemble a dictio-

nary. solely composed of words accom-
panied by their gender markinglf such
is the structure of the internal French
lexicon it can be hypothesized that the
organization of the mental lexicon is not
universal but specific to the language it
belongs to. From such a perspective,
access processes would not be univer-
sal but determined by the structural cha—
racteristics of every language.

To carry out a more thorough analy-
sis of this hypothesis, it should be wor-
thwhile examining the mental lexicon
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access for languages that have a gram-
matical gender ressembling that of the
French language, but also for those that
have other types of gender.
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ABSTRACT

This study deals with an audi—
tory lexical decision task that should
enable a better understanding of audi-
tory word recognition. Interactive pro—
cesses of perception and comprehension
of spoken language are examined. A
major question addressed here, is to find
out if auditory word recognition is faci-
litated when a word or a non-word
prime or target share the same initial
sequence, whose status, whether phono-
logical or morphemic, may change
access conditions to the mental lexicon.

Results show a lack of a phono-
logical priming effect and the specific
status of the initial morphemic syllable
as a factor that facilitates lexical deci-
sion. The data are discussed in relation
to lexical recognition models such as
the Cohort Theory. They differ from re-
sults usually obtained in the domain.

INTRODUCTION

Spoken word recognition is an
extremely complexe phenomenon. It is
plausible to assume the existence of a
mental lexicon, whose components are
accessible through different mental pro-
cesses. This complexity is due, on one
hand, to the numerous steps and func-
tions (access, selection and integration,
as described in many recognition mo-
dels) that constitute the spoken lan-
guage processing; on the other hand, to
multiple relationships that exist within
the different units of mental representa-
tions: phonological, morphological,
syntactic and semantic dimensions can
interact at different levels and time in
these processes.

A good amount of studies and
interactive models — like the Cohort
model [11— have shown the priority of
acoustic-phonetic analysis of the inco-
ming speech signal (bottom-up infor-
mation) and the importance of acoustic
features of word onsets during the
access phase [2]. Such a model suggests
that this initial sensory input could
activate the representation of the signal
itself, as well as all other words with
common properties.

Thus, if word onsets «do have
special status in the lexical access of
spoken words» [2], a major question
concernes the nature of the onsets of
verbal sequences: do morphemic struc-
ture (prefixed words for e.g.) undergo a
different processing during word reco-
gnition processes, compared with words
sharing a similar syllabic onset? In
other terms, could morphemic relation-
ships be represented explicitly in the
mental lexicon.

Several studies have dealt with
this morphemic structure but largely
using visually presented material. It has
been shown [3] that prefixided and non-
prefixided words (but not pseudo-
prefixed words whose mean decision
times are longer) are processed equally
rapidly, «indicating that a decomposi-
tional process (left to right) is efficient».
Interesting results in both visual and
auditory modalities [4] have been attes-
ted, to demonstrate that «prefixed
words are recognized, after the prefix

has been removed, via a representation
of their stem». Moreover, certain au-
thors [5] tried to distinguish morphemic
relationships from semantic and formal
ones. The question, now, is to know if
significant effects are just «a conver-
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gence of semantic, orthographic and

phonological relationships». This study
shows that morphemic priming is «a se-

parate dimension along which two
words can be related».

METHOD

With an aim to evaluate the role

and the importance of word onset du-
ring the mental lexical recognition pro-
cess, a lexical Decision task was used.

For the two experimental conditions,
subjects were required to listen to diffe~

rent pairs of Words (W) and/or Non-
words (Nw) and to judge whether or not

the second stimulus (the target) was a

word of the French lexicon. The dura-
tion between W or Nw prime and W or
Nw target was approximatively 400 ms.

Corpus
° Syllabic priming condition.

Prime-target pairs of this first priming
condition consisted of 138 pairs of
syllabic French Words and Non-words.
Nw were created from real words by
displacing one phoneme. For this first
experimental condition, 8 different
combinations were used (see Table l),
where the status (W or Nw) of the

prime and target may change with the
presence or not of a syllabic priming ef-
fect. For each combination, 15 different
pairs of verbal sequences were presen-
ted.

' Morphemic priming condition.
For this second experiment also, 8 diffe-
rent combinations of Word and Non-
word pairs (see Table 2). with a total of
96 bi or tri-syllabic pairs of verbal sti-

Table I. C
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muli were used. Note that the morphe-
mic structure, here, is the “prefixe”.

Subjects
A group of 30 normal subjects

participated in the experiment. This
group was composed of the same num-
ber of male and female subjects. All
subjects were, monolingual, French
speakers and young adults, from 18 to

30 years old, chosen among volunteer
students at the University of Strasbourg.

None of them had hearing loss or neuro-

logical impairement. The same group of

subjects participated in the two expen-

mental conditions.

Procedure
A work-station for the lexical

decision task was specially built to

accumulate data with a 100% fiability.

The stimuli were recorded on the first

channel of a Tascam Tape and were

presented through headphones. Sub-

jects, a maximum of 3 at a time, were

carried out the tests in a sound-proof

anechoic room, and had to press, the

most rapidly and the most exactly pos-

sible, two buttons (labelled “yes” &

“no”) on an individual board. On the

second channel, a “target-impulse acti-

vated a millisecond counter, localized

on a digital acquisition card of a micro~

computer. This inaudible srgnal started

exactly at the onset of the target..The

counter was stopped when subjects

pressed one of the buttons. Finally, tar-

get counting, Reaction Times calcula-

tion and file creation for later statistical

analysis were executed by sofware.
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RESULTS

Mean error rates were calculated
for each experiment, subject and types
of combinations. For syllabic and mor-
phemic priming conditions, a mean er-
ror rate of respectively 2,19% and
3,04% was found. No subject was eli-
minated due to a high error rate.

Separate statistical analyses of
variance (one-way ANOVA) were

conducted for all combination types in
the two experimental conditions. We
first compared mean RTs for “yes" and
“no" responses and. as expected, signi-
ficantly faster RTs for “yes” in both
experiments were found (p<0.05).

Table 2. Combinations.
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In the first experiment, no signi-
ficant effect (p=ns) of syllabic priming
(Type 1 vs. Type 2) was found. The
same result was found in Exp. n°2
(Type 5 vs. Type 3) in which the W-W
Syllabic (pseudo-morpheme, here)
condition, vs. W-W neutral condition
were duplicated.

In the morphemic priming
condition, statistical analyses revealed
that mean RTs were significantly faster
for W-W priming pairs than for neutral
W—W pairs (p<0.05). On the contrary,
no significant effect was found compa—
ring W-W morphemic priming pairs vs.
W—W syllabic priming pairs, intra and
inter experimental conditions (p=ns).
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Results obtained in the syllabic

priming condition (Le. a lack of phono-
logical effect) confirm earlier findings
[6]. A few other studies also invalidate,

to a certain extent, one of the hypothesis
of the Cohen model: the special status.

in word recognition. of word onsets du-

ring the primary activation process of
candidates that are phonologicaly simi‘

lar. However. although our findings, as
has been reported elswhere [7] strongly

suggest «no evidence of facilitation in

response to targets preceded by primes

that shared word-initial phonological in-
formation with the target», evidence for

inhibition could not be demonstrated:
mean RTs obtained for W-W pairs wi-

thout any priming effect, were not
significantly longer than W-W syllabic
prime pairs. We are inclined to favour
the hypothesis of a desactivation

process more than an inhibiting one.

Lack of RT increase show that the final
decision is not influenced by the prime
i.e. activation level has become neutral
again.

Results for the second experi—
ment, demonstrate a facilitation of lexi-
cal decision when prime-words and
target—words share the same morphemic
onset (Type 1 vs. Type 3). This result
seems to indicate that identification of a

prefixe — and not simply of a phonolo-
gical similarity —- produces a different
activation (facilitation) of the cohort
candidates. But, on the contrary, when

W-W pairs with a same morphemic or
pseudo-morphemic (similar to syllabic
priming) onset are compared, there is no
significant effect. Taft & Forster hypo-
thesized that RTs must be longer for
pseudo-affixed words due to a com-
plexe pre-lexical morphological analy-
sis: our recent results do not confirm
such a finding. Other studies, cited in
the literature [8], also advocated that a
prefixed-word prime does not facilitate
the identification of a second word with
the same prefixe (e.g. préfaee/prénom)
compared to the condition in which the
same word is presented after a pseudo-
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prefixed word sharing the same initial
syllable (e.g.. préfet/prénorn).

Finally, the significant effect of
morphemic priming found in Exp. n’2.
could be interpreted in terms of a
specific process within a word recogni-
tion model. This hypothesis is being
explored using more data.
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ABSTRACT
Cross-modal phonological priming

between auditory pseudoword primes
and visual word targets gave rise to two
experiments. Targets were can'ier
trisyllabic words in which two shorter
words were embedded. Interference
effects were greater than facilitation, and
the embedded words were never
activated. It is suggested that decision
bias effects could explain the weakness of
phonological priming.

Lexical ambiguity inherent in carrier
words in which are embedded shorter
words may be resolved either according
to a specific segmentation routine [1] or
as a by-product of excitation and
inhibition of overlapping lexical items
[6]. In fact, lexical embedding is very
frequent in English [4], and is probably
still more important in French, a
language which presents around 85% of
polysyllabic words. Gating studies, as
well as simulations, suggest that the
amount of acoustic information is a main
determinant of lexical access as far as an
interactive activation process is assumed
to command which lexical candidates are
momentarily activated, and which of
them gets the strongest activation [2]. In
the TRACE model proposed by
McClelland and Elman [6], the degree of
matching information detemrines the
issue of lexical activation at each
processing cycle. Intermediate units such
as phonetic features or phonemes are
progressively activated or desactivated,
irrespective of the lexical status of the
input signal. Exhaustive alignment of the
processing system on the input produces
competition between multiple lerdcal
hypotheses [2].

Phonological priming paradigm is
well suited to test certain assumptions of
this model. A residual activation of
lexical hypothesis corresponding to the
embedded words may facilitate their
recogrution. On the other hand, the
longer carrier word offers the best

conditions of phonological overlap
between prime and target, and might
present the highest activation. The fact
that primes are pseudowords (except in
the repetition condition), and that targets
are words ought not to diminish priming
effects since these effects are based on
phonological overlap.

However, it is worth noting that
phonological priming data do not afford
clear-cut evidence [7]. In experiments
bearing on monosyllabic words [3, 9] or
on bisyllables [7], when both primes and
targets were auditorily presented,
interferences were ofien more important
than facilitations. Still more ofien, there
was no consistent priming effect [3, 7, 9].
We used a cross-modal priming
technique, where subjects see a visual
target immediately following an auditory
prime, in order to pick up residual effects
of the activation of successive segments
in the auditory input. If priming is
modality-independent and intervenes at
the level of lexical entries, an auditory
prime may affect a visual target as well as
an auditory target [5]. As for lexical
embedding, it offers a better opportunity
to follow the time course of competition
between lexical hypotheses than the non
ambiguous items that usually constitute
the test materials [8].

Several predictions were tested. The
multiple representations of lexical
hypotheses at different moments in time
allows different types of segmentation to
operate [2]. The amount of matching
information will interact with the
presence or the absence of an alignment
between the onset of auditory primes and
the representation of word targets.
Activation of the initially embedded
word, although transient, could be
suficrent to trigger a lexical access
attempt at the monosyllabic target. since
it rs initially aligned with the input. The
longer carrier word will receive an
increasingly overwhelming amount of
activation, since it satisfies to the two
requisits of matching and alignment.
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However, the finally embedded bisyllabic
word could become weakly activated, at
least fi'om the Isolation Point (according
to Marslen-eson's definition of the
Isolation Point [5]) onwards, because its
match with part of the input and despite
it is not aligned with the input. A
sufiicient amount of matching could thus
compensate for the non alignment. In a
second experiment, primes corresponding
to the carrier words will contain a parsing
cue in order to diminish the advantage of
the long words and to enhance the
chances of embedded words of being
recognized [2]. Alternatively, the absence
of phonological printing might be due to
processing differences between auditory
and visual modalities. It might thus
support the assumption that post-access
processes are implied both in the printing
paradigm and in the lexical decision task

Two cross~modal priming
experiments were run, both with a lexical
decision task. Experiment 1 aimed to
compare the respective activation levels
of each embedded word and of the
carrier word when the input signal and
the phonological representations of each
target were progressively overlapping. In
experiment 2, an interval of silence was
introduced in the repetition condition to
reinforce the lexical hypotheses
corresponding to the embedded words.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method . .
Subjects: 18 native speakers of Pansran
French participated.
Materials

Test stimuli were 15 low-frequency
trisyllabic words, constructed so that
both the syllable in initial position and the
two following syllables were high- or
middle-frequency meaningful words, e. g.
“chapelure' = "chat" + ”pelure". Syllabrc
structure of the monosyllable was CV,
CVC or CCV (C: consonant, V: vowel).
Fifteen sets offive trisyllabic items served
as primes. A set of primes involved three
pseudowords and two words: (1) a
pseudoword beginning with a phoneme
of the same broad phonetic category as
the initial phoneme of the target
("sebojim'), (2) a pseudoword begrnrung
with the same first syllable as target
("chabojim'), (3) a- pseudoword
eginning with the same sequence as
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target until target Isolation point
('chapeleun"), (4) the carrier word, (5) a
word unrelated with the target (control
condition). Targets were in turn one of
the embedded words or the carrier
words. In addition 15 fillers were
presented as primes with a pseudoword
as target. All the items were stored and
digitized at 10 kHz with l2 bit
resolution.
Procedure and design:

Each of the 18 subjects participated to
the five conditions, the order of
presentation of the pairs being balanced
within each subgroup of 3 subjects. No
subject heared the same prime twice or
saw the same target twice. The visual
probe followed the auditory target
immediately, and the speeded lexrcal
decision was performed on the visual
target. Response times (RTs) were
measured fi'om the offset of the auditory
prime. The types of primes (5 modalities)
and the format of targets (monosyllables,
bisyllables, trisyllables) were between-
subject factors.
Results

Error rates and ms longer than 1,500
ms did not exceed 1.5%, and were

discarded from the analysis. Mean RTs
were faster for a monosyllabrc .target
(501 ms, sd = 98 ms) than for either a

bisyllabic (569 ms, sd = 130 ms) or a

trisyllabic target (595 ms, sd = 137 ms).
ANOVAs run on RTs showed that the
main effect of target format was

significant, overall and for each overlap
condition, both by subjects and by items.
More important, pairwrse comparisons
between test and control conditions for

each overlap and each type of target
showed that a significant effect of
phonological priming never appeared,

excepted in the repetition condition for a
trisyllabic target (Fig. 1). Thus, a partial
overlap either had no effect. when prime

and target were sharing a phonetic
category for their initial phoneme, or

gave rise to weak interferences for the
two embedded words, even when the

one-syllable overlap corresponded to the
initially embedded word and when the
Isolation-point overlap gave enough

acoustic information to access the finally
embedded word. The next experiment
aimed to help the‘ subjects parse the

carrier words into their components.
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EXPERIMENT 2
An interval of silence was introduced

inside the carrier words in order to
facilitate lexical access attempts to the
embedded words. Its duration (from 18
ms to 34 ms) had been evaluated for each
carrier word in a previous discrination
experiment so that subjects could parse
the signal in 50% of occurrences.
Method

18 native speakers of Parisian French
participated. Except the introduction of
an interval of silence in the trisyllabic
primes for repetition trials, the apparatus
and procedure were the same as those of
the preceding experiment.
Results

1.3% erroneous data or RTs longer
than 1,500 ms were discarded. Mean RT
values were of the same order as
previously, RTs to monosyllabic targets
being significantly faster for each overlap
condition than RTs to bisyllables and
trisyllables. As shown in Fig. 2,
comparing each overlap condition for
each type of target to the control
condition, the introduction of a silence
strengthened the interference effects.
Planned comparisons showed that these
effects were significant for all types of
word targets in the phonetic-category-
and the one-syllable-overlap conditions,
and for both embedded words in the
repetition condition (for F1(l, 17),
p<.01; for F2(1, 14), p<.02). The weak
facilitation effect of the carrier-word
target in the repetition condition did not
reach_ significance. An interval of silence
sufficient to be auditorily perceived did
not tngger a lexical parsing of the carrier
word into its constituents. This result
pointed out that the interval of silence
has not been processed as a potential
boundary cue.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The present research aimed to

evaluate the time course of lexical
competition when a canier word
contains embedded words.
Phonological priming was not
etficrent to trigger lexical access
attempts: A facilitatory effect
appeared in just the repetition
condition for the longer word. Initial
overiap had no effect in most
previous studies [3, 7, 9]. Contrary to
our expectations, processing of

ambiguous words did not enhance the
weight of residual activation, if any.
Whatever, our data are not
inconsistent with all the predictions
derived from TRACE. The amount of
inhibition for the initially embedded
word decreased progressively as the
overlap increased, except in the
repetition condition. The importance
of onset alignment has been assessed
for all the overlaps. The processing
system ignored parsing cues.
However, even if interference efl‘ects
may correspond to the issue of lexical
competition, the difference between
the two experiments suggest that
interferences may be due to the
discrepancy between pseudoword
primes and word targets [7],
increased by the presence of a silence.
The presence, in the experimental set,
of plurisyllabic suits segmented into
their lexical components disturbed the
search of a congruency between
primes and targets. Subjects might
have not processed the primes
containing an interval of silence as
two words, but as a long word
containing a mismatch by
misalignment. When they saw the
word targets, they needed more time
to respond "word", because they were
waiting for a pseudoword. This point
could explain the observed longer
RTs in the repetition condition (Exp.
2). These results do not ascertain that
critical matching points, such as a
one-syllable overlap or an overlap
between prime and target until the
Isolation Point of the finally
embedded word, play no role in
lexical access. They suggest that a
lexical decision task taps only into the
phonological output representation,
and not into the lexical hypothesis
elaborated during prime processing.
The weakness of phonological
priming could thus be due to a
decision bias.
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DO METRICAL AND PHONOTACTIC SEGMENTATION CUES
COOPERATE IN SPOKEN WORD RECOGNITION?

Bacri N. & Bane!M-H.,
Laboratoire de Psychologie Expérimentale, Université Rene’ Descartes & CNRS, Paris,

France

ABSTRACT
A Metrical Segmentation Strategy

has been proposed to account for the
segmentation of stress-timed language
like English [3] whereas for syllable-
timed languages like French
segmentation should depend on syllabic
structure. Three word-spotting
experiments supported a different
assumption. Detection of words
embedded in nonsense strings either in
initial (Exp. 1 & 3) or in final position
(Exp. 2) provided evidence of an effect
of prosodic structure on the
phonotactically based mechanism of
parsrng.

Speech segmentation is basically
supported by two types of cues: prosodic
cues [3, 5, 6] and dphonotactic cues [7].
Both are detemiine by language-specific
constraints. Lexical parsing is assumed to
be stress-based for languages contrasting
stressed and unstressed syllables. It is
founded on distributional phonotactic
properties as evidenced by juncture
misperception data [2]. Syllabification
was almost equally affected by the type
of phonotactic string and by the stress
pattern of the stimuli [7]. In French, in
which stress falls regularly on the
lengthened final syllable, durational inter-
syllabic differences may have a functional
role in speech segmentation. The parsing
of bisyllabic words into their
monosyllabic constituents showed that
the usual short-long (iambic) pattern
produced recognition of bisyllables more
ofien than did the reverse long-short
(trochaic) pattern [1]. Subjects' behavior
was well adapted to the trailer-timed
structure of French language [8] and to
the fact that 85% of lexical items are
polysyllabic. Syllable internal structure
had .no clear effect on parsing, but the
parsing of long-long spondees was
facilitated by CVC syllables. Listeners
were induced to apply a syllable-based
deVice when lacking metrical cues.
I-Iowever, data were compatible with two
different accounts. The efficiency of

prosodic cues might be due to rhythmic
expectancies and intervene post-lexically.
On the other hand, a metrical
segmentation device might have had a
direct effect on parsing, either
cooperating or conflicting with
phonotactic cues.

Well-formedness conditions for
syllable-final consonant clusters imply, at
the phonological level, that the first but
not the second consonant belongs to the
same syllable as the preceding vowel:
French codas cannot contain more than
one consonant. 'garde" would be
syllabified as / ar # do/. But in the
specific case 0 the obstruent + liquid
legal clusters, whatever their position, the
two consonants are tautosyllabic: "livre'
is syllabified /li # vr¢/ [4]. If we consider
an illegal medial cluster, e. g. sV/, the
first assumption leads to syllabify it as
Np # zV/, whereas the second one
forbids the processing of /pd as
tautosyllabic, and blocks a N # s/
parsing. These honotactic constraints
constitute powe l segmentation cues.

The aim of the present experiments
was to detemiine whether or not metrical
and phonotactic segmentation devices are
simultaneously available. A word-
spotting task offers a good opportunity
to address this question [3]. Listeners
have to detect real monosyllabic words in
nonsense bisyllabic strings. The medial
consonant cluster, when present, was
illegal, thereby providing a segmentation
cue. Metric structure realized an iambe, a
trochee or a spondee. According to the
metrical segmentation hypothesis, the
bisyllable string will be more easily
segmented when bearing a trochaic
pattern, whereas it will be processed as a
whole when bearing an iambic pattern. If
a metrical segmentation device intervenes
prelexically, detection of the word in
initial position will be facilitated in the
first case when both cues cooperate, and
interfered with in the second case by the
conflict between phonotactic and
prosodic cues, as compared with the
prosodically neutral condition.
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EXPERIMENT 1
Method:
Subjects:'

37 native speakers of Parisian French.
Materials:

The materials consisted in two sets of
nonsense bisyllables. The 18 items of the
first set had an embedded high frequency
CVC word target in initial position.
Word final consonant was an obstruent.
Consonant sequence in medial position
cannot form a syllabic coda or onset, e.
g. /bk/, /bv/, /pz/, /tl/, /tn/. The 18 CVC-
CVC items in the second set were
nonsense fillers without embedded word
target.

Three metrical patterns were realized
for each test item: A short-long iambic
pattem, a long-short trochaic pattern,
and a long-long spondee. All the fillers
were spondees. All the stimuli were
recorded by a Parisian French female
speaker, at a regular rate and without
salient F0 movements. They were stored
and digitized at 10 kHz with 12 bit
resolution. Monosyllabic mean duration
was about 520 ms when long, and about
350 ms when shortened with a
compression rate of 35%.
Procedure and design:

Subjects were told that they would
hear nonsense sequences, some of them
having a real CVC word inside, in initial
position. On detecting a word, they had
to press a button as quickly as possible,
and to say it aloud. Detection times were
measured from the burst of the word final
consonant. Three experimental tapes
were constructed, one for each metrical
pattern, each having 32 stimuli (18 word
targets plus 18 fillers). The order of
stimuli was balanced across the three
tapes. The three practice tapes included
32 different bisyllabic strings (16 With,
and 16 without a CVC word), bearing
the same metrical pattern than the
Corresponding test tape. Subjects were
given a feedback on their performance
for the first half of the practice tape.
Each experimental condition combined
an illegal cluster with (l) a neutral
pattern ("one cue" control condition), (2)
an iambic pattern (conflicting cues), (3) a
trochaic pattern (cooperating cues). Each
subject heard the three metrical patterns,
but each item was presented bearing only
one pattern.
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Results and discussion:
Seven subjects, having detected less

than 50% of the targets, were discarded,
leaving 10 subjects for each tape. Missing
data (3.9%) and reaction times (RTs)
greater than 1500 ms (2.4%) were
replaced. RTs were faster for a trochaic
pattern than for either an iambic pattern
or a neutral spondee (Figure 1, lefi
panel). The main effect of Condition was
significant (ANOVA by subject: F 1(2,
58)= 9.3, p<.001; by item: F2(2, 34)=
21.2, p<.001). Pairwise comparison
showed that RTs were reliably faster for
a trochaic pattern than for an iambic and
a neutral pattern, respectively. The
tendency towards slower RTs for a
neutral pattern than for an iambic pattern
did not reach significance.

The order of performance levels
supported the predictions derived from

the application of a metrical
segmentation device. Word extraction is

facilitated when a long-short pattern is

correlated with an illegal cluster. In as

much as the cluster cannot be
tautosyllabic, it is parsed into its

constituent units, and an attempt _at

lexical access, initiated near the beginning
of the input in the case of a trochaic

pattern, can be easily achieved. In the
case of iambic patterns, lexical access is

delayed, since the nonsense string _is

processed as a whole on the ham of'its

metrical structure. However, conflicting

cues did not reliably increase IRTS as

compared with the control condition. The

lack of a reliable interference when cues

were conflicting suggests that the two

types of information have been processed

separately. But the redundancy .gain

when both cues cooperate is consrstent

with the view that both dimensrons may

nevertheless influence each other. The

purpose of the next experiment was to

detemiine whether this influence is

symmetrical or not.

EXPERIMENT 2 .

To address this issue, the functional

relations between the two segmentation

cues were reversed, by locating the target

word in final position. The former

"conflicting cues" (an illegal cluster plus

an iambic pattern) might now faCilitate a

lexical access attempt on the final

syllable, whereas the former
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"cooperating“ cues (an illegal cluster plus
a trochaic pattern) should now deter the
listeners from pursuing a lexical search
after having parsed the bisyllable and
found a nonword. The presence either of
interferences (slower RTs with a trochaic
pattern than in the control condition) or
of a redundancy gain (faster RTs when
iambic than in the control condition) will
permit to decide whether both cues are
processed conjointly and symmetrically.
On the other hand, if the two cues are
processed separately, results will show
neither interference, nor redundancy gain.
Method:
Subjects: 30 Parisian French speakers.
Materials and procedure:

18 new nonsense bisyllabic strings
were created by reversing the order of
the first and the second syllable. Medial
illegal clusters assembled obstruents and
liquids so that they could not be
tautosyllabic in French, e. g. ”lamp(c) +
zok" became 'zor + lamp(e)" to avoid a
lkl/ legal cluster. The apparatus and
procedure were similar to those of the
preceding experiment.
Results and discussion:

Missing data (6%) and RTs exceeding
1500 ms (3.1%) were replaced. As in the
previous experiment, the main effect of
Condition was significant (F1(2, 58) =
5.2, p<.Ol; F2(2, 34) = 7.1, p<.01). The
14 ms difference between RTs obtained
for iambic patterns and RT: for the
control condition did not reach
significance, but RTs for trochaic
patterns were reliably slower than RTs
for the two other conditions (Fig. 1, right
panel). The order of performance levels
was reversed by comparison with the
preceding experiment. There was no
redundancy gain when iambic patterns
induced subjects to process the whole
string. But the convergence of both cues
to parse the input increased RTs and
slowered lexical access. These results
suggest a mutual interference between
prosody-based and phonotactic—based
segmentation devices.

EXPERIMENT 3
The purpose of the next experiment

was to evaluate the weight of the
phonotactic cue, respective of metrical
pattern, by comparing the processing of
CVCCVC strings and ofCVCVC strings.
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Figure I: Mean RTs as a fimction of
experimental conditions and word
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In the later case, word coda is assembled
with the following vowel, e. g. ”lampoc'
is syllabified Ila # pok/. The target word
is in initial position. A lexical access
requires a resyllabifrcation that is
impeded by an iambic pattern indicating
not to parse the bisyllable, but also by a
trochaic pattern which induces to parse
the string in such a way that the Parsing
produces two nonsense syllables.
Method:

Six groups of ten subjects were
tested on 18 test items, with or without a
medial cluster, dependin on the
condition, and bearing one o the metrical
patterns. The apparatus and procedure
were as previously described.
Results:

Two test items were missed by 50%
of the Subjects. Corresponding data were
discarded. The overall analysis of
variance showed a significant main efl‘ect
for both the phonotactic structure (F 1(1,
54) = 4.4, p<.o4; no, 15) = 21.8,
p<.001) and the metrical pattern (F 1(2,
54) = 15.7, p<.001; F2(2, 30) = 22.5,
p<.0001). The interaction between the
two factors did not reach significance.
The order ofRh was the same for both
types of phonotactic structure (Fig. 2). _1t
approximated the order obtained 1n
Experiment 1, and yielded the same
levels of significance. The weight of a
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phonotactic cue is more important in the
control condition However, the 54 ms

(iambic pattern) and the 4_l _ ms
lengthenings (trochaic pattern) rrrdrcate
merely a tendency towards an unparrment
of lexical access attempt when listeners
are lacking a strong phonotactrc
segmentation cue.
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EC4: converging irrelevant cues. .
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EC6: cooperating irrelevant cues.

Figure 2: Mean RTs as a function of
experimental conditions (Exp. 3).

GENERAL nrscvssron: _
The ability to segment speech input

and to detect a word merged mto a
nonsense string cmcially depends on the
position of the word in the string._The
target position determines the firnctronal
relations between metric and phonotactrc
structures, and thus the efficiency of the
metrical segmentation device. However,
together with the redundancy garn when
both cues are cooperating (Exp. 1), and
with a mutual interference when they
give competing information (Exp. 2). the
last experiment clearly demonstrates a
Joint influence of metrical contrast and .of
phonotactic constraints. This jornt

.jnfluence cannot be the result of
. Interactions in the perceptual system

(EXP. 3). ' We suggest that metrical
structure might activate the segmentation
Procedure which is in turn tnggered by a
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phonotactic disjuncture. Mceen et al.‘
proposal (1994) should be modified to
take the specificity ofFrench metrics into
account. A metrical segmentation device
would permit to anticipate word
boundaries, but makes no assrmptron
about the mechanism of parsing. The
interference effect, although lrmrted to
certain condition, would be best
interpreted if metrical and phonotactrc
information are processed in parallel.
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' ABSTRACT

An experiment was conducted to study
the effect of alphabetic literacy on
developing the ability of speech
segmentation. Both Arabic literate and
illiterate subjects were asked to segment
progressively spoken Moroccan Arabic
sentences

The results showed that literates were
able to reach the level of phonemes in
their segmentation, whereas illiterates
reflected a syllabic procedure of speech
segmentation and were unable to segment
phonemically.

We conclude that the level of
phonological awareness, that is the ability
to consciously recognize the internal
phonemic structure of spoken words, is
higher in Moroccan Arabic literates than
in illiterates. This result speaks in favour
of literacy having a crucial role in
determining the level of processing which
a listener can reach.

INTRODUCTION
The cognitive processes underlying

speech segmentation make up a central
toprc rn psycholinguistic studies. In the
last decade. cognitive psychologists have
been interested in studying the ability to
segment speech signal into its component
units. Some psycholinguists proposed the
notion of phonological awareness [1].
Phonological awareness refers to a
specral kind of phonological
representations. It is a type of
phonological knowledge which differs
from the phonology used in language
production and comprehension. ln other
words. phonological awareness refers to
conscrous representations of the
phonological properties and constituents

of speech. Some studies claimed that
phonological awareness is logically
related to reading and spelling acquisition
in an alphabetic system [2]. More
recently. some researchers [3] have
considered this ability to be a crucial
component of reading and spelling. Its
development is dependent on the learning
of reading and spelling.

There are three levels of phonological
awareness: word awareness. syllable
awareness and awareness of phones
(subAsyllabic units like onset and rime).
The phonological awareness hypothesis
is supported by some psycholinguistic
studies showing that preschool children
like illiterates were unable to manipulate
speech segments at a sub-morphemic
components level [4 and 5. ]. These
subjects were good at manipulating
syllable units but poor at segmenting
speech into phones.

Two types of studies were proposed
to test the phonological awareness
hypothesis: (1) experiments using
metaphonological tasks such as rime
judgement. syllable addition or deletion;
(2) longitudinal or correlational studies.

More recently. data obtained with
Portuguese illiterates suggested that that
population could not analyse speech
explicitly as a sequence of phones. Thus.
awareness of segmental structure of
speech does not arise spontaneously in
the course of cognitive growth, but in the
learning of reading [4].

The tasks used in Morais et al. [4]
consisted in adding or deleting a phone
(consonant) at the beginning of a non-
word. The results obtained suggested
that illiterate subjects were unable to
delete or add a consonant. but these tasks
were easily performed by ex-illiterate
adults who learned to read. Thus.
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illiterate speakers did not represent speech

as a sequence of phones.

This awareness is probably provided by
learning to read in an alphabetic system.
Other experiments have demonstrated that
literacy training has an effect on speech

segmentation [5]. Illiterate subjects,

unlike literates, displayed an incapacity to
deal with phonetic segments (initial
consonant) in a detection task and in a
progressive free segmentation task [5].
But their performance was better with
syllables. Thus. the capacity to analyze
intentionaly and explicitly speech at a
segmental level is developed in an
alphabetic code [6]

Morais et al.[5] suggested that reading
acquisition is correlationaly significant

- with the ability to deal with sub-
morphemic units of speech such as
syllables and phonemes.

The aim of the present study is to
assess the segmentation capacities of
literate and illiterate Moroccan speakers in
a progressive segmentation task.
Previous studies with Arabic literate and
illiterate speakers [7 and 8] have
demonstrated that phonological
awareness develops with literacy
acquisition. Literate people have a good
performance when processing speech
units at very difficult level. For example,
the processing of intervocalic geminates
or long consonants seems to vary as a
function of educational level [9]. Derwing
[9] investigated syllable boundaries in
semiliterate and ilitterate Arabic speakers

(Cairo). His results showed that literate
subjects processed geminate consonants
as ambisyllabic bisegments. but this
tendency was much reduced in subjects
with lower educational levels
(semiliterates). Thus, judgments about
syllable boundaries depend on
educational level in general and on
literacy in particular [9].

According to the present hypothesis.
reading ability has a strong effect on
Subjects performance in a speech
Segmentation task at a sub<syllabic level.

enerally, speakers living in poor
cultural environment can not develop
metalinguistic capacities such that they

can Perform well on segmental or
metaphonological tasks.
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PROGRESSIVE
SEGMENTATION TASK
Method
Stimulus Material

Ten Moroccan Arabic sentences were
used as stimulis in the experiment. They
were five to seven words long. The long

word in the ten sentences was trisyllabic

and frequent structure was bisyllabic as

[CV-CV] "dam" (his house); the short

word had a [CV] structure like ”MI"

(and). An example of sentence-stimulus
15:
<< had lla‘i‘ib faz belkura ddahabiyya Yla la‘ibu
lmumtaz >> (" This player was awarded the gold
ball for his excellent perfonnance').

Subjects

The experiment was run in Paris. Two

groups of subjects participated in it:

illiterate adults and literate adults. The

illiterates were eight subjects (2 females

and 6 males aged 30 to 65. They were

Moroccan immigrants having lived in

Paris for many years. They were all of

peasant origin and none had received any

reading instruction at any time.They

speak poor French. The literate subjects

were administered a reading test at the

end of the experiment. It consisted in

reading as fast and as accurately as

possible 120 arabic words, most of them.

nouns (65), the majority of which were

bisyllabic (52) or trisyllabic (42). The

results showed a clearly discontinuous

distribution, sug)gesting the presence of

two types of subjects who will be called

better and poorer readers. Better readers

read over 60 words/min and did not make

errors. Poorer readers read less than 60

words/min and made errors. Ten better

readers (2 females and 8 males) aged 22

to 31 were selected. They were students

in a Paris university and had received. at

least. bilingual instruction in reading and

writing both Arabic and French . '

The poorer readers were eight subjects

(3 females and 5 males) aged 21 to St.

All were workers and had stopped their
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schooling in primary school. They read

and wrote poorly in Arabic and French.

Task and Procedure

The subjects listened to recorded

sentences and were asked to say only part

of a sentence, then only a subpart of the
part, and so on, until they could not go

any further: each subject segmented
progressively all the sentences that served
as trials.

Results

Mean percents of segmentation types
are presented in Table 1. These were
based on the number of responses
produced by each subject on each
sentence. Five types of isolated linguistic
units were selected for the analysis: (1)
phones (consonants). (2) syllables, (3)
one word, (4) two words. and (5)
sequences of words (more than two
words).

llliterate subjects had a higher
performance in units "one word" (32.54
%). This isolated linguistic unit is very
significant in the process of segmentation
in illiterates. Performance with ”phones"
significantly differed from "syllables"
(t(9)= 1.48, p<. 005). Also performances
on phone and "one word” were
significantly different (t(9)= 6.20.
p<.001).
Nevertheless, poorer readers showed a
similar performance in segmenting
sentences in relevant linguistic units. But,
one notices that this group of subjects had
a higher performance in isolating "more
than two words" (35.17 %). No
difference was revealed between isolating
"one phone" and "one syllable“ (t(9)=
0.77 ), but the difference was significant
between "one phone" and "one word"
(t( 9) = 2.16, p<.05). Poorer readers
performed well progressive segmentation
from "one word" to "more than two
words".

Better readers performed well on all
types of segmentation. They reached the
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phone level. This sub—syllabic unit was
rarely produced by illiterates and poorer
readers as opposed to better readers. But
at the word level, all subjects (illiterates,

poorer and better readers had similar
perfomtance.

Better readers reached, without
difficulty. the phone and the syllable
levels. This gives further support to the
hypothesis that better readers have the
ability to reach the phonemic and syllabic
units in a progressive segmentationtask.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA)
performed on subject's responses yielded
a significant effect of alphabetic literacy
(F(4,25) = 10.84, p<0.005).
Table 1. Progressive segmentation of speech.
Percentage offinal responses 9" each tvpe.

isolated Illiteratesl Poorer Better
units readers readers
One 23, 12 26, 63 50, 25
phone
One 25,08 2376 48, 16
syllable
One 32, 54 33, 90 33. 56
word
Two 27,40 31,51 41,10
words
more 20, 91 35, 17 43, 92
than two
words

DISCUSSION
In the Arabic alphabet, it is difficult to

segment a syllable into a consonant and a
vowel because vowels are represented by

diacritics in the writing system. The
diacritics do not have an independant
status as consonants do. For example the

syllable [ka] is written in Arabic as a

consonant plus a diacritic mark. This

concerns the written syllable in Arabic.

For the spoken syllable, the problem of

analysis is not similar.
The results obtained in the present

experiment showed that better readers

have a more developed phonemic
awareness than poorer readers and

illiterates. They were able to isolate

correctly the small sub-lexical units

(phonemes and syllables) which are
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components of the phonemic structure of

words and sentences. The development

of this awareness is explained by their

reading and spelling practice in an

alphabetic system. Thus, cognitive

capacities can help the speaker-hearer

manipulate speech units. These

manipulation of the segrnenal structure of

words is a result of a conscious and
intentional processing of speech

elements. Moreover, both reading and

spelling imply, in addition to the ability to
perceive minimal phonetic distinctions, an

explicit knowledge of the phonetic

structure of speech. Furthermore, to

segment progressively spoken sentences

requires that subjects develop a special

strategy in the segmentation process.

First, they must memorize the whole

sentence and then processe it according to

their metalinguistic and linguistic
knowledge. Illiterates and poorer readers
do not have sufficient metalinguistic

knowledge to reach such sub-lexical

units. The fact that illiterates are not

aware of the phonetic structure of speech

does not imply, of course, that they do

not use segmenting routines at this level

when they listen to speech [4].

The hypothesis that reading and

spelling knowledge may develop the

capacity to segment speech into its small
components is confirmed. This study is a

comparison of performances between
illiterates and [iterates in speech

segmentation. It deals with the effect of

alphabetic literacy on spoken word
recognition and segmentation. It is a
contribution to understand cognitive

processes and the mechanisms of
language processing in general, and

Speech segmentation in particular.
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THE PERCEPTION OF THE SINGLE-GEMINATE
CONSONANT CONTRAST BY NATIVE SPEAKERS

OF ITALIAN AND ANGLOPHONES

Bernard L Roche! and Anne P. Roche!
University ofAlberta, Canada

ABSTRACT
The results of a psychoacoustic

experiment suggest that native speakers
of Italian distinguish between
intervocalic single and geminate
consonants (as in m and fattg) on the
basis of the duration of these
consonants, and not in terms of the
duration of the preceding vowels, while
anglophones perceive the same contrast
not in terms of the duration of these
consonants but in terms of the duration
of the preceding vowels.

INTRODUCTION
The difference between Italian words

like m; ('fate') and taut; ('fact') is
generally stated in terms of the
opposition between a single consonant
(in Law) and a double consonant (in
fatto), or between a short and a long
consonant. ‘ '

It is well known, however, that this
consonantal length difference is
accompanied by a vowel length
difference: Italian geminates are preceded
by short vowels, while their single
intervocalic counterparts are preceded by
long vowels [1, 2, 3, 4].

As in all cases where two phonetic
characteristics covary, the question

. arises as to whether one of those two
characteristics is perceptually more
salient than the other.

Although it is generally assumed that
native speakers of Italian are sensitive to
the difference in consonantal length, it
has been suggested that the primary
perceptual cue in distinguishing between

. words like mtg and m is the difference
in vowel duration that characterizes such
words [4]. Neither claim has been tested
experimentally.

Contrary to Italian, English does not
make use of an opposition between
single and double consonants, and it is
reasonable to assume that English
speakers learning Italian do not perceive
the difference between words like fato
and we in terms of the duration

difference between [t] and [tt].
The purpose of this study was to

establish
1. whether the difference between

words like mg and fa_tto is perceived by
native speakers of Italian as residing in
the consonant or the vowel; and

2. whether this difference is
perceived in the same way by
anglophones learning Italian.

PROCEDURE

Stimuli
The stimuli were prepared in the

following way. A token ofm recorded
by a native speaker of northern Italian on
a good quality cassette recorder was
low-pass filtered at 8.8 kHz to preclude
aliasing, and digitized at 22 kHz. The
digitized signal was then modified by
means of a waveform editor (SoundEdit)
to produce 7 stimuli by decreasing the
length of the vowel from 215 to 92 ms in
steps corresponding to two pitch periods -
(17-18 ms); each pair of pitch periods
was removed from the middle portion of
the vowel to leave the CV and VC
transitions intact.

For each stimulus thus obtained. 5.
new stimuli were produced by increasing
the length of the silent portion of' the
intervocalic consonant ([t]) in 30 ms
steps from 100 ms to 220 ms. This
yielded a total of 35 stimuli (7 vowel-1
durations x 5 consonantal durations).

Subjects
Subjects were twelve native speakers .

of northern Italian enrolled at the
University of Bologna, and twelve
native speakers of Canadian English
attending the University of Alberta.
Their ages ranged from 21 to 24 years.

Experimental Task
Subjects were asked to identify as

- m or {ano the stimuli described above.
, in which the durations of the intervocalrc

consonant ([t]/[tt]) .and the vowel
preceding it ([a]) were varied
systematically. They listened to 10
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repetitions of each stimulus played in
random order via a computer program
and delivered through good quality
headphones. The subjects' task was to
identify each token as either Lao orm
by clicking in the appropriate box on a
computer screen using a mouse-driven
cursor.

RESULTS
The results for the Italian and English

listeners are presented below by means
of identification functions, with
consonant duration varying in some, and
vowel duration in the others.

Italian Listeners
The identification functions in

Figures 1 and 2 are representative of
those obtained from all the Italian
listeners, with minor variations.

—9— %_fato
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t!n—__u
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Figure 1.
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Figure 2.
The well—defined identification functions
in Figure 1 (where the variable is
consonant duration) and the
undifferentiated identification functions
In Figure 2 (for vowel duration) suggest
that the Italian listeners distinguished
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between fato and fattg on the basis of
consonant duration but not on the basrs
of vowel duration.

English Listeners
The identification functions in Figure

3 are representative of those obtained
from all the anglophones, with minor
variations. These undifferentiated
identification functions suggest that
when the varying dimension was
consonant duration, the anglophones
were unable to distinguish m from

{atto-
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Figure 3. . _
When the varying drmensron was

vowel duration, two patterns of

identification emerged for the

anglophones, as illustrated in Figures 4

and 5.
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‘—°'— %_fatto
100

e: 80
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Vowel Duration (ms)

Figure 4.
Figure 4 suggests that some

anglophones (n=8) used vowel duration

as a perceptual cue to drstrngursh

between fag and fang. Because they

associated _f_aLo_ with a perceived long

vowel and firtto with a perceived short

vowel. it can be said that those listeners'

identification of f_at9_ and - to was
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essentially correct, in spite of the fact

that they used vowel duration instead of

consonant duration as a perceptual cue.

For those listeners, a long vowel

signaled a following short (or single)

consonant, and a short vowel signaled a

long (or geminate) consonant. in keeping

with the duration characteristics of
Italian.

On the other hand, Figure 5 suggests

that some anglophones (n=4) equated

vowel duration and consonant duration
in a direct way. They identified as Q19

tokens with a short vowel and as m9

tokens with a long vowel. This is

contrary to the facts observed about

Italian quantity, and results in

misidentification offig; and m.
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Figure 5.

DISCUSSION
These results suggest that Italian

listeners may be sensitive to differences
in consonant duration and not to co-
occurring differences in vowel duration
in the process of distinguishing between
words like $112 and firm. This finding

lends support to phonological analyses
that describe the opposition between
words like Lam and fang in terms of

differences in consonant duration, and
view the associated vowel duration
differences as allophonic variation.

On the other hand, it appears that
anglophones may not be sensitive to
differences in consonant duration and
that they may rely instead on differences
in vowel duration when they are asked to
make the Rig-{m distinction. This is
not surprising in view of the fact that
English speakers do not distinguish
between long and short consonants, but
distinguish vowels that may be
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differentiated in terms of their durations
(e.g., li/ vs /l/, /u/ vs. /U/), and rely on
preconsonantal vowel duration
differences in perceiving voiced-
voiceless consonant contrasts [5, 6, 7].

Although the difference between the
two subgroups of anglophones who
used vowel duration in different ways to
identify fan and fattg may reflect
different levels of linguistic aptitude, it
remains a superficial difference and does
not affect this study's basic findings.
Neither subgroup used consonant

duration as a perceptual cue to
distinguish between flat_o and m; both

used vowel duration. The subjects who
equated vowel and consonant duration

appear to be sensitive to quantity

differences only as they pertain to
vowels, as suggested by the fact that

they attributed to consonants the duration

differences they perceived among the

vowels. The subjects who were able to

detect that vowel and consonant duration

were negatively correlated appear to have

shown some sensitivity to consonant

duration, but they used vowel duration

differences as the primary perceptual
cue.

Although English learners appear to

be capable of distinguishing between

Italian single and geminate consonants

on the basis of concommitant vowel

duration differences, their continued
reliance on the latter in production is

likely to prevent them from being

understood, or perceived as native or

near-native by Italian listeners, because

the latter appear not to be sensitive to

vowel duration differences but only to

consonant duration differences.

CONCLUSIONS
The results of this experiment

suggest that listeners from different

language backgrounds may perceive the

same phonetic input in different ways.
i.e., by using different characteristics of

the acoustic signal as perceptual cues.

One implication of these results is that

foreign language pronunciation training

should consider the linguistic

background of the learners, both to
understand their pronunciation mistakes.
and to devise instructional tools that

focus on the language-specific phonetic
features that need attention.

In addition, it appears that although
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foreign language learners' inaccurate
pronunciations may reflect faulty
articulation, it is also possible that such

mispronunciations are the consequence
of a faulty perception of the target
sounds, i.e., a perception of those

sounds in terms of the learners' native

language categories [8]. Consequently. it

appears that auditory training must play
an important part in foreign language

pronunciation instruction.
The results of this study also suggest

that pronunciation training should take
into account not only the perceptual

biases of the learners (to adopt the

appropriate instructional procedures that
make it possible to modify those biases),

but also the perceptual expectations of

the native speakers of the target
language, to make sure that learners
produce the appropriate phonetic cues,
i.e., those that are recognizable by the
target language speakers. This in turn
provides support for a type of
contrastive phonetics that derives its
explanatory power from a thorough
examination of foreign language
learners' perceptual and articulatory
behaviours, and the perceptual
consequences of those behaviours on
target language listeners [9].
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PERCEPTUAL CONFUSION BETWEEN SOUTH AFRICAN
AND BRITISH ENGLISH VOWELS

A. Trail], M. J. Ball*, and N. Miillerf
University ofthe Witwatersrand, *University ofUlster, TUniversity ofCentral England

ABSTRACT
South African English demonstrates a

shift in the realizations of front vowels
when compared to most British English
accents. This study includes a perception
experiment, where British English list—
eners are presented with tokens contain—
ing the vowels in question recorded by 4
SAE speakers. Then an acoustic analysis
of the vowels is presented, which
demonstrates the similarity between the
British English set, and their SAE
counterparts.

SOUTH AFRICAN ENGLISH
South African accents of English

(SAE) demonstrate a shift in the realiza-
tions of front vowels to a generally closer
or more central position than those found
in most British English accents (see, for
example, Wells [1]). This results in a set
of vowels /a:, el, and some contexts of /i/
that may potentially be confused by
British English listeners with their set /e,
i, 9/, with b/ in monosyllables probably
heard as /A/. The question then arises as
to what happens to IM; does this vowel
also shift in SAE, and if so where to?

Normally context disambiguates any
potential perceptual confusions between
SAE and other accents; nevertheless,
there are many possible homonymic
clashes.

A further point to be considered is that
SAE like many other English accents has
a velarized variant of III following vowels
([l]: the 'dark-l'). As noted, for example,
by Gimson [2], following dark-l has a
tendency to centralize the preceding
vowel. It is possible, therefore, that the
short-vowel shift of SAE may be affected
by this, in that centralization may have
differential effects on perception.

The authors decided to design a per-
ception experiment to test whether these
short front vowels in SAE would indeed
be perceived by British English listeners
to be the shifted values when all
contextual cues as to meaning are
removed. This would also prove an
opportunity to test the [Al vowel, and see
whether it too would be perceived as

shifted, and if so, to which vowel.
This experiment would then be fol-

low-ed by an acoustic analysis of the
SAE vowels, and a comparison of their
formant values with those of British
English.

PERCEPTION EXPERIMENT

Method
Four speakers were used in the per-

ception experiment. Details of the speak-
ers are given in Table 1.

Table I. Details of the SAE Speakers.

SCX area

All the speakers were students at the
University of the Witwatersrand, and
were first language speakers of English.

The speakers were all recorded in
good acoustic conditions on a DAT
recorder by the first author. The material
recorded consisted of a set of twenty dif-
ferent words embedded in the phrase
'say the word _ again". The words
used are given in Table 3 below, and it
can be seen that as well as the front
vowels noted above, a wider range of
vowels was included. This allowed
investigation of whether other vowel
confusions were present, as well as
acting as distractors from the main set

The subjects involved in the listening
task were all first year Speech and
language Therapy students between the
ages of 18-30, at two institutions in the
UK. All had followed a course of one
semester in phonetics and practical
phonetics, but had not studied different
accents of English. The details of the
listeners are given in Table 2.

The perception task was undertaken
by the last two authors at their institu—
tions. An answer sheet was prepared (see
Table 3), which listed for each token the
target pronunciation, a first foil (in the
case of the front vowels, the predicted
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han ed version), and a second foil,

fuoregdistant phonetically. listeners had

to mark which of the three words they

heard in each instance. Targets and forls

were randomized for each token.
Separate answer sheets were used for
each of the four speakers. Listeners were
informed that the four speakers would
not necessarily use the same targets, and
that repetitions of targets by individual
speakers was also p055ible.

There was a short gap between each
token to force immediate responses from
the listeners. All four speakers were
presented in a continuous session, but no
learning effect was seen in the results.
Listeners were told to make a chaos: in
each instance, and very few unmarked
examples were found.

Table 2. Details ofthe Listeners.

“call

Table 3. Answer Sheetfor the Perception
Task. The Targets are in italics, and the
First FoiLs are underlined.

Results
Results for all 36 listeners for all four
speakers Were calculated for each token
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in the experiment. While there was a
certain amount of difference between the
scores of the listeners (some of which
appears to be attributable to their regional
back-ground), and between the scores
given to the four speakers,vthere was
generally good agreement. lt is hoped to
explore what differences there were in
greater depth elsewhere. In Table 4
below the total scores for all listeners for
all speakers are given. The maximum
possible score for any one token is 14-1;
as noted above, a few instances of non-

scoring occurred, and this, together with
rounding percentages up or down,
accounts for why the scores for some
tokens do not mach 100%.

Table 4. Results/or All listeners and All
Speakers in ‘12 out of 144 for each
Taken.

7?

These results confirm that the major

area of perceptual confusron for the

British English listeners was with the

short front vowels. For example pit had

an 88% score for its first forl (putt):

'pet' an 85% score for the main fml 'pll',

and 'pat' a 93% score for the fell pet,

This confirms the predicted pattern of

change. We were also interested in the

behav'iourof the central vowel [A], and if

we examine the score for 'putt' we find

that while on 59% of occasions it was
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heard as 'putt', there was a considerable

number of identifications (41%) as 'pat',

which would suggest at least that these

four vowels are shifting in a circular

fashion. It would certainly appear

important to include [A] in the acoustic
study.

An exception to the trend just reported
occurs with the token 'hit', where no

instances of identification as 'hut' were

recorded. This compares with 'pit'

where, as just noted, only 13% identified

the token as containing the /i/ vowel. In

South African English, however, Ail is

noted as abetting raising, but blocking

lowering of III [1]; this result confirms

that characteristic, and a comparison of

the acoustic aspects of the two allophones

of this vowel is given below.
The effect of following dark-l on

vowel identification is quite striking in

these results. The token with the target
high vowel, 'pill', was almost always

heard as 'pull', while 'sell' was not heard

as the raised equivalent 'sill', but was

correctly heard as 'sell' in 95% of
occasions. The low target vowel in 'Sal'
caused the most confusion (and indeed
showed quite an amount of variation
between the four speakers). Both the
second and third foils ('sell‘ and 'soul')
scored well, though differentially
between the speakers). The explanation
for all these results clearly lies in the
centralizing effect of following dark-l, as
noted in the introduction. This effect will
reinforce the movement of target /i/ (and
the increase in gravity lead to a perception
of the rounded /u/), but centralization of
target le/ does not bring it into conflict
with any of the vowels in the foils. With
target /m/, the increased gravity with
dark-l will lead listeners to expect a
retracted but rounded vowel, thus
causing the confusion seen in the results.

These results also show some con-fu-
sion with several other target vowels, in-
cluding 'paired', 'part', and 'pearl'.
Some of the difficulty with these is pos-
sibly due to interference from the
listeners accents (e.g. rhoticity in some
cases), hOWever they may reflect aspects
of SAE as well. It is hoped to explore
these results more fully elsewhere.

It is interesting to note that the one
South African English listener did score
higher on identifying target vowels. but
was only marginally better than the
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average.

Table 5. Formant Values in Hz for the
Test Words.
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Figure 1. F1-F2 Plotfor the SBS and SAE vowels.

ACOUSTIC STUDY
The acoustic study investigated the

first two formants of the vowels in the
following tokens: (2) 'hit', (3) 'pit', (4)
'pill', (6) ‘pet', (7) 'sell', (9) 'pat', (8)
'Sal', (ll) 'putt', (12) 'put', and for
comparison the token 'pull' from the
SBS speaker only.

The tokens were analysed on the Kay
CSL" 4300, software version 4.01,
usmg the FFT function. Vowels were
measured by placing the cursor on a
central part of the vowel, avoiding
formant transitions. In Table 5, the
formant values for Fl-F2 are given for
the four SAE speakers, and for one SBS
speaker (the second author), recorded
reading the same list of words in the
same conditions as the SAE speakers.
Values from previous studies of SBS
vowels [3] were similar to those reported
here.

Figure 1 shows the average Fl-F2
values for all four SAE speakers,
compared to the SBS speaker. This
clearl’y‘shows the reasons for some of the
identifications, but suggests that other
may well have been an artefact of the
feils presented. It also suggests that
SWitching from one identification to

another may require further acoustic
movement with some vowels as
compared to others, as the difference
between 'pit' and 'putt' demonstrates.

The figure also shows a general

centralizationof many vowels, not solely
those with following dark-1. Neverthe-

less, the considerable raising of /2e/ and

/e/ in 'pat' and 'pet' is clearly demon-

strated, together with a centralization of

/i/ in 'pit'. The /A/ in ‘putt' fronts and
raises only slightly, which may account

for the ambiguous response to this vowel

from the listeners. The other allophone of

III, that does not undergo centralization

('hit') is raised compared to SBS.

The authors hope to explore this

whole topic more fully in further work,

including the full set of monophthongs

and diphthongs in SAE
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PERCEPTION OF VOWEL QUALITY BY GERMAN-
ENGLISH BILINGUALS

Frederika Holnzs
Dept. ofPhonetics and linguistics, University College London, UK

ABSTRACT
German-English bilinguals' labelling

of the front vowel space in each of their
language modes was investigated using a
synthesised vowel continuum. Results
showed that bilinguals achieved native-
like performance in the English condition,
but that their performance in German was
affected by their experience in English.

INTRODUCTION
This study examines the extent to

which perceptual categories for vowels
are language-specific. and investigates
how bilinguals process potential conflicts
between the phonological categories of
their two languages.

The conflict investigated in the present
experiment was the division into
phonological categories of the front
vowel space. Both English and German
have an open-mid front vowel Id and an
open central vowel [a] which are
phonetically similar in both languages
[1]. (The symbol /a/ will be used for the
vowel in German Bad and in English but
(usually transcribed IAI), to avoid using
different symbols for similar vowels).

However, the English front open
vowel laa/ has no equivalent in German,
and evidence indicates that German
speakers have difficulty in developing a
stable category for English IRI. and either
identify it with an adjacent German vowel
[l], or_use_ a category based on different
acoustic dimensions to those of English
natives [2].

The question of interest in the present
study was to what extent the German-
English bilinguals had succeeded in
acquiring and maintaining native-like
categories for the front vowel space in
each of their languages, or whether the
mmtence of the two systems affected
Ecepuralcategoriesinoneorbothofthe

guages.

METHODOLOGY
Kit material

sumulr‘ ' consisted of synthesrsed‘ CVC
syllables in which the formant structure

of the vowel portion was varied to create
a continuum between three fixed points
corresponding to lo a: 8/.

The vowel portions of the three fixed
points. based on acoustic measurements
of similar syllables spoken by native
English and German speakers, were
synthesised through the cascade branch
of a Klatt synthesis system. The acoustic
characteristics of these three vowels were
as follows:

Id F1650Hz,F21900Hz, F3 2640
Hz; F4 4000 Hz; F5 4500 Hz

/a-/ F1 800 Hz, F2 1550 Hz, F3 2460
Hz; F4 4000 Hz; F5 4500 Hz

[3/ F1 700 Hz, F2 1250 Hz. F3 2550
Hz;F44000Hz; F5 4500Hz

The fundamental frequency for all
three vowels was 100 Hz at onset and 85
Hz at offset; the amplitude was 45 dB and
the duration of the vowel was 100 msecs.

A continuum of vowel quality was
then created by logarithmic interpolation
ofa further five values for F1. F2 and F3
between each pair of fixed points. Other
characteristics were held constant. This
resulted in a thirteen-point continuum of
formant structure. ranging from le/
through [at] to la].

These vowel tokens were inserted
between consonants synthesised through
the parallel branch of a Klatt synthesis
system, to produce CVC syllables. The
consonant frame used for the English
condition was /b_t/, giving the ssible
English words bet. bat and ut; for

the context was /f_st/, giving the
possible German wordsfest andfast.

The entire continuum consisted of 13
synthetic syllables, which were presented
in l0 randomised blocks, giving a total of
130 stimuli. preceded by a practice block
consisting ofan additional 13 randomised
steps.

Subjects
. Subjects were 12 German-English

:rlilrgguals wir‘rlrld a range oqf language-
ac grounds patterns uisition.

Some were childhood bilinguazfi; others
had acquired the second language as
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adults. All spoke both languages to a very
high level, had spent time living in both
countries and used both languages on a
regular basis. Bilingual subjects were

matched for language-dominance on the

basis of data extracted from a
questionnaire (after [3]).

In addition six monolingual speakers
of each language were tested. The
English monolinguals were first year
Speech Science students at University
College London; the German
monolinguals were students of the
Fachbereich Computerlinguistik at the
Universitat des Saarlandes in
Saarbriicken. All subjects were paid for
their participation.

Test procedure
Testing took place in soundproofed

rooms at UCL. and at the University of
Saarbriicken.

Monolingual subjects were tested in a
single session. and bilingual subjects in
two sessions, one in each language. Half
the bilinguals were tested in English first,
the other half in German first; in either
case. the two sessions were conducted at
least two weeks apart.

The tests were conducted as part of a
wider series of tests, and considerable
care was taken to place subjects in the
appropriate language mode. All
conversation and instructions took place
in the test language, and subjects were
asked to read aloud several texts in the
test language before the experiment
began.

The stimuli were played on a Marantz
audio cassette recorder. and presented to
subjects binaurally via Sennheiser HD414
headphones. The task was an open-
labelling one: subjects were asked to
write down on the response sheet the
word in the test language which most
resembled each stimulus heard; the
practice block was conducted first to
ensure that subjects had understood the
task and had the chance to familiarise
themselves with the material.

RESULTS
A Maximum Likelihood Estimate

procedure was used to produce a
cumulative normal function (probit
analysis) for each subject's set of
responses. and the parameters of
phoneme boundary (PB) and function
gradient (slope) were extracted to
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characterise the categories perceived by
the subjects. Mean results for each group
were then established.

Table 1. location ofphoneme boundaries
andMotion gradientfor drfi‘eren: subject
groups

-2.650

1.383

1.748 —2.348

Ger PB 5.725
2.620

The most unmedra' ' tely stnkr' ’ng feature
of this data is the clear split between the
responses in the English condition, in
which all subjects perceived two
phoneme boundan'es, and the responses
in the German condition in which all
subjects perceived one boundary only.

Figures 1-4 below characterise the

different categories used in each of the
language conditions. The boundaries

between the three categories for the
English monolinguals are marked. by

steep curves and low inter-subject

variability (as measured by the one
standard deviation error bars). Thrs
suggests that for the English

monolinguals the three categories

spanned by the continuum were stable

and clearly defined, with sharp

boundaries.
For German monolinguals the

boundary between the two categories in

the German condition is marked by a

much shallower crn've, with a high degree

of inter—subject variability. Thrs suggests

that that part of the continuum

corresponding to English [as] was not

reliably identified by German subjects.

The location of the phoneme boundary in

German confirms this impression, since it

occurred between steps 6 and 7, which

corresponds exactly to the midpoint of the
continuum, the default location for a
boundary which is not mediated by

phonetic considerations [4] ._

The labelling behavrour of the

bilinguals is more complex. Althoughall
bilinguals had a category corresponding
to English la], the boundary curves are
shallower than those for Enghsh
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monolinguals, and characterised b
higher degree of variability, particulzl'rl;
for the/e-atl boundary. This suggests that
the bthnguals' categories in the English
condition were less stable than those of

the monolinguals.
A further interesting findin is the

labelhng behaviour of the bilingufls in the
German condition. Unlike the German
monolinguals, for whom the [a] category
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was simply divided at the midpoint of the

continuum. the boundary curve for

bilinguals in the German condition shows

aclear skew to the left. and is steeper
than that of the monolinguals. This

suggests that the bilinguals'

categorisation of the front open vowel in
the German condition was mediated by

their linguistic experience of the

Falglish It] category, although this would
not have been relevant to the German

task.
Astatisticalanalysisinthefamofat-

test for two independent samples was

performed on the values for phoneme

boundary and slope extracted from the

MLE procedure. Comparison of the

bilinguals' results in each language

condition confirm that they were able to

match the performance of the English

monolinguals in labelling English

categories. There was no significant

difference between monolinguals and

bilinguals in the English condition either

with regard to the location of phoneme

boundary for the /e-z/ boundary 0:050
(df=l6) p>0.05) nor the Ire-a] boundary
(t=0.48 (df=l6) p>0.05). The slope of
the two boundaries for the bilinguals also
did not differ significantly from that of

the monolinguals (t=l.22 (df=16) p>0.05

and t=0.96 (df=16) p>0.05 respectively).

However, in the German condition,

the performance of the bilinguals did
differ significantly from that of the
monolinguals, both for PB (t: 2.89
(df=l6) p<0.05) and slope (t=2.42
(df=l6) p<0.05).

DISCUSSION
The fact that all bilinguals perceived

the appropriate number of categories in

each language condition shows that they

were able to code-switch in their

perception according to the language-set
they were in. This clear between-
language difference is all the more
sinking in View of the fact that the task

was an open labelling one, which did not
Predispose subjects to choose a particular
number of categories for their responses

Moreover, the finding that the group
results for bilinguals in the English
condition matched the performance of
English monolinguals shows that the
categories they had developed were
sufficienctly accurate and stable to enable
them reliably to label vowels
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' to the English mime le-
c-Al. Since most ofthe subjects were not

childhood bilinguals. this suggests that a

lateageoflearmn' gisnotnecessanl'yan

obstacle to the formation of new

phonological categories.
In contrast. the findings for the

German condition show that bilinguals as

a group do differ from monolinguals in

their categorisation of stimuli

corresponding to English It]. The

leftward shift in the bilingual labelling
function as compared to the German

monolingual labelling function suggests

that the bilinguals are using phonemic

chain in their labelling behaviour, since
useofacousticcriteriawouldproducea

boundary at the midpoint of the

continuum. Since there are no German

phonetic criteriawhicharerelevanttothis

category. it appears that the bilinguals“

experience with English influenced their

categorisation of the continuum in the

German condition.
It seems that the bilinguals' ability to

acquire and maintain English utcgtxies in

the face of the competing German
standard was matched by a move away

from monolingual categorisation in the

German condition. In other words. it is

possible to acquire native-like categories

foraswondlanguage.butthatimproved

perfamanceintheLZmaybcmatchcdby

decreastn' g nativeness in Ll.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the present paper is to in-
vestigate the perceptual role of the di-
rection of the onset F2—transition in
determining the phonetic vowel quality
and to study language specific aspects
of auditory analysis.

INTRODUCTION
Contemporary theories on vowel per-
ception may be roughly divided into
two major classes: those that consider
information conveyed by onset and
offset formant transitions essential to
vowel identification (dynamic-specifi—
cation models), and those assuming that
all necessary information is contained
at the vowel nucleus (target models).
Russian language provides a good
opportunity to test these hypotheses due
to the specific allophonic variation of
stressed vowels in the context of
palatalized and nonpalatalized conso-
nants. Figure 1 depicts five russian
vowel phonemes pronounced in the
symmetrical contexts of palatalized and
nonpalatalized fricative [s]. Formant
frequencies were measured at the mid~
dle of the vowels [1]. Apostrophes
surrounding vowels indicate palatalized
environment. The plot reveals that sev-
eral pairs of allophones can not be dis-
criminated using F-pattern at the vowel
nucleus, for example: [’U‘-‘I*, I—’0’].
None the less, listeners rarely confuse
these vowels. This is explained not
only by the fact that the vowels occur
in different consonant environments but
by the differences of transition sections
as well: at the onset of [‘U’] F2 glides
down, while at the onset of [I] (Russian

symbol for this vowel is [51]) it rises up
or stays level. Attempts to assess the
perceptual significance of the direction
of F2 transition in recognition of [‘U]
and [i], using forced—choice identifica-

tion of synthetic stimuli, produced
contradictory results [2,3].
In the present study the same problem
is addressed, employing different syn~
thesizer and experimental procedures.
To discover traces of language specific
behavior the experiments reported
below were conducted on russian and
finnish subjects.

EXPERIMENT 1
In this experiment a modified ABX
procedure was used to test the listeners
ability to discriminate stimuli on the
basis of the direction of F2-transitions.
METHOD
Stimuli. Test stimuli were synthesized
using Klatt software synthesizer. Fre-
quency and bandwidth of F1, F3, and
F4 were kept constant: F l = 300 HZ,
Bl = 50 Hz; F3 = 2300 Hz, B3 =
200 Hz; F4 = 3300 Hz, B4 = 250
Hz. The frequency of the F2 was
changed from 700 to 1900 Hz in
100 Hz step. The stimuli had either
steady F2 or an onset F2-transition of

:l: 200 Hz or i100 Hz was added to
them. Stimulus duration was 150 ms,
transition duration - 55 ms. A falling
FO-contour was used: 127-100 Hz. The
voice amplitude increased from 55 to
60db during the first 10 ms and fell
down to 31 db on the last 35 ms. The
stimuli were sampled at 10 kHz via a
lO‘bit D/A converter. A spectrogram
of two tokens is presented in Figure 4.
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Two experimental tapes were recorded

using a speech processing tool—kit ISA

(designed by R. Toivonen). Each tape

contained 84 randomly ordered triads

composed of stimuli with F2 transition

either of :t 200 or :t 100 Hz. A triad

consisted of stimuli differing only in

direction of F2 transition. The third

triad element was also realized by a

vowel with an appropriate steady F2

(Z—element). Thus there were three

types of triads: ABA, ABB, and ABZ.

Both temporal orders of the first two

elements were used in triad con—

struction. The 1815 were 500 ms within

triads, 2 s between triads and 5 s after
each group of 15 triads.

Subjects and Procedure. Russian lis—

teners were 14 students (19-20 years

old) who took up an introductory
course in phonetics. Ten finnish sub-
jects took part in the experiments, their

age varied from 23 to 52 years. Pre-
sentation was over loudspeakers in a

quite room. The task was to identify

the third vowel in a triad as A or B by

circling the appropriate response on an

answer sheet.
The tape composed of the stimuli with
AF2 = 200 Hz was presented first. It
was preceded by 9 stimuli for familiar-

ization and 10 practice triads. All
perception test, including paired com-

parison of the Experiment 2, were

conducted in one session that lasted
about 45 minutes.
RESULTS
In order to find out whether the group
of subjects was able to discriminate
between stimuli A and B a xz-test was
applied to each type of triads separate-
ly. Under the null hypothesis (no dis-
crimination) the subject responses
would split evenly between A and B
and the expected frequency would be

e‘lual to half the number of subjects in
a group.
The best discrimination performance of
russian listeners was on ABB triads
With AF2 = 200 Hz: the probability of
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correctly rejecting the null hypothesis

was 0.93 (x2 = 39.3 with 28 d.f.). On

19 (out of 29) A33 triads not less than

9 subjects identified the third stimulus

correctly. Only in one case the listeners

majority made a mistake.For the other

two types of triads the level of signifi-
cance was well above 0.10.

On ABA triads the russian listeners

responded consistently (distribution of

responses was at least 9/5 or 5/9) in 14

trials out of 28, but in half of them

their judgement was incorrect. The

same degree of response con51stency

was reached 14 times on the ABZ

triads where Z was identified as B (in

10 cases B was realized by a stimulus

with rising F2—transition).

The discrimination of stimuli with AF2

= 100 Hz was more poor, but the

general pattern of the responses was

the same as described above. .

The data of the finnish listeners IS not

reported here for it requires special

treatment since the subjects were

allowed not to take any decision in case

of doubt.

EXPERIMENT 2 '

Trying to assess in this experiment the

role of the direction of F2—transttion in

identification of [‘U] and [I] we‘did not

consider it correct to ask russnan and

finnish listeners to perform the taskof

recognition because [I] is .an ,alien

sound to Finnish language while [ U] 15

"unknown" to naive russian listener as

a distinct vowel category for it does

not occur in isolation and therefore its

phonetic quality must be abstracted

from the context. The perceptual im-

portance of the direction of F2—tran5i—

tion may be studied by asking listeners

to judge (dis)similarity betweenstimuli

with rising and falling F2-transmon and

the two standard stimuli with steady F2

that are most similar to ['U] and [I].

METHOD
In this experiment the same set of

stimuli was used as in Experiment 1.
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The stimulus with a steady F2 = 1700

Hz was used as a token of [’U]. Its

formant frequencies are quite close to

those of Finnish short [y] (see Figure

1. [4]). The second standard stimuli

had F2 = 1400 Hz and as it was re-

vealed by pilot observations its phonet-

ic categorization was uncertain. If a

rising F2—transition was added to it, it

was definitely perceived as [1].

Every stimulus with F2-transition was

paired with the two standards in both

orders. 10 times each standard was

paired with itself. Separate tapes, each

containing 130 pairs, were created for

stimuli having AF2 = 200 and 100 Hz.

The stimuli with greater F2—transition

were presented first. All the other

experimental conditions were the same

as in Experiment 1.

Procedure. The subjects were asked to

judge each pair for its dissimilarity on

a five-point scale on which 1 was

considered most similar and 5 least

similar.
RESULTS
Figures 2 and 3 show the medians of
the dissimilarity judgements for each

pair of stimulus and standard (regard-

less of their order) plotted against F2
values at the stimulus steady-state.
Minimums of the curves point at the
F2 of an appropriate standard. Exami—
nation of the Figures leads to the fol—
lowing oonclusions. For both groups of
listeners the main factor affecting
similarity estimate is the difference
between stimulus F2 value at the
steady-state and that of the standard.
The effect of the direction of F2—transi-
tion if AF2 = 100 Hz is negligible.
When AFZ = 200 Hz and stimulus F2
was lower than that of the standard,
stimuli with falling F2-transition were
judged more similar to both standards
than stimuli with rising F2. The rela~
tionship was reversed when stimulus
F2 was higher than that of the stan-
dard. it seems, that the listeners based
their judgement of similarity not only
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on comparison of the physical proper-

ties of the sounds but on categorical

decisions as well: in Figure 3 stimuli

having F2 s 1000-1100 Hz were

estimated equally similar to the stan-

dards though the difference in F2
continued to grow.

From the results reported and discussed

above it is apparent that in the present

experimental paradigm no evidence
was obtained supporting the hypothesis

that russian listener had some language

specific rules for categorical interpreta-

tion of the direction of F2—transition.
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FINNISH AND FINLAND-SWEDISH

Ilse Lehiste
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ABSTRACT

The paper describes
durational patterns in
Swedish and Finnish
trochaeic verse produced by
speakers of Swedish and
Finnish in Turku. Both
groups of speakers exhibit a
combined prosodic system
that contains more contrasts
than either of their two
languages.

INTRODUCTION
The paper is one of a

continuing series of reports
about my study of the
phonetic manifestation of
metrical structure in orally
produced poetry. The
rationale for the study, as
well as the methodology,
have been described in a
number of previous
publications [1]. In the
study, I investigate the
ways in which the same
metric structures are
realized in languages that
have different supra-
segmental structures.

At the same time, the
paper deals with another
continuing research interest
- the topic of language
contact, especially in the
region of the Sprachbund
around the Baltic Sea
[2]. The special focus of
the current report is the
relationship between tonal
and durational patterns
found in the speech of Turku
Finns and Swedes, and the
Swedish spoken in Stockholm.

MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY
The texts analyzed in this

context include the poems
"Vastavirtaan" by Juhani
Siljo and "Bonden Paavo" by
J.L. Runeberg. The
recordings were made in
September 1988 in Turku and
in June 1989 in Stockholm.
The tapes were analyzed at
the Ohio State University’s
phonetics laboratory in
Columbus. Measurements
include the duration of
lines, pauses between lines,
metric feet, and various
subparts of the metric feet.
Three fundamental frequency
measurements were made for
every metric foot that
consisted of a disyllabic
word: Fo value at the
beginning, peak, and end of
the F0 curve of every
syllable, as well as the
position of the F0 peak
within the syllable. The
present paper describes
patterns found in medial
(i.e. non-initial, non-
final) metric feet. Results
are averaged ' from
productions by four speakers
in each group.

FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY
The basic fundamental

frequency patterns found in
the speech of the Stockholm
speakers have been reported
before [1]. Table 1 (below)
presents average F0 values
for a subset of Stockholm
speakers in words with
Accents 1 and 2, and in the
same words produced by
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speakers of Turku Swedish
(for whom Swedish is first
language) and Turku Finns

(for whom Swedish is second

language). The difference in

absolute values depends on

characteristics of the
speakers and is irrelevant

with regard to the shape of
the fundamental frequency
contour.

As can be seen from the
table, the Stockholm

speakers maintain a
distinction between the two
accents, the characteristic
feature of which is the low
Fo value at the end of the

first syllable in disyllabic
words with Accent 2 (printed

in boldface). The Turku
Swedes and Finns have
essentially the same pattern
in words expected to carry
the two accents.

Both groups of Turku
speakers used the same

patterns in their production
of Finnish metric feet.

DURATION
Figure 1 (below) shows the

average durations of short
and long syllable nuclei in
metric feet consisting of
Finnish disyllabic words.
Finnish has four possible
quantity patterns in
disyllabic words, determined
by syllable length: Short-
short, Short-long, Long-
short, and Long-long. For
the sake of comparison,
syllables of the same
contrastive duration
occurring in the same
position were averaged
together: CV- stands for the
Initial short syllable in
Short-short and Short-long
words, CVV- stands for the
initial long syllable in
Lon9-short and Long-long
Words etc.

_AS may be seen from the
flgure, both groups of Turku
speakers maintain a clear
distinction between
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contrastive short and long
syllable nuclei in their
Finnish productions.

Figure 2 (below) shows the
average durations of first
vowels in Swedish metric‘
feet with (intended) Accent
1 and 2 produced by Swedish
speakers in Stockholm and
Turku, and by Finnish
speakers in Turku reading
the same material. As may be
seen from the figure, all
three groups of speakers
employ comparable durations.
The same is the case for
vowels in second syllables,
whose duration is similar to
that of the Finnish short
syllable nuclei.

DISCUSSION
The study shows that both

groups of Turku speakers
keep the durational systems
of their two languages
clearly apart. The Turku

Swedish speakers share the
Stockholm speakers’ long
vowel durations, and have
acquired the durational
system of Turku Finnish. 0n
the other hand, the Turku

Finnish speakers have

acquired the Swedish long

vowel duration -

intermediate between the
Finnish contrastive short

and long durations - and use

it in their Swedish.

The intimate contact

situation has led to

additional similarities. For

example, both groups of

speakers use the half-long

vowel in the second syllable

of words like yli. Finns

reading Swedish distinguish

two intervocalic consonant

durations in words like

diken vs. dbden (119 .msec

vs. 50 msec for the Finns,

110 vs. 52 msec for Turku

Swedes, and 147 vs. 59 for

Stockholm Swedes), and both

groups use a third duration

in the word miekka (210 msec

for Finns, 233 msec for
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Finland—Swedes). Both groups
also pronounce the cluster

/lv/ in the words tulle and
tulvaa with a short
epenthetic shwa inserted
within the cluster. (The

Swedish text did not contain
any /1v/ clusters; it would
have been very interesting
to see whether the speakers

carried this phenomenon over
into their production of
Swedish.) There were also
occasional realizations of
Swedish words like ladg,

ade, and hagel with a short
first syllable vowel, again
by both groups of Turku
readers.

Both groups of speakers
exhibit a combined prosodic
system that contains more
contrasts than either of
their two languages. The
short vowels of the two
systems can be considered
identical, but the speakers
distinguish two contrastive
durations in Finnish and
have a long vowel duration
in Swedish that is
intermediate between the
short duration and the
Finnish long duration. The
short intervocalic
consonants of the two
systems can be likewise
considered the same, but
both groups of speakers have
two additional long
intervocalic consonants -
one for Swedish words like
mafia, the other for Finnish
words like miekkg. The
Finnish of Turku Swedish
speakers is clearly
dialectal and thus orally
acquired, as shown by the
occurrence of short shwa in
the intervocalic /lv/
cluster that speakers of the
local Finnish dialect
produce, but do not hear
[3]. The uniformity of the
patterns within the two
groups shows that the
systems are quite stable.
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Table 1. Average F0 values in medial metric feet in the

Swedish-language poem "Bonden Paavo" read by Swedish

subjects in Stockholm (St.Sw.) and Turku (T.Sw.), and
Finnish subjects in Turku (T.F.). A 1 = Accent l, A 2 =

Accent 2.

First syllable Second syllable
St.Sw.,A 1 160 - 172 - 161 157 - 158 - 151

St.Sw.,A 2 167 - 168 - 134 160 - 165 - 156

T.Sw.,A 1 184 - 192 - 175 168 - 171 - 155
T.Sw.,A 2 176 - 184 - 166 168 - 170 - 154

T.F., A 1 116 - 120 - 108 94 - 102 — 91

T.F., A 2 114 - 118 - 106 102 - 103 - 93

Figure 1. Average duration of short and long syllable nuclei

occurring in Finnish disyllabic metric feet produced by speakers

of Swedish and Finnish in Turku. CV- = short initial syllable,

CVV- = long initial syllable, -CV = short second syllable,

long second syllable.

Average durations of Finnish short and long syllable nuclei

[I T.Swedish

I T. F'nmlh'

Duration in milliseconds

Fi9ure 2. Average durations of firs .
disyllabic metric feet, produced by speakers of Swedish

Stockholm and Turku. and by speakers of Finnish in Turku.

Average durations of Swedish first-syllable vowels

E $.vodi5h'

I {Swedish

U IFinnish

Duration in milliseconds

t-syllable vowels in Swedish
in
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ABSTRACT
Research on Singapore English has

concentrated on segmental rather than
prosodic aspects although it is prosody
that contributes most to its distinctive
character. The few existing analyses of
Singapore English intonation are based
on the "British tradition" of intonation
analysis. This paper investigates whether
the British model is suitable for
Singapore English.

INTRODUCTION
The nature of Singapore English has

sparked off much interest and research in
the past two decades. Kachru's [1]
notion of nativisation accounts for its
distinctive character. Nativisation is the
process of acculturation of a language
into a society which gives the language a
distinct identity. As a result of this
process, we find systematic differences
between Singapore English (SE) and
British English (BE). These differences
involve the syntactic structure of SE, the
lexicon, and especially its pronunciation.

A number of studies have investigated
the pronunciation of SE [2,3,4]. Most
authors focus on segmental rather than
prosodic aspects. However, as Brown
[5] points out, it is the prosodic aspects
that contribute most to its distinctive
character. The few existing analyses of
Singapore English intonation [6,7,8] are
based on the British model of intonation
analysis [9]. This model has developed
the concept of the 'tone unit' as a unit of
intonational analysis. Tone units are
stretches of utterance consisting of an
obligatory element, the nucleus, and three
optional elements, the prehead, the head
and the tail. The definition of the tone
unit relies on a set of underlying
assumptions about the prosodic structure
of English, in particular a distinction
between unstressed. stressed and
accented syllables. A stressed syllable is
perceived as prominent in relation to
other syllables in a given tone unit. In
BE, this distinction is closely related to
the one between full and reduced vowels
[10]. Accented syllables are considered

more prominent than stressed syllables
and characterised by some degree of pitch
movement. Accents may be prenuclear or
nuclear. i.e. distinctions are made among

accents.
A number of studies have applied the

British model to Singapore English. This

suggests that the authors assume that SE

exhibits the prosodic parameters relevant

to a successful application of this model,

i.e. that we find unstressed, stressed and

accented syllables. However, Brown [4]

and Detcrding [8] have cited the absence

of reduced vowels and a lack of
prominence contrasts as factors
contributing to what has been termed the
rhythmic 'staccato—effect' of SE. Our

informal auditory analysis of SE

confirmed that a clear distinction between

stressed, unstressed and accented

syllables cannot be established.
Moreover, nuclear accents - crucial to the
British model - could not be identified
with any degree of certainty. At the
functional level, we found that SE did not
exhibit deaccenting. These observations

shed doubt on the applicability of the

British framework of intonation analysis

to SE. 1n the following sections, we
present experimental work attempting to

provide an acoustic explanation for two
of the observed aspects of SE prosody:
(i) the perception of 'staccato' rhythm
(ii) the apparent lack of the deaccenting

function

STACCATO RHYTHM
Previous research [2.3.4.6] has

explained the 'staccato' rhythm of SE by
suggesting that SE is in fact syllable—
timed. unlike BE which is frequently

referred to as stress-timed. Syllable-
timing is attributed to languages

perceived to have near equal duration of
syllables while stress-timing charactcfises
languages perceived to have near equal
intervals between prominent syllables.
Here. we assume this distinction to be
representative of a continuum between
languages which are prepared to make
durational adjustments for rhythmic
purposes ("stress-timed") and those that
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do not. Adopting this view, it seems

reasonable to look for an acoustic

explanation for the perception of syllable-

timing in SE.

Method
Yeow [11] measured syllable duration

in SE and failed to find acoustic

correlates for the perception of syllable-
timing. Taylor [12] suggests that the

acoustic correlate of 85's syllable-timed
rhythm is primarily one of nearly equal

vowel duration in syllables, not near-

equal syllables. This view receives

support from Brown's [4] and

Deterding's [8] comments on the absence

of reduced vowels. This lead us to test
whether in the acoustic domain, a

measure of vowel duration reflected the

rhythmic structure of SE more accurately
than one of syllable duration. We
hypothesised that SE vowel were more

nearly equal in duration than BE vowels.
Three British and three Singaporean

subjects read a set of sentences. In order

to test our hypothesis, a measure was

needed to summarise the patterning of

vowel durations in the two samples. We

considered using the standard deviation

of vowel durations, but, although a larger

variation from syllable to syllable as

expected in "stress-timing" would yield a
high standard deviation of vowel

duration, this would not unambiguously

demonstrate the durational patterning SE
vowels exhibit. It could, in principle arise
ifvowel duration became steadily longer
as an utterance progressed. A measure
which more securely reflected
alternations of longer and shorter vowels
would be the mean absolute difference
between successive pairs of vowels in an
utterance. This can be expressed as

m-1

[E1 I dk- d k+1 I ]/(m-1)

where m -the number of vowels in
the utterance

d - the duration of the kth vowel

lnformally, the difference in duration
between each successive pairing of words
In the utterance (d1 and d2, etc) is
calculated, and the absolute values taken

(by discarding the negative sign where it
occurs). The mean difference is calculated
by summing the differences. and dividing
by the number of differences (Le. one
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less than the number of vowels) and this
is expressed in terms of an index.

Results
Table l and 2 show the vowel duration

index values obtained for SE and BE
speakers. A t-test showed that the
difference between the overall index in
SE and BE was highly significant.
Clearly. durations of adjacent vowels in
SE are more nearly equal in SE than in
BE and we suggest that this lack of
difference in successive vowel durations
is largely responsible for the perception
of syllable-timing in SE.

Table 1. Indexfor Singapore English

Speakers 1 2 3 All

Sentence 1 34 49 49

Sentence 2 34 43 51

Sentence 3 33 31 35

Sentence 4 32 37 51

Sentence 5 31 40 41

Sentence 6 29 29 30

verage 32 38 43 38

Table 2. Indexfor British English

Speakers 1 2 3 All

Sentence 1 40 74 59

Sentence 2 74 71 70

Sentence 3 63 60 51

Sentence 4 60 56 50

Sentence 5 5 6 48 43

Sentence 6 35 30 29

Average 55 56 50 54

DEACCENTING . .

Cruttcnden [l3] discusses deaccenting in

the context of given and new information.

In BE, given information is frequently

deaccented. The most obVious type .of

given information involves verbatim

repetition. Our materials included

sentences with repeated lexical items. 'We

hypothesised that the absence of pitch

obtrusion in a lexical item representing

given information would Signal

deaccenting. Hence, we predicted that in

SE, repeated items would exhibit a step-

up in fundamental frequency (f0) from

preceding unstressed. syllables whereas

they would not do so in BE.

Method .

Sentences (1) and (2) illustrate. the

results. (1) contains a lexical item

repeated at the end of the sentence. (2)
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acts as a control; it contains new
information at the end of the sentence. In
(1) I went to the shop to buy sweets but
they’d totally run out of sweets, SE
subjects accented the second mention of
sweets. whereas BE subjects did not. In
the control sentence (2) I wonder why
Chinese girls are better speakers than
Chinese boys. both SE and BE subjects
accented the new information boys. In
(1), peak to was measured on out which
was perceived to be the last accented
syllable in BE. The values were
compared with peak f0 on the following
two syllables. In the control sentence (2).
peak f0 was measured on the last three
syllables.

Results
Figures 1-4 illustrate peak f0 on the

last three syllables of (l) and (2). Figure
1 shows that in BE, speakers 1 and 2
deaccented sweets, corresponding to a
peak f0 lower than that of the preceding
unstressed syllable. Speaker 3 accented
sweets and this is reflected in the rising
f0 from out to sweets.

Sentence [1]: BE

Hz

240

220

200

180

160

out of sweets

—0— speaker l

—0— speaker 2
—o— speaker 3

Figure 1. Given in armat' - 'syllable f ion peak10 m

In Singapore English. the given
information sweets was accented. Figure
2 shows that in this case sweets is
characterised by an to value higher than
that of the preceding syllable for all three
speakers.
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Sentence [1]: SE

Hz
240

220

200

I80

160

out of sweets

—0— speaker I

—D— speaker 2

—<>—- speaker 3

Figure 2. Given information - peak 1?) in
syllable

In the control (2), the new information
boys was accented by all speakers.
Again, peak f0 was measured on the last
three syllables. Figures 3 and 4 show that
in BE and SE the accent on boys
corresponds to a step-up in f0 from the
preceding syllable.

Sentence [2]: Control BE

Hz
240

220

200

I80

160

Chi nese boys

-—°-— speaker 1

--—D—-- speaker 2

—o—— speaker 3

Figure 3. New information - peak F0 in
syllable

We conclude that while BE assigns accent
to new information and frequently
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deaccents given information. SE does not

exercise this distinction.

Sentence [2] : Control SE

Hz
240

220

200

180

1
Chi nese boys

—0— speaker I
—a— speaker 2

—0— speaker 3

Figure 4. New information - peak 10 in

syllable

CONCLUSION
The successful application of the

British model of intonation analysis relies

on the prosodic characteristics of British

English. British English is a stress-accent

language; i.e. we find a distinction

between stress and accent, and accents

are anchored to stressed syllables [14].

Our auditory analyis of SE suggested the
absence of these distinctions. An acoustic
investigation confirmed that at least two

aSpccts of the prosodic system of SE

differ crucially from that of BE, namely
rhythm and the use of the deaccenting

function. In Beckman and Edwards' [10]

prosodic prominence hierarchy for
English, the lowest level of distinction is

characterised by the difference between
full and reduced vowels. which in turn is

closely related to that between stressed

and unstressed syllables. Our results
show that SE does not exhibit a
comparable distinction. and suggest that
the two varieties of English are not
characterised by equivalent stress
systems. This non-equivalence results in
a lack of comparable anchor points for
accents in SE, and contributes towards
explaining the different distributions of
accent placement. As a result. the overall

rhi’thm of BE is perceived to be nearer
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"stress timing" and the one of SE
produces nearer "syllable timing". Future
research will focus on the notion of
accent in SE and aims to establish how
SE makes use of a phonological
distinctioninpitch.
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ABSTRACT

Japanese is a language with lexical

'pitch accent,‘ and German with a 'stress
accent.‘ The present study investigated

the characteristics of production and

perception of stress patterns in German

SVO sentences by Japanese learners.

In the 'object-focused' utterance

produced by German subjects, the pitch

level of the object noun was found to be
generally higher than that of the subject

noun. Japanese subjects also emphasized

the object, but the pitch level of the object
was still lower than that of the subject.

However, in the perceptual experiment,
Japanese gave higher rates of correct

responses to the 'object-focused' utterance
than native speakers.

These results suggest that Japanese
learners of German produce the focus in
German sentences with pitch cues which
are sufficiently high for Japanese speakers
but not for native speakers of German.

INTRODUCTION

The fundamental frequency (F0) is an
important acoustic correlate of word accent
in many languages, especially in Japanese,
which has lexical 'pitch accent.’ There are
several studies which claim that F0
contour plays the most important role in
realizing word accent even in 'stress
accent languages' including German [1].

It is also believed that each language has a

language-specific Fo realization. In fact,
when native speakers of Japanese learn

'stress accent languages' such as English

and German, they frequently have trouble

producing the focus in a sentence. Their

utterance sound monotonous. and the

focus in sentences is not produced with

clear prominence.

To understand the differential role of

pitch pattern in the realization of focus in

German and Japanese. the production and

perception of German utterances were

compared between native and non—native

speakers of German.

ANALYSIS OF PITCH PATTERN

Before conducting a perceptual

experiment, a preliminary acoustic

analysis of the pitch patterns produced by

6 German subjects and ll Japanese

subjects was performed.

Fig. 1 shows the utterances produced

by a native male speaker of German. He
produced ‘neutral' utterances without any

marked local pitch peak representing a

word accent. When the focus was

introduced. the highest pitch peak in each

sentence coincided with the stressed

syllable of the focused word. These

characteristics were obtained in all series
of utterances produced by native speakers.

ln contrast. all the Japanese subjects

produced neutral utterances with local

pitch peaks which were similar to that of

focused words produced by German
subjects. The pitch peak for the object
noun was generally lower than that for the

subject. When the focus was put on the
subject, the pitch peak for the subject
word was the highest in the entire
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utterance. On the other hand. if the focus

was put on the object, the pitch peak for

the object noun was enhanced but was still
lower than that for the subject. Thus, in

these cases, the highest pitch peak in the

utterance did not coincide with the position

of focus. Fig. 1 shows an example of the
utterances produced by a male Japanese

subject as well.

[annalizpt a n t b n] [annaliz pt a n t o n];

0.5 1.0 0 0.5 Time(sec)

German Japanese

Fig. 1 Example of F0 contour for the

utterances of "Anna liebt Anton."
produced by a German male subject. and a

Japanese mule subject. Top row. 'the
neutral utterance’; middle row, focus on

the subject noun; bottom row, focus on
the object noun.

PERCEPTUAL EXPERIMENT

A perceptual experiment on the
identification of focused words was

Performed. with test stimuli with different

PitCh patterns constructed by editing

natural speech.

Speech samples

The Speech samples used were simple
SV0 sentences: “Anna liebt Anton." and
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"Anton liebt Anna.“ with seven different
pitch patterns. Test stimuli were
constructed by editing natural speech
using a High-Speed Speech Analysis
System on a personal computer [2].

Natural SVO utterances with differing
positions of focus (the 'neutral' utterance.
focus on the subject word, and focus on
the object) were produced by a male and a
female native speakers of 'standard
German.’ The utterances were divided
between SV and 0. These SV and 0

sequences from different utterances were

combined to construct seven speech

samples; Stimulus (S) l to stimulus 7 (5]

to S7), in which the relative levels of pitch
in the SV and 0 sequences were varied.

(Fig. 2)

Subjects

There were two groups of German

subjects and two of Japanese: 7 native

speakers of German and 30 Japanese

university students who were learning

German. Three of the native speakers

were German teachers, and four were

German university students living in Japan

who did not major in linguistics. Eight of

the Japanese subjects were advanced

learners of German. They were graduate

students, who had studied in Germany for

more than one year, and therefore had

many chances to speak German. The

remaining twenty-two were undergraduate

students who had learned German as a

second foreign language for one or two

years and considered as beginners in

German.

Method

The subjects received two series of the

stimulus sounds; one series from a male

speaker, and another from a female

speaker. Each series was composed of

five trials. In each trail, 14 stimuli were

presented in random order (seven types of

stimuli: 81-87 for each of the two

sentence, "Anna liebt Anton." and "Anton
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Anna liebt Anton. Anton liebt Anna.

Fig. 2 Stimuli for the perceptual
experiment. SI, S4, and S7 were the
natural utterances. S2, S3, S5, and S6
were the cross-spliced speech samples as
indicated above.

liebt Anna"). Thus, the subjects were
presented with 70 stimuli in total for a
series of stimuli produced by one native
speaker. The subjects were instructed to
mark on art answer sheet whether 'Anna'
or 'Anton' sounded like the focus of the
sentence. They were told to mark as
quickly as possible after hearing a
stimulus, even if they could not be certain
of the position of focus.

RESULTS

Fig. 3 shows the result of the
perceptual experiment. There was no
significant difference in the responses
regardless of the sentences used or the
stimuli produced by a male or a female
speaker.

As shown in Fig. 2, the relative pitch
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level of the object became higher in the
order of the seven stimuli; SI - S7. Fig. 3
confirms that the rate of 'object—focused'
judgments tend to increase in this order
both for the German and the Japanese
subjects.

The German teachers responded almost
perfectly to the natural utterances. The
rate of correct response to $1 (the
'subject—focused' natural utterance) and S7
(the 'object—focused' natural utterance),
was 100% and 95%, respectively.

Compared with the German teachers,
German students showed lower rates of
correct responses to SI and S7, namely
81% and 70%, respectively. Naive
subjects did not always perfectly judge the
position of focus in the natural sentences,
even though they were native speakers.

In the case of Japanese subjects, the
rate of correct response to SI by the
beginners was 79%, which was similar to
that of German students. Unexpectedly.
the rate of 'object—focused' judgement to
S7 was as high as 94%, which was higher
than that of German students.

The advanced learners gave differential
responses relative to the beginners. The
rates of correct responses were 91% for
SI, and 95% for S7, which were nearly
the same as those obtained in the German
teachers. Language learning might be
responsible for the higher rates of correct
responses by the advanced learners than
those of beginners.

In addition, the rate of 'subject-
focused' judgement by the advanced
learners for S4, the neutral utterance. was
87%, and this was also higher than that of
beginners. For S4, the rate of 'subject-
focused' judgements by German teachers
was 66%. The rate of 'subject-focused'
judgements by advanced learners was
higher than that by German subjects.

DISCUSSION

In the present study, Japanese subjects
were found to produce un-focused words
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-o— G. teachers

+G. students

--a-- J. advanced.

+J. beginners

50

o I I I I I I

SI 52 S3 S4 SS 86 S7

Stimulus

Fig. 3 Judgements of the position of
focus. Each value shows the mean
percentage of 'subject-focused'
judgements by each subject group. (S5
was not included in the experiment for
Gemtan teachers)

with local pitch peaks in such a way as
German subjects pronounced focused
words. At the same time. in the object-

focused utterance, the highest pitch peak
in a whole sentence did not coincide with
the position of focus.

These characteristics were in agreement
with those of Japanese prosody. In
Japanese sentences, all content words

Show the pitch peak representing the word
accent nuclei, and the pitch peak of the
first content word is considerably higher

than that of the second. When the focus is

PM on the second content word.
enhancement of the local pitch peak and

suppression of the pitch level in the rest

part of the sentence are not so large as that

in German. Consequently the pitch level
of the second content word is not always
the highest in the sentence.

It was also found that in the perceptual

experiment, Japanese subjects had a

tendency to show a higher rate of ‘object-
focused' judgements for S6 and S7 than
the naive native speakers. in which the
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relative pitch level of the object word was
higher than that of the subject. It appears
that Japanese subjects tend to recognize
the object word as 'marked', if the relative
pitch level of the object word becomes a
little higher, and they identify it correctly.
This can be also explained by the
characteristics of Japanese utterance with
regard 'to small pitch change
accompanying the focus.

Another point to be noted was that the
rate of the 'subject-focused' judgment for
S4 by advanced learners was much higher
than that of German subjects. This

phenomenon might be interpreted as an
over-generalization response in the
process of Ieaming that the pitch level of

the subject noun relative to the object in SI

was signaling the position of focus.

It seems that the inability of Japanese

subjects to produce sufficient prominence

for focus in German is not because they

cannot perceive the German stress.

Rather, these results suggest that Japanese

learners of German produce focus in

German sentences with pitch cues that are

sufficiently high for Japanese speakers but

not for native speakers of German.
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The Prosody of Mauritian Creole: Some Experimental Aspects
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ABSTRACT
A link does exist between the

syntactic structure of a sentence and the
sequence of prosodic contours located
on the stressed syllables. More
specifically, in French, patterns of
melodic rises and falls located on
stressed syllables do correlate with the
syntactic hierarchy, independently of
the syntactic categories involved. This
preliminary study of Mauritian Creole
prosody examines patterns of such
prosodic contours in simple SN-V-SN
configurations.

PURPOSE

Phonosyntactic theories of intonation
link the syntactic structure of the
sentence with specific prosodic contours
located on the stressed syllables of the
word. These contours encode a prosodic
structure which enters into a complex
relationship with syntax varying to
homomorphy to total independence,
depending on the style of the discourse
(i.e. read sentences vs. spontaneous
speech, with continuous variations
between these extremes). In French, this
approach leads to the discovery of a
grammar of intonation, describing
prosodic contours in terms of rising or
falling fundamental frequency, syllable
duration and intensity, which manifest
abstract markers of the prosodic
structure [1].

Creole languages appear to be of
considerable interest to linguists as they
demonstrate intriguing similarities on

the syntactic level, even between
varieties quite apart geographically and
in time, such as Haitian and Mauritian
Creoles. These similarities prompted a
famous theoretical dispute, as to assign
the generation of Creole languages ex
nihilo by the existence of a bioprogram
which would supply basic syntactic
rules in the absence of any mother
language [2], or (perhaps more
convincingly) by applying universal
rules that would result in similar word

order in the absence of morphological

markers [3].

From these two perspectives, the

study of Creole intonation appear to be

of some interest as l) the absence of

morphological markers indicates that

the decoding of the syntactic structure

can only be ensured by word order and
intonation cues (letting aside semantic
markers), and 2) properties of universal
grammar can be perhaps found in the

intonation grammar as well.

Thus, the quasi absence of

morphology may give a more dominant
configuration to the prosodic structure
than in SF, and the presence of universal
characteristics of syntactic encoding
may indicate the presence of universal
characteristics in the prosodic structure.

METHOD
Two speakers of Mauritian Creole

(CL and ML) have been recorded

reading about 50 sentences containing
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between 3 and 5 prosodic words (i.e.

effectively stressed syllables), such as:

Mofi'er so Iisim content la soup tomate

(FS): Le chien de mon frére aime la

soupe aux tomates

(My brother's dog likes tomatoes soup)

Each set of sentences was read 3 times

in order to check consistency between

prosodic realizations. Orthography has

been somewhat modified here (from

standard KM conventions [4]. Perceived

stressed vowels are bold and underlined.

Most sentences were designed with

the simple syntactic hierarchy

\ \/ SN

A/ B

Mofrer so lisim content la soap tomate

Pl P2 P3 P4 P5

I__J

to be correlated with a 2 or 3 level

prosodic structure organizing 5 prosodic

words P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 (squared tree

representation) through stressed syllable

association. Most SN were of the Adj +

N or (Det) N + N type in view that
Mauritian Creole allows equivalent

constructions such as

Cecil sofier content ser Asin.

Frer Cecil content ser Asin.
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with no or very little change in meaning

(FS: “le frere de Cécile aime la soeur

d’Asin”).

(Cecil’s brother likes Asin’s sister)

Acoustical analysis of the recordings

were made with an real time

fundamental frequency visualalizer

(model PM1000) which allows easy

readouts of F0 and duration values.

Since the informants were speaking

Creole in their families, and that their

language at work was English, it was

assumed that interference between

Standard and Creole French was

minimal, although both informants

could speak SF occasionally.

Experimental results

Experimental results in terms of

melodic contours showed for both

speakers striking similarities for

prosodic patterns associated with the

subject SN.

For example, comparative data for

speaker CL are, for the 4 structures (the

first 2 lines in each table correspond to

the fundamental frequency values at the

beginning and the end of each contour,

the third line represents the contour

duration in cs):

Cecil sofret content ser Asia (1)

(CL)

277 228 200 166 Hz

288 240 212 |60 Hz
9 g 9 15 cs
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Cecil sofar content Asia so 3;; (2)

(CL)

//‘/‘

274 220 223 213 176 Hz
302 235 200 2 I 9 156 Hz
13 12 12 l 1 19 CS

ez Cecil content ser Air; (3)

(CL)

\ / \ \

204 250 200 166 Hz
200 266 212 161 Hz
1 1 10 9 15 cs

Fm Cecil content Asia so see (4)
(CL)

‘ / —_ \

224 264 223 213 176 Hz
214 278 200 219 156 Hz
10 9 12 1 1 l9 cs

(Cecil’s brother likes Asin’s sister)
(Same meaning for all sentences)

Stress clashes in (l) and (3) explain the
occurrence of 4 instead of 5 contours.

One example with a 2 levels expansion
to the lefl is:
Cecil so rontm so [trim contenLla rm (ornate
(5) (ML)

// /

264 243 238 217 210 200
355 260 242 222 200 194
25 12 20 1 1 9 23

\

(Cecil's uncle dog likes tomato soup)
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Two patterns clearly emerge from the
data: a falling-rising on SN groups with
expansion without a determinant, such
as (l) and (2), and a rising-rising
pattern, appearing on SN groups with
expansion involving a determinant or a
person’s name as in (3) and (4). These
regularities show up despite the
rhythmical differences between the two
informants, ML having a much slower
speech rate and using more syllable
duration than melodic variation for
stress encoding. Examples are:

Cecil sofar comm la mp roman:

(ML)

/ / z

268 230 213 212 184 Hz
302 236 209 204 180 Hz
13 l l 7 1 l 160 cs

‘N

Cecil so[m content Ia map tomate

(CL)

// ,§\
268 228 221 204 201 Hz
295 240 204 201 268 Hz
13 12 20 11 28 cs

Without drawing any conclusions
concerning the origin of these melodic
regularities (bioprogram or universal).
the two patterns can be related to similar
melodic sequences found in SF: the fall-

rise associated with subject SN (any
grammatical category)

Le fréze de Pierre a perdu son véla (5)

\/ ,
C1 C2

(Peter’s brother lost his bike)

\

and rise-rise with the theme-theme
construction (same meaning)
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Pierre sonfréze a perdu son ve’lgL(6)

///
C1 C2

\

By contrast with Creole, the subject

SN in (6) appears dislocated, whereas in

Creole both elements of the SN are

equally integrated as in (2) and (3).

Both informant data displayed similar
melodic amplitude contrasts (difference

in frequency between the starting and
ending points of the contour). The first

Fo expansion was consistently higher

than the second, although this was more
marked for speaker ML than for CL.

The interpretation of these contrasts in

term of prosodic structures could lead to

the conclusion that the rise-rise

sequence is a specific pattern associated

with a (Det) N + N syntactic group,

opposed to the fall-rising pattern

correlated with N + N group

(Det)N+N N+N

// \/

In this case, differences in melodic

Variations could be attributed to the

declination effect in the sentence.

Another interpretation would
considered this difference between the

1W0 contours as indicating a 3 level

prosodic structure

/ / I \
Pierre sonfrfle a porch; son vélo_(6)
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similar to the one found for theme-

rheme construction in SF, as in (6).

CONCLUSIONS

Simple read sentences of Mauritian

Creole with various syntactic structures

of the SN-V-SN type showed regular

patterns of melodic contours somewhat

different in their distribution from SF.

In particular, sequences Det N + Det N

were associated with 2 rising contours

on the group stressed syllables. whereas

examples such as Det N + Adj or N + N

were associated with a falling rising

pattern. The first pattern is similar to SF

dislocated sentence prosody, the second

resembles to the more common pattern

found in 2 prosodic words subject SN.
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the phonetics and

phonology of functional rises in Saar-
brtIcken German, Bari Italian and Sofia
Bulgarian . These rises are accounted for
as (i) rises up to a boundary associated
with a H boundary tone, and (ii) accent
rises, with a L+H accent. In all three
varieties, H boundary tones function as
continuation rises, and L+H accents
occur in information-seeking questions
(queries) and some, but not all, types of
confirmation-seeking question (checks).

INTRODUCTION
The predominance of final rising

contours in questions (see e.g. Bolin-
ger's survey [1]) has led to claims by
Cruttenden [2] of a universal distinction
between rises (signalling 'opcn', mean-
ing) and falls (signalling 'closed") mean—
ing. He classifies 'opcn' as being in
general non—assertive, examples of which
are 'listing' and 'continuity'. He also
refers to the endoint of a phrase: in the
absence of a rise/fall distinction, non—low
and low endings serve to distinguish
open from closed meanings

Ohala [3] goes so far as to say that the
correlation between high pitch and such
'opcn' meanings is part of a frequency
code for size used by animals in face-to-
face encounters. His assumption is that
the end point of the contour is of primary
importance and it is this which is high. It
is also reported that phenomena such as
absence or presence of final lowering [4]
or declination [5] may serve this func-
tion. However, what the universals lit-
erature does not deal with are local rises
which occur before the phrase end.

Prefinal rises which serve an 'opcn'
function have been found in a number of
languages, although they are rarely
analysed as accentual rises. Exceptions
are Transylvanian Hungarian , with a
rising (LH) nuclear accent [6] in its
question contour, and Palermo Italian
which has accent rises for all 'opcn'
functions [5]. Yet it is not necessarily the
case that a language makes use of only

one type of rise. In fact. all three
language varieties examined in this paper,
SaareCken German (56). Bari Italian
(BI) and Sofia Bulgarian (SB), exhibit
accentual rises in some 'opcn' functions
and high boundaries in others. An anal-
ysis of such functions requires speech
data which is as natural as possible.
Below we discuss how dialogue data
were gathered. which "open'I discourse
functions were selected for analysis. and
which types of functional rises are used
to express them.

INTONATION IN DIALOGUE
One way of looking at 'opcn' func-

tions is to look at intonation within
dialogues, as has been done for English
in task-oriented dialogues, by Nakajima
and Allen [8] using TRAINS world maps
and Kowtko [9] using the Edinburgh
map task corpus [10]. Nakajima and
Allen parameterise f0 traces in terms of
onset and final f0 and peak f0 ratio (a
means of determining inter-utterance
declination). They distinguish high from
low endpoint, rather than rises or falls,
thus allowing falls to mid to pattern with
rises to mid. High phrase-final endpoints
are shown to have one type of 'opcn'
function. signalling that the speaker
intends to continue the speech act. How-
ever. this analysis concentrates on
boundary and global f0, an approach not
necessitating prior analysis of the inton-
ation, but also not giving information
about pitch movement within the utter-
ance. It does not analyse non-final rises.

Kowtko, examining single word
phrases in Scottish English, uses six rn-
tonational categories and an independent
set of discourse categories, defined with-
in the framework of conversational
games [11]. _

The data analysed here follows this
- methodological lead as far as the dialogue

recordings and the analysis of the dil-
course are concerned, but the analysis of
the intonation is different. Rather than
global shapes, contours are analysed II
comprising mono- and bitonal pitch
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accents and two levels of boundary tone.

Map Tasks in 56, BI and SB
A modified version of the Edinburgh

Map Task was carried out in each of the
three language varieties. The task in-
volved verbal co-operation (via auditory
channel only) between two participants,
each having a map. with the aim of
transferring as accurately as possible a
given route from one map to the other.
There are a number of discrepancies in
placement and positioning of landmarks
on the maps. Since our aim was to
examine intonation contours, the names
of the landmarks contained mainly
sonorants and were controlled for word
stress pattern.

The pairs of subjects were of the same
dialect background and knew each other
well. They were unaware as to the
purposes of the recording. For $0, 8
speakers were used, for B1 6, and for SB
8. Each speaker participated in two map
tasks. The recordings were first
transcribed orthographically. The ortho-
graphic transcriptions were analysed for
the occurrence of a small set of discourse
functions. Relevant tokens were then
digitised and labelled intonationally using
a system developed separately for each
variety, based on the T081 system for
English [12].

Coding of Conversational Games
The initiating move in the following

three game types was coded: 'query'.
'check' and 'align'. These are defined as
follows (cited from [11], page 4):
QL'ERY-YN: "Yes-no question asks for
new or unknown detail about some part
of the task; does not request clarification
about instructions (that would be check);
e.g. 'Do you have a rockfall?"
CHECK: 'checks self-understanding of a
previous message or instructions by
requesting confirmation directly or
indirectly; makes sure that a complicated
instruction is understood. e.g. 'So you
want me to go down two inches"
ALIGN: 'Chccks the other participant's
understanding or accomplishment of a
goal; elicits a positive response which
closes a larger game; checks alignment of
both participants' plans or position in
task with respect to goal; checks
attention, agreement, or readiness, e. g.
'0k?‘ meaning 'Are you with me?"

Although opening moves of
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INSTRUCI‘ and EEPLAIN games are usual-
ly considered to be 'closed", initial port-
ions of them can be considered 'opcn',
especially when beginning a list of act-
ions or items. These are also examined.

A preliminary attempt to classify
utterances in terms of the kind 0 f
functional rise they contain (accentual or
boundary-related), along with auditory
analysis of the dialogues, led to the need
for more differentiation within the
category of checks. Three subcategories
were -
C0 - very low or no confidence that the
information received is correct, therefore
incredulous
Cl - medium level of confidence with no
clear expectation as to the reply type
C2 - high confidence, not expecting a
negation of the proposition but mostly
expecting positive feedback. In some, but
not all, cases, speakers continue to speak
without waiting for such a signal.

Along Cruttenden's 'open-closed“ di—
mension, C2 could be said to be closed,
Cl open and C0 extra-open. C2 checks,
having a 'closed' meaning, do not have
functional rises. In fact, they all tend to
have 'srepped down to' accents; 80 has
H+!H‘LL%, BI has !H+L‘IJ.%, and
SB has lH‘LL%. The form of these
contours will not be discussed further.

In all three varieties, queries and
aligns have accent rises, as do Cl-type
checks. Continuation contexts in IN-
STRUCT and EXHAIN moves have a final
H boundary tone in all three varieties;SG
additionally has an accent rise. In C0
checks, 56 has a high boundary whereas

the other varieties have an went rise.

A closer analysis of the intonation

patterns in each variety showed that the

accent rises were not all timed in the same

way.

TONAL ANALYSIS
A transcription system loosely based

on the T081 system developed _ for

English [12] was used for each variety.

In accentual rises, attention was paid to

the alignment of the stressed syllable of

the accented word with the R) minimum

and maximum 'ng to the L and

H tones of a L+H (rising) accent. In

additionfiwo boundary tones were used.

For each language, the tonal analysis and

morphological and syntactic markers

used to distinguish each at the moves
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considered are given below.

Saarbruecken German
Queries (Q) and aligns (A) are

generally distinguished from other moves

by syntax (verb initial in interrogatives,

verb second in declaratives) and inton-

ation. The contour used is L*+H LL%.

1.Hast du ein blaues Wohnmobil? (Q)

Do you have a blue camper?
2.Bist du fertig? Are you ready? (A)

Within a dialogue context. the role of in-
tonation is considerable. There are many
cases where the verb is superficially
phrase initial, through ellipsis of an initial
discourse particle, such as 'dann' then.
These are usually checks of type C2
where the speaker is assertive and con-
fident, as in (ellipsis in parentheses):

3. (Dann...) miissen wir zuriick.
(Then...) we have to go back.

Additionally, there are many elliptical
queries and checks with no verb which
also rely on intonation to distinguish
them from other moves.
Cl checks have L+H*LL%, as in:

4. Den, dem linken? The, the left one?

C0 checks have a contour which is
described in the literature on Standard
German as 'Echo-frage' or San—
Riickfragesatz [13]. It is 1." HH%.

5. die Wiese?! The meadow?!
Non-final utterances have a combination
of a L+H* pitch accent and either HL%
or HH%, where an upstep rule as in [10]
means that L% following H is high and
H% following H is very high. The
second contour type is often followed by
a hesitation (possibly meaning that the
H% is a floor-holding device).

6. ...an der Wiese dann vorbei...
then past the meadow...

Bari Italian
Italian has no morphological or syn-

tactic markers for signalling interrogativ-
tty'. intonation bears the functional load.
Queries and aligns have L+H*LL% on
the final potentially stressed syllable in
the phrase. The final LL% tones are only
fully realised when there is a postaccent-
ual syllable to carry them, also as in P1.
Queries (1.2) and an Align (3) are given
below (x=focussed, X=accented):

l. Hai aGNELlo?Do you have 'lamb’?
2.Hai l‘arca di no'E?
Do you have noah's ark?

When the focal accent is earlier in the
phrase. a downstepped L+H‘ follows. as
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in Palermo Italian (PI) [5], although in P1
the accent is L*+H instead of L+H*.

3.Non HA1 un ristorante Anima Mla?
Do you not have a restaurant A. M..7

A slight final rise was found in a few em-
phatic queries, transcribed L+H*LH%.
ln checks of type Cl. L+H* is also used,
although deaccenting after the focal
accent serves to distinguish these from
queries.

4.Non DEVO andare verso 1a scritta?
I don't have to go towards the writing?
C0 incredulous checks are distinguished
from C1 by means of expanded pitch
range, as well as by voice quality. Non-
final utterances are either L*LH% (5) or
H*HH% (6). The latter is only in non-
initial and penultimate phrases.

5. lo ho un secondo albero de MEle...
I have a second apple tree...
6. SCENdi...(e siamo arrivati)
Go down...(and we’re there)

Canepari [14] claims that Bari questions
are falling-rising, a pattern we have not
found in our spontaneous data.

Sofia Bulgarian
Queries and aligns have L*+H LL%.

A question particle 'li', which is placed

after the focussed word, distinguishes
them from other moves. Examples of a
query, 1, and an align, 2, are as follows:

1. Kragla li e? Is it round?
2. Narisuva li go?Have you drawn it?-

They constitute typical 'li'—question con-
tours" as reported in [15].
C0 checks have L*+H LL% and do not
have a question particle:

3. Pravo nagore otivaml?
I go up to the right!?

This is comparable with the description in
[15] of emotionally coloured questions
where there is a rise-fall. except when the

accent is phrase-final, in which case there
is a fall-rise. Our analysis of this is that
the rising part is accentual and the final
low is a boundary tone which, rather like
BI, is not realised in the absence of a free
syllable to carry it. In our examples, the
initial rise begins low in the range.
equivalent to level 1 or 2.
C1 checks have L+H*LL%, also with no

question particle:
_5. Tvoite malini sa moita mina?
Your raspberries is my mine?

Non-finality is expressed with L‘ HH%:
6. Marshruta ti tragva nagore...
Your route goes upwards...

lCPhS 95 Stockholm

Summary
Details of accent and boundary type

and syntactic and morphological features

of the moves across languages are given
in table 1. LL% occurs in all men not
specified for boundary tones.

Table 1. Types of rise according to mow
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Query L‘+H L+H‘ L'oH
\‘a‘b Isl - Q Md:

CIBCK CO L‘ HH‘Z': LAH‘ L'oH
-

f mg: -

CIDCK CI LOH' Lqfl‘ L+I~I'

- hunt -

Align LuH L+H' L9H
\‘a‘b in - omde

Conan LvH' HL% L' LHQ L' HH‘E

H": I.‘ HHQ

IMPLICATIONS
High boundaries in the majority of the

world's languages may serve to

determine the tllocutionary force of the
whole phrase, making it an information—

or confirmation-seeking questions, the

former corresponding to QUERIES and

ALIGNS, the latter 1.0 CHECKS. II is

therefore sensible for the boundary tone

(H‘Z)tobeapropertyofthephrase,uis

the case in [4]. The mnttnl rLscs short-n

here serve the same function. This is

evidence for assigning pitch accent type

at the level of the phrase too.
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ABSTRACT
Analysis of H tone reset from text

reading was compared for Eskimo and
Yoruba. Our preliminary results indicated
that the main difference between the two
languages were the regularity vs.
irregularity in pitch register. In Yoruba,
there was a great regularity in the F0
values of the first H tone in the sentence,
with reference to sentence length, and in
the F0 values of the upcoming reset Hs.
Neither of these regularities were present
for the Eskimo speakers.

INTRODUCTION
The present paper is a progress report

on an on-going project called
MULTILINGUAL PROSODIC RULES,
———with specific reference to Eskimo,
Japanese, and Yoruba—in which three
prosodically diverse languages, all non-
European, non-stress languages, are
examined for their durational and F0
(fundamental frequency) features. A
specific hypothesis for the current topic is
that, when F0 or duration is used for
signalling lexical properties, there must
be a limit in the use of the same acoustic
property for other purposes such as
phrasing, i.e. we expect that a lexical
tone language like Yoruba cannot use FO
with the same degree of freedom as
Eskimo can, while Eskimo, in which
duration is - used extensively for
contrastive purposes, cannot use duration
with the same degree of freedom as
Yoruba.

Research on intonational phrasing has
been receiving increasing attention in
recent phonetic literature, in particular for
discourse analysis. Segmenting texts on
the basis of F0 organization, with or
without additional cues, appears to be a
powerful method in many languages.
However, most of the works on prosodic
segmentation are based on stress
languages like English and Swedish.
How F0 and duration are utilized to
Signal phrasing in languages like Yoruba

and Eskimo is still a very open question,
and is of typological interest.

Tonal and intonational features in
Yoruba and Eskimo have been studied at
word, phrase, and sentence levels [1 -
5].Some of this research has indicated a
number of features which can be related
to intonational phrasing in these
languages. In the present study we report
the results of a pilot study which
compared H tone F0 resets in Eskimo
and Yoruba using text reading material.
To our knowledge, this is the first study
of intonation in these languages which
analyses a large corpus of text reading.

MATERIAL AND ANALYSIS
Eskimo

The original material was adopted
from a textbook of West Greenlandic
Eskimo, which consists of mostly
declarative sentences of relatively simple
syntactic and semantic structure
(recording time approx. 3 minutes for
each subject). The text included 148
words, 30 sentences, and was divided
into 6 paragraphs in written form. Each
sentence consisted of between two and
seven words.The number of sentences in
each paragraph varied from three to nine.
Two female speakers of Central West
Greenlandic read the text. '

Prosodic transcriptions were made for.
the entire material, marking word
property H and L tones as well as short
and long pauses. The recorded utterances
were digitized at 20kHz and F0 was
analysed using the pitch analysis
command of the CSL software package
installed on a PC. Figure 1 presents a
sample F0 contour, showing how F0
values corresponding to H and L tones
are obtained.
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Figure 1. Sample F0 contour and speech waveform for Eskimo sentence "’Kaali

aqqanilinnik ukioqarpoq, Kaalallu arfineq sisamanilt" (Kaali is eleven years old, and

Kaala is nine years old-speaker 1), showing how F0 values were obtamedfor target

tones.

Yoruba
The text used for the Eskimo speakers

was translated into Yoruba by selecting

18 out of original 30 sentences. The text

was read by a male speaker of Yoruba

from Lagos in a sound proof studio. The
analysis procedure is the same for that of

Eskimo. All H, M, and L tones were

measured by choosing, in principle, the

highest and lowest F0 point for the

corresponding syllable, and the F0 value

in the middle of the vowel for M tone.

Marking F0 resets
The F0 value of each H tone was

examined successively and when it was

higher by more than 5H2 relative to the

previous H tone, it was marked as a reset

H tone.

RESULTS
Number and location of. H tone
resets .

The number of H' tone resets in a

sentence varied from two to five in both

languages, of which two and three resets

were most common. In both languages.
the number of resets appeared to be
related to sentence length - the longer the
sentence, the more resets it contains.

As for the location of resets, there was

considerable disagreements between the
two speakers of Eskimo even though the

total number of H resets for the text was

extremely similar, i.e. 69 for the first

Speaker and 68 for the second speaker.

The main difference between the two
Speakers arose from the fact that they

had different phrasing strategies in

marking syntactic constituents.

While the first speaker tended to mark

the beginning of the next constituent by

resetting, the second speaker often

marked the end of the constituent by

resetting. The Yoruba speaker preferred

to mark the beginning of the syntactic

constituent.

Target F0 values for reset H
F0 values for the reset first H tone as

well as the following reset H tones are

shown graphically with reference to_the

number of resets (plus the first H) in a

sentence. Figures 2(a)(b)(c) show the

results for Yoruba for one, two, and

three resets while those for Eskimo are

shown in Figures 3 (a)(b)(c).

The main difference between the two

speakers of Eskimo and the Yoruba

speaker was that of pitch register. For the

Yoruba speaker, the F0 value. of the first

H was fairly steady, clustering around

140-150Hz for majority of sentences,

and around 165Hz for longer sentences.

Furthermore, subsequent reset H tones

had either similar, or lower, but never

higher, F0 values. These two

characteristics were not observed for the

two speakers of Eskimos . .

There was a clear indicatrorlr that

tence len th plays a re e in

figemuning thegFO target of the first H in

Yoruba. The length of sentences in the

material varied between 21 morae

(sequence of two vowels are counted as

two morae) to 51 morae.'The first H tone

in a longer sentence always had the

highest F0 value, i.e. around 165Hz. ln

Eskimo, on the other hand, no such

regularity was observed.
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Figure 2 ((1). F0 valuesfor thefirst H and Figure 3 (a). F0 valuesfor thefirst H and
thefollowing reset H in Yoruba. the following H reset in Eskimo (speaker

1).

Hz‘ Hz

19: 29o H1
17 Resetl ResetZ27o .
150 250 \‘_'
130 230
“0 210
90 190
70 170
50 150

Figure 2 (b). F0 values for the first H
and the following two H resets in
Yoruba.

Figure 3 (b). F0 values for the first H
and thefollowing two H resets in Eskimo
(speaker 1).
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H1
190 - 29°
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70 - 17o
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Figure 3 (0). F0 valuesfor thefirst H and
the following three H resets in Eskimo
(speaker I).

Figure 2 (c). F0 valuesfor thefirst H and
thefollowing three H resets in Yoruba.
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Our pilot analysis of H tone F0 resets

in Eskimo and Yoruba revealed both
similarities and differences. The fact that
the number of F0 resets is related to the
length _of sentence may imply that
speakers in general try to split a stream of
speech into segments of reasonable
length for comprehension by listeners.

It is interesting to note that the two
speakers of Eskimo had different
strategies in marking the syntactic
boundary by F0 reset, one marking the
end of the syntactic constituent, the other
marking the beginning of the next
constituent. Such a difference has also
been reported for Yoruba by Laniran for
her two speakers reading identical
sentences [4]. Our present speaker of
Yoruba preferred to choose the beginning
of constituents. Even though this strategy
is found to be present in both languages,
there seems to be a critical difference. In
Eskimo, when the last word of a

syntactic constituent is marked by a new
reset, the F0 value is often as high, or
even higher than that of the previous H.
In addition, the total pitch range of the
word in question is enlarged by giving an
impression of prominence or emphasis.
In Laniran's study of Yoruba, the F0
value of such a H reset tone never
exceeded the F0 value of sentence initial

The most notable difference between

Eskimo and Yoruba was that of pitch
register. In Yoruba, there was great
regularity in the F0 values of the first H
tone in the sentence with reference to
sentence length, and the F0 values of the

upcoming reset Hs. There seems to be a

Speaker-specific preferred pitch register,
i.e. for a long sentence, the first H
usually had F0 value of 165Hz and for
sentences of moderate length, around
l40-50Hz. If the first H had the value of
165Hz or so, the next H reset was likely

to be 140-150Hz, and then the value
decreases to 130Hz and finally to around
120Hz, being the lowest possible value
for H reset for this speaker. The F0 value
of the subsequent resets, however, dld
not decrease step by step to the lowest
level. In some sentences. two or three
subsequent resets had the same value.

There were, however, never more than

three sequential resets of the same level.
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In a few cases, the first H had the highest
value (16SI-Iz) and was followed by only
one reset of the lowest pitch register
(120H2). How these different levels of
pitch register are determined for reset H
tones, is not immediately obvious.
Possible candidates are (1) tonal
structure, (2) syntactic and semantic
structure, and (3) the speaker's choice.

Since the results of the present
investigation are based on a small number
of speakers, we are now continuing to
examine some of the points found in this
study for more speakers in both Eskimo
and Yoruba.
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ABSTRACT

In American English, adjacent-stress

words exhibit less regularity than

alternating-stress words for both main-

stress and phrasal prominence

placement. Apparently, words with

adjacent stress pose a challenge to the

prosodic system, possibly because there ,

is a preference for rhythmic alternation

in human motor behavior.

INTRODUCTION

Many words of English exhibit

alternating stress, in the sense that full

vowel syllables occur next to reduced

syllables, as in open (Full-Reduced),

information (F—R-F-R), Appalachicola

(F-R—F-R—F-R), about (R-F), granola

(R-F-R), communication (R-F-R-F-R),

etc. In some words. however, two full

vowels occur in immediate succession,
as in bisect, Arlene, moron, location,

etc. In both types of words, one of the
full—vowel syllables is understood to be
the main stress syllable, while full
vowels that precede the main-stress
vowel are often understood to have
other degrees of lexical stress.
Following Bolingcr [3], we contrast
full. vowels (which carry some degree of
leXical stress) with reduced vowels
(which do not); in this framework, we
refer to words of the first type as al-
ternating stress, and of the second type
as adjacent stress.

In a study of the placement of pitch
accents within intonational phrases, we
were puzzled to note that adjacent-stress
words did not show the same regularity
in pitch accent placement that most

alternating-stress words did. In the
present paper, we report a more system-
atic study of this difference in pitch-
accent behavior, and relate it to
additional differences in lexical stress
behavior for words with these two

classes of rhythmic or lexical stress

patterns.

ANALYSIS 1: LEXICAL STRESS

In earlier work with Ostendorf and Ross

[5], we looked at the distribution of

pitch accent location within words in a

corpus of speech produced by two FM

radio newscasters, and labelled for

prosodic constituent structure and

prominence. We found that a pitch

accent did not always occur on the main

stress syllable of its word, especially for

words that contain a full vowel syllable

preceding the main stress syllable, such

as contradict (F—R-F), Massachusetts

(F—R-F-R) and environmental (?—F-R-F-

R)) In such words, a pitch accent often

occurred on the early full vowel

syllable, in patterns that were

constrained by both intonation phrase
structure and pitch accent rhythm.

Details of database construction,

prosodic labelling methods, analysis

techniques and results are reponed in

[5], and a summary appears in Dilley et

al. (this Proceedings.)

Although these effects were sig-

nificant for the more than 400 target

words in the corpus, there were a

number of cases that did not conform to

these general rules. Examining the

exceptions, we noted that many of them

were target words with two full-vowel

syllables in adjacent positions. More
careful analysis showed that this phrase-

level effect was quite systematic, and
that there were parallel differences at
the level of lexical stress.

Lexical stress. Candidate words for

Early Accent Placement must include a

syllable to the left of the main stress

syllable to serve as a docking site for a

possible early pitch accent [I]. We
initially developed a criterion for EA?
candidate words that specified the early
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syllable as a full-vowel, unreduced syl-

lable. In scanning the list of potential

EAP candidates in the FM radio news

corpus, however, we noticed that for

words with alternating stress, such as

institution and Mississippi , it was qmte

easy to judge whether an earlier syllable

was pitch-accentable, and there was

good agreement among judges. .But for

adjacent-stress words like. illegal,

trustee and statewide, this judgment

was more difficult. (This set of words

could be defined as having a

monosyllabic foot, which places the

head syllable of two feet directly

adjacent.) Some consisted of two root

morphemes (sometimes, southwest,

shortchange ), some of a prefix plus a

root (predates, rehash (in the verb

form), and in some the two strong

syllables appeared in a single root

morpheme or sequence of root

morpheme plus suffix (primarily,

minority, foundation).

To resolve this problem for the Early

Accent study, we used the secondary

stress markings in Webster‘s 9th New

Collegiate Dictionary (1984) to

determine whether or not a candidate

word had a pre-main-stress secondary

stress syllable that could serve as a

docking site for a Pitch Accent.

However, when we later compared non-

main-stress markings in different

dictionaries, we again found a contrast:

alternating full-vowel words were

marked consistently across dictionaries,

and their markings almost always

corresponded to our common intu1tions,

but adjacent full vowel words were

often marked differently by different

dictionaries, or marked with a number

of alternate stress patterns, or marked

with stress patterns that did not

correspond to our intuitions. For

example, comparing the stress patterns

given by Kenyon and nott s

Pronouncing Dictionary of American

English (1944, reprinted in 1953) With
those given by Webster‘s Ninth, for

several words in our corpus that were

originally candidates for early accent

placement, provides the followmg

contrasts "-" = no stress is marked for

this syllable in Webster's, l = main

stress is marked for this syllable, and '2

= secondary stress is marked for this

syllable):
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w

nineteen -1,11, 12 (1)1

southwest 21, 12 -l

rehash -1 (1)1

primarily 12--, - l— - 1--

sometimes 12, -l 12. (2)1

In general, words with adjacent full

vowels were less consistently marked

for stress than words with alternating

full vowels, in two ways: a) they often

had more alternative stress patterns

listed, and b) these alternative patterns

differed not only in whether the early

syllable had secondary stress vs. no

stress, but also in the location of main

stress. _

An additional indication that

adjacent full—vowel syllables are treated

more irregularly by the stress system

comes from analysis of words that

begin with the prefix dis-. When the

following syllable is reduced, as in dis-

agree, the prefix is regularly marked for

secondary stress (e.g. disability,

disadvantage. disajj’ect, disassouate, in

Webster‘s Ninth.), But when the

following syllable is marked for stress,

dis- is treated quite variably: in the first

ten words of this type listed, 4 have dis-

marked with no stress (disable, disband,

disbar, disburse), 4 with posstble main

stress (disaggregate, disarm, disbud,

disbunlen), and three With pOSSlble

secondary stress (disadvantageous,

'sa robation ).

d1 Tliese observations suggested that,

even though we excluded from our

analysis of Early Pitch Accent words

that lacked a secondary stress marker on

a syllable preceding. the main stress

syllable in the dictionary, these

markings might be less reliable for

potential adjacent-stress than for

altemating-stress words. Thus, it might

be of interest to analyse the pitch accent

placement data separately for al-

ternating full vowel vs.‘adjacent full

vowel words. Results Will be reported

here for Early Accent candidate words

that were labelled with two pitch

accents.

ANALYSIS 2: PITCH ACCENT

Double accented words were not

uncommon in this corpus, posSibly
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because newscasters place pitch accents
on a higher proportion of accentable
syllables than do nonprofessional
speakers. Moreover, double accenting
occurs more often for alternating stress
candidates (26% double accented,
77/295) than for adjacent stress candi-
dates (8% double accented, 11/132).

This difference suggests that speakers
are not loath to place accents on two
stressed syllables of the same word as
long as the two syllables are separated
by another syllable, but tend to avoid
placing accents on adjacent stressed syl-
lables within the word. If confirmed by
further analysis and for additional
speakers, this observation provides
support for the claim that speakers
avoid direct pitch accent clash within
the word, just as does our earlier
findings suggest avoidance of pitch
accent clash across word boundaries (if
the two words occur within an
intermediate intonational phrase).

We took this analysis by word stress
pattern one step further, looking at the
set of early prominence candidate words
that happened to contain all the accents
in their intonational phrase. There were
three possible pitch accent patterns for
these words: a) pitch accent only on an
early full-vowel syllable, b) pitch
accent only on the main-stress syllable,
or c) a double accent, one on each of
these two syllables. Our prediction was
that these words would contain a higher
proportion of double accents than other
candidate words, because they were
subject to two influences: the
requirement that the nuclear accent of
the phrase be placed on the main stress
syllable of its word, and the tendency to
place the first accent in the phrase as
early as possible. (By definition, this
subset of EAP target words are never
deaccented.) On this view, the first
factor encourages placement of an
accent on the main-stress syllable, and
the second factor encourages one on the
earlier secondary-stressed syllable.

Overall, the set of candidate words
which contained all the accents in a
phrase did have a greater likelihood of
double accent: 45% (45/101) of these
tokens were double accented, while
only 14% of word tokens whose phrases
also contained other accents were
double accented (44/304). We then
separated out the results for alternating
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stress vs. adjacent stress; results are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Proportion of EAP target
words, containing all accents of their
Intermediate Intonational Phrase, that
were Early Accented, Main-stress
Accented or Double Accented, for a)
alternating stress words, and b)
adjacent stress words.

Early Double Main Total

a) 2 41 33 76

b) 7 4 14 25

While 54% of alternating stress target
words in this set were double accented
(41/76), only 16% of adjacent stress
words were (4/25). That is, although
speakers tend to double accent EAP
candidate words that contain all the
accents of the intermediate intonational
phrase if they are alternating-stress
words, this effect disappears when the
main-stress syllable and the earlier full
vowel syllable are adjacent, i.e. not
separated by a reduced vowel syllable.

DISCUSSION

Although a number of prosodic
theories permit double accented words,
especially when the word contains the
first accent of a phrase (e.g.
Gussenhoven [4], Beckman and
Edwards [1], Bolinger [3]) we did not
expect to find such a high proportion of
double accents. It is possible that the
FM radio news speaking style has a
higher proportion of double accents
than other styles, but the fact that they
occur freely in this corpus and sound
perfectly natural shows that they are
fully acceptable according to the
grammar of English prosody. Double
accents in certain contexts follow
naturally from models in which pitch
accents are acceptable on the pre-main-
stress full vowels of a word, as well as

on the main-stress vowel.
The finding that adjacent full vowels

or stressed syllables are treated more
irregularly by the prominence assigning
component of the prosody emerges
from both the anecdotal evidence about
lexical stress marking in dictionaries,
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and from the empirical results for Early
Accent Placement. An additional small

piece of evidence that adjacent stress
words are associated with greater

irregularity in prominence placement

comes from analysis of the target EAP

words which did not follow the general

rule for locating phrase—final (i.e.

nuclear) accents on the main-stress

syllable of their word. This general

tendency was very strong in our corpus,
providing evidence that the prosody

labellers were consistently finding the

boundaries of intermediate intonational

phrases [2], for which the nuclear

accent is proposed to fall on the main-

stress syllable of its word [2], [4] and

others). However, there were ftve

exceptions to this general rule, i.e. five
EAP candidate word tokens which

contained the nuclear accent of their

phrase. but were accented on their early

secondary stress syllable only, rather

than on their main stress syllable or on

both. In contrast, for none of the 90

alternating stress words with a nuclear

accent was it placed on the early
syllable only. Although the number of

exceptions is small, that fact that they

occurred only for adjacent—stress words

again suggests that this stress pattern

challenges the prominence placement
rules of English prosody.

CONCLUSIONS

This analysis of Early Pitch Accent in

alternating-stress vs. adjacent-stress
words in a corpus of continuous
communicative speech suggests three
points. First, in studying phenomena
related to early prominence in the .word.
either in analysis of the behavror of
candidate words in speech databases or
in selection of stimulus words for
experimental speech elicitation, this
contrast in rhythmic stress pattern
should be considered. It is possible that
alternating stress words will provide a
clearer measure of the effects of the
various factors that influence Early

Accent. In fact, there is much we do
not understand about the factors that
constrain both secondary lexical stress

and Early Accent Placement. For

eKample, some full vowels that are not

marked with secondary stress appear ‘0
resist early accent (e.g. Montana).
Whereas others accept it freely (eg.
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illegal, which was often produced with
early accent in our FM radio news
corpus). The categorization of a pre-
main-stress full vowels in words of
English as having some degree of
lexical stress or not, and as capable of
carrying a pitch accent or not, requires
further work, at least for words with

adjacent full vowels. Second, since it

cannot be assumed that a pitch accented

word will be accented on its main-stress

syllable, studies of the acoustic

correlates of different pitch accent types

will require labelling of pitch accent

locations by syllable rather than by

word, at least for Early Accent

candidate words that include a full

vowel syllable preceding the main-

stress syllable. Finally, the observation

that speakers prefer not to pitch accent

adjacent syllables, either wrthtn words

or across word boundaries, is consistent

with the claim that humanspeakers

prefer to alternate more prominent With

less prominent elements in an utterance

if they can.
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NUCLEAR ACCENT TYPES AND PROMINENCE:
SOME PSYCHOLINGUISTIC EXPERIMENTS

Gayle M. Ayers
Department ofLinguistics, The Ohio State University

ABSTRACT
Two locations of nuclear accent (early

and late) and three kinds of nuclear accent
in English were considered. In reaction
time measures. nuclear accents were
faster than non-nuclear accents.
However, downstepped nuclear accents
were slower than regular and emphatic
nuclear accents, suggesting that
downstepped accents are less prominent,
and that nuclear accent is not a fully
uniform category.

INTRODUCTION
This study examines phonetic

prominence of nuclear accent types in
English using two experimental tasks:
cross-modal naming and phoneme
monitoring. These tasks provide a way
to observe the influence of sentence
intonation on the behavior of listeners,
from which we can infer the status of the
category nuclear accent and the
relationship between accent type and
prominence values. In addition. they
help inform us of the role of intonation in
lexical access and sentence processing.

The test materials are sentences
produced as single intonational phrases
with early (“A BOAT was near the
tower”) or late nuclear accent (“A boat
was near the TOWER”). and with one of
three phonologically distinct nuclear
accent types. The question of interest is
whether these three types of nuclear
accent are all equally prominent (the
traditional analysis of nuclear accent as a
single qualitative level of stress which is
independent of accent type) or whether
there are differences between the nuclear
accent types (e.g., that downstepped
nuclear accents are less prominent [l]).

The three accent types can be
characterized by the relationship between
the pitch levels on the nuclear accent and
the preceding accents. See Tables 1 & 2
for sample materials; the intonation
patterns are transcribed using high and
low tones for accents and phrase
boundaries [2]. Figure 1 shows the mean
F0 values (in Hz) of early and late
position words in four intonation contour

types (sentences from Exp. 4). Measure-
ments were taken at the midpoint of the
stressed vowel. Filled circles represent
nuclear accents. A regular nuclear accent
(R) has a pitch level similar to that of the
preceding accent (although it may be
slightly lower due to final lowering [3]).
An emphatic nuclear accent (M) has a
dramatic pitch rise on the nuclear accented
word. A downstepped nuclear accent (D)
is significantly lower than the preceding
accent.

300
275 _ M

E 250 - U
E 225 p g R

200 - D
175 I 1“

Early Late

Figure I. Mean F0 values ofemphatic
(M). regular (R), downstepped (D), and
unaccented (U) contour types.

CROSS-MODAL NAMING
The cross-modal naming task

measures the speed of lexical access. It
shows effects of lexical priming and
sentence position (RT is slower early in
the sentence) [4], [5], but effects of
intonation have not been systematically
explored previously.

Method
Subjects. 84 undergraduate students
participated in the two experiments, 42
subjects in each experiment.

Stimuli. 96 critical sentences were used,
each containing one prime word. The
prime word was either the head noun of
the subject (early position) or of the
object (late position). Exp. 1 used
semantic associate priming, and Exp. 2
used identity priming. Table 1 shows
example sentences and targets and the
two intonation contour types used: (1)
late (regular) nuclear accent, and (2) early
nuclear accent.
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Table 1. Sample materials used in Experiments 1, 2, and 3. Nuclear vs. non-nuclear
accent status in early and late sentence positions. Experiments 1 and2 used cross-
modal naming, and Experiment 3 used phoneme monitoring. The critical words are
underlined, and nuclear accented words are in boldface capital letters.

Exp. 1 Exp. 2 Exp. 3

Early Sentence Position ‘ . . . lb]

(1) Alt-1%; was near the EQWElEL% Rglgtgd. Idggtal.

(2) A lfi-IQAI was near the toweLL% Unsralgtlpd: Unr;(l):;(ted:

L“: ffntenThZEéESZaw the$14.1q Riggtoed: Idegfipd: /k/

(2) ThenY saw the mL—L% Unéelgtled: Urérlegeéi.

Procedure. Subjects were seated_at a
computer and wore headphones With a

microphone mounted on the headset. The
sentences were presented over the
headphones, and the target words were
shown on the computer screen. At the
acoustic offset of the prime word. the
computer presented the target word. and
started a millisecond timer. Subjects
named (read aloud) the target word, and
the sound of the subject's vorce stopped
the timer and cleared the computer screen.

Results
Figure 2 shows the mean RTs. The

data were analyzed in fourrway
ANOVAs, by subjects (F1) and by items
(F2). For greater detail see [6].

In Exp. 1. the main effects of sentence

Position (early vs. late) and target
relatedness were highly Significant. as

CXpected. Accent status (nuclear vs. non—

nuclear), however. wlas only mtargina‘lg

i nificant. with nuc car accen s s o

lhgn non-nuclear accents (F1(l,36)=3.8,

p=.06; F2(1.84)=3.0. p=.09). The two-

way interaction of Accent status x

Relatedness, where the unrelated targets

showed a larger effect of accent status

than the related targets. was marginally

significant by subjects (Fl(l,36)=3.2.

=.08) and sigtgsficant by items

=4.l. <. . .

(F219 138:1; 2, ms two-way interaction of

Position x Relatedness and the main

effects of Position and Relatedness were

highly significant. However. Aticzeqt

status was not sigrzngcant ll6:)1(1'36)_ . ,

=. ;F21,84= . .p=. .

p (lignsidgring)Exps._l &. 2 togetheE

Accent status was significant (F1(l,72)—

6.0. p=.02; F2(l.84)=4.l, p<.05).

Accent status x Relatedness was

marginally significant (Fl(l,72)=3. .

Experiment 3.

650 5513;33:31t 650 13:53:33; “00 Phoneme monitoring

600 - 600 - 1050 -

550 - 55o _ 1000 —

500 - 500 - 950 -

450 .. 45o _ 900 - l

400 I l 400 850 Edrly Late
Early Late Early Late

- -- Unrelated target
— Related/Identical target

0 Non-nuclearaccented
. Nuclear accen

Figure 2. Mean reaction times (in ms)for Experiments 1. 2. and 3'
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Table 2. Sample materials used in Experiment 4 (phoneme monitoring). Accent statustn early and late sentence position offour intonation contours. Contours arecharacterized by lateposition accent status: emphatic, regular; and downstepped nuclearaccents, and unaccented (early nuclear accen ‘' t placement . The cr t'
underlined and nuclear accented words are in boldface capital letters. I l

cal words are

Early Late
( l) Emphatic The PM admired t . lp/ [k]

H" L+H" L-L%
(2) Regular The M admired theW. lpl M

H” H“ L-L%
(3) Downstepped The m admired the CAM. lp/ /k/

H“ lH* L-L%
(4) Unaccented Thefilm admired the m. lp/ /k/

H“ L-L%
p=.07; F2(1,84)=3.3, p=.07). Accent
status x Position was marginally
Significant by subjects; nuclear accents
were relatively slower than non-nuclear
accents in early position than in late
posttron (Fl(l,72)=3.8, p=.06; F2(l 84)=1.8, p=.18). ’
PHONEME MONITORING

Exps 1 & 2 showed that accent status
had very little effect on lexical access.
The next two experiments used a task
known to be sensitive to differences in
accent status. In phoneme monitoring
response times are faster to targei
phonemes in words with ‘sentence stress’
than words that are unstressed [7].
Method
Subjects. 100 undergraduate students
participated in the two ex rim ts '
Exp. 3 and 80 in Exp. 4. pe en , 20 m
Stimuli. Target phonemes occurred only
once in each sentence, as the initial
consonant of a critical word. Exp. 3 used
ftO critical sentences with the same
intonation contours as Exps. l & 2
Sentences had one target phoneme (lpl;

lbl, lkl, or lgl) in either early or late
sentence posrtron. Exp. 4 used 96 critical
sentences with the four intonation
patterns described above. The phoneme
targets were /p/ and lkl, one in early
postrtron ansd one in late position of each
sen ence. am le material 'Tables 1 & 2' p s are shown in

Procedure. Subjects were seated at a
computer and wore headphones. The
sentences were presented over
headphones, and subjects pressed the
yes response button when they detected

the target phoneme. The computer started
a timer at the release burst of the stops,
and the button press stopped the timer.
In Exp. 3 the target phoneme was
specified before each sentence by an
auditory phrase, e.g., “Listen for /k/ as in
car ‘. In Exp. 4 the target phoneme was

specrfied before each sentence by a visual
display of the letter ‘P’ or ‘K'.

Results
Figures 2 & 3 show the mean RTs for

Exp. 3 (plotted by accent status and
contour type, respectively), The data
were analyzed in two three-way

l 100 Experiment 3. Experiment 4.

1050 R 11“U 650 - R o Non-nuclear accented1000 _ 600 _ U U o Nuclearaccented

950 _ 550 _ D M Emphatic9 U R, M R Regular00 _ R 500 _ D Downstepped850 l I 450 1 I U Unaccented

Early Late Early Late
Figure 3. Mean reaction times (in ms)for Experiments 3 and 4
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ANOVAs. The main effect of Accent

status was significant (Fl(l,18)=5.8,

p=.03; F2(l.36)=5.3, p=.03). Nuclear

accented words had faster RTs than non-

nuclear accented words. Early targets

were also significantly slower than late

targets. There was no significant Accent

status x Position interaction.
The data in Exp. 4 were analyzed in

two three-way ANOVAs. The two-way

interaction of Position x Contour was

highly significant (Fl(3,216)=l7.4,

p<.001; F2(3,264)= 15.3. p<.001) and
the main effect of Contour was significant

(Fl(3,216)=3.2, p=.02; F2(3,264)=2.5,
p=.06).

Condition mean contrasts were

calculated in order to explore the two-way

interaction. In both early and late
position the RT to words with nuclear

accent was faster than those with non-

nuclear accent (Early: Fl(1,216)=l9.2,

p<.001, F2(1,264)=15.4, p<.001; Late:

F1(1,216)=32.7. p<.001. F2(1,264)= ‘
31.1, p<.001). As in Exp. 3, early
nuclear accented words were faster than

the prenuclear accented words of the

regular contour (Fl(1,216)=5.2, p=.02;

F2(1_264)=5_1. p=.02). The prenuclear
accented words of the regular contour

WCre also faster by subjects than those of

the emphatic and downstepped contours

(F1(l.216)=4.9, p=.03; F2( 1 ,264)=2.7,

P110). In late position, the down-
stepped nuclear accents were significantly
faster than the unaccented words

(F1(1.216)=12.9, p<.001; F2(l,264)=
12-9. p<.001). and the regular. and

emphatic nuclear accents were marginally

faster than the downstepped nuclear

accents (Fl(1.216)=3.5, p=.06;

F2(L264)=2.s, p=.09).
DISCUSSION .

In the cross-naming experiments,

accent status did not strongly ‘affect

lexical access. For lexical priming,

basically a word is a word, no matter

Whether it is nuclear accented or
cOmpletely unaccented. However, target

Words that were primed by words With

ear1y nuclear accents were name
SOmewhat more slowly than those wrth

Pfenuclear accents, suggesting that there

may be something ‘not normal about

early nuclear accent placement. The

difference in reaction time is perhaps best

e"Plained by the listener's placrng greater
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attention on the early nuclear accented
word when it occurs, which subsequently
slows down the naming task.

In the phoneme monitoring experi-

ments, phonemes were detected most

quickly in nuclear accented words.

However, phonemes were detected less

quickly in downstepped nuclear accented

words than in regular and emphatic

nuclear accented words. This suggests

that downstepped accents have less

acoustic prominence than the other two

types of nuclear accents. Also,

phonemes in prenuclear accented words

of sentences with downstepped and

emphatic nuclear accents were detected

less quickly than those in sentences wrth

regular nuclear accents, wluch rs yet to be

explained. _

Nuclear accent type and location do

influence sentence processing, and

nuclear accent is not a completely uniform

category in terms of prominence.
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INFLUENCE OF FOCUS STRUCTURES ON TONAL TARGETS
0F PITCH PEAKS

H. H. Rump
Institute for Perception Research/1P0, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
The purpose of the present study was

to find out how ‘equal prominence‘ and
the peak heights of two pitch accents
are related to the focus structure of an
utterance. Subjects adjusted the height

of one of two pitch peaks, matching the
pitch contour to four different focus
structures. The results suggest the
existence of target values for the pitch
peaks for each of the different focus

conditions.

INTRODUCTION
In previous experiments involving

utterances with two pitch accents (e.g.
[6], [7], [8]) it appeared that the height

of the second pitch peak was somewhat
less than that of the first when the
peaks lent equal prominence. The
heights of the first and the second
peaks turned out to be linearly related
to each other. This was found for both
nonsense and meaningful utterances,
and having baselines with or without
declination.

From these previous experiments, it
is not clear, however, how equal
prominence is related to the focus
structure of the utterance in which the
pitch accents occur. It may be assumed
that equal prominence occurs either in
the pragmatic context of the broad
focus structure, in which the whole
utterance is in focus. or in that of the
double focus structure, in which the
accented syllables are in focus
separately. It may be assumed that the
double focus structure is prosodically
marked by higher pitch peaks, although
this is not clear from the literature ([1],
[2]). Neither is this clear for the
previous experiments, however, since

the focus structure of the test utterances
was not made explicit. In the present
experiments, different focus conditions
were used in order to test how the

heights of two pitch peaks are related

to the focus structure of an utterance.

METHOD
The utterance used in the present

experiments was “A’manda gaat naar
‘Malta" (Amanda goes to Malta), which
was spoken by a male person. It

contained two accented syllables, /man/
and lmall, with associated pitch peaks
P1 and P2, respectively. The pitch

accents had rising-falling pitch contours
while the pitch in the unaccented

syllables declined along a baseline
which was a straight line in the ERB-
rate frequency domain (unit: E; [4]).
The starting frequency was 137 Hz, the
end frequency was 100 Hz. The
duration of the utterance was 1.45 s.

The rate of declination was 0.7 E/s.
Two experiments were performed. In

the first one, the height of P1 was fixed
while the subjects adjusted the height
of P2. In the second one, the height of
P2 was fixed while the height of P1
was adjusted. Pitch manipulations were
performed using the PSOLA method
([3]). Listeners selected the appropriate
pitch contours from a prepared set of
stimuli.

The task of the subjects was to adjust
the height of a given pitch peak so that
the resulting pitch contour would fit as
close as possible one of four given
focus structures. Broad focus was
meant to give a neutral reading to the
utterance. Single—focus conditions were
elicited by asking questions which
would result in contrastive readings of
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the target utterance so that only one of

the pitch accents was in focus and the

other one was not. In the double—focus

condition. both accents were meant to

be contrastive at the same time. The

four instructions were:

- Wat zei je dat er gaat gebeuren?

(intended focus structure: broad focus)

- Gaat Jan naar Cyprus? Nee,...

(double focus)

- Gaat Jan naar Malta? Nee,...

(single focus on P1)

- Gaat Amanda naar Cyprus? Nee,...

(single focus on P2)

The instructions were printed to the

computer screen while the test utterance

‘Amanda gaat naar Malta’ was made

audible through headphones. The

broad-focus and the double-focus

conditions were expected to represent

the ‘equal-prominence’ conditions. The

single-focus conditions were included

because they were expected to represent

explicit ‘different—prominence’ con-

ditions, thus providing some kind of

boundaries for the equal—prominence

conditions.

ADJUSTMENTS 0F P2
The first group of subjects adjusted

the height of P2 so that the utterance

with the resulting pitch contour would

be an adequate answer to the
question/instruction which was written
on the screen. During each trial, the

height of P1 was fixed at one of three

different values: 165, 183, or 202 Hz.

The adjustments started at both
extremes of the peak height continuum

0f P2 which ranged from 110 to 214

Hz. corresponding to excursion sizes of

zero to 2.5 E. The range was divided in
10 steps of 0.25 E (about 1.5 st). Each

adjustment was repeated twice, so that

a subject completed four trials per

instruction per Pl height. The order of
Presentation was completely random.

The ten subjects were students and

research staff of the institute. They

Were all native speakers of Dutch, and
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they were not working on speech.

Results
The results averaged across all

subjects are presented in Table 1. Every

subject adjusted the height of P2 to be

almost maximal when P2 was in single

focus, and to be almost minimal, i.e.

having excursion size zero, when P1

was in single focus.

The effect of Instruction on the

adjusted height of P2 was highly

significant (F017, = 70.8, p < 0.001). It

is remarkable to find that the effect of

P1 height on the adjusted height of P2,

however, was not significant (Fan, =

2.94, p < 0.08). The difference between

the adjusted heights under the broad-

focus and double-focus conditions

turned out not to be significant (F1127) =

0.69, p > 0.05), although the height of

P2 tended to be greater under the

double-focus than under the broad-

focus condition.

Table 1. Adjusted P2 heights (Hz)

under four different focus conditions

andfor three fixed heights of P1 (Hz).

focus

P2 broad double P1

P1

165 116 157 170 201

183 111 162 167 199

202 111 164 178 206

Discussion

The results for the single-focus

conditions were as expected. 1f P2 was

in focus, its height was made almost as

large as possible. If P1 was in focus,

the height of P2 was adjusted. to be as

small as possible. The latter IS also in

line with the theory that the last

accented word in an utterance contains

the nuclear accent. Focusing on the first

accent, making it the nuclear accent,

implies that the second accent should

be deaccented, i.e. its excursron size

should be zero.
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For the broad-focus and double-focus
conditions there were some individual
differences. Some subjects adjusted P2

to be higher under the double-focus
than under the broad—focus condition,

while others adjusted P2 to be lower
under the double-focus than under the
broad-focus condition. This may
explain why the difference between the

two conditions was not significant. This
may have been due to the fact that it is
very difficult to interpret a neutral
reading if you hear the same utterance
again and again. The resulting
annoyance may then have resulted in a
non—neutral reading with a relatively
high P2.

ADJUSTMENTS 0F PI
The same utterance was tested with a

second group of subjects. Again ten
subjects participated, meeting the same
selection criteria as above. They now
adjusted the height of the first pitch
accent. P1. The different values of P2
height were 143, 160, and 179 Hz. The
P1 height continuum ranged from 131
to 267 Hz, corresponding to excursion
sizes of zero to 3 E in twelve steps
which were equidistant in E (0.25 E or
about 1.5 st). The instructions were the
same as the ones in experiment I. The
order of presentation was again
completely random.

Results
The results averaged across the

subjects are listed in Table 2. The
effect of Instruction was again highly
significant (F017) = 58.0, p < 0.01).
Again, unexpectedly the height of the
fixed peak (P2) did not systematically
influence the adjusted height of the
other peak (P1). P1 height was adjusted
to about the maximum value when P]
was in focus. If P2 was in focus,
however, the adjusted height of P1 was
on average more than 15 Hz above the
minimum, resulting in an excursion size
of about 2 st.
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The double-focus condition resulted
in significantly higher adjusted Pl
values than the broad-focus condition
(El1,, = 5.03, p < 0.05).

Table 2. Adjusted PI heights (Hz)
under four different focus conditions
andfor three fixed heights of P2 (Hz).

focus

P2 broad double P1
P2
143 149 175 210 250

160 141 174 209 250

179 150 174 219 249

Discussion

If P1 was in focus, its height was

adjusted to be as large as possible.
Some of the subjects complained that
they could not manipulate the height of

P2, so that the resulting pitch contour

was not optimal, P1 still sounding as a
prenuclear accent.

If P2 was in focus, the excursion size
of P1 was still about 2 st, so that the
resulting peak height was only slightly

below the average peak height of P2.
This means that the excursion size of
the pitch accent on the prenuclear
accent may be larger than zero although
it is deaccentcd. This is sometimes

called a thematic or rhythmical accent,

not lending much prominence to the

word containing the accented syllable.

In the broad—focus condition, the
average excursion sizes of P1 and P2

were about equal. In the double-focus
condition, P1 was much higher than P2.
This was true for the results of almost
every single subject.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The results show that the focus

structure was crucial for the finally
adjusted peak heights, and that the

height of the other. fixed pitch peak
had hardly any influence. In other
words, it was mainly the focus
structures that determined the resulting
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overall pitch contours. The results for

the single-focus conditions were as

expected in both experiments. The peak
heights were large when the accented

syllable was in the focused word, and

they were small when the word

containing the target syllable was

explicitly out of focus (deaccented).

The difference between the broad-
focus and double-focus conditions was

most marked for P1. It was adjusted to

significantly higher values for the

double-foucs than for the broad-focus

condition. For P2, this was found only

as a tendency.

Unlike the previous experiments on

prominence, the height of the fixed

peak of one pitch peak had no

systematic influence on the adjusted

height of the other. This may indicate

that when the pragmatics of prominence

are involved, just one peak height

represents a target value, which should

be reached in order to obtain the

appropriate pitch contour. This

conclusion is supported by the findings

reported in [5], where it was found that

the pitch measured at certain points in

the pitch contour is quite constant not

only for a given speaker but also for a
given instruction.

When we combine the results of the

two experiments into only one pitch

contour per focus condition, it is found

that under the broad—focus condition the

topline, connecting P1 and P2. and the

baseline turn out to be about parallel.

Under the double—focus condition.

however, the topline turns out to be

tnuch steeper than the baseline.

1! is not clear yet, however, whether

listeners will be able to recognize an

intended focus structure when they hear

the pitch contour which is created using

the pitch values obtained from the

present experiments. This will be tested
in a follow-up experiment.
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THE EFFECT OF EMPHATIC ACCENT

ON CONTEXTUAL TONAL VARIATION
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ABSTRACT
The present study examines the effect of
emphatic accent on different syllables in

disyllabic words in order to learn more

about the nature of contextual tonal

variation. Comparisons among the three

accent conditions suggest that the tone

that receives the emphatic accent probably

exerts stronger influence on the less

emphasized tone than the other way

around. A new carryover effect was also

found with which a Tone 3 raises the

final portion of a tone that follows it.

INTRODUCTION
Recently, Xu [l][2] found that F0

contour of a tone in Mandarin is

perturbed differently by the tone

preceding it than by the tone following it.

The influence of the preceding tone

(carryover effect) is assimilatory: the

beginning of the F0 contour of a tone

becomes similar to the ending pitch value

of the preceding tone. The influence of
the following tone (anticipatory effect) is

mostly dissimilatory: the F0 maximum of

a tone dissimilates from the F0 minimum

of the following tone. It was also found
that evidence of this kind of asymmetry
could be seen in data reported in other
studies on Mandarin [3] and on Thai [4].

In order to learn more about the nature of
these contextual tonal variations, the
present study examines how contextual
tonal variation patterns may change under
different emphatic accents in disyllabic
words. The carryover assimilation effect
is expected to be stronger when the first
syllable in a disyllabic sequence receives
emphatic accent. The anticipatory
dissimilation effect, however, is expected
to be either strengthened, kept the same,
or reduced when the second syllable
receives emphatic accent, depending on
the nature of the mechanism that causes
the dissimilation.

MATERIAL
Mandarin has five lexically stressed

tones — tones 1 through 4 — whose

typical F0 contours are high-level, mid-

rising, low-dipping, and high-falling.

There is also a lexically unstressed tone

— the neutral tone or Tone 5 — whose

actual F0 contour has much greater

dependence on the adjacent tones than the

stressed tones. ln connected speech,

however, even the lexically stressed

tones show extensive variation due to

influence from adjacent tones (Shih [5],

Xu [6]).
Following Xu [l][2], disyllabic

sequence Imama/ with all sixteen possible

combinations of the four lexically

stressed tones were used as production

material. Four male native speakers of
Mandarin produced all those sequences in

isolation. The sequences. all but one are

nonwords, were printed in Chinese

characters on the reading list. Subjects

were requested to produce the sequences

with emphasis on the first or the last

syllable, or with no emphasis on either
syllable. A prerecorded pacing tape was

used to control the speaking rate. On the

tape were groups of six beeps with

intervals of three seconds. The speakers

thus repeated each sequence six times,

each repetition following a pacing beep.

F0 CONTOUR EXTRACTION
The utterances were digitized at a

sampling rate of 16 kHz. A program in a

commercial signal analysis package

(ESPS by Entropic Inc.) was used to

label each vocal pulse in the utterances.

The labeled signal files were then hand-

edited to correct spurious labeling and to
mark segment boundaries between /m/
and la]. The editted files were further
processed by locally developed computer

programs to transform the distances

between neighboring labels into F0

values. The F0 curves thus obtained were

smoothed using a simple window

function that eliminates any bumps or

sharp edges greater than two Hertz.

Average segmental duration across the

repetitions was also computed. In order

to visually examine the F0 variations, the
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F0 contours were time-normalized within

each of the two nasal and two vocalic

segments, and then plotted in separate

groups. Example plots are shown in

Figure 1.
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the middle panel shows them produced

with emphasis on the second syllable;

and the bottom panel shows them

produced with emphasis on the first
syllable.

150

‘20-

90-

60

150

120-

90-

Figure 1. Time
by difierent tones. Those tonal com

emphasis (tap). emphasis on the second

syllable (bottom).

ANALYSIS
In Figure 1, the carryover and

anticipatory effects on a target tone are

illustrated by the case of Tone 2. In the

left column, Tone 2 is shown to. be

preceded by four different tones; the right

Column shows Tone 2 followed by four

different tones. In each column, the top

panel shows the ditonal sequences

produced with no particular emphasrs,

'
2 when receded (left) or followed

momma! Fa contoub‘intlzflgftzewere pnfduced with no particular

syllable (middle), or emphasis on the first

ver Effects

ca'l'lrzomost obvious carryover effect, as

can be seen in Figure 1, IS the

assimilation of the starting lio value of

the second syllable to the ending F0 value

of the first syllable. The tones m the first

syllable end with distinct F0 values,

whereas the starting F0 values of the

same tone, here Tone 2, closely follow
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the ending F0 of the previous tone,

resulting in a wide range of starting F0

contours for the same tone. The

differences caused by the preceding tone

remain until about a quarter of the way

into the vowel of the second syllable. A

three factor (tone of syllable 1, tone of

syllable 2, and emphasis pattern)

ANOVA found the overall difference in

F0 caused by the tones of the first

syllable to be highly significant at the

beginning of the vocalic segment,

F(3, 9): 29.8, p < .001, and still

significant by the end of the first quarter

of the vocalic segment, F(3, 9) :59,

p < .05.
The effect of different emphasis

conditions on the tone of the second

syllable also can be seen in Figure 1. In

general, the two conditions in which

there is emphasis on one of the syllables

show stronger influence on the initial

portion of the F0 contour of the second

syllable. The effect is the strongest when

the first syllable receives emphatic accent.

An ANOVA test found interaction

between the effect of the tone of the first

syllable and the effect of emphasis on the

beginning (F (6, 18) = 9.52, p< .001)

and first quarter of the following tone

(F (6, 18) = 3.98, p < .05).

m a m a

150‘

120‘

90-

6O

150‘

I
120-

90..

60

Figure 2. F0 contours of Tone 4

preceded by four different tones. In
the upper panel. the second syllable
was emphasized; in the lower panel,
thefirst syllable was emphasized.

There is a second kind of carryover
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effect which has not been discussed

before: Tone 3, the low tone, raises the

F0 value in certain portions of the

following tone. This is a seemingly

dissirnilatory effect, because the ending

F0 value of Tone 3 is the lowest among

all the tones. This raising effect is rather

peculiar in that it is the strongest near the
end of the following tone. In Figure l,

the final portion of Tone 2 is the highest

when preceded by Tone 3 than by the

other tones. A similar effect was also

found on Tone 1. As shown in

Figure 2, Tone 4, which has low ending

F0, does not show a higher ending F0

when preceded by Tone 3. Instead, there

seems to be a delay effect so that the

point of maximum F0 in Tone 4 appears

later when preceded by Tone 3 than by

other tones. This phenomenon is the

most obvious when the emphasis is on

the first syllable. Considering the fact that

the canonical form of Tone 3 has a final

rise, it is likely that this final boost in the

tones following Tone 3 is actually an

alternative way of manifesting the

canonical final rise in Tone 3, and would

explain why an emphasis on the first
syllable would produce the biggest

raising effect. Interestingly, a re-

examination of the F0 data for one

speaker reported by Shih [3] also found

that Tone 2 had a higher ending F0 when

following Tone 3 than when following

other tones.

Anticipatory Effect
The plots on the right in Figure 1

demonstrate the influence of a following

tone on the preceding tone. First, there is

a much smaller range of variation in a

given tone when it is followed by

different tones than when it is preceded
by different tones The only visible

anticipatory effect in Figure 1 is

dissimilatory: when the tone of the
second syllable is Tone 2 or 3, both of

which have low starting F0 values, the

maximal F0 of the preceding Tone 2 is

higher than in other two cases. A three

factor ANOVA found this difference to

be significant, F(3, 9) = 7.84, p < .01.

Comparison among the three emphasis

conditions suggests that this kind of
anticipatory dissimilation is strongest

when the second syllable is emphasized.

However, an overall ANOVA including

the measurements from all four speakers
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did not show a significant interaction

between emphasis condition and the

effect of preceding tone, whereas

analysis of data on individual speakers

did show significant interaction for each

speaker. It seems that data from more

speakers are needed to reach a more

definitive conclusion on this effect.

DISCUSSION
While it is not surprising to see that a

tone under emphatic accent exerts a
stronger assimilation effect on the tone

that follows it, it is quite interesting to see

that the anticipatory dissimilation reported

before was found to be well preserved

and probably even boosted when the tone

of the second syllable receives emphatic

accent. The finding that the tone of the

second syllable did not "spread" its initial

pitch value leftward when it is under

emphatic accent suggests either a) that the

ending portion of the pitch contour of a
tone is so important that it is not altered

even when the emphasis is on the tone

that follows it; or b) that the pitch value

of the initial portion of atone is totally
undefined so that even an emphasis on

that tone would not help it to impose any
particular assimilatory influence on the

preceding tone.
More interestingly, the raising of F0

before a low tonal target does not seem to
be unique to the East Asian tone
languages. A similar phenomenon was

also found in Yoruba, an African tone

language [7][8]. Further investigation on

the generality of this finding in other
languages will be needed.

SUMMARY
Comparisons among the three accent

conditions confirms that carryover

assimilation is strongest when the first
syllable is emphasized. However, a new
effect is also observed when the first
syllable is emphasized: Tone 3. which

has the lowest minimum F0, exerts a

dissimilation effect on the following tone,
raising the final portion of its F0 contour.

AS for the anticipatory effect.
dissimilation is found in all three accent

conditions, but the magnitude of the

effect seems to be strongest when the

second syllable receives accent. In short,

for both carryover and anticipatory

effects. the accented syllables seem to
exert greater influence on the unaccented

syllables than the other way around.
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regardless of the nature of the influence.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper a new method for de-

tection of focus is developed. Speech
data consists of German spontaneous
speech from several speakers. At
present the algorithm uses only the fun-
damental frequency values. By comput-
ing a nonlinear reference line through
significant anchor points in the F0
course, points of highest prominence
are determined. The global recognition
rate is 78.5 % and the mean recognition
rate is 66.6 %.

INTRODUCTION
In the last years the use of prosodic

information for support of automatic
speech recognition systems has been
widely extended. Prosodic features can
be determined independently of the
segmental level and therefore can pro-
vide recognition modules on higher lev-
els (e. g. morphology, syntax. seman-
tics) with additional help for decision.
In this study prosody shall give help to
a semantic recognition module by de-
tecting the focus.

Focus is defined here as the seman-
tically most important part of an ut-
terance, which is in general marked by
prosodic means. If the focus is marked
otherwise (for instance by word order),
prosody will no longer provide a salient
contribution; in this case the focus has
to be derived from the linguistic con-
text. On the other hand, there are also
prominent parts of an utterance, which

carry information of less importance.
for example exclamations and greeting
stereotypes

DATA
The speech material consists of dia-

logues of German spontaneous speech,
containing meeting arrangements sup-
plied within the research project
VERBMOBIL. Focused areas in these
dialogues contain information about
time and place, like “thursday after-
noon”, “in my office”, and also judge-
ments like “that is ok for me”, “fine”
and so on.

Focus accents were labelled for 7 di-
alogues (154 turns with one or more
phrases, 247 focal accents) with 6 dif-
ferent speakers (2 female, 4 male) by
a phonetician (i. e. the present author)
through acoustic perception. The size
of the focus areas was left variable,
there was no restriction to word or syl-
lable boundaries.

METHOD
Already in earlier investigations [1]

the prosodic features of focus were ex-
amined for German. A corpus of read
speech with isolated sentences (con-
taining 2 grammatical objects) was
used. A statistical classification proce-
dure (discriminant analysis) was imple-
mented to decide which of the 2 objects
was the focused one. Fo—maxima and
minima of the object phrases and the
difference of their positions on the time
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Figure 1 Utterance of a dialogue with reference line and labelled focus (FA).

(“But thursday morning at about EL"? [0' clock] would be ok for me )

ads were found as the most significant

feature variables. Duration and inten-

sity were not so important for the decr-
sion.

This paper will try to.so.lve focus

recognition by global description ofthe

utterance contour. At first we Wlll Just

look at the fundamental frequency F9.

How can we now find the most pronu-

nent parts in the F0 contour? There is

no hope that we just take the absolute

maxiina, we have always to take in ac-

count declination, i. e., the fall of fun-f

damental frequency toward the end 0

the utterance. .

Investigations of Swedish sponta-

neous speech [2] have shown that dec~

lination can be controlled by the fo-

cal accent: It was found that in pre-

focal position there is no dowr;step:

ping, but after a focal accent (ow:-

stepping is significant andhcharactcri —

tiC- We can suppose a phySiological co:-

relate for this effect: The physrcal e -

fort for producing an utterance seems

to be not equally distributed.l efforlt

remains high until the focus is teacher .

after the focus the effort sinks to a sig-

' v'er level.

nlfiTzlttdzr‘i‘iine this feature in German

spontaneous speech, several possibi 1-.

ties for computing a reference line You.

tested. A good description of t it s;

problems is found in [3]. For onr Vitil'"

we cannot use a linear declination int.

for detecting a downfall after alfm lllh:

we have to look especially at tie (x

1e F course.

tr6T3;frislferenoce line was computtd

as follows: First the FD, contour lwas'

postprocessal by a speCial snip'otliin:

algorithm described in [4]. (‘\ l'tlifllut

smoothing results get worse >_v a ”x-

7 0o.) In a second step significaititgiéiam

ima and minima in a Window 9 . I 5

size were detected. The average va uc.

between the maximum and minimume

lines yield the global reference line (se

Figure 1)-
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FOCUS RECOGNITION
According to the already mentioned

Swedish investigations the focus must
be in the area of the steepest fall in the
F0 course. Therefore the points with

the highest negative gradient were de-
termined first in each utterance. There

was no limitation for the number of
focal accents in a sentence or phrase.
Phrase boundaries were not considered.
Minimum length for a fall was set to
200 ms.

Starting from the points of steepest
fall, how can we now get to the posi-
tion of focus? For the time being, we
assumed as simplest solution the near-
est maximum in this region to be the fo-
cus. In further experiments we will also
consider the relative height and inten-
sity of the maxima, perhaps also a kind
of duration measure.

RESULTS
In our data only about 20 % of

the frames pertain to focused segments.
To take account of this, two recogni-
tion rates will be displayed: first, the
global recognition rate which denotes
the percentage of correct classification
regardless of focus or not and second,
the mean recognition rate with equal
weighting of focused and non-focused
segments. This is illustrated in table 1.
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As is shown in table 1, there are far
more deletions than insertions, i. e., the
recognition rate for focus areas is signif-
icantly worse than for nonfocus areas.
But we have to bear in mind that in
a collaboration of a prosody and a se-

mantic recognition module it would be
worse to have insertions of focal accents
than to have deletions. Hints to focused
areas shall only be an additional help
for the semantics - without this help it
can do its work as well. But false alarms
could divert semantic analysis.

The different recognition rates for
the dialogues reflect the degree of “live-
liness". In a boring and monotone dis-
cussion even ‘human recognizers‘ have
problems to pick up the most impor-
tant part of a message. So, the more
engaged the discussion is, the clearer
marked are the focal accents. No sig-

nificant differences between male and
female voices could be found.

DISCUSSION
Results are still not too satisfac-

tory but in no way disappointing. The
phenomenon of significant downfall af-

ter a focus in the F0 contour appears
to be strong enough to be useful for
automatic focus recognition in German
spontaneous speech. Moreover, there
are a lot of possibilities left to optimize

Table 1. Focused parts and recognition rates in percent.

No. of Dialogue Focused part Total recognition Recognition for
global mean focus areas nonfocus areas

nUOlk 23.22 74.91 59.12 29.66 88.57
n002ka 21.57 76.17 66.23 47.13 85.33
nOO2kb 23.72 88.23 80.02 63.00 97.05
1|002kc 17.59 77.60 55.79 20.53 91.05
nOO3k 16.15 76.92 66.95 51.00 82.91
n008k 7.52 74.52 67.42 56.03 78.82
11009k 16.69 81.24 71.10 53.45 88.74

Total 18.43 78.51 66.66 45.82 87.49
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the results.

First, there is the computation of the

reference line. Most important is a cor-

rect smoothing of the F0 values. Like-

wise there are a lot of ways to deter-

mine the points with the steepest fall

and to detect the focus starting from

these points.
Second, we have to think about the

problem of labelling the focus. To which

extent the acoustic perception is in-

fluenced by semantic knowledge? Do

we get the same results when labelling

tlccicalisized speech without seman—

tic information but with intact prosodic

structure? It is necessary to make fur-

ther investigations in this direction;

comparisons between different human

labellcrs should be done as well.

Another open question is how to fix
the size of the focus regions. As men-

tioned earlier, the size of the focus ar—

cas was left variable when labelling the

focus accents. Therefore distinction be-

tween broad and narrow focus has not

been made till now. As defined in [5],
narrow focus is used for contrastive ac-

cents (just one syllable is in focus) and

broad focus represents the ‘normal‘ fo-

cused constituent (the whole word is

put in focus), both expressed by a pitch

accent on a syllable. At least for Dutch

Sluijter .\' ran Heuvcn [5] found that

there are no acoustic differences in du-

ration and pitch between a broad and a

narrow focus accent. It seems that the

distinction for these two kinds of focus

has to be made rather at the linguistic

than at the acoustic level.

Until now we did not take into

consideration syntactic information like

phrase boundaries or sentence modal—

ity. Phrase boundaries could help us

to restrict focus determination to sin-

gle phrases and therefore to divide the

recognition task.
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Sentence modality is another impor—
tant fact. Already in [1] it is shown
that in questions with a final rising con-
tour the focus cannot be determined

in the same way as in declarative sen-

tences. We could expect another in-

crease in recognition rate by separating

questions and nonquestions.
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LOUDNESS, SPECTRAL TILT,
AND PERCEIVED PROMINENCE IN

DIALOGUES
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ABSTRACT
This study explores the correlation

between spectral tilt and perceived promi-
nence in the continuous speech of simu-
lated conference-registration dialogues.
It builds on previous work showing that
syllable prominence and focus marking
can be detected automatically, using dif-
ferences in normalised segmental dura-
tion and energy, by introducing spectral
information that compensates when the
prosodic clues are weak or absent.

INTRODUCTION
There has been continuing debate

about the relation between loudness and
stress (see Beckman [1] for a summary).
Early theories presented stress as havingfixed phonetic levels (c.f., Bloomfield,
Trager & Smith, Chomsky & Halle), as
being related to force of uttemnce, as
tonetic (Kingdom), or as dependent on
pitch accents (Bolinger). Beckman high-
lights the role of pragmatics in deter-
mining the accentual organisation of anutterance. In examining thephonetic
correlates of stress and non-stress ac-
cent, she shows that syntagmatic accen~
tual contrasts divide an utterance into
a succession of shorter phrases in larger
groupings, defining stress as a phonolog-
ically delimitable type of accent in which
the pitch shape of the accentual pattern
cannot be determined from the lexicon.

Early experimental evidence (from
Fry and others) shows energy to be the
weakest clue to stress, and fundamen-
tal frequency the strongest. Beckman,
on the other hand, found metrical stress

(at the level of the prosodic word), to
be best explained by relative loudness
(i.e., temporal summation of waveform
energy through the syllable nucleus, ex-
pressed relative to its duration), and she
emphasises the trading relation between
energy and duration in the perception of
prominence.

Duration and energy
Previous work has confirmed that

segmental duration and energy are both
reliable cues for the automatic detection
of prominence in read speech [2], and the
present paper extends that work to show
that spectral information is also present
in the marking of prominence, and that
it exhibits a trading relation with dura'
tion in interactive speech.

For the analysis presented in [2], a
set of sentences extracted from a corpus
of conferenceregistration dialogues was
marked (by capitalising certain words)
to show shift of focus, resulting in differ-
ent stress patterns on the same sequence
of words (as in “Please take the SUB-
WAY to Kyoto station. "). Each sen-
tence (30 in all) was given three or four
different patterns, and a set of 100 of
these was produced in three different ut-
terance contexts. To study the way {0-
cus is marked in speech, we first asked
the speaker to read the sentences in se-
quential order, and to “emphasise” the
capitalised words. Here, with each set
of interpretations grouped, the shift 0f
focus was clearly contrastive. For the
second reading, we asked her to read
the same sentences in randomised order.
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Finally, we recorded an interactive .di-

alogue, where the same focus marking
was produced by eliciting emphatic cor-

rections of feigned misinterpretations.
The corpus of 300 focus-shifting ut-

terances was then stress labelled to in-
dicate perceived prominence. In order
to remain somewhat theory neutral, 1

had the corpus labelled for accent type
and for prominence location in three
ways, by different labellers: (l) by sim-

ply marking the syllables perceived as

prominent (an either-or decisron), (2)

using an O’Connor 85 Arnold variant of
tonetic stress marks, and (3) more re-
cently, using the T031 system of tones

and break indices. I then took the com-
mon subset of these three labellings as
defining ‘stressed syllables’ for the pur—
pose of this study. (However there was

a high correlation between all three, and
the different labellers seem to be identi-
fying the same feature.)

DETECTION OF PROMINENCE

Because of the use of fundamental

frequency in signalling more complex

relations than simple prominence, this

Was not included as a factor for anal-

YSis (though it certainly plays a 51g-
nificant part in marking prominence).
Instead correlations were examined be-

tween stressed syllables and measures

of energy and duration normalised by

segment type. Viewing the two acous-
tic measures independently, rather than

combined as an energy integral over

time, allowed better understanding of

their individual contributions, and of

the trade-off between them. Absolute

Values were not examined, but rather,

for each phone class (as defined by la-
bel type in the segmentation), dura-

tions were normalised by expressmg de-

viation from the class mean in terms

0f standard deviations of the distribu-

tion of that class. Similar segment-WPe

lflormalisation was applied to the wave-

form energy, measured as average rm:
amplitude across the duration of eaic
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Table 1: Stress and focus detection

A B C

stress detection: 92% 78% 72%—

focus detection: 79% 78% 74%

Key: A: read grouped, B: read in

randomised order, C: interactive

segment. Because these unit-less nor-

malised scores have a zero mean (and a

typical range of $3) a combined mea-

sure of their joint effect was derived by

simply adding them. Taken separately,

durational lengthening information de-

tected 54% of the prominent syllables,

and energy information detected 55%.

Combined by summation, this detection

improves to the average of 76% across all

three speaking styles [2].

Between the three utterance styles,

there was no significant difference in

the detection of marked focus (i.e.,.1n

identifying the syllable carrying the in-

tended prominence) from amongst the

set of syllables detected as stressed, but

the initial detection of stressed-syllablles

did vary as a function of speaking sty e.

Table 1 shows that stressed syllables in

read speech of grouped sentences were

more easily detected than the equi;

alent syllables in randomly presentA1

sentences or in interactive speech. th-

though also perceived asprorninent;l be

latter were less easily discriminate y

measures of duration and energy. Er-

ror analysis confirmed that in the morle

conversational interactive speaking stly e

the prominences were still easy toauis-

criminate by ear, but the acoustic y-

derived measures of stress were weakfir.
This paper attempts to explain why t is

may be so.

SPECTRAL FEATURES d

0f the prominences not detecte ,

26% were clearly prominent to. the ear

but showed no significant excursron from

the mean in duration, energy, or fun-
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damental frequency. This implies that
there are also phonatiomstyle differ-
ences which can serve as clues to promi-
nence and which may also be of use
to automatic detection. This would be
particularly useful since although dura-
tional information is robust, raw wave-
form envelope magnitude is not a ro-
bust measure, as it can vary consider-
ably with distance from the microphone,
or more globally reflecting changes in
environmental noise.

Lindblom, in sketching the H85]!
theory [3], suggests a notion of sufficient
discriminability to explain the contin-
uum of hyper- and hypospeech observed
in interactive dialogues, by which speak-
ers tune their production to commu-
nicative and situational demands. This
might account for the differences in re-
sults relating to speaking style, since
in the interactive dialogues the speaker
knows the extent of common knowledge
with the hearer, and in the grouped pre-
sentation of contrasting pairs of utter-
ances, she is more aware of the need to
stress the contrast. Lindblom refers to
Sundberg’s work, on the long term aver-
age spectra of singers, in explaining pos-
sible mechanisms for the range of clarity
of phonation. More recently, Sluijter &
van Heuven [4], also citing such work on
overall “vocal effort” as Gauffin & Sund-
berg [5], showed that, in Dutch, stressed
sounds are produced with greater lo—
cal vocal effort and hence with differ-
entially increased energy at frequencies
well above the fundamental.

We can measure such spectral tilt in
several ways. At the lower end of the
spectrum, as the difference in energy be-
tween the first and second harmonics,
or at the upper end of the spectrum
as a general increase of overall energy.
A pilot study examining energy across
26 ERB-scaled spectral bands [6] con-
firmed that at least for read lab speech
of English, spectral tilt significantly cor~
relates with linguistic prominence under
both high and low tones, for three dif-
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Table 2: Analysis of variance detection

= 7 mean

ferent vowel types, and confirmed Slui-
jter’s findings of increased energy in
the higher spectral regions. This paper
shows that for dialogue speech too, spec-
tral information can be very helpful in
discriminating prominences.

Extraction of spectral data
Because segment labelling was done

for all the dialogues, acoustic measures
derived from the waveform can be re-
lated directly to individual syllables. To
estimate spectral tilt, the fundamen-
tal frequency was extracted and then
used to index into an fft of the speech
waveform for each utterance so that a)
the energy at the fundamental, and b)
the harmonic ratio could be calculated.
As a further measure, the average en-
ergy in the top third of the ERB-scaled
spectrum (between 2kHz and 8kHz) was
measured relative to the overall energy
of each spectral slice as a. measure of
energy-normalised tilt.

These three indicators, normalised
by phone type as for duration and en-
ergy above, were computed for the sono-
rant peak of each syllable and compared
with the labelled prominences.

RESULTS
Of the 10,049 syllables in the 300

sentences, 2,951 were marked as promi-
nent. There were 16 classes of vowel,
none with less than 110 tokens. All
had a representative number of promi-
nent variants. Analysis of variance from
a linear discriminant analysis predict-
ing prominence as a binary feature on
the basis of the three spectral factors
showed all to make a contribution (sig—
nificant at p < 0.001, see Table 2.).
There were great differences though in
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the amount of the contribution of each,

and energy in the upper areas of the
spectrum was by far the clearest predic.

tor of stress. .
Interestingly, further factorisation of

spectral tilt (as measured by the ra-
tio of high-frequency energy to overall
energy in the spectrum) according to
speaking style, revealed that the great~

est distinction between prominent and

non-prominent syllables could be made
for the spontaneous speech. See Table 3.

DISCUSSION
The above results confirm the cor-

relation between spectral and prosodic

information, and suggest that speakers

also change their phonation according

to the discourse context and type of in-

formation they impart. ln style A (the

grouped-presentation read-speech), the

distinction between prominent and non-

prominent syllables was clearly marked

to accord with the capitalisation of the

focussed word in the text. in the inter-
active case, when an interlocutor elicited

the focus shift by misunderstanding se-

lectively, the speaker was more person-

ally involved in clarifying the meaning.

This, too, resulted in a clearer artic-

ulation. However, for the intermedi-

ate case, where the focal shift was less

markedly obvious, the distinction was

less clear. '
In all speaking styles, relative energy

in the higher spectral regions proved

the best correlate of prominence, and

Table 3: i prominent spectral tilt

stu t s t

teractive

Showing the separation in mean spec:
tral tilt between prominent and non

Prominent syllable peaks.
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loudness (as measured by energy at the
fundamental) the weakest. It is .inter-
esting that although the prosodically-

based measures of duration and wave-
form envelope magnitude (amplitude)

were weakend by the greater variation

found in the more spontaneous rendition

of the dialogues, the spectral measure

was apparently strengthened. Wecan

suppose that this trade-off 15.1101 coma-

dental, and in future work, include the

spectral measures as well as the prosodic

ones in the detection of prominence.
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PITCH STEREOTYPES IN THE NETHERLANDS AND JAPAN
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ABSTRACT
Dutch and Japanese female speakers
were presented at three pitch levels
(low, original, high) to Dutch and
Japanese male and female listeners in
order to make a cross-cultural com-
parison of pitch stereotypes. Low pitch
was cross-culturally associated with
large, strong, male—like, adult, inde-
pendent, and arrogant. High pitch was
associated by the Dutch listeners, but
not by the Japanese listeners, with low
prestige. Finally, original pitches were
found more attractive than either high
or low pitches.

INTRODUCTION
Pitch is universally related to sex,

women having higher pitched voices
than men, and to age, children having
higher pitched voices than adults.
These relationships can to a large ex-
tent be explained in terms of con—
comitant differences in body size. Body
size affects the dimensions, mass, and
shape of the larynx, which in turn
determine the ensuing pitch: pitch tends
to be higher as the vocal cords are
shorter and thinner. The relationship
between body size and pitch is found
not only among (categories of) humans
but among other species as well: bears
growl, mice squeak. According to
Ohala’s "frequency code" [1] there
would exist a cross—cultural, cross-
species form-meaning correspondence,
by which low pitch is associated with
physical size (tall and strong), and, by
extension, with personality attributes
such as aggressive, assertive, self-
confident, dominant, self—sufficient,
etc., and by which high pitch is asso-

ciated with the opposite attributes. This
hypothesis has not been tested. The
present study examined the cross-
cultural consistency of pitch stereotypes
related to the frequency code in the
Netherlands and Japan.

The Dutch and Japanese cultures
were chosen because of the higher pitch
which has been found to characterize
young Japanese women as compared to
Caucasian (American, Western Euro-
pean, Australian) women [2,3]. This
difference in pitch has been tentatively
explained by assuming the influence of
sociocultural factors on pitch. The
underlying assumption is that speakers
adapt their pitch setting, probably
largely unconsciously, so as to approx-
inrate vocal images reflecting socio-
culturally desired personality attributes.
Personality characteristics such as
modesty, innocence, domesticity, sub-
servience, and helplessness, according
to the frequency code associated with
high pitch, are traditionally more
highly valued in women in Japanese
culture than in Western culture [4].
Young Japanese girls and women might
raise their pitch to conform to cultural
stereotypes and to project the desired
attributes.

In our study eight Dutch and eight
Japanese female speakers were pre-
sented each at three pitch levels (low,
original, high) to Dutch and Japanese
male and female listeners to be rated on
seven scales derived from Ohala’s
ideas, namely short - tall, weak -
strong. female-like - male—like, childlike
- adult, dependent - independent, mod-
est - arrogant, and low prestige — high
prestige. Assuming a universal basis of
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the frequency code, we hypothesized
that both the Dutch and Japanese listen-
ers would associate high pitch with the
attributes named first and low pitch
with the attributes named second (weak
hypothesis). More stringently, we ex-
pected significant contrasts between all
three pitches in the same direction
(strong hypothesis). No interactions
were expected between pitch and
culture of speaker, nor between pitch
and culture/sex of listener.

In addition, the scale attractive -
unattractive was included to examine
the subjective evaluations of different
pitches in the Netherlands and Japan.

We predicted an interaction between
pitch and culture of listener in the sense
that Japanese listeners would find high
pitch more attractive than Dutch listen—
ers. This outcome would fit in with the
differences in sex roles in Japan and
the Netherlands described above.

METHOD
Eight Dutch and eight Japanese

women were selected as speakers; all
were highly educated. The mean ages
(ranges in parentheses) for the two
groups were 33 years (20-48) and 29

years (2142), respectively. The mean
heights were I66 cm (161-171) and 163

cm (155-174). The differences in age

and height, tested by means of t—tests
for independent samples, were not

Significant at the 5% level.
All speakers read out the same

neutral narrative text, the Dutch

Speakers in Dutch and the Japanese

Speakers in Japanese. 0f each recorded

Speech sample three pitch versions were
made: low, original, and high. The

three versions were identical in all

lfipects (tempo, intonation, pronun-

ciation, etc.), except for the mean fun-

damental frequency. The pitch mam-
pulations were carried out usrng the

PSOLA (Pitch Synchmnous Overlap

and Add) technique [5]. To obtain the

high and low pitch versions, the ongrn-
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al pitches of the speakers were uni-
formly raised and lowered by .65 ERB
[6]. The average pitches in the three
pitch versions were 150 Hz (low), 180

Hz (original), and 212 Hz (high) for

the Dutch speakers, and 155 Hz (low),

185 Hz (original), and 218 Hz (high)

for the Japanese speakers.
The 8 (speakers) x 2 (cultures) x 3

(pitch versions) = 48 speech samples

were presented to 30 Dutch subjects,

15 male and 15 female students at the

University of Nijmegen, and 30 Japan-

ese subjects, 15 male and 15 female

students at Dokkyo University. Subjects

rated each speech sample on eight

seven—point scales, either in Dutch or

Japanese: short - tall, weak - strong,

female-like - male-like, childlike- adult.

dependent - independent, modest —

arrogant, low prestige - high prestige,

attractive - unattractive (from now on

the scales will be referred to by the

attribute named second).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The interrater reliability was assessed,

separately for the Japanese and Dutch

listeners and the Japanese and Dutch

speakers, using Cronbach‘s alpha [7].

28 out of the 32 coefficients exceeded

.80. This means that the listeners

agreed well on the distribution of the

ratings over the stimuli, not only for

in-group speakers but also for out—

group speakers. The existence of vocal

stereotypes for listeners and speakers

speaking the same language has been

evident since the 1930‘s [8]. However,

evidence for listeners and speakers

' g different languages .'5 still

scarce. Scherer [9] found fair reh-

abilities for Germans rating American

speakers but low reliabilities for

Americans rating German speakers.

Van Bezooijen [IO], presenting Dutch

speakers to British, Kenyan, Mexican,

and Japanese listeners, obtained. high

reliabilities in all cultures for attrrbutes

similar to the ones examined in the
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present study. However, attributes such
as reliability. sense of humor, open-
ness. fairness, and attractiveness, were
rated less reliably in some or all of the
cultures.

The factor pitch had a significant
(p=.0025, namely .01/8 (the number
of analyses» main effect on all eight
scales. There were no significant inter-
actions of pitch with sex of listener,
two of pitch with culture of speaker,
and one of pitch with culture of listen-
er. The two interactions with culture of
speaker, pertaining to male-like and
unattractive, were due to small devi-
ations from parallelism and will be
ignored. The interaction of pitch with
culture of listener pertained to prestige
and will be dealt with separately below.

In Table I the mean ratings for the
three pitch levels and results of post
hoc comparisons (Tukey's HSD) are
given. For all seven scales derived
from the frequency code the weak
hypothesis (hw) was confirmed and for
three the strong hypothesis (hs). It thus
appears that the Dutch and Japanese
listeners have identical associations of
different pitch levels with speaker
attributes in accordance with the
frequency code. As expected, when
speaking at a high pitch, speakers are
cross-culturally perceived as less tall,
less strong, less male-like, less adult,
less independent, and less arrogant than
when speaking at a low pitch. The
perception of pitch is not obscured by
listeners and speakers speaking
different languages.

The only interaction between pitch
and culture of listener, shown in Figure
l, pertains to prestige. The findings for
the Dutch listeners are as expected:
high pitch is associated with less
prestige than low pitch. However, the
expected effect is not found for the
Japanese listeners, where high pitch
seems to even raise prestige. The latter
finding probably has to be placed
within amore general framework of the
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Table I. Mean ratings for the three
pitch levels. In the last two columns it
is indicated whether the strong hypo-
thesis (hs) and/or the weak hypothesis
(hw) (see text) was confirmed (+) or
rejected (-). These hypotheses were not
formulatedfor unattractive.

lo ori hj

4.2 4.1 3.3

4.8 4.5 3,1

2.7 2.1 2.1

5.4 4.9 3.8

4.8 4.5 3.6

4.2 4.0 3,4 +

pres! 4.5 4.6 4.1 _

unatt 4.2 3,3 4.0 . é...“

role social prestige plays in the Japan-
ese culture. The Japanese social struc-
ture is hierarchically structured to a
high degree [ll]. Pitch is one of the
ways in which social differences can be
signalled. Thus, the lack of prestige of
Japanese women as compared to men
has traditionally been reflected in high
pitch. Although some changes have
taken place in Japan in the direction of
more western egalitarian principles, the
pressure to conform to the traditional
norms still seems to be high. It is not
unlikely that in Japanese culture, with
its emphasis on group behavior, con-
formation to norms may convey esteem
and prestige. So, although high pitch
may symbolize low status in a direct
sense, it may in this case indirectly be
associated with high status.

The scale unattractive was included
to assess the subjective evaluation of
pitch differences. There was an overall
effect, with the original pitch of the
speakers judged as the most attractive
(see Table I). If this effect is not due
no artifacts of the pitch manipulations,
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Figure 1. Interaction between pitch and

culture of listenerfor presnge

it has to be concluded that both Dutch

and Japanese people, either male of

female, are content with the p1tch
Dutch and Japanese women have. This

is a noticeable finding especiallyfor the

Japanese speakers included. in the

present study, as their ongmal pitch

was lower than generally reported 1n

the literature. In the introduction we

had hypothesized the Japanese listeners

to find high pitch more attractive than

the Dutch listeners. Of course, the

Japanese people serving as listeners 1n

this experiment were young and highly

educated. Their ideas may be'more

oriented towards western egahtanan

principles. Further research, wlfil
different subjects, may throw l1gt

upon this question.
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THE USE OF A CATEGORY-PERCEPTION TEST IN THE
STUDY OF ONGOING SOUND CHANGE

Isabelle Malderez

UFR Ungut'stique, Université Paris 7 - Denis Diderot, France

ABSTRACT
In this paper, I study the relationship
between the category-test perception of
subjects (dependent variable) and the
sociolinguistic independent variables. I
show that, for minimal pairs with a
merging tendency of acoustical
realizations or spelling mistakes by
pupils. category perception of two
successive generations is different [1].

PURPOSES
Janson [2] showed that category
perception can reveal the ongoing
changes between two phonems by
comparing two populations which
represent two successive generations.
According to him, when there is an
ongoing change, the two populations
present different results as to the
categorization of the same stimuli: the
phonematic frontier in the continuum
joming up the two phonotypes is not the
same for the two groups of ages.
To emphasize a tendancy of merging of
the [El-IO/ opposition, I chose to study
all the pairs of oral mid round vowels of
French, to which I added the la/-/O/
opposition. I thaugh that this pair might
be subjected to an ongoing sound change
as the /_a/-/5/ one [3, 4]. The category
perception test consists of five identical
tests on the five following oppositions of
French vowels: /o:/-/a/, /¢/-/o/, / HUI.
la/-/0/ and /3/'/D/. y

METHODS FOR THE STIMULI’S
SYNTHESIS
The stimuli‘s synthesis was realized by
Gérard Bailly at the Institut de la
Communication Parlée (Grenoble). For
each test, we used two typical vowels,
synthetized by the 24 parameters defined
in COMPOST [5, 6]. An interpolation
program was built to produce 19
intermediate stimuli. It is a linear
interpolation of the 24 parameters
between the typical values of the two

phonotypic vowels. The 21 stimuli
obtained were tripled. The 63 stimuli
were randomized. The computer file with
all these sounds was reproduced on a
Sony H860 cassette with a Marantz
CP 162 portable recorder.

METHODS FOR THE
PERCEPTION TEST
a) Medium: The test consists of series of
63 stimuli separated by 3 seconds of
silence. For each pair, the test lasts about
3 minutes 15 seconds, that is to say that
the global test lasts about 16 minutes. A
musical signal is played after each 9
stimuli to facilitate the test's progress. I
chose not to propose a number before
each stimulus: it could have influenced
the subject's choice. 0n the five answer
sheets given to the subjects the responses
are presented in blocks of 9.
b) Orders: The subject has imperatively to
circle one of the two solutions which are
proposed for each stimulus. I make him
alive to the fact that he will not
necessarily hear the two types of vowels
the same number of times. He cannot
come back on his choice after he heard
the following stimulus.
c) Material: The test is presented to all
subjects on a Marantz CP162 portable
recorder and Philips SBC3155
headphones.
d). Subjects: The 29 subjects who passed
this test are described in [1] (groups A: 5-
15 years old; B: l6—25; C: 26-35 and
D:36—45, table 1).

Table I. Number ofsubjects according to
age group and gender

males females
810"!) A 5 2
your) 3 6 2
child generation ll 4
group C 2 3
8m“? D 3 3

_parent generation 5 6
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QUANTIFICATION

Front’s index of the perception for

each opposition (F) .

A value (N) is given to each stimulus,

that is the number of times that it _was

ived as the front vowel of the pair (0

S N S 3). Front’s index (F) for each pair

fit, for each subject, with the sum of the

23 (N). Hence, the bigger is the index,

the nearer of the back vowel is the

category cut.

Reeoding of rough data (F’)_ ..

In certain subjects, the zone of variability

of the perception is very large, and it is

difficult to determine the category cut.

Then, I considered that 0 and 1 value of

(N) corresponded to a back perception.

recoded 0, and 2 and 3 values of .(N)

corresponded to a front perception,

recoded 3. So, (F’) is the recoded index

(F)-

RESULTS

Mid/height vowels: global result

The structuralist construct of correlation

provides the same treatment of the three

vowel oppositions lol-lol, [alt/cl and /y/-

In] about a possible backing of the

articulation. One may suppose that. in the

perception test, the three pairs wil

present similar results. The statistical

analysis, carried out on these three pairs

considered two by two, shows for the

front’s index the same treatment for the

Pairs /¢/-/o/ and Ial-lal, and a difference

in the treatment for eachone of these two

oppositions compared With lyl-lul.

The ender variable

Die vgariationist theory of sound change

[7] predicts a difference in the treatcigent

of the dependent variables relat to

gender. Nevertheless, in this category-

perception experiment, this factor_is not

Significant. The front's index is "(1)!

related to the independent varrab e

‘gender of the subject', neither in the

global population nor in each generatrrgn

of children and parents. Iii-other wodieii

none of the 5 vowel oppositions I Stu d

presents genderly differentiate

treatments (figure 1).
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The age variable
Most theories on linguistic change appeal

to the concept of successive generations

to explain or describe changes.‘ The

variationist model of change predicts a

significant difference in the production of

a vowel wich is subjected to an ongoing

chan e between two. successrv.

generations. Janson [2] also showed this

for perception. In this study, I consrdeted

groups A and B as the child generation,

and C and D as the parent generation.

The generation factor is statistically

significant in term of the from 5 index (F

and F‘) for lel-lo/ and [cl-Isl

oppositions. More precisely. _these

dependent variables are higher in the

parent generation. In the same way, the

space taken up by /e/ and lizl is largerin

the parent generation than in the child

generation. For Ital. this difference is

significant only with recoded values.

i stud brin s to the fore a difference

ilnhtlie catg’gory gm of the [¢_o] and [$.31

continuums in two successrve

generations. The c2a)tegory cut is backer in

t fi ure . ‘

Ifewf‘igsol: atga finer stratification of age

groups - A (5-15). B (16-25). C (26-33)

and D (36-45) - the age factor is

significant for the Ital-lo/ and (ce‘li-le/

oppositions for. front 5 in ex.

particularly. for this index, we see an

increase in the means of ranks for groups

A B and C followed by a decrease in

, up D, where by the generation facaor

is linked to a signifiant superiority of 1e

values in the oldest (figure 3). A srmge

linear regression analysrs for. t is

independent variable shows that étqocai;

explaine itself, between 37% to 5h 0d

the front index’s variation (roug anB

recoded) when we consider groups A, 9

and C. These coefficrents drop to 1

(minimum) or 31 (maxrmum) when we

add group D in the treatment

' - and lal—la/ oppositions, the

XII/13km: (liege/gaunts different featurestit:

terms of the statistical significance ofd

rough values of front index in regar to

lcCOd ones. .

t'il‘cie categcodrization of the [y_u] continuum

is statistically linked to the generatio:

variable only for the rough values. ea:

add that this generation factor presents e
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same categorization features than the two
precedent oppositions: a larger area of the
front category perception in the parent
generation. This factor is not statistically
significant for the recoded dependent
variables. The recoding of rough data
aims to limit the weight of the intra-
individual variation. One could set out the
hypothesis that the uncertainty area of this
categorization is linked to the generation
factor. But this is not checked by the
statistical analysis. At last, the front index
is not linked to the age variable.

The weight of the other
independent variables in the
category perception
Geographical origin of the subjects.
family membership and level of education
do not act upon phonemic cut.
lndubitably, individual stategies are
implemented in the perception of sound
continuums. However, statistically, the
individual factor is not significant: the
subjects in this study, taken as a whole.
do not present any differential behaviour
for the rough index (F). Nevertheless, the
examination of the category-perception
curves - (F) index - of each subject
brings to the fore behavioural differences:
subject D6, for example. has a much
more regular perception than D5.
Likewise, the variation area for each of
the oppositions can stretch upon few (BS)
or many stimuli (BS) [1].

PERCEPTION AND
PRODUCTION
This category-perception test confirms the
existence of an ongoing change in French
in the /¢/-/0/ opposition, and that. in its
two dimensions /¢/-/o/ and /o:/-/o/.
Moreover, the results of these tests allow
me to present a hypothesis about the
production of this opposition’s vowels. If
the oldest subjects have a backer
phonemic cut, one can suppose that the
production of the M/ vowel will be
backer also. If the eighth stimulus, in the
two continuums, is perceived /0/ or /:)/ by
the children but [93/ or ltr/ by the parents,
it is because the MI producted by the
oldest partly merges with the [0/
producted by the youngest, and vice
versa, that the /O/ producted by the
youngest partly merges with the MI
producted by the oldest. Indeed, if the
phonemic cut is different, the direction of
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the evolution of change in this opposition
is not elucidated by this perception‘s
study. The fact that the youngest present
the frontest cut would tip the scale to the
tendency described by Martinet [8]. I
cannot compare this test with another one
realized ten years ago because such a
study -based on the same kind of
stimuli - does not indeed exist.
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BACK-CHANNEL SIGNALS IN QUEBEC FRENCH:
PHOr 'ETIC DESCRIPTION AND FREQUENCY OF USE

Marty Laforest, Julie Nicole and Claude Paradis
C.I.R_A.L, Universite’ Laval, Quebec, Canada

ABSTRACT
This paper deals first with the prosodic

characteristics of the main channel at the
point ofinsertion ofa BC signal. Although
no categorical pattern emerges, it is clear
that the presence of certain prosodic mes
favours the utterance of a back channel
signal by the addressee. Based on these
results, modified versions, in terms of the
proportion of BC signals, of three
interview excerpts were submitted to
judges. It appears that the best interviews
are the ones with a proportion of BC
signals in the range of25% to 50%.

PURPOSE
We call back-channel signals (BC

signals hereafter) all the gestural (smiles,
nods of the head, etc.) and the vocal and
verbal (olr, h’m, yeah, repeats, etc.) signals
that convey to a speaker that an addressee
is manifestly listening. We claim that these
signals are not randomly distributed with
regard to speech that is produced on the
main channel. We also believe that
listening strategies, in the same way as
whole sets ofconversational strategies, are
closely linked to a given culture [I], in
particular with regards to the voicing
frequency. The production of vocal and
verbal BC signals is thus beyond the
idiosyncrasies of a given speaker. More
specifically, we posit that there is a range
ofadequate proportions ofBC signals in a
conversation, without and beyond which
the functioning ofan interaction may be at
risk.

METHOD
From an analysis of nine excerpts of

spontaneous discourse extracted from the
same number of sociolinguistic interviews
carried out in French in Montreal, we first
identified the prosodic characteristics of
100 BC signals. Fifty of these were

selected quasi-randomly in that the first
ten tokens or so of BC signals were
analyzed. The remaining 50 tokens were
chosen because they met a set of definite
criteria; namely, they belonged to the h’m
family of BC signals; their sound quality
was good and they did not overlap, even
partially, on the signal produced on the
main channel. The quasi-random (QR)
and the non-random (NR) subsets of BC
signals will be treated separately.

PHONETIC DESCRIPTION
Since BC signals fiinction as marks of

acknowledgment and means of supporting
and backing up a speaker, it appears
reasonable to believe that they are not
inserted randomly in the speech chain, but,
on the contrary, appear in specific posi-
tions. For this study, three prosodic
parameters —stress, pause and intonation
pattems— were checked for their effect on
the utterance ofBC signals.

Stress
Table 1 shows that, from the analysis of

the 100 BC signals selected, 8| are per-
ceived as following a stressed syllable,
whereas 19 are judged as following an
unstressed one. It is also worth noting that
for the isolated tokens of BC signals in the
QR sub-sample, the number ofpreceding
stressed syllables is 32 (9l.4%) whereas
this figure drops to 8 (53.3%) when they
are superimposed on the main channel.

The same table also shows that for the
QR sub-sample, the number of isolated
signals —35 (70%)— is significantly more
important than the number of overlapping
ones —15 (30%). The overlapping of the
back and main channels in the QR sub-
corpus assumes different forms: in 3 cases
the speaker completes the preceding
sequence even if uttered with a final low
tone; in 3 other cases, the speaker resumes
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Table 1: Number ofB( ' signalsfollowing

stressed or unstressed syllables according

to the type of sample and the relative

position ofthe signals.

Isolated Superimposed

+ - + -
stress stress stress stress

QR 32 3 8 7

NR 41 9 — -

speaking while the interviewer is uttering

a BC signal; 5 times the interviewer either

utters a BC signal over the lengthening of

a syllable caused by a hesitation, or

appears to wait too long to utter its BC

signal. The 4 last cases can only be ex-

plained by the idiosyncrasies of the inter-

viewers or by the context of the intervrew.

Pause
Out of the 50 tokens in the QR sub-

sarnple, 40 tokens (80%) are preceded by

a silent pause of 100ms or more, whereas

for 3 tokens there is virtually no pause: 0,

33 and 59 ms. The remaining 7 BC signals,

for which there were no pauses, are the

ones that are completely superimposed on

the main charmel. The average duration of

the pause in the QR sub-sampleis 369ms

(0245ms). Since the BC signals in the NR

sub-sample had to be completely detached

from the main channel to be part of the

sample, there is a pause for every one. of

the 50 tokens, the average length ofwhich

is 339ms (o l43ms).

Intonation pattern . .

Using the INTSINT transcnptron sys-

tem of intonation [2], for each of the 100

tOltens, we identified the pitch movement
on the last syllable before a 'BC Signal.

Table 2 gives the distribution of the

various types ofpitch targets in the corpus

under analysis. It was determined emprn—

cally [3] that a pitch point is higher (H) or

lower (L) than the preceding one when

there is a variation of 3 semi-tones or

more compared to the preceding target.

When a variation of less than 3 semi-tones

was found, the pitch target was said to be
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the same (5). For 7 tokens (?), it has been

irnpossrble to extract a reliable Fo contour.

It is quite clear fi'om Table 2 that, even if

most syllables before a BC signal (55) are
Higher than the preceding one(s), there are

quite a few tokens that bear a Lower tone

than the preceding syllable(s) (24) or the

Same tone as the syllable(s) before the

signal (14).

Table 2: Number of syllables with a
particular tonal configuration according

to the type of BC samples (H lugher

L=lower, S= some, ?= indetermmate ).

H S

24

31

'?

6

l

50

50
ll

13

Since there is a change oftone for 79%

(55% + 24%) ofthe syllables next to a BC

signal, it is clear that the BC Signals tend

to be uttered right afier syllables that bear

a boundary tone or a pitch accent tone.

From these results on BC signals and

stress, pause and intonation pattems, we

conclude that even if there rs no single

prosodic cue that may explain the vorcmg

of a BC signal by an addressee, the pro-

bability that a BC signal is to be vorced rs

greater after a pause followrng a stressed

syllable bearing a pitch movement.

PERCEPTION TESTS _

However, the number of BC Signals

found in real speech is always smaller than

the number of locations, on the prosodic

level. where it can be inserted. ThlS IS the

reason why, based on the results of the

prosodic analysis, we built perception

. tests in order to determine the proportions

' able in
f BC signals that are accept

Spontaneous Quebec French speech,

thod

MCWe first built a pretest based on a one

' ex from a sociolinguistic

meatlgconiiilitng ofa brief statement

by the interviewer followed by a lorgg

reply from the intervrewec. All of t

possible locations where a BC. Blgn'll

could be inserted in the ultervreweel
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speech were then identified empirically.
Using CSL from Kay Elemetrics, the
digitized recording of the excerpt was
modified by introducing a certain number
ofh 'm, the most frequent BC signal. Five
versions of the original recording were
built, with the proportion of BC signals
introduced ranging from 0% to 100% (in
25% increments) of the possible locations.
The exact position of these BC signals
was randomly determined. Each of the 5
versions obtained was submitted to 6
subjects. Afier listening to one version of
the modified excerpt twice, the subjects
were asked to evaluate the significance or
the interest of the excerpt by answering on
graduated scales (ranging from I to 5) 17
questions on the interview itself and on
the interviewer and the interviewee.

For the real test, the same procedure
was followed, except that two excerpts,
whose duration and structure were com-
parable to those of the pretest, were used
instead of one. Contrary to the pretest.
where only h'm‘s were inserted in the
excerpt, out «yes» was introduced instead
of h'm following a frequently attested
proportion of one to four [4]. Using two
forms instead of one has been found
necessary in order to increase the natural-
ness of the speech sample. The respective
positions of the out and the h’m forms
were also fixed randomly. Finally. in order
to determine if the subjects reacted to the
quantity ol‘ B(‘ signals more than to the
mere repetition of the two forms. we built
a 6th version from one of the two
excerpts. This last version was identical
to the most saturated one “00%) ofthis
excerpt. except that. instead of two forms
of B(‘ signals. 7 different forms were
inserted. Each of the I l recordings
obtained were submitted to 20 to 35
subjects. No group listened to more than
one version.

In all three excerpts used, the BC
signals inserted in the recorded interaction
had been uttered by the interviewer herself
at one point or the other in the interview.
For each of the ID modified versions of
the original recordings, only one h 'm and
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one oui were used. which admittedly
reduced the naturalness of the modified
excerpts. However, for the improved

saturated 6th version of one of the 2
excerpts, all of the tokens of BC signals
inserted were different, except for a few
that were less common.

Results
Among the questions asked to the

judges, it is evidently those pertaining to
the interviewer that are the most relevant
for this study. Therefore, only the results
for these questions will be discussed. For
the pretest, as shown in Figure l, the ver-
sions of the interaction receiving the
better scores are the ones that include a
BC signal in 25 to 50% of the possible
locations.

[figure I : Rating scores by 6judgesfor 5
modified versions ofan interaction.

By vocalizing his listening to the conver-
sation in these proportions, the inter-
viewer is judged to be more polite, more
cooperative, more likeable and brighter.
These proportions ofBC signals conform
to those globally found in all the analyses
carried out on other speech samples [1,4].
Conversely, the interviewer is not
evaluated favourably when there are no
(0%) BC signals or when there is more
than 75% saturation.

In spite ofthe improvements that were
thought to have been made on the tests
for the larger-scale part of the study, the
results that were obtained, as is shown in
Figure 2, are less clear than the ones for
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the pretest In accordance with what was

found in the pretest, the versions with the

25% proportion ofBC signals were rated

the best, for both excerpts. The most

Figure 2: Rating scores by judges firr I I

modified versions oftwo interactions.

negative judgments tend also to involve

the extreme proportions. However, for the

first excerpt, the score for the 0% version

is not far removed from the score for the

25% one, and it goes up slightly from the

75% version to the 100% one.

But it is the results for the second

excerpt that are the least consistent With

the others. For this excerpt, it is the 50%

version, as well as the 0% and 100%

versions, that get the worst scores. A

carefiil examination of this versron may

explain why it is so. The random distnbu-

tion of the two forms ofBC signals and of

their respective locations in that versron

results in a sequence of 8 straight h ms.

seven ofwhich occur one afier the other

at the end of the excerpt, which seems to

have been perceived as quite annoying. In

‘ fact, in the last part of this version, it is as

if the saturation of the interaction was

close to 100%. For the 75% versron, the

random distribution has introduced 3 out

right in the middle of the h 'm sequence

Which decreases to 5 the number ofh_rn s

that follow each other in quick successron,

and, thereby, makes this versron more ac-

ceptable than the preceding one. Even in

the 100% version, the numba ofconsecu-

tive tokens ofh'm does not exceed 6.
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The results obtained for the 6th version

of excerpt #2, which contained a maxi-

mum number and variety of BC signals,

show that the subjects rate it higher than

the 100% version containing only repeti-

tions of the same Mn and oui; however

the score for this improved version re-

mains lower than the one for the 75% one.

CONCLUSION
Although it is difficult to measure the

influence on the subjects of the increasing

proximity of the BC signals, whichis a

result of their increase in number in a

short span oftime, and of the repetition of

a single form, the results fi'om‘the percep-

tion tests indicate that the vanatron in the

number of tokens of BC signals uttered IS

well perceived, and that the proportions

lower than 25% and higher than 75 /o are

considered less favourably. We can pre-

dict that a large quantity of BC Signals in

a short span of time would upset the

speaker, to the point of disturbing. the

communication, to the same extent a silent

listening would do. These results thus

support the hypothesrs that there is a

cultural determination of the adequate

number of BC signals in a verbal mterac-

tion.
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CONVERSATIONAL AND PHONOLOGICAL FACTORS

GOVERNING THE 'FINAL RELEASE RL'LE'

IN TYNESIDE ENGLISH

GJ. Docherty, P. Foulka. J. Milroy, L. Milroy and P. Oxley
Depamnent ofSpeech, University ofNewcastle upon Tyne

ABSTRACT
Although glottalisation, including

glottal replacement. is phonologically
more widely distributed in Tyneside than
many other varieties of English. it
appears much less widely disu'ibuted in
certain sites. This paper repons findings
from a study of stop realisation by 32
Tyneside English speakers. With few
exceptions glottals do not occur in pre-
pausal or turn-final position. It seem
that whilst phonological factors may
contribute to a complex structure of
constraints on variation, the operation of
the 'final release rule‘ is also dependent
on aspects of conversational and/or
utterance structure.

INTRODUCTION
Clonal and glottally reinforced stops

have wide phonologically-conditioned
disu'ibutions in Tyneside English.
However. previous work on Tyneside
and neighbom'ing Durham English [1, 2]
has noted that these forms appear
blocked in turn-final and pre-pausal
positions. instead, fully released. non-
glottalised stops appear almost
categorically in these sites. Thus,
although glottal forrns may appear
sentence internally in words like sheet,
1211:, [t] is fully released when these
items occur before a pause or at the end
ofaspeakefsumLIrseems,then.thata
major role is played by conversational
and/or utterance constraints, which may
perhaps even supersede phonologkal
constraints in governing the operation of
the 'final release rule'.
fire 'final release rule' (FRR) has

been investigated mainly via auditory
analysis as part of our current study

which focuses on phonological variation
and change in contemporary spoken
British English. In the near future we
intend to supplement the data presented
in this paper with detailed analysis of the
phonetic correlates of the stops under
discussion. Our aim is to combine
sociolinguistic research and
experimental phonetic analysis with the
main goal of assessing the adequacy of
different phonological frameworks with
respect to these data.

METHOD
Fieldwork in Tyneside has produced

recordings of 32 speakers (2 social
groups [WC/MC] " 2 sexes [m/f] ‘ 2 age
groups [yzlGZS/ozds-GS] ‘ 4 speakers
per cell). lnformants were recorded first
in a (usually single sex) dyad
conversational exchange for around 50
minutes. One young WC female, K, was
recorded twice (see Discussion).
lnformants were then asked to read a
word—list constructed to elicit citation

forms, including some single items (e.g.

that host). sequences including the
same word-final variable (e.g. taLit.
limit). and disyllabic forms with medial

”whamm-
Analysis of the word-list items was

supplemented by examination of similar
tokens in the conversational data. Here
the aim was to identify 30 tokens per
speaker of both pre-pausal and turn-final

- N. This was achievable in most cases in
pre-pausal position, but proved more
difficult in turn-final position, partly due

tothefactthatinseveralcasesitwas
unclear precisely into which category at
particular token fell. Generally, token
counting was executed am the first 10
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minutes or so of the tape had elapsed, in
order to ensure that speakers had relaxed
into a more natural mode of spwch

(although where it proved impossible to

identify 30 tokens for a speaker, the
whole tape was analysed).

RESULTS
Where It] appears in medial or

intervocalic position, glottalised variants
are common. particularly in the spwch

of males. We do not have space to

discuss the phonetic or distributional

characteristics of these cases here, but
see [3, 4].

As regards items elicited via the

word-list, the FRR is applied

categorically by 31 of the 32 speakers in
monosyllabic ltl-final items. flat is,
fully released. non-glottalised stops are
produced 100% of the time. 111:
exceptional informant is the young WC
female K, who produces glottal stops .on

2 out of 30 items (print and salt; i.e. 7%

failure of the FRR).
Similar but somewhat more complex

patterns are exhibited in the

conversational data. Tables 1 and 2

present results for this data, showing for
each speaker group the number and
percentage of glottal variants - i.e.

violations of the FRR.

Table I : conversational data. pre-pausal

position - number (N) and'percentage of

glottal or glottalised tokens
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class group tokens N %

WC OF 120 2 2

OM 111 2 2

YF 101 30 30

YM . 120 6 5

MC OF 120 7 6

OM 1 l6 2 2

YF 120 5 4

k YM 120 8 7

In pre-pausal position (Table l), for 7
0f the 8 groups only a few violations of

the FR are found: between 2% and 7%
for the groups as a whole, with 11
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individual speakers producing 100%
fully released stops. In stark contrast to
this near categorical pattern, the young
WC females (K's group) have 30%
glottal tokens. K herself produces
glottals in 15 out of 30 tokens (50%).

In turn-final position (Table 2). a
comparable distribution is found,
although the small number of tokens

identified for several groups means that

some caution should be exercised when

interpreting these figures. No less than
19 speakers deploy the FRR

categorically (but in some cases only

two or three tokens of tum-final It] were

identified). It appears, however, that no

significant differences exist betiveen the
pre-pausal figures and the corresponding

tum-final figures. The issue of whether

the phenomenon should be considered

pre-pausal or tum-final is important in
that if it is the latter an interactional

explanation should be sought. If, on the

other hand, the FR is triggered pre-

pausally, then a linguistic (phonological)

explanation is better.

Table 2: conversational data, turn-final

position - number (N) and percentage of

glottal or glottalised tokens

class tokens N %

OF 1
9

YF 36
YM 9

31
0M 33

YF
YM 66

DISCUSSION
The patterns in the Tyneside data can

be explained partly in phonological

terms. but also require reference to the

type of explanation offered by

conversational analysis [5].

In careful speech, illustrated by the

word-list data. glottal variants in final

position are almost categorically
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prohibited, whilst the FR is
concomitantly found to apply almost

- without exception. Contrariwise,
analysis of casual speech (represented by
the conversational data) shows that
violations of the FRR can occur. The
exceptions seem overwhelmingly to
occur in short vowel items. In long
vowel items such as mat, meet, the
FRR is effectively applied categorically.
Amongst the short vowel class, certain
items (e.g. that, get, it) occur very
frequently. Glottalised forms appear
very commonly in these items, such that
we might hypothesise that FRR
violations are in the main restricted to
them. Glottalisation clearly seems to be
spreading into pre-pausal and tum-final
environments, where it had previously
been blocked. It still is blocked in
careful speech styles, as well as by and
large in the speech of older informants.
In traditional phonological terms. then,
this process might be well described as
operating via lexical diffusion, with
frequently occurring items in the
vanguard of the change.

,The most remarkable difference in
. FRR application in comparison to other

groups is displayed by the young WC
females. This is true in both pre-pausal
and tum-final context. He high
glottalisation scores for this group in the
main conform to the lexical patterns
already described. However, the
conversational behaviour of three of the
four speakers in the group, H, K and L,
is markedly different from that of the
other subjects in the study.

Speaker H (who speaks much less
than her partner on the tape) produces
glottal variants in 7 of 13 (54%) pre-
pausal tokens, and 3 of 8 (38%) tum-
final tokens. The glottals tend to occur in
common items (am. that. a. am. about)
and in items which are clearly tum-final
(alLrighthm-usedinTynesideasa
conjunction in the sense of 'though').

Speaker K's behaviour is particularly
striking, and gives a strong indication
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that the FR is governed principally by
conversational constraints. K, as noted,
produces 50% glottal forms in pre-
pausal position, and 60% (9 of 15
tokens) in tum-final context. Recall,
though, that K was recorded twice, first
with her brother, and later with a female
friend, L. The figures just described,
with high use of glottal forms, occur in
the conversation with L. However, K's

pattern of FR application in
conversation with her brother is
comparable to that of other informants:
just 4 out of 30 (13%) pre-pausal tokens
are glottalised, whilst the FR applies in
all 4 tum-final tokens.

K's violations of the FRR occur
overwhelmingly on the sentence tag and
that (C-g- WWW
that). This tag occurs 11 times during the
whole tape of K's conversation with her
brother, and in 6 of these cases (54%) a
glottal form is also used.

Speaker L (K's female dyad partner)
produces 6 pre—pausal glottal tokens, 4
of which occur on the tag mdjhm. 111is
tag is much rarer in the speech of other
informants. but other tags which
temiinate in /t/ such as 1511111 do appear
occasionally to attract glottalised forms,
especially in the speech of younger
people. For example, the young MC
male P produces 4 pre-pausal glottals, 2
of which fall on the tag m
Similarly, another young MC speaker R
produces his only pre-pausal violation of
the FRR on the tag mm

The association of FRR violations
with tags suggests support for the
account in [1]: interactants are oriented
to a fully released variant of [t] in a
dialect with heavy use of glottals as a
signal that a speaker is yielding the
floor. In addition to phonetic cues such
as fully released [t], grammatical turn-
yielding cues such as tags are also
available to speakers. Since tags already
function as tum-handover cues, this may
account for why the phonetic cue often
fails to apply in them. In addition, most
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ltl-final tags involve frequently

occuning words such as it and that,

which as we have already noted are the

items most susceptible in general to

attracting glottal variants.

The use of tags has been identified as

a feature predominantly of female

speech [6]. Our data support this to an

extent, with few tags used by males (but

also few by the young MC females).

Younger WC females use by far the

highest number of tags, which partly

explains why they have much the highest

rate of failure of the FRR.

Thus, violation of the FRR must be

accounted for with reference to

conversational/utterance constraints, in

this particular case identification with

sentence tags. It remains to be

investigated whether the FRR is best

explained in terms of conversational

structure, or whether e.g. stress and/or

intonation patterns play an important

role as well. In addition, it should also

be noted that the FRR is usually applied

before mid-sentence pauses, even when

it seems clear that the speaker’s turn rs

not over. Examples include M21

thaltl # the kids are a lot more

These instances may be regarded .as

examples of speakers tailing off in mid-

sentence and leaving an opening for a

tum handover. However, the altematrve

account that it is the phonological (pre-

pausal) context which triggers the FRR

must also be borne in mind. If the latter

explanation is indeed the better, it may

indicate that the constraint on, the FRR in

general is best viewed as pre-pausal.

Supporting the suggestion made in [2]

rather than that in [1]. We intend to

investigate this issue further, although so

far we have experienced difficulty in

identifying unambiguously whether

scmc particular tokens are pre—pausal or

absolutely tum—final. . '

Our findings have wider implications,

particularly with regard to the function

0f phonological units [7]. Whilst
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variation in speech sounds has

traditionally been regarded as primarily

lexical-contrastive in function, what we

can clearly see in the case of the FRR is

variation being employed in stylistic and

demarcative functions. Such variation is

certainly systematic, but it is clear that it

cannot be governed purely by

phonology, given the goals traditionally

assumed by phonologists. The

relationship between these various

constraints and functions has scarcely

yet been investigated, but would

certainly serve to enhance our

understanding of what makes a native

speaker a native speaker.
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AGE GRADING IN ENGLISH PRONUNCIATION
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ABSTRACT
The results are presented of a survey

into speakers' preferences regarding cer-
tain words of contentious pronunciation.
In some cases sharp age grading was
revealed. Bag. for usage older people pre-
ferred, /'ju:zrd3/, but the majority
fljuzsrdy. Other sharply age-graded
words include nephew, suit, issue, ate,
deity, salt, poor, patriotic, inherent,
delirious, applicable. controversy, formi~
a'able, harass, kilometre and primarily.

INTRODUCTION

In compiling the Longman Pronunci-
ation Dictionary [1] I sought to supple-
ment my own intuitions regarding the
prevalence of rival variants by carrying
out an opinion poll of speakers' prefer-
ences for some ninety words known to be
subject to fluctuating or contentious pro-
nunciation. This survey rewaled, for in-
stance, that for the word zebra 83% of
the respondents preferred the le/ pro-
nunciation, only 17% preferring /i:/. The
poll was based on a postal questiormaire
submitted to a panel of native speakers of
British English (BrE). The respondents
numbered 275, and were drawn in equal
numbers from the north and the south of
England, with small numbers of Welsh
and Scots. Most were professionally con-
cemed with speech, being academic pho-
neticians and linguists, teachers,
university students, radio announcers or
speech scientists and engineers; but over
a quarter were volunteers from the gen-
eral public recruited by personal contact
or by an invitation in a Sunday newspa-
per. All might therefore be termed
‘speech-conscious’.

' Th“ 90115118 preferences presented in
“’0 were mostly given as overall percen-

tages hmepmcmwpcrtemme their
possible correlation with respondenu‘

as“, whichrangcdfmmlswovcrso
years.

STEADY STATE VS. CHANGE

There are various words which some
speakers pronounce with /s/ and some
with /z/. LPD records, for example, that
in Chrysanthemum 61% of respondents
preferred /s/, and in usage 72%. This
conceals the fact that in Chrysanthemum
the proportion preferring /s/ is virtually
unchanged across all age groups, while in
usage it ranges from 37% among the
over-65's to 85% among the under-26‘s.
Hence we infer that in usage, but not in
Chrysanthemum, the language is in a state
of change, with /s/ increasingly preferred
over ll]. It seems that l'juzsrd3/ displaced
/'juzzrd3/ as the majority form during the
forties, when those born between 1923
and 1947 were growing up.

chty/s/anthemum

age older younger

born before 1923 333,195;

1923-47 1948-62
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AMERICANIZATION?

Sharp age grading was also revealed in

nephew, suit, and ate. In each of these

words BrE preferences are shown as

moving in the direction of the established

American (AmE) pronunciation: from

l‘nevjurl to fnefjuxl, Isjuzt/ to Isuztl, and

let/ to /ert/.

nephew lfl

70 suit lsurt/

40 ate lert/

older younger

This might lead one to conclude that

the most important influence on BrE pro-

nunciation is AmE, and that all or most

changes in BrE are to be attributed to

American influence. Yet the evidence of

other data makes clear that this is not so.

DIVERGENCE FROM AMERICAN

Indeed there are other words in which

the opposite trend appears: movement

away 5'0!“ AmE. In zebra AmE consul-

ently has /i:/, but it was known that in

BrE both /i:/ and /e/ are used; LPD

showed /e/ as preferred by 83% to 17%.

When we compare age groups, we. see

that in BrE /zizbra/ is almost exclusively

an older people's pronunciation. They

YOHHg have settled on l'zebral, thus

5 ' ' awa t‘romtheAmEnorm.

mamfiontroyversy the initial stress pattern

universal in AmE is progressively being

replaced in BrE by amepenultrmate

/-'trov-/, a British innovation Imparal-

leled in AmE.

fkan'trovasi/

older younger

INFLUENCE OF PROFESSION

The dip in the graph — the unexpect-

edly low vote for the new pattern among

the younger middle-aged .— may be ex-

plained by the fact that this group of re-

spondents contained many BBC radio

announcers, for whom the stressing

fkontravazsi/ is something of a shrbbol-

eth. There was a clear correlation be-

tween being a BBC announcer and

preferring initial stress in this word It is

one of the items on which the 8c Pro-

nunciation Unit has in the past given firm

guidance, and mormhcers have evrdently

' ference err own.

mgr?“only:other word in the survey to

reveal correlation with respondents pro-

fession or occupation was research,

where a preference for final stress

(although common to allgroupst rs asso-

ciated particularly wrth being an

academic.

OTHER VOWEL PREFERENCES-

In deity the traditional form with /'dr:—/

is almost entirely confined to those born

before the nineteen fifires, havrng been

displaced, for reasons that are not c :22,

by l'der-l. Among those born since 1

preference for the latter form reached 98

l.

Inmsalt it has long been kncwn that

there is a form lsolt/ in competition e

the lsozlt/ shown in most dictionaries. t
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carneasasurprisetometofindthatin
thiswordthereisfairlysharpagem
with the proportion preferring the short
vowel rising from 34 percent among the
oldest group to 72 percent among the

Young“!-

‘00 deity l'der-l

so

60

salt lsol t/
40

20

01d“ younger

Itiswellknownthatinanincreasing
number of words the diphthong lua/ is
being replaced by /0:/, probably through a
process of lexical transfer. In poor we
findthattheproportionpreferringapro-
nunciation identical to that of pour, i.e.
/po:/, rises from about a quarter among
the oldest group to over four-fifths
among the youngest.

100

del/ra/rious

20

The sharpest age grading found in the
survey related to the word delirious. The
traditional pronunciation has the stressed
vowel /r/, as expected on the basis of ety-
mology and orthography. However, for
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reasons again unknown and apparently
peculiartothisword, anewt‘ormwith
/-'lrar-/ has arisen, and is overwhelming-

ly Prefmd by younger respondents.

STRESS PATTERNS

Not only in controversy but also in a
number of other words of four syllables
thereisatendencyforinitialsu'esstobe
supplanted by antepenultimate. This is
true, for example, of applicable, formi-
dable and kilometre. In all of these there
is a steady increase in preference for
antepenultimate stress across the age
groups; and there is no blip caused by the
radio announcers, whose views here co-
incide with those of the other
respondents.

10° ap'plicable

20

older young“

The case of kilometre brings in back
to the question of possible American in-
fluence, since lkr‘lazmatst is the usual
AmE form. As this survey shows, the
traditional and logical BrE l‘krla.mi:ta/
(cf. centimetre, millimetre) is being
rapidly displaced by /kr'lomIta/.

AN AMERICAN SURVEY
A comparable survey of AmE pro-

nunciation preferences has recently been
carried by my doctoral student Yuko Shi-
lara [2]. Her work reveals, for instance,
that in congratulate and February the
forms /kan'grmd3clert/ and ffebjueri/
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are significantly more favoured by
younger than by older Americans; and

the younger respondents are significantly

more likely to report that eat and caught

are hornophonous than their elders.
Several stress patterns are changing

both in BrE and in AmE. The graph for

formidable shows BrE to be in the lead in

the movement away from initial stress,

and to be changing its preference more

rapidly.

100

BrE

for'midable

8
8
8
8

older younger

The pattern for applicable is similar,

though here the change is somewhat

further advanced. Here AmE appears to

Show a recent swing back towards

feplrkabll.
In harass it is the Americans who are

inthelead. Theiradoptionoffinalsuess

(at least in some meanings of the word) is

increasingly imitated in Britain.

ap'plicoble

older VOW“
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lm
AmE

80

ha'rass

20 Ed!

older younger

Inonewordatleast, schangeinpre~

ferred stressplacementistakingplaceat

the same time andataboutthe same rate

in AmE as in BrE. This is exquisite,

where the stress pattern l‘ekskwrzrt/ is in

thelaterstages ofbeingdisplacedbythe

pattern Irk'skwrzrtl.

older younger
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OPEN VOWEL BACKING IN CANADIAN ENGLISH

John H. Esling and Henry J. Warkentyne

University ofVictoria, Victoria, Canada

ABSTRACT
In Canadian English in Vancouver, the

open front vowel /a:/ is acquiring a more
retracted quality, beginning with groups
with the highest social status, and about
one generation earlier for women than for
men. The open back vowel [0/ also
shows a progression in younger age
groups to a preference for a more
rounded or retracted [o] variant among
men, with women having a slightly
higher incidence of [o] vowels in all
generations.

INTRODUCTION
Canadian English has ten primarily

monophthongal vowels, [1, r, e, a, re, a,
A, o, u, u], of which [e', o“, 'u] exhibit
the most gliding; three diphthongs, lat,
au, or], of which the first two have raised
allophones [91, so]; and a distinct [a] with
[1, e, a, o, u] also occurring as
allophones of the basic set before /r/ [l].
The system's distinguishing characteristic
lies in the merger of the two open back
vowels lo/ and /a/, which neutralizes
oppositions present in other varieties of
English, so that 'caught' and 'cot' are
homophonous and 'father‘ and 'bother’
also rhyme. The merger is also found in
some dialects of American English from
New England to the Ohio River [2, 3],
and is the likely result of early Scotch-
lrish immigration patterns spreading to
the southwest as well as north into
Canada.

The open front vowel /a:/ functions as
in most varieties of English. While
American English varieties tend to raise
the phonetic quality of la/ to [co], [ea],
or even as high as [is] in some instances,
Canadian English is not reported to
participate in that kind of change [3].

Data are drawn from the Survey of
Vancouver English, including 240
randomly-selected male and female
English speakers native to the region, in
three age groups: over 60, 35-60 and 16-
34; and four socioeconomic status (SES)
categories: middle and upper working
class (MWC/UWC), and lower and
middle middle class (LMCIMMC) [4].

The findings reported here include
auditory evaluations performed for each
token of /a:/ and of /o/ for each speaker
in the survey, drawn from the survey's
reading passage (a conversational
narrative with local content) to make the
comparison uniform; and consisting of
about 50 tokens of each vowel in stressed
position for each social/age grouping.
Acoustic analysis of these vowels,
excluding diphthongs and /a~/, began as a
sociolinguistic study of long-term voice
quality settings [5, 6].

AUDITORY ANALYSIS
Variations in the realization of the open

back vowel are grouped into two
variants, [o] and [o], unrounded and
rounded. The rounded allophones may
vary in the degree of rounding or in
openness, which ranges between a
position just below near-open [Q] to open
[0]. There is also the possibility that the
impression of rounding is achieved more
by tongue root retraction than by labial
protrusion. For a majority of speakers
using the unrounded variant, it was
judged to be fully back, close to Cardinal
Vowel 5. In some cases, the variant [0]
was slightly advanced, and only in a few
instances was it advanced to a position
approaching an open centralized vowel
[el-
Open back /a/

The distribution of the two variants of
/o/ for the Vancouver subjects is
presented in Table 1. In the schematic
presentation of symbols, where either [0]
or [0] appears alone, the frequency of
occurrence for that variant is at least 67%
for that group. A higher than 33%
incidence of a competing variant is
marked by a tilde (signifying alternation)
and enclosed in parentheses. A still
higher alternation of a competing variant
(greater than 40%) is indicated by only a
tilde, without parentheses. Numerical
results are also presented.

The usage of the two variants is
divided, with [o] more common at 59%.
while [0] occurs 41% of the time.
Women have a slightly higher incidence
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of [n] (60.5%) than do men (57.5%).
This can be accounted for by the high
frequency of [a] in the over-60 male
category (59%). Female subjects show a
small increase from oldest to middle-age
categories, but then a sharp decrease in
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[o] usage in the youngest age group.
Thus, no clear progressive change is in
evrdence for Vancouver women,
although [0] remains the preferred variant
in all generations.

Table 1. Distribution of/o/variants in the Vancouver Survey -- schematic and numerical
representations.

Women Over60 ( (1 ~ ) 99 157

Women 35-60 ( 0 ~) 92 164

Women 16-34 a - 112 144

(39.5%) (60.5%)

Men Over 60 a - 148 104

Men 35-60 (a -) 94 161

Men 16-34 82 174

(42.5%) (57.5%)

Male subjects, on the other hand,
show a clear progression, by age group,
of an increasing incidence of the [n]
variant: old-age, 41%; middle-age, 63%;
young-age, 68%. The difference from
the female pattern, described in more
detail elsewhere [7], suggests that either
young women are initiating a reverse
trend, or that variation among women is
freer and not responding to the same
forces for change at this point in the
vowel space as with men.

Open front [tel
The choice of [re] variants is between a

fronted [as] and a backed [a2]. Choices
of a more close or a more open variant
9Ccur only occasionally and are not
included in the calculation of results.
Chi-squared tests with one and three
degrees of freedom give a rough
indication of the significance attributable
to one or another cells of the two-pair and

four-pair comparisons. Small differences
in the 40-50% range are statistically

l“Slgnificant.
The distribution of variants of /:e/ iS

Compared and interpreted phonetically for
all SES classes combined together in each
0f the three age groups in Table 2.

Older women's usage favours [re],

except in the MMC group where the
backer variant appears to have taken
hold. This finding supports the accuracy
of spectral analysis of fonnants which
suggests that lae/ is in fact more backed
for MMC women than for MWC women,

while most other vowels are more

fronted. The middle-aged women

demonstrate active variation between [re]
and [re], while the younger women
clearly favour [re], especrally tn the MC.

For the men in the Vancouver survey,

the same development -- backing of / . --

appears to be in progress, but lagging

behind the women by about one

generation. As with the women, the

youngest group adopts the retracted

variant, with the MC leading the change.

In summary, [33/ appears to be

acquiring a more retracted qualityin

Vancouver English, beginning with

individuals with the highest socral status,

and about one generation earlier for

women than for men. Westem Canadian

English, to the extent represented by the

Vancouver survey, ' differs from

American English in lhlS respect, where

the trend often reported in the us. IS
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towards a fronted and more close (front
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raising) diphthongal variant.

Table 2. Distribution of/ae/variants in the Vancouver Survey -- schematic and statistical
representations.

Women Over 60 a: ( ~ a: ) } l
} p < 0.019 }

Women 3560 re - a ) __} p < 0.0001
] p < 0.0001 }

Women 16-34 a } }

Men Over 60 a: l

Men 35-60 a: ) ) p < 0.0001
) p < 0.0001 }

Men 16-34 a: i }

ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS

Spectral Peak Distributions
Vocalic inventories for each SES by

age by gender group are compared using
vowel tokens from the identical lexical
contexts to those used in the auditory
evaluations, taken from the same reading
selection. First and second formant
frequencies (Fl,F2) are calculated for
80% of the 50 tokens for each of the ten
vowels in the basic vowel system. In the
first instance, a linear predictive coding
(LPC) routine in the Computerized
Speech Lab (CSL) environment is used.
F1 and F2 are averaged over 20-msec
intervals for the duration of the nucleus
for each of 40 tokens representing each
vowel class (5 tokens x 8 subjects per
survey group), with resulting values
written to data files for statistical
processing. In the second instance,
average spectral FFI‘s are calculated for
the vowel nucleus.

Higher second formant frequency
ranges for the older women indicate a
more fronted quality of /2/ than for
middle-aged women in all groups except
the MMC group. Average spectral
evidence for the [tel vowel indicates a
lower F2 for MMC women than for
MWC women in the oldest age group,
suggesting that the more retracted [as]
variant is accurate. Variation is
considerable among middle—aged women,
but younger women show a shift towards
a retracted target in the MC SES groups.

Spectral peak measurements for the
men demonstrate a higher degree of

similarity from SES group to SES group
than for the women. This corresponds to
the relative lack of SES variability in the
men‘s vowels noted in the auditory
judgements. Compared to the women,
the men switch later but more abruptly in
apparent time to the retracted variant.

Significance Measures
Statistical significance of spectral

distributions is assessed through group-
by-group means-limits comparisons. In
the pronunciation of /ze/, middle-aged
MMC women are clearly differentiated
from all other 5155 groups of the same
age. They are also differentiated from
every older group including those of
similar social status except the MWC
women. Complementarily, the older
MMC women use an /ae/ with a quality
different from any other group of their
same age except the MWC group at the
opposite end of the social scale. For the
women in general, UWC and MMC SES
groups consistently maintain separate
qualities of lael.

System-shifting Anomalies
A potentially anomalous situation

appears in the F1 ,F2 distributions of
other vowels in the set. For most of the
ten vowels (other than /a, A, u/), for
example, the mean value of F2 is higher
for the older MMC women than the mean
value of F2 for the older MWC women.
Since the tokens have been obtained from
identical contexts, the F1,Fz distribution
would imply that the MMC women's
vowels are more fronted than the MWC
women's vowels. However, this has
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been shown not to be the case for lael,
i.e., the rule does not apply in the same
way. The only contextual variable likely
to interfere with the F1,F2 locations is
the difference in stress or timing with
which some subjects may have spoken
the target items as they occurred during
the reading passage. However, as the
items selected are largely in stressed
position, and considering the large
number of items represented, it is
probable that the shift upwards in F2 for
MMC women is not the result of
performance anomalies. It is entirely
possible that most of the vowels of the
system are shifting in one direction for
one group relative to another, except for
certain key vowels which are shifting in
the opposite direction.

Long-term Spectral Comparisons
In comparing these vocc results with

earlier results of LTAS (long-term
spectral averaging) [6], a few parallels
are worth noting. The first is that LTAS
techniques reveal wider differentiation
among female SES groups than among
male SES groups of the survey.
Secondly, the age and SES distributions
of the open vowels and the distribution of
long-term settings isolate certain SES
groups. MMC women, for example, are
consistently differentiated in LTAS from
UWC women, and older MMC women
show the clearest separation from all
other groups except middle-aged MMC
women. As with vocalic distributions,
older MC women and younger MC
women are more distinct in long-term
setting than the set of middle-age women,
and both move decidedly in favour of a
retracted [21;].

As a matter of speculation, it may be
less accurate to say that the SES groups
are "doing" something with their vowels
than to say that we are measuring
something that they are doing; for
example, we are probably measuring the
middle-age women halfway through .a
'Change in which vowel quality ts
jostling" with voice quality, or shifting
“8 units around to accommodate a new
background setting. Clearly. this
hYPOthesis must be subjected to further
testing.
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